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Editors' Note
As we direct our energies to the professional challenges of 1985, no

sir.gle issue demands more of our concern and energy than the attempts
of the world powers to reduce nuclear weapons arsenals. It is now almost
our fortieth year of living with the distinct possibility of a nuclear war
a war which now has potential for the total annihilation of the planet.
A parallel concern must be the tramp iing of human rights throughout
the world. Whether our focus is upon Apartheid in South Africa, Soviet
aggression against the Afghans, or the denial of basic rights to Polish
workers, one fact is quite clear. Humans have yet to learn how to resolve
interpersonal conflict positively and peacefully. Professionals in the field
of counseling and human services should have more skill and knowledge
in interpersonal relations than politicians or soldiers. Perhaps we need
to learn how to share this competency with thousands of others, to in-
fluence the political process, and become effective advocates for human
rights. We dedicate this issue of A war, less to the cause of peace and
justice throughout the world.

Anne Roark
Daryl Sander
Editors for Awareness,
The Journal of the Colorado
Association for Counseling and
Development
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Self-Concept: The Needs of Children

by Gwen Findley

As an elementary school counselor, I have encountered many aspects
of children and their growth, and I find that at the base of most prob-
lems and concerns lies the child's self-concept. How positively it has
developed and how the child views the world is most often the key to
solving the problem at hand. Children rely, even at an early age, upon
their experience to dictate their further behavior.

A child's self-concept emerges gradually over the first two years of
life. When a child develops a sense of self, he/she also develops the emo-
tions of pride and shame. Whenever a child' behavior is influenced
by this pride and shame, self-concept is being further developed and
molded by each and every experience the child has. Many factors are
involved in these experiences. Regardless of socioeconomic status, how
each experience is viewed and integrated will determine how detrimen-
tal or useful it will be in the development of a positive self-concept.
Children spend most of their waking hours creating their viewpoints
about themselves and others and use these viewpoints to make deci-
sions about themselves and the world.

Just about the time they have an understanding (positive or negative)
of the world, they are sent to school. Once they were the youngest, and
the apple of their mother's eye; now they are among many, all looking
for recognition and defining their role as school children.

Because of the age range (5-11) and the broad range of experiences
in that age range, the role of an elementary school counselor is diverse.
Elementary school is part of the development of self-concept and isone
of the most powerful influences in a child's life. Our educational system
often creates a win/lose situation in the mind of a child. Children do
not always understand competition which is evident in elementary
school; thus, they interpret not being first, or at the top of the class,
as meaning they are not important, or they are worthless, or they do
not deserve love.

Coupled with the messages which a child brings to school and what
the school presents, children may indeed develop poor self-concepts. Ad-
ministrators, parents, teachers and school counselors must intervene
in this process. Children need to have their self-concept reaffirmed as
often as possible. They need to accept themselves and be accepted for
who they are. Their feelings and opinions need to he allowed self
investigat ion wit hout degradation in order that their- self-concept can
develop fully, and positively

This need is not only directed toward children. School counselors are

(;%t en Findley is it counselor, Freedom's Trail Elementary School. Fort Carson,
Colorado



often the leaders in educating the other significant adults in a child's
life about allowing positive self-concepts to evolve in the life of children.
Typically, parents and many teachers are not aware of how critically
they affect a child. Harsh words, glances, insinuations, and "adult"
conversations are often the molders of a child's negative self-concept,
when their intention is to motivate. Teaching children and adults about
how to re-direct these messages and bring about pOsitive self-concepts
are a crucial part of an elementary school counselor's role. The intent
and purpose here is not to give "how-tos," but to raise a conscious
awareness of the needs of children. As adults, we are able to sift through
the rubble and the flowers and make decisions about the world. Children
often do not know the worth or the value of the rubble and the flowers
and, thus, make negative decisions about themselves and those that
care for them.

Being a self-concept promoter and modeling a positive self-concept
for others are two important ways school counselors, teachers, parents,
and administrators can aid in the development of a better world for
children.

Children learn instinctively and intuitively how to survive, who and
when to trust, what works and what hurts in their relationships with
people and the world. We must support them, create positive en-
vironments for them, and guide them as they grow. It is important that
their self-concepts are enhanced and they are rewarded for being who
they arechildren.
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The Disruptive Child in the Classroom

by Suzanne I. Foster

Perhaps one of the most frustrating and time-consuming aspects of
teaching is dealing with the disruptive child in the classroom. Much
research has been devoted to exploring methods for dealing with disrup-
tive behavior. This article will give a general overview of mildly to
moderately disruptive behavior, including: identification, suggestions
for the teacher, and counseling intervention .strategies.

Disruptive behavior can be defined as any behavior that is disturb-
ing to the teacher (Lewin, Nelson & Tollefson, 1983). Examples of
disruptive behavior include: talking out of turn, inappropriate
responses, fidgeting, making unusual noises or motions, being distracted
or distracting others. Disruptive behavior can generally be described
as a lack of self-control or lack of adherence to the classroom rules.

Research indicates that teacher attitude -:ontributes significantly to
the effectiveness of intervention strategies (Lewin, et al. 1983). In their
study, Lewin et al. (1983) discovered that teachers with a negative at-
titude toward particular students continued to find those students to
be disruptive even after the defined disrupting behaviors were
eliminated. In addition, teachers with good discipline and classroom
management techniques have been found to have fewer problems with
disruptive children. The most effective way to promote nondisrupting
behavior is to provide an objective environment with clearly defined
rules and consistent reinforcement.

Since the environment plays such an important role in a student's
behavior, it is desirable to help the teacher become more effective. One
method for helping the teacher to become more aware of the environ-
ment is to video-tape a class session (Lewin, et al. 1983). While review-
ing the tape, it is helpful to identify the teacher's ideology concerning
student management. The theories can range from noninterventionist,
or "looking on," to interactionalist (questioning, directive statements),
to interventionist, or dealing with a problem physically. While the
theories themselves can be debated, research indicates that the teacher
with an eclectic approach has more resources to draw upon in dealing
with the disruptive child and is, therefore, more effective (Glickman,
and Wolfgang 1978). By helping the teachers to identify their own style
and exposing them to other ideologies, the counselor, in effect, gives
teachers more methods to choose from.

Another way the counselor can help the teacher deal with the disrup-

Suzanne 1. Foster is associated with the School of Education, University of Colo-
rado, Colorado ;,prings.
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tive child is to provide concrete tools to use One such tool is the con-
tract (Hackney, 1974) This is basically a behavior modification method
that is clearly spelled out on paper, with all parties concerned signing
their agreement to the expectations, rewards, consequences, and time
frames Another concrete method is to help the teacher develop an asser-
tive discipline program This would include clearly stated rules and
a consistent method for rewards and punishments

Before the counselor begins to work with the child, he/she should ob-
tain as much historical information on the child as possible, including
the following: a specific statement of the problem and duration, mettiods
used to correct the problem, peer interactions, interactions with adults,
school records, family background, recent emotional upsets, and
physical health. This information can be obtained by talking to teachers,
parents, and friends. Also, records should be reviewed and casual obser-
vations in the classroom setting should be made. By identifying the
cause of the problem, the counselor can then decide on the best course
of action to take.

One method the counselor can use in dealing with the disruptive child
is to initiate individual counseling. This would be the most appropriate
method to use with the child who shows a tendency toward disruptive
behavior. By developing a rapport in a safe environment, the child is
more likely to share a particularly upsetting event or developmental
problem than he/she would in a larger group setting or less safe en-
vironment. Within this setting, the counselor could use such tools as
puppetry or role-playing to encourage self-disclosure on the part of the
child (Muro and Dinkmeyer, 1977).

Group counseling is particularly effective with those students who
have consistently proven to be disruptive. In developing a group, it is
important to include good student role models who have the respect
of their peers. This environment not only provides a model for the
disruptive child, but also for a consistent system of feedback from peers
both inside and outside of the group setting. This support system can
be a powerful force in helping the disruptive child to adopt new
behaviors in the classroom setting.

The overall goal in dealing with the disruptive child is to effect a
positive change in behavior. This change can be promoted by helping
the teacher to become more effective in dealing with the behavior and
helping the student take more responsibility for the behavior. By be-
ing disruptive, the child is probably seeking attention in a negative,
destructive manner. The methods outlined above provide children with
opportunities to learn behaviors that will give them positive attention
as well as helping to insure successful school experiences.

REFERENCES
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Misunderstandings of the Empathy
Response and A Test for Counselors

by I. David Welch and James A. Foos

In April 1982, The Personnel and Guidance Journal published a car-
toon purporting to demonstrate the empathy response (p. 482). The car-
toon is reproduced below. The cartoon shows an instructor defining em-
pathy while the second panel shows two "classmembers" practicing.
The definition, while not incorrect, is lacking. The demonstration panel
is completely in error. This cartoon presentation misrepresents the em-
pathy response. A real problem in a journal representing the counsel-
ing profession!
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DEFINITIONS OF EMPATHY
Practically every book on counseling has a definition of empathy. We

have selected an early, but lasting, definition from the work of Carl
Rogers. Rogers (1959) defines empathy as follows:

The state of empathy, or being empathic, is to perceive the inter-
nal frame of reference of another with accuracy and with the emo-
tional components and meanings which pertain thereto as if one
were the person, but without ever losing the "as if" condition.
Thus it means to sense the hurt or the pleasure of another as he
senses it and to perceive the causes thereof as he perceives them,
but without ever losing the recognition that it is as if I were hurt
or pleased and so forth. If this "as if" quality is lost, then the
state is one of identification. (pp. 210-211)

Here, Rogers has defined the state of empathy. The empathy response

I. David Welch is Professor of professional psychology and James A. Foos is a
doctoral candidate in counseling psychology, University of Northern Colorado,
Greeley.
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is defined further by Eisenberg and Delaney (1977). They say:
The effective empathic response affirms to the client "I have
understood not only the overt part of your message but also the
underlying significance that it has for you." (p. 93)

Therefore, we can see that accurate empathy has two parts. First, the
counselor understands the content and feelings of the client. Second,
the counselor is able to effectively communicate that understanding
to the client.

If this is a definition of empathy, then what is not empathy? Gazda,
et al (1977) tells us "Empathy and sympathy are different. Sympathy
means that the helper experiences the same emotions as the helpee.
It is not necessary to experience the helpee's feelings to be helpful. You
can help if you can understand how the other person feels, and that
is what is meant by empathy." (p. 62) Benjamin (1974) agrees that sym-
pathy and empathy are not the same. In addition, he says, "Nor should
empat :ly be confused with identification.. . . Empathy always involves
two distinctly separate selves; identification results in one. When the
interviewer identifies with the interviewee. he becomes the inter-
viewee." (p. 49)

Carkhuff and Pierce (1981) have provided us with a scale to rate em-
pathy responses. This scale helps us discriminate helpful from non-
helpful responses. The major points of the scale are provided below.

Rating Scale for Helper Responses
1.0 Feeling and content both absent or both inaccurate
2.0 Accurate response to content, but feeling absent or

inaccurate
3.0 Accurate response to content and feeling
4.0 Accurate response to personalized problem, feeling

and goal (first statement of a goal to be acted upon)

5.0 Accurate response to personalized problem and
goal, and accurate identification of steps. (contains
at least one specific step toward the goal)

CRITICISM
Using the definitions above, it can be seen that the cartoon presented

in the April 1982 issue of the Personnel and Guidance Journal fails
to accurately represent empathy in several respects. First the defini-
tion in the cartoon is limited. Second, the panel depicting an empathy
response does not do that. It instead depicts either sympathy or iden-
tification. On the rating scale developed by Carkhuff and Pierce, it is,
at best, a 2.0 response. Tsk, tsk, tsk!

A TEST FOR COUNSELORS
Given the information provided in this article, a test has been

developed to assess the new knowledge gained in this article. Please
take the test below. Pick a response. Rate your response.

Burp
That's disgust ing. Ti' y to control yourself.

t 6
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Burp

How 'bout them Broncos!

You have gas and you are mildly embarrassed because you
belched in public.

complete computer software package is available for scoring. Simp-
ly contact the authors for information and costs.

SUMMARY
This scholarly article has pointed out some basic misunderstandings

of the empathy response presented in a cartoon published in our major
professional journal. It has attempted to provide information accurately
defining empathy as well as a practice test to allow counselors to test
their new knowledge. Possibilities for scoring have been suggested.

With apologies to Goud and McCain.
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Extending the Counseling Practicurn:
The Counselor Training Laboratory

by Stacey Arnett, Evelyn Bassoff, and Susan Jackson

The purposes of this report are to describe the development and im-
plementation of the Counselor Training Laboratory, an in-house prac-
t icumlinternship experience offered through the University of Colo-
rado's School of Education in Boulder. Specifically, we will describe
how such a laboratory is simultaneously used for practice, supervision
and research.

RATIONALE
The Counselor Training Laboratory was instituted as an adjunct to

the traditional practicum, in which students counsel in settings off cam-
pus with non-faculty supervisors. Although the counseling practicum
plays a central role in the training of counselors (Dustin, 1984; Ibrahim
& Thomas, 1982; Kramer & Ryabik, 1981), it frequently fails to pro-
vide rigorous supervision (Holloway, 1982). In our experience, super-
vision by non-faculty supervisors tended to be uneven. Hence, not all
our practicum students benefitted from their practica. Our primary pur-
pose then, in setting up the Laboratory was to counter this deficiency.
Our secondary purpose was to subject the effects of counseling prac-
tice and supervision to continual research. Essentially, we wished to
set up a circular system wherein counseling practice and supervision
would generate evaluation and research among our doctoral students,
which in turn would modify our current practice of counseling and
supervision.

STRUCTURE OF LABORATORY
Based on the results of a needs assessment administered to doctoral

counseling students, faculty members, and off-campus practicum super-
visors (n =102), as well as on information gathered informally from ad-
ministrators, faculty, and students, a physical facility was designed and
constructed. It includes two counseling rooms to accomodate groups or
individual sessions, an observation area equipped with audio-visual in-
struments and one-way mirrors, and a reception area.

Doctoral interns, under the direction of faculty members, administer
the Laboratory by screening clients and assigning them to practicum
students, coordinating use of the counseling rooms and audiovisual
equipment, and maintaining liaisons with community referral sources
Faculty advisors oversee research projects carried out in the Laboratory

Since confidentiality is a consideration. prospective clients are pro-

Th Ii ti s, whose narnus are listed alphahotically, Stacy Arnett. M.A.; Evelyn
BassolT. Ph.D.; and Susan .Jackson, M.A.. tire associated with the School of Educa
tutu. University of Colorado. Boulder.
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vided with written information describing the services and research
focus of the Laboratory They are also required to agree in writing to
the taping and observing of sessions, which is limited to faculty, super-
visors, and counselors -in- training.

SUPERVISION
The Laboratory incorporates various kinds of supervisor, setting, and

technique as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Modalities for Supervision

Supervisor Faculty practicum supervisors
Peers
Advanced students
Consultants

Setting One-to-one
Group

Techniques Direct observation (via one-way mirror)
Audio-video replay
Case presentation
Informal case review/discussion

A faculty practicum supervisor or advanced doctoral students, all ex-
perienced and active clinicians, regularly supervise the trainees. In ad-
dition, trainees regularly observe and provide feedback to their peers.
Outside consultants, such as the staff psychiatrist from the local men-
tal health center and directors of community agencies, offer brief con-
sultations to the trainees. Since the Laboratory offers counseling ser-
vices at no cost to the public, community agencies have been generous
in their support of it, both by referring appropriate and diversified
clients and by providing adjunctive supervision.

Supervision occurs in one-to-one and group settings. Meetings are ar-
ranged between the supervisor and student, and weekly practicum class
meetings are held for the purpose of client case review. Direct obser-
vation via one-way mirrors and sound systems, video and audio replays
of sessions, formal oral case perrentations and informal case reviews
and discussion are techniques for supervision. Supervisors or peers cri-
tique the counselor either after the session or, in the case of replay,
during it.

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
Isolated studies, which often do not build on previous work, are

characteristic of the research on supervision in counseling (Hansen,
Robins, & Grimes, 1982). Hence, the advanced training of counselors
tends to be somewhat haphazard. A major objective of the Laboratory
is to generate research projects specifically in the areas of training and
supervision. The diversified supervisory and training activities fostered
in the Laboratory provide rich opportunities in the form of classroom

9 14



projects and doctoral dissertations To promote such research, a seminar
on special topics in counseling research was introduced in the cur-
riculum. In it students are encouraged to propose and develop research
plans for the Laboratory. Moreover, records of client cases are organized
in a way to facilitate research projects. For example, clients are required
to provide extensive demographic information, information is color-
coded, and so forth. Hence, the Counselor Training Laboratory invites
continual review of its activities and promotes experimentation.

SUMMARY
The Counselor Training Laboratory has two main objectives: (1) to

provide counselors -in- training highly supervised counseling experiences
with a diversity of clients; and (2) to promote research and evaluation
of counseling practice and supervision. The underlying principle is that
faculty and administrators have an obligation to promote what they
judge to be effective techniques of counseling and to provide what they
judge to be effecjve supervision. However, they also have an obliga-
tion to invite sound but critical review of their pedagogical offerings.

REFERENCES
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Counselor Trainees' Exposure to the
Client Role: Implications for Training

by Penne lope Skoglund

In looking toward the future of counseling in Colorado, it is relevant
to look at counseling education programs and curriculum. Programs
must continue to explore training strategies which will increase stu-
dent effectiveness. In looking at possible strategies, one of the impor-
tant areas of inquiry that emerges is student characteristics. Personal
growth activities which enhance desirable student characteristics have
been researched over the years (Schwab & Harris, 1981; Borgers, 1972;
Cerra, 1969; Kassera, 1968; Kemp, 1962; and Hunt, 1962). Such
activities, leading to personal growth and increased self awareness, help
students reflect upon personal biases, fears, opinions, etc. (Hunt, 1962).
This author believes that personal counseling, in addition to academic
and experiential components of graduate programs, is an activity which
can enhance student characteristics and lead to increased effectiveness.

The purpose of this study was to determine the amount exposure to
personal counseling of masters and doctoral students in Guidance and
Counseling at the University of Colorado, Boulder. The amount of
counseling received by both groups was compared. Their attitudes about
personal counseling being a component of their graduate program were
explored.

The participants were 27 students pursuing their masters degree in
Guidance and Counseling and 25 doctoral students in the same pro-
gram. A questionnaire designed by this researcher was submitted to
all the students. They were asked how much counseling they had re-
ceived prior to their graduate work, how much they were currently
receiving, and what their attitudes were about personal counseling be-
ing included in their graduate program.

Analysis
The t-test determined whether the amount of counseling received or

attitudes about personal counseling differed for the two groups of
students.

Results and Discussion
Questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Table Il looked at whether (1) personal

counseling was desirable for students in this field, (2) hether it should
be required, (3) whether students would accept personal counseling if
it were offered, and (4) whether students would attend such counsel-
ing if it were required in their program. No differences were found be-
tween the groups on these questions. Of the masters students, 85%

Pennelope Skoglund is a doctoral student in Guidance and Counseling at the
University of Colorado, Boulder.
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stated counseling was desirable and 51% said it should be required.
For the doctoral students the figures were 80f% and 447(, respectively.

The difference between the groups in the amount (in months) of
counseling before graduate work was not significant (p=.102). 66% of
the masters students and 48% of the doctoral students experienced some
counseling before beginning their graduate work. The difference in the
amount of counseling currently being undertaken by the groups was
significant (p= .013). 22% of the masters students and 367 of the doc-
toral students were currently seeing a counselor. Experience of any type
or amount of counseling before or during their program was 70c7c for
masters students and 76(.7( for doctoral students.

Of those students who had obtained little or no previous counseling,
the masters students showed significantly more interest in entering
counseling (p=.022).

These findings indicate considerable exposure to personal counsel-
ing by the students questioned. The Task Panel Reports Submitted to
the President's Commission on Mental Health (1978) stated that less
than 10% of the general public has utilized some type of counseling
service. These counseling students are not representative of the general
public in this respect.

Counseling students are given credit for intelligence and academic
ability upon admission to their graduate programs, but are they given
credit for their personal counseling experience? In view of the interest
these students showed in personal counseling and their attitudes about
its inclusion in their program, there are implications for counselor train-
ing programs. A pertinent question is whether or not students without
the experience operate at a disadvantage in their program. Another
issue is the availability of low cost counseling to students who want
it. Eleven students in this study indicated they were interested in per-
sonal counseling, but had not done anything about it because of cost.

Evaluation of student performance as correlated with personal
counseling experience would help determine whether personal counsel-
ing is sufficiently important to be required before admission or during
graduate work in counseling. This is a controversial issue for counselor
education. To date, the literature on student effectiveness as a result
of personal growth experiences is inconclusive (Foster, 1972; Felker,
1970; McClain, 1969; and Wirt, Betz, Engle, 1969). More research on
personal growth of students and suhsequent competencies is needed.
In the meantime, the self understanding which students have gained
from their own personal counseling should he drawn upon fully in their
graduate work.

Table I
Comparison of Masters and Doctoral Students

1 Counseling is

M. A.s
X SI)

Ph.D.s
X SI) i elf Prob.

desi rable 1.15 36 1 13 ad 18 17. .860

2. Counseling should
he required 1.48 .51 1.54 .51 .42 483 .675

1. Would acs -pt. if
Offered 1.15 :i6 1.10 .31 49 44.1 .625
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Table I (Continued)
Comparison of Masters and Doctoral Students

M.A.s
X SD

Ph.D.s
X SD t df Prob.

4. Would attend, if
required 1.15 .37 1.26 .45 -.92 47.0 .364

5. Counseling before
M.A. (in months) 5.07 6.8 11.00 16.3 -1.68 31.6 .102

6. Counseling now
(in months) 1.40 3.7 13.50 23.1 -2.55 24.1 .018

7. Considered
counseling, not
done it yet '..60 .51 1.90 .34 -2.38 38.7 .022

Questions 1-4, 7: Yes I. No 2
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The Human Connection in a
Technological Age: Challenge to
Counselors

by Marty Chance

No greater challenge to counselors and professionals in the helping
professions has been given in "molding" the future than that given
at the A:lie House Conference in Washington, D.C. recently. "You can
become the 'catalyst' "! The emerging vision for counseling and
guidance is a move from the counselor for the "imminent" future toward
providing "human development across a life span throughout the
community."

The latest management theory, Theory Z, provides evidence that pro-
ductivity may be dependent upon trust, sublety, and intimacy. "As a
nation, we have developed a sense of the value of technology and of
a scientific approach to it, but we have meanwhile taken people for
granted" (Ouchi, 1981, p. 4).

Consequently, this nation needs a new theory of education, Theory
E (Gelatt, 1984). At the same time that business and industry have
been losing track of people in the wake of the technological explosion,
education has been losing track of the learner. Schools, colleges and
universities have forgotten the human side of learner development. We
need a new kind of business management PLUS a new kind of educa-
tion to provide the balance John Naisbitt (1982) calls "high tech/high
touch."

A new kind of education must attempt to achieve EXCELLENCE
AND EQUALITY. This education is called "EDUCAPE" (Gelatt, 1984).
The main ingredient of this new education is empathy (a capacity for
sharing in the interests of another), appreciation, compassion,
understanding, and sensitivity. Empathy, trust, sublety and intimacy
have always been a part of the counseling tradition.

We have always known that the human side of industrial/techno-
logical development is important but we have assumed that it was ade-
quately infused in our counseling "routines." The Arlie House Con-
ference addressed four new basic skills for learners (those to which we
have continually ascribed):

1. Decision-making--life is a continuum of decisions evolving
Prom "information overload."

9 Planning for life careers and continual education-technological
literacy; crossing over an array of job areas.

3 Coping skillsresponsibility (moral, ethical), interpersonal
relationships; communication.

Mat Chance is an industry relations specialist and vocational guidance
counselor emphn.cd by the Jefferson County Coion,unity. Center for Developmen-
tal llsubilit es.
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4 Academicincreased levels of competencies in math, reading,
writing, and computer literacy.

"There is good news and bad news," stated Thomas Peters in sum-
marizing findings for a formula for excellent corporations (Peters &
Waterman, 1982). "The bad news is there is no magic; the good news
is there is no magic. What the excellent companies do is pay obsessive
attention to the customer and to common sense." What education needs
to de to be excellent is to pay obsessive attention to both the learner
and to common sense.

Thus, we face the basic doctrine of the counseling professionpaying
close attention to the learner (using empathy, understanding, and sen-
sitivity) and following our common sense about human growth and
development. What is new about Theory E is that it demands that the
values, goals, and methods of the counseling profession become the
BASIC DOCTRINE (the common sense) of future education (Gelatt,
1984).

Significant ti ends in society and in our institutions of learning must
be recognized and dealt with. They even caused the creation of the
largest educational grant ever awarded, $4,070,670 by the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation, for the collaborative effort of PROJECT LEARN
(Johnson, 1984, p. i ). These trends are:

1. Adult learners are becoming the majority in our educational
institutions.

2. Institutions are not changing either to meet the needs of adults
or to incorporate what has been learned about adults in the
past three decades.

3. Technology has made available new delivery methods to in-
dividualize learning.

American business is searching for excellence. American education
is demanding excellence; American society is preaching equality. At
the same time, modern technology is changing our lives at a rate faster
than we can comprehend.

Dr. Barry Weinhold, Professor of Psychology, University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs, said in a speech before the 1984 convention of the
Colorado Association for Counseling and Development, "READY, FIRE,
AIM has become our motto. We are taking the longest strides man has
ever made and moving FAST."

Thus, the question is: Can a modern, democratic, technological society
preach and practice equality and pursue produce excellence? To
make an affirmative answer, change toward a new role for the counsel.
ing profession is evident. One change demands the recognition that good
education provides for individual differences; therefore, excellent educa-
tion should not produce equality. An equal education will not produce
equal excellence (Gelatt, 1984).

John Gardner (1961) points out that a democracy deals with individual
differences in ability and performance in two ways: one is to "protect
the ,,low runner and curb the swift," the other way is simply to "let
the best man win" (p. 5). Public education in America is trying to do
both People are not equal in their native gifts or in their motivations:
thus, they will not be equal in their achivements. America must have
as her social and educational philosophy "equality of opportunity.-
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A whole-grain view of the results of this philosophy provides some
insight into future educational policy Equality of opportunity in
American education means an equal chance for everyone to compete
in a broader framework of skills allowing wide individual differences
and honoring the achievement of each person's POTENTIAL. Gard-
ner further stresses, "We must learn to honor excellence (indeed to de-
mand it) in every socially accepted human activity, however humble
the activity, and to scorn shoddiness, however exalted the activity."
(Gardner, p. 86).

To seek the development of human potentialities at all levels is a basic
precept of both democracy and counseling. Thus, it is pcssible in a
democracy to have excellence in education and, simultaneo to edu-
cate everyone to the limit of histher potential. Rather than narrowing
standards, it dictates broadening the standards of excellence.

If we agree that a democratic Information Society needs to foster a
pervasive and universal striving for excellence, and we are willing to
embrace a broad definition of excellence, then we can understand what
is needed to reform education for the future (Gelatt, 1984).

Education is most certainly in what Naisbitt (1982) calls the "period
of parenthesis," what Bridges (1980) calls "the neutral zone," and what
Ferguson (1980) describes as a time when "the man on the flying trapeze
is in between trapezes."

"Excellence in education means, at the level of the individual learner,
performing on the boundary of individual ability in ways that test and
push back personal limits in school and in the workplace." (A Nation
at Risk, National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). If a
society adopts this policy, it will be prepared to respond to the challenges
of a rapidly changing world.

Excellence also means focusing attention on improving learning, not
simply improving schools. Much of what students learn is outside of
school; most of what adults learn is self-induced and self-managed. We
need an approach using future-oriented thinking (looking ahead to see
the new kind of future we want to create) to produce in Information
Society solution (finding creative new ways) (Naisbitt, 1982, p. 18).

What is the future mission of counseling? Gelatt (1984) says we must
broaden our concept of excellence. We can change education by en-
couraging, promoting, even demanding, a Creative And Responsible
ExcellenceCARE. EDUCAREa profound and futuristic mission.

Solution to this educational crisis will come from a redefinition of
our aim, not from a redoubling of our efforts. "When a business en-
vironment changes, a company or organization must reconceptualize
its purpose in light of the changing world." (Naisbitt, 1982, p. 85). The
environment of education has changed; consequently, we need to change
its purpose.

When we broaden our concept of excellence and the learning environ-
ment, our role will he one of leadership. Broader concepts and expand.
ing our methods of counseling, teaching, thinking and learning will
put the counseling profession "in the driver's seat on the road to ex-
cellence and equal educational reform." (Gelatt, 1984, p. 8).

"The reasonable man adapts himself to the world, the
unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself.
Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man."

(George Bernard Shaw)
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Cross-Cultural Counseling:
Another Perspective

by Albert E. Roark, Daryl Sander, and Anne Roark

Much of the literature on cross-cultural counseling has placed major
emphasis on information pertaining to cultural differences with
relatively little attention given to the practical matters of what things
counselors might need to do differently when working with culturally
different clients. To properly address this issue we must first define
counseling and culture, and then we must consider how cultural dif-
ferences are likely to affect counseling. Finally, helping a counselee
change his or her perspective on life may be the most direct way a
counselor can be of help.

Counseling may be defined in many ways. One definition we have
found useful is that it is ". . . any ethical activity based upon behavioral
science principles, that helps clients become better able to capitalize
or. and use their personal resources, abilities, and circumstances so that
they will be more effective, capable, satisfied, and ha)py . . ." (Sander,
Bassoff, & Roark, 1983). Counseling is intended to help another per-
son through the mysteries of the relationship, or through specific ac-
tivities performed during the relationship. "For effective counseling
to occur, the counselor and client must be able to appropriately and
accurately send and receive both verbal and nonverbal messages" (Sue
and Sue, 1977, p. 420). Cross-cultural counseling is defined as any
"counseling relationship in which two or more of the participants are
culturally different" (Atkinson, Morten, and Sue, 1983, p. 262).

Definitions of culture also vary; but defined simply, "culture consists
of all those things that people have learned to do, believe, value, and
enjoy in their history. It is the ideals, beliefs, skills, tools, customs, and
institutions into which each member of society is born" (Sue and Sue,
1977). Effective counseling requires effective communication between
the participants and awareness of cultural differences on the part of
the counselor. Consequently, it is both counseling and understanding
which receive extensive attention in the counseling literature.

Emphasizing cultural differences, communication problems, and
similar considerations within the counseling relationship has certain
risks, however. In the process of recognizing differences, we are prone
to overlook similarities and underestimate variability within groups.
We are proposing an approach to helping which accepts (1) that there
are differences among groups as N II as among individuals, and (2) that
there are common human tendencies among all individuals regardless
of their cultural identity.

Albert E. Roark and Daryl Sander arc Professors and Anne Roark is a Lecturer,
School of Education, University of Colorado, Boulder.
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The basic assumptions underlying the counseling approach we are
proposing are based on our 70 years of combined experience and not
upon an extensive review of the literature. We believe that all persons
have dreams, set goals, have to make decisions, and have to solve pro-
blems. How counselees approach these tasks and how we as counselors
effectively participate with them in these tasks is determined by six
factors: awareness, assumptions, information, logic, goals, and wisdom.

Awareness
Awareness of our surroundings and personal opportunities varies in

degree, understanding, and depth of comprehension from one person
to another. Unless persons come from the same society or culture, they
can not "read" the society or culture in the same way. Culturally, a
person may not be aware whether or not the dinner table is properly
set. Politically, it may not be clear what it will mean if a particular
candidate is elected. Socially, the effect of attending or dropping out
of school may not be readily apparent to an individual.

The means for preventing excessive soil erosion may be understood
at a far different level by the midwestern farmer who is paid a govern-
ment subsidy to leave erosion prone farmland fallow, compared to the
subsistence farmer in Ethiopia who is struggling to till every square
meter of land for maximum grain yields. Both are aware to some degree
of the harmful effects of wind and water erosion on the land, but they
vary considerably in awarel ,ess and the basic assumptions which they
draw from that awareness.

Assumptions
The assumptions which we draw from our awarness vary in signifi-

cant degrees. Persons who have lived all their lives in rural or subur-
ban environments may have little awareness of the effects of youth
gangs upon educational opportunities in the large city ghetto. The
Chicago teenager who is dependent upon his/her neighborhood gang
for protection while going to and from school draws far different basic
assumptions about the fact of gang existence than does the suburban
youth who sees the gangs solely in negative terms and assumes that
city life would be vastly improved if the gangs were eliminated.

Lack of understanding, then, may imply that one simply does not see
surroundings and opportunities. Or, if one does see the possibilities,
he/she may not know why things are the way they are or how the sur-
roundings and opportunities apply to them. The counselor may be
helpful in demonstrating these connections through helping counselees
to make decisions now and through helping them to see the connec-
tion to future life. For example, minority clients may be aware that
others they know are going to college. But if the minority person doesn't
understand how .ollege fits in with working and with the possibilities
for his/her adult life, the counselor can help the client see the relation-
ship between current decisions and future opportunities. If a client
doesn't understand how capable and bright she/he is, the counselor can
help the client recognize and act on personal opportunities.

There is generally a different understanding of the dominant culture
among minorities. Those who see themselves as members of the domi-
nant culture are more likely to hold assumptions which are in line with
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the dominant cult 're Those who are not well acculturated may draw
different, inaccurate assumptions Assumptions are of primacy impor-
tance since they are a starting point for beliefs and actions

The minority person often carries the attitude, "Yeah, I know But
this doesn't apply to me This distancing from or discounting of facts
and information may spring from an attitude that "I'm special so I don't
have to go along with the cultural or societal rules" or from an attitude
"If I do make the effort, I won't get the payoffs". Feelings of self ef-
fi:acy are central. If people don't fael and believe "I can do it", often
they won't even try even though past experiences may demonstrate
that they can. A lack of self efficacy can lead to feeling left out and
feeling like one does not belong.

A challenge of counseling is to help clients recognize, accept, and adopt
attitudes which are realistic. The counselor can try to get the client
to see him/herself more as he/she really is and to see exactly what he/she
can and can't do. Then clients must be encouraged and helped to act
upon and benefit from the possibilities which surface through this reali-
ty check.

Experience is involved since a lot of what persons in the majority
culture take for granted, minorities often have not even experienced.
There may be differences in background and experiences in what one
has read, what one has done in school (if one has attended school), how
adults are treated, and so forth. Vietnamese who migrated to the United
States as adolescents have had very different experiences growing up
from those adolescents raised in this country. The counselor needs to
assess: has the Vietnamese person had the experience to make changes
in his/her life and to lead a positive life in this culture?

Information
Since the early days of vocational guidance, counselors have recog-

nized the need for information about self and the world in which we
live. Schools can perhaps best assume responsibility for information
about the world, and to a certain extent, f)r information about self.
Filling in information gaps as a person grows up is the domain of the
school. Counselors contribute by working with counselees to help them
see the value of information.

Counseling procedures have become increasingly focused upon help-
ing persons exercise some responsibility for acquiring and integrating
information about themselves. Self-knowledge still represents an
elusive and often difficult goal for individuals to attain. For those who
are culturally different, the assumption of responsibility for self-
knowledge by the individual may present special problems. The
counselor can assist by helping persons understand themselves, any
alienation which they may be feeling, and feelings of being caught in
between the dominant and minority cultures. The advantages and
disadvantages of cultural differences can be examined and explored.

Logic
The logic which we use in combining our awareness and assumptions

and integrating these with other information may vary considerably
between cultures. The empha is which white, middle and upper class
Americans place upon rational decision-making and our high esteem
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for that Ns hick is empn teal rather than emotional or intuitive is not
unrersal across all cultural groups Clients fi orn culturally different
groups may reject entu ely what we view as rational and scientific and
pi efer to reach their conclusions by means which e see as unproduc-
tive or self-defeating. Such different approaches may be reconciled
within the counseling relationship provided clients experience the
counselor as truly trustworthy and genuine.

It is the counselor's job to assist clients to logically integrate their
assumptions and the information about self and the world. When logic
is askew, thought disorders result. Even if logic is all right, persons
may still need help from the counselor to put all the information
together. Clients' chances of enhancing their progress in life are in-
creased when integration takes place.

Goals
The goals we strive for in order to achieve our dreams may reflect

varying degrees of long-term commitment. Often what happens is that
people don't have a vision to use as a guide in setting long-range goals
which are commensorate with their abilities and circumstances. Or,
people may become fixated on one thing such as trying to live their
life the way their parents want them to.

Additionally, persons may fail to see the long-range consequences of
their behavior. Short-range goals may be incompatible with long-range
goals. An example would be the college student who has a life-career
goals to become a physicist. She may also be a person who is artistical-
ly inclined; however, this is a hobby and avocation. If she spends all
her time drawing, she is not going to achieve her long-range goal of
being a physicist.

The goals and dreams which persons set for themselves reflect their
self-concept. Persons can have their self-concept so warped or stunted
by culture or experiences that setting realistic goals for what they would
like to do is nearly impossible. An individual in a minority culture
where no one has graduated from high school will have a difficult time
seeing him/herself in that circumstance.

Modeling is often helpful in these situations. The counselor can try
to arrange for the client to have experiences which they lack. Ar-
rangements can be made for the client to spend time with others who
have succeeded and with whom the client can identify. It appears that
having successful models is much more important for minorities than
for others.

Wisdom
Finally, the wisdom by which we weigh the results of the conclusions

arrived at through all of the preceding considerations can be expected
to vary both within cultures and across cultural groups. Two individuals
may have equal information, may have drawn similar assumptions from
their awareness of surroundings, and may possess similar skill and
utilize equally good logic. However, they may lack the wisdom to take
a detached perspective in order to weigh all the factors and make wise
decisions. Thus individuals vary considerably in performance or actual
implementation of desired behaviors simply because they vary in that
element which might he called wisdom. Minorities may have many
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strikes against them because what may be a wise decision according
to their culture may not be a wise decision in the majority culture. The
Hmong inclination to marry around age 14 may have been a wise deci-
sion while living in their native land. This decision may serve less well
while living in the United States and attending junior high school.

Counseling attempts to help persons see the overall picture, look at
long-term goals, and make the wisest decision given the client's per
-onal perspective.

Summary and Conclusions
Any attempt to hem must take all six factors into account. The first

step is to deter min individual's goals. Once these are known, the
helper can procede to ei,Aermine the source of the difficulty. If the goals
themselves are the difficulty, the problem is likely to be more difficult
since the individual may resist changing goals; or setting appropriate
goals may be a very long process. Once appropriate goals are available,
the method of help must be appropriate to the source of the difficul-
ty . . . awareness, assumptions, information, logic, goals, wisdom.

Accepting this position means that we must adopt a more active and
flexible method of counseling. In essence, we must do whatever possi-
ble to help our counselees. Our efforts must be broadbased and far more
flexible than what we may have experienced in traditional approaches.
We must become involved in information retrieval, examination of
assumptions, learning or relearning methods for combining and inte-
grating data with our clients, and the identification and exploration
of something which we have called wisdom. We must be prepared to
teach, coach, tutor, as well as counsel. We must provide the appropriate
help and provide it directly.

Sensitivity to cultural differences is necessary but is not sufficient.
Effective cross-cultural counseling must go beyond sensitivity and
awareness, both of which are necessary, but which are enough by
themselves.

As Sue and Sue (1977) so aptly stated, "The counselor must be more
action oriented in (a) initiating counseling, (b) structuring the interview,
and (c) helping clients with pressing social problems of immediate con-
cern to them."
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The Counselor As Futurist

by Jerry L. Terrill

Are you a counselor? Are you a futurist? Isn't it interesting that one
can wear one title with relative ease but hesitate to own the other?
For many persons the word, futurist, conjures up visions of science fic-
tion fantasies replete with laser beam;, space adventure, humanoids,
and "Star Wars" revisited. Perhaps, as counselors we should re-think
our view of the future so that each of us would see ourselves as futurists.
Are you involved in planning for the future? Are you concerned about
what the world will be like in 5 or 10 years? Are you interested in
teaching students to make decisions and solve problems using skills
and information which neither you nor they possess now? Are you work-
ing with individuals to help them live in a world which will be far dif-
ferent than the present environment? If you answered "yes" to any of
these questions, then you are a futurist. Wear the label proudly!

Paul Valery observed, "The trouble with our time is that the future
is not what it used to be." Valery seems to have hit on a key factor
in our hesitancy to identify with futurists. So much of our planning
and deciding is related to our past experiences and we tend to draw
heavily on those experiences as we face new challenges. As futurists,
counselors must learn to "experience the future" in much the same
way we have experienced the past. This ability requires that we be able
to generate possible scenarios, to project ourselves into future situa-
tions, to anticipate the future the same as we experience the past. This
prospect creates a special problem for counselors since in our efforts
at decision making we tend to rely on facts. These facts are all related
to the past, yet all of our decisons are related to the future.

Risking
While it has been somewhat fashionable to talk about risk taking

in counseling circles, there is still a gap between our "talk" about risk-
ing and our "walk" as it relates to actually taking risks. At any point
in time it seems that the true futurists were those who were willing
to challenge the unknown, to defy the critics, and to break out of the
accepted molds which stifled creativity and diversity. For example,
when IBM created the first digital computer 25 years ago, it was
estimated that there would not be market potential for more than 10
computers in the entire United States. One week prior to the Wright

Jerry L. Terrill is coordinator of Student Guidance Services, Jefferson County
Public Schools, Colorado. Permission to reproduce this art icle has been granted
by the Oregon Association for Counseling and Development. 'Phis article ap-
peared in their journal, The -Journal of the Oregon Counseling Association, Octo-
ber 1984, 7, No. 1, 2.5.
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bothers first flight, the New York Times carried a story ridiculing the
idea of human flight The information and knowledge industry now
employs nearly 50% of the total U.S. labor force according to the U.S.
Labor Department and accounts for almost half of the gross national
product. This force in the national economy has been responsible for
introducing a whole new vocabulary related to futurism: "Information
Society," "silicon revolution," "Computopia," "videotex," "telematics,"
"telepropinquity," "ethnotronics," "psychotronics," metanetworking,"
"electronic mail," "teleconferencing," "electronic cottage," "networld"
and on and on. These changes have occurred only because people be-
lieved in an idea and risked failure in the pursuit of success.

Changes
Closely tied to the theme of risking is the idea of changing. Counsel-

ing is changing and will continue to change. Sometimes these changes
are so subtle that we are hardly aware of them. In the time of rapid
change in all areas of our lives it seems reasonable to assume that the
rate of change in counseling will also accelerate. In the December 1983
ACES NEWSLETTER H. P. Gelatt drew an analogy between the need
for change in the counseling profession and the Hans Christian Ander-
son fairytale, "The Emperor's New Clothes." Gelatt recounted the story
which describes an emperor who admired beautiful clothes and wanted
the best. The conniving tailors he employed to make his new clothes
told him their cloth was beautiful, expensive, and magic. This beautiful
cloth, they said, was invisible to those who were unfit for the office they
held. The emperor's fragile ego caused him to imagine that he could
see the cloth, the beautiful clothes; although the clothes were actually
made of nothing. During the final parade even the Lords held their
heads high and took great trouble to pretend to hold up the train which
wasn't there at all. The entire charade was finally destroyed by the
innocent observation of a child who simply told it as it was, "But the
emperor has nothing on at all!"

It seems that as with risking there may be much lip service given
to change but in reality we could simply be gathering our "magical"
robes about us and only pretending to change. Perhaps, our greatest
wisdom would lie in our recognition of what we don't know, of what
is fearful, of what could be, and of the exciting venture of new learn-
ing of which we are about to be a part. Our new clothes may require
that we find a role of seeker, searcher, learner rather than informer,
advisor, or learned. Eric Hoffer, the longshoreman philosopher,
observed,

"In times of change the learner will inherit the earth, while the
learned will find themselves beautifully equipped to live in a
world that no longer exists."

In thinking about change the question is not so much whether there
will b change but rather to what degree will there be change. It is
important to remember that accepting change, or even engineering
change, does not necessarily imply that what we've been doing was
wrong. Margaret Mead captured the essence of this idea when she said,

"There are only two kinds of teachers in the world, those who
learn everything all over every five years, and those who say 'the
kids just keep getting worse and worse'."
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An exciting prospect for counselors is that we can not only anticipate
the future but we can create the future. Once again the choice is be-
tween passivity and activityreactive or proactive!

Excellence
School counselors, particularly, are well aware of the current call for

excellence. The Reagan administration's establishment of the Commis-
sion on Excellence has drawn new attention to the state of education
in this country. The report, A Nation At Risk, called for longer school
days, longer school year, increased requirements for graduation, bet-
ter preparation for teachers, and urged citizens to hold educators and
leaders accountable for such changes. This call for excellence should
give us cause to consider the meaning of the word, excellence. Rather
than criticizing others' definitions of the term, perhaps, we ought to
be generating our own definition and developing programs to achieve
excellence.

This may be a critical time to reassess the connection of school
counselors to the educational process. School counselors would do well
to define their role, first and foremost, as that of educator! It is impor-
tant to understand that everything we do should enhance and comple-
ment the educational/developmental process for children and youth.
Schools do not exist so that teachers and counselors will have a place
to work!

Accountability
The accountability movement is at least 15 to 20 years old. Yet, there

seems to be minimum impact on the ways most counselors function.
A question which continues to be asked all too often is "What do
counselors do?" The question would be simple to answer if counselors
operated within an accountability model. The essential components of
such a model would include: (1) programs based upon needs assessment
data, (2) outcomes or objectives stated in measurable terms, (3) a pro-
gram of activities and strategies designed to produce those outcomes
or objectives, and (4) evaluation procedures to indicate the extent to
which the outcomes or objectives have been met. In addition to these
components an extensive public relations program is essential. Too
many counselors still insist that the best "PR" is a quality program.
While it may be true that unless there is a good program no amount
of "PR" is going to work, it is also true that even the greatest program
will fail if people don't know about it or have confidence in it. Coca
Cola would never have been known outside of Atlanta if the company
hadn't embarked on a giant advertising campaign.

One other issue related to accountability. The best designed program
will fail without qualified, professional, counselors. It is vital that pro-
grams of the future be staffed with the "right" people. Our accountabili-
ty efforts should be tied to an insistence on high standards of prepara-
tion, skilled professional counselors, and the policing of our own ranks.

What Business Are We In?
John Naisbitt in his best seller, Megatrends, challenged his readers

with this question, "What business are you in?" He pointed out that
if the railroads had tutted that question of themselves and answered,
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"transportation" rather than "railroading" that they may have sur-
vived with a great deal more vigor than is currently the case. A definite
parallel exists for the counseling profession. What is the business of
counselors? The question is certainly critical, but the answer we assign
to it is even more significant. If our answer is too narrow we may well
follow the fate of the railroads. On the other hand if we answer that
question in a manner which is responsive to the needs of our clients
and does not lock us into rigid views of "counselor's work" we may well
thrive in the years ahead. Let us turn again to school counselors for
an example. It may well be that in the future technology will eliminate
the need for students to attend school to acquire knowledge, gain in-
formation, or learn many of the basic skills. Rather students may need
to attend school to learn human skillsthose skills related to healthy
relationships, effective interpersonal communication and positive self
concepts. Think of the implications for counselors!

Human skills are the very domain of counseling and guidance. As
we try to anticipate the future it will be important to retain and ex-
pand our emphasis on human skills development. C irrent data indicate
that most workers who are terminated from their j ibs lose their jobs
not because they are incompetentbut because tl.ey can't get along
with other people. From that point of view it may be that the future
has already arrived.

New Models
Around the first of October, every year, the automobile manufacturers

unveil the sleek new models. I can recall the excitement that new car
models had for me as a young man. I remember the intrigue of the new
equipment, the new accessories, the new body styles, and the increased
horse power. Now, I'm more inclined to view the new models as just
four wheels and a roof packaged in a different way and I'm apt to look
first at the sticker price rather than at the list of options.

It seems that it is timely for counselors to think about new models.
It is time to think about new possibilities for delivering services to kids
and communities. Are there new ways for counselors to function? How
will technology impact the counselor's day? Our interest in new models
should be directed at not only more efficiency but also more effec-
tiveness, TiOit economic times tend to produce creative solutions to
knotty problems. These are times for working smarter, reaching more
clients, and generally having more impact.

lie of the new models which deserves further attention from
counselors is one called a "guaranteed services model." In essence, such
a model is based upon a sort of contract between the guidance and
counseling program and the board of education. For a specific budgetary
allocation the counselors of the district guarantee the delivery of clearly
defined services to all students in the targeted grades. Individual
counselors also develop agreements about the part of the guaranteed
services for which they will be responsible. Such models clearly answer
the question, "What do counselors do?"

Transformational Thinking
A major hurdle to counselors responding to the demands of future

planning and program development may be the preconceived ideas we
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hold about many counseling roles and functions. Historically, counselors
have spent considerable time developing position statements and
descriptions of counselors' roles. Such descriptions may serve to restrict
rather than facilitate change and growth. It will be important to ex-
amine and revamp many of the "sacred cows" of counseling. Transfor-
mational thinking allows us to call up for scrutiny those facets which
may have traditionally been viewed as non-negotiable or "off limits."
Some of these areas that may need review include: staffing procedures,
work year, work day, teaming with other support and special services
staff, amount of time spent in consultation vs. the amount of time spent
in counseling, development of advisement programs which involve other
professionals in the delivery of guidance and counseling services,
redefinition of what is professional work for counselors, and the develop-
ment of programs which are truly accountable.

Future Issues
Following are some of the issues and uestions which counselors

should be addressing as programs for the future are developed:
1. Employability skills should be a major concern for all in-

dividuals. The separation of college and career issues
will continue to short change people planning to enter
the work force.

2. Counselors should take the leadership in developing peer
evaluation strategies.

3. Counselors must develop their skills as managers and
organizers.

4. How can counselors help clients maintain a balance
between "high tech and high touch" and between produc-
tivity and satisfaction?

5. How will technology influence the "work ethic"?
6. What is the future of work? What problems will be

associated with shorter work weeks and increased leisure
time?

7. How can counselors assist individuals with career gui-
dance and counseling when many of the jobs they will
enter don't even exist today?

8. How will longer life spans affect life styles?
9. How can counselors help their clients develop a decision

making model which will serve them well in the present
and also in the future?

10. How can counselors link with the greater community to
tap resources there for the benefit of their clients?

11. What prevention/intervention strategies can be imple-
mented to avert some of the current problems associated
with parent/families concerns, transiency, drug/alcohol
abuse and other self distructive behaviors, nuclear anxie-
ty, violence, and other issues beyond the control of the
school agency in which the counselor works?

I wish there were more answers and not so many questions on this
list. I believe these are issues of the future. Singly we cannot find
satisfactory solutions to many of them. However, collectively, I believe
counselors can literally change the world!
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BOOK REVIEW

THE CHANGE MASTERS: Innovation
for Productivity in the American
Corporation

by Rosebeth Moss Kanter
Simon & Schuster, New York, 1983.
Reviewed by Donald R. Fulton

If you like books that examine the traditions o' the status quo and
provide a vision of new things to come, you should be glad to be alive
in the 1980's. THE CHANGE MASTERS is definitely a volume that
fits on an expanding shelf in your library. It will find its place next
to John Naisbitt's observations about national MEGATRENDS. Close
by will be Thomas Peters and Robert Waterman's chronicles of corpora-
tions IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE. If you are involved in higher
education and are particularly interested in how some of these visions
apply to colleges and universities then another occupant of your shelf
will be ACADEMIC STRATEGY by George Keller. You may indeed
have other works on this shelf as well, but Kanter's clearly belongs
to this stream of observation, comment and suggestion which is offered
to today's administratorsa job title which should be a synonym for
"change agent."

Here it is in a nutshellTHE CHANGE MASTERS is all about in-
novation, entrepreneurs within corporations, and the management
structures and climates which foster and support both activities.
Because of the wealth of ideas in this book, it would seem that a
reasonable approach would be to focus a summary by identifying the
two or three best chapters in the book. Here are my nominations. The
selections start with Chapter ThreeInnovating Against the Grain:
Ten Rules for Stifling Innovation. This chapter is nominated for ten
obvious reasons, and here are three of them (you will have to read the
book for the rest!):

1. "Regard any new idea from below with suspicionbecause
it's new, and because it's from below.

2. Make decisions to reorganize or change policies in secret,

Donald R. Fulton is director of residence life, Colorado State University, Fort
Collins.
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and spring them on people unexpectedly. (That also keeps
people on their toes.)

3. And above all, never forget that you, the higher-ups,
already know everything important about this business"
(p. 101).

The next "best chapter" nominee is Chapter SixEmpowerment. This
chapter deals with the crucial importance of decentralizing and
distributing power within an organization. While this principle is a
frequent recipient of lip service, it is in fact a difficult step to accomplish.
Before you get the idea that what is meant here is total divestiture
of power, Kanter points out that we are really talking about a better
"balance." That is to say, power is never fully dispersed, just temporari-
ly loosened. This provides organizational units with autonomy and
single-minded focus when they need it without allowing segmentalism.
This concept is similar to the "simultaneous loose-tight properties"
which Peters and Waterman write about. Kanter suggests that the ma-
jor empowerment "tools" are open communication, support (through
the formation of networks) and decentralized resources. She further sug-
gests that the provision of support for innovation relies upon four prin-
ciple kinds of integrative devices: job mobility (frequent transfers in-
cluding lateral moves); employment security (this creates lower
resistence to change and a willingness to invest in the future); exten-
sive use of formal team mechanisms (they encourage exchanging sup-
port and create contacts for the future); and complex information ex-
change permitting cross-department access (inter-unit contacts promote
the circulation of the three power comodities: information, resources
and support). Reading this chapter presents convincing evidence that
empowerment is the organization and management skill most talked
about and least practiced.

There is one more chapter worthy of designation and accolade:
Chapter NineDilemmas of Participation. If in the current "new
management" literature the subject of empowerment has been unevenly
treated, then the pitfalls of participative management have been largely
ignored! This lengthy chapter fills the void created by devotees and en-
thusiasts who appear to see little problem with decentralization and
group decision making. Such is not the case in Kanter's encounter with
corporate America. She lists, describes and illustrates the dilemmas
associated with beginning a participative approach, the dilemmas of
structure and management, the dilemmas of choice, teamwork, link-
ing teams to their environment and, finally, the dilemmas of evalua-
tion. She concludes that participative management works best when
it is "well-managed," a term she defines by describing seven key
elements. Th's chapter is extremely helpful on a topic about which
discussion is long overdue. I am tempted to say it is THE best.

Having made the above selections, two comments are necessary. First,
my endeavor to select the BEST chapters is a dismal failure. It is true
that I believe that the three chapters mentioned arc, for me, the three
best chapters in the booktoday! But therein lies the problem. The best
chapters in this book are going to change with both person and time.
What are MY best may not be YOURS and those which catch our at-
tention and stimulate our thought TODAY may not be the same
TOMORROW. There are nine other chapters equally capable of mak-
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ing a significant contribution. Secondly, reading THE CHANGE
MASTERS is an exercise in organizational review, analysis, and goal
setting. It is not possible to read about both the promises and pitfalls
of participative management without thinking about the application
of the thoughts and principles. Kanter's observations can help us
understand and formulate renewed goals for the utilization of participa-
tion and innovation in our organizations. In addition, I suspect we can
learn to be both more patient and less permissive with the process. This
is a book which needs to be re-read periodically in the life of an ad-
ministrator who wants to understand organizations and improve the
skills necessary to their direction.

GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS
The Colorado Association for Counseling and Development invites

articles for publication in its journal Awareness. The deadline for sub-
mission of articles is December 1 of each year. Articles should be sent to:

Anne Roark OR Daryl Sander
Awareness Editor Awareness Editor
265 Mohawk Drive School of Education
Boulder, Colorado 80303 University of Colorado

Boulder, Colo. 80309

It is important that the journal represent all division of CACD and
members are encouraged to submit articles about their work, research,
and thought-provoking challenges to the profession. Each member of
CACD is important and has something to say and contribute.

In addition, photos are needed for the journal cover for each issue.
Please send any photos which you believe would be appropriate.
Although no honorarium can be paid, proper credit will be given to each
photographer whose work is published.

Typing and Other Requirements
1. Send the original manuscript and two clear copies. The original

should be typed on 81/2 x 11 nontranslucent white bond. Do not use
onionskin or erasable bond.

2. Attach a cover page which provides:
title of the article
name of the author(s)
author's position and place of employment
author's address and phone number(s)

3. Style and format should follow the 1983 edition of the American
Psychological Association Publication Manual.

4. Include an abstract, not to exceed 100 words.
5. Use non-sexist language throughout.
6. Never submit a manuscript which is under consideration by

another publication.

Upon publication, each author will receive two personal copies of the
journal.

Note: Authors bear full responsibility the accuracy of references,
quotations, tables, and figures.
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Editor's Note

After following the highly successful efforts of Anne Roark and Daryl
Sander, former editors of Awareness, there are few changes anticipated in the
future of the Colorado Association for Counseling and Development's jour-
nal. One can be proud of the many services CACD offers its members. My
hope is to build on the strong foundation left by Anne and Daryl as we offer
Awareness as a professional forum for new ideas, offered by the seasoned
writer sharing insight and the first time author translating practice to print.

In this, my first issue as Editor, I've experienced the joy of helping.'
seasoned professionatattempt their first article as well as encouraged others
to submit articles on topics important to our changing profession. While en-
couraged that more articles are received than can be printed, I'm eager to
hear from members considering submission to the next issue, regardless of
their experience.

I hope you'll find balance in the types of articles and range in the topics.
Additionally, the middle section of this issue will hopefully complement each
member's interest in the legislative process. I'm grateful to authors who have
dedicated consid -able energy to share their thoughts and especially thankful
for the many hours the journal's Assistant Editors have given to review arti-
cles and assist in preparation of this Spring 1986 issue.

Jill Kreutzer
Assistant Editor
Department of Human Development

and Family Studie
Colorado State University

Stay well,

ii

Rich Feller
Editor
Associate Professor
Department of Vocational Education
Colorado State University

Patti C'appellucci
Assistant Editor
Green Mountain High School
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The School Counselor and Students-at-Risk

by Bruce J. Kremer

Young people "at-risk" in our schools, according to Stringer (1973) are
"those whoif not found soon enough and sufficiently helpedseem most
in danger of becoming...casualties." What an intriguing idea, that it might be
possible to locate at-risk youth who seem headed for trouble and to provide
them with preventive help. And, if this sort of primary preventive help were
to be offered, who better than the school counselor to do it?

Although many school personnel and other authorities (Schulman, Ford,
Busk and Kaspar, 1973) suggest that prevention deserves a larger share of
school personnel's time and resources, realities suggest that prevention is not
really the policy. Even if the school has sound written policy statements,
school policy is no more than whatever personnel do as they interact with ,
students. It is these daily interactions which produce the current response,
and therefore the constituting policy. And what is the current state of affairs
regarding preventive programs for students-at-risk?

Currently, we allow large numbers of at-risk youth to move through our
schools without preventive help. Research helps us to understand that these
youth are headed for troubled adult liveslives likely to include
psychological difficulties like depression, economic difficulties including
unemploymentiand social relationship difficulties as well.

Who Are Students-At-Risk?
Following a study of children in the St. Louis County schools, Stringer

(1973) concluded that there were three groups of easily identifiable children-
at-risk in our schools: (1) the high absentees, (2) the poor or marginal
achievers, and (3) the friendless or nearly friendless. She found that it was
possible to identify such children as early as the third grade and concluded
that, if not helped, most would drop out of school and that the pattern they
were developing for dealing with life would make it nearly impossible for
them to become effective and healthy adults.

Recent research reported elsewhere (Kremer, 1985) regarding school
dropouts confirms that between 25 and 30 percent of our nation's youth fail
to graduate from high school. The data also reveal that dropouts are youth
who: (I) dislike school and are frequently absent, (2) receive low grades and
experience failure in schoolthat is, they are poor achievers, and (3) have
conflicts with school personnel, indicating difficulty with social relationships.

One more dimension of students-at-risk may be sufficient to confirm who
they are. Recent concern over the dramatic increase in youth suicide
together with the accepted link between depression and suicide has not only
underscored the need for early identification and appropriate intervention

Bruce J. Kremer is Professor, Northern Illinois University. DeKalb. IL.
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but has also confirmed the image of students-at-risk. A study of suicide in a
New Jersey school district reported by Albert and Beck (1975) found that
social isolation (being friendless) showed the highest correlation with suicide
of any factor. Albert and Beck went on to study seventh and eighth grade
students in suburban Philadelphia to determine if youth that young were
depressed. They found that 33.3% of these early adolescents fell into the
range of moderate to severe depressive symptomalology and that 35% of the
sample acknowledged current suicidal ideation. The most serious problems
perceived by these students were social (42%); school related (26%); home
related (18%); and independence or identity (14%). The authors conclude
that it appeared as if interpersonal relationships have a direct bearing on
students' self concepts and that low-achieving students get caught in a
vicious cycle in which substandard performance and depression reinforce
each other.

As has been true with other authorities, Albert and Beck (1975) believe
that school should be more concerned and more accountable. They write:
"Since the student may spend up to two-thirds of his waking hours in school,
it seems reasonable that the school should assume some responsibility for
his/her emotional well being through school or professional intervention."

What is the Nature of the Risk?
If our schools fail to take preventive action, what is the predictable result

for students-at-risk? Robins (1966) conducted a landmark follow-up study of
five hundred adults who thirty years earlier had been patients in child
guidance clinics. She concluded that school failures and truancy in ...hildhood
were significant predictors of maladjustment in adulthood. Lloyd (19671
found that high absences and low achievement in grade six were significant
predictors of high school dropouts.

A recent review of literature on school dropouts (Kremer, 1985) suggests
that such youth are headed for a lifetime of economic and social difficulty
since dropouts have higher unemployment rates than the general c).2pulation,
are the recipients of more public economic aid, and that 'then they are-
employed, it-is-likely to be in low-skilled jobs indicative of underemployment.

Among youth who attempt suicide, McKenry, 'Fishier and Christmas
(1980) report that poor school performance, poor grades, truancy and
discipline problems are common and that relationship problems (not getting
along with peers) often precipitate acute depression. They report that break-
ing up with one's boyfriend or girlfriend, even after dating for only two or
three weeks, can trigger deep depression.

Failure of school personnel to identify and help depressed children could
lead to the ultimate negative consequencea life terminated by suicide.

What then is the nature of the risk these youth face? The research appears
to suggest that, without intervention, they appear headed toward a malad-
justed adult life, an adult life of hardship and unfulfilled potential. Yet it ap-
pears that many schools are unwilling to make primary prevention efforts(as
important as educatiotysin the three R's.

The Role of the Counselor
The school counselor concerned about the well-being of all youth has both

an opportunity and a responsibility regarding students-at-risk. Counselors
have the opportunity to provide leadership for the development of primary
prevention programs. Counselors also have the responsibility to insist that
school boards, principals, teachers and their communities meet the needs of
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these students-at-risk For our schools to continue to live with policies and
practices which allow between 25 and 30 per cent of all of our youth to re-
main at-risk is not acceptable'

But how can school counselors begin to act on this opportunity? While
teaching children who are friendless "how to be a friend and how to have a
friend" is rarely mentioned as part of the curriculum, this author believes it's
just as important as learning how to read.

There are no magic answers. But others have developed effective programs
to help truant children attend school, to help poor achievers learn more, and
yes, even to help friendless children to have friends (see, for example, Durlak,
1977). Failure to accept the challenge to reach out to students-at-risk will ,

surely lead to feelings of "I only wish I had" when one retires and looks back ,
on lost opportunities as is the case of the unknown teacher who in 19461 A'-

wrote the following reminiscence.

I TAUGHT THEM ALL

I have taught in high school for ten years.
During that time I have given assignments,
among others, to a murderer, an evangelist,
a pugilist, a thief, and an imbecile.

The murderer was a quiet little boy who
sat on the front seat and regarded me with
pale blue eyes; the evangelist, easily the
most popular boy in the school, had the lead
in the junior play; the pugilist lounged by
the window and let loose at intervals a
raucous laugh that startled even the geraniums:
the thief was a light-hearted Lothario with
a song on his lips: and the imbecile, a soft-
eyed little animal seeking the shadows.

The murderer awaits death in the state
penetentiary: the evangelist has lain a year
now in the village churchyard; the pugilist lost
an eye in a brawl in Hong Kong; the thief, by
standing on tiptoe can see the windows of my
room from the county jail; and the once gentle-
eyed little moron beats his head against a
padded wall in the state asylum.

All those pupils once sat in my room, sat and
looked at me gravely across worn desks. I must
have been a great help to those pupils--I
taught them the rhyming scheme of the
Elilabethan sonnet and how to diagram a
complex sentence.

/,
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On Being a Counselor: Some Perilous Paradoxes

by Judith A. Praul and I. David Welch

The authors were talking recently about problems encountered by
graduates when they take their first counseling position. Our discussion had
to do with the notion that counseling is one of those professions that is
characterized by stress and burnout. Yet, a paradox emerges. The counselor
who is burned(ing) out is sometimes advised to seek retraining as a method of
coping with burnout stress. The paradox is that frequently the very retrain-
ing recommended is in itself stressful. That beginning paradox led us to talk
with other colleagues and students returning for advanced degrees and addi-
tional coursework. The outcome was the discovery of a number of other
paradoxes, ironies and dilemmas faced by counselors. We have listed several
below with some discussion of each. It is not our intention to claim that we
have exhausted the list or to suggest "cures" for these paradoxes of the
counseling profession. It is our intention to bring them to the reader's
awareness so personal solutions might be created and examined.

Paradox 1 Training Vs. Employer Expectation
Beginning with the examination of the training program expectations for

counselors at the master's level and above, it seems clear that most programs
emphasize one-to-one counseling. This emphasis is apparent when examining
content areas as well as the practical experience component. In courses such
as counseling theories and personality theories, the works of notable theorists
are presented ana then applied to individual therapy. Most practica focus on
one-to-one counseling with volunteer clients and the supervision of the
counselors-in-training almost totally uses the one-to-one model. Criticizing
this model is not the intent, but it is important to recognize the paradox
many counselors face in employment settings when one-to-one counseling
may not be an integral part of the job description. This paradox may be
especially true for school counselors. One of the authors was employed in a
public school system where one-to-one counseling of a personal nature was
strongly discouraged. It was instead expected that the counselor do scheduling,
quasi-administrative duties and be heavily involved in scholarship searches and
awards. Other school counselors encounter a number of non-counseling duties
such as attendance, discipline, accountability committees and so forth. We
believe this author's experience is not far removed from many school
counselors' experience today. While the counselor in a mental health setting
will certainly be expected to be involved in one to-one counseling, there are
other expectations as well. For example, while working at a mental health

Judith A. Praul and David Welch are Profu,sors of Counseling Psychology at the
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO.
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center counselors may be expected to become heavily involved in various
fund raising activities, appear before various community boards, city coun-
cils and county commissioners. Additionally, an agency counselor might be
expected to provide community workshops and work with local school
systems in providing educational workshops and parent training. These ac-
tivities are necessary. They might, however, not be activities that training
programs address in any significant way.

The result is a problem of role confusion in which counselors are expected
to perform a number of activities for which they are untrained and view as
totally or relatively unrelated to their expectations and preparation. This
counselors are faced with the dilemma of clinging to the expectations
generated by the training program, perhaps resulting in conflict and job in-
security, or to conform to job expectations. Conforming to job expectations
that don't match professional preparation and career objectives may result in
confusion, frustration, dissatisfaction and burnout. The ultimate dilemma
may be deciding whether to stay in or get out of counseling.

Paradox 2 Confidentiality
It might be important here to briefly make a distinction between confiden-

tiality and privileged communication. Confidentiality is an ethical concept;
privileged communication is a legal concept. While all counselors are ex-
pected to follow the ethical considerations of confidentiality, it is not true
that all counselors are protected under the privileged communication
statutes. In fact, no public school counselors in Colorado enjoy privileged
communication and, presently, only counselors who are licensed
psychologists, or under the supervision of someone who does enjoy privileged
communication, have this protection. This is an important distinction since it
is not privileged communication which ordinarily creates problems for
counselors; it is the problem of ethical confidentiality.

Several problems generated by confidentiality in both school and agency
settings. In schools, if the counselor meets with a child upon the recommen-
dation of a teacher, it is not unusual for the teacher to want to know
something of what went on with the child. This presents a problem of con-
fidentiality for the counselors since a teacher is not considered a person who
has any special claim upon information gained in a counseling session (as a
parent might, for example). Yet, the counselor must find some way of
answering the teacher's questions (or the questions of the principal) about a
particular student without violating the confidence of the student. Another
difficult situation frequently occurs in the teachers' lounge where teachers
routinely discuss student progress and behavior. Teachers might turn to the
counselor and ask for an opinion or information. If, in fact, that student has
seen the counselor privately, then the counselor is ethically asked not to even
acknowledge that the student has been in for counseling. However, not to
respond is to convey the message that the counselor is not doing the job and
seems "out-of-it" to the teachers. We have the paradox of the counselor honor-
ing professional ethics and yet the result is often antagonism and isolation.

The problem of finding someone to talk to about the burdens of the day is
another problem all counselors must face. If one is in a relationship with
another person we often unburden ourselves to that roommate, spouse or
partner. The problem here is that confidentiality prevents such unburdening
regarding clients. The best one may be able to do is to speak generally about a
problem encountered at work. One of the authors remembers a situation in
which friends called wanting counseling concerning their upcoming divorce.
Because of the problem of dual relationships and closeness the couple was
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referred to another counselor. Here was a counselor experiencing personal
pain and unable to share it with anyone significantly close. It is just this sort
of dilemma with which counselors contend. The paradox is that in honoring
our commitment to confidentiality we may end up isolated, personally
burdened, or antagonizing our friends, colleagues and loved ones.

Paradox 3 Supervision
Counselors seem to be in a double bind regarding supervision. Most

counselors recognize the need for supervision/observation. They
acknowledge that under supervision skills improve, methods are challenged
and new skills developed. Most counselors not only recognize the need for
supervision, they actively seek it. The problem is that there is a simultaneous
need and a fear of observation /supervision. That fear is attached to the fear
of being evaluated. Thus, counselors have both a need/desire for supervision
and a fear of it.

Counselors recognize the need for supervision because they recognize that
it is one way to improve skills. This is important because new issues are con-
fronting counselors. One need not be around schools, or work in an agency,
for long before one sees problems barely addressed in training programs. A
counselor may be expected to have knowledge of specific treatments for
eating disorders, suicide, abortion, divorce reactions or substance abuse. Cer-
tainly, one way of gaining knowledge of treatment recommendations for
these specific concerns comes from supervision. Counselors are dedicated
people who want to improve their skills, competencies and qualifications.
Supervision is a primary method of doing this.

The fear of supervision/observation stems from the fear that the observa-
tion may be used to determine such things as retention, promotion and
salary. Reality dictates that evaluations may have nothing to do with com-
petence but may be tied to personal relationships, social skills, conformity or
some other external factor. Certainly, it is possible to have actions
misunderstood especially by outside observers or evaluations who hold an op-
posing or different theoretical orientation.

The paradox is that counselors simultaneously value and fear supervision.
And, as we have seen in the discussion above, both points of view may be valid.

Paradox 4 Competency
This is a complex issue. It stems from an ethical consideration that one is

not supposed to try to provide counseling in areas in which one is not con-
sidered to be competent. The problem arises in two distinct ways. The first is
in the expectations of the institution in which the counselor works. The sec-
ond has to do with the geographical setting in which the counselor works.

The institution in which a counselor works may rely heavily upon intakes
from the community for financial support. A counselor may, in the course of
a month or so, see persons who have a number of different complaints. A
counselor in a mental health center might see people who suffer from eating
disorders, who are involved in child abuse or who are suffering through a
divorce. Those people might be adults or children. They may choose self-de-
structive solutions such as chemical abuse or suicide. They may be the victim
or the perpetrator. Without speaking for all counselors, the authors feel they
are unqualified to handle, because of our lack of expertise, each and every
one of these problems. One might expect that most counselors are not pre-
pared to do this either. Yet, and this is the problem, if one works in an institu-
tion that is driven by the number of client intakes, there is a certain amount
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of pressure to work with all clients and not to refer them outside the agency.
The second problem lies with the ethical issues themselves. Do counselors

advocate not working with persons who present problems in which the
counselor has no specific expertise. This may not be true when one is the "only
show in town." When counselors work in a rural setting, they may be the
only one around to provide services of any sort. This may be true for school
counselors or mental health counselors who are widely disbursed across a
large geographical area (Colorado is a primary example of thisespecially on
the Western Slope and on the Eastern Plains). These counselors are placed in
the difficult situation of denying help or doing the best one can, given
recognized shortcomings. The paradox is, of course, that the considerations
for ethical behavior are different in different situations and are written as if
this were not the case.

Paradox 5 Effectiveness
Often, counselors are asked to justify their existence based on whether or

not they are doing any good. In a word, they are asked to be accountable. Of
course, this is a problem with which the entire profession struggles and one
for which no universally agreed upon solution is evident.

The dilemma for the individual counselor is determining whether or not
the client is being helped. What shall be used to determine counselor success?
How does one know if what they are doing is actually helping? What sign-
post can be used to determine if progress is being made? These are all good
questions, yet to the authors knowledge there are no universally accepted
answers. In fact, these questions raise serious philosophical and theoretical
issues for us as counselors. For example, who should be determining
successthe counselor, the client, an outside observer? What sort of
meast.rement is to be usedstatistical, phenomenological. professional
judgement? Here is the dilemma we see for the individual counselor. First, if
the counselor determines what constitutes a successful outcome, the
counselor has in effect taken the problem away from the client and dictated
the treatment strategy for the desired outcome. This seems most antiethical
to counseling. However, if the counselor does not have expected outcomes,
there is no good indicator that the counseling is progressing effectively, other
than subjective feelings.

These considerations of effectiveness have to do with the relationship be-
tween the counselor and the client. However, sometimes counselor effective-
ness may he determined by persons uninvolved in the counseling in any
direct way or with little if any knowledge of the counseling process. They
may use inappropriate criteria for evaluating such as whether or not the
counselor is a "team player," how few problems reach the administrator or
some other irrelevant consideration.

Counselors sometimes end up relying upon feedback from clients. The
problem is that feedback does not come in any systematic way from either
satisfied or disgruntled clients. Satisfied customers may be ones who have re-
mained comfortable in counseling and thus not profitted in any great way.
Conversely, dissatisfied clients may be ones who have been challenged. The
dilemma, for the individual counselor, is that no matter which strategy he or
she selects for evaluating outcomes there are serious objections to it.

Paradox 6 Values
What to do with the counselor's values in the counseling process is another

complex issue facing counselors. We are reminded of the turmoil present in
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society today. One criticism is that a strong value system is not being im-
parted to children. Certain belief systems see it as objectionable that
counselors do not advocate a particular value system when working with
clients. For example, in marriage and family counseling some would be upset
if the counselor did not take a pro-marriage stance and work diligently to
keep the couple together. Or, if counselors are "neutral" with clients regard-
ing abortion decisions, they are often subject to severe critism. Counselors
seem faced with a choice between indoctrination and valuelessness. Neither
is appropriate, yet the profession gives counselors little concrete guidance in
the resolution of this dilemma. Counselors seem to be continually "under the
gun" from the community-at-large. If they do give advice, they are criticized
for the advice they give. The press frequently reminds us of "advice" given by
"counselors" which is considered stupid, harmful and/or unreasonable. It
seems, so far as the public is concerned, counselors are "damned if they do;
damned if they don't."

Counselors, like every other person in any profession, hold values that are
important and meaningful and that direct their lives. The problem of when,
how, where and in what capacity to share our values continues to constitute
a dilemma for counselors.

Paradox 7 Personal Goals Vs. Institutional Goals
for Clients

One of the authors has a friend who, as a former military psychologist, was
complaining about a problem he faced. He was confronted with a situation in
which his responsibility, as seen by the military, was merely to return the
soldier to duty. The psychologist was conflicted because sometimes he would
encounter situations in which the problem was not with the individual soldier
but with the company commander or with the rules and regulations or with
the system itself. It did not matter, however, if the problem was with the
company commander or with the system, the solution was always the
samereturn the sailer to duty, or, perhaps, get the soldier out of the
military. It is not uncommon for some to think the school counselor's respon-
sibility is merely to "fix" the child so he or she can return to the classroom.
What if the problem is the teacher, the parents, the janitor or the principal?
This might be a problem faced by a prison counselor or counselors who are
employed by a corporation. It doesn't make any difference. The "bottom
line" is that in a number of different settings it is the client who must make
the accommodation.

The paradox is that counselors are trained and prepared to deal confidenti-
ally with clients and value clients' needs above institutional regulations. Yet.
in many settings (schools, military, prisons, corporations( counselors may be
placed in situations of, if not divided loyalties, irreconcilable expectations.
The individual counselor may be concerned with the good of the individual
client, while the institution may be concerned with the overall mission of the
institution and view a struggling individual as detrimental and thus
expendable.

Paradox 8 Status
Let's explore some cultural assumptions for a moment. Consider success.

How is it perceived? Formulas might include: money equals success: status
equals success; success equals respect. This seems to us to be a problem for
counselors. While counselors may have a strong internal feeling of self.
worth, and view themselves as important contributors to society, these feel-
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ings may not be shared by society at large. In fact, with regard to money and
status, the counseling profession does not rank very high on the success lad-
der. If one were to consider schools as an example, the authors feel confident
that most counselors would verify that their position does not carry the
respect given to the principal or the teachers. One could speculate that if

given the choice between maintaining a counselor or hiring another teacher,
teachers would vote for another teacher to lighten their load. Counselors
might very well be considered luxuries of rich districts. We all know when
the money gets tight, school counselors get nervous.

Counselors are a group of people who are dedicated to what they do, who

seem to like it overall, yet put up with long hours, relatively low pay, not
much status and are left with the question of why they do it! (Society might
conclude that they are stupid!) Another understanding that should be stated

here is that the general definitions of success (money, status) may not apply

as directly to teachers and counselors since they seem to possess a strong in-

ternal commitment to these occupations which may not exist in others. We
believe this is the case in counseling. Nevertheless, it is stressing to be in-
volved in work one values within a system in which the normal signs of
prestige are denied.

Paradox 9 Self Criticism
We are trained, if not formally, then by our culture, to engage in a certain

amount of self evaluation. It may become paradoxical when taken to the ex-

treme. If we do engage in self criticism, there is the possibility that we become
anxious and ineffective in our jobs. We can become so concerned with our

desire to do well that performance suffers. When we are engaged in self ex-
amination, it is possible that our level of risk taking is reduced. Self criticism

can get in the way of increasing our knowledge, skills and competencies.
There is a corresponding danger at the other end of the continuum. If we

do not examine our self skills, there is the danger of becoming complacent. If

we do not examine our professional skills, there is the danger that we will not
increase our knowledge, skills and competencies. This is a real paradox. If we

are too self critical, we may not increase our knowledge and if we are not suf-
ficiently self critical, we may not increase our knowledge! We are left with a

dilemma of how much self criticism is good. We are also left without an

answer.

Paradox 10 Professional Enrichment
What started this process for the authors was an idea that counseling is a

stressful profession. Stress leads to burnout. One of the "cures" for burnout is
retraining/retooling. Yet, the paradox is that retraining can in itself create

stress.
If we consider the reasons that retraining is stressful, the first thing we

think of is that more often than not retraining is tied to credit. In order to
receive credit one must be evaluated. Evaluation is stressful.

Another thought is that while professional enrichment is expected by
employers, the individual counselor often must get it done after work, on
weekends and vacations. The system demands continuing education, yet fre-
quently provides no time or funds for such activities. These activities are ex-

pected to occur during the times we often use for re-vitalizing and "re-
grouping." Additionally, counselors involved in retraining are sometimes not
viewed as colleagues with valuable insights, skills and talents, but are ex-
pected to be mere recipients of the expertise of the teacher. In other words,
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counselors returning for additional training may suffer a lack of respect and
appreciation. It is also entirely possible that the preplanned and prepackaged
curriculum of training institutions may not correspond to the real needs of in-
dividual counselors. Thus, while seeking professional renewal counselors
may be forced into courses that they do not want and do not need.

Counselors seek professional renewal because it is expected, needed and
desired. They also may view it as a potential source of stress reduction. The
paradox is that it may well be another source of stress in the life of a
counselor.

Summary
We have presented some paradoxes, dilemmas and problems that confront

those of us in the counseling profession. These include problems of role ex-
pectation vs. role demands, confidentiality, supervision, competency, effec-
tiveness, values, personal goals vs. institutional goals, status, self criticism
and professional enrichment. We have presented these only in an attempt to
bring them into awareness. It is hoped that awareness may result in person-
ally developed solutions for individual counselors. It is in no way intended to
suggest that the list presented here is exhaustive or complete. Certainly, it is
clear that ours is a profession filled with paradoxes, dilemmas and ironies.
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The Classroom Management Game: An
In- Service Activity for Educators

by David Lemire

This article describes the Classroom Management Game (CMG), an in-
service activity for educators developed under the auspices of Project
TEACH. The CMG is designed to help teachers and counselors understand
and implement the principles and methods of Individual Psychology and In-
dividual Education. The intent of the CMG is to help teachers sharpen their
professional skills in the areas of motivation and discipline in the classroom.

Introduction
The Classroom Management Game (CMG) was prepared under the

auspices of a mini-grant from the Colorado Association for Counseling and
Development (CACD). Project TEACH, the project funded by the CACD,
asked teachers to conceptualize and develop instructional methods and prac-
tices associated with Individual Psychology (Adler, 1927; Dreikurs, 1968;
Dreikurs, Grunwald and Pepper, 1971) and Individual Education (Corsini,
1984: Dubrovich, 1985; Ignas; Mastroianni, 1984). The intent of the CMG is
to help teachers sharpen their professional teaching and management skills in
the areas of motivation and discipline in the classroom. This purpose is con-
sistent with the uses of simulations as teaching tools identified by this author
in other articles (Lemire and Hildreth, 1976; 1983).

Background
The Classroom Management Game (CMG) developed from the work of a

number of teachers in the Uinta County School District. This group of
teachers felt that the concept of "classroom discipline" was too limiting. They
felt that "classroom management" was a more accurate and inclusive concept
from which to expand their instructional and managerial skills. The particu-
lar focus of the group of teachers was the incorporation of the principles and
methods of Individual Psychology, the psychology of Alfred Adler (1927),
Rudolf Dreikurs (1968), Ray Corsini (1984), and Tom Edgar (1986), within
the concept of classroom management. Thus, the reader will find references
to articles on instruction and classroom managment by proponents of In-
dividual Psychology referred to throughout the game description. The
specific purpose cu this "game" or simulation is to develop understanding
about the constellation of knowledge. attitudes and skills which, when utilized
in the classroom, will result in positive classroom management. Classroom

David Lernire is with the Uintl County School District, Box 2326, Evanston,
Wyoming 82930.
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management includes more than discipline. Classroom management is the
organization of the classroom environment in order to facilitate direct
positive student learning in both cognitive and affective domains. The
essence of this model is that clear organization and understanding of student
needs and student motivation tends to produce success in school and inter-
personal success. When students feel successful they tend tobe successful
and classroom management tends to be easier and more productive.

The Rules
The rules of play for the Classroom Management Game are relatively sim-

ple. Up to six players need the CMG gameboard and the other items used in
the game (such as moving pieces, dice and question cards). Play is started by a
roll of the dice or a spin of the wheel. There are six "teachers" which are used
as playing pieces and moved around the gameboard. Each player is then to
follow the instructions on the gameboard. The first player to finish (move to
the last space on the gameboard) "wins" the game. Each player to finish is
awarded a mirth degree, just like in college.

Instructional Sequence
First, each student/teacher takes an assessment of learning styles. For pur-

poses of instruction, two such assessment instruments have been developed
by the author. The first instrument is called the SLIMI (The Student Learn-
ing and Interpreting Modality Instrument) and is a quick and easy assess-
ment of visual, auditory or kinesthetic-tactile learning preference (Lemire
and Stepnewski-In Press). The second instrument which has been developed
to assess learning style is called to HILI (How I Learn Inventory)(Lemire,
1985). The HILI is used to assess the stules of learning identified by Gregorc
(1982); i.e., Concrete Sequential, Abstract Sequential, Abstract Random,
Concrete Random). Assessing learning style is important from the point of
view of Individual Education because it reflects the individual learning orien-
tation of the student. Since the essence of Individual Education is creating a
stimulating and positive learning environment, helping the student relate suc-
cessfully to the learning tasks is the function of the learning style assessment.
The end product of the CMG is a classroom which has an environment
which is conducive to learning in cognitive and affective areas.

Once the student /teacher understands both the concept of learning styles
and the importance of the individual's learning style, s/he then needs to read
and study the materials presented in the appendices of the CMG Handbook.
Many of the questions asked while playing the game are taken from these ar-
ticles and papers. The student/teacher needs to pay particular attention to
the articles on mistaken and constructive goals for both teachers and
students. Finally, the game can be played by up to six students/teachers.

Questions
One hundred questions are provided with the game in order to begin play.

These questions are based primarily on materials reflecting the principles and
methods of Individual Psychology and Individual Education. However.
other viewpoints representing the research on classroom management are
represented (including Bloom, 1982; Jones, 1983; Hutchins, et al., 1984; and
Squires, et al., 1984). In addition, the teachers playing the game are encour-
aged to write their own questions, based on current thinking and research into
classroom management by authors such as Glass (in Hutchins, et al., 1984).
Examples of the kinds of questions asked are: #1, "There is clear agreement
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among researchers and teacher trainers as to what constitutes effective
classroom management," (False): #2, "Different students respond to different
classroom environments," (True); #35, "Models of discipline in the classroom

rarely include elements of self-discipline," (True); and #85, "Using behavioral

methods in the classroom means that you punish students whenever
possible," (False). The object of the question is multiple. First, teachers are

helped to learn knowledge and comprehension level information (in terms of

Bloom's taxonomy)(in Gronlund, 1971). The game also helps teachers think

in terms of higher level cognitive functions (application, analysis, synthesis

and evaluation) by focusing awareness of real issues which face classroom
teachers. Examples of this kind of critical thinking would be, "Which of the
mistaken goals of children is the student using and what can I do to positively

counteract its negative influence?" As the teachers become familiar with the

game, there are many opportunities for higher-order thinking skills
development.

Conclusion
The purpose of this article has been to describe the Classroom Manage-

ment Game (CMG), which is an in-service activity or pre-service activity for
educators. The background and rules for the CMG were presented. It is
hoped that the use of such simulation "games" will help teachers sharpen
their professional skills in the area of classroom organization. In addition,
this model of classroom management reflects the principles and methods of
Individual Psychology and Individual Education, as proposed by such
authors as Alfred Adler (1927), Rudolf Dreikurs (1968), and Tom Edgar
(1986). Educators wanting more information on the CMG could contact the
author at the address listed or Lance Huffman at Manitou Springs High
School. Manitou Springs, CO 80829.
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Family Influence: A Key Factor Affecting Career
Decisions and Career Counseling

by Jill C. Kreutzer and Mary Demaio Brouillette

Theoretical Perspectives
Roe (1956) has addressed the family influence on career decision making

perhaps more than most theorists. Her research focuses on the relationship of
differential parental attitudes and the resulting parent-child interactions.
Depending on whether the parental attitude is warm or cold and overprotec-
tive, accepting, or rejecting, the development which occurs during early
childhood will nuture attitudes which direct an individual toward occupa-
tional preferences toward or not toward people.

An Adlerian approach was used by McKelvie and Friedland (1978) who
incorporated a family framework perspective to describe the influences of the
life goal of an individual as this relates to career choice. These authors at-
tempt to show that an individual's career interest is influenced by the values,
roles, and family constellation pattern in the individual's family of origin.

Using a social systems approach, Opsipow (1973) discusses the influence of
the environment, cultural expectations, social class, socio-economic status,
race, sex, and family background as factors related to career decision making.
Opsipow stresses that these factors are often overlooked when applying only
psychological theories associated with career development. This would ap-
pear to be especially significant when counseling with monorities and the
economically disadvantaged.

Bratcher (1982) has integrated psychological and sociological perspectives
when presenting career decision making process. Family systems theory
maintains that the family functions in such a way that each member affects
and is affected by the others. More specifically. families operate on certain
rules and myths passed on from generation to generation. These unspoken
expectations can prescribe and predict behavior through the establishment
and maintenance of roles, beliefs, and values of family members. Like any
organization, the family uses this socialization process to maintain
equilibrium or homeostasis and invokes family rules when balance is
threatened. Bratcher contends that these factors may be the most important
variables to be considered when children within a family begin to make
career choices. These factors will determine the degree of separation and per-
sonal autonomy granted to children as they attempt to formulate their think-
ing about work and what they want to do with their lives.

Jill Kreutzer is Assistant Professor of Human Development and Family Studies at
Colorado State University, and Mary ()main Brouillette is a secondary Counselor in
Ft. Collins. CO. r
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Emperical Perspectives
While most of the theoretical literature tends to overlook the role of the

family in influencing career decision making, the idea that the family is the
single most important influence on career decision making is documented in
the developmental literature (Atwater, 1983; Birk Blimline, 1984).

Most studies reflect that adolescents list their parents as being responsible
for their career choices. For example, in an early study of 76,000 boys enter-
ing college, Werts (1968) found that through direct and indirect encourage-
ment fathers influenced their sons to enter careers related to their own. This
appeared to be expecially true for those who were in professional, medical
and technical fields. Similar results were found in a longitudinal study of boys
at 15 and 25 (Bell, 1969) which indicated that fathers were the most frequently
mentioned career models at both ages. It was also found that young men
with the highest vocational adjustments were those who had strong father
models at age 15.

While the major body of research has focused on white males, work
specifically looking at females had been fairly consistent with regard to
parental influences on career choice. For example, from a review of the
literature, Hoffman (1974) summarized that girls with high career aspirations
and achievements tend to be daughters of high achieving mothers who en-
couraged independence and career orientation in their daughters. However,
Vierstein and Hogan (1975) found that high achieving females are more likely
to match their father's career profiles, while low achieving females are more
likely to match their mother's career profiles. More recently attention had
been paid to factors influencing females to enter non-traditional occupations.
Again the impact and role modeling of both parents appears to be an impor-
tant factor. Auster and Auster (1981) found that females choosing non-
traditional occupational roles often had mothers who worked in non-
traditional occupations and fathers v. ho provided an achievement role model
and who served as a supportive source of occupational identification. It is in-
teresting that these authors found the support and influence of vocational
counselors to be negligible.

In a study of occupational aspirations, expectations, and career maturity
of black and white male and female tenth graders, McNair and Brown (1983)
found that parental influence was the only predictor for all but white males
and was highly related to the career aspirations of all youth surveyed. Parental
influences were also primary significant predictors of occupational expecta-
tions. This study is important because most investigations of career maturity,
occupational aspirations and expectations have excluded females and
minorities.

Predicting the career choice attitudes of rural Black, white and Native
American high school students, Lee's (1984) research focused on indications
that rural workers lag behind their urban counterparts in vocational develop-
ment. Of particular interest was the finding that parental influence and self-
concept interact with ethnicity as predictors of attitudes about career choice.
It appeared that parentd influence has a greater impact on the attitudes
about career choice of Black and Native American students than it did on
white students in this study.

Although literature strongly supports the idea that parents significantly in-
fluence their children's occupational decisions, little is known about parent's
attitudes about children's career development or about the role parents
perceive for themselves in this developmental process. Birk and Blimline
(1984) have recently attempted to study this question with parents of
kindergarten, third and fifth grade children. Their findings suggest that
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parents tend to be somewhat restrictive in their fantasies about their
children's future occupations. Results of this study also reflect that parents
tend to encourage certain sex role stereotypes when thinking about their
children's occupational choices. Many responses indicated that parents had
little awareness of the early determinants of career choice or of their role as
"primary career development facilitators."

The literature reviewed in this paper is but a sampling that supports the
idea that parents are powerful influences on the career choice attitudes of
children. The relationship between parental influence and career choices of
children has too often been ignored by vocational and career counselors. For
example, Frank Ross (1974), in Elementary School Careers Education: A

Humanistic Model, stresses the importance of preparation for parenthood as
an aspect of career education but does not mention that inclusion of parents
in any aspect of career education or counseling. The exclusion of the family

is also evident in Zunker's Career Counseling: Applied Concepts of Life Plan-

ning (1981). This is surprising since the latter is a widely used textbook for
the preparation of career development educators and counselors. In light of
this data, suggestions are offered for the integration of the family in career
development education and counseling.

Implications
Based on their work and that of others, Birk and Blimline (1984) strongly

recommend active involvement of parents in children's career decision mak-

ing programs. School counselors can play a significant role in helping parents
become partners in this process. Parents of school-age children need accurate
information and assistance in developing non stereotypic attitudes about
careers and career planning. This might be accomplished through utilizing
group meetings, workshops and access to resources, as well as providing op-
portunities for individual counseling for children and their parents.However,
Birk and Blimline warn that this process must begin with a confrontation and
broadening of parental attitudes concerning possible career alternatives for

their children.
This theme is reinforced by McNair and Brown (1983) from their research

with Black and white adolescents. They suggest that parents need to be
aware of how they are influential in determining career expectations and
aspirations in their children. Additionally, parents need strategies for improv-
ing the quality of their influence as well as information and resources on how

to facilitate development and exploration of interests and attitudes. Lee
(1984) stressed that counselors of ethnically diverse rural youth should con
suit with parents to better understand how ethnic differences affect parental
impact on various aspects of career development.

Bratcher (1982) suggests that attempting to understand the influence of
the family on career selection may represent the missing link in understand
ing the many variables influencing career choice. Because these influences
often operate beyond the level of conscious awareness, thus existing as
unspoken family mores, the career counselor may need to be both active and
directive in helping the older adolescent or adult client understand the power
of this influence. Clients may also need help examining patterns of reactions
to the family influencing systems. Clients will need to exp' e the pressures,
expectations, and their roles in these systems. With this awareness, clients

can be helped to accept responsiblity for their career choices and decisions.
Clients will also be able to reduce other-directed thinking and shift their
energy to themselves. Thus Bratcher (1982) sees the counselor's responsibility
to help clients decide what they want without experiencing guilt about
betraying the family's expectations.
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Conclusions
In examining the role of the family in career choice decisions, one asks

why the influence of family has been neglected as an important element in
career development counseling. Evidence to support the understanding of
this influence is there. Perhaps it is as Zingard (1983) suggests, that many
counselors have omitted the study of family relationships and family therapy
from their professional preparation, feeling this may have little benefit from
counseling strategies with individuals. It may also be due to the lack of
understanding of childhood socialization factors and the power of such influ-
ences on adolescent and adult development.

It would seem that there is much work to be done in helping counselors
understand the role of the family in career development decisions. But it
would seem also that counselor educators must first gain an understanding of
this if they are to stress its importance in counselor training. Secondly,
research is needed to determine effective means by which parents can be inte-
grated into career education and counseling at elementary and secondary
levels Thirdly, post-secondary counselors and those in private practice who
work with adults involved in career change decisions need to understand
family systems theory and its role in career decision making. It appears that
education and research are needed in terms of counseling strategies which in-
clude the family influences on the career decision making process. With this
insight, career counselors will hopefully begin to develop more effective
strategies to implement developmentally based career guidance services for
both youth and adults.
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Colorado Association for Counseling and Development

Legislative Advocacy Guide
for

Licensure in Colorado

Licensure Information How to's Legislators Resources

This special section was prepared for your information and use by the licensure
committee of the Colorado Association for Counseling and Development. It
was designed to be separated from the Awareness Journal and retained for
future use.

CA CD CONTACT PERSONS

Dorothy Rupert, M.A.
Licensure Chair
680 Yale Road
Boulder, CO 80303
Work: 442-2430
Home: 494.0568

Larry K. Hill, Ed.D.
CACD President-elect
10150 E. Harvard. E435
Denver, CO 80231
Work: 761-0220 x381
Home: 369-7990

Marietta Peters, M.A.
Gov't Relations Chair
11481 W. 29th Place
Lakewood, CO 80215
Work: 755-7160
Home: 237-1078

Some questions to ask yourself...
Have your support systems increased as your job responsibilities have
increased?
How much is another professional paid to supervise your work?
What other professions will take over your job in the future?
How much has your legal liability increased in recent years?
What are the limits on your ability to respond professionally to in-
creased societal needs?
What mental health professions has the Colorado Legislature deemed
important enough to license?

What is Licensure?
Licensure is the means by which state governments legally define and

regulate the practice of a prciession. Until 1976. when the Virginia state
legislature successfully passed a counseling licensure law, there was no legal
definition of counseling in Vie states or statutory regulation of the title or
function of counselors. By 'tune. 1985, legislatures in Alabama. Arkansas,
Georgia, Florida, Idaho, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, North
Carolina, Ohio. Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia
had passed laws creating counselor licensure boards. This success was largely
due to the work of many pro-active professional counselors in those states

Counselor licensure is one of several kinds of professional endorsement by
which a counselor may obtain a credential attesting to his or her qualifica
tions to practice, based on knowledge, competence and ethical conduct. The
most common other form of credentialing is certification. In the counseling
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profession. NCC is a generic form of certification, with several specialty
counseling areas available, including career, rehabilitation and mental health
counseling. School counselor endorsement on a teaching certificate is also a
form of certification. While such certifications are extremely valuable to the
profession in many ways, they do not provide the legal recognition necessary
to enable the counseling profession to meet the challenges arising in our
society today. Legal recognition was requested by and granted to social
workers, nurses, psychologists and physicians by the Colorado legislature.
Colorado professional counselor licensure is necessary for equity with these
already licensed mental health groups.

WHY Licensure for Professional Counselors?
Professional counseling is a unique specialty within the broad field of men-

tal health services that focuses on the strengths and potentials of individuals.
Professional counselors are committed to facilitating human growth and
development through individual and group counseling, educational pro-
cedures, consultation and research.

There is no legal definition of professional counseling in Colorado. Literally
anyone may claim the title "counselor." There is no machinery for identify-
ing qualified practitioners, for enforcing professional standards, or for
holding practitioners accountable for their actions. Some examples of current
problems are as follows:

1. Counselors are being denied employment in the human, health and
social services because they are not appropriately licensed. For exam-
ple, a recent survey of members of the Association of Counselor
Educators and Supervisors found that 70 members, despite their
training at the doctoral level in counseling, had been denied employ-
ment as professional counselors in a clinic or agency because of
Medicaid or other insurance coverage requirements for licensed ser-
vice providers.

2. It is difficult to document unethical practices and unsatisfactory ser-
vices. There is a need to establish a mechanism of recourse for persons
who have been subjected to counseling services that have endangered
their welfare.

3. Counselors are being discriminated against by the requirement for
supervision by other professions for insurance purposes.

4. Increasing numbers of psychologists, social workers, and nurses are
being assigned the traditional functions of school counselors.

5. Counselors are systematically being excluded from HMO's. PPO's,
and othe new forms of professional practice.

If Colorado passes a licensure law, the profession of counseling would be
legally defined. This would mean that our right to practice our profession, to
do the things we are trained to do. would be legally protected. It would fur-
ther mean that untrained or unscrupulous practitioners would be prohibited
from calling themselves professional counselors. A licensing board would be
established by the law to execute the regulatory activities. Professional stan-
dards for preparation and for ethical practice would have the force of law.

A licensure law would:
I. protect the public's right to be served
2. protect the public's freedom of choice
3. enable the public to identify qualified practitioners
4. provide the public with legal recourse
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5. enable the public to make more informed decisions
6. prevent misuse of the title "professional counselor"
7. provide more options for referrals, especially for school counselors
8. encourage cooperation among professional mental health providers
9. more appropriately address minority and women's needs, both of the

clients and counselors

10. increase the opportunities for meeting the needs of rural Colorado
I I. enhance the professional identity, credibility and autonomy of pro-

fessional counselors.

Licensure is the vehicle that will enable professional counselors to assume
their rightful place as a recognized group within the helping professions.

Current Status
CACD has had an active state licensure committee which has worked in

cooperation with many other mental health provider groups in Colorado
over the past few years. On Feb. 5, 1985, for the first time, our Hume and
Dambman sponsored House Bill 1104 received an attentive and sincere hear-
ing before the House State Affairs Committee. Having our bill postponed in-
definitely seemed less painful for us when we learned of the procedures and
opportunities that House Bill 1087 provides. This bill set up the Sunrise/
Sunset procedures, including appointment of the significant interim Sunrise/ -
Sunset Committee which is established for two years.

A big step forward was taken in behalf of licensing Colorado counselors
when CACD testified before the Sunrise/Sunset committee on September 6,
1985. We provided the committee with pages of background information, in-
cluding our bill, ethical standards and numerous other documents to aid their
understanding of our position and needs. This interim committee then lis-
tened actively to us. asking many questions and sharing insight and concern.
We were encouraged by their support and their openness in expressing
frustration with the status of licensing in Colorado.

We are currently working very closely with our contacts at the Depart.
ment of Regulatory Agencies (DORA1, with persons at the Legislative Coun-
cil, with our legislators and.of course, with our CACD leadership to deter-
mine our next steps. At this writing (Dec. 851 we are not sure if we will be
submitting a bill in the '86 legislature session but we will be preparing for ad-
ditional testimony. Both psychologists and social workers are scheduled for
the sunset review in 1986.

We have always advocated a comprehensive act for Colorado because we
believe strongly that those practitioners who meet the education and ex-
perience provisions should be able to be licensed under one bill, if they
choose. We have worked many ye- rs directly and indirectly with licensed
and unlicensed mental health groups in Colorado in order to produce the
least restrictive and the most comprehensive act possible. Often some groups
will argue for more restrictions rather than fewer. We see our philosophy and
proposal as compatible with the spirit and philosophy of the Sunrise/Sunset
Committee.

What You Can Do
First and foremost, determine to learn about and to use systems in order to

affect changes that you know to be in the best interests of our clients. Our
clients are people who can benefit from the best counseling and advocacy
skills that we as professional counselors can provide! We hope every counse-
lor chooses to be politically active, for choosing not to be could be hazardous.
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We will be informing you of our specific requests as we progress through
the legislative maze this spring and summer. Our expectation is that you will
meet your legislators, learn about their concerns, educate yourself about
licensure and insurance practices so that you can respond appropriately to
our requests for action.

The following pages include specific information for guiding your atten-
tion and action. Please read on, colleagues, for this process and the outcomes
are more serious matters than most of us realize. Do not be afraid to think
and to act; we need to learn new ways of thinking.

You Can Be Involved in the Legislative Process
You can participate in the legislative process by becoming better educated

and more knowledgeable about the process. The following information is
designed to help you as you become more involved in the democratic process.

The General Assembly
The General Assembly, the official name of the Colorado Legislature, con-

sists of two sessions. The first regular session is in odd-numbered years: the
second regular session in even-numbered years.

In the even-numbered years, the short session, the General Assembly con-
siders only statutes concerning the raising of revenue and making appropria-
tions, plus those matters designated in writing by the Governor within the
first ten days of the session.

Memorials, resolutions and concurrent resolutions have no such limitations.
In odd-numbered years, the General Assembly may consider legislation on

any topic.
There are 35 Senators and 65 Members of the House of Representatives.

Involvement on the legislative process continues throughout the year.
Besides the formal session of the legislature, which lasts approximately five
months, many committees meet during the interim for study and to hold
numerous hearings for proposed legislation.

Telephone Numbers

LEGISLATURE HOUSE

Bill Room 866-2340 House Republicans 866.2932

Bill Information 866-3055 House Democrats 866.2904

EXECUTIVE SENATE

Governor (Richard Lamml 866.2471 Senate Republicans 866-4866

Lieutenant Governor 866-2087 Senate Democrats 866.4865

LEGISLATIVE SERVICES

Joint Budget & Committee 866.2061

Legislative Drafting Office 866.2045

Revisor of Statutes 866-2043

Legislative Council 866.3521
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Committees
Standing Committees or Committee of Reference are a group of legislators
who meet during the session to consider bills in a particular area of legisla-
tion. Each legislator may serve on several Standing Committees. Committee
amendments to a bill must be accepted by the full house before becoming a
part of the bill.

Legislative Interim Committees consider areas selected by the General
Assembly for study between sessions. Any legislation recommended by an in-
terim committee goes through the same process as any other bill.
Joint Budget Committee tIBC) is the fiscal and budget review agency of the
General Assembly. The committee prepares, for each session, a budget of the
general fund (tax monies and other state revenues not already earmarked.)
This budget is known as the "long bill."
Joint Budget Committee:
Senators Dodge, Chair (RI; Beatty (RI; Beng (D); RepresentatiYes Kirscht,
Vice Chair (RI; Gillis (RI: Webb (DI.
House Education Committee:
Scherer, Chair Herzog, Vice Chair (RI; M.C. Bird (RI; Dambman (R):
Hamlin IR); P. Hernandez ID): Hume IR); Knox ID); Pankey (R); Reese (D);
Singer (R).

Senate Education Committee:
Meiklejohn, Chair (RI; Donley, Vice Chair (RI; Baca (Dl; Durham (RI:
Fenlon (RI; Groff ID); Lee (RI; P. Powers (RI; Rizzuto (D).

It's More Than a Letter...
Influencing Elected Representatives

Personal letters from individual constituents rank high in priority for
receiving attention because they are perceived as "genuine" expressions of
constituent concerns. The following guidelines are for your use in effective
letter writing:

Handwrite your own thoughts on personal stationary to increase the
likelihood that your comments will be viewed as "coming from the
heart" as opposed to views that have been "solicited" by organized
groups.

Keep it short and simple yet detailed enough to ensure your message is
understood clearly.

Clearly identify the issue or legislation (use bill number if known) and be
specific about the intended action. You must he certain your legislator
knows exactly what it is you want done. Recommend alternative
actions, if appropriate. Vague requests provide the reader latitude to
interpret your intentions, perhaps in a manner counter to your best
interests.

Cover one subject per letter.
Give your reasons for taking a position on the issue.
Be sure the letter is timely. The legislative process proceeds according to

set rules and the effectiveness of action your !egislator may take on
your behalf will depend largely on timing.

Use a constructive manner in writing all statements, critical or other
wise note issues of agreement and complement.

Limit the frequency of letters. Concentrate on quality not quantity.
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Do not identify yourself as a part of a group when writing as an individ-
ual Generally, the position of the organization on specific Issues will
already be known to legislators. Your view as a constituent voter is
what will elicit maximum response from your legislators.

Identify your expertise. It is o.k. to state briefly in your letter that you
have personal expertise in an issue area.

Unless you specifically want a reply, say that you don't expect one. Give
your full name and address. Identify yourself as a registered voter in
your legislator's district.

Write and thank your elected representatives for supporting legislation
you are backing.

Use proper form of address and salutation.
The Honorable fu// name
Governor, State of Colorado
State Capitol
Denver, Colorado 80203

The Honorable full namelegislator
Colorado House of Representatives
or Colorado Senate
State Capitol
Denver, Colorado 80203
Dear Representative last name

or
Dear Senator last name

Visit Your Elected Representatives
Make a personal visit during the session or while our legislator is in their

home district office.

Call to arrange an appointment.
Limit the length of time for your visit.
Before meeting with an elected representative think carefully about what

your want to say.
Be organizedwrite a brief outline to use. Include bill title/number, your

concerns, impact of legislation, alternative proposals, closing state-
ment.

Be brief and be specific in your reasons for support or opposition.
Follow up your visit with a brief note of thanks, stating again your posi-

tion on the issue discussed.

Sunrise/Sunset Committee
Rep. James Moore. Chair, R.
Rep. Jerry Kopel, D. MAKE
Rep. Bill Owens, R. INFORMED
Senator John Donley, R. CONTACT
Senator Steven Durham. R.
Senator Jana Mendez, D.

Very Important People!
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Colorado General Assembly
The following list is provided for your use in contacting legislators. Your

legislators represent you and will be interested in hearing from you whether
or not you below to their party.

Senator Party City Dist Home Phone

Brandon, James L. R Akron 01 345.2128
Rizzuto. Jim D La Junta 02 384.8388
Beno, John R. D Pueblo 03 543.5555
McCormick, Harold R Canon City 04 2759518Callihan, C. Michael D Gunnison 05 641.3290Noble. Dan D. R Norwood 04 327-4384
Bishop. Tilman M. R Gr. Junction 07 242.9230Wattenberg, David R Walden 08 723-4577Hefley. Joel M. R Colo Springs 09 598.2871Powers, Ray R Colo Springs 10 596-1055Wells, Jeff R Colo Springs 11 471-4110Durham, Steven R Colo Springs 12 475-2197Glass, Thomas D Frisco 13 668-3326Beatty, James R Ft. Collins 14 482-1441Allard, Wayne R Loveland 15 667.9230Donley, John R Greeley 16 336.5600Fowler, Les R Boulder 17 442.6054Mendez. Jana D Longmont 18 776-4547
Meiklejohn Jr., Alvin J. R Arvada 19 422-2092Traylor. Claire G. R Wheat Ridge 20 424-1737Lee, Jim R Lakewood 21 232-2855Arnold. Kathy Spelts R Littleton 22 979.6221
Strickland. Ted R Westminster 23 825-2181Baca-Barragan, Polly D Thornton 24 429-5000Martinez, Robert D Commerce City 25 287-8111Ezzard, Martha M R Englewood 26 781-0082Cole. Ralph R Denver 27 8259121Fenton. Jack R Aurora 28 751.2580Winkler, Joe R Castle Rock 29 688-4238Gallagher. Dennis J. D Denver 30 477-7089Sandoval. Donald D Denver 31 8254652Peterson. Ray D Denver 32 935.9291Groff, Regis F. D Denver 33 320-0495Powers, Paul R Denver 34 399-3800Dodge, Cliff R Denver 35 7228459

Representative Party City Dist Home Phone

Faatz, Jeanne R Denver (11 935-6915Hernandez, Tony 1) Denver 02 922-4388Knox. Wayne N. 1) Denver 03 934.8707Bowen, Robert E. 1) Denver (14 455.0153Hernandez, Phil D Denver (15 477 5080Kopek Gerald 1) Denver 06 3332174Tanner. Gloria D Denver (17 3557288Webb. Wilma D Denver 08 321.4092Grant. Pat R Denver 09 744.8010Neale. Betty R Denver 10 377.7081Wham. Dorothy R Denver 11 757 0615Sweiv.on. Betty R Longmont 12 776.0846
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Representative

Hume. Sandy
Skaggs, David
Wright. Ruth
Tebedo. Mary Ann
Phillips. Barbara
Bird. Michael C.
Minahan, Peter NI.
Dambman. Mary
Berry. Chuck
Herzog. John
Fish. Marlene
Allison, Bonnie
Grampsas, Tony
Mielke, Donald E.
Bath. David
Mutzebaugh. Dick
Taylor-Little, Carol
Markert, Molly Margaret
Erickson. Dale
Reeser. Jeanne
Williams, Kathi
Groff. Jo Ann
Singer. John
Paulson, Chris
Pankcy, Phil
Schauer. Paul
Hover. Charles
Johnson, Stanley
Romero, Gilbert E.
Trujillo Sr.. Larry
Kirscht. Bob Leon
Bryan. Clifton
Strahle, Ronald
Brown. Jim
Artist. Bill
Owens, Bill
Bond. Richard
Young land, Walter
Moore. Jim
Scherer...1,m
Carpenter, Ed
Armstrong-Unfred. Vickie
Williams. Dan
McInnis. Scott
Underwood. Glenn
Campbell, Ben
Entz, Lewis
Shoemaker. Robert N
Green. Joan
Gillis. Elwood
Bledsoe. Carl F1
Hamlin. John (1

Party City Dist Home Phone

R

D
D
R
R
R
R

R
R
R

R

R

R
R
R
R

R

D
R
D
R
D
R
R
R

R
R

D
D
D
R

R

R
R

R
R

D
R

R

R
R

R

R

R
R

D
R

D
R

R

R
R

6;)

Boulder 13

Boulder 14

Boulder 15

Cob Springs 16

Colo Springs 17

Cob Springs 18

Colo Springs 19

Colo Springs 20
Cob Springs 21

Cob Springs 22
Lakewood 23
Edgewater 24
Evergreen 25
Lakewood 26
Arvada 27

Conifer 28
Arvada 29
Aurora 30
Ft. Lupton 31

Thornton 32
Westminster 33

Westminster 35

Aurora 36

Englewood 37
Littleton 38
Littleton 39
Parker 40
Pueblo 41

Pueblo 42
Pueblo 43
Pueblo 44
l.c.etaiia 45
Ft. Collins 46
Ft. Collins 47
Greeley 48
Aurora 49
Greeley 50
New Raymer 51

Lakewood 52
Idaho Springs 53
Gr. Junction 54
Gr. Junction 55

Edwards 56

Glenwood Spr 57

Olathe 58
Ignacio 59

Hooper 60
Canon City 61

Denver 62
Lamar 63
Hugo 64

It Morgan 65
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499.5139
442-8913
443-8607
471.2561
635.2152
594.9206
392-6765
593.0210
633-5965
636-2554
238-9637
233.2342
674-7883
988.2742
422.0647
670-1145
420.9164
363-7385
857-4410
452.1838
469-4823
429-7261
366-2854
781-5516
798-5873
770.3872
841.3454
566.1217
544.2420
542.6912
546.0622
667-6559
223.1769
482.8344
352.0995
693.3092
351.6598
437.5442
985.7655
567.2050
245.1310
241.9107
926-3457
945-6546
249.5756
563-4623
754 -3750
275.6232
696.1775
336 -3361
962-3418
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Of Gates And Gatekeepers

by Carole Johnson, Jean Lehmann and Susan McAlonon

Several months ago, a young man made plans to enter a post-secondary
vocational program upon his imminent release from a youth detention
center. His goal was to continue the training he had begun at the center in
electronics. In order to facilitate the youth's transition from the correctional
facility to post-secondary education, the principal of the detention center ac-
companied the young man in his visit to the post-secondary institution. They
began by talking to personnel in the admissions office. After taking the tests
(which he had previously taken at the detention center) the youth was
directed to a number of different agencies and college offices. He never met
with the same person twice. After several trips, the youth, along with his
principal, visited the financial aid office. Here, the youth was told that receiv-
ing the necessary funds to continue his education would be impossible unless
his father would release his tax statements. Ultimately, the student's request
for financial aid was rejected because he was neither a ward of the state nor
emancipated, and his father refused to provide the required financial
statement.

It was now too late, the student could not enter his desired program. He
left the youth detention facilty with no place to go and no positive structured
program to enter. The ending of this story is tragic for us all. Two weeks
later, this student committed another crime. He has returned to jail this
time as an adult. The chances are great that he will remain in the criminal
justice system.

This example is a true story about a disadvantaged individual. Similar ex-
amples exist for handicapped individuals. Ten years ago, Public Law 94-142
strove to provide equal education opportunities to all handicapped children.
Prior to that, civil rights statutes were enacted to protect the rights of all in-
dividuals in education and employment.

The intent of these laws and of the recently enacted Carl Perkins Voca-
tional Education Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-524) is to provide equal access for all to
vocational education programs. These laws were needed and have radically
increased the educational opportunities for both handicapped and disadvan-
taged persons. However, in our efforts, as professionals, to provide quality

C arole M. Johnson, PhD is Assistant Director, Occupational Education. Colorado
State Board of Community Colleges and Occupational Education: Jean P. Lehmann is
Assistant Professor. Vocational Teacher Education. University of Northern Colorado:
and Susan J. McAlonan is Consultant. Special Education Services. Colorado
Department of Education.

1 he Opinions expressed herein are those of the authors; no endorsement is intended or
implied on behalf of the State Board fo, Community Colleges and Occupational
Education. Univetsit of Northern Colorado, or Colorado Department of Education.
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career/vocational education for special needs populations. we have also
created a system of gates and gatekeepers.

For the purposes of this paper, "gates" refers to a progression of services,
people or activities that individuals must pass through in order to access and
move within educational and employment environments. Some gates may be
relevant, others artificial. For example, all children entering school for the
first time must be immunized. This requirement or "gate" is to protect all
children from serious health risks. It is for the greater good and is, therefore,
a realistic and relevant gate. On the other hand, an artificial gate is exempli-
fied by a requirement that students read at the twelfth (12th) grade level in
order to enroll in a welding program. This requirement is artificial because it

does not reflect actual employment requirements. (Cline, Hartley & Otazo,
1979.)

Similarly, the gates through which the young man in the case had to pass
were not necessary. For example, there may have been no need for retesting
him. The frustration and boredom which must be felt in such situations
would be a blow to motivation for many. What type of gate stood in his way

for receiving financial support? Being denied funds because his father refused
to provide financial information is an example of an artificial gate.

Legislation itself does not erect gates for individuals to pass through, but
rather provides opportunities for access and success in vocational education
programs. The manner in which legislation is interpreted, however, does lead
to the establishment of a system of gates. Anexamination of some of the pro-
visions of the Carl Perkins Act (P.L. 98-524) and how realistic or artificial
gates can be created illustrates this point.

I. All disadvantaged and handicapped students (and their parents) must be

notified prior to the beginning of the 9th grade of the availability of
vocational education opportunities and the requirements of these

programs.
REALISTIC

Develop brochures that employ
simple language and pictures
describing the vocational educa-
tion programs available and any
relevant employment prerequisites.
Such brochures should use both
English and other languages domi-
nant in the community. The bro-
chures should be designed to ac-
tively recruit the participation of
handicapped and disadvantaged
students in vocational education.
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ARTIFICIAL
Prepare announcements of the
availability of vocational education
programs and extensive non-em-
ployment related prerequisites in-
corporating use of technical
vocabulary and fine print. Publish
such announcements in the adver-
tisement section of the newspaper,
in the back of the student hand-
book, or school catalogue. Do not
provide translated text.



2. Provide an assessment of the interests, abilities and special needs of the
student with respect to completing, successfully, a vocational educa-
tional program.

REALISTIC ARTIFICIAL
Assess the individual's interests,
skills, abilities and aptitudes using a
wide variety of methods. This
assessment should include a com-
bination of formal and informal
techniques such as hands-on ex-
periences in vocational education
programs or job sites, work
samples, interest inventories, inter-
views and student records. This in-
formation should be interpreted for
the purposes of individual voca-
tional planning. (Lehmann &
McAlonan, 1985; Razeghi, 1985)

Assess individuals according to one
variable such as interest. Do not
utilize a combination of formal and
informal techniques, but rather use
one test which ma not be appro-
priate for the population being
served. The results are used to pre-
vent access to vocational pro-
grams. (Lehmann, Nelson, Kitz,
McAlonan, 19861

3. Provide special services, including adaptation of curriculum, instruction,
equipment and facilities designed to meet the needs of the student enrolled
in a vocational education program.

REALISTIC ARTIFICIAL
Provide a variety of techniques and
services to assist special needs in-
dividuals to succeed in vocational
programs. Such assistance includes
computer assisted instruction;
teaching study skills; assisting
vocational instructors with the
modification of curriculum materi-
als, instructional techniques, equip-
ment and grading; referral services
to community agencies and other
school resources; specialized
assistance to individual students;
advocate for the success of individ-
ual students. (North Carolina
Dept. of Instruction, 19851
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Provide a single service for all
special students regardless of their
individual needs. Do not provide
support for vocational instructors.
Develop methods for screening
students out of vocational educa-
tion programs.



4. Provide counseling and career development activities for special needs
students which are conducted by professionally trained counselors who
are familiar with the provision of these soecial services.

REALISTIC ARTIFICIAL

Develop a comprehensive guidance
and counseling program that in-
cludes instructional activities to
assist students in acquiring self-
assessment, employability, career
decision making and career plan-
ning skills. Such a program is pro-
vided in a variety of settings by
professionally trained counselors.
Part of this program may incor-
porate vocational assessment ser-
vices. (Hughey, 1986)

Require school counselors to spend
30 minutes per year in a specific set
of classes (e.g. all 9th grade English
classes). Provide written informa-
tion on a variety of job and higher
education opportunities to all
students.

5. Provide counseling services designed to facilitate the transition from
school to post-secondary employment opportunities to each handicapped
or disadvantaged student who enrolls in a vocational education program.

REALISTIC A RTIFICIAL

Provide counseling services that in-
clude job development and place-
ment; follow-along services for
students who are placed in employ-
ment; linkages with community
agencies and resources; and assist
students in transitioning to post-
secondary vocational education
programs. (Johnson, 1980
-Hughey, 1986)

Utilize one community or school
resource to address employment
needs of all students. Rely on the
vocational education or special
needs teacher to provide all job
placement and transitional services.

Those professionals who design and provide these services or gates are the
"gatekeepers." They all exercise power over individuals in ways that may be
positive or negative.

When counselors suggest that a color-blind student interested in the area
of building trades enroll in carpentry instead of the electrical training pro-
gram, they are utilizing information and professional responsibility in

creating a successful program for that individual. They do not want rople to
struggle and fail in the electrical field because they cannot discrimina'e be-
tween the various colors of wire.

Conversely, recommending that a learning disabled student not enroll in
vocational education, because we are not willing to modify and adapt the in-
structional materials and methods used, has an extremely negative impact on
future employability of this person.

The power to help or to hinder access to appropriate, high quality voca-
tional education has significant impact on an individual's long term employ-
ability and self sufficiency. Therefore, all "gatekeepers" must consider if they
are using the control they exercise equally to all students or differentially to
some students. It is important for all human service professionals to assess
the outcomes of their actions. To evaluate whether they arc a positive or
negative "gatekeeper," counselors and guidance personnel should ask the
following questions:
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I. Do you believe that there is a variety and range of employment opportu-
nities within occupational areas (e.g. nurses aide to nursing supervisor:
hod carrier to journeyman brick mason)?

2. Do you believe employers should participate in designing and develop-
ing vocational educational programs that have a wide range of employ-
ment opportunities for all students?

3. Do you believe special needs individuals have a wide variety of interests
and potentials for success in the labor market?

4, Do you believe special needs learners have potential for success in voca-
tion education?

5. Do you believe instructional methods and counseling techniques can be
modified to accommodate individual students in vocational education?

6. Would you participate as a member of a team to assist special needs
students in succeeding in vocational education?

7. Are you willing to be an advocate for special needs students in voca-
tional education?

8. Do you believe parents and students should have a role in determining
the student's educational and vocational program?

9. Do you believe special needs students should participate in vocational
student organizations?

10. Do you believe vocational education has a role in assisting vocational
special needs students achieve job placement and job retention?

If you answered "yes" to all of these questions, you have the potential for
being a positive "gatekeeper." If you answered "no" to two or more, you
should examine the basis for your beliefs.

It is not easy to keep the gates open. Time is a major consideration. Pro-
viding opportunities often entails finding creative solutions to difficult
puzzles. The young man portrayed in the story did not fit into the standard
regulations. It might have taken a lot of wt lc to find a means of providing
funding to him. There are few easy solutions and no guarantees that the solu-
tions found will significantly alter situations.

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act (Pl. 98-524) will have a
major effect on the services professionals must provide to special needs indi-
viduals. Vocational and special educators will be looking to counselors for
assistance in the implementation of this new legislation (Hughey, 1986). It is,
therefore, incumbent on counselors to review their roles and the options
available for fulfilling the requirements of the Act.

In an effort to create realistic gates and positive gatekeepers, the Colorado
State Board of Community Colleges and Occupational Education has provided
support for two innovative projects. First, a Vocational Assessment Hand-
book was developed by the University of Northern Colorado to assist school
personnel and others in designing local assessment systems to address the
needs of special populations. Five regional workshops were conducted to
disseminate the Handbook.

Second, Colorado State University is developing a set of video tapes and a
guidebook that emphasizes proactive approaches to implementing the coun-
seling provisions of the Carl D. Perkins Act for special needs students.
Regional workshops will be conducted concerning the utilization of these
materials.

In conclusion, various pieces of federal legislation have been enacted that
mandate access for special populations to vocational education. As a result of
the interpretation of these laws, systems of gates and gatekeepers have
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developed. In some cases these systems have created barriers, in others, new
opportunities and wider horizons for individuals have emerged. With realistic
gates and positive gatekeepers in vocational education, special needs individ-
uals have the opportunity to achieve their full potential for employment and
self-sufficiency. When this is achieved, we, as professionals, have truly put
knowledge to work.
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Love of Lifelong Learning (A Counselor's
Influence, Responsibility and Expertise)

by Bill Murphy

Today's times generate new thinking and direction for those in leadership
and counseling position across the nation. Marilyn Ferguson in The
Aquarian Conspiracy (1980) writes about the implosion of information, the
global village, the human catalysts, the new options in classrooms. She goes
on to advocate transformative ideas and says that hearts as well as minds
must change. She infers that communication must be not only wide but deep.

With that as a reference, counselors of tomorrow will be vital implemen-
tors of change and sensitive support personnel for the bold new steps
American elementary and secondary teachers, counselors and administrators
must be willing to make to educate Americans for the 21st century. (National
Science Board Commission, 19831.

In The Situational Leader, Hersey (1984) speaks about an upward "effec-
tive cycle" of success. He explains that the leader's high but realistic expecta-
tions lead to high pci formance which then reinforces higher expectations
spiraling to even higher performance.

From this, counselors might reflect on the possibility that a similar learn-
ing spiral exists in all people. And as counselors become more influential and
instrumental collectively, select leaders will emerge within their ranks and
schools. As a result, a climate of learning achievement unequaled will become
the major focus of schools and the love of learning will cause students and
adults to make enormous strides toward successful change and learning.

It was Aristotle who said, "It is the nature of the human being to desire to
know." That desire, drive, hunger and enjoyment for learning will continue
for an individual's lifetime if encouraged, nurtured and modeled by
America's best counselor-educators.

How can counselors effectively cause a love of lifelong learning to occur in
the schools today? Here are ten possible suggestions counselors can model
and promote:

1. Encourage each colleague to share building talents with other
faculties by rotating positions through five year building (transfer
programs) for every counselor.

2. Co-instruct with faculty in crucial areas of counseling development:
for example, human relations in the Business department,
resume/essay writing for college applications in the English depart-
ment, psychological/social issues in the Home Economics and
Social Studies departments.

Bill Murphy is a counselor at Loveland High School in Loveland, Colorado.
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3 Post simple human relations ground rules throughout the building
to include
al Encourage no probings, interruptions gossip or put-downs

in any classroom or any human encounter or exchange

bl Talk to people not about them
cl Criticize ideas, not persons.
dl Care about others' feelings.
e) Share ideas, materials and resources freely.

fl Admit mistakes with an apology.
4. Schedule and train for faculty advisement "clusters", where one

adult moderator is responsible for fifteen students. Encouraging
weekly participation and involvement in quality circle problem-
solving, and personal-growth experiences.

5. Build a master counselor career ladder plan to promote and encour-
age voluntary, successful leadership in an individual's natural talent
and strength area.

6. Assist the curriculum council, accountability committee and the
administration in the articulation of the district's five. ten and fif-

teen year educational growth plan.
7. Be actively involved in building and district level staff development

programs for advanced degrees, certificate renewal and faculty
improvement.

8. Share and list the best books and community resources available in
family counseling, parenting, drug rehabilitation, study habits,
stress management, time management. suicide prevention, peer
support, group dynamics.

9. Design and use counseling services evaluation instruments annually.
encourage input from parents, students, teachers and
administrators.

10. Revise counseling job descriptions, objectives, district and building
level goals annually based on the in-put from evaluations.

Other's love for lifelong learning will occur naturally and efficiently with a
counselor's influence, responsibility and expertise. Counselors play a key role
in supporting and modeling change, while sensitive to the normal fears encoun-
tered from that change. Once fear subsides, tremendous strides of learning and
love will occur. Together, through innovative counseling techniques and pro-
cedures, Americans will move confidently into the 21st century and beyond.
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Taking Stock: One Program's Effort to Measure
Its Successes and Shortcomings

by Walter L. Strandburg

Instruction in higher education often is criticized for failing to assess the
ministrations of ivory-tower educators who may be out of touch with people
they are paid to serve. The preacher's sermons reflect his belief, fashioned
from behind the pulpit, of what is best for his congregation and its salvation.
But what does the congregation think of his god and his plans for its salvation?

The professor's syllabus, by the same token, tends to reflect the instructor's
beliefs of what best prepares students for their careers. But what do the
students think? Some ministers and, perhaps, all educators can resist assum-
ing a sacerdotal role by consulting those they serve. They will thus be better
attuned to the ever-shifting attitudes, opinions and practices which shape the
"real" world in which students ultimately have careers.

The need for follow-up evaluations is recognized by the State of Colorado
as stated in the Teacher Certification Act of 1975; "The purpose of the
follow-up evaluation is to provide an opportunity for Colorado Teacher
Education graduates and their employers to review and evaluate the teacher
preparation provided by Colorado institutions of higher education and to
communicate these evaluations to the institution's administration and fac-
ulty..." A "Visiting Team Report" by the National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (1984) chastised the School of Education, University
of Colorado, for showing "...no evidence that the institution engages in
systematic efforts to evaluate the quality of its graduates upon completion of
their programs of study and after they enter their professional roles."

The importance of this process in education is attested to in most formal
accreditation procedures. Authors Scott M. Cutlip and Allen H. Center ex-
press in their book, Effective Public Relations (1964), that research provides
the objective look required to 'know thyself on this issue of program review.

In an attempt to be responsive to the obvious reasonableness of the above
stated need for self-appraisal and looking inward at the relationship between
assumed academic objectives and the reality of accomplishment of those ob-
jectives, was a survey developed to measure the usefulness of the graduate
program in Counseling and Personnel Services, School of Education, Univer-
sity of Colorado at Denver.

Survey Methods
A four-page questionnaire was mailed to 170 alumni of the counseling pro

gram, a sample representing 100 percent of the program's graduates between

Walter L. Strandburg is a member of the faculty of the School of EJucation and Direclor
of the Counselor Training Center at the University of Colorado at Denvzr, Deriver. CO.
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1974 and 1984. Seventy usable responses were obtained (a 41.2% return).
Respondents could remain anonymous. Obvious advantages of mail ques-
tionnaires are ease of distribution, low cost, and effectiveness in reaching
large groups. A major shortcoming can be low response rate. However, in
this case, the comparatively high response rate adds to the soundness of the
findings. Questions were designed to elicit responses concerning the curricu-
lum, faculty, and students' reasons for entering the program. They were also
asked whether or not the program enabled them to realize those objectives.
Some responses are not presented in this report in order to protect the rights
to confidentiality of named individuals. This information has been made
available to the person it interests. An example of such information is, "What
is the name of the faculty member who made the most contribution to your
graduate education?" Copies of the survey are available by contacting W.L.
Strandburg at (303) 556-2861.

Survey Results
For the purpose of summary, the data has been divided into three

categories: (1) Careers, (2) Courses and (3) Direction.
(1) Careers: For most respondents (46%), the principal motivation in

attending the UCD graduate program in counseling was to expand their
career potential. In that respect, the curriculum is successful. For 51 percent
of the respondents, the program resulted in a change of occupation (e.g. from
classroom teaching to school counseling).

Interestingly, though, more than half (53%) of the graduates of the
counseling program never have been employed in counseling since obtaining
their degree. Another 30 percent are in agency counseling or private practice
while only 17 percent are pursuing careers as school counselors.

(2) Courses: Students in this sample overwhelmingly favored those courses
which offered practical, experiential approaches to their professional
development. Classes rated most useful were those which gave hands-on ex-
perience in counseling. All courses in the curriculum were rated on a
"Usefulness Scale" of 1 to 5 with 5 being great and 1 being low.

The Cis% highest rated courses all had an emphasis on practical approach to
counseling. The five were: (1) Pre-practicum Lab (96.7% approved), (2) Field
Practicum (96.2% approved), (3) Lab in Personal Appraisal (72.8% ap-
proved), (4) Group Process (70.9% approved), and (5) Theory Techniques
(70.3% approved). All other courses (12) in the survey rated below 60 percent
approval and only 3 above 50 percent.

Students stressed that the faculty appears to be less than successful in the
teaching of courses in the "core curriculum" or communicating the relevance
of these materials. A minimum of nine hours of foundation level course work
(i.e. Sociological Foundations, Psychological Foundations, Statistics, and
Multicultural Education) is required of all graduate degree students in the
School of Education. Of the four courses listed as core requirements, the ap-
proval rates were all below 60 percent. The perceived importance of these
courses is low.

On a five point scale from "very demanding" to "not at all demanding," 67
percent of those responding rate the academic rigor of the curriculum as be-
tween "appropriate" to "very demanding." However, 33 percent rate the pro-
gram as too easy or not demanding. The faculty rating was satisfactory; 83
percent found the faculty accessible and 67 percent rated the advising as ade-
quate. This leaves 33 percent, however, who found the advising of uncertain
or negative value.

13) Direction: 66 percent of the respondents indicated that the curriculum
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lacked a sufficient number of electives while 79.7 percent considered the
number of credit hours as sufficient.

Students Ested a range of courses which they felt would have enhanced
their professional development if they had been offered at CU-Denver. Their
suggestions included more emphasis on: (a) counseling techniques, (b) clinical
skills, (c) one-on-one counseling and (d)-small-group training. Further work
on group dynamics, family therapy, gay issues, legal issues, child abuse and
drug abuse were also requested. Students indicated a need for short term
courses (67%) and advanced level seminars (61%). Clearly there is a market for
post graduate training and for more instruction by practicing professionals.

Conclusions
The purpose of the follow-up evaluation was to provide an opportunity for

graduates of the Counseling and Personnel Service program to provide feed-
back to those who develop and teach the counselor training curriculum pro-
vided by the University of Colorado at Denver. The overall findings are sup-
portive of the program. Graduates have found employment in a variety of
counselor and human relations settings. No one regretted completing the pro-
gram and career objectives generally were realized. Many courses in the curric-
ulum were reported as being very useful and practical. Support and advising
services were reported as adequate. Those who experience the program ap-
proved of it and recommend it to colleagues. It is also evident that the alumni
are in favor of altering the core program requirements in favor of experiential
courses. Educators offering this program must respect and listen to student
needs and opinions when determining a basis for retaining what is best and
for adapting the curriculum to changing realities. By integrating student
views and perceptions with the judgement, knowledge and expertise of the
faculty, a curriculum will evolve to best serve students and community.

Surveys such as this rate additional questions for those responsible for
graduate school curricula. Do the courses adequately meet the needs of
students who have focused upon the potential to expand their careers?
Should the schools tailor their programs strictly to meet the present career in-
terests of students? How do they prepare students to face the reality of fewer
career opportunities? if this trend continues, what are the ethics of educating
more and more students in a profession where there are fewer and fewer
career opportunities? The professionals in counseling must face these issues
along with the educators because the entire profession suffers when it cannot
make room for new members.
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Decisions of College Women

by Sue Spooner

In the New Directions series monograph on Facilitating the Development
of Women (Evans, 19851, Jessie Bernard points out that 'Young
undergraduate women face the task of choosing among a variety of options.'
She also stresses that student services professionals need to be especially
aware of the pressures created by the increased options available to women,
and the unclear expectations of society.

What kinds of choices are those with which college women struggle?
Which decisions do they find easy to make? Which are difficult? What issues
facing them as undergraduates have they already resolved, and which do
they foresee as issues for themselves in the future?

The literature on decision making falls into two general categories: books
about decision making which promise to teach better decision making skills,
and which usually rely on logical but assumptional models for rational ap-
proaches to deciding; and articles in the psychology literature in which
behavior is studied using a decision task. Neither body of work seems to speak
directly to the questions raised above. Evans (1985) points out that major
theories of adult development fail to account for the possibility that women
may approach the world differently than do men, that they face different
choices and ambiguous norms.

Nelson (1974 in her book CHOOSING, treats the choice process as voli-
tional, and hints that it may be a matter of style. Harrison & Bramson (1982)
relates decision making and problem solving to styles of thinking and strate-
gies for asking questions. Together, these authors provide the beginnings of a
possible theory about decision processes, but they do not suggest differences
in approach or content based on gender.

Interest in the issue of women's choices led to an exploratory study of
women students enrolled in a Career and Self Exploration Course at the
University of Northern Colorado in the Fall quarter of 1984. A simple ques-
tionnaire was designed and administered to 58 women in five sections of this
course. All but five of these women were in either their first or second year of
college with ages ranging from 17 to 38. Forty-five students, or 76 percent,
were aged 18 to 19 years.

Seven general areas of content were explored: educational/Career.
spiritual/religious, sexuality, family, civic/community. personal/inner life,
and relationshipsboth romantic and friendship. The students were asked to
list, by category, any decisions they had had to make in these areas during
the past twelve months, and to recall how difficult each was. In a second por-
tion of the survey, the same students were asked to respond to a list of 30

Sue Spooner is Associate Professor of College Student Personnel Administration.
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley.. CO.
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decisions in terms of whether they were already resolved. currently at issue.
or anticipated as a problem in the future.

Whether to go to college was a relatively easy choice, and. for this group,
already resolved. The choice of a major, however, was seen as more difficult,
and it was current for these women (logical, since they were in a career explora-
tory course). Which college to attend, where to live and with whom while there
were also rated as easy decisions, and most had already resolved them.

Dating and relationship choices were rated as more difficult to make and
were as often unresolved, or anticipated as future problems. as they were
reported to be resolved. Whether to be sexually active and related decisions
about using contraception were rated as easy and already resolved. The
survey did not ask what the outcome of that resolution was. however. Mar-
riage was, largely, a future issue, although several omen (15) reported this
as already resolved. Also a future issue for most is tri.: choice of having or not
having children.

Sharing things of personal importance with parents was not seen as an
issue, nor was selection of a social group. Tolerance of differences in others
and religious observance were likewise not identified as problematic issues.
Quite possibly, these areas do not arise in the conscious realm, but are resolved
at a sub-conscious level, hence do not become issues of which young women
are aware, or about which they see choices as needing to be made.

Choices relatincr to the nursuit of a career objective are viewed as relatively
difficult, and even when resolved, are expected to arise again. Women in this
sample took it for granted that they needed to make choices about careers.
Whether to work or not was an already resolved issue.

Managing money and decisions about vacations tended to be reported as
already resolved, but a spread of responses were observed in the 'not resolved'
or 'anticipated as future issues' categories. Allocating resources, such as
money and leisure time, are potent issues for at least 50 percent of this group.

Citizenship responsibilities, even in a presidential election year, were not
regarded as issues requiring decision-making effort. Seeking help with problems
and sharing of one's inner self were nearly evenly divided, with 50% expecting
to have to struggle with these areas at some time, and 50% respondin that
these were not issues for there. Over half of the group expected to have to
struggle with whether to confront another person over an ethical issue at
some time. This is an interesting result, since tolerance of others was reported
as not an issue. Apparently, women in this group made a distinction between
tolerance of others' differences, and the need to confront behavior in others
which is in conflict with strong personal moral standards. Further investigation
of this distinction and how it is made suggests itself as a fertile area of inquiry.

Seven,' women wrote in items over which they were struggling and these
tended to be multidimensional. Relationship issues were bound up with
where to live and with whom. When to marry was tied to financial concerns
as well as relationships. Sharing with parents was made prominent by a deci-
sion over whether to buy a car. Drug use was a specific issue forone woman.
who brought to our attention our omission of this area from the survey.

The areas with which these women are struggling most center around rela-
tionship issues, marriage, love and friendship. While they have resolved
issues about being sexually active, they report that decisions around relation-
ships, marriage, love and friendship were having to be made. However, the
order in which these decisions were to be made was unresolved. School is im-
portant to them, but so are separation from and attachment to people who
arc significant to them. Getting what they want from life involves a series of
compromises between doing what will help them achieve educational and
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career goals, and doing what is needed to maintain relationships Primarily,
these relationships are with boyfriends, but there was significant mention of
parents, girlfriends, and even siblings In giving consideration to the kinds of
help college women need, it may be important to pay more attention to this
area, which seems fraught with conflict and difficulty. The alternatives are
not always clear, nor are the consequences. Counselors, deans and other
helping professionals in the environment need to be alert for these special
concerns of their women students.

Community and civic responsibilities are of little concern to these women.
Even though the data for this survey was collected in mid-October 1984, just
before the presidential election, items dealing with exercising the franchise to
vote failed, almost totally, to elicit any issues. One conclusion that might be
drawn from this is that if women are going to participate in the political life
of the nation, they will come to that participation later in their lives. Being in
college takes their immediate attention.

Religious issues are likewise of little concern. A few women reported strug-
gling with questions about staying with or deviating from earlier religious
connections, but they rated these as fairly easy to resolve. Again, the harder
choices were tied up with relationship issues...what parents wanted, whether
to adopt a boyfriend's faith, and similar struggles.

Whether the category was family, inner life, sexuality or relationships, the
tough issues were those which centered around conflicts between what the
student wanted or needed and what others expected, demanded, or might do
in response. In the career and educational category, all the issues besides
those of choosing a major, or selecting an educational or career goal, were
tied to relationships. It is likely that even these very discrete, seemingly entirely
personal choices, get caught up with relationship issues too. Again, this is an
area deserving of some future exploration.

When attempting to teach decision making to college students, the tendency
is to operate on the assumption that there is a rational, step-by-step process
which can be applied to the task. Results, from this survey raise questions
about that assumption. It is the author's contention that the decisions which
the women report as most difficult, do not lend themselves to simple rational
processes. and counselors may not be offering them much in-depth help with
the complex multifactored choices which face them. Since relatively few will
voluntarily see counseling, being aware of the possibility that a woman stu-
dent is struggling with decisions which involve balancing relationship factors
with other choices may make student personnel's work with her more effec-
tive. Asking the right questions, listening for these kinds of conflicts in what
a student says to us, and being prepared to help clarify the issues and how
they are intertwined would all be appropriate strategies.

Learning to listen for the "Different Voice" about which Gilligan (1982)
speaks, needs to become part of a counselor's repertoire. Data from this small
survey suggest new avenues of inquiry, and raises awareness of the content
of decisions with which college women are faced. Future investigations are
planned which will seek more detail and some insight into the processes by

hich women reach decisions.
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On Defining Counsultation

by Stephen E. Hodge, Albert E. Roark and Daryl Sander

When you use the term "consultation" in discussions with colleagues in
other professional specialties, what is the likelihood that each of you is think-
ing about the same, or at least, a similar construct?

School personnel, across an increasing number of specializations, are ac-

cepting the role of consultant as an important component of their repertoire
of professional services. During their pre-service education and throughout
their continuing education, they have become aware of a variety of consulta-
tion models. Nonetheless, it seems to be a reasonable assumption that most

have developed preferred conceptualizations and practices consistent with a

narrow range of models. To some extent, this restriction may reflect unique
personal characteristics which have contributed to the specialization career

choice as well as to the consultation model adopted.
In their interactions regarding consultation with colleagues across

specializations, the authors have become aware of specialty related concep-
tual differences in model emphasis. However, no literature was found that
would permit generalization beyond personal experience. Awareness and iden-

tification of field related consultation differences have potential for improved
communication among specialties and more effective consultation training.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the hypothesized
specialty related differences in concepts of consultation would become appar-

ent through a systematic analysis of school psychologists', counselors' and
special education teachers' definitions of consultation.

Content and Subjects
One hundred and eighty-five responses to the question, "Consultation

is ", were included in the results of an extensive survey of consulta-

tion practices conducted by the Colorado Consultation Project at the Univer-
sity of Colorado. This open ended question was the first item in a question-

naire sent to three randomly selected samples In = 100 each) of school
psychologists, counselors, and special education teachers drawn from lists
provided by the Colorado Department of Education. Return rates were 72%,
59% and 60% for the psychologists, counselors and teachers, respectively.
However, definitions were provided by only 71 psychologists, 59 counselors,

and 55 special educators.

Stephen E. Hodge. Albert E. Roark and Daryl Sander are all of the University of
Colorado at Boufder. CO.
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Procedures
The definitions were analyzed and sorted by eight judges who were ad-

vanced graduate students in an educational psychological studies program.
To assure that each judge had equivalent information, five consultation type
descriptor cards taken from Blake and Mouton (1983) were distributed to
each judge. These cards contained the following set of consultation models
and related descriptive characteristics of interventions.
A. Theory-Principles interventions

Content emphasis is on understanding cause and effect
relationships...Aid client in acquiring a theoretical basis for predicting
consequences, anticipating changes and planning accordingly...

B. Prescriptive interventions
Medical model...Consultant is the expert who identifies, diagnoses,
and recommends solution(s) to problems...

C. Confrontation interventions
Aid client, through confrontation, to explore consequences of value-
related behaviors...Consultant creates awareness of contradictions to
help clients test their objectivity...

D. Catalytic interventions
Cooperative, collaborative, supportive relationship is developed to
assist the client to do what the client wants to do in an improved
and/or more efficient way...

E. Acceptant interventions
Help the client to clarify and accept feelings through sympathetic
listening, empathic support, and unconditional acceptance...inducing
catharsis.

Judges were instructed to read the information on the descriptor cards.
Discussion between judges was not allowed at this time, nor during other
steps in the procedure. Upon completion of their reading, each judge was
given a stack of 44 definition cards and was instructed to sort these cards
relative to the five categories. Each of the definition cards contained a
response to "Consultation is The 44 cards which each judge sorted
included the same proportion of definitions from each of the three profes-
sional specialties; the judges were not informed of the source of any defini-
tion. The definitions were randomly arranged so as to further insure specialty
anonymity. Each judge sorted one-fourth of the available definitions (nine of
the original 185 were randomly deleted so as to have equal numbers for each
judge); judges were not informed that one other judge was sorting the same
set of items.

Results
Table 1 presents the Chi-Square analysis of the judges' sortings.
Since the obtained Chi-Square of 17.736 exceeds the .05 critical value of

15.507, it is concluded that a relationship exists between field of specialization
and type of consultation definition, at least as determined by this procedure.

Though the majority of the definitions by school psychologists, counselors,
and special education teachers were identified as approximating the Prescrip-
tive type or the Catalytic type of consultation, the distribution of the Con-
frontation definitions clarifies the major differentiation between the
specialties. Approximately 20% of the psychologists and counselors pro-
duced definitions which were categorized as confrontal, but none of the
special education teachers produced confrontal definitions. Scanning the pat-
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terns of observed/expected differences in the Table, it can be seen that special
education teachers produced more Prescriptive definition than could be ex-
pected by chance

Table 1
Chi-Square for Specialty by Consultation-Type Definition

Consultation
Type Psychologists Counselors Teachers

Marginal
Frequencies

Theory 0 = 27 0 = 18 0 = 19 64
E = 24.727 E = 20.364 E = 18.909

0.209 0.274 0.000

Prescriptive 0 = 40 0 = 43 0 = 46 129
E = 49.841 E = 41.045 E = 38.113

1.943 0.093 1.632

Confrontation 0 = 14 0 = 10 0 = 00 24
E = 9.273 E = 7.636 E = 7.091

2.410 0.732 7.091

Catalytic 0 = 46 0 = 29 0 = 33 108

E = 41.727 E = 34.364 E = 31.909
0.438 0.837 0.037

Acceptant 0= 9 0= 12 0= 6 27
E = 10.432 E = 8.591 E = 7.977

0.197 1.353 0.490

Marginal
Frequencies 136 112 104 352

Chi-Square = 17.736
Critical value at .05 (cif = 81 = 15.507

Though the counselors were similar to the other groups in having a large
number of their definitions classified as Prescriptive, their relative uniqueness
was in the number of definitions categorized as Acceptant. School
psychologists' definitions were more evenly distributed between the Prescrip-
tive and Catalytic categories than those of the other speciality, and their
relative emphasis was in the Catalytic category.

Discussion
It appear., that the authors' speculations regarding systematic differences

between professional specialists in their conceptualizations of consultation
may have a basis in fact. It seems that testing this hypothesis on other
samples with alternative procedures is warranted.

Ninety-two percent of the special education teachers in the Consultation
Project's sample claimed that consultation was part of their role, yet it ap-
pears their concept of consultation is more narrow than that of counselors
and school psychologists. It may be this restrictiveness and the emphasis on
the Prescriptive model that catches our attention in interactions with Special
Education teachers. By the same logic, the most distinguishing characteristic

r.
C., (
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of school psychologists may be their broad ranging perspectives, plus their
relative emphasis on the Catalytic model Counselors also seem to show
recognition of a wide range of options; however, their relatively greater em-
phasis of Acceptance interventions sets them apart

The general pattern of findings tends to substantiate what some practition-
ers might have predicted, particularly with regard to the emphasis across
specialties on the Prescriptive and Catalytic types of consultative interven-
tions. Given the general opposition to the medical model in the current edu-
cational literature on consultation, it may be disheartening to some to see its
continuing prevalence, but it should be valuable to recognize the possible
real/ideal discrepancy.

REFERENCES
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ual and organization development (2nd ed.). Reading, MA: Addison-
Wesley.
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BOOK REVIEW

THE NEGLECTED MAJORITY

by Dale Parnell
The Community College Press; Washington, D.C., 1985
Reviewed by Brent R. Jacobsen

The author, Dale Parnell, is the Executive Director of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the organization that
represents over 1200 community, technical and junior colleges and more
than 11 millica students each year. This fact alone probably qualifies him to
write a book which "throws the spotlight upon some real-life people called
'ordinary students' and upon how high schools and community colleges
might work together on behalf of this middle quartile of students," as Parnell
summarizes in his final chapter. However, his experiences as a secondary-
school teacher, principal, school superintendent, the Oregon Superintendent
of Public Instruction (an elected office), college professor, and the President
of three community colleges add to his impressive credibility and qualifica-
tions to author such a book. Pamell's vast experience permeates his book in

the form of insightful observations, pragmatic suggestions, and realistic
plans. This is not a book written from an ivory tower.

Prompted by the recent plethora of reports calling for college and university
reform which largely ignore the hugh portion of the populationthe
neglected majoritythat will never earn a bachelor's degree, Parnell builds a
convincing case for innovative strategies for educating the so-called "ordi-
nary student" and for re-evaluating the common indices of excellence in
education. He proposes a "2 + 2/tech-prep" associate degree a four-year
course of study beginning in the 11th grade and completed during the second
year at a community college. He calls on community colleges to work with
high schools on such an alternative to the typical secondary-school cur-
riculum which prepares students either for a bachelor's degree or a vocation.
He prompts all of us to measure excellence in education at our institutions
not by the number of students going on to pursue a bachelor's degree. but by
the concept of the "value-added" to our students. The "value-added," of
course, refers to the actual learning that occurs and competencies gained by a
student while in our schools.

The four-year 2 + 2 tech-prep/associate degree program is intended to run
parallel with and not replace the current college-prep/baccalaureate-degree

Brent Jacobsen is Director of Counseling and Placement. Colorado Northwestern

Community College. Rangely. CO.
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program It would combine a common core of learning and technical educa-
tion and would rest upon a foundation of basic proficiency development in
math, science, communications and technology Beginning with the junior
year in high school, students would select the tech-prep program, and con-
tinue for four years in a structured and closely coordinated high
school/college curriculum. They would be taught by high school teachers for
the first two years, but would have access to college personnel and facilities
when appropriate.

Clearly, such a program would require close curricular coordination.
There can be no "turf battles" in an operation such as this. One of the major
strengths of THE NEGLECTED MAJORITY is the inclusion by Parnell of
a framework to achieve such articulation. He provides many useful sugges-
tions, charts, tables, statistics, even sample curricula and lists of competen-
cies. Several community colleges and school districts across the nation are
already utilizing programs similar to the 2 + 2/tech-prep system proposed and
he has included descriptions of those, as well.

Those "ordinary students" the three out of four of whom will not go on
for a bachelor's degree are indeed a neglected majority in our current
educational "nonsystem." According to one study, 42 percent of our high
school students are in a diluted program of "general education," which is
neither vocational or college-prep in focus. Nearly two-thirds of the high
school drop-outs come from the general education program. Perhaps the
2 + 2 tech-prep option could add the relevance and offer the form of educa-
tion needed by this currently wasted human resource. Parnell places such an
idea in the context of our current and future economic, political and social
environments. He uses a crisp writing style, up-to-date data, and profound
quotes from a diverse group of credible people to provide a convincing argu-
ment that, at the very least, the 2 + 2 tech-prep program warrants public
discussion and consideration.

THE NEGLECTED MAJORITY really is must reading for secondary
and post-secondary instructors and administrators, school board and ad-
visory committee members, counselors and student affairs personnel, and
those who recognize the weaknesses of an elitist educational system. With
THE NEGLECTED MAJORITY, Parnell adds a voice to the general
debate on reform in higher education that says, "We must learn to ignore, in-
deed to laugh at, the assumption that a baccalaureate degree is the sole road
to excellence, respect and dignity for people."

"The great debate over excellence in higher education is closer to a
monologue of the one-sided opinions of well-meaning individuals and groups
who have little contact with non-bacalaureate America." If you have any
question about this assertion, please read this book.

THE NEGLECTED MAJORITY is available for $17.95 ($18.95 if not
prepaid) from the Community College Press, Publications Saks Office, 80
South Early Street, Alexandria, VA 22304. The telephone number is (202)
293-7050.



BOOK REVIEW

LEFT ALIVE: After a Suicide in the Family

by Linda Rosenfeld and Marilynne Prupas
Charles C. Thomas, Publisher: Springfield, Illinois, 1984
Reviewed by Alan J. Farber

According to its authors, LEFT ALIVE is a book "written for family
members and friends grieving a suicide death and for the helping profes-

sionals who work with them." In its 100 pages, Rosenfeld and Prupas explore
the bereavement process unique to survivors of suicide.

The Prologue is a brief examination of suicide from a historical, social and

religious perspective. Like much of LEFT ALIVE, the subject matter is
covered in a rather cursory fashion. However, this book is not intended as a
comprehensive nor empirical examination of suicide bereavement. Neither
does it serve as a guide to postventive therapeutic interventionswith the sur-

vivors of suicide. Instead, LEFT ALIVE renders a thought-provoking and
often emotionally powerful portrait of the survivors of suicide. The authors'

use of case studies, and suicide survivors' quotations, writings and poetry per-
sonalizes and emotionalizes the subject matter in a manner often foreign to
books and articles on the subject of suicide.

Chapter One examines the survivors' search for "answers to unanswerable
questions." such as: Why did s/he do it? Who is responsible? How am I to
blame? How could I have prevented it? What do I do now? The stage is set

for the following three chapters which focus upon the grief process unique to
suicide bereavement. The reader will note the theoretical influence of Eric
Lindemann, Gerald Kaplan, and Elizabeth Kubler-Ross's work on crisis in-

tervention and grief reactions. However, the authors effectively delineate the
"added impediments" to mourning a death by suicide. Externally, societal

reactions to suicide invariably hinder and prolong the grieving process. The
social network commonly available to mourners is often absent or actively
avoided by the suicide survivor. Survivors are often simultaneously cast in

the role of victim and perpetrator.
Other impediments to the mourning process are internally imposed in the

form of numerous personal reactions and emotions: disbelief, confusion.
helplessness, shame, anger, and feelings of abandonment. Guilt, perhaps the

most pervasive and debilitating emotional reaction to suicide, stems from
feelings of self-blame and/or relief. Survivors often contemplate suicide
themselves, questioning their own sanity or worth. Others direct their emo-
tions outward, creating a "circle of blame" that expands toward school,
church, courts, and/oi lielpilig professionals.

Alan J. Farber 1% a Neholott) Intern. Colorado State Crmermt Cnunwling Center
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The authors note that the manner in which these externally and internally
imposed hindrances to mourning manifest themselves differs among survi-
vors depending upon any number of factors Chapters Five through Eight ex
plore the unique effect of suicide among parents, spouses, children and sib
hugs, respectively These four chapters powerfully convey the reactions of
family members, and the influence of their pre-suicide relations with the vie
tim upon the bereavement process. Case studies include the mother experi-
encing anger directed both at herself and the psychological/educational com-
munity who was unable to save her child: the wife whose marriage died years
before her husband chose death; and the child who overheard arguments
containing his name and concluded that he was to blame for his father's
subsequent suicide. Additional factors that influence the family members
reactions to their loved one's suicide appear throughout these chapters: the
expectedness or unexpectedness of the event; the perceived impact of the last
interaction between the loved one and the victim: the contents or absence of
a suicide note; and the reaction and influence of friends, in-laws, and helping
professionals.

The final chapter looks at the three stages of bereavement and the accom-
panying needed stages of support. Group "workshops" and "mutual-help"
(support) groups are discussed. Helping professionals seeking specific
therapeutic guidelines or prescriptions may be disappointed in this chapter.
"Structured exercises" are reported to be of value, but are not described. The
dearth of attention given to individual counseling reveals the authors' bias
toward group therapy. In addition, I would have liked to see increased atten-
tion paid to the reaction of extra-familial survivors: lovers, classmates, co-
workers, church members, helping professionals, etc.

It should be apparent that LEFT ALIVE does not represent the last word
in the treatment and understanding of suicide survivors. Readers seeking
more comprehensive examinations of the subject are directed to the
references that appear throughout the pages of the book, most notably Cain's
SURVIVORS OF SUICIDE, and Wallace's A FIER SUICIDE. However, it
bears repetition that LEFT ALIVE was written for the helping professional
and layperson alike. It presents. in an often elegant and poignant fashion, the
unique pain experienced by family members who survive a suicide. It was
emotionally impactful without being mawkishly sentimental: scholarly
without being pallid or tedious. Paul Termansen, M.D., in his forward to the
book, perhaps expresses it best when he says: "LEFT ALIVE will fill a gap in
the lives of all those who are involved with suicide. In the end, we all are."
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Colorado Association for Counseling and Development invites arti-
cles for publication in its journal Awareness. The deadline for submission of
articles is December 1 of each year. Articles should be sent to:

Rich Feller
Awareness Editor
Department of Vocational Education
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523

It is important that the journal represent all divisions of CACD and
members are encouraged to submit articles about their work, research, and
thought-provoking challenges to the profession.

In addition, photos are needed for the journal cover for each issue. Please
send any photos which you believe would be appropriate. Although no
honorarium can be paid, proper credit will be given to each photographer
whose work is published.

Typing and Other Requirements
I. Send the original manuscript and two clear copies. The original should

he typed on 81/2 x 11 nontranslucent white bond. Do not use onionskin or

erasable bond.
2. Attach a cover page which provides:

title of the article
name of the authorts1
author's position and place of employment
author's address and phone number(s)

3. Style and format should follow the 1983 edition of the American
Psychological Association Publication Manual.

4. Include an abstract, not to exceed 100 words.

5. Use non-sexist language throughout.
6. Never submit a manuscript which is under consideration by another

publication.

Upon publication, each author will receive two personal copies of the

journal.

Note: Authors hear full resrxmsibility for the accuracy of references, quota-

tions, tables, and figures.
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Editor's Note

In a recent national publication comparing the number of articles submitted,
accepted and rejected among major counseling journals I was struck by the
significant diffelences between any two journals. As expected, those often
seen as most reputable had the highest rejection rate. Equally as intriguing
were the numbers of journals who worked with authors to encourage re-
submission of articles. Both points helped me to reflect on theJournal of the
Colorado Association for Counseling and Development as I asked "how are
we doing?"

Once again more articles were submitted than can be published, and two
articles have been on hold for well over a year as authors refined their work
and re-submit an even better article. As Editor I'm encouraged, for it may say
that we've got a pretty good thing in Colorado. Not only do we live in one of
the best states in the world, but we also belong to an organization held in
high esteem. Let's hope the Journal merits your continued support. Be
encouraged to send manuscripts and contact me with your ideas.

Jill Kreutzer
Assistant Editor
Human Development and

Family Studies
Colorado State University

Stay well,

Rich Feller
Editor
Associate Professor
Counseling and Career Development
School of Occupational and

Educational Studies
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523
Phone: (303) 491.6879

Patti Cappellucci
Assistant Editor
Green Mountain High School

*Articles arc accepted until January 30 a: ' the Journal is published annually
each spring.
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Helping Gifted Students:
The School Counselor's Role

by Caroline R. Baker

Although school counselors have played a primary role in facilitating
special programs for the learning disabled, the needs of students with excep-
tionally high abilities have sometimes been ignored. The federal
government's Office of Gifted Education has been closed since 1981, and
fewer than half of America's schools provide programs tailored for the
academically talented (Kerr and Miller, 1986). Many gifted children do not
succeed within their academic setting and may drop out of school or fail to
continue their education beyond high school (Webb, Meckstroth, and Tolan,
1985). Their critical thinking skills and their persistent demands and ques-
tions may go unrewarded as classroom teachers regard these as unacceptable
behaviors (Correll, 1978).

"Giftedness" may be demonstrated in athletics, the performing arts, leader-
ship, and creativity: this paper, however, addresses the uniqueness of
students with superior intellect. Children ideLtified as gifted typically have
mental abilities in the upper two and one half to three percent of the
population (Webb, Meckstroth, and Tolan, 1985). In order to realize their
contributions to self and to society, these students need guidance programs
that address their special needs. School counselors can play a vital role in the
identification of the gifted, in providing support and resources for
appropriate classroom programs, and in developing strategies for meeting the
emotional needs of the gifted.

Identification Procedures
Ideally, identification should be made in the early school years to avoid

frustration, boredom, underachievement, and the development of poor study
habits (Walker, 1982).
STANDARDIZED MEASURES

In most school systems standardized testing programs are already adminis-
tered to the student body to monitor curriculum objectives and to identify
individual student skills. Counselors are usually aware of those students
whose scores consistently fall within the upper reaches of a particular area or
whose total battery is within the upper three percent of the population.
Group tests of intelligence, achievement and creativity are relatively
inexpensive to administer as screening devices. When possible, individually
administered intelligence tests provide a more accurate picture of ability.

NOMINATIONS
As counselors are in touch with classroom activities, they may identify

those students who demonstrate an excitement toward learning, a commit-

Caroline R. Raker is a counselor at Sroul Junior High School in Colorado Springs.
Colorado.



ment and maturity in completing a project, and who take iniative to explore
topics in creative, unique ways They may assist teachers in naming those
who pursue thoughts beyond the point at which the average students stop
Tuttle (1983) warns that teachers will overlook giftedness in their preoccupa-
tion toward neatness and punctuality Vail (1979) sees parents as essential to
the nomination process Counselors may develop questionnaires that will
enable parents to give anecdotal information about their children.

Program Approaches
School systems should examine their own unique situations and

philosophies in planning services to the gifted (Tuttle and Becker, 1983).
Counselors can consult with administrators in assessing the type of
community, resources, values, and the nature of the student population and
the staff to determine appropriate approaches. Some examples may be
acceleration, grouping, or enrichment. Tolan (1985) describes her own son's
success with acceleration, along with his need to choose companions from
mental rather than chronological peers. Correll (1978) noting both pros and
cons in groupings points out that on the one hand, gifted children are permit-
ted to work with peers who will stimulate and challenge each other, while on
the other, the system creates an educationally elite. Renzulli 11977) has
developed a sequence of enrichment activities that begins with all students
participating and finally allows the gifted student to pursue areas of interest
in depth.

The teacher is the key to effective programs for gifted children. An in-
depth inservice study is mandatory, not only for improving skills and
knowledge within a particular academic discipline, but so that instructors
might gain greater appreciation for the needs of the gifted (Correll, 1978).
Counselors can provide training for the faculty with resources for better
understanding the problems of gifted children and creating classroom envi-
ronments that are supportive to their success.

Social-Emotional Issues
Frequently the behaviors indicative of outstanding mental ability create

difficulties for gifted children in the school setting. In the classroom, they
may become frustrated with drill and routine, and develop poor study habits.
They may experience a split self concept because of their superiority and
their need to be "one of the gang." Intellect is often ridiculed by classmates,
so gifted students learn to hide their true abilities. Some junior high students
(Sproul Junior High School, 1985) have commented:

Being gifted isn't that much of a gift at times. In fact, there are
times when it can be a real curse. People get mad when I won't
let them copy...As soon as they find out I am smart, they use
me for an encyclopedia.
(Sandi, eighth grade)

No one real/v liked me because / was such a brain. No one cared
how I felt. They always tried to copy from my paper and make
me frustrated.
(Blaine, eighth grade)

It is harder to adjust because people treat you like an outsider or
a freak of some sort.. friends and being part of a social group are
just as important to us as it is to any other students.
(Sheri, ninth grade)
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My being advanced has been a hard thing for my younger
brother and sister They're expected to live up to their older
brother
(Erin, eighth grade)

Tuttle and Becker (1983) see self criticism as creating difficulties for the
gifted They may develop unrealistic self expectations and too strong a desire
to be perfect. This leads to refusing to attempt tasks about which they feel
insecurities or chances of failure. Purkey (1970) presented studies in which
feelings of inadequacy among bright underachieving children caused them to
withdraw and refuse to compete.

The school counselor can help superior students to understand and accept
themselves. Peer groups of students with similar interests and mental ages
can meet regularly in the counseling center. In a safe, nonthreatening envi-
ronment they can discuss mutual problems and even explore techniques for
improving study habits. Under the counselor's direction, they can develop
relaxation routines, visual imagery, and their keen sense of humor as
mechanisms for coping with frustration and stress.

Gifted children cannot develop strong self concepts until they are helped
to recognize their feelings, label them accordingly, and taught to use them as
tools for growth (Webb, Meckstroth and Tolan, 1985). A sensitive school
counselor can be a caring listener, encouraging students to voice complaints
and opinions, at the same time gently shaping the behavioral expression of
their powerful emotions.

Gifted individuals can also be critical and intolerant of others who do not
possess similar abilities. The counselor can enhance students' attitudes in
becoming more accepting of the differences between people. Betts (19861
offers suggestions for improving the interpersonal skills of the gifted.
including the use of communication. interviewing, discussion and conflict
resolution. Children with high cognitive abilities can use role playing as an
effective means for sharpening their social skills.

Counselors can influence the future of gifted children by helping them
with career exploration. Many talented students have a multitude of poten-
tials for vocations since they excel in so many areas. Career counseling
should focus on occupational choices that could bring a sense of fulfillment
by being challenging, rewarding and interesting. Since society needs the con-
tributions of these students, individual and small group counseling sessions
can be vehicles for dealing with issues of social responsibility as factors in job
choices (Walker, 1982). The counseling center can also be a laboratory for
practical experience in the college application process, a thorough under-
standing of standardized testing and scholarship opportunities, and familiarity
with basic course requirements in various academic fields.

Gifted young persons deserve an opportunity to achieve their full potential.
As with all students in the school setting, the counselor's skill as "change
agent" can make a difference in the lives of gifted children.
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Being Masculine or Feminine is Good: Being
Androgynous is Better

by Andrew A. Helwig and Johannah Bealmear

Self-concept begins to form early in life, is liable to change for many years,
and then tends to stabilize in the teenage or early adult years. Our self-
perceptions, which determine our self-concept, are influenced by a variety of
forces and factors from infancy on. Our self-perceptions regarding our
gender, whether we are masculine or feminine, begin solidifying before age
five. Gottfredson (198!) believes that children as young as six already are
tuning in to sex roles, that is, appropriate behaviors as well as occupations for
males and for females.

Sex-role socialization impacts all of us and can be defined as the process
through which we "acquire and internalize the values, attitudes, and
behaviors associated with femininity, masculinity, or both" (O'Neil,
1981:203). Thi; principal sources of this socialization process are the family
(parental and sibling attitudes, values and behaviors), the school, the media
(e.g., television programs, newsprint, advertising), and the community in
general. All of us become adults with some self-perceptions about our gender.
We either think of ourselves as feminine (perhaps very feminine), or
masculine (perhaps very masculine). Or, somewhere in between. As is true of
so many other things in this multiple-option society, you don't have to be one
or the other. Traits and characteristics, traditionally labelled masculine or
feminine need not be mutually exclusive; both kinds can be found in varying
degrees in the same individual (Cook, 1985).

Androgynous individuals are those who have high levels of both masculine
and feminine personality traits. Their self-concepts do not include the usual
masculine and feminine stereotypes. They demonstrate a blend of behaviors
and attitudes some of which have typically been labelled "masculine" and
others labelled "feminine." Clarey and Sanford (1982) indicate that the
androgynous individual may have a better self-concept and consequently
more positive mental health than those less androgynous.

This article will examine the nature ard characteristics of: the feminine
and the androgynous woman, the masculine and the androgynous man, and
the androgynous society. Implications for counselors will be presented. The
discussion of all these issues will occur within the context of the career
choices and labor market behaviors that masculine, feminine, and
adrogynous individuals engage in.

Feminine-Identified Women
Feminine-identified women are viewed as people oriented, nurturing,

expressive of feelings and emotional. The principal role in the life of a
feminine-identified woman is to be a wife and mother. These are viewed as

Andrew A. Helvdp. is an Associate Professor at the University of Colorado at Denver
and Johanna Bealmear is an elementary teacher in Mesquite. Texas.
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positive characteristics and behaviors Less positive characteristics are being
helpless, dependent, submissive, manipulative and emotional

"Women tend to develop attitudes about themselves and others that
perpetuate their lower occupational status" (Gerson & Lee, 1982 236)
Stereotypical views of how women should behave have severely limited them
in their ability to choose certain careers

Many women have fears that restrict their choice of career and limit their
advancement to higher status jobs One fear is that of being responsible
Throughout history women have been supported by fathers and husbands.
The image of women has been portrayed as soft, vulnerable and helpless. In
order to be protected, women have given away their responsibility. Men have
a sense of their own authority in making decisions, but women have authority
only to nurture and support (Gerson & Lee, 19821. In their careers women
have often had difficulty taking responsibility for decision making. This
attitude has kept many from seeking job promotions that would make them
responsible.

Many women also fear power. Women see themselves as competent in inter-
personal relationships but powerless in career relationships. It is difficult for
women to accept criticism or to be rejected. It is even harder for them to use
their power to criticize or reject others. Typically women are given authority
only under the leadership of a man. Women have not been trained or
socialized in the use of power as men have been trained. For women to be
viewed as "powerful" is socially unacceptable. Women who are uncomfortable
with using their power often resort to manipulation in order to control
others. Women also fear not being perceived as feminine. Often when
women use their skills and abilities necessary for success in business, they are
viewed as unfeminine. Identical behaviors by men and women are often
perceived negatively for women and positively for men. For example:

A business man is aggressive. A business woman is pushy.
A well-dressed businessman is A well-dressed business woman is a

fashionable. clothes horse.
He's careful about detail. She's picky.
He loses his temper because he's She's bitchy.

involved in his job.
He gets depressed from work She has menstrual tension.
pressure.
He's a man of the world. She's been around.
He's confident. She's conceited.
He's enthusiastic. She's emotional.
He isn't afraid to say whit he thinks. She's opinionated.
He's a stem task master. She's difficult to work for.
He follows through. She doesn't know when to quit.
He's firm. She's stubborn.
He's an authority. She's a tyrant.

IVetterling- Braggin, 1982:86.871

Women also fear not being a "good" wife and mother. They can work at
any career of their choosing and they can go as high as their desires and
abilities carry them, but only if they do not violate their primary role of wife
and mother. When there is a choice between the woman's career and her
husband's career, the husband's career must come first. If there is a choice
between the woman's career and the children's welfare, then the children
must come first. Men are seldom forced into making these decisions. Because
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women put priority on home and family, that means they do not work full
time all of their lives Women are often used as marginal workers to help fill
in the vacancies Their promotability suffers and they do not accrue seniority
as men do Many women consider their work temporary regardless of how
long they have been doing it

The Androgynous Woman
Traditional women are not as well suited for the demands of a successful

career as are androgynous women. Androgynous females exhibit several
salient characteristics which enable them to achieve their fullest potential in
careers. Androgynous women are powerful and forthright. They have direct
visable impact on others. They state their needs and do not back down; they
are assertive. Androgynous women can accomplish the task and still be con-
cerned about relationships. They are able to deal directly with anger, thereby
rejecting feelings of suffering and victimization. They are also analytical,
systematic, and take more risks with power than traditional women (Blanchard
& Sargent, 1984). Androgynous women do not give up their femininity.
They use the best of their feminine characteristics, such as nurturing and
communication of feelings but they also develop the masculine
characteristics lacking their personalities. They choose any role that
benefits them thus enhancing their opinions. At times androgynous women
choose to be strong and independent and other times they choose to be
dependent. There are times they feel free to be gentle and nurturing, and
other times they are powerful and assertive. They can choose their rationality
or their intuition to make decisions. They are able to use both the feminine
and masculine traits in order to become fully human.

Masculine-Identified Men
Masculine-identified men have many traits that are perceived as positive.

Men are aggressive, task-oriented, powerful, autonomous and tough-minded.
Many masculine-identified males view themselves as being superior to
women and have an innate sense that because they are male, they have a
right to have all their needs fulfilled. They are also perceived as the financial
providers of the home. From early childhood traditional men are taught the
value of team work. Emotionally, they are able to deal with anger and avoid
becoming victimized. Masculine-identified men also possess traits that are
viewed negatively such as the lack of ability to express feelings of love, pain,
joy, loneliness, or dependency. Masculine-identified men have not developed
their ability to communicate feelings. Also, they are not comfortable with
touching or being close to one another (Blanchard & Sargent, 1984).

An overriding fear of masculine-identified men is the fear of being perceived
as feminine which they view as being weak, dependent, emotional and sub-
missive. By exposing their feminine side, men fear they will be devalued as
women are devalued (O'Neil, 1981).

More specifically masculine identified men also have a fear of expressing
emotions. They are taught to be strong and completely dependent upon
themselves. Men who cry are viewed as weak and helpless. Because men are
taught not to communicate deep personal feelings, they must handle their
emotional needs inwardly. T .ey have not been socialized to communicate
their needs for praise, or touching or expression of gratitude. They are taught
to be objective, impersonal and their skill of listening empathically is not
well developed.
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Masculine-identified men have not felt the need to be the nurturing one at
work or home For a masculine-identified man to admit that he has needs or
wants emotional nurturing in his career would be viewed as inappropriate
Because of our sexual stereotyping, men have not been allowed to fulfill their
needs or develop a sensitivity to the needs of others Masculine-identified
men must keep the appearance of being on top of every situation This takes
its toll on men both physically and emotionally.

Masculine-identified men have been socialized to be the financial provider
and not the nurturer of the family. Because the responsibility of nurturing
the children has been left to the women, men do not feel the same respon-
sibility toward children as women do. Consequently, men miss the joys of
caring for the young infant and the bonding that forms between child and
parent. When divorce occurs, many men feel their only obligation is to meet
the financial needs and not the emotional needs of the child. As O'Neil (1981)
suggests, one result of the rigid sex role socialization process is that men are
also oppressed and restricted and thus limited in their potential to be fully
functioning human beings.

The Androgynous Man
Androgynous men share in the responsibility of nurturing the family and

raising the children. They spend quality time with the children and take them
to the dentist or attend meetings with their teachers. They share in the
responsibility of taking time off work when the children are ill. An androgy-
nous father helps his wife develop her career by sharing the responsibilities of
parenthood.

The labor market generally and big business spe^''ically, is relatively non-
people oriented. However, the need for interpersonal skills is as critical now
as ever. "People skills" have often been relegated to the feminine domain.
Since the androgynous male accepts and expresses emotions, he is more com-
fortable and adept at interpersonal communication. He has broadened his
range of responses to affection, trust, openness, and intuition. Consequently
he nurtures and supports colleagues and subordinates, and balances power
with concern for people (Blanchard & Sargent, 1984). In short, androgynous
males promote interactions between superiors and subordinates, and between
leaders and members of work teams. Especially in management positions,
strong interpersonal and communication skills are essential.

Androgynous men do not give up being masculine. They use the best of
masculine characteristics such as aggressiveness and tough-mindedness and
develop the feminine characteristics lacking in their personalities. They
choose those roles that fit them thus expanding their options. There are times
androgynous men choose to be strong and independent and other times they
may choose to be dependent. At times they are gentle and nurturing, and at
other times they choose to be powerful and assertive. Their decision making
may be both rationally and intuitively based. They are able to blend both the
feminine and masculine traits in order to become fully human.

An Androgynous Society
Both feminine-identified women and masculine-identified men are limited

in their abilities to succeed in their careers. Their views of how they should
behave and their socialized self-perceptions limit their choices ofcareer. Once
in their careers, these same behaviors and self-perceptions influence and limit



their decision making. Feminine-identified women may sabotage their efforts
for promotion because of their fears of responsibility, fears of power. fears of
not being perceived as feminine and their conflict with being a good wife and
mother. Masculine-identified men may hurt their careers because of poor
interpersonal relationships with their coworkers or subordinates. These men
have fears of expressing emotions, fears of communicating feelings and fears
of being nurturing and supportive of their fellow workers. The androgynous
female and the androgynous male have overcome these fears.

Androgynous individuals are not limited in what they think the "appropri-
ate" behaviors should be. They use their feminine characteristics to nurture,
support and communicate. They use their masculine traits to be powerful
and assertive and rational in their decisions. Our society will more fully
develop to its highest potential if both men and women become androgy-
nous. If only women become androgynous, the balance of power will still be
in the male domain. Women's efforts toward androgyny are hampered by
men's traditional stereotypes of women. For men to become more androgy-
nous, they need to let go of the fear of being perceived as feminine or,
reframe the traditional traits of women from negative to positive. Obviously,
if feminine characteristics were viewed by society in general as positive, men
would have little to fear if they exhibited "feminine" traits.

In an adrogynous career world, androgynous women would do any kind of
work, would be treated as equals with men, and would earn the same pay as
men. Androgynous men would choose any career, even "women's" work, and
would demonstrate strong interpersonal skills with a sense of caring and con-
cern for others in addition to appropriate assertive and leadership behaviors.

Implications For Counselors
Changing society into becoming more androgynous is neither easy nor

quick. Yet it is becoming more so primarily because women have eschewed
the "traditional" role given them. By asserting themselves into nontraditional
roles and performing competently in them, they are raising the consciousness
of men who can now see another side to women. To make dramatic gains
toward androgyny, the sex role socialization process in our society would
have to change. Although this will occur slowly, Cook (1985) argues that atti-
tudes and behaviors can be changed despite earlier sex role socialization. For
adults, she believes assertiveness training, communication skills activities and
awareness of Cher needs such as nurturance can be helpful. Gerson and Lee
(1982) descril a workshop for women which focused on goal clarification
including career goals and expectations through the use of guided fantasy.
Their workshop also included role playing to stimulate re-socialization
around such themes as authority, power, nurturance, criticism, competition
and support.

For students at the elementary and secondpry level, Chusmir (1983) pro-
motes awareness activities. Such activities can focus on sex role attitudes and
self-concept. The use of role models who are non-traditional, both men and
women, can stimulate adolescents to think of other options and possibilities.

Unless men also make changes, an androgynous society will not occur. As
for women, without changes in the sex role socialization process, boys will
continue to grow up with traditional views of "appropriate" masculine and
feminine characteristics and behaviors. O'Neil (1981) suggests a multi-faceted
approach to encourage androgyny in men. Educational and preventive pro-
gramming using a variety of media is one approach. Consciousness-raising
activities to explore fear of femininity and gender role conflict is another. He
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also argues for more research data and believes that counselors and
psychologists must begin modeling these new gender behaviors
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Assisting European Students in our Schools

by Barbara Stiltner

"We'll be here for the year. Were on an exchange program
with the University. The children had some English in school
but they are a bit shy when speaking."

As a junior high school counselor in Boulder, Colorado, every year I had a
few students who came from a European country to spend a year or two living
in Boulder. Many high schools also have foreign exchange students who
spend a semester or more in attendance. As a counselor, I've often felt
somewhat frustrated in my attempts to help these students and their families.
It was difficult to know what they needed or what their previous experience
had been. After working for two years in Germany, Belgium and England
and studying cross cultural counseling, I have developed some insights that
may be helpful in working with these foreign students. These insights are
drawn from readings in cross cultural counseling, from discussions with
American students attending English schools and from my own experiences
in interaction with other cultures.

A Theory of Immigrant Adjustment
Persons who spend a limited amount of time living in another culture are

often called sojourners. Their experiences in ad;usting to their new culture
are described in Oberg's theory of immigrant adjustment (ArredondoDowd,
1981). The theory describes stages which many immigrants experience living
in a new culture.

The initial stage of euphoria and fascination begins when the person first
learns he/she will be living in another country. The immigrant is excited
about living in the new culture and is anxious to learn all about it. After this
initial period, the immigrant goes through a phase of disillusionment when
the everyday aspects of life become difficult. The simplest task may become a
major undertaking. Examples of these tasks include figuring out where to go
to purchase daily necessities, learning to use new telephone systems, under-
standing different languages and customs and using different currencies. The
immigrant often feels unsure of his/her abilities and confused about the
norms of the host country. In many persons, this disillusionment progresses
to anger and hostility towards the country. This anger and hostility can be
expressed toward the persons in the host culture or can be generalized
towards oneself in frustration in not learning to handle the cultural differ-
ences more quickly.

Fortunately, most persons reach stages of positive adjustment. The first of
these is the ability to accept the cultural differences and learn to survive in
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the culture. At this stage, individuals feel more comfortable and have enough
nformat.on to accomplish the daily living tasks They learn to handle the
language and cultural differences. Following this adjustment, a stage of
genuine biculturalsm may occur where the immigrant becomes a full partici-
pant in the host culture and feels as comfortable there as in the original home
culture. Of course, to become bicultural one must be fluent in the host
culture language.

The final stage is a reverse cultural shock when the immigrant returns to
the original host country and finds that there are aspects of the country of
immigration which he/she prefers. Many Americans who have lived overseas
for a period of time comment that upon their return they find parts of
American culture offensive. Brislin (1981) also reports that the returnee
misses the challenges of living in a foreign culture and finds that others are
not interested in hearing about his/her experiences overseas. In discussion of
this progression with numerous Americans living overseas, the validity of the
description has been confirmed repeatedly.

Obviously, being aware of this progression can assist the counselor in
understanding the student and helping the student and family to move
through these stages. The counselor can be helpful both in accepting the feel-
ings which occur naturally and providing the student and family with basic
information to assist them in understanding our culture.

Some Cultural Differences
What are some of the differences between the European cultures and the

American culture which may cause difficulty for the student? There are
many daily customs which vary slightly but may cause confusion. Several
examples may be helpful. Of course, most of us are familiar with the English
custom of queuing. The English form polite and courteous lines and patiently
wait their turns. In contrast, the Germans have different methods in different
situations, sometimes just bunching and other times systematically taking
turns. Often in getting a taxi, the person closest to the taxi gets it whether
that person has been waiting longer or not.

In Germany, when one enters a room, store or train compartment one is
expected to greet the persons already there, who are probably strangers, and
then say "Wiedersehen" when leaving, whether or not any other conversation
has occurred.

Of course, the language differences also Pam cultural barriers. There are
some words which can not be translated from German to English and vice
versa. Even persons who are relatively fluent in English may have difficulty
expressing some ideas. They may also express their ideas in ways which may
seem awkward or even offensive. We need to be careful about assuming that
they know the full implications in English of what they are saying and con-
versely, we need to be aware that our intent may be misunderstood through
the filters of a different culture. Even students coming from England are not
immune to language differences. Communication with them is easier because
of the common language but there are many idiosyncratic differences between
American and British English. It is often said that England and America arc
two countries divided by a common language.

Another difference between the European cultures and the American
culture is a sense of formality in interpersonal relationships. Europeans tend
to form fewer close friendships than Americans, but these tend to be long
lasting and very close relationships. The languages frequently have different
forms of personal pronouns for intimate relationships and for acquaintances.
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This distinction also carries over into the use of first names. Several times I
have introduced my husband to couples using his first name and the response
indicated that the use of first names was not appropriate in that context.

Each country has a distinctive network of stores which offer different
types of goods. Within each neighborhood, it is usually possible to walk to
stores which provide for daily basic needs in terms of food and supplies.
Many Europeans still shop on a frequent basis at local stores. Even in
England, an American may be quite confused about which store to go to for
which item and conversely a person from England will be confused in
America. Even the comparatively simple task of buying school supplies can
be a real adventure.

Different countries have different ways of structuring the school, the
school curriculum and the roles in the school. In Germany, for example, school
is held six days a week and is dismissed in the early afternoon. Students have
a great deal of homework to do in the evening. Also in many German
schools, the students stay in the same room during the day and the teachers
move. Many European schools have not defined the role of the counselor.

Suggestions
There are a number of things which counselors can do to ease the transition

of students into American schools and culture. Although each of these sug-
gestions may take time on the part of the counselor, the probable payoff is
great in terms of helping the student make a smoother adjustment and in
contributing to international relationships.

Most Europeans living in the United States have some fluency in English.
However, they may not understand subtleties in our language and may not
always comprehend every idea expressed. Therefore, providing written infor-
mation about the school can be very helpful. Student handbooks often provide
valuable information which can assist these parents and students. Such simple
factors as daily schedules and vacation schedules should also be provided in
written form. Of course, each country has its own schedule of vacations
making this a potential source of confusion.

Information about school supplies should also be provided. It may be
helpful to make suggestions about where to purchase recommended school
supplies. The whole isue of where to go for what items may be very confusing
to persons who have just arrived in the community.

A useful technique is to ask the student to describe briefly the school
which he/she attended in the home community. This helps the counselor to
understand how the current school is different from the student's home
school and determine what aspects of the school program to describe. In addi-
tion, rapport is built between the student and the counselor and the
counselor learns about other cultures.

When any new student enters a school, it is often helpful to provide
him/her with a student who serves as a guide for the cirst day or two while
the counselor sets up a schedule. The new student follows the student guide's
schedule and receives orientation from the guide. The student guide should
receive some training in how to support the new student and ideally have
some facility in the new student's native language. When new students are
told of this policy, they usually heave a sigh of immense relief that they will
have help in learning their way around the new school.

Another resource in assisting the foreign student is to maintain a list of
persons in the community who fluently speak different languages and who
would be willing to act as interpreters or listeners when foreign students need
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assistance Such a person can provide the little bit of extra help which can
make the difference in a successful school adjustment

Of course, the role of the counselor should be explained to the student and
parents Suggestions of ways the counselor can help them in adjusting to the
school should be carefully delineated Often it is a good idea to check with
foreign students and their parents after the first week or two in school to see
if they have any concerns or questions about the school.

The choice of classes for the student is a crucial element in his/her positive
adjustment to the school environment. Many of these students will be return-
ing to their home country after a year or two. In these cases, it is impertant to
allow the student and parents as much latitude as possible in selecting courses
which will enable the student to meet educational requirements in the home
community. The counselor's role is to provide information about the possible
choices and assist the student and parent in wise decision making. Students
who are not proficient in English will need assistance in selecting courses
which will encourage them in language development. The student who plans
to stay in the United States and finish his/her education within the American
system will need help in understanding the graduation requirements and the
available options.

Finally, the other students in the school may need encouragement in
understanding and accepting the foreign student. This should be done in a
way which does not draw uncomfortable attention to the visiting student.
One method is to work closely with the foreign language teachers and
encourage them to share information about cultural behaviors associated
with the language they teach. Generally, if adolescents understand why a
student is behaving differently from them, they will accept the behavior
rather than make life difficult for the student. The counselor should be
observant of the foreign student's culture.

Of course, Europeans are accustomed to traveling in countries other than
their own and often adjust more quickly than Americans to cultural differ-
ences. If we invest time in working with foreign students, we can also learn a
great deal about cultural adjustment from them.
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A College Career Planning System:
A Course Model

by Billy D. Hardgrave

Robin Swain t 1984) states the case for a college career class and provides a
description of the course at the University of Illinois. Dr. Swain state:,:

"The course is structured to achieve five goals:
I. Participation in a career/life planning process that gives students

the skills for and helps them make progress toward making
career and education decisions.

2. Acquisition of information and skills necessary for ongoing life
planning.

3. Development of an understanding of the theory underlying
occupational choice and career development.

4. Integration of current career choice or choices with the theory
and process presented.

5. Growth in cognitive development as defined by Perry and
adapted by Knefelkamm."

Swain's article also discusses all elements necessary in producing an
academically sound College Career Planning course. The model addresses
three major areas: the individual, the environment, and the educational and
occupational information necessary in deciding upon a career. Each major
area consists of exercises and standardized inventories that assist individuals
in achieving the above stated five objectives of the course.

Another issue facing colleges and universities with career planning courses
is the grading system. Rex D. Filer (1986) addresses this in his article in The
Career Development Quarterly. Universities with career planning classes
often do not accept transfer credits in career planning from other schools
because they are not sure the class is graded as an academic class. The ques
tions surrounding this issue are: Does a student have to make a career decision.
declare a major and actively pursue these decisions in order to receive an
"A"? If a person attends all sessions. but does not reach any career decision.
can they receive an "A"? How rigorous do the goals and objectives need to he
in order to receive an "A"? And the argument goes on. In the final analysis,
the question seems to he. "What does an "A" in career planning signify?"

Healy and Mouton (1987) state. "Career development is a major objective
of community college students, and programs to promote it need to he a major
priority of community colleges If conummoy colleges are going to offer
career planning to assist their students, and these students may become
students at lour Near institutions, then the credits should transfer to a four
tear school as an academically acceptable course.

Bills I) lIaitigrase is a counselor and InstruLun al ...kilns Cominuilit College in
olotado
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Purpose of this Article
The purpose of this article is to provide information about a Career Planning

System that incorporates all of the elements required to conduct an
academically acceptable college career planning class It includes meeting the
objectives outlined by Robin Swain (1984) and a grading system that pro
vides an accurate picture of a student's progress in career planning

The System
The Career Planning System currently used at Aims Community College

(Rodriguez & Hardgrave. 1986) starts with an introduction to the subject of
career planning. Sam Kirk (1986) describes career planning as a developmental
process. This process occurs in stages or steps from a current job or student
status quo to career selection or career change. Each stage change is accom-
panied by transition stress. The average period for the entire process is nine
months. This type of information is extremely valuable to the beginning
career planning student. Students often feel stress about being indecisive, and
they need to understand that a ten to thirteen week course will not necessarily
end the career planning process. This process is emphasized and the stress
factor explained in such a way that the student is not surprised or overly
concerned about indecision at various points throughout the process.

The introduction portion of the class also includes a personal introduction
by the members of the group. The class is limited to twenty participants at a
time who will work closely together throughout the academic quarter. They
must be brought together as strangers and organized into a working. sharing
and productive group within two hours. This is accomplished by using an
exercise that helps all participants learn the names of all other participants
along with some significant piece of personal information the individual is
willing to share.

During the balance of the course, the career planning student will he asked
to participate in the following four aspects of career planning using the past.
present and future to gather information:

Self Awareness
Career Exploration
Career Preparation
Entrance into an Occupational Field

The Self Awareness area has the student considering the various parts of
their lives. i.e. interests, personality, aptitudes. values, needs, areas of motiva-
tion, significant others, salary requirements and role identification.

The Past
Students first look at their past lives and determine how the past effects the

decision making process. Games. exercises and guided imagery that stimulate
individuals to look beyond the surface into their various need areas are used
along with structured inventories. These exercises arc processed individually
and in small groups to allow feedback to be given and received. Students are
encouraged to share information in small groups. but they arc allowed to
determine what they will share and what they will keep private. At times. ex
amining the past is painful, but if some event or repressed pain is keeping the
individual from reaching their full potential, it needs to he acknowledged and
dealt with in therapy. The career planning instructor should either he a cer-
tified counselor or have referral sources available for such individuals.

While the personal past is important. it is not the only area of the past that
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needs to be examined A work history and attitudes about various jobs held
are extremely important Not only does this serve as a value clarification ex-
ercise, but it starts participants thinking about skill areas and a work history
for future resume construction. After completing several role identification
exercises, students are asked to summarize all of the material by listing three
personal characteristics that must be considered when researching a career of
interest. They are also asked to determine the amount of time they are willing
to apply toward career planning during the academic quarter. The grade they
receive is based upon the amount of work completed. They must determine
this during the first four hours of instruction and complete a contract. Once
contracted. neither the grades or the amount of work can be changed. They
are required to make a commitment and stick to it! Simple decisions are
required from the very beginning, but the decisions required become more
complex and involved as the course proceeds.

The Present
An interest inventory is administered, scored, profiled and interpreted to

the group. Each student is encouraged to discuss their individual inventory
with the instructor and members of their group. Career Exploration and
research are taught using the highest areas of interest first. Students are
introduced to Government publications, i.e. The Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT), and The Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH), as well as
private sources that describe various occupations and provide pertinent infor-
mation about each. These sources come in various forms, i.e. films, books,
career pamphlets, computer programs, microfiche, cassette tapes, etc. Each
student completes a minimal amount of research in different sources based
upon the grade selected. This information is later compared with a standard-
ized personality profile and an aptitude test.

At mid-term, each student is required to write a research paper on a career
development theory of their choice. They must describe the theory and then
relate it to their own personal situation. This provides cognitive development
as well as contributing to self awareness.

Support subjects, i.e. understanding stress and stress management, time
management, resume construction and interviewing are also taught. Each
student is given the opportunity to apply for a make believe job, completing
both an application and a resume. Application screening committees choose
three or four candidates to interview by hiring committees made up of the
students not selected by the initial screening committees. This provides an
opportunity for all students to participate in the interviewing process. These
interviews are video taped and reviewed by the entire class. Comments are
given to the interviewees and the interviewers alike.

Another set of exercises address the problems of the influence of signifi-
cant others in the career development process. Students are affected by
parents, siblings, spouse, peers and a host of other people. Some of the
results are very positive, while others lead to self-defeating behavi,)rs
(Chamberlain, 1978). The group attempts to help each individual become
aware of their self-defeating behaviors (SDB) without actually attempting to
solve the problems in group. Each individual is asked to select one or two
SDB's to discuss with the instructor in private. In this interview, action or a
referral can be facilitated.

The Future
Obviously in a career planning class, the ultimate goal is to inspire and
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instruct students to reach out beyond the present and into the future Written
goals, both long term and immediate, are required of every career planning
student. Instruction in decision making and goal setting is given, but more
importantly, excercises that stimuate students to dream and fantasize about
the future are conducted. A great deal of motivational material is introduced.
The student is required to address money issues and identify their own needs
level. The student is required to reach out beyond what is possible at the
moment for what they would like to have in the future. After goals are
established, realistic ways of achieving them are then discussed with the
instructor and members of the group. Human potential is discussed and new
self-defeating behaviors may even be discovered as a result of these activities.

Summation
At the end of the course, students are asked to review their exercise

workbooks and summarize the information discovered about themselves and
various career fields. They are asked to compare personal traits with the
occupations of interest researched. This consists of comparing six/eight
occupational choices with 19 personal traits and abilities. They are the, -
given a final examination covering important information from the entire
quarter. Since they have contracted for a grade, the final is a pass/fail
examination. If failed, the student must study and take another form of the
exam. This insures a required amount of cognition has occured as a result of
the career planning class. The last step to completing the course is a debrief-
ing with the instructor or the Final Report. This report helps the student
organize materials and review the goals and objectives decided upon by the
participant with the career counselor. The final report can be presented orally
or in writing. It allows the career counselor to provide feedback and direction
if necessary. This report consists of the following:

1. A comparison of the status of career planning before and after
the course. (Exactly where is the student in the career planning
process?)

2. What more do you need from your instructor in order to
complete the career planning process?

3. A report of LAB activities completed and their usefulness in
career planning.

4. A report on a networking or informational interview conducted
outside of the school environment.

5. Written goals and objectives.
6. An evaluation of the career planning process to date.

Conclusions
The Aims Career Planning System provides an atmosphere that allows

college students to examine and explore. It provides both standardized and
self-awareness type exercises that facilitate learning and the career planning
process. Career development is studied and intellectual stimulation provided
as well as personal growth. This course is taught out of the Counseling
Center by Counseling personnel. This enables the student and the instructor
to continue their relationship even after the course is completed. Students
have responded favorably to the experience, and an informal review of
records indicate that the attrition rate from Aims is lower among students
who have completed career planning. Robin Swain's data shows grade point
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averages are higher, stress is lower and employment experiences are better
among students who complete a college career planning class.
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Colleges Compared by High School Counselors

by Gary Nearpass and Verne Keenan

One of our responsibilities as high school guidance counselors is to help
students select appropriate colleges and universities. High schools vary in the
number of their students who pursue post high school education. The options
are subject to varied considerations, among them being socio-economic,
geographic, and academic influences. With these circumstances in mind,
have you ever wondered how other Colorado guidance counselors view the
colleges and universities that you recommend to your students? This article
gives you pictorial evidence of the views of some of your colleagues.

There have been frequent attempts to rate or rank colleges and universities
on such criteria as quality of undergraduate programs (Gourman, 1980),
number of students who subsequently earn their doctorate degrees (Stanley-
Frederick, 1982), and school environments (Moos, 1979). In addition to this
type of report, studies of quality have been completed by such groups as The
Society for Research into Higher Education (British), The American Council
on Education, The Study Commission on Undergraduate Education and
Education of Teachers, and The National Science Foundation. It is also in-
creasingly popular for commonly read newstand magazines to feature such
reports. U.S. News & World Report (11/28/83, 11/25/85), Change (4/84), and
Money (5186), are only a few examples of recent magazine articles on the topic.

The present study applies a statistical technique known as multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS) to pursue the factors considered by Colorado high
school guidance counselors in making college and university assessments.
MDS provides a mechanism for collecting comparison data measured by
pairwise judgements of similarities among events or objects; then reducing
these data to relatively simple geometric displays. For example, a 1974 study
at The University of Wisconsin utilized MDS as a tool for ranking professors
(Subkoviak & Levin, 1974). First, each professor was compared to every other
professor in the study with the judgement criteria provided. Then the MDS
results were displayed pictorially on a coordinate graph revealing the struc-
ture of the comparison data. In the current study, two independent groups of
high school guidance counselors provided ratings to address these questions:

a) How similarly did a sample of high school counselors view
specific Colorado colleges and universities? and,
b) What identifiable feature' '1r dimensions can we discern that
help us to understand ht., ,v these counselors made their
assignments of degrees of similarity?

Gary Nearpass is a counselor at Cherry Creek High School in Englewood, Colorado
and Verne Keenan is an Associate Professor at the University of Colorado in Boulder.
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Method
The data analyzed by MDS come from a matrix of similarity values, in this

case assigned values of colleges and university similarities. There are eighteen
four-year post secondary schools in Colorado, providing 153 pairs. The
similarities were based on a five-point scale with 1 = very similar and
5 = dissimilar, and the numerals from I to 5 filled the 153 cells of the matrix.
The term "similar" was not defined, nor were any criteria for measuring
similarity provided. The conceptualization of college and university similarity,
and the discovery of latent criteria used by each counselor, were as important
as the numbers assigned. The directions for completing the grid explained
this lack of specific definition and direction and directed the participants to
"judge the similarity in each comparison any way you deem appropriate."

Initially in this study, the 13 guidance counselors at Cherry Creek High
School were asked to complete the grid shown in Figure 1. This is a public
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Figure 1. Survey grid to compare Colorado 4-year colleges and universities.
Participants assign 1 through 5 to each comparison with I = very similar,
and 5 = dissimilar.

school in suburban Denver with 3700 students and an 80 percent rate of
postgraduate schooling. Next, 24 different Colorado high school counselors
were asked to complete the same grid while attending a week-long state college
visitation tour, sponsored by The Colorado Consortium of State Colleges.
These counselors represented 19 Colorado schools and had varying degrees
of familiarity with the 18 colleges and universities. Although all but three of
these counselors were from Colorado's eastern slope, their schools were
spread from Ft. Collins to Rocky Ford, and from Denver to Ft. Morgan.
Their counseling rc ,es varied from small rural high schools to large urban set-
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tings The same five-point scale and the same instructions were used for rank-
ing and tabulation Third, the "college counselor" at Cherry Creek High
School was interviewed individually about his ratings. A substantial portion
of his work load is dedicated specifically to keeping abreast of current college
information and serving as a resource person to the other counselors as well
as to students and parents. He is considered by many Colorado counselors to
be one of their colleagues most familiar with the state's colleges and univer-
sities. His comments illuminated our interpretations, and his ratings were
analyzed seperately. Any such analysis with a sample of one is necessarily
less stable than the group analyses, and is included for comparison to results
from the two large samples.

Results
The data analyzed were the numerical similarity judgements assigned by

the counselors for the pairs of colleges and universities shown in Figure I.
They were tabulated and submitted to the MDS procedure which makes
dimensional representations of the data on a graph with each college or
university represented by a point. The greater the degree of judged similarity,
for all counselors in a group, the closer together the two schools are on the
graph. The graphs in Figures 2, 3, and 4 represent the placements resulting
from the similarity judgements by the Cherry Creek counselors, the Colorado
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Figure 2. Two dimensional configuration of Colorado college and university
similarity resulting from assignments by Cherry Creek High School
counselors (coordinate criterion i re determined by the reader).

counselor sample, and the ext acted Cnerry Creek High School college
counselor. In the analysis a "stress index" is computed by comparing the
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numerical value of similarity and the geometrical relationship on the graph.
The points are then i earranged to reduce stress, or difference, with considera-
tion given to the distance between points and the direction from each other
and from the axes. These rearrangements are called iterations and can be
repeated as long as substantial progress is being made towards a "perfect fit."

YE,
F-----4 i. 4

Figure 3. Two-dimension& configuration of Colorado college and university
similarity resulting from assignments by the statewide sample of counselors.

The stress index in each of these analyses indicated that the three-
dimensional solutions were ut 'ng only a very small amount of information
that was not already in the two-dimensional solutions pictured in this report.
Interpretation of the meanings of the dimensions is, of course, the job of the
experimenter and of the reader.

Discussion
Interpretation of the resulting geometic display is based on a number of

observations. Among them are position of points in quadrants (relationship
to axes), distance of points from one another, clusters of points, and order of
points (straight lines, circles, and so forth). Shepard (1972) suggests that it
may aLso be valuable to notice where points are not, as well as where they are.

In a 1978 handbook on MDS, Kruskal introduced his discussion of interpre-
tation by stating, "The process of interpreting the configuration is the central
step in many applications, and is best learned by active participation"
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978, p. 12). Although it is possible to make many observa-
tions about apparent interrelationships from the resulting configurations,
there will always be one more observation possible, and one more possible
explanation for the position of the points with additional perusal or by a new
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observer In the interpretation of these configurations the authors will make
some observations and suggest some explanations to demonstrate the inter-
pretation techniques discussed Then the reader is encouraged to review the
configurations in Figures 2, 3, and 4, and to make additional observations
about interrelationships and to generate additional and alternative explana-
tions for the relative positions of points.

T2

I

20

Figure 4. Two-dimensional configuration of Colorado college and university
similarity resulting from assignments by the Chem Creek High School
college counselor.

First, by observing the alignment on the vertical axis, it appears that public
versus private school is a criterion used by both samples. Colorado Christian
(CCC), Loretto Heights (LHC), Regis (REG), Colorado College (CC) and the
University of Denver (UDN) are all in the lower halves of the displays.
Following the private school line suggests that religious affiliation also is a
factor, since the church-affiliated share the same quadrant. The horizontal
dimension is less clear, suggesting different meanings to different viewers.
Size and academic standards have been mentioned.

Another interpretation technique is to look for clusters. There is an obvious
grouping in each configuration of the smaller public schools like Ft. Lewis
College (FLC), Adams State College (ASC), Western State College (WSC),
Metropolitan State College (MET), University of Southern Colorado (USC),
and Mesa College (MES). The University of Northern Colorado (UNC)
hovers around that cluster but at a distance, probably due in part to its much
larger size.

Colorado Christian College (FCC) and The United State Air Force
Academy (USA) tend to stand away at extremes. These schools are both
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unique, but in different ways. The Air Force Academy is unique because of
its admissions programs and its affiliation with the United Smte,s Air Force.
Although most people would not think of the Academy as private, people we
have spoken with are not surprised by its location. Colorado Christian College
is a very small school with a strong religious affiliation, and relatively little
else is known about it.

There appears to be another looser cluster with The University of Colorado
at Boulder (UCB), at Denver (UCD), and at Colorado Springs (UCS), Colorado
State University (CSU), and perhaps the Colorado School of Mines (MIN)
and The University of Denver (UDN). There are a number of potential expla-
nations for that cluster. Perhaps the programs are similar in rigor, perhaps
they are similar in admissions requirements, perhaps it is noticeable that
these colleges are all located on Colorado's eastern slope.

If one compares the raw data and the configuration from the single subject
sample, one of the shortcomings of both single-subject research and MDS
becomes evident. Although the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
and the U.S. Air Force Academy are ranked low in similarity by the groups,
they appear quite close in proximity for the single subject configuration. This
could occur because of the relative similarity of each of these schools to a
third, fourth, or fifth school. An example would be to explain the close
proximity in a similar configuration of the words "mine" and "pepper."
Initially these two seem very dissimilar. However, "salt" and "mine" would
probably be though of as words that go together, as would "salt" and "pepper."
Therefore, "mine" and "pepper" might appear relatively close on a coordinate
graph. The instances of inconsistency in individual counselor ratings are
assumed to balance out revealing the more reliable outcomes of group data.
Now, with these observations, potential explanations, and cautions, it will be
valuable for each reader to review each pf the configurations as a context in
which your own criteria may be assessed.

Conclusion
The reliability of the present study could be checked by running more

samples of counselors, generating more computer configurations, then address-
ing the question; to what extent can a computer-derived configuration be
duplicated? The authors would encourage the duplication of this study and
additional studies with broader samples. College and university ratings by
high school seniors, parents of high school seniors, or college personnel such
as admissions counselors could produce valuable results. Specific subjects
ranking specific colleges could be informative. An example might be to have
the public colleges and universities rated for similarity by the groups who
decide on state funding: the state legislators, the members of the Joint
Budget Committee, and the members of The Colorado Commission on
Higher Education.

The reliability of single subject research is demonstrated when Figure 4 is
compared individually to Figures 2 and 3. The differences in relative positions
of points are sizeable. However, when the graphs of the two larger samples
are compared it becomes evident that the similarities are more than coin-
cidental. Presumedly, larger samples of Colorado counselors would generate
graphs that were even more similar.

It was noted that it is difficult to declare or to weigh one single criterion
that these high school counselors used to rank these Colorado colic As and
universities. The similarity judgements are intuitive and probably more
holistic than overt rankings on explicit dimensions might be. The results,
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however, are informative for high school counselors, and i otentially useful
for college personnel They seem to characterize schools in a way that is
meaningful but not evaluative For example, college personnel could benefit
from knowing that the image of their college, as viewed by high school
counselors, is not the image they have of themselves. That may be favorable
to the college, or may suggest that changes need to be made in their represen-
tation since high school counselors in turn represent these colleges to high
school students and parents. But in these representations there is no best or
worst institution, only different institutions. The results also suggest that
multidimensional scaling is a valuable research tool and a valuable addition
to the repertoire of educational researchers.
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An Analysis of Six Variables Which Make
School A Negative Experience for Hispanic
Students

by Peggy L. Sheldon and Juan Ramirez

Introduction
Much has been written lately about what is wrong with public education.

Teachers are not paid enough, teachers are not smart enough, the curriculum
is not difficult enough and discipline is not tough enough. Yet with all the
criticisms and all the frantic attempts to bring the system up to par, little has
been said about the effect that our education system has on minority
students. It is the purpose of this paper to look at several variables in public
education and how these variables affect the Hispanic student. The variables
discussed are testing, ability grouping, teacher-pupil interaction, counseling,
curnculum, and language difference. As each variable is presented, examples
will be drawn from a school district (RHS), a teacher training institution
(NCU), and a counselor training program (HSC), all located in the south-
western part of the United States.

Before discussing how the educational system has dealt with Hispanic
students, several characteristics must first be presented. The word "Hispanic"
has begun to replace other terms such as "Mexican-American," "Latino," or
"Spanish-surnamed," which did not currectly define or identify this ethnic
group. "Hispanic" replaces terms that indicate ethnicity ("Spanish origin"),
family name ("Spanish-surnames"), or ancestry ("Spanish American")
(Sue, 1981).

According to the 1980 U.S. census, there are 14,605,883 Hispanic persons
in the United States, and Hispanic persons represent 6.4% of the population.
This is an increase from the 1970 census, when the 9,072,602 Hispanic per-
sons represented 4.5% of the population ("Useful Data," 1983). Eighty-seven
percent of Hispanic persons in the United States live in the southwest
Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Arizona and California (Sue, 1981).

While the education system is "open to all," educational opportunities for
the Hispanic population are often limited in comparison to the general
population. For Hispanic males 25 or older, the average education is 9.3
years, compared to 12.2 years for the general population. Only 32.6% of
Hispanic students graduate from high school, while 56.4% of the general
population complete their high school education. Some 19.5% of Hispanic
persons complete five years of school or less, compared to 13.5 and 5 for the
general population (Sue, 1981).

While Hispanic college enrollment doubled between 1972 and 1981.
Hispanic students only accounted for 5% of all college students in 1981.
Over half of the Hispanic students who enter college never complete their
degree or program, compared to 34% for non-Hispanic students (Congres-

Peggy I.. Sheldon is a high school counselor. Brush High School, Brush, Colorado.
Juan Ramirez is an associate professor of psychology. University of Northern
Colorado. Greeley, Colorado
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sional Hispanic Caucus, 1984).

Testing
Testing is one area of education that has drawn a lot of criticism (e.g.,

Martinez, 1977) in recent years. The issue that has raised the most criticism
among minority groups is administering standardized tests normed on White
middle-class students to minority students who may not have the same life
experiences or language (Hernandez, Wagner, and Haug, 1976).

Each student must have been exposed to the same experiences for a test to
valic'iy measure what the child knows about the concept being tested (e.g.,
Hernandez, et al., 1976). For example, Hispanic students who have no
electricity in their homes may not be able to understand questions dealing
with the concept. To close the testing gap, Jensen (1980) has suggested that
standardized tests be given to minority students in the language in which
they are most fluent. This seems like an excellent idea until one realizes that
knowing the language will still not help the student who has no concept of
electricity. There is also the problem of translating tho standardized tests
correctly, and making sure the Spanish used in the tes is in a dialect the
students understand (Martinez, 1977).

The worth of test scores lies in how they are used. Test :cores must be pro-
perly interpreted and that interpretation used to further students' educational
needs (Hernandez, et al., 1976). Scores merely placed in students' files are of
little use. Similarly, it is meaningless to tell parents or students that a student
is reading at the 3.7 grade level in the 8th grade with° it doing something
about that reading score.

Often career counseling emphasizes test scores and how these scores
predict a student's success in a particular career. Students are told, "I'm
afraid you'll never make it in college; you'd better do something else," or
"You don't have the ability to be a teacher, but there's always the vo-tech
school." Because many standardized tests are culturally biased against Hispanic
students, they are more likely to be victims of this type of career counseling.

Ability Grouping
Hispanic students may also be discriminated against through placement into

homogeneous ability groups. Students may be placed in low ability classes in
some or all subjects upon entering high school and remain in those classes
until they graduate.

In the early 1970's the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights surveyed 1,100
schoro in the Southwest and learned that 63% of the elementary schools
and 79% of the secondary schools used some type of ability grouping. They
found this practice to be more common in schools where there was a high
percentage (75-100) of Hispanic students than in schools with a smaller
percentage (0-30) of Hispanic students. Not surprising, Hispanic students are
overrepresented in low ability groups and underrepresented in high ability
groups. Most disturbing of all is that in schools that are over one-half
Hispanic, 75% of the Hispanic students are in the low ability groups
("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974).

Placement of students into ability groups is primarily based on two sources
of information. The results of standardized intelligence and achievement
tests are generally used and their biases have previously been discussed.
Teacher and other staff recommendations are used, which are also subject to
cultural bias and misinformation ("Teachers and Students," 1973).
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Despite the large number of schools that practice ability grouping, it has
not been demonstrated that grouping students according to ability benefits
them (e.g., Elder, 1983; Winn and Wilson, 1983). The original theory behind
homogeneous grouping was that students in low ability groups would per-
form better because they would not be compared with the better students
and they could get more individual help. The better students would not be
hindered by the slow ones and could progress more quickly.

There are several reasons why ability grouping is not very successful. First,
students in the low ability groups receive no intellectual stimulation from
higher ability classmates. Students have nothing to strive for and no positive
role models. Second, teachers' expectations are very closely related to their
perceptions of students' ability resulting in expecting less of "poorer"
students (e.g., Proctor, 1984; Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968). Thus, students
achieve less and continue to stay behind the better studentsa vicious cycle
of self-fulfilling prophecy. Research (e.g., Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968) has
shown that when teachers expect students to do well, they work harder to
encourage them, and students generally lo well. Many teachers are not ade-
quately trained to individualize the teacning to low ability students. Third.
once placed in a lower group, students rarely move out of it. As stated before,
students fall behind and remain whe e they are, with little hope of advance-
ment. This is particularly true in the case of Hispanic students who may have
difficulty with the language to begin with ("Toward Quality Education for
Mexican-Americans," 1974).

RHS still practices homogeneous grouping in science where freshmen take
either Basic Physical Science or Physical Science; in math where they take
Basic Math, Introduction to Algebra, or Algebra I; and in social studies
where juniors take Basic U.S. History, or U.S. History. Placement in these
classes is based on teacher recommendations, California Test of Basic Skills
scores, and eighth grade math and science scores.

Until this past fall, a student in English either took a modified or regular
English class based on the aforementioned factors. Teachers in the English
department felt the system was not working and the solution was to group
students heterogeneously; that is, regardless of ability. This year all students
are in regular English classes. Seventeen students who are two years below
grade level in reading and not already in a tutorial or special education class
are also in directed study with an English teacher. At the end of the first
semester 15 of the 17 students passed their English class, suggesting that the
directed study approach is beneficial. Consequently, RHS will use the
directed study approach next year.

Teacher-Pupil Interaction
While most students spend almost the entire day under the direction of the

classroom teacher, the Hispanic student's experience in the classroom may
not be the same as non-Hispanic students. Teachers have biases and prejudices
just like anyone else and, unfortunately, they often bring them into their
interactions with the students.

In 1968 the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights studied teacher interactions
with Anglo and Hispanic students, Their survey was limited to the three
Southwestern states with the largest Hispanic populationTexas, California,
and New Mexico. Urban, suburban, and rural areas were selected from each
of these states. Altogether 430 schools were included in the survey. The major
finding of the Commission was that the Hispanic students were not being
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encouraged to participate as much as Anglo students ("Teachers and
Students," 1973).

The Commission found that teachers encouraged or praised Anglo
students 36% more often than they praised Hispanic students. They used or
built upon the answers of Anglo students 40% more often than the answers
of Hispanic students. When all areas of positive teacher interaction were
combined, teachers responded positively to Anglo students 40% more than
they did Hispanic students. Teachers asked questions of Anglo students 21%
more than they asked them of Hispanic students. Based on non-critical
teacher responses, Hispanic students received quite a bit less attention from
teachers than Anglo students ("Teachers and Students," 1973).

The information on teacher-pupil interaction put out by the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights is over ten years old, but the problem remains the same.
Bunel (1983) investigated teacher-pupil inters: 'ions using students from
three elementary schools in one district in southern California. His subjects
were 99 fourth and fifth-graders, including 59 Anglo students and 40
Hispanic students. All the students were similar in terms of English proficiency,
level of academic achievement, and socio-economic background.

The results of Buriel's study revealed three very important things: Anglo
students received a greater proportion of product questions; Anglo students
received more teacher affirmation after giving correct responses; and
Hispanic students' achievement (correct answers) wa <, positively related to
teacher affirmation. According to Buriel this has two important implications
for Hispanic students. First, because teachers often do not use praise in the
classroom in general, praise from a teacher after giving the correct answer is
probably the primary form of reinforcement. Second, among the Hispanic
students, the better students received more affirmation than the poorer
students. For the Hispanic student, teacher affirmation seems to be contingent
upon being a good student, while it is not for the Anglo student (Buriel,
1983) The marked difference in the way teachers treat Anglo and Hispanic
students means that Hispanic students are not getting the same educational
opportunities that Anglos are, nor are they able to achieve as much.

The Commission report places the majority of the blame for teacher atti-
tudes towards Hispanics on the educational system. This is partially true, but
some of the blame belongs to the teachers and the institutions that train
them In 1974 the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights also examined teacher
education. The Commission found that Hispanics are poorly represented in
positions which influence teacher training programs, as well as among
teachers presently in the schools and those training to be teachers ("Toward
Quality Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974).

The Commission also found that the teacher training programs were not
preparing teachers in the Southwest to teach Hispanic students. Very few of
the programs surveyed included any material on the background and culture
of Hispanic students or the skills needed to teach Hispanic students. The pro-
grams did not usually require teacher trainees to take courses in ethnic
studies, foreign language, cultural anthropology or other classes that might
help teachers better understand Hispanic students. Teachers seldom did their
student teaching in schools with a significant number of Hispanic students
("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974).

When the senior author was in her teacher training program, graduating in
1979, there were no requirements regarding teaching minority students. The
report by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights was never mentioned in any
methcds classes. Since Fall, 1982 NCU has required teachers to choose one
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of two classes dealing with minority students: Introduction to Multicultural-
ism and Social and Cultural Diversity in Education.

Curriculum
Another important aspect of a child's education is the curriculum, the

courses that are offered to students. Classes can help students prepare for a
career or help students decide which direction they would like their lives to go.

At the same time that the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights was investigat-
ing teacher education they were also looking at the issue of school curriculum.
The Commission found that Hispanic persons were underrepresented in posi-
tions affecting curriculum at the state and district levels. One reason
Hispanic persons are excluded from this process at the district level is because
of the lack of Hispanic teachers in the school districts. Also, many districts do
not encourage parent input in policy decisions around curriculum. Hispanic
parents are sometimes prevented from participating because schools fail to
provide for language differences at school board and PTA meetings and in
school notices ("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-Americans," 19741.

The Commission also discovered that the Spanish language is often excluded
from school curricula and few courses that would be of special interest to
Hispanic students, such as Chicano Studies, are offered. Textbooks either
failed to include any references to the Hispanic culture, history and participa-
tion in the development of the Southwest, or they distorted or put down the
Hispanic history and culture.

RHS encouraged parent participation, but generally it was the parents of
the best students that expressed their opinions. Parents of Hispanic students
who did not do as well usually didn't participate in school matters. This may
have been due to the language difference or Hispanic parents believed their
input is not wanted.

Although RHS offered Spanish and Advanced Spanish, Hispanic students
were forbidden to speak Spanish in any class other than Spanish class. The
reasoning behind this, we think, was that it was not fair to other students and
the teacher who did not understand what the Hispanic students were saying.
However, this is a double standard, because some Hispanic students did not
understand the teacher and the other students because of language differences.

Counseling
One of the most important aspects of a student's educational experience is

counseling. A counselor can help a student adjust to a new school, help with
a personal problem or provide career and college information.

Two of the problems that affect counselors and their ability to do their jobs
compound the problems Hispanics have in school. The first is the poor pupil-
counselor ratio that exists in many districts at the elementary and secondary
levels.

In a survey done in 1969 in the Southwest in schools with a population of
more than 10% Hispanics, there were 1,124 pupils for every counselor.
However, in the elementary schools, the ratio was a shocking 3,343 to one.
In the high schools where students are going through the trauma of
adolescence and searching for career information, the ratio was 471 to one,
which is twice as high as the 250 to one ratio recommended by the American
School Counselor Association ("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-
Americans," 19741.

The availability of Hispanic counselors was even worse. At the elementary
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level, there were only 184 Hispanic counselors out of a total of 3,388, or
5.4%. At the secondary level, where there are more Hispanic counselors, the
ratio of Hispanic pupils to Hispanic counselors was 2,203 to one ("Toward
Quality Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974).

With so few counselors for so many students, it is difficult for counselors
to see students as often as necessary, or even to know who tile students are.
Most school districts still have a counselor-pupil ratio that far exceeds what is
recommended. Some school districts (e.g., Denver Public Schools) for various
reasons, have done away with elementary school counselors altogether.

When the senior author interviewed for her counseling position she was
very impressed at the 200 to one pupil-counselor ratio. Now, however, one
position may be cut to half-time counseling because the superintendent does
not think there is a need for two full-time counselors at the high school. As it
is, counselors do not have time to visit with each of their counselees as well as
to work on scheduling, scholarships, attendance problems, and everything
else that needs to get done.

The second major problem that counselors face is the amount of paper-
work they have to do. This is partially because of the high pupil-counselor
ratio, and partially because administrators give counselors a lot of non-
counselor, clerical duties such as scheduling, attendance, and hall duty. In
graduate school counselors are told it is not a counselor's responsibility to
schedule, but we have yet to meet a high school counselor who does
not schedule.

At RI-IS the scheduling system requires that counselors spend approximately
40 to 60% of their time on scheduling alone. Although counselors never tell a
student they are too busy to help with a personal problem, not many students
drop in to talk. Those that do tend to be students who are doing better
scholastically, as opposed to those students (including many Hispanic
students) who actually need assistance.

Counselor training programs do very little to prepare counselors to work
with Hispanic students. There are very few Hispanic faculty in positions to
affect counselor training programs. In 1971, out of the 59 institutians in the
Southwest that provided counselor training programs, not one of the 436
staff members had a Spanish surname. The schools had no data available on
the number of Hispanic students enrolled in counseling programs, but the
low percentage of Hispanic students enrolled in colleges suggests that they
are underrepresented there as well ("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-
Americans," 1974). At present, HSU and NCU have no Spanish surnamed
counselor educators.

In 1971, three of the five Southwestern states still required counselor
trainees to teach for two years before entering a training program. Colorado
still has this requirement. This requirement excludes people who have worked
with young people in social agencies and community centers ("Toward Quality
Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974). Because of the small number of
Hispanic teachers, it stands to reason that there will be few Hispanic
counselors.

Usually counselor training programs have no required coursework dealing
with minority students. None of the schools examined in the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights required Spanish, the history of Hispanic persons, or other
ethnic study courses. Trainees in the counseling programs have very little
opportunity to work with Hispanic students, and even when counselor
trainees do get experience working with Hispanic students, they haven't had
the necessary training to work with them effectively ("Toward Quality
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Education for Mexican-Americans," 1974).
The senior author received an M.S. degree in School Counseling from

HSU, located in a very conservative town. In the counseling program itself
there was only one minority student and he was from a Middle Eastern
country. Furthermore, we received no experience in counseling minority
students and minority students were never mentioned in any of the counsel-
ing classes.

To meet National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) requirements all students in the counseling program were required
to read five journal articles on working with minority students and write a
five-page paper. In the spring of 1982, while at HSU, the NCATE team arrived
on campus to evaluate the various programs. The team decided that a five-
page paper was not enough, and requested that the counseling program fir
ways to incorporate instruction and practice in counciling minority students.
NCU also does not require a class in counseling minority students. There are
two classes that can be chosen as electives: Understanding and Counseling
Minorities, and Psychology of Prejudice.

Language Difference
The concept of bilingual education probably causes more controversy and

disagreement than any other aspect of the Hispanic student's education.
Educators disagree as to whether bilingual education is fulfilling its purpose
and they disagree on how the programs should be run. Bilingualism can be
defined as. "encbding and decoding in two language' (Martinez. 1977, p. 1241.

A major premise in bilingual education is that a student who can speak. read,
and write in two languages is an asset to our society and has an advantage
over those of us who speak only one language. Along with this is the notion
that the Spanish speaking people in the U.S. are a "valuable source of existing
and potential bilinguals" (Litsinger, 1973, p. 1411. Insteak of viewing
Hispanic students as educational problems, they should he looked at in terms
of their potential.

There are three main reasons that support bilingualism in elementary
schools. In schools where English is the primary mode of instruction. a child
entering school with less competence in English than children who speak only
English may fall behind the other students. Also, there needs to be reinforce-
ment of the native language in the home and in the school. And finally.
because language is a very important part of a student's personality, for the
school to reject the native language of a group of children can cause student's
concept of themselves, their parents, and their culture to be adversely ariected
(Andersson and Boyer. 19781.

School can be quite a culture shock to a Hispanic child who speaks no
English. Although teachers may try to make the student feel welcome and
comfortable. they do it in English. Everyone speaks English and students
may he forbidden to speak Spanish. making the child feel isolated. The way
for children to get approval from the Anglo teachers and students in the
school is to learn English as quickly as possible and suppress their language
and culture. This gives them the impression that their language and culture
are infctior to that of the Anglo teachers and students.

In the case of the Hispanic student, schools need to look at Spanish as the
basis for learning English. Keeping students from learning their native
language, along with forcing them to learn a foreign language (English)
before they are taught the basic concepts of science, literature, and math Imo.
account for the low academic achievement of many Hispanic students (Lits.
inger, 19731.
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Andersson and Boyer (19781 use the example of two window panes. the
green-tinted Spanish one, and the blue-tinted English one. Both of the window
panes look out upon the same world. We tell the first grade student. You
have two windows into the world, the Spanish one and the English one.
Unfortunately, your English window hasn't been built yet, but we're going to
work on it as fast as we can and in a few years. maybe. it'll be as clear and
bright as your Spanish window. Meantime. even if you don't see much. keep
on trying to look out the space where the blue one will be. And stay away
from the green one It's against our educational policy to look through
anything tinted green" Ip. 681.

RHS does not have a bilingual teacher. but there is a teacher from the
County District Office who comes to the two elementary schools for a few
hours a day. The Distict teacher works with the students in groups. so
students do not even get the benefit of one-on-one help.

Summary
Education can and should he a powerful and positive force in a student's

life. It enables students to gain a wide variety of experiences, to learn about
themselves and hopefully aid them in choosing and then pursuing some type
of career. Unfortunately. education is a negative experience for many.
Sometimes the student is at fault for not making use of the opportunities
available. For Hispanic students, however, it is often the schools that keep
them from reaching their full potential.

Test scores are often used against Hispanic students, even though the
scores do not reflect their true ability because of language and culture dif-
ferences. Hispanic students are often placed in low ability groups on the
basis of these tests. Students may remain in a low group throughout their
education despite evidence that these groups put them further and further
behind. Research has shown that teachers influence the Hispanic student's
attitude toward school by giving more positive reinforcement and encourage-
ment to Anglo students.

Counselors, while trying to help students. have the added burden of high
pupil-counselor ratios and numerous administrative duties. Minority counsel
ing is an area generally ignored by counselor training programs. Coursework
contains little or no information on minority students and trainees have little
opportunity to work with minority clients.

School curriculum development excludes Hispanic persons from
decision-making process and information about Hispanic culture from the
curriculum itself. Most schools with fairly large percentages of Hispanic
students haise no courses that would be of special interest to them. except
possibly Spanish language classes.

Some bilingual programs teach English to non English speaking students
as if Spanish was their second language. something to he ashamed of and
forgotten as quickl as possible School systems need to examine their
philosophies and attitudes to see what can he done to reverse the discrimina
tion that exists within.

Implications
This paper has several implications for counselors, teachers. training insti

tutions, and school districts in the future. While we do not have any magical
solutions that will address every situation. m.e ould like to recommend the
careful study and possible adoption of several ideas recentli, expressed in the
Journal o/ Non 11 line Concern\ te.g.. Garcia. 1983: Hilliard III. 1985:
Tidwell 1980: hinter. 1080: Webb -Woodard. 19831.

I first. counseling programs need to require some type of coursework deal
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ing with minority students, both in the classroom and in practice counseling
situations. Supervision needs to be provided by persons who are indigenous
to or sensitive to the Hispanic culture (e.g.. Webb-Woodard. 19831.

Second. teacher training programs also need to require coursework and
practice in teaching minority students. The actual practice should be supervised
by teachers who are successful in this area, not teachers who just happen to
have a high percentage of minority students in their classrooms. NCU requires
students to do an introduction to student teaching, yet no introduction to
teaching minority students.

Third, educators and counselors need to be aware of cultural biases in tests
and make sure they are not used in making vocational choices for the
students. Educators should investigate tests that are relatively culture-free
(e.g.. Tidwell. 1980).

Fourth. districts need to re-evaluate the idea of grouping students according
to ability. Research has shown that ability grouping can actually put students
further behind instead of bringing students up to the level of the better
students. If ability grouping is to be used, it should be on a short-term basis
following strict guidelines.

Fifth. Hispanic parents and students need more voice in the planning and
implementation of school curricula. Hispanic persons need more voice at the
state level in educational decision-making.

Sixth, any tpe of program that attempts to teach English to Spanish
dominant Hispanic children must first teach them to read and write in
Spanish. and then teach English as their second language. instead of making
them learn English before they have mastered Spanish. Educators need to
stop forcing students to become "instant Anglos" and encouraging them to
relinquish their ties with their cultural heritage and native language (e.g..
Garcia, 1983).

Finally. efforts must be made to increase the numbers of Hispanic
counselors and teachers. The paucity of Hispanic counselors and teachers
severely limits the availability of similar role models for Hispanic students.
The literature (e.g.. Bandura. 1977 on modeling stresses the importance of
similar role models and the findings of the U.S. Commission on CiNil Rights
underscore the need for Hispanic teachers and counselors as effectixe role
models ("Toward Quality Education for Mexican-Americans." I 974).
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Differential Perceptions of Knowledge and Skill
in Consultation by School Counselors and Other
Educational Specialists

by Daryl Sander, Albert E. Roark, and Stephen E. Hodge

Consultation has become a key role in which counselors, school
psychologists and special education teachers function. From a lay perspective,
consultation is giving or receiving advice, but from a professional perspective
it means a tripartite, triangular relationship between the consultant, con-
sultee, and the "helpee" (Gallessich, 1982). Traditionally, consultation has
been identified with the mental health field (Caplan, 1970) and organization
development (Blake and Mouton, 1983; Schein, 1969; and Schmuck & Miles.
1971). However, a national survey of school psychologists found that consulta-
tion was their preferred role, and was second only to assessment among their
current roles (Meacham and Peckham, 1978). Likewise, special education
teachers have aa important pole as consultants, and in this capacity have
been seen as specialists who provide a wide variety of services within the
classroom (Parker, 1975). For counselors, the importance of consultation as
an intervention strategy has long been recognized as well (Dinkmeyer and
Dinkmeyer, 1984; Male, 1982; and Umansky and Holloway, 1984l. The
critical importance of consultation to the profession of counseling is
underscored by the fact that two issues of their leading national journal were
devoted to aspects of the topic (Kurpius, 1978).

Consultation literature emphasizes that consultation is complicated,
difficult, and takes several different forms depending upon the problem and
circumstances. Specialists are asking a variety of questions regarding the appro-
priate time, amount, type of consultation, and appropriate type of problem for
consultation in diverse circumstances (Kurpius, 1985). Even such highly
regarded authorities as Blake and Mouton (1983) and Gallesich (1982) do not
address many of the specific issues and practices relevant to school personnel.

The purpose of this research was to comp= the perceptions of school
psychologists, special education teachers and counselors on their knowledge
and skills in consultation, and to note if any differences in self-ratings were
related to differences in amount of training or experience.

Method
Three random samples In = 100 each) of school psychologists, counselors,

and special education teachers were drawn from lists provided by the state's
Department of Education. A questionnaire was mailed to all 300 specialists
and six weeks after the initial mailing non-respondents were asked, by
telephone, to return their questionnaires. Return rates were 75% for school
psychologists, and about 60% for counselors and special education teachers.

The questionnaire was constructed by members of a research task force

Daryl Sander. Albert F Roark. and Stephen E. Hodge are faculty memberN within the
School of Education. UniverNity of Colorado at Boulder.
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representing the three specialists It was based upon knowledge acquired
through years of practice in consultation by members of the task force as well
as on the content of the professional literature. Respondents were asked to
rate separately, on a five-point scale, both their knowledge of and perceived
skills in the following seven areas: (I) communication, (2) group facilitation,
13) diagnosis, (4) conflict management, (5) evaluation, (6) planning for
change, and (7) implementation of plans. Because another phase of this
research asked the respondents to supply their own meaning for the term,
"consultation," a standard definition was not provided by the researchers.
However, it was defined inferentially by these seven categories of knowledge
and skills in consultation on which respondents rated themselves.

Results
A major finding is that consultation is undeniably seen as a part of the pro-

fessional role of the specialists in this study: 100% of the counselors, 96% of
the school psychologists, and 92% of the special education teachers
answered affirmatively that consulting was part of their role. The proportion
of time devoted to consultation was 34%, 20% and 18% for counselors,
psychologists, and teachers, respectively.

Counselor self-ratings of knowledge about consultation were higher than
the self-rating of the other two groups in five of seven areas (Table 1). School

Table 1

Self-iatinpof Knowledge and Consultation
Combined School
group psy.
N =191 N = 72

Colitis.

N = 59

Special
educ.
N = 60

Sig. Dif .
among
groups'

Area of Knowledge .__ Group 1 Group 2 Grou_p_ __3 _p_ .05____
C ommumcation

M 3.90 3.85 4.29 3.58
SD 1.00 0.96 064 1.20 2 1.3

Group Facilitation
M 3 44 3 42 3.95 2.97

SD 1.13 1.12 0.84 1.18 2 1.3

Diag. & Probl Sots.
M 3 94 4.1 I 4.03 3.63

SD 0.95 0.74 0.69 1.29 I 3

C onflict Mgmt.
M 341 3 46 3.75 3.02

SI) 1.03 1.01 0.73 1.19 1.2 3

I- %Amnon
M 3 61 3.92 3.59 3.33

SI) 1.08 0.9(1 0.83 137 1 3

Plan for Change
M 3 50 3 53 3.9(1 3.08

SI) 1 07 1 (13 0.78 1 21 1.2 3

Implement Plans
M 3 66 3 60 4.00 3.42

SI) 109 108 0 81 1.27 2 3

Moth = 5. Loss =

Signilicance of differences among the 3 groups \s as determined hs application
of Scheffe tests
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psychologists' ratings on knowledge of "diagnosis and problem-solving" and
"evaluation" were significantly higher than those of either counselors or
teachers. Special education teachers rated themselves lower than the others
in all areas of knowledge of consultation.

In general, the self-ratings of counselors on skills in consultation were
higher than those of the other two groups (Table 2). In all areas, the overall
mean rating on skills is lower than the overal! mean ratings on corresponding
areas of knowledge. Significance of differences in all cases was tested by
ANOVA following procedures described by Hopkins and Glass (1978).

On self-ratings of seven areas of skills in consultation, counselors rated
themselves significantly higher 1p .05) than special education teachers on
"conflict management" and "planning for change." Both school psychologists
and counselors rated themselves significantly higher (p .05) than did teachers
in only one area. "group facilitation skills." There were no significant dif-
ferences between groups on the four remaining areas of consultation skills.

Table 2

Self-Palings of Skills in Consultation
Combined
group
N = 191

Area of Skill
Communication

Couns. Special Sig.Dif.
educ. among

N = 59 N = 60 groups'

Group 2 Group3_p .05

School
psv .

N = 72

Group 1

M 3.80 3.88 3.97 3.53 N.S.
SD 1.10 0.9(1 1.20 1.19

Group Facilitation
M 3.36 3.42 3.81 2.83

SD 1.26 1.26 1.09 1.22 1.2 3

Diag. & Prohl. Soho.
M 3.83 3.96 3.90 3.60 N.S.

SD 1.11 0.88 1.14 1.29
Conflict Mgmt.

M 3.35 3.36 3.71 2 98
SD 1.19 1.12 1.07 13(1 2 3

Evaluation
NI 3.47 3.72 3.37 3 15 N.S.

SD 1.21 1.02 1.10 1.46
Plan for Change

M 3.41 3.44 3.68 3.1()
SD 1.20 1.16 1.06 133 2 3

Implement Plans
M 3.52 3.47 3.8(1 3.32 N.S

SD 1.20 1.10 1.17 1.30

(High = 5: Low

'Significance of differences among the 3 groups a determined 11% application
of Scheffe tests

Discussion
Differences in self-ratings of knowledge and skills might be expected to relate

to educational and experiential differences between the groups. However, the
previously noted self rating order (high to low) of counselor, psychologists,
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teacher is not followed in this case. There is a significant difference between the
three specialists in the proportions who hold advanced degrees, especially doc-
torates (Roark, Hodge, and Sander, 1984). About a fourth of the school
psychologists have the doctorate, while only 6% of counselors and 3.5% of
special education teachers hold doctorates. Despite this fact, psychologists
rated themselves below counselors, as a rule, in both knowledge and skill in
consultation.

Since level of formal education did not relate to perceived-competency
ratings, the number of courses taken on consultation was analyzed. Counselors
in this study did claim to have more coursework specifically on consultation
while psychologists claimed the least. The finding for counselors is consistent
with those reported by Splete and Bernstein (1981) who indicated that a high
proportion of counselor education programs offered consultation as a course or
as part of a course. Though counselors in this study claimed more coursework,
differences between the three groups of specialists were not statistically signifi-
cant (Roark et al., 1984).

Additional analyses of "courses taken which included a unit on
consultation" and "workshops taken on consultation" revealed a similar
numerical advantage for counselors, but, again without being statistically
significant.

Of interest is the percentage of subjects in each field who reported having
taken nine or more courses on consultation (counselors 5.1%, psychologists
2.8%, and teachers 3.3%). In future investigations it may be useful to ask
subjects to list the titles of courses so as to permit an analysis of which courses
subjects consider to be consultation courses.

Since level of education and amount of consultation-related coursework did
not seem to relate to self-ratings, it was hypothesized that years of experience in
one's particular speciality might account, in part, for the difference in ratings.
Analysis of the groups by years of experience did indicate significant dif-
ferences (Roark et al., 1984). The counselors were clearly the most experienced
group and it is possible that this advantage in experience accounts for
counselors' more favorable self-ratings appear to be related, it would be helpful
to detect the specific components within experience which may most directly
influence self-ratings and competencies.

In summary, a comparison was made of the self-ratings of counselors, school
psychologists, and special education teachers regarding perceived knowledge
and skills in consultation. There were significant differences between at least
two of the groups on all seven of the knowledge areas, with counselors rating
themselves higher in 5 of 7 areas of knowledge about consultation. There were
three areas of difference in the seven skill areas; in these areas there was no
significant difference between counselors and psychologists, but both groups
rated themselves as higher in skill than did the special educators. Differences in
self-rated levels of knowledge and skills appear to be unrelated to level of educa-
tion, and number of courses taken in consultation, but they are related to the
number of years of experience in one's specialty.

Given the commitments of these specialists to the consultation role and the
apparent differences between the specialists, further investigation of the
relationship between training and performance in the consultative role is
recommended. In the meantime, educators should be aware that there are
discernible differences among educational specialists with regard to consulta-
tion. Not only are there important differences in consultation skills and
knowledge, but there may well be differences in their comprehension of the
process of consultation itself.
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My Mother

by Edith C. Kaleck

My mother was a misunderstood woman. I thought her biggest problem
was alcohol. It was not; it was Alzheimer's Disease. This is an insidious
disease that is more terrible than anything you can imagine. This is written as
a memorial to my mother and to all of the people who have Alzheimer's
Disease, those with loved ones who have Alzheimer's Disease, and more than
that, to all of you who will have Alzheimer's Disease.

Imagine, if you will, being a stranger in your own home, afraid of your
loved ones, unable to get your thoughts together, the ability to read and write
slowly slipping away, the ability to drive a car, and soon the ability to dress
yourself and feed yourself, slowly going. This is how Alzheimer's Disease
sneaks up on you. It is like "a thief in the night." Except there is no going
back, everything you have lost is gone forever, and you get worse! I hope you
can see how ineffectual I felt as a counselor.

First let me tell you about my mother. Mother was fiercely loyal; people
called her vindictive. She was funny and full of life: people called her silly.
She was bright and very intelligent; people thought she was a snob. Mother
had a sense of style; people said she was odd. She was all of these things and
more, but more than that she was my mother.

She was easily hurt and she would strike back with anger. She did not
know any other way. I did not understand: I wanted to get away, so I
married and got far away. I still wasn't happy.

My mother drank a lot. 1t was easy to blame everything I did not
understand on alcohol. It wasn't until many years later that I found alcohol
was also a disease. Mother never had a chance.

My mother was never understood by those who did not take time to know
her. I was one of those people I never understood until it was too late, until
she was ravaged by the disease ind no longer knew who I was.

Mother was a lot of things. but most of all she was a mother. She operated
on what information she had. Her own mother died when she was two.
Mother did the best she could under this system.

Mother instilled in me a sense of self. My mother told me I was attractive
when someone made me doubt. My mother made being poor fun, so I did not
realize we were poor until much later. My mother instilled in me a love of
books and a love of ;morning. which I still have today. Mother taught me so
much, how to love and how to accept love.

When I discovered mother had Alzheimer's Disease, I denied it for quite a
while. When I finally realized that it was here and was not going awa. I
came to some conclusions. How could 1 as a counselor be of help to ni
father who was going to have to bear the brunt of this terrible disease?

Edith C. Ka leck is Vice President of Human Serto.s. Go(xlvtill Industries of
Southeast Texas. Inc
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I talked to psychologists, counselors, and anyone else who may have an
answer. They all told me two very important things: (1) Do your grieving
now, and (2) Say your goodbyes to her. I did that. It took place over a year's
time. but I could be strong for my father.

This was not easy, but it was necessary. I urged my father to get back into
church and renew his faith, because he would need both of these in the
future. I found that I could do little else, just be there when he needed me. I
found it true that you should never counsel with your own family. You are
too close. Your perceptions are clouded. Your intuitiveness, which allows
you to be creative and inventive, has broken down. You have such a feeling
of hopelessness and frustration which cannot be absolved.

However, this taught me to be more empathetic and understanding about
death. Everyone has to handle grief in their own way. and we must allow
them this time of grief. Death is so final. It is not a pleasant subject, but one
we will all have to deal with sooner or later.

I will remember my mother for many things. But one thing really stands
out in my mind. When I came into her room she was not there. I panicked
and went rushing after her. As I went down the corridor, I saw her standing
in another patient's room. I stopped and called to her. She turned, smiled,
and called my name.
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Some Things Counselors Might Like to Read
About Counseling the Gifted and Talented

by Judith A. Praul and Maureen Neihart

One of the authors was recently preparing a unit for a class on the school
counselor's role in working with gifted and talented students. In reviewing
the literature it became apparent that little specific information has been
written about the counselor's responsibility to this special population. Most
of the early focus has been on the intellectual development of gifted persons.
Only recently have researchers and educators begun discussing the emotional
and social needs of these students (Betts, 1985; Schmitz and Galbraith, 1986;
Webb, Meckstroth, and To lan, 1984; Whitmore, 19801. It is interesting to
note that the majority of references to and articles dealing with counseling
needs of the gifted and talented are not being published in counseling journals.
With the exception of the special issue of the Journal of Counseling and
Development, May 1986, and an occasional article in other counseling jour-
nals, most information is not easily accessible to counselors.

In addition to not being a targeted group for published information about
the gifted and talented, counselors are not systematically receiving training in
this area during their preparation programs. A quick perusal of required
coursework in counseling programs in this state as well as in others further
suggests that counselor educators are not adequately preparing counselors to
work with the gifted and talented students. Not one Counselor Educator pro-
gram evaluated required a course addressing counseling the gifted and
talented. When such courses are available, they are usually in graduate
teacher education programs. It seems safe to assume that most school
counselors have had little or no specific training for working with the gifted
and talented student and that existing services provided by counselors for
these students are probably less than ideal.

We believe that any viable program for the gifted and talented in the
schools must include the counselor in an integral role. "The reason is simple:
gifted youngsters have specific counseling needs that are crucial to their
development." (Rothney, cited in Colangelo and Zaffrann. 1979, p. I. It is
the intent of this article to provide selected resources that the authors believe
to be beneficial in helping counselors with the gifted. These resources provide
information about psychological and educational implications of giftedness.
They also include practical suggestions about the role of the counselor in
facilitating the development of gifted students. More than seventy articles,
books, and other resources were examined to determine their relevance for
the counselor. These resources include both theoretical and practical infor-
mation. A brief synopsis of each suggested reading is provided. Further, these
resources are divided into specific interest areas including: a) emotional, social,

Judith A. Praul is a Professor of Counseling Psychology and Maureen Neihart is a
doctoral student in Counseling Psychology. both at the University of Northern
Colorado, Greeley, Colorado.
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and relationship issues, b) career and vocational guidance, and c) family
dynamics and parent education.

Emotional, Social, and Relationship Issues
"While the research literature tends to support a view of equal or superior

adjustment, an increasing concern for the mental health of gifted students is
emerging among professionals and in the media." (Altman, 1983. p. 65). The
following resources have been identified by the authors as particularly
appropriate for helping counselors focus on the social and emotional issues of
the gifted.
Braga, J.L. (1969). Analysis and evaluation of early admission to school for

mentally advanced children. The Journal of Educational Research. 63,
(3), 103-105. The article describes a research study that compared the
effects of early admission on grade school children. Overall, the study con-
cluded that there were no significant differences between the early-admit
children and their non-early-admit peers. This resource is valuable to
counselors who may be involved in decision-making about acceleration
and early admission policies.

Clark, B. (1983). Growing up gifted. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill.
This is the comprehensive text on the development and education of the
gifted. The book is divided into three sections. Section I discusses general
characteristics, moral development, attitudes, self-concept and other
aspects of social-emotional development. Section 11 addresses the issue of
education for the gifted. Specifically, it includes an overview of gifted pro-
grams, and discusses identification, teaching strategies and special concerns
(underachievement, cultural differences, and handicaps). The last section
of the text lists resources for testing and assessment of the gifted.

Colangelo, N. and Zaffrann, R. (1979). New voices in counseling the gifted.
Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt. This collection of articles addresses a wide
variety of guidance issues for the gifted, including career development,
women's issues, and educational programming among others. This is
highly recommended because it is the only existing resource of its kind.

Culross, R.R. (1982). Developing the whole child: A developmental approach
to guidance with the gifted. Roeper Review, 5, 24-26. Culross describes
ten counseling needs of gifted children. The author also offers ten recom-
mendations for counselors to help meet these needs.

Davis, G.A. and Rimm, S.B. 11985). Education of the gifted and talented.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Several chapters in this new
text provide current research information about topics of interest to
counselors. These include acceleration, grouping and counseling, affective
learning, underachievement, and parenting.

Delisle, J. (1984). Preventive counseling for the gifted adolescent: From
words to action. Roeper Review. 6. 21-25. The author presents a rationale
for a preventive counseling program for the gifted and suggests activities
that may be used in such a program.

Delisle, J. (1982). Striking out: Suicide and the gifted adolescent. G/C/T. 24.
16-19. The author explains unique characteristics of gifted teens that may
be precipitating factors in suicide. Also mentioned arc intervention
strategies directed at these specific factors.

Freeman, J. (1983). Emotional problems of the gifted child. Journal of child
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psychology' and psychiatry. 24, (3), 481-485 The author explores fou-
areas of vulnerability in gifted children's growth and development which
can cause emotional and educational problems. These are: a) heightened
sensitivity, b) unreal expectations, c) gender, and d) inappropriate educa-
tional facilities. The authors also address teacher and parental behaviors
which contribute to problems in each of these areas.

Goertzel, V. and Goertzel, M. (1962). Cradles of eminence. Boston: Little,
Brown and Co. This book is entertaining and enlightening reading about
the parenting, education and childhood of over 400 eminent men and
women of this century. Counselors will find this an invaluable resource
for bibliotherapy with gifted youth.

Hall, E.G. (1978). Gaining a future through self-understanding. Roeper
Review, 1, 13-14. This article presents a brief yet thorough discussion of
the psychological needs of gifted adolescents. Several solutions for
meeting these needs are offered. This information is useful to counselors
who are involved in consultation with classroom teachers and parents.

Kerr, B.A. (1985). Smart girls, gifted women, Columbus, Ohio: Ohio
Psychology Publishing. This book is excellent reading about the processes
that influence the development of all gifted females in American society.
Dr. Kerr discusses barriers to achievement that bright wottien encounter
and makes practical recommendations on how young girls and women can
be helped to surmount these obstacles. The author gives many practical
intervention strategies for the education and parenting of the gifted female.

Manaster, G.J. and Powell, P.M. (1983). A framework for understanding
gifted adolescents psychological maladjustment. Roeper Review, 6, 70-73.
The authors explain a framework for conceptually organizing problems that
gifted adolescents may have. This framework includes three conditions
which define potential adjustment problems for the gifted: a) "out of stage"
they are different and don't fit in), b) "out of phase" they appear different to
themselves and to others and cannot fit in), and c) "out of sync" (they feel
they do not fit and they accept this conclusion). The authors also identify
problems related to each condition.

Morton, J.H. and Wokman, E.A. (1978). Insights: Assisting intellectually
gifted students with emotional difficulties. Roeper Review, 1. 16-18. This
article discusses four observations about helping the gifted with emotional
difficulties. The authors stress the importance of viewing the gifted child as
part of a system that includes home and school. They suggest that interven-
tions must be directed toward the "system" of the gifted child.

Powell, P.M. and Haden, T. (1984). The intellectual and psychological nature
of extreme giftedness. Roeper Review. 4, 131-133. A description of the
information-processing style of the highly gifted is provided along with a
discussion of their potential problems with self-esteem. The summary
highlights implications for parenting and counseling.

Roedell, W.C. (1984). Vulnerabilities of highly gifted children. Roeper Review.
6, 127-130. The author discusses the vulnerability of highly gifted children
in the areas of uneven development, perfectionism, adult expectations, in-
tense sensitivity, self-definition, alienation, inappropriate environments and
role conflicts. The article differentiates between the highly gifted and the
moderately gifted, suggesting the highly gifted may experience more diffi-
culti,:s in the above areas.
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Roeper, A. (1982). How the gifted cope with their emotions. Roeper Review, 5,
21-24. Six gifted personality types are explored: a) the perfectionist, b) the
child/adult, c) the winner of the competition. d) the exception, e) the self-
critic and I) the well-integrated child. The author explains the emotional
needs and possible problems of each type.

Schmitz, C.C. and Galbraith, J. (1985). Managing the social and emotional
needs of the gifted. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Free Spirit Publishing. This
book contains concrete strategies for understanding, supporting, and
enhancing the social and emotional growth of gifted youth. The authors
provide excellent activities to be used in a classroom or large group setting
with students of all ages.

Whitmore, J. (1980). Giftedness, conflict and underachievement. Boston: Allyn
& Bacon. Whitmore addresses the specific problem of gifted
underachievers. She includes an overview of the research and practices in
the field and thoroughly discusses the identification of gifted
underachievers. The author presents a variety of intervention strategies and
suggests ways to involve parents in the intervention process.

Zaffrann, R.T. (1978). Gifted and talented students: Implications for school
counselors. Roeper Review, 1, 9-13. Zaffrann outlines three primary
guidance functions for counselors: counseling, consulting, and research and
evaluation. He defines and briefly discusses each guidance function and in-
cludes examples of various forms (e.g. a parent consent form) that a
counselor might use in working with the gifted and talented.

Career and Vocational Guidance
Career and vocational guidance for the gifted received considerable atten-

tion in the seventies and is beginning again to emerge in the literature as a
significant counseling focus. The resources listed below provide valuable
suggestions for career counseling with gifted youth.
Carroll, K.L. (1982). Career decision-making and artistically gifted and

talented students. Roeper Review, 4, 14-15. The author discusses a
number of factors related to career decision-making for the artistically
gifted. These factors include singular vs. multiple art talent, preferred
workstyle, and additional strengths such as leadership or creativity

Hoyt, K.B. (1978). Career education for gifted and talented persons. Roeper
Review, I. 9-11. The author identifies six practical problems which exist
in career planning for the gifted. These include: a) a less personal need to
discover relationships between education and work. h) a greater stress on
interests and values than on aptitude, c) an emphasis on adaptability.
d) the right to freedom of occupational choice. el the lack of role models.
and f) the pressures for those with special talent to make decisions long
before reaching vocational maturity. For each of these problems the
author discusses implications for counseling.

Torrance, E.P. (1984). Mentor relationships. Buffalo. New York: Beady
Limited. This short, excellent book focuses on the role of mentoring rela-
tionships in the personal and professional development of gifted in-
dividuals. Documentation from Torrance's twenty-two year study of
adult creative achievement is included to describe how and why mentor-
ing relationships product positive benefits for the gifted. This book is
highly recommended for counselors who arc helping gifted students
establish mentorships.
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Family Dynamics and Parent Education
Often parents of gifted children seek the advice of a counselor because

they need assistance understanding their child's giftedness. Parents of such
children often feel isolated and confused and need support. They realize that
their child is different and want assurance concerning what is "normal." The
following resources will assist the coun in consultation with these parents.

Blum. H.. LoGuidice. J. and Catz, P.11982). A guidebook for working with
parents of highly gifted children. Doylestown. Pennsylvania: Bucks County
Schools. This guidebook provides a well-developed outline for a five-step
training program to help parents understand their gifted child. This pro-
gram is modeled after the Systematic Training for Effective Parenting
(STEP) program developed by Dinkmeyer and McKay. Specific session
topics include: a) identifying concerns and expectations. b1 the family
unit, cl developing self-management skills. (11 building self-esteem. and el
practical applications of parenting approaches. Although the information
provided in each session is rather brief, counselors that are trained to
work in groups and/or parent education could use the basic information to
develop a worthwhile program for parents.

Moore. N.D. (1982). The joys and challenges in raising a gifted child. G/C111
25. 8-11. The author, a mother of a gifted daughter, discusses the dif-
ficulties in raising a gifted child. She offers suggestions on how both
parents and child can survive public education. She argues that informed
parents are the gifted child's chief advocate and primary educator.

Sebring. A.D. (19831. Parental factors in the social and emotional ajustmcnt
of the gifted. Roeper Review, 6, 97.99. The author discusses a number of
parent-child conflicts that arise when parents base their expectations of
hehavior on so-called average norms or on their own childhood. The
parent-child relationship is also complicated by the fact that many parents
of gifted children are of average intelligence. A number of pitfalls for
parents are discussed and several parenting strategies are suggested.

Webb, J., Meckstroth. E. and Tolan. S.S. (19821 Guiding the gifted child.
Columbus. Ohio: Ohio Psychology Publishing Co. This is a very readable
and insightful hook for parents as well as counselors. It contains an over-
iew of giftedness and focuses on the myths and stereotypes of giftedness.

A major portion of the hook is devoted to characteristics of the gifted and
practical suggestions for working with common problems. Much of the
information in this hook came from the authors' experience in facilitating
groups for parents of gifted children so the material is both insightful and
practical.

School counselors must he involved with the gifted program in their
schools, yet few counselors have received formal training in counseling the
gifted. The articles and hooks included in this bibliography were selected b
the authors as being particularly applicable for counselors who wish to learn
more about the characteristics and concerns of the gifted and talented stu
dent. These selected resources also provide objectives and goals for counselor

okement in gifted and talented programs. Although this list includes on l
a selection of the total resources available. it serves as a primary source for
counselors who wish to become more effective in their work with the gifted.
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BOOK REVIEW

When Society Becomes An Addict

by Anne Wilson Schaef
Harper & Row. 1987
Reviewed by Susan Prindle (Graduate Student in College Student
Personnel Administration at Colorado State University)

According to Anne Wilson Schaef When Society Becomes An Addict is a
book of naming. In this societal analysis Ms. Schaef names the American
culture as an addictive system. Through illustrating the characteristics of
addiction and analyzing the processes that keep the current system function,
she provides the reader with a new model for understanding his/her surround-
ing world.

Part I briefly highlights some of the ideas presented in Ms. Shaefs previous
book Women's Reality. She describes three systems: The White Male
System; the Female Companion System, The Reactive Female System; and
her ideal, The Emerging Female System. From here Ms. Shaef outlines her
"personal odyssey," describing in steps her growing awareness that ours is an
addictive system. She then defines several terms that are used throughout the
book (i.e. addiction, system) using relationship addiction as the model for her
definitions.

Part II describes the characteristics of an addict. The connections Ms.
Schaef presents between behaviors like negativism, confusion and perfection-
ism demonstrate the incredible complexity of the addictive system. Even in
writing, where the author can logically organize material, these behaviors
melt together demonstrating Ms. Schaef s point that confusion is the norm in
our present system. The author's honesty, personal insight, and vast experi-
ence dealing with recovering clients also provides a graphic illustration of the
effects addiction has on interpersonal relationships. She expands this picture
of addiction to include how addictive characteristics operate in similar ways
on a system-wide level. She accomplishes this expansion by introducing the
concept of the addictive system as a hologram, the essential feature of the
hologram being that "each piece of the hologram contains the entire structure
of the entire hologram." Those that agree with Ms. Shaefs parallels between
the individual addict and the system are left concerned with the state of society,
but feeling that this concern is manageable because inherent in her descrip-
tion of addition are suggestions for behaviors that individuals can choose in
order to function in positive. life-affirming ways.

Part III look at the processes of the addictive system. namely the "bows"
that perpetuate addictions. Ms. Schael introduces her "Lincoln Log Theory"
as a means of illustrating one process, dualistic thinking. This part of the text
is interesting because it creates common language for concepts that are more
broad than the definitions presented in the previous section. This point is
illustrated by the fact that Ms. Schaef uses examples that transcend the per-
sonal and have a more global significance (i.e. the My Lac Massacre, Nuclear
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holocaust) The analysis in this section provides a conceptual challenge since
processes are not traditionally handled in this manner (if at all) Even if the
reader does not agree with Ms. Schaefs theories, this section will challenge
the reader to find answers to why society exhibits the processes described.

In Part IV the pattern changes from description to suggestions for working
towards systematic recovery. Ms. Schaef introduces the reader to the twelve
step system of Alcoholics Anonymous and reiterates what she considers as
some of her most important ideas and thoughts. She ends the work on an
upbeat note, encouraging the reader to use his/her clearer understanding of
the system to "take his/her place in the universe" and, thus, have an impact
on healing the whole system.

When Society Becomes Addicted is an important work for several reasons
regardless of whether the reader agrees with Ms. Shaefs thesis that our society
is functioning in addictive ways. First, her description of addictive behavior,
which is based on her professional experience, is presented in clear and frank
terms. Her treatment of the subject would be helpful for both the professional
seeking new ways to explain addictive behavior and the layperson attempting
to understand addictions. Second, this work is a synthesis of several theories
(chemical dependencies, feminist, and mental health). This helps the reader
move out of his/her traditional area of study and examine these issues more
globally. Third, Ms. Schaef dares to name the problems she sees in our society
today. She then goes one step further and gives an explanation of the reasons
behind society's malaise. Even if the reader disagrees with her analysis, this
work can serve as a reference point in the examination of the institutions that
often escape criticism because of history and tradition.

In When Society. Becomes An Addict Anne Wilson Schaef does not attempt
to provide simple answers to complex problems. Instead, she presents reasons
for shifting to a new system that allows the individual to have an impact on
the direction of society. I was left struggling to decide if my concern with
considering individuals in our society victims of a disease is simply denial or a
legitimate concern about the basis for the problems that are apparent in our
culture. Regardless of the reasons behind our growing problems, I enjoyed
this book because it challenged the individual to take responsibility for
his/her own actions. I would recommend Ms. Schaefs book for the mental
stimulation it provides.



BOOK REVIEW

LIFE WORK: Meaningful Employment in an
Age of Limits

by William A. Char land, Jr.
Continuium; New York, 1986
Reviewed by Rich Feller

Sharing a view of employment which reaches deeper and further than the
t!,pical limitation on seeking work, LIFE WORK is a guide to whole-life
planning geared especially toward the baby-boom generation. This unique
book provides a view of work not as an isolated part of life but in relation to
the totality of one's life, an important point of view for the 80s when each
year one-third of America's workers leave their job or career. Author and
career expert Char land elaborates on techniques on how individuals can best
match their talents and interests to the most suitable employer. With
chapters such as "The Mirage of Perfect Work," "Productive Work," and
excerpts from personal stories, he illustrates the successes and failures to be
found in career moves and job changes. By detailing the dynamics of finding
meaningful employment as opposed to "just work" and describing self-
assessment exercises to help the reader direct and clarify personal needs and
talents. Char land seeks to help readers reach "the growing edge where the
energies are challenged and where they come alive."

With a mix of case anecdotes, reviews of current futurism literature and a
mild critique of pop culture. Char land offers an anthology that comtemporary
career counselors should find refreshing. Far from a job search book
Char land's trust in employment and faith in human nature fills a void within
bookshelves that too often preach success as "moving up" so that one can
supposedly "have it all."
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Colorado Association for Counseling and Development invites arti-
cles for publication in its journal .-1i,vareness. The deadline for submission of
articles is December l of each year. Articles should he sent to:

Rich Feller
Awareness Editor
Department of Vocational Education
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins. CO 80523

It is important that the journal represent all divisions of CACD and
members are encouraged to submit articles about their work, research, and
thought-provoking challenges to the profession.

In addition, photos are needed for the journal cover for each issue. Please
send any photos which you believe would be appropriate. Although no
honorarium can be paid, proper credit will be given to each photographer
whose work is published.

Typing and Other Requirements
Send the original manuscript and two clear copies. The original should

be typed on 81/2 x II nontranslucent white bond. Do not use onionskin or
erasable bond.

2 Attach a cover page which provides:
title of the article
name of the authortsi
author's position and place of employment
author's address and phone numbertst

3 Style and format should follow the 1983 edition of the American
Pschological Association Publication Manual.

4 Include an abstract. not to exceed IOU words.
5 Use non-sexist language throughout.
6 Never submit a manuscript which is under consideration by another

publication.

I. pon publication, each author w ill receive two personal copies of the
journal.

Note: Authors hear full responsibility for the accurac of references. quota
tions, tables. and figures
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From the Editor's Desk

In that the Journal of the Colorado Association f r Giiin%chin: and
Development is published each Spring. much transpires hetsseen issues. As

Editor. interested in setx inc members. extending oss nership. and expanding
authorship. there are a number of changes orth noting within this issue.

A formal editorial hoard has been expanded to include the significant effort

of Brent Jacobsen and Nathalie Kees. Brent's student affairs background and
Nat's counselor education experiences complement Patti Cappellucci and Jill
K rent/cr. Patti, a junior high counselor. and Jill. a human development and
Limit) specialist. round out a team of es iev.ers pros iding feedback toauthor,.

Outreach and encouraging nev. authors ssas a goal for this scar. I'm pleased
to report that letters of ins nation sere sent to the President and President-

10.1 of each do ision encouraging them to identib. authors. As a result. ssc
hope a greater number of authors, topics and dkisions %% ill use the Journa/
as a forum for sharing ideas.

also find a greater number in articles and hook les iew.. a, sell
a, an expanded "Special Features- section. Add to this a nes% prune' and
I hope ou find pleasure in re less ing this issue.

Frno. and has e a peaceful spring.

Rich Feller. Editor
\ssociate Professor
Counseling and Career Doelopmcni
School of Occupational and

Educational Studies
Colorado State l niersit.
Fort Collins. CO 80523
Phone: .10.1-4Q1-6179

'rticles are accepted until Februar I and the Jonnta/ is published annually
(dell spring
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In A Different Voice: Amplified

by Maralce A. Cropsey

The male voice has dominated our culture since the beginning of time.
Throughout the ages. it has urged our individual and collective world views
through religion, philosophy, literature, political, and scientific instruction.
The psycho-social sciences continue the tradition by using the male experience
as the departure point for interpreting and evaluating human growth and
development. The pervasiveness of the male perspective in psychological
theory to the exclusion of the female perspective perpetuates an incomplete
understanding of human growth and development and, ipso facto. limits the
helping profession's ability to facilitate appropriate and positive change.

A Different Voice
The significance of this phenomenon is underscored in Carol Gilligan's

t 19821 studies of the moral development of women. In A Different Voice
identities the inherent weaknesses of male perspective as it is applied to an
understanding of female moral development and expands psychological theory
by articulating the differences between male and female perspectives.

Gilligan's work begins with an analysis of Kohlherg's widely respected
theory of moral development. According to Kohlberg (in Jones. Garrison,
and Morgan. 19851. human beings progress through six sequential stages
of moral development. Stages 1 and 2 comprise the pre-conventional level
of morality. At Stage I confOrmity to moral norms is based on fear of
punishment: at Stage 2 conformity is based on expectation of reward. Stages
3 and 4 comprise the conventional level. At Stage 3 moral conformity is
motivated from a desire for social appilnal: Stage 4 is characterized by
adherence to fixed rules to avoid censure by authorities. Eventually, advance
to the post-conventional level which begins with Stage 5. where morality
is based on respect for democratic laws and right, and culminates w ith an
internal "universal principle" of self-chosen ethics based on individual
conscience. Stage 6. Kohlberg emphasizes that many do not ever reach Stage
6. and he believes women as a rule do not function above the conventional
level.

Naturally. indiv idual experiences !Oster different perspectives. which in
turn influence our moral development and behavior. Kohlberg. himself.
explains that moral progression depends upon an individual's unique education
and experiences. Despite his aeknom ledgement of different perspectives.
hovves. cf. his theory is sex hound by his interpretations. which arc inherently
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limited b) his own male experience. the legacy of the male wire in
psychological literature, and the conventional values of a patriarchal society.

Gilligan's work fills the void in Kohlberg's theory b) amplifying the voice
of women. which when heard above the din of the male voice, speaks of

a different path to moralit). Her studies (1982) reveal the following pattern

or moral development for women:
Stage 1: Selfishness, Behavior is motivated by an overriding need for

survival, and morality is based on introjected social sanctions. (This parallels

Kohlberg's pre-conventional level.)
Progression to the next stage is marked b.) feelings of guilt.
Stage 2: Goodness. Behar ior is motivated h) an overriding sense of

responsibility for others. and moralit) is derived from the consensus of social

norms and expectations. (This parallels Kohlberg's comentional level.)
Progression to the next stage is preceded b.) a period of growing awareness

and evaluation of the harm wrought to self as a result of repeated self-sacrifice.
Stage 3: Truth. Behar ior is based on a sense of responsibility for self and

others. Moral decisions take into account not only social sanctions and the

law but the indis idual circumstances surrounding an issue and the significance
of those eirellillstafleeS as the) concern the people intols ed. (This parallels
Kohlberg's post-cons entional leech. Gilligan's work repeatedly demonstrate
how Kohlberg's imerpretations meriook a fundamentai difference between

the male and the fmale perspective: experience of relationships. The notion

of attachment runs throughout a woman's experience. w hile the notion of
separateness dominates the male experience. Women tend to view themselves

in relation to others: men ) new themselves as autonomous. Women define
their ideal selves in terms of caring: men speak of their ideal in terms of
personal achievement and perfection. The different way the experience
relationships fosters different approaches to resole ing moral dilemmas:

women t)picall) resolve issues by emphasising communication. which the
perceive as strengthening the human connection. Men tend to rely on
cons cottons of logic and democratically accepted lass., which the perceive

as protecting individual rights.
Without an integration of the two perspectives. Gilligan warns. men risk

the danger of allegiance to inappropriate abstract rules: as a result men ma)
lack insight into and empathy about the unique. variable situations of others.

Likexx ise. women are subjected to sanctions that ma) be oppressive or harmful
in certain circumstances. These sanctions are steeped in cons entional mores
\' Inch through the ages hme distorted the feminine archet) pe (e.g.. loving.
nurturing. s) mpathetic. compassionate. gentle. etc. )11) making it s) nonomous

ith self-sacrifice. As Gilligan observes. soviet) ss ithholds equal rights to
xx omen out of fear that women will lose the caregiving aspects of their
tenth-unit). The self-sacrificing ideal. however. fosters morally interior lex el s

of moralit) from both Kohlberg's and Gilligan's theoretical perspectives.
Because of the penaskeness of conventional. self-sacrificing mores, Gilligan
suggests that the course of moral development for women forces a
contradiction that distorts the truth of human experience name!). that
implicit) in the ethic of responsihilit). which implies a relationship. is the
imperative to include oneself!

Dex elopment of moral judgment fir women is more complex than that
for men because it is tied to the highl) subiectixe twain) of relationships
CI11`, personal autonomy. Because the male %owe dominatet, the field.

I



interpretations of the female experience have been distorted by the limits of
the male perspective and an erroneous conclusion that %%omen are morally
inferior has been perpetuated.

Gilligan does not argue the superiority of one perspectise over the other:
rather, she stresses the incompleteness of One %slalom the other. The male
perspec'tise fosters an ethics of justice. and the female perspective an ethics
of care. Each compliments the other, and together they enhance the human
experience.

Gilligan's assertion is echoed in Daniel Levinson's (1978) theory of male
des elopment. Les inson explains that one of the primary tasks for men during
mid-life transition is to integrate the formerly denied aspects of their feminine
nature (e.g.. sensitivity, affection. nurturing personal relationships) with
the male strengths (e.g.. assertiveness, leadership. achievement industry).
This integration enhances a sense of life quality essential to a sense of integlity
and satisfaction in later years. Hence. Levinson, too. underscores the need
to integrate the polarity in society betsseen masculine and feminine
perspectives for optimal human development.

A clue to our culture's deafness to the female voice is Iiiund in Jung's
concept of the archetype (Levinson. 1978). Men tend to repress their feminine
archety pe for fear they will lose the autonomous power of their masculinity.
Women resist des eloping their masculine archetype for fear its power will
separate them from others.

Gilligan (1982) and Les inson (19781 expose these fears as ultimiely
debilitating to self, to lannly. and to society. 13y integrating the hest of both
the male and female perspectives, we enrich our indis idual and collective
lives, and social institutions are enhanced in their effectiseness to understand.
des clop. mot is ate, and lead its people into a fullness of being.

REFERENCES
Gilligan, Carol i1982 I. In viiie. Cambridge. MA: Harvard

Unisersity Press.
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Irrational Beliefs in the Workplace:
Counseling Against the Myths

by Nathalie Kees & Janet Trever

Ellis defines irrational beliefs as incorrect internalized sentences or self-
talk that create emotional disturbances and cause difficulties in living one's
life (Ellis & Harper. 1975). He bases his definition on the belief that emotions
are not caused by situations or esems but rather by the thoughts that see create
concerning these es ems. If our feelings are prolonged and debilitating. Ellis
suggests that tt e challenge the truth and rationalit!, of our thoughts or self-
talk and attempt to replace the irrational or untrue beliefs st ith rational or
correct thinking. This in turn ss ill reliese the emotional stress or disturbance
ss e everience and aid us in lit ing more rational and ef fective lite. (Ellis
& Harper. 1975i.

Rational Einot is e Therap has been applied to social areas of counseling
including marriage and family therap I Lilts. 1982. Ch II). feminist therap
( 1,r4). se\ therapy (Ellis. 1975). ttorkiiig %kith underachieseis (Sharma.
1970). and t ocational counseling and career deselopment (Lett is Gilhousen.
1981). Understanding one's irrational belief system. disputing those beliefs,
and creating a nett. more rational system can he helpful in many ens luminous
including home, school or stork. 11 he purpose of this article is to discuss
the application of Rational Emolise Therap to socational counseling and
to describe irrational beliefs that create mental. emotional and performance
problems in the ssorkplace

Seteral authors hate aI ,-died theory to the field of socational
counseling I Fhompson. 19-6: Weinrat..h, 198(1: Lestts & Gilhousen. 1981).
Thompson t197(» described seseral irrational beliefs held college-aged
stud, ins such as: the belie) that there is one correct career choice Ii)r each
indisidual and that one should stmt to find that perfect career. the belief
mat during a certain deselopmental pet tod. one makes a socational choice
and still sta\ %snit that career until retirement. the belief that there are
so, ational tests \t high can match one st ith the perfect career choice and
emote one Irons the decison making process altogether. and the belie) that

there is a direct correlation betsteen a \km-ker.', abilities and job satisfaction.
Weinrach i1980) used ease e \ample, to deso the host 'national beliefs can

influence a storkers mental and emotional status. I he irrational beliefs
entrach locused on \tele: I) I must do \sell at all times and seek others

approsal for ins stork. and 2) Fsei one should treat me hurl \ and kindk
at .111 times. and 11 the\ don't the\ should he punished.

Nathalie Kees is an Assistant l'ioles,oi 01 Counselor kith talon it Coloiado State
'imeisit in I t Colorado Lino titer is a Career Counselor and I)ireetot

of I Ile Caleel Wait:nes\ hoinoteis 'APS] Ploffain at Colorado State Unit ersitt
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Borders and Archadel (19871 discussed host incorrect expectations related
to self-efficae and self-ima2e can affect a kitinan's career choices. These
authors outlined core self-heliek related to a negate self-image . hich can
greatl affect a vwman's career choices Some of these include: 'I ant not
a \ orth hile person. therelkire I do not deser\e to go to college'' and. -I
ant not an intelligent person. therefore I do not fuse the ahilit to go to
college- (Borders & Archadel, 1987, p.73).

In a %corkbook designed for liberal arts students. Figler (1979) described
st.\ eral mths sUrrounding career decision-making. Some of these included:
n major determines my career. a liberal arts graduate has test talents 55Itich
are saleable in the %corktOrce, and career planning is an irroersible process.

Less is and Gilhousen (1981) also discussed career my the and the irrational
beliefs underl Mg them. The proposed that fallacies career
choices are passed along in our society \%ith little challenge to the rational its
01 these misconceptions. Focusing on se en mths brought to the college
ialccr cour6.eling center by students. the authors pro\ ided the underling
core irrational beliefs or statements Inch perpetuate these in ths and also
discussed alternatise ratlimal ideas concerning career decision-making. their
sesen my the of career de\ elopment centered around the 1011m ing irrational
beliefs:

I. I 11111\I he absolutely certain belOre I can act.
2 Career des elopment instil es only one decision.
3. If I change I has e failed.
4. If I can just do this, then I still be happy.
5. \t stork should satisf all im needs.
6. I can do anything as long as 1.111 \\ Ming to stork hard enough.

l1 ssorth as :t person is integralk 1-elated to in occupation.
(Less is Gilhousen. 1981. p.297-991.

These irrational beliefs are e \emplif ied sarious client statements such
as: -I vant to be sure that 1 don't has e to change majors at m:ear:* "I
should decide on a career.- -I feel that if I start this. I hate to finish,- ''In
order to be happy. I must hate a college education.- "I teen useless V, hen
I'm not c\ (Irking.- 'Since I'm not doing \\ ell. all I need to do is stork harder.-
and -There is no \ka) I could be happy doing anything else'' ( Less is &
Gilhousen. 1981. p.297-99). Helping clients challenge the rationality of these
statements and presiding an alternatke belief system can be helpItil in
dispelling sonic of these rats the and relies ing some of the anxiet) surrounding
career decision-making tl.ec is & Gilhousen, 11)81).

IRRATIONAL BELIEFS IN THE WORKPLACE
Irrational belief .sterns can continue to r ague kwrkers on the job and

throughout the cancer life span. Nos myths inii substitute fOr, or become
e \tensions of. the original in the that Less is and Gilhousen described. This
can affect ssorker morale. perfOrmance. and mental and emotional states both
on and off the (oh. I'he remainder of this article st ill describe some of the
iriational heliels ill in\ ths that arc pet remitted In the orkfiirce today and
suggest substitutes for more rational Its ing and %corking.

-1.111: "SUGAR DADI)Y- MYTH
th is based on FIlis's irrational belie) that people, and 01 the 011,1.

should he fair and just ItliSI People \chi) belies e this in th



that if then work hard enough and liillow the rules of the game then then
sill he taken care of. treated fairly. justly compensated. etc. The "Sugar
Dadd" inth embodies various irrational statements such as:

The system (compam. agency. corporation. school district.
university. etc.) is Ur and just."
And if I work hard and follow the rules I should he rewarded."

"And if I am not justly rewarded. I have a right to he angry.
hitter, give up. put in my time, etc."

A more rational slew of the workplace allows the worker to realire that
it is not alwms a fair and just place and that simply playing b the rules
sill not insure judicious treatment. Der (1976) suggested that "se teach
people how to treat us" and that if we are not happ. kk ith a situation or how
we are being treated. we can take action It ward changing the situation in
some %s m. In this ssm the worker can take more responsibilit liir desired
outcomes or treatment in the workplace rather than wasting time and eneq!)
being angry at others or the situation.

'1.1-11.: "YELLOW BRICK ROAD" MYTH
rius nms th is based on an extension of the irrational belief that the world

is a fair and Just place. This extension sass that the world is totally predictable
mid that there is one right way of doing something if A then 13. People
who believe this imth often spend a great deal of time and energy searching
for and making sure they get on the "Yellow Brick Road." These irrational
statements take ses end forms such as:

"There is one path to success and I must find it and get on it."
"There is one set of credentials that lead to success and I must
find shat these are and get them."
"There is one way to dress. think, or act in order to he
successful."
"I 'mist he competitive and ,!gz:.re, sive in order to get ahead."
"There is no room lOr humor in the workplace. This is serious
business."

C.W. Metcalf. a well known business consultant and humorist, spends much
()I his lite dispelling the myth that there is one way of being in order to succeed
or he happy in the workplace (Leydens. l9g7). Metcalf describes the current
image of professionalism as one of being hard-nosed, hard-headed, hard-
working, and critical with rarely a good thing to say about anyone. Metcalf
instills humor into the workplace hoping to change this image.

Other rational alternatives to this myth may include reminding oneself that
there are many ways of approaching work and that whether or not your job
pros ides personal satisfaction or self-fulfillment may he a better evaluative
measure that trying to find someone else's pre-determined path toward success.

THE "SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW MYTH
As in the movie The Wizard at 0:, the "Somewhere Os er the Rainbow"

iii th is an extension of "The Yellow Brick Road." Not only is there one
ork..ci path to t011oss in one's career, there is also an appropriate point one

should he at during an given period in one's career. The irrational statements
involved in this myth ina include:

"I should have attained a certain level of success. pay, recognition
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to in field b) this point and I am a miserable failure because I
has en t

1 am also a miserable tailuie because I did not become famous
scut the Pulitier or Nobel NW', Vc rite a hook, cure Lamer
beLoine president of the Lompan,. etc-

A more iational ION point m.ould Lhallenge the standards lot suLLess that
are set up h) this in th and also challenge the idea that there are certain correct
timelines for accomplishments in life. Setting one's tmn goals based on one's
needs, desires, and sallies can provide for a more rational and personally
satisfying career path.

THE "MOUSETRAP" MYTH
This ms th is related to feelings of self-efficacy and personal poser. Some

people reach a certain point in their johs or careers and feel trapped. The
are not happy or satisfied ith their situation but the> fr.sel helpless to do
,nn thing about it. .11re are unable to see an options. l'his in) th could be
related to st.eral irrational statements:

nut.w stay in this job because of retirement. tenure. famil>. etc:
-There is nothing I can do about it.-

onl) one person. I can't chance an\
"I has e no other options.-

Virginia Satir 09721 has said that if a person sees onl one possibilit.
this results in feeling trapped. two recogni/ed choices constitute a dilema.
and the adsent of three options is the real beginning of choice and
emptmerment. A rational approach to this myth \ ould be to realize that one
can create options for oneself and that in the end this may actually take less
time and enerp than remaining trapped in an unsatisf ing situation.

THE "I WORK THEREFORE I AM" MYTH
This myth goe. s heond the concept of self efficacy and having one's self-

worth integrally related to one's occupation. Followers of this ritth belies e
that their k.ly iderunv is inextricabl tied up in their work or occupation.
They beliese that their work, profession. or career define who they are as
a person. The an their \%ork. Therefore tf the are not working. are forced
to change jobs, or retire they mac feel they have lost all sense of purpose
in their life because their work or profession was their only source of meaning.
This rittli can be heard in carious irrational statements including:

"I can't take lime off or a acation. Who would do the \ork?"
"I have nothing to offer amore nuns that I'm retired. unemployed.
disabled. etc.-
"I can't go to lunch, exercise, etc. I have too much to do:'

Anne Wilson Schad discusses this (Menu' in her book, When Soc/cr\
Becom% .In ..Iddit and more full) expands this idea in an up-coming work
ss ith I )iane Fassel called The Addictive 01:1;artizathw. Schad K Fassel belie\ e
that our society and organisations firster the attitude of total dedication and
een addiction to the job because "the best-adjusted person in the soL. iet
is the person ssho is not dead and not al is e, list numb. a Loinhie because
is hen sou are hulls alive. you are constantly sa ing no to man) of the processes
of the societ (Schad & Fassel. 198

In order to rationall dispel! this inth. one needs to be \\ illing to seek
out inclines for fulfillment other than just \\ork and kr question one's
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motivation tier making work all-important in ones lite Perhaps as Schad
& Fassel suggest. work can become the substance of choke in order to a\ old
faung other aspects of life

SUMMARY
As part of a system or organiiation workers ma) find themselves

surrounded by traditional myths and irrational belief s)stems. If one blindly
accepts these myths as true. behavior and career decisions can become a
matter of course rather than choice. Challenging the truth and rationalit)
of these belief systems can he a first step in developing a skork setting and
career path that is personall) satisf)ing and fulfilling.
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Chickering's Vectors of Development:
Implications for Ethnic Minority Students

by Ann F. Denman

With an increase of di erse student groups enrolling in college in the 1960's.
grossing unrest on campuses spread throughout the country. Students no
longer accepted in loco parentiA in relationship to faculty, staff, and
administrators. and the authority structures it created. Such rapid changes
in the institution resulted in a certain amount of role confusion for student
affiiirs professionals. To alleviate this confusion. the student affairs, prokssion
searched for a ness theoretical base to conceptualize Miss the uniser,,it 55kiold
promote intellectual. emotional. and social competencies in its diverse student
population. Subsequently, a collection of human des elopment theories applied
to postsecondary education sus introduced as an effort to redefine the mission
and goals of student affairs tGarland. 19851. As these theories developed
under the umbrella of .student dere/op/um theory, they became utilized by
student affairs administrators as a guide to heallhier student Iis ing. Among
this loose collection of developmental theories, Chickering's model of student
des elopment (Chic:kering. 1969 has been sty idely accepted and applied by
student affairs practitioners in American higher education institutions.
Chickering's model of student des elopment gained its credibility in student
affairs because of its holistic approach in understanding the student's
intellectual, emotional, and social gross th ss ithin the campus ens ironment.
Chic:kering\ imidel accepts the notion that hoth cognitive andemotional needs
are equally important to student des elopment.

While Chickering's model of student development (Chic:kering. 19691
encompasses the cast experiences of the student's collegiate life. biases exist
in the model sshich make it more applicable to the traditional student i.e..
18-22 year old Anglo-American student) than to the nontraditional student
(e.g., ethnic minority student). Chickering's contributions to student
development theory are invaluable. yet fall short of recognizing the needs
and interests of nontraditional students. in particular ethnically di erse
students. ss ho may he adapting to an unfamiliar academic setting.

Thus, the task of the present paper is to address the limitations of
Chickering's model of student development (Chickering. 19691. Such
shortcomings may limit the generalizahility of this model to ethnic minority
students because it is based on notions of appropriate behavior (e.g..
competence and autonomy) as prescribed h the dominant culture in the
United States. These ethnocentric notions do not recognize the social. cultural.
historical. and religious traditions that influence ethnic minorits students'

Ann I. Denman is a mental health ssorkcr at Mount St. Vincent Home for
Emotionally Disturbed Children in Colorado.
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°serail deselopment (Wright. 1984. Spaights Dixon, & NiLko 1985)

1:thrirc minont) students etas he ditferent from traditional students bocause

they, come from diseise backgrounds experience oppression as an ethnic

minims group. face pressures as first Wilds members to attend American

u msersities and !lase close Limits and Lommunity ties sshich they may he

unwilling to break in order to attend college (Garland. 1985).

Additionally. Chickering's model espouses salues hs which all students

are evaluated. Such evaluation may not appreciate cultural differences in the

expression of human competencies. The lack of such acknowledgement ma)

ignore, and even devalue, the ethnic minority student's oss n competencies

because the) are expressed in tuttiuniliar sass.

Chickering's Vectors of Development
chickering (1%9) suggests that soung adults in college des ClOp along seven

major elements of change: developing competence, managing emotions.

des eloping autonoms, establishing ident its. freeing interpersonal relationships.

clank in_ purpose. and developing integrity. They are called iniory u/
(lor1( ymient because each has a particular direction and magnitude NA hich

can he lOstered and guided 1)s particular experiences encountered in college.

speci heal's by the residence halls. curriculum. facults. administration, and

student culture. to name a fess.
With regard to the first aspect of change, there are three aspects of

developing competence: intellectual, social. and physical. ('bickering (1969)

suggests that the ability to think clearly and critical's. to handle abstract

concepts, and to participate active') in group discussions 'Osiers a sense of

intellectual competence. Such abilities ma) be developed by providing the

college student ss ith saried teaching practices. including discussion classes

ss hick encourage students to participate actively in intellectual interchange.
Social or interpersonal competence requires the ability to vars one's roles

as both leader and fol tosser, and being sensitise to the concerns and not is es

of others. The opportunity to associate and participate with peers I'rum diverse

backgrounds in residence hall act is ities. such as group suirkshops and social

cot,.. max nurture such developments (('bickering, 1969).
lhe des elopment of physical competence invokes the awareness of one's

emotions, especial!) aggression. and the ability to manage them. ('bickering

1 19691 suggests that participation in athletic and creatise activities (Mosss one

to express perhaps repressed or suppressed emotions in a constructise sax.
,hile pros Wing es idence of achies einem and progress at the same time.

the second sector of development is managing emotions. In this aspect

of change. one becomes aware of one's assn physical and serbal ag?..,ressise

tendencies, and sexual emotions. and learns has to express them mat inch
and constructively. Active participation in such activities as discussions and

debates, and assertiseness training provide opportunities to release emotions

through controlled activities (('bickering. 1969).
('bickering (1969) suggests that there are three major components ssith the

des elopment of autonomy. the third sector of deselopment: (I) Flit:

development of emotional independence. (2) the deselopment of instrumental

independeil, e. and (3) the recognition of interdependence. Ile suggests that

to be emotionally independent IN to he free from needs for approval and
affection from one's parents. peers and institution. A student silo has attained
emotional independence has developed h is' her own set of salves and morals
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apart from the parents and is now willing to senture out creating new
opportunities for oneself

Instrumental independence has two component, I) the ability to participate
in Jot\ Hies and to cope sf ith problem, that at ise IA about seeking help and
2) the ability to easily muse about in relation to one s own needs and desires
(Chickermy, 1969) The theory proposes that college setting, which otter
choice and flexibility in curriculum. teaching and esaluation sty les. flexibility

ithin the structure and norms of the residence halls, and the provision of
mentors that are nonparental adults allow the students to demonstrate oneself
and learn to cope sk ith significant tasks alone.

Emotional independence and instrumental independence culminate with
else development of interdependence when one becomes conscious of his her
role in a broader context, and is aware of the relationship between his her
own helms ior and the community welfare (Chickering. 1969).

The fourth sector of development is the establishment of identity. sis Inch
consists of a clarification of one's self perception of physical appearance.
personal characteristics. and sexual identification. With the establishment
of identity. one has gained a sense Of balance and perspective about oneself
and is at ease concerning problems Aith academic work. career, interpersonal
relationships. marriage. and family life. Freedom from anxiety, sailed
experiences. and roles that challenge the student allow fOr meaningful
achresenrrnts k1, Inch nurture a greater sense of identity (Chickering. 19691.

Freeing interpersonal relationships is the fifth vector of development. It
relies on an increased tolerance for people with different backgrounds. \aloes.
habits. and appearances: such tolerance for others increases one's sense of
trust. Opportunities that provide significant interchanges with people of
di \ erse backgrounds and attitudes can be satisfying. An increased ease in
relationships can result. allow ing academic learning to proceed inure
efficiently and productively iChickering. 19691.

Chickering (1969) suggests that clarifying purpose. the sixth vector of
development. involves formulating pl., is of action that integrate socational
plans and aspirations. asocational and recreational interests, and choice of
lifestyle (including concerns for marriage and family). According to this
theory, such long-range goals give shape and meaning to one's existence.
Faculty and administrators can help in the goal-setting process by sharing
intellectual interests with students in mentormg and or internship relationships
(Chickering. 1969).

The se\ enth and final sector of development is the defelopment of integrity.
It ins olves the clarification and per,onaliiation of a sal id set of beliefs and
Sallies, and the development of congruence between such values and behavior.
The problems that arise in this sector of development are essentially problems
or religious belief and conviction. Religious convictions that may have served
well in the past. such as those of parents. may need to be renewed or reworked
because of their ineftecti \ (mess for the student in the present. Subsequently.
a student des clops his her (Mil set of \ alues. so that they become accepted
as part of oneself (Chickering. 1969). This model encourages college, to
increase the role of salter, in the Ines of students by pros iding opportunities
for \forking agreements between students and the institution. such as judicial
boards. and teaching research assistantships with faculty members.
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Chickering's Model w, It Applieti to Ethnic Minority Student,,
As mentioned Chiekering's (1969) sectors of development emphasize salues

which encourage indis idualism inch. idual achiesement, long-range goals
masters user ones ens ironment competition and a structured time
orientation (Wright 1987) Inhetent in these salues rs indis idual endeasor
and success. ss ith tessaids primards henefittrng the self T here is a sense
that one must delay gratification for the satisfaction of future fulfillment.
While these salues are pervasive in Western culture. they may not he
congruent with values espoused by many ethnic minority groups who may
he socialized in environments that encourage an interdependency or
connectedness with others, cooperation. a present or flexible time orientation.
and living harmoniously with one's environment (e.g.. valuing group relations
(Wright, 1987).

Chickering fails to acknowledge the influence of economics. cultural
background, and racism on ethnic minority students' development of
intellectual competence. as seen by the dominant culture (Wright. 1987;
Pounds, 1987; Spaights. Dixon. & Nickolai. 1985). Many ethnic minority
students come to college academically underprepared to participate actively
in class. Loss socioeconomic levels. housing trends that have culminated into
ghettos and unTies, American Indian reset-Nations, and discontinued busing
all contribute to segregated and isolated environments. Schools in such
environments are often inadequately facilitated and are unable to teach ethnic
students the skills that are valued in American colleges (Saulley. Cowan,
& Blake. 1983; Spaights. Dixon. & Nickolai, 1985; Vasquez & Chavez. 1980;
Wright. 1984. 1987: LaCounte, 1987). Without the academic skills necessary
to succeed in American universities. many ethnic minority students may not
he prepared to "demonstrate- critical and abstract thinking in these institutions

institutions which may he unfamiliar with ethnic students' cognitive styles.
The lack of such academic preparation, as well as the new social environment.
Ina) hinder ethnic minority students from developing intellectual competencies
as prescribed by American universities.

In addition, the assertive behavior encouraged in Chickering's (1969) sectors
of intellectual competence and of the management of emotions (e.g.,
participation in class discussions. and management of emotions). may not
he appropriate for ethnic minority students who ma) have learned in their
oss n cultures that expressing one's ()pillions and feelings is dishonorable and
nide (Chew & Ogi. 1987; Quevedo-Garcia. 19871. Chickering hills to
recognize that many ethnic students learn to resolse conflicts inwardly. For
example mans Asian American students use \1/4 illpower as a was to solve their
problems (Dr. Stanley Sue, Deparhnent of Psychology colloquium, university
of Colorado, Boulder, November 3. 1987). and asoid voicing discontent lig
fear of bringing shame and embarrassment to the hi oil) (Chew & Ogi, 19871.
Therefige. the open expression of thoughts. opinions, or feelings that
Chickering (1969) encourages man be incongruent with mans ethnic minority
students' experience.

Faculty ss ho s less. ethnic mita)! ifles as intellectually interior nun hinder
the ethnic student's development. Some professors may play out such prejudice
in class by giving many ethnic minority students "A's- for Isar of being called

and thus. mislead the ethnic minority student by giving an evaluation
misrepresentative of the student's progress and masters of the course material.
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In addition mans professors alienate their ethnic students from the learning
process b. I )1,,:noring ethnics contributions to sLholarl, pursuits and social
piogress and 2) Lose! Ing material %%Fifth does not address the history and
experiences of ethnic intninit) groups in the United States. Such alienation
r11,1\ COMIlluniLitte that ethnic minorit. students are not valued, nor
appreciated in institutions of higher education (Pounds. 1987: Spaights. Dixon.
& 1985). Thus. a self-fulfilling prophet:s results in that ethnic
nnnorits students have little opportunit to build the confidence and
inot is ation necessary to doctor) increasing!\ complex skills (Wright. 1987).

With regard to Chickering's sector of des eloping social or interpersonal
competence (e.g.. associating Ns ith peers from diverse backgrounds).
Chiekering (19691 did not consider the difficulties that man) ethnic students
encounter ss hen integrating into a predominantly sshite institution with few
other ethnic minorities to associate. For mann_ ethnic minority students,
college ma\ be the first time the. have es er Hs ed and or learned in an
integrated ens ironment. and therefore may lack trust for white peers (Pounds,
1987: LaCounte, 1987). Saufle., Cossan. and Blake (1983) suggest that this
lack of trust is intensified ss ith the residence halls. ss here diverse backgrounds
and cultures are brought together tinder one roof and economic class
differences are accentuated. With so fen other ethnic minorities to meet and
\kith k111,11 to identif.. ethnic students may often experience feelings of
alienation (Wright. 1984: Wright. 1987: Pounds. 1987: Saufle). Cossan. &
Blake. 1983).

Relationships are further complicated by pressure to associate with other
ethnic minorities because they are the only ones (Wright. 1987). Such pressure
max stem from naise and misinformed individuals who heliese. for instance,
that all Asian Americans get along, or that all Hispanics share the same
tel and political philosophies (Chess & Ogi. 19137: Pounds. 1987:
Que.\ edo-Garcia, 1987). For example. some people may not realize that man
Asian American students come from Vietnam. Samoa. Korea. China. Japan.
Guam, or the Philippines. and ma. not share the same history. religious
beliefs. political s\ stem. or sallies (Chess & Ogi, 1987). Mans Hispanic
students' families of origin come from tnent.-fise different Spanish-speaking
countries, all ss hh different histories. sallies. and beliefs (Quo edo-Garcia.
19871. Such cultural sari:thick, ma_s explain different intragroup experiences
of hich some non-ethnics ma\ not he assare.

Unsselcome messages receised in the classroom. a lack of trust of ss bite
peers in the residence halls. and a lack of other ethnic minorities ss ith ss hich
to associate complicates the freeing of interpersonal relationships that occurs
Later in Chickering's fifth vector of development (Chit:kering. 1969). If ethnic
!tumid!s students are denied the sense or -belonging- in their environment,
then some may not des clop the trust necessars to build satisi.ing relationships
ss ith a dis erse population of students (Chickening. 1969). In fact, some authors
(Vasque/ & Chase/. 1980: [iuctatt. Finney, & Garland, 198-1) suggest that
mans ethnic minorit\ students arc so buss battling the racial harriers
mentioned allow. that preparing efledisels for class discussions, debates.
pio)ects. and tests ma. he diI ficult.

In his third and ttturth sectors of dot:1()111cm, the sectors of afflonom
aid identit). chickering (19691 stressed the importance of deselopmg one's
on. it set of ,Alois and morals ss idiom seeking parental help. As one accepts

cept ions of his her ass n personal and ph.sical characteristics. he she



doelops a sense of identity Checkering (1969) does not recognize. hosseser,
the supportise cultural community from \stitch many ethnic minority students
come, and the influence the community has on individual gross th. The
development of the ethnic student's identity. therefore. may not occur
independently from one*. place in the tinily or community. Many ethnic
minority students may view Menisci\ es. in fact, as representatis es of their
family and community' first, and as indis iduals second (Chew & Ogi. 1987:
Qucsedo- Garcia. 1987: Sautley. Cowan. & Blake. 1983). Such an

interdependence places great value on family approval in decision-making.
On the contrary. messages received from the institution encourage students
to separate from parental ties in order to become autonomous Milk iduals.
Such encouragement is obvious in universities* first year requirement of
residence hall living. This separation may create internal conflict between
retaining the old ways and taking on the /wit: A7, unnecessary distance between
the ethnic minority student and his her family origin occurs when unisersity
policy tierces all students to develop emotionally in identical ways (e.g..
residence hall Its Mg requirements).

Wright (1987) suggests that I'm many ethnic minority- students. beliefs and
sallies are often tied to questions about cultural identity.. A college environment
that us erlooks and esen devalues ethnic minority cultures in its teaching
practices, curriculum. admissions process. and administration. faculty and
staff selection processes. alienates many ethnic minority students. Sallne.
Blake. & Coss an (1983) suggest that self-doubts and tears arc heightened ss hen
such isolation is further complicated by separation from a SUpportise cultural
community. Such an ens ironment, then. hinders the ethnic student's
do elopment of identity and self- esteem.

It is important to address Chickel Mg*. (1969) sixth sector of do elopment.
clarify mg purpose. because it encourages making king-range plans such as
career, family. marriage. and lifestyle. Chickering (1969) may not tecogniie
that fin many ethnic minority- students. such long-range issues cannot he
resolved until more crucial concerns are rooked. Such concerns etas insolse
the ethnic minority student's struggle to stirs isc in a predominantly sshite
campus and to leel a sense of belonging in the community or society in which
he she is try ing to excel. It may be that until an ethnic minority student feels
that he she is s alidated and salued as an ethnic indis idual. he she swill not

the resources or confidence to consider long-range plans such as career.
oi !Bests le

Because Chickering's dg69) sectors of des elopment are ss idely accepted
and practiced by student affairs practitioner.. it is important to recognize
and understand the implications. and perhaps limitations. they may hake lor
ethnic minority students. Checkering (1960)i bases his theory on Western
notions of human hehas ior and assumes that all students. regardless nl
ethnicity. sable such notions. He fails to recogmie that Mall\ 011111C minority
students come from dillerent cultures that may satue strengths and
competencies quite different from those salued in mainstream America.

1urthermore. ('bickering fails to recogni/e environmental sariables
influence the doelopment of ethnic minomis students \slit) must Ilse and
learn in an ens ironment quite different from their own. Fns ironmental
salable,' such as economics. cultural traditions. and racism influence the
development of ethnic minority students in significant \says. Chickering
lack of acknoss ledgement of such cultural dif lerences may ignore and esen
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desaluc. the ethnic student \ experience on predominatly white college
campuses. Chickering's model suggests that all students must acquire
particular skills necessary tier productive lises. mhile ignoring that such skills.
or the paths to such skills. may he inappropriate for students of di erse cultural
backgrounds.
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Einployment Counseling
as a Counseling Specialty

by Robert S. 7.eiger

Employment Serx ice counselors seem to he the subject of the same sort
of stereotyping 1. ictimizing school and other counselors. They are not
generally. despite beliefs to the contrary. harried. uncaring. marginally-
qualified, paper-focused. hurry-up-and-get-a-job oriented. To the contrary.
employment counseling, as practiced in the public Employment Service (Job
Ser ice). is a true branch of psychological counseling, although it is not a
therapeutic type of counseling.

Employment counseling in the public 1:111p10111ellt Sers ice exhibits, in fact.
the generally accepted marks of a profession. It possesses a unique body
of kiumleoge related specificath to problems of choosing. changing. or
adjusting to stork. It has had codes of employment counseling ethics for at
least twenty 'sears. The IIHIHIM1111 education required of a counselor trainee
HI the Emplo-ment Ser ice in Colorado is a master's degree or equivalent

promotion to journey-le el counselor requiring an additional year Of
professional experience. Specialized training and professional experience
iequirenients are prescribed for certification as an -Employ mein Vocational
Counselor." Employ ment counseling also possesses its (mu professional
organization. the Colorado Employ meat Counselors Association, a division
of the Cohn-ad() Association kir Counseling and Deselopment.

Employment counseling is neither employment (job placement)
inters ie \\Mg. nor rehabilitation counseling. It is a highly specialized branch
of counseling. invoking unique ends and methods and great technical
evertise. Unfortunately. this has not been sell kiumn or understood Vithin
the counseling prolession.

Employ mem counseling is a distinct branch of psychological counseling
that deals kith problems of smirk. A Departmental Letter. ( 'ounseling
l?( wunTA Guide for Colorado, (Colorado Department of Labor and
Employ ment. I9X6) cautions that it should be distinguished front rehabilitation
counseling, a specialty that assists the disabled in attaining gainful
employ meat by mercoming or compensating liir a disability. Rehabilitation
counseling employs medical and surgical and other rehabil itatke services,
as veld as purely psychological methods. Although employ ment counselors
refer their clients to training or other non-psychological methods to become
lob ready, they do not employ medical, surgical, or rehabilitatke yen ice,.
111 dealing ssith the handicapped. Instead. employment counseling helps
applicants :whit:\ e soc,ition.al adiustment at as satisfactory social. economic,

1,(i1), it S /ei)'ci i, skit,. Sul,ci s imq and 'testing. ('olor,ido 1)is ision
of i.mploincnt and dna l'isickni I InI. C(11(liddi) 111011 (.01111st'illIS
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and skill les el as possible. according to 'Empioutitint Coioisehnx and li,sian;
Polo les and Pto(ahaes.' (Colorado Department of Labor and Employ ment
1987).

i hus. in the Employ meat Service, employment counseling is the process
w hereby a qualified employ ment counselor or a qualified counselor-trainee
assists clients to gain a better understanding of themselves in relation to the
world of work. so that the client can more realistically choose or change
an occupation or make a suitable job adjustment. This includes individual
and group counseling.

Most people w ho come to the Job Service Center are qualified for certain
ty pes of work based on work experience or training. They tire job-ready.
They need assistance in finding the type of work they are qualified to do.
Employment interviewers (placement officers) deal with these applicants.
Other applicants, however, do not know what kind of work they can do or
w hat kind of work they would like to do. Their qualifications are not evident,
and their choices unrealistic. They are not job- ready. Employment counselors
help these applicants enhance their employability so that they can find jobs
w Inch will make the best use of their abilities and in which they can make
a worthwhile contribution to society.

Clients presenting the following problems often are referred to employment
counselors:

Clients who cannot he placed at once because it is not clear what they
are qualified to do:
Clients who can he assigned classifications on the basis of past work
experience. but for some reason they do not want to, or cannot.
continue in prey ious occupations:
Clients who are quite competent to perform the duties of the work
they are seeking. but are experiencing, unusual difficulty in obtaining
or holding suitable employment; and
Clients who evidence poor work habits. such as (chronic tardiness or
absenteeism.

Regardless of the clients' needs. Emplo) meat Service counselors are not
therapists and offer no long-range therapeutic help to clients. Lacking the
time, Priac physical facilities, and administrative authority to provide
therapeutic help. they understand their limitations. When encountering clients

ith serious personal or emotional maladjustments. they refer clients fir
diagnosis and treatment to other agencies such as the Div ision of
Rclnibilitation. Mental Health counselors. school counselors. marriage and
family therapists. licensed social workers. and licensed pswhologists. While
employ ment counselors can deal with incidental problems of emotion. affect.
and leeling. they do not treat emotional disorders.

In some cases of referral. the counselor's assistance in reins mg problems
ol choice. change. or work adjustment continues with assistance rendered
hs other orvatwatimp. The counselor often enters joint case conferences
ss ith organilations to coordinate efforts.

I inplo\ ment counseling is Wahl \ on tented. and 01100> s now of it I;ttionitl.
Lognitisi approach than one 01 emotional interaction or dealing s ith the
client's emotional problems Employ mem counseling deals pi mianly with

(h. animal problem,. w ith the ultimate goal of placement in suitable
employ molt.



Assisting clients to make decisions on the basis of the best inailable
infOrmation and the client's \ alues, employ ment counseling emphasize, the
responsibility of the client to choose a course of action through examining
the logical consequences. It also emphasizes the freedom and the

responsibility in deciding not to act at all.
Employment Ser. ice counselors help clients prepare resumes. letters of

application. and present themsek es in the hest light in a joh inter\ les\ . They
may conduct Joh readiness training. group sessions for clients \kith similar
\ ocational problems. interpret the client's qualifications to employers. or sho\\
employers ho\1/4 certain limitations detract from the client's ability to perform

the job.
In the public Employ ment Service. counselors generally haw the

responsibility of making placements as \\ ell as counseling. The participation
of the counselor in the placement process enhances the counselor's capability
through a thorough understanding olioh market conditions. One counselors
ha\ e taken on a case. they ordinarily pro\ ide joh placement ser\ ices. The
toLal point (it employ menu counseling comes in the actual rob referral.

\tally consider employment counseling and employ ment inters ie mg as

interchangeable \\ ords e \ er. employ mein inters io mg may he &lined
as .1 ta,e-to tae discussron her \\ '?'ploy it Scr \ he !Titer\ re\,...1 and

an applicant for the purpose okanung !worm:mon about Me ipplhant's
qualification, for \\ ork I hi ascertaining applicant need lr.r ehiploy merit
counseling. and ter pro\ iding intOrmation \r. Inch increase, the applicant's
placement opportunities. Employ ment counseling and inters le\1/4 ing both
in\ e obtaining and gi \ informan,rn. Influencing the applicant and require
systemath.- recording of pertinent risrta Both are usually accompanied a

v,arlit. human inteiest on the part of the counselor or job plaL:ellletlt
inter\ retter. Braes en. emphnInellt counselors deal primarily k%1111 applicants

\\ ho are not ioh-ready . lob placement inter\ ie \\cr. deal \\ ith Joh-ready

applicant,.
Other basic differeikes exist hemeen employ stem inter\ ic\\ mg and

emplrn Illy Ili counseling. Purposes (Idler as do methods and techniques. The
employment inter\ ley. is Ntrils tuned to secure 'Mon-nation :thout the applicant's
pi..sent quahlicatitms frr \\ork and the applicants pretererkes as to Irk.ation.

,,ges. hours. and \\ ()rising condition,. This can usually he accomplished
in a single inter \ ier.i Aft inters ieu gr\ ing Intornlatinn about an occupat ional
Ilcld is not counseling it the applicant does not get help in relating the
applicant's interests and abilities to the deli!.

Me purpose of employ mein counseling is to relate the applicant's present
and potential qualifications to kkork. select kinds of \\oils or training to
enhance emplo\ ahlitt. or assist the applicant to recognize and tesole
problems of lob choice. change. or adrustment. Employ mem counseling
.hittild assist appliconts to better under standing themseke, in relation lir the
kkol Id rrt \\ (irk The process. usually imok es assessment of the applk ant's
present and potential abilities. often the use Oct interest imentories and

aptitude tests. as v. ell is pio\lcling pet orient oLLupational into' illation
Counseling is seldom eompleted iii onc session.

During the counseling sessioh. applicants identity their interest and

personal r..haraL lrl [stn. s and Iel,rre theln Indn \II and the
rob market in older to de\ clop a plan lot piogression III ail Oct J1,1111211112
5k odd of \\rink



IN.lany human setstsc orgamrations prepare then silents to he lob-ready
As stiLh they are producers of labor shish ilia he N. leved as a coMMOdit
attested by supply and demand The result may lead clients \\ ho ha\ mg lust
at. hie ed lob-readiness are less Lompetinse than others in the labor market
HoAA cs et% Job SerA ice is a --consumer' of such labor. It has the greatest
number of joh openings of any human serA ice organisation and is a public
labor exchange operating \A ithout charge to applicants for employ ment
services.

Human sers ice agencies should he (mare and make use of Job Service's
job openings and specialised employment counseling. More interaction with
employ meat counselors through consultation and referrals. joint case
conferences. and the exchange of confident( ' information. should aid in
maximising secs ices to clients. minimiiing duplication of services, and reduce
any "playing off of one agency against another by manipulatiA e clients. In
some instances, the desirability of such interaction may even dictate the
conclusion of formal interagency agreements.

Counselors with an interest in the vocational problems of clients, especially
rehabilitation. school. and mental health counselors. are encouraged to join
their o\\ n di \ ision of the Colorado Association for Counseling and
Development. and the employment counselors' professional association. the
Colorado Employment Counselor's Association.

13udget cuts since the heyday of the War no Poserty, and the cessation of
training in employ ment counseling AA ithin institutions of higher education
has e reduced the number of employ ment counselors in publically funded
institutions. Professional counseling organi/ations could stem the tide by
insisting that qualified counselors he employed to perform employ ment
counseling functions in public agencies. And institutions of higher learning
could help remedy the lack of training by resuming the offering of courses.
and possibly degree majors. in employ meat counseling. The need for
employ in, ot counseling is great and the time to deliver is now

cotolado Dipariment of I allor and F.rnplo Mein 112 S 86f. ('01111CIIIII:
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Career Development and Individual
Psychology: The Formation Of An
Occupational Identity Based
On Adlerian Thinking

h Da id Lemire

Unfortunately, the thinking of Alfred is much underrated in

counseling and human development. Adler is usually presented as some sort

of "neo-Freudian" in textbooks (Shertzer and Stone. 1980) when, in km.

it is noire ac....urate to think of Freud as the neo-Adlerian (because Adler's
work is much more relevant and seminal than Freud's work). Adler's thinking
has Aso been underrepresented in the area of career development and
occupational identity. The general lack of awareness of Adlerian thinking
in professional circles is somewhat surprising since much of Adler's writing
v, as done rn the first part of this century : so it has been around for a
considerable period of time. Nevertheless. what Adler said is particularly

cogent in terms of occupational development: "The three ties in which human

beings are bound (occupation. community. and intimacy) set the three
problems of life: but none of these problems can he solved separately, each

of them demands a successful approach to the other two. (Adler. 1931. p. 239).

Adler discussed the idea of occupational development from the context of
"di% Is ion of labor." (p. 240). "It was because (humans) learned to cooperate

that we could make the great discovery of the division of labor. .. Through
the dis ision of labor we can use the results of many different kinds of training

and organi/e many different abilities (p. 240).
In his writing. Adler spoke directly to the idea of the occupational identity

being formed early in life. "A mother is the first influence in the development

of her children's occupational interests: (p. 242). Early in (his century Adler

did w hat he called "vocational guidance:* He stated. "I always ask how the

Huhn (dual began and what he was interested in during his first years." (p. 242).

Wilk we now speak of .'career development" rather than "vocational

guidance." Adler's emphasis is still correct.
As w ill be show n. Adler's thinking is consistent with more current authors

.1, well.
A child's awareness of the world of work has already begun

to develop even before the first day of school. Casual
observation of preschoolers at play demonstrates the ease
sv ith which they assume a variety of work roles police
officer. cuss puncher, teacher. physician. nurse. and so
forth. A walk through the toy department or a glance at
preschool picture books further confirms the early
emphasis on occupational roles. Consequently. even in the

1),ts id I 'Mlle is Vtill the Department 01 FtItteational 1.oundittlotP,
W,outtilt. I ohntile. Wottlitts:



earliest pr mars seals the Lhild has a readiness fot
Lonsidermg world of ssork material Herr (1970)
TeLongt/ing the high regard that s unesters hold for 1:101k
emphasties that a lrlft.lal issue of preset-sing these positise
attitudes tossard ssork so that the) etas become lOundations
of more realistic attitudes and understanding.- (Isaacson,
1988, p. 3191.

Adler also noted the importance of schools in socatiOrlal or career
deselopntent. "The nem step fOr training is made b) the schools: and I belies e
that our schools nosy are giving more attent'on to the future occupation of
the child...." 41. 242). Unfortunate!). at the present time schools reall\ do
not focus on OLcupational development 1kell Esen ssith such mandates as
Vocational Inds WWII Education Plan, for special education students. career
deselopment is a barel) addressed need. If ss e consider Adler's basic approach
that des elopment centers around three primal.) life tasks occupation.
communit). imac) then school counselors. administrators. and teachers
c,,uld he helping students :t quire kno% ledge and skills in each of these areas.
1 his author helloes that it is accurate to sa\ that most public schools provide
bared) adequate subject matter training. but not much real education and skill
de%clorment In important at lectise areas. ('ertainl there is no sstematic.
complete. and articulated education in the affective areas.

According to Adler. the selection of an occupation. and the concomitant
cr.stalitation of the occupational identit\. reflects the child's "st. le of life-
( or \Alla( is nosy called the Adlerian Life St\ lei. The -st) le of life- is the
characteristic %kJ), in ..Inch the individual !nose', through life. In Individual
Ps)cholog) the "earl) recollections'' have significance. In Adler's thinking.
earl) recollections pros ided information to he used in "vocational guidance-
(or career des elopment i.

In socational guidance. lirst memories should he
considered er) important. \ child mentions impressions
of sonic one talking to him. of the sound of the vs ind or
of a hell ringing. We knoss that he is an acoustic Is pe and
sse can guess that he might he suited fOr ,..0111e professi on
connected ssiilt music. In other recollections sse can see
impressions of movement. These are 'nth\ [duals ssho
demand more :tins it): perhaps the) ssould he interested

occupations ssItch demanded outside labor or trawl.
( p. 245).

\diet concludes I.) stating. -Bs ssatching children sse can often see them
limning Ion an occupation in adult life.- ( p. 2451.

Interesting!). Adler also emphasiied the importance of lifelong learning.
though he did not call it that. He stated. -1Ve ma) he helped. h) Withering
inowinents for 'taming 5l bout~. leellllleal schools, and adult education.-
( p. 2511. In short. the Adler ian approach to career dewlopment can he
summarised in 1i% stages reflecting the Adlenan concept of Life St) le and
movement in lite vhich Is Lonststent \salt this Lite St)le. The reader ma)
assume that the interests ss hich are formd earl) in life find e\pression
throughout life. Societ. is lust nos. (.1111)11.1st/in!, the 1..ind of learning and
itt.Lupational deselopment that ina) occur late in lite. This orientation is a
reasonable estension concepts.

1



The six stages or levels of Adlerian Career Dekelopment Process (ACDP)
are akkareness exploration, tuticulation elaboration, and transition
\kkareness, the lust stage. occurs when the occupational identity is lust

developing The duarness stage occurs from birth to about the middle school
or itimor high )ears About this time mkareness turns into exploration In
the exploration stage, the individual begins investigating fusilier options. The
person looks around at life with the question. "What can I do ?'' At the third
stage. articulation, specific decisions are being made which either narrou
or widen the channels of opportunity that life presents. The articulation stage
is usually in America) associated with graduation from high school or
college, though no rigid rule can he applied. In the elaboration stage (stage
fOur) refinements in career decision-making occur with', the channels of
opportunity. For example, at this point a school teacher might choose to
become a school counselor or principal. The transition stage (stage five)
occurs hen career development changes are made. These career changes
v, ill occur as an expected part of adulthood for mans people in our societ.
The transition stage takes people hack into the ACDP at levels one, mo.
three, or limr.
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There is contemporary support for Adler's concepts in published literature
the author notes that Adler mentioned three primary "life tasks- occupation.
ommumt, and intimacy According to Campbell and Ce (1980). one

of the mator thmket s in the area of adult career decelopment (Schein, 1978)
refers to development %%huh occurs in three areas, "hiosocial, familial, and
career. (p. 4). Schein's thinking seems unusually similar to Adler's thinking.
articulated about half a century earlier. In addition, Krumboltz. Mitchell and
Jones (1978) mention the importance of "social forces which affect
occupational availability and requirements,- (p. 127). This point of view is
highly consistent with Adler's emphasis upon social interest and the
development of the social orientation of individuals, (p. 240, in 1931). Finally,
Bradley (1984). in a monograph on lifelong career assessment. mentions the
importance of assessment from childhood to late adult.
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Pre\ tous thinking about career deselopment has been conceptualized in
a narrow linear model (see Figure One) V hue this model begins with career
awareness and exploration the focus of choices is limited reduetionistkally
and apparent!). ends at college With Adlerian Career Doelopment Process

t ACDP) this narrow linear idea is altered and broadened Rather than

narrow ing options, the ACDP model identifies what can be called Opportunn)
Channels (0Cs) which 55 iden with experience (see Figure Two).

Figure Two represents a model w hie') Marts ss ith a person's skills. habits.
and talents. and from these skills, habits. and talents channels of opportunit)
are created. As each person reaches greater maturity and decision points.
the channels of opportunity widen or narrow. depending upon the kinds of
decisions made at each decision point. The decisions made it each decision
point are influenced direct') 11) the kind of decision-making st\ le used h'

each person (there are file decision-making Style:.: dependent. rational.
impulsive. fatalistic. and intuitive (see Lemire. 1982. and Krumboltz. 1977).
The channels, of opportunit) model is conceptualized within the context of
lifelong learning and choices. Thus, opportunit) is alwa)s presenting itself
and the channels of opportunit) are either widening or narrowing, depending
upon the decisions made. For example. let us say that sou has e a fr)rty-year-
old person 55 ho, through disorce. is now on his her own. The divorce is
decision one). This person chooses to rellrin to College late in life to become
a teacher rdCl'kuin two). Once the education training is completed the person

ma) choose to stns in the college tow n (decision 3a). If this person chooses
decision 3a. then channels of opportumt) are narrowed. If. on the other hand.
the person chooses to go an\ where a teacher Is wanted (decision 3b) then
channels of oppornuuts are widened.

Up to this point, the author has discussed the emergence of a career
de5elopment model based on the thinking of Alfred Adler. The Adlerian
Career Development model contains four discrete elements:

iii Adlerian Career Development Them-) ( AC'DT) reflects a umersal
process That is. ACDT applies to intik iduals from birth to death. .5,,cm"

Is 111111 er.al in that it is all experience . 1101 all people go through including
such _roues as displaced homemakers. re-entering adults and slid- and late-
lite changers.

12, 1C'Df is non-gender biased ACM. applies to both men 111h.1 1W111C11.
(11t)111.!h there (1r) appear to be differences between the was rues and women
make their choices and express the St) le of Life (Cr iffin-Pierson. 1980.
These gender-based differences arc represented in Figures Three and Four.
Figure Three is the l.es mson model. The Les inson model is it linear

developmental process which reflects Les inson's research on nitric
des elopment (1978). Les inson's model describes life stages and transition
points which are analogous to the channels of opportunit) and decision points
described in Figure Two. Figure Four represents a 5 kw of life changes that
is fluid an.; multi-dimensional. rather than linear. Figure Four is a model
that Boce (198(1) suggests is t) pica! of women. The Adlerian model. presented
in Figure Two, contains elements of both the lineal male model and the fluid
female model Ilence. the Alderian nntile! is androgenous.

ACDT is comprehensive. l'sing the Social Learning model of
Krumboltz. et. td.. (1978). it can be noted that much of lile's experience can
be 11011( led within the Adlerian model "hese elements of life include such
things as genetic endowment and special abilities, ens ironmental conditions.

10



learning everiemes and task-approach skills As a sA holism model AC DT
emphasises the totalit. of human everieme AcDr looks to! the specilk.
Milos) neratiL eviession of human everieme representing the doeloped or
de\ eloping personalit',.
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t-tf Adlerian Career Des elopmem Theory reflects modern thinking about

the importanLe of life changes and passages The reader can Lonsider sat_ h

authors as Lesmson (19'781 of in Campbell and Ce (1980). and Bo\Le

11985i as repicsentame of modern thinking LLhiLh Lonsistent LLith Adlerian

LonLepts \ en the Adlerian emphasis upon adult des elopment it is a small

step to include leisure time retirement as one of the life changes or passages

that must he completed successfully in order to maintain positke health
des elopmcnt. As was stated earlier. Levinson's model and Bo cc's model are

presented in Figures Three and Four.
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SUMMARY
It IN clear that Ad lertan Career Des elopment Theory appears compatible

ss ith modern career deselopment thinking as dem.' 'bed by such authors as
Krumboltz (1978) and Gottfredson (in Miller. 1986 and rn Hesketh, 1985)
These newer approaches to career development emphasize process sshrch
is essential to the Adlerian model It is also clear that Alfred Adler was a
formatise thinker in the area of human development. This author has presented
the view that many of the newer approach% to career development may he
considered neo-Adlerian in their orientation because they restate and
emphasize things. issues, and concepts Adler discussed half a century earlier.
The Adlerian model of career development has the advantages of a holistic
orientation ss ithin ss hich other less complete approaches can he sy nthesized.
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Duty to Warn:
Implications for School Counselors

h\ Sarah F. Shaw and Judith A. Praul

Malpractice litigation against mental health professionals is increasing in
frequency (Hopkins & Anderson. 1985). Although school counselors has e
seldom been sued for failing to practice in a professitmal manner, the increase
in this i pe of litigation suggests a need fiir concern on the part of school
counselors (Gross & Robinson. 1987: Henderson. 1987). This article addresses
one area of potential legal concern fair school counselors. the clut) to warn.
Further. questions are suggested to pros ide guidance to counselors in the
establishment of procedures tier determining possible action in potential clut%
to \arn situations.

Mental health professionals are epected to practice in accordance ss ith
legal standards and the ethical codes of their proles ion in pros iding sers ices
to their clients. It the tail to take due care and act 16 good faith. the are
liable to a cis it suit. ''Cis it liabilit means that an indis idual can he sued
for not doing right or tier doing wrong to another- tCore. Cores. & Callahan.
1988. p. 230).:1 malpractice suit can result if a professional kids to pros ide
proper sers ice and an injury or loss occurs to the client because of the failure.
.An additional legal obligation has been placed on mental health professionals
ss hich includes a third -party responsibilit on the part of the professional.
A third -party responsibility occurs when a client presents a serious threat
of % kflence to another person. The profe'Aional then ma has e an obligation
to warn the potential ictim or other appropriate persons of the possible

iolence from the client. This obligation. imposed on psychotherapists,
resulted from a California Silpreme Court case in which the court ruled
psychotherapists has e a duty to warn or otherwise protect an intended s ictim
from violence on the part of a client lliirasolf s. Regents of the Unisersit%
of California. 1976). Included in the decision of the court were the following:
(a) psychotherapists are responsible to determine whether a client presents
a danger of s iolence to others. (b) pschotherapists owe a duly of care to
persons who are not in a counseling relationship with them but who ma%
he in danger of iolence from a client. and (c) confidentiality is nut to he
maintained when a client poses a danger of violence to another person.

In the Tarasoff case. an outpatient client in a university hospital confided
to his pschologist that he intended to kill a woman. a former friend, w ho
was out of the United States at that time. Following psychiatric consultation
the decision was made to attempt to has e the client committed to the urns asks
hospital for obsersation and es:if tuition. The campus police were notified
and asked to find and detain the client for commitment. The campus police
located the client and follow in an noels 101. released loin The police weir

1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1 I 511,1 , I 1 1 d I A l ' 1 , 1 1 1 I . 1 1 C PI of CM! I I NC 1 1 1 1 1 2 t. holt \ I 11
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satisfied he sas rational and no danger to others. Unfonunately. no further
action \\ as taken on the part of the psychologist or the psychiatrists. In fact.
the chief of psehiatr ordered all notes and letters concerning the client he
destroyed out of concern for the client conlidentialit, and that no order
lor confinement he placed. 1 \\o months later. the client did kill the named
\ ictim atter she returned to the countr. When the parents of the \ ietim learned
their daughter's killer had ads iced his psychologist of his intent to kill her.
the brought suit against the pschologist. the pschiatrists. the chief of
pschkitr, the campus police. and the regents of the Lillis ersit on the grounds
that the intended ictun or her parents should base been stunned of the danger
of iolence on the part of the client. The campus police \\ ere dismissed from
the case based on the reasoning that their e\pertise did not include the abilit
to assess the mental condition of the client.

fire defendant therapists argued mo main points: rat that therapists. in
the present state of the an. cannot reliahl predict \ totem acts. and Ihr to
_rte arnings to others of potential N. iolence \\ mild result in unnecessar\
\\ arnings \Nell as einistitute a breach of confidentiality NN Inch \\ ould

it iidermine the therapeutic relationship. The court did not accept either point
Is stud for the .11irasof 1 case and contended that rat therapists haw a
t..sponsi',Ilit to predict \\ [tether a client presents a serious danger to self
or others. 11 1 unnecessar ssarning. are a -reasonable price to pa for sa\ int.2
the Ines of potential \minis, and (et confidentialit must he broken to present
danger to others Further, the court held that in this case the potential for
\ rolence \\as predicted and that a \ tinting was giwn. Hov.eN. er. according
to the court the \\ ailing did not go far enough. the parents of the s ictim
should been \\ anted ill the possible danger to their daughter's life. Failure
to Issue such a \\ mating to the parents resulted in the defendants being held
negligent in their dirt. to tarn. This ruling set the stage for the therapists
to ha\ e a responsibilit for their clients as sell as third-part persons \\ ho
ina he in danger of siolence from a client.

\ccording to Reisner (19851. the ruling of the Thrasoll ease h\ the California
'Supreme Court has had impact on court rulings in at least three other states.
Michigan. Nebraska. and Ness s. Milan() INN). Lipari
\ Seals. ROCNIA Co. (NSW. and Da\ is s. I.him (1083). In each case.
the Loasoll doctrine \\ as applied -to hold a pscluatrist 1nt pschologisi liable
tin has trig failed to \Atoll a potential \ Relstrir. 1085. p. 105). On the

her hand. the slate of \ tar> land has rejected the l'arasof I theory of habiht \
1111d111,..2 that the staiutoril enacted las\ of pt is rieged communications hats
an disclosure to third persons h a pschotherapist- keisner. 1085. p. 1051.
Rebate! also reported that man other states ha\ e lass similar to Mar\ land's
regarding pri \ ileged communications \\ Inch suggests the theor of
ina he in question or' Illa nor appl \ Ill Fur.ther. since
only a col cases haw been de\ ided iluough use of tie Lir,rsoft ruting. it
1, u. MI to determine if the theor\ \\ ill he -generall \ accepted hs other
itilis\ht.tions and pattkulail those that fine l,\\ 11, Mn i \ land's-

Reistier. 1085. p. 1051.

I hese \ ourt tidings relate outs to the iesponsibilities of pswhothciappas
and do not speak directl to the functions and responsibilities of school
,ininselots. \ el. pi udence and good prolcssIOIlal p1 act ice suggest school
counselois ma also haw a LItIr 10 \\ aril In Certain :1101111sIallees. If
01111sdol I. CI111110\ L'd III a WI Isdrer1011 ul \\ hrch 111\ thrasint ruling has been



accepted or could he applied then the counselor \s ill he obligated to the
duty to ssarn An attorne pieterabls a school attorney, should he consulted
efat ding ,Ahether the dots to \sat n &mime Is applIcable in the locale 01

the M. hoot
1 court case m Illinois (Gammon s I (.1%,11(IN% Illy C011111111111t Unit School

DistilLt \o 7 I \)801 him sch()01 counselois 111,1\ he held negligent
in fading to folloy, through ssith a Buts to \um. An eighth-grade student
\\ as severely beaten h a school mate in the school sard follossml...! a lunch
period. The s ictim had been told ts) a friend that another student had made
threatening remarks against her. The eighth-grader. fearing tier her satet.
\sent to the school counselor for help.

The school counselor held a conference \A ith hush students. during \A Inch
the students expressed their differences but the counselor realised the\
remained quite angr).. Before the threatening student left, the counselor
informed her no fighting Aas allossed. hullos inc her departure. the counselor
ads ised the potential \ ictim that she should asoid am confrontations v) ith
the threatening student. The student again indicated her fear of being beaten.
Afier the conlerence \\ ith the students. the counselor nude no effort to inform
an\ other school personnel (i.e.. the assistant principal and the playground
super\ isorsl ssho might hake had an cppoitunit to supers Ise the girls during
the tree period.

At lunch, the threatened student kkas assured Is her I riends that the other
ssould not harm her. Follos\ ing lunch, the student sent to the school

card ss here the aggressise student confronted her and hit her in the left ese
\s oh her list. The resulting injuries to the plaintiff \Cre a serious fracture
and damage to the orbit of the ee. ss Inch required surgers to repair.

In the resulting lasssuit, the plaintiff assserted the aggressise student mats
a kno\sn disciplinar problem and steps should hake been taken to directly
super\ ise either the plaintiff or the assailant. Such super\ ision. it %%as claimed.
\\Mild base presented the altercation from taking place.

In this situation. the counselor had attempted to inter\ elle but had failed
to ssarn other school personnel so that steps could has e been taken to protect
the student. Assuming the students. \\ ho \sere minors. %sould act responsibl
lolloy, mg a conICrence could flask: been a mistake in the counselor's judgment.
I he court ruling in hnoi of the plaintiff strongl suggests counselors 'lase

lesponsibilits lor inter\ ention beond direct contact ss oh students, if a
potential lOr iolcnec csosh. The counselor should base ssarned the other
appropriate school personnel of the threat to the student.

It a school counselor suspects there ma he a potential lor \ iolence. the
procedures for the application of the dut\ ,0 \sant are still not clear. The
['local Standards of the American Association for Counseling and
De\ elopment (19Xli do pro\ ide sonic guidance. First and tOrentost. the \kellare
of the client is the counseloi primal obligation 11311 and conlidentialits
of the iel,ulnnshlp and the 1111MIllati011 !2altled Illetelll 11111,1 he maintained

2 .. 13.5 I. 1 lo\A \ er. counselois ale (Allowed that Mien -there is cleat and
inumument danger to the client or others. the memher mist take reasonable
personal aslion or unlolnl tesponsible authorities'. 113.4. In terms of the
dots to sin II. ii can be concluded that the counselor has a tep011,abilli \ tot
the sselLne of the client. to maintain conlidentialm. and must also lake action
of intim in others if a client is a potential threat of \ to another person.
I 1\1 IIICW dill le', be re 1101111(AI I', still open to interptetation
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Court rulings in jurisdictions other than the one in which counselors
practice are no more than guidance fin- future court decisions. Further, the
ethical standards gise more general guidelines than specific directions. Thus.
the counselor is left ith the task of determining if a dut to warn
responsihilik esists and how such a duty should he ewcuted. The ()seri-kill-1g
Principal is to present iotence from occuring to another person. If
conlidentialit must he broken. it is better to hase presented iolenee tram
occuring to a person than to maintain silence.

The decision to break confidentiality and take further action toward
presenting iolencc is one which must he done with serious consideration
of the situation. It is recommended that each school or school district, under
the guidance of counselors. establish a set of guidelines and procedures tier
Use in potential duo to warn cases. Using pre-established sstematic approach
to such a decision w ill assist in reducing the accompaning emotional its and
stress associated w Ith the decision. Fmt'ier. a s stematic approach helps to
ensure that all facets of the situation hase been carefully considered.

Such d polies should address the follow Mg issues:
I Does the counselor's or other school personnel's know ledge of the

student counselee indicate that the student counselee does present a
danger of iolenee to others.?
Does the student counselee hate the ability or the means to carry
through with iolence toward others?
Is there clear and imminent danger Of k101enee to others!

1. What action is needed on the part of the counselor or the school to
present such s iolent action trout taking place.,
k\ hat persontsi or agencies should be nont ied and enlisted to assist
in the presention oft iolence'
a. Within the school!
h. Outside the school?
Can and should the inters ennon he comamed ss (thin the school setting'
Can and should the student counselee he maintained within the school
Netting or should he or she be placed outside the school setting!

s A AA ws, when. and 110111 will the student counselee be notified of
pot, mial aNtions on the pall of the school?
I kt hen. and ht whom will the student's paten's to guaiihans be
notif led potential actions on (he part of the '

IQ II 1Lieic is Intended s ii lint. how. 11 hell. and 11) ss home st 111 he or-
she be notified of the danger! Further. if the intended s ictim is a minor
what are the responsibilities 10 the parent guardian!

11. Does the school &suet hate guidelines which direct the procedures
and courses tit action to be (Ahmed?

12 \\h" Is responsible lot follow up on the deosions made and the actions
taken.'

Although the dui!. to warn lids heel' 111,11111\ addlessed in the literature (is
II 'elates to the iesponsibilincs of psi hologisis and ps,. ltiJil ists stliool
011114:101s ale 110 longer immune to the nei.essit) of such a c011sIllel.,111011.
In recognition of the estension of the duk to wain. school counsclols will
heltrl NCI \ C Ihrnisc Is s. then sellOOls..111(1 111e sUldellts 111110 iltkOk'ille ;111t1
110..11111C III\ tilked 111 the est,11111,11111C1110 a ssteniatie decision making polies
lul the deleinunation and disposition of the (hinge! of

t).
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Facilitating the Passage
from Adolescence to Adulthood

by Deborah R. King NI.A.. Ed.S.

One of the prima) des elopmental tasks of the )oung adult is indk iduat ion
front the famil) of origin. As a counseling professional \\ orking ssith
adolescents and families I find it useful to he ass are of the des elopmental
the e\ cle of the famil) (Carter and NleGoldrick. I9(0) as %kelt as the parallel
deselopmental tasks that parents may he encountering as the teens of the timid)
grapple v. ith establishing identity and attaining separation. In this article I
hope to present some empirical research addressing the process of adolescent
separation from the famik as Vell as interventions 11inch support this process.
in the hope of assisting counselors as the help adolescents and their parents
proceed through an admittedly difficult time.

ADOLESCENT 1)EVELOPN1ENT: AN OVERVIEW
hulk iduation can he a formidable challenge fir smile adolescents. one

%% Inch ma\ he aided or impeded hs man) factors. Some of these include the
d\ mimics of the famil) and the degree to V, hich parents s iess separation to
he a natural and health\ process. Has il...!hurst (19531 obser \ es the importance
of achies inn emotional and economic independence from the parents.
beginning in adolescence. as a significant doclopmental task. Iiikson (h)68
notes the importance of dent it) formation through the process of distancing
oneself from the Tamil ) and fOrMlng More primar) relationships among peers
lie states (19681

it is of great rele% ance to the \ ming inch \ Identity
formation that he he responded to and he gi en function
and status as a person \\ hose gradual grov.th and
transformation make sense to those \\ ho begin to make
sense to hint (p.156).

Thus the adolescent's choice of peers and adult role models play an
important function in establishing his or her M1 n sense of identity. A related
problem arises if the parents do not support. at sonic basic le\ el. the
adolescent's emerging independence from the family This !night occur \A lien
(he parent fails to encourage the adolescent's grossing sense of inuonom).
either merit) or emert1). Shert/er and Stone (198tH claim

stud) al ter studs show, that Ikko factors ale nal to
children's later independence: first. %%arm') responsible
parents ssIto respect each other and on \shoat children k_ an
model Menisci \ es \\title breaking ;ma\ : econd.
opportunities to prose thin competence in ssotk and lose
(p

1.111'. is .1 I,iii is I lichirii. I lie I amil kcs tune (
rob)! ath,
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1 he hist taLon assumes patents who ate seLute in their ()\\ n identity and
V% ho can tolerate and support change patents who ate in essence healthy
ndi \ [duals The second factor assumes that the adolescent has been gi \ en

the nu teased freedom and tesponsibility to \\ Inch to plow him of heiselt
Minuchin (1967) points out that the fumess of indi\ iduation, at hest occurs

giaduall As parents gi e mote authot ity to Melt children sshtic espec
none lesponsibilit\ tiom them, and as they allow opportunities lot adolescents
to increase their decision making skills and self-control. individuation follows
naturally. However sonic parents. out of fear for their children's safety out
in the world. or because their needs for intimacy are being inappropriately
met through their children rather than through their spouses or peers, cannot
tul let go. They have difficult:, giving their adolescent the freedom needed
to try on new roles and capabilities, to experiment \\ ith different relationships.
and to find out w ho he or she is as an individual.

ROLE OF THE FAMILY
The redefinition of relationships that is called kw. a lessening of dependence

between parent and child necessary for individuation. may not he alloweo
to occur. Minuchin (1974, p. 113) portrays this as characteristic of "enmeshed..
families whose "lack of differentiation makes separation from the family an
act of betrayal... One members attempt to change will elicit complementar\
resistance on the part or other members. Haley (1963) describes this process
within the family such that when one person indicates a change in relation
to another, the other will act upon the first to diminish and modify the change.
When this process occurs in a family with an adolescent, individuation of
that person becomes sabotaged by the family dynamics. and natural
developmental processes are blocked. Tel kelson (1980) states that symptom
fOrmation develops when a fancily member fails to move forward
developmentally. Haley (1980) has observed that the highest incidence of
psychotic breaks within individuals occur between the ages of eighteen and
t went> -tme. This is a time of high stress kw [aunties that lack the capability
to make structural changes: structure meaning the family, organiiation and
methods of functioning. Combrinck-Graham (1985) suggests that the capacity
of the family to expand its boundaries and still maintain confidence in its
ability to retain identity appears to he built on the lOundations of intimacy.
communication, and a functional structural foundation. as well as successful
prior passages from one lift: cycle to the nest. Thus it makes sense to he
familiar \\ ith the life cycle of the \ as a w hole

THE FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
The family life cycle Niers to the developmental shifts that occur within

the family as a unit, and the changes that are required of the entire 'amity
in order to proceed with optimum health for all family memhers. In
Uncommou Therapy, Jay Haley (1973) first identified the six stages which
are recogniied as comprising the family life ycle. These have consequently
horn elaborated upon by Hi/al-kill Carter and Monica McGoldrick (1980)
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In /he Enna\ I tic Ode 1 I, oven for Fanuls 7helopx Cartel and
\IL GOlkit %atalogued the Iolloss ing sn stages in the 01 the tamil%

I Betsseen tamilies the tinattaaed oung adult
II I he wining itt families through 'age the nessIs

11,u t ied %Ample

III the 1,111111% 5% ith .dung Lluldien

IV I he :.:nuts kk Ith .1(101esL cut,

V. Launching Children and nos ing on
VI. The famil in later life t1).17).

It is not V the intent or scope of this article to explicate the \sealth of
intOrmation and theor% found in the aforementioned books. However. the
are both recommended reading. for counseling professionals 55orking with
I.:undies and VIII most certainly shed light on the passage from adolescence
to adulthood. both front the indk idual and the tamil\ per pectise.

Carter and McGoldrick (1980) maintain that
adolescence is something that happens to zi famil). not just
to an indis idual child. The famil% h )undaries. has ing
remained hurl stable around the ntic;..ar and extended
famil for tskehe or thirteen s ears. are s",!denls required
to doctor) the elasticit needed to alternatel% let

adolescents go, shelter their retreats. and encompass the
barrage of people and ideas the bring into the famils from
the outside. Their pushing and pulling goes outside. Their
pushing and pulling goes through the . stem \\ ith
dOilli110 et feet ( 1).141.

1 his is a difficult time in the healthiest of families. The changes that must
occur to :dims the famil% to proceed deselopmentalls, according to Carter
and McGoldrick (198(1. p.17). are: I) a shilling of parent child relationships
to permit the adolescent to mote in and out of the tamib, s. stem. 2l a refocus

on marital and career issues on the pail of the adults. and 3) a
beginning shift of concern b the parents tossard their (mil parents as the%
age and need increasing amounts of care. Combrinck-Graham II9g5i identities

that these changes are both parallel and reciprocal. that the child's changes
allots parents greater freedom to redirect their out interests. V. hite the parents
des eloping outreach into the communit\ and into their 05%n professional and
personal deselopment leases the children Ss ith more opportunities to gain
e \ perience and gross on their ossn.

EFFECTS ()F THE PARENTS' RELATIONSHIP
There is much empirical es idence to substantiate the importance of

strengthening the parents marital bond at this time. .10 her I I9831 found that
college students lion families vs ith a primar cross-generational bond
ibetsseen mother and child) had more difficulty emancipating from the famil%
than did children of lantilies..here the marital bond tats primar). Clinical
obsersational studies hs Lid/ t1063 ) and \Vtme (19b1) found that parents
in ser disturbed inttties were not able to establish a primar, emotional
bond ssith each other. Rather the> bonded primarily s% ith their children.
Bosses (19(,6) and Haley 0%7) theorise that s mptoms in children and
adolescents des clop as a consequence of fathers being cut off from the famil
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emotionally geneiati,,nal houndafies and tole definitions being blurred or
a child being triangulated into parental conflicts A study by Glick and Kessler
(1974) found that the cote of the family Is the marital dyad, and that a healthy
family occurs \N hen spouses !lase been able to loosen ties Vs Ith their Undies
of ofigin and .:stablish the marital coalition as the strongest bond in the tarok

hits there is much es Klerk e suppoiting the concurrent tasks of adolescent
ncdts iduanon and adults refocusing on and strengtherung their marital
relationship.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNSELING
Boszmenyi-Nagy and Spark (1973) suggest that binding ties and loyalty

commitments owed to their parents can prevent offspring from being able
to separate psychologically from their families. These individuals may feel
guilty about leas ing their tinnily and functioning autonomously. Some
individuals may not has e been allowed to function successfully on !heir own
as this is seen as a betrayal of their need for the family. Others may have
des eloped illnesses w hich prevent separation from occurring. Any of these

mptomatic strategies serve to keep the individual within the family at a
time when they should he setting out on their own. As a practitioner, it is
important to recognize that the family member who is viewed as a problem
or -sy niptomatic- is often a vehicle fur the expression of unresolsed and
often unrecognized conflict within the family as a ,,hole. Family therapy.
rather than individual. is indicated in such situations, especially when the
adolescent is deflecting chronic marital conflict. or reacting to abandonment
issues on the punt of the parent.

If the situation is one of parents overreacting to more is pical clashes with
and emotional outbursts by their teen, it can be useful to normalize the current
upheaval felt within the tinnily. Parents may not recognize their previously
complaint and happy child. Yet adolescence is a rocky and difficult struggle
to find one's identity an..; it almost alWay.s necessitates some conflict with
parents. It is important for the parents to see this as normal and rejoice in
the strengthening of their child's opinions and sense of self. At the smile
time. parents need to he reminded that it is healthy to retain some control.
w hick can he continually lessened as the individual proves his'her increasing
responsibility and judgement. Parents may also !iced permission to let go
of parenting duties and move on to a reevaluation of their own identity and
personal goals. This can he an exciting time of discos cry for the parents as
11/4e11. and a chance to reconnect with their spouse.

But what of single parents? Frey (1984) identifies sonic therapeutic goals
in working with the single parent as being: 11 gas mg encouragement and
support fur assuming an appropriate parental role, including giving the
adolescent both freedom and responsibility-. 2 working through feelings of
depression and loss of control, 3) targeting use of the peer group for getting
emotional needs inet. and 4) stress reduction.
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CONCLUSION
Patents ssho hase tailed to deal \kith marital parental or personal Issues

often lease an open door lot their adolescent child to deselop problem
behas or or Wile's', These serNe to regulate marital conflict or feelings of
Inadequacy of &Tait b) (has% mg attention to the roblem of the child instead
For instance a oman ma def me herself pitman d) as a mother, rather than

of person, and lack the courage to face a modified self-definitton.
If she is ptmerful enough. she can negate the developmental process and
paral)/e eser)one in the family. Sonic parents may den) that their children
ate !Jos ing up in order to asoid their mAn fears regarding aging. In this tNa\
hs blocking the natural developmental processes and having to deal u.ith the
s)mploms that emerge ss ithin their adolescent as a result, parents can avoid
looking at such issues as lack of companionship. sexual difficulties or poser
struggles ss ithin the marital relationship. Or it ma) he that the prospect of
change itself appears so threatening that it cannot he tolerated.

As a counseling pm of essRmal. it is of the utmost importance to he ay.are
of htith the indis iduars and the family's des elopmental tasks and to maximise
these ssithin the therapy. It may he necessary to ssork on a marital problem
that has initially been presented as a "problem adolescent.- and to help this
teen take the beginning steps toccard separation ss bile %corking separately with
the patents. It is also helpful to keep in mind the parallel Ibcus on identity
and self -kno\ ledge for both teen and parent. and to lend encouragement to
getting needs met b) the appropriate peel group.

We are all ay.are that adolescence in the best of times is difficult. We. as
counselors, can help parents to understand that it is not only ssise. but
necessary. for them to gke their adolescents room to gross apart. We can
support these parents in Ibcusing on their own interests. issues. and
developmental tasks. They may desire reassurance that adolescents need the
I reedom to learn I rom their ov,n experiences and mistakes \cithin expanded
limits and guidelines. cc hile at the same time needing understanding and
support at home for the difficult choices the face ss Ilile venturing forth from
the 1;11110). Change is inevitable. As children and families grow their
respectke needs are constantly evols mg. And it a family has the flexibility
to transfoim according to its members' needs. the result sill be a successful
passage both for the family and firr the adolescent moving into adulthood.
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Job Placement Rating:
A Proxy for Evaluating Effects

k Paul R Kludt

To shat degree do job placements equate ss it h job retention. self - sufficient
incomes, and productise membership in communities? These questions were
posed to the Jet Emplo) rent and Training agency by its governing body.
Traditionally. only long-term follow-up could pros ide the answers. Now, one
answer is: depending upon the quality of the jobs at placement. The
des clopment and implementation Of Jeffi.:os method of rating job placements.
as a pro \\ 1i)r long-term follow up. are described in this article. The evaluation
results of Jefteo's programs are also included to offer an illustration of ho))
it ma) have application to other vocational programs.

IMPORTANCE OF LONG RANGE OUTCOMES
Despite the proclaimed salue of impro ing long-term employment. job

placement remains a traditional short-term measurement of success for man)
vocational programs. National legislation such as the Carl Perkins Vocational
Act of 1984, stipulates job placement as an objective for \ ocational education
programs in secondary and post-secondary school systems. Rehabilitation
programs strise for placing disabled individuals into permanent jobs as
advocated hs the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1982. The number of job
placements is the basis for staffing Job Service Centers across the country.
Entered employment rates are the primary factors for evaluating the 568
employ meat and training agencies funded through the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA. 1982 a

The long-term effects of employment and training programs are twofold:
to improve the emplo)ment of participants. and for society to gain productive

orkers (Borus. 1979). Any measurement of vocational education success
must include the benefits derived by the individual and ta) society (Quinn
& Gonzales. 1979). Earnings and job satisfaction are the two most important
goals for the individual as measured by increased income and more time
employed (Borus. 1979). A primary economic factor that linked program
outcomes to benefits far the individual and for society was the entry wages
paid on the jobs (Somers & Wood. 1969). The predominant difference
between the poor and non-poor is the instability of their work histories
(Gordon. l972). In one respect. most of the poor simply do not work at paid
employ neat as long as the non-poor do.

Many vocational education and other employment programs lack
longitudinal studies to measure future earnings potential; and. therefore, use
immediate ;oh placement as an evaluation criterion (13ersniek, 19791. Yet.

Paul R Kith!' is a Program Planner 1.altiator for id feo hniplo) mem & Training,
iitterson Counl. Colorado
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long -term tollm -up slums the emploment results ()I occupational training
much clearer than do short -term placement outcomes (Fred land 198(1)

Nonetheless esaluanons of progiains funded hs the Comprehensie
nrplos 111CM and Framing Act f tequenth MCI looked important compal tsons

among Sat to us lob search and training components (Biesnick 1979)

\s arch nun' age. tes these traces had come to beat on Jet ko
Employment and "'raining in its ettott to tot mutate a meaningful piogiam
e\aluation 5)stem. Krim ledge of program effects. Was deemed important for
eftectise planning. The folloc -up being done w.as short term. and too often

neglected as a loss priorit. Long-term f()Ilocs-up on all participants 55 as cost
prohibited. Responding to these conditions. a quality of entplos merit scale
"as developed to assess jot) Placements as to their likelihood of impacting
the program participant's future emploinent.

J [TEC() AGENCY SERVICES AM) PROGRAM GOALS
The Jeffeo agene pro\ ides eniplo>nlent and tiaining ser ices to a

population 01430.000 most (\ urban residents of a large vestern metropolitan
area. Ann() \imatek 11)00 economic:il(\ disack ;imaged people are \el.\ ed
annual l\ through a miss of programs designed to prepare raid place them into
emploInent Adult participants cears) arc t unemplo ed. and
are all pursuing craploment. either \ is occupationol training or through direct

lob placement. Onl about halt of the :south base IMInedidie cmplo mem
as their goal. cith the rem aining 50 percent canting to doctor) 1116-
emploabila for future emploment through training means of \corking

in suhsidited lobs during the summer
Of those clients desiring immecf emplo mem about 22 percent are south

bemeen the ages of 10 through ears rhe mraorit 188`; 1 of the adults
aic 22-44 sears old. \Ith onk 12 percent being 45 cars or older. Pitt-
eight (.5Xi percent of the total enrollments are female. The ethnic breakdos; it
ol program participants is: 83'; \\ rte. 3'; Black. 10'; Hispanic. 2`; Asian.
and 1'; American Indian. Se\ enk -nine t791 percent of those enrolled had
attained an educational Joel of high school or higher.

\ \ of programs. 55 nth the goal of gaming permanent cmplomera. i.
tleied to the ciients to meet their diserse emploment needs. Occupational

irawing is al forded through either kocational education classes or on-the-
loh training. Job placement is offered through both a lob finding club and
indk idual lob search. Monomic sellsullicienc \kas established hs Jefteo
as die priinar goal for its participants. v. Inch is much the same as other
cmplo mem and training agencies (Somers d \\ood. 19091. People cre to
he kept Iron) rook mg through dead-end lobs and kept of 1 public assistance.
Qualit emplo merit ssas determined to be 0 pertinent indicator of ;wines rag
this goal.

ENIPI.()YNIENT ()U\1.1 11'
BASIS

rile need cm a simple. ine\pensrsr rsaivauon of 'primed limn the agenc's
planning task to allocate I mancial resoui ccs among lour t\pesof cinplo ment
and It Minn.!) programs. .10 lois idea of creating a tics; ,:naitiation method xd,,,
dC11\ CLI 11(1111 the concept. "Joh (1,15111Cat1011 hs l.stinratrd Benefits..
National Labor Nlarket Information Training Institute. 19801. 11`,
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in a planning evaluation workshop (see appendix for original scale) This
evaluation construct postulated that employ ment placements could he
categorized into five levels of quality The first two levels. Marginal (e g
seasonal labor) and Stable/low le g food hostess). were classified to he in
the ve«nulary lobo, mum het The thud level of employ ment was classified
as Transitional (e g carpenter's helper) It was characterized as having some
of the qualities of the secondary job market. but also provided opportunities
for transition into the primary job market. The higher two levels. Self-Supwrt
(e.g. drafter) and Cycle-Breaking (e.g. electrician), were categories of the
primary job market. Placement into these two upper levels of employment
was believed to have the largest impact on breaking the cycle of poverty. This
original scale used wages as the principal factor in classifying jobs into levels
of employment.

Expanding upon this evaluation notion. a refined scale was devised for
rating the quality of employment. The scale modifications were grounded
in the theoretical research about how industries can he segmented into core
and periphery categories (Tolbert. 1980). Core industries are monopolies
or ologopolies with stable markets, high costs for business entry. higher profit
margins. and low employee turnover. Peripheral industries experience the
more competitive conditions of changing product markets, low harriers for
entry, high worker turnover and lower profits. Studying the working poor
suggests consideration should he given to a significant third segment of the
economy of underground businesses, such as cash. crafts for labor, bartering.
and illegal activities (Bluestone. 1970). Despite its potential influence, this
"irregular- portion of '.)e economy was not distinguished by a separate
category. largely because insufficient data exists to measure it. Also, many
of its enterprising activ it ies are in the peripheral group of industries. Although
every industry or business cannot he distinctly classified into these two
groupings. empirical support has been pros idcd to substantiate the theory
(Tolbert, 1980).

The effect of the core/periphery industry segmentation. and other economic
factors, produces a dual labor market where jobs are characterized by being
either primary or secondary employment (Pion:. 1971). The primary labor
market generates jobs with high wages. good working conditions. job security.
career path opportunities. equitable treatment and due process fin- its workers.
Contrastingly.. secondary jobs are those with a combination of low pay, poor
working conditions, job insecurity, unfair management practices. scant
opportunities for advancement. and few employee rights.

The program goal of economic self-sufficiency !Or participants is more
easily realized by their securing employment in the primary job market. More
joh placements in the primary labor market indicate larger positive impacts
on future employment outlook and greater benefits to society. Employ Ilk'llt
and training programs have been demonstrated to produce some mobility
of participants from the secondary- to the primary- job markets (Rosenberg.
1980). These research findings supported the Jellco's concept of using
primary 'secondary job market classifications to measure j(th placements.

RATING SCALE DEVELOPMENT
The original classification scale used job entry wages as its principal

criterion 1,Ir the five IOC'', of employ neat categories. Earnings has been used
elsewhere as a main criterion for program evaluation (Bassi. 198F 1. Post-
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program earnings ha\e been demonstrated also to he a durable indicator of
success by shoving low declines in long-term earnings (Bloom 1984) The
importance of earnings has been further substantiated as a key factor in
differentiating lobs among the primary and secondary lob mai kets (Becker
1978)

Aspects of employ count other than earnings sere 1 Rind to he important
in classify ing employ ment. Job satisfaction and earnings constituted the tcco
most important employment goals for individuals as measured by increased
income and more time employed (Boats. 1979). Other important elements
in defining the dual labor market are: good corking conditions, employment
stability. equity. employee rights. etc. (Piore, 1971). "Worker power- as
expressed in union work agreements. licensing, tenure, job classifications.
and internal job market controls explains much of the difference between
the priinary and secondary job markets (Kidlegerg. 1981). Worker discretion
and decision making adds security to employ meat. but can also present
harriers to joh mobilit (-101bert, 1982). Occupational prestige. though
intangible. was used as a key element in classifying johs in the secondary
labor market (I3ecker. 19781. As with other attempts to classify jo.os into
primary and secondary segments, Osterman 119751 Juiught his use of the
196 7 Suers of Isconomii Opportunity was somewhat subjective.

Based on this research. Jeffco added six factors to earnings, which
ullectiselc sere believed to hase more predictive power fOr future job success

than did entry lc\ el earnings alone. Using the findings. a quality of
employ meat scale vas des eloped as illustrated in Table I. The first two levels
of employ went, marginal and stabledow. were classified as being in the
secondary labor market. The other three les els. transitional, a self-sustaining
and cycle-breaking. sere considered to be in the primary labor market. and
sere defined as the optimal criterion of program quality.

EVA LUATION Ni ETHO DO LOGY
Program ecaluation. most useful to managers. focuses on both the short

and long term effiNIN of carious programs: and. in particula.. identifies
canations among different population groups (Lawther. 19841. Likewise,
k)lo) first canted to knoss hoc effective each of the tOur programs vs as in
terms of the quality of placement. Secondly. the improxements in quality
of employ ment participants experience through the program. \kWs to be
examined.

Fire quality of employment scale vas used to numerically rate pre- and
post program employ ment lor representative samples of participants in each
of six years through 1985. The samples (see Table'_.) sere drznc n randomly
Irons each of the tom programs to he comparaticely cc:dilated. A total 01
1.034 cases sere studied mei- the six years to provide an informal test on
the stability of the findings. Hie ratings sere to: 11 measure the quality of
'ohs generated by each program. and 21 determine the gain (or loss) in
employment levels of each of the four comparison components.

I he numerical ratings of pre-enrollment work histories and jobs it
placement required sonic basic knots ledge about the tabor market. Some of
the sire suhiecfice in that the employment experiences lOr rating

4
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TABLE 2 PRE-POST PROGRAM EMPLOYMENT LEVEL
COMPARISONS FOR JEFFCO

r JOB TR \1N1NG
PROGRAMS

LI VI LS 01 I MPLON NILN I

Sample
St/e

PR. Imrollment
l e\LI.

Joh Platement
Loeb.

verage
Gain

Classroom TTr:6'M_
1979 tat Sample N=34 2.44 3.54 +1.10-

1980 2nd Sample N =33 1.44 2.89 ;1.45'

1981 3rd Sample N=53 1.73 3.43 -;1.70=

1982 4th Sample N =.50 1.77 3.48 *1.71',

1983 5th Sample N.-,50 1.56 2.68 +1.12'

1984 6th Sample N =4(1 1.64 2.78 4114"

1985 7th Sample N -.50 1.08 3.21 '1.1,3'

rilTot o Samples N-310 1.83 3.16

On-the-Job Trainnt1!

1979 1st Sample N ,41 2.53 3.6t, 1.15

1980 2nd Sample N -14 160 1.00 1.411'

1981 3rd Sample N 50 ' .04 3.28 1

24'

1982 4th Sample N=45 177 3.11 --1.29,

1983 5th Sample N ,,50 2.0 3.32 1.21'

1984 6th Sample N 30 1.71 3.08 -.1.35-

1985 7th Sample N 3') 189 3.118 41.19'

' Total Satiiplei N '69 ' 00 3.25 1

, .

JOB SEARCH
PROGRAMS

!oh 1 tidirte Club

Sample
Sue

- _

1.1:VELS Of. 1:M1'1.01-.01:NT

1mollment Job Plaeement Vetage
I Xs el, Gain

19h2 4tht Sample N 15 171, 41 074.

1083 Silt Sample N " 6- 144 - 11.77

1084 6th Sample 41) 1 94 2 7ti 85-

19S5 7th Sample N c0 061

Iota( Samples

lthli 1111.11 Job se,,ich

\ 175 2' It, -1171.

1'f79 1st Sample N -IS 2 c4 1.11 11 87

1980 21i.' sample N 50 '01 2 11 . 0 1:.

1981 .161 >ample N 50 19- 2 3 k . (I `vi

1 1082 4ili ',ample N IS 197 , 51 la C(i

1981 5th Sample N 40 1.'6 2 14 It Is
1084 6th Sample N 30 170 ., c, 05'-
1985 7th Sample N 5(1 ' 00 1115 41 05

lotal Samples N 28(1 2 110 2 71) 071.

Sailislit 1111 sn nt0,.nit al (WC leel of lovhet based on I test 01 paned I limes
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had a blend of lob Litwin) fat. to' I he rehabilit> of the [(tongs among later,
as tested in three samples shored the kiting., to he the same in 94'; of the
uses

EVALUATION RESULTS AN ILLUSTRATED F.\AMPLE
rhe le,ifitsot each program sample lor the si \ )eats are pi esented rn [able

2 1 acts number m olumns Isar 11 wollment I eiels) and Mice (Job Placement
Lc> els) are the ascrage ratings or emplo> went liw participants of the four
programs prior to enrollment and at termination nao jobs. The fourth column
t Aserage Gain) slums the gains emplo> mein le> els achie> ed b> the clients
as a result of their participating in the respectke training programs.

The method used for determining staiistical significance bet >>een the pre-
and post-enrollment le>els of employment for all samples. and for the sum
of the samples. (vas the tivo-tailed l test. In each sample group the numerical
rating of pre-enrollment emplo> ment >vas paired %kith that of the job placement
!eke! to calculate s> hether the differences t gains in employment levels) sure
significant at the 95'; loci of confidence or higher. All of the differences.
evcepting Sample 1985 for Indi> idual Job Search. eveeeded the probabilities
of chance beyond this loci.

This e>aluation method concluded that programs consistentl> placed most
indn iduals into better emplo> went situations than the had occupied in the
.15 months prior to their enrollments. The largest gains sere generated 11>
the t>>0 skill training programs. >>ith less increases in the iob search programs.
The in erage emplo> went lock o1 job skill programs >> ere at 3 +. indicating
the c>cle of poscrts mar has e been broken. hi Jelleo's go\ erning hods the
results ease a qualified >es to their questions. for some programs.

VA I)ATION THROUGH POST-PROGRAM EARNINGS
let canted to kflov, Ss hether the ratings of job placements reall> measured

dillerent le>els ol future emplo> went. A long term follo>> up of post-program
earnings >>as completed to salidate its forecasting eapabilit>. 13> use of .sage
reports from emplii>ers the earnins of 23(> emplo>cd participants sere tracked
for one sear. The sample of participants >>zis all of those placed into
emplo> mem. for >> Inch earning data was asailahle. during progiam sears
1983 and 11. The iesulis of the post program earnings studs. as summarised

lable 3. 'port the qualit> nl emplo> int.mt predictions at lob placement.

Table 3. Filming Validation Results

Liiiplo> mem 1 ere!
Ratings

Sample
Siie

As ()rage Qua rtei 1>

kainings
I iVlarg mid N 31 S270.34,

2 Stable N (1) 177.4,1-
I iarillional N 44 490.0 1.

1 Sell sustaining N 05 539.15
5 C (. le breaking N X2() 75

Sigrid want dilleience. p 0.01

of the Ilse emplov went les els corrects predicted progiesske increases
in ea' nings 1 he di Ilet ences bet seen each of the quaiteri> earning me rages
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\Cie gieatet than the \ aii.a ions among the sample Lases as tested b, a one-
\i anal\ sis of anans.e tisitT the F-test of spoil tc.ame

CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Rating the qualit of job placements has been denumstrated to he a

parsimonious method of estimating the long term impacts for individuals
and for society. It nits be used as a prosy for litllowing up on program
get minces. The km cost can he a welcome relief to budgets that cannot AMR'
I ength 1611055-up s\ stems. It can add an important dimension to comparing
programs on their potential to positivel effect the future emplo meat of their
part ic pant

A computerifed index could he des eloped whereb ratings ssould unitOrml).
he assigned to jobs as descrihed in specified terms. 13 providing a set of
'actors to chose Iron) te.g. earnings, duration. entry requirements. etc.) a
standardiied rating \kould he assigned: theivh>. reducing subjectis itv in the
ratings. flits more obit:L:11w method \\mild permit the;ob placement results
of different programs to he mhre aceuratel compared. Lastly. emploment
qualities. other than earnings. could he sal idated through additional thlltm -
up studies.
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Appendix

JOB CLASSIFICATIONS BY ESTIMATED BENEFITS
It ( Lle breaking Annual inLonte 25`( ahme the self- support threshold

le\ el for 80'1 of the paitkipant population Self support 111(.0111e IC% LIN

to '.are with tastily sue.
t2) Self-support threshold: Break even or above 8(N of the population.
(3) Transitional: Clear evidence that the job leads to the self-support

threshold or above. The wag.e is from the federal minimum to the self-

support threshold.
(-I.) Stable low income: Little potential for athancement. but of long duration.

The wage is from the federal minimum to the self-support threshold.
(5) Marginal: Temporary. seasonal or at low pad.
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Twirplings: The Art of Reframing

!I\ Cnthia L Balch\ in

It is :ntying the extremes to ss hich counselors will go for refraining the
experiences of clients. In family therapy, for instance, the tests offer assurance
that it is essential to he able to understand a family's worlds iesv well enough
to take a negatively-loaded word or phrase and name it ditThrently so the
family hears it different's. For example. the "anorectic daughter- may he
de-escalated from the t.h.sea,e ot ientation to inerel a "kid who kkon't eat
much- t slinuihtn. 198Ii. A child who pulls a U11111111)1 eserytime mom and
dad start to argue may he relabeled as the "sacrificial lamb" who is willing
to do any thing to distract them from fighting. And the child whiner who
has made it impossible for mom to lease him may be pros iding reassurance
of her worth as a mother.

But relabeling is just the start. When relabeling is truly successful, it
refry mes the family *1 perception of itself and opens up the door to change.
It is an art form to he able to collect the contorted pieces of a family's
perception and integrate them into a whole and healthier model.

But how does an aspiring professional learn to make these insightful leaps
into linguistic loquaciousness? Well, I practice. I work best on my students
because they are least likely to disagree with the accuracy ofmy relabeling.
I et me offer sonic c ...ample.. l had a graduate assistant once \..ho operated

d lesel harel chose comatose. But did I Nil. "Get the lead out Bud. and
'nose it!. Oh no. I lust danced around about his "laid hack- style and did
most of the work myself. Another time a student reassured me that she would
has e been ready tier her presentation except for the fact that she had lost her
calendar and forgot that it was her turn to discuss theories. Instead of thinking
of her as feckless. I relabeled her experience as luckless and rearranged the
schedule to let her have another try.

Yet. somehow my relabeling ss ith my students was leaving me feeling angry.
It was as if in my attempts at skilled relabeling I was leaving out the clear
messages of responsibility and consequence -- both mine and theirs. 1 was
discos ering that relabeling is not an excuse not letting someone off the
hook. but keeping the barbs out of the way of true and responsible dialogue.

A cons ersation with my nine-year-old son cornered me into Lacing 111\ own
role in responsible tel Jonathan has a common kid aversion to hot
soupy water (not to be confused with mud puddles and melting snow ). and
was try ing to worm his way oat of his bath. He pulled what any parent in
her right mind \1 (Mid recoginte as the bait- and -ss itch 'nose. 'You want me
to base exercise. don't kou? And Billy can only pl.. until dinner then

- - - _ _ - - - - -
Cs mind I lialtlutti t, a rottn.elot kluetttot. at the l'imetsit of Vs..Nutty. I arNne.

sonmu2
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I II take my bath Well. of course by after dinner he had reversed an imitation
to the basketball game and didn t return until after his regular bed time In

the morning the excuse scar he d lust get dirty play ing outside so why not
wait until ekenmg)

Well my first relabeling that he wash t mampulatixe but a normal energetic
kid ease way to a retrame that took into account my own frustration. He

as a grand master at bathroom chess and I was being rooked! I sat him
down. cleared my throat and my mind and talked straight about expectations
and consequences. He looked at me intently w title I mapped out the rules
it the game. then tilled his head and said. "I know It 'Oust be hard to he

the 'wither of a twirpling.- He did it! He relabeled lily position trout one
of a clear and negatively loaded hehas ior problem to a softer. more impish
perspective on childish behavior. What's more. he brought humor hack to
ms eyes and tickling hack to my fingers. We negotiated a new set of rules
attached to his allowance that got us both out of the games of win-lose. And
it was even tun!

So I guess tiff those wanting to learn the art of relabeling and refraining.
they'd better study the great teacher. II the list of masters in the field like
NIilton Erickson. (1976) Haley (1976) and NIinuchin. (1981I. I would suggest
you add that oft forgotten font of wisdom: liver own little twirplings. Like
Yoda in Star Wm,. they may he small and goofy looking. but they have the
force with them, and as counselors a technique is nothing w idiom the spirit
to mow it. May the force he w. ith you as you study the art of refraining.
and merry tw irplings to you!
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Counselor Licensure:
The Colorado Effort

h\ Don T Basso

Counselor licensure has now surpassed the hztlf-wa point. ss ith most of
the remaining states seeking or making plans to pursue licensure for their
states. The success of the states achies ing licensure in promoting recognition
of the counseling profession. has led to the success of states promoting their

censure efTorts. Gerstein. Buckets. Hutchinson and Ta ITU\ documented the
trend of other allied professions in cooperating in the licensure effort. In
the January 14. I9S8 Guidepost. Hones reported front the Gerstin. et al. group
that -... in I987. four of the sis states that passed legislation also regulated
other professions along kith counseling.

The licensure hill now making its way through the Colorado legislature
is such a cooperatis e effort. The bill proposes licensure for psychologists.
Social Workers. Marriage and Family Therapists and Licensed Professional
Counselors. Each of these fOut- professional groups would have their own
licensing hoard and separate set of I icensure guidelines. The hill enters the
legislatke process ss ith the hacking of all four groups. thus presenting a
unified front of mental health professions toward the licensure effort. Some
unique features of the hill as prepared b Dr. Larr Hill. the hills current
-shephard- in the legislatke process. are:

It The bill repeals current legislation regarding licensure of pschologists
and social workers. It then establishes five separate hoards. Four hoards serve
independently as the licensing agencies for social work. for pscholog. for
marriage and fanuk therapists. and for professional counselors. We have our
own separate and distinct board! The fifth hoard is a grievance board and
serves as the disciplinar agency in mental health practice. All groups are
represented on the grievance board.

21 The hill specifically states that counselors are pschotherapists and
that pschotherap means the -treatment. diagnosis. testing. assessment. or
counseling in a professional relationship, to assist mdk ideals or groups to
alley iate mental disorders, understand unconscious or conscious motivation.
resolve emotional. relationship. or attitudinal conflicts. or modify helms jots
which interfere ss ith effect k e emotional, social. or intellectual functioning:*

lt The state hoard of licensed professional counselor e\aminers, sill
csmsist of sewn members. hwo will he laypersons and Ike will he professional
counselors. all .ser\ ing staggered terms. Professionals must base been in
practice for Ike ears and must become licensed within one sear of
appointment to the hoard.

4t Licensure requirements are parallel for all groups \\ kb the exception
that ps,holouists do not license at the luster's loci. Applicants must hold

O,11 f lt,tsse is Ilead. Flith.dirlialLI.:1111S Sidle ('slicer. laIlltNi. CO 811o2
'

S
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a master's or doctoral degree in professional rounseling from an accredited
school or college offering a full time graduate course of study approved by

appropriate national orgamiations at:Li-editing professional counselor
education programs or a substantial equRalent program approved by the
hoard A practicum or internship is required along ss ith two years 01 post-
master s practice or one y eat of postdoctoral practice in applied psychotherapy
under supervision approved by the hoard and the passing of an examination
that will demonstrate special knowledge and skill in applied psychotherapy.
The first examination will he given ASAP July I. 1988. which means around
January. 1989.

5) There is no provision for "grand-parenting" or for continuing
education. All professions are enabled to establish professional corporations
and all are extended privileged communication. Not only licensees but every
psychotherapist and school psychologist must provide each client with a
complete professional disclosure statement.

6) This bill establishes for professional counselors full parity \k ith the
other mental health professions in the domain of licensure regulation. It also
establishes Colorado as the leader nationally in the area of professional
regulation.

!The Colorado bill is quite different from other counselor licensure hills
in its proposal to license psychotherapist and not counselor. The hill's efforts
in this course is in large part due to the political climate in Colorado. in
v.hich the legislatures view protection of the public receiving mental health
service as their primary concern, and not a "protectionist" move for any
particular group. In Colorado. psychotherapy is an unregulated profession
and is prolific. This bill would regulate who may provide psychotherapy and
these providers would he from the four groups covered under the licensur

Perhaps the most unique feature of the bill is the grievance hoard. Ear;
of the four licensed groups would have the mechanisms to de\ clop a grievance
hoard to deal with accusations of mis- or malpractice of its members. The
hoard also will he empowered to act against a non-licensed person practicing
psychotherapy. This feature of the Colorado Bill ss ill further strengthen the
integrity of all mental health professionals by minimiting the ability of those
untrained persons providing sub-standard. unsafe and possibly damaging
'psychotherapy" to the public.

Ile Colorado hill, like all other state counselor licensure bills. is the result
of years of hard work. The Mental Health Branch of the Colorado Association
of Counseling and Development have been the major names and money raisers
for this efliwt. All groups in GAUD ha\ e been supporti e and as the hill drags
r loser to becoming a reality, are providing even more support.
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BOOK REVIEW

The Closing of the American Mind

by Dr. Allan Bloom

Published by Simon and Schuster, N.Y., N.Y.

ReNiewed by: Maureen E. Pernick

Of the mam re\ iews I has e read of Dr. Allan Bloom's The Closing if the
imerican Mind. I partiall and grudgingly agree with one that states "this

hook lights a few fires.- Bloom makes a valid point 15) citing the necessity
tot the humanities in the college curriculum. I agme with him in that we
Lan learn about the future b studying and understanding the past. Surprised
55 ith obser5ations (and outrage) that few schools require "core- courses and
dassiCS- such as Aristotle. Plato. Hobbes. and Locke, I find Bloom's

aiguments buried under the sea of his own piousness. He appears to have
smite) 5 mon \s hen citing the philosophers that are -important- and sees onl
those 55th Western origins as noteworthy.

Bloom tails to accept contemporary America is a rapidly changing
ens ironment and (Ins short-sightedness negates the mission he is trying to
asurmplish: to educate America that universities are doing a great disservice
to its students b not teaching the Great Books. Written by an academician
tot academicians. and on the best-seller list for weeks. I question if those
55 ho are bus ing or reading it are gaining an thing. While taking a firm stand
denouncing relativism and its overabundance in the university setting. he
L. \peels and challenges universities to ''stand tier something.- Actually, it
sounds as if he advocates the reinstatement of in loco porentis with the
um ersities teaching morals and salves to the students. lniversities turn out
scores of people who can only think in shades of grey unable to demonstrate

right- and -55 rong-. Ile sees students as unable to ntake firm commitments.
Optunttically. Bloom sees "today's student.' as "more hottest in this
Ilk. newt' n than in pre\ ious.- Yet, he obser es that "stereotyping has
disappea.-cd- and that ''these kids lust do not has e prejudices against amone.-
II this is the sample of students he has researched. I suggest he has a skewed

ieW.

Parents. not left unscathed 155. Bloom's rh5 tot ic. "hale nothing to gi5c to
then children in the wa of a s ision of the world. of high models of action.
tit profound sense of connection 55 ith others'' I presume he thinks that if
patents cannot recite twin Plato's Republic and Dante's inkrno, the our
int_apable of instilling values in their children I challenge Bloom's narrow

Maureen Terser), is Hall Director, Dumaid Hall. and a graduate student v, ithin Inc
ollegc Student l'elsonnel Admunsuation Protirino Colotado State Unocisit. flirt
ollins. Colorado
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flame of Mind \\I-ok.11 attempts to educate what he Nees as a closed mind
While reLommending this Lontro\ ersial hook it onl to light a tev. tiies

It is \1/4orth Lonsidel mg that vi hen Bloom \Antes, of the Liosed mind I minder

it it is not autohiographiLal



BOOK REVIEW

Transformations: Growth and Change
in Adult Life

by Roger Gould. M.D.

Published by Simon and Schuster. 1978

Reviewed by Brian Keintz

Trans! imitations is a profOund and enlightening book which presents the
challenges of grouth in the adult life. Gould does an excellent job of describing
the predictable crises of adult life and offering explanations of boss those
crises occur.

He ascertains that conflicts experienced by adults are age-related and are
the product of static personal grouth. The themes of the conflicts experienced
during specific time frames are: in our 20's. leaving parents and assuming

roles: in our 30's, feeling locked-in to responsibilities: in our 40's. feeling
urgenc to accept the reality of death: and beyond midlife. overcoming
conflicts and suit ing for inner peace. ManAliwmationA explores each theme
and examines the beliefs established in childhood related to each time frail- e.

The hook follous two tracts common to adult I i le which are ()lien catalysts
of conflict and gnu% th. The are marriage and work. Roth offer challenges
for the adult to overcome in achieving fulfillment of life goals.

The theme of M111.1finlnati011y is growth ass a front childhood
consciousness. Gould sees gross th as a continuous process sped up or slowed
dusts but never stopped. Each step is characterised b., a period of emotional
turmoil and discomfOrt but the result is greater understanding and movement
toward adult fulfillment.

The hook provides excellent insight into the conflicts of marriage tied to
differences in growth between partners. Often. resentment causes conflict
leading to separation or divorce. Gould offers explanations of the source of
marital conflict and pros ides solutions to overcoming those difficulties.

UnfOrtunatel. the hook seems to fiicus on nt. ied Individuals and little
time is given to the development of single adults. Certainly. there must he
some fundamental differences between the des elopment of married and single
adults. minownunion, also makes a feeble attempt to explain differences
across socio- economic classes and does not mention differences among
cultural minorities.

Gould's %%riling st le makes the reader feel the conflicts being described
as one can ident if> %s di the crises and inner thoughts of the people molt led
in each age group. The hook gees the reader insight into past, present, and

Brian Kelm/ is Assistant Hall Director. Allison Hall. and ,t giadtiate student in the
College Student Personnel Administration liioTalr) at Colorado State It.

Coloiado .
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tutu e des elopmental Challenge. Gould s t lung I 0111 NI ,011.11 e wet tent_ e

gises the hook additional Lredibilit
Transfitrtitatioas pros ides a great opportunit to sense adult deselopment

from a personal Vies% point. This hook giscs all reader a look at them sell
From a unique and personal perspectise. Gould has presided more than an
interesting compilation of real-life everiences from real people.
Traasjimnwion.s is a mirror of the reader's past gross th and a ss indoss to their

future deselopment.
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BOOK REVIEW

College: The Undergraduate
Experience in America

by Ernest L. Boyer

Published by Harper and Row. N.Y.. N.Y.

Reviewed by: Calla C. Lapham
As author of High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America

(Baser, 1983f. it is not surprising that Dr. Ernest Boser continues his work
ss ith the book College: The Undergraduate Experience in America. Boyer
rs piobabls one of only a fess qualified to write this hook considering his
credentials. These include academic Dean. University teacher. Head of the
C'omink\i011 to Improve the Education of Teachers for the Western College
\ssociation. Director of the Center for Coordinated Education at University
of California at Santa Barbara. and Chancellor of the State University Of
tress Yirk since 1970. His credentials pros ide the re.-Aer v,ith a careful analysis
of the undergraduate sears as seen by administrators. faculty. students and
parents.

The hook highlights a three sear analysis from visits to thirty four-year
institutions throughout the Unifed States. Dr. Borer sees the need to involve
colleges in the debate user the goals and purposes of education due to the
emergence of divisions on campus. conflicting priorities. and competing
interests. Throughout the hook. Dr. Boyer offers the theme of intik idualits
and (:ommunits as a solution to the much criticised four-sear undergraduate
experience. Inds idualit\ l'Ofer., to the individual preferences of a student and
Lommllnits refers to the need to develop a cis is and socially responsible
student.

College. divided into ses en parts. each part one of eight concerns: except
for part six ww hiell combines the go\ ernance and esaluat ion of a college. Part
One discusses the discontinuity between high school and college. Buser vies\ s

the primary solution as a isso parts responsibilits betsseen the school and
the student. It is important that the school trul, market its assets and students
look hes ond the green grass. student union and athletic teams to the (pains
of teachers. orientation. library. retention rate and academic programs. The
contusion over tuials. specifically striking a balallee between Student
pieferences and institutional goals. is seen as the second area needing
dal ification. Here. Boxer strongly recommends the theme of Mills idualits
and communns as guidelines. Part three describes the conflict between

aicerism- and liberal (ins ss 'thin a college. With foresight. the general
eduL ation courses and the enriched major should be carefully intertwined

( ali I wham is ..\\Isaant Hall DiteetIr. \Vealall Hall. and a graduate student in
the ( ollere Student l'et,onnel Adnunisttatton l'Iogiain at Colorado Slate t

( colorado
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to create a balance hetsseen careerism and liberal arts Rut tour addresses
t! = tension among taculk user the role of researchers et sus teacher Boer
calls for redefining professional competence in terms other than reseatch and
publication. This section also confronts the issue of passive learning since
the lecture method is used most hs professors. Boxer advocates actise learning.
esaluating teachers and pros iding them ss ith means to improse their skills.
Part Ike suggests the need for colleges to bridge the gap hetsseen academic
and social life b pros iding educational programs in the residence halls and
cultural actin ities. The quality of student life, he suggests. has a direct effect
upon the undergraduate experience. Part six argues that gosctnance on most
campuses is ineffectix e because of breakdoxxn communication hetsseen faculty
and department heads and the kick of support tOr student government.
Colleges guided h a common purpose that crosses departments and dixisions
compliments the belief that "integrity is the key to gmernance.- Part sex en
suggests that "the sum of the parts does not equal the coherent %%hole" on
most campuses and the exaluation process should focus on the overall purpose
of the undergraduate experience so that the institution and student are inclusis e
in that process. Lastly Boner discusses the gap bemeen college and the ssorld.
the importance of [nosing the student from competence to commitment, giving
high priority to career placement offices and informing the students about
global issues. Boxer feels it is sital that students begin to sews themsek es
as part of a larger communik.

College: The Undelitzradwite 1-.:tperience in America offers an insightful
ievx of the undergraduate ears. the problems surrounding the college

comn.unity and possible solutions. I vould recommend Colleix as a text to
inspire students in a higher education graduate program; and it ss ill remind
professionals ss hs they entered the field of higher education While Co//eQe
does not incorporate the community and junior colleges. the ocational
schools and the non-traditional student into if . studs. I feel it is a reference
hook that can he utillied h all of post secondary education.
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BOOK REVIEW

Inside America

h) Louis Harris

Published by Vintage Books

Reviewed by Ross Papish

I.00i5 Harris and Associates [lase brought fill th a powerful source 0;.polled
information. Inside America, a compilation of nationally recognized polls.
reports in detail popular opinion in American in the 1980's. Clear front the
onset this work does not prose an preset assumptions about American life
but paints a picture of hat society thinks. Harris examines issues in our
societ front "fami. personal and social problems, reactions to emerging
crises and trends, th, 'st in political developments, and perspectives on
war and peace. and the econom and values:' A somewhat systematic
approach presents the information. although there is much overlap between
many topics. The information is broken into three chapters entitled home
and family. the community, and the nation and the world.

Harris information paints less a picture of the American famil and home
than an expose of the individual. 'topics such as stress, work. God, happiness.
parenting. sleep. and sex education are but a few of the areas that are
examined. The t pica! American is show n to he one of a stereotped "me"
generation. High competition. high stress. importance of appearances. and
leelings of alienation are a tens of the characteristics t pitying the 1980's
American. Information from other topics show signs of movement away front
this societal representation is supplemented b. Harris' observation that this
characterization is a "skin-deep- representation of the American public. His
belief that there is a tendency tossard inure humanistic concerns is not stiongl
supported in this chapter.

The American community is examined through social issues such as the
iipp generation. AIDS. discrimination. business. and education. In contrast

to the home and famil). the community is revealed to be a breeding ground
of social assareness. Support b\ the majority of the public for sex education
in schools. birth control and abortion, equal rights. affirmative action. and
euthanasia are signs that our culture is becoming more allocentric: social
welfare and individual rights are outweighing moral concerns. Although ties
between the Reagan administration and the religious right are evident, polls
indicate that the American public would not support conservative legislation.
Skepticism tossard national "institutions- (i.e.. education, business.
government! demonstrates that the public is demanding that "contemporar

1, ANsllanl Hatll 1)iret ii i. Frlads Hall. and a graduate student in the
('liege %dent l'er,onnel dininisaiation Ploprain it Colorado Sidi,. 'imci,11. I oI

Colotado
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problems he solved by new and radical approaches- that satisfy the current
moderate trend The information revealed in this chapter breaks through the
'skin" of the indixidual and exposes a movement toward an altruistic society
in the 1990's

Comems for the nation and the world presents few surprises The American
puhln_ wants less defense spending, arms reduction, concern for the consumer,
increased action against apartheid and support for Corey Aquino (among other
world issues). The national public sees the need for the U.S. to be a
competitive world market again, to take impartial stands on some international
conflicts and to bring forth leaders that can be effective and "trusted ". Harris
presents information that tells of an American public that wants the best of
all worlds. Decreased inflation and world peace are but two concerns that

pif the developin: ional conscience- of which Harris speaks.
In all, beside Americo is a statistical tidal wave of information successful

in exposing America as a confusing and complex society of diverse people
ss ith diverse concerns. While there is much evidence of the existing "me''
generation of the 1980's, there is also a clear emergence of a new moderate
(political) standpoint in America that is demanding relief for the poverty
stricken, homeless, and malnutritioned of the world. Though Harris does
not set out to prove a particular point, he does reveal that education is one
of the keys to America's contemporary concerns. Creation of a new workforce,
ne leaders and new strategies to address social concerns will come out of
education to meet these uev. etmcerns.
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BOOK REVIEW

Habits of the Heart:
Individualism and Commitment
in American Life

by Bellah, Madsen. Sullivan. Swidler, and Tipton

Published by Harper and Row. 1985

Reviewed by: R. Gary Hartz

A lesis de Tocque% Me, in Democracy ill America (Knopf. inc.. 1945).
warned that individualism has the potential to isolate Americans from each
other. undermining the conditions which make freedom possible. This danger
sparked Bellah, Madsen. Sullivan, Swidler. and Tipton to create Habits of
the Heart, a brilliant and readable analysis of American individualism and
commitment. The authors feel that it is crucial that the roots of American
individualism are understood if freedom is to be ensured.

The hook rests on the premise that societ lacks the abilit to articulate
the richness of its c(immitments. Indeed, the goal of the authors is to help
transform private moral arrdeties into public discourse. The perceive a
stagnation in one's ability to discuss moral issues, and see this as a prime
reason for the lack of comfort and understanding held toward others. Ideall.
people could deselop a "deeper language.- allow Mg them to become more
intimate about their common moral concerns, a necessity if M. e are to keep
our freedom.

of the Heart is a creative s nthesis of the authors' indi% idual studies.
Studies ranged from the role of lose and marriage in our Ines. to therapists'.
psychologists', and psychiatrists' views on the need for counseling. to one's
reasons tOr acti% its or lack thereof in kolunteer and political actin ist
organifations.

Chapters one and two serve as in introduction. The first analyies the lives
of four Americans. proud of their individualism. but unable to articulate
commitments to or definitions of success, freedom. or justice. Chapter two
shows how forms of American individualism are deeply rooted in our
countr history.

Nest, four chapters on private lite analyse the process of gaining one's
identity. the role of love and marriage. the inability to reach out fin. help,
and the rate at which we turn to professional therapy. The authors feel that
our need to preserve our Individuality strongly influences, the ways in which
we choose to dk ide tone between public and private life, and that w idiom
this high of a need. the ways in which we see autonomy, counseling, marriage.
and other private entities would he drastically different.
It. Gary Hart/ is Assistant I lall I)ireetor, Ingersoll Hall. ;dint! .1 riaduate student in
the College Student Personnel Administrationyrhgrilin at Colotado State

(."11111s. Colorado.
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From here the authors look at public lite and v,h), peoi le get ins ol\ ed
to societ, respond to unit:11.Np. and comment on tel as a mater tot in
of expression in public life. The major conclusion here is that there is a
predisposition in American middle-class society. in both social situations
and in our everyday vocabularies. to look for public and not private sources
of meaning.

While most of the hook delves into American individualism. the final
chapter looks at improvements to he made. The authors acknowledge that
the political system contains much power. and stress the significance of the
indis idual's power to visualize impro.ements and change consciousness levels.
opinions. and culture in general.

Seeing change as depending on the individual. the authors recommend
that we utilize a des eloping intellectual mentality an ability to look beyond
boundaries such as those hi:tween the disciplines to see problems and issues
from a more holistic perspectise. Reduction boundaries, they Iccl, will
help us to recograte common traditions. Since traditions emphasize the many
ways in which we are connected with and interdependent upon each other.
indis iduals might then see the need for increased activit in the public realm.
Habits of the Heart paints a realistic picture of American society and the
extent to which we sallte our indis idualism. If.rocque\ die was correct about

the potential detriments of individualism. this is one of the most significant
hooks of our time.
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"The Supervision Manual for Field-
Based Counseling Experiences"

published by the

Colorado Association for Counselor Education
and Supervision

The manual is an "all-inclusive- document
providing guidelines for guidance and counseling
practica. internships and externships. Areas covered
are:

1) Making the Site Contact.
2) Responsibilities of the College Supervisor,
3) Responsibilities of the On-site Supervisor.
4) Responsibilities of the Student.
5) Evaluation of the Student, and
6) a Resource Section.

Additionally, the manual contains a section
providing a listing of some of the field-based sites
and supervisors.

Copies may be purchased for $3.50 by writing:

Dr. John Holmes
ES 309

Adams State College
Alamosa. CO 81102
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Colorado Association for Counseling and Development invites articles

for publication in its journal Awareness. The deadline for submission of

articles is Februar I of each year. Articles should he sent to:
Rich Feller. Associate Professor
Counseling and Career Development
School of Occupational and Eduetional Studies
Colorado State University
Fort Collins. CO 80523

It is important that the journal represent all divisions ocCACD and members

are encouraged to submit articles about their work. research, and thought-
prowking challenges to the profession.

In addition, photos are needed fcir the journal cover .6r each issue. Please

send any photos which you believe would be appropriate. Although no
honorarium can be paid. proper credit will he givea to each photographer
s%, hose stork is published.

Typing and Other Requirements
I. Send the original manuscript and two clear copies. The original should

he tPeLl on 8 x II nontranslucent white bond. Do not use onionskin or
erasable bond.

2. Attach a cover page ss hich provides:
title of the article
name of the author( si
author's position and place of einpltly mem
author's address and phone number(s)

3. Style and format should billow the 1988 edition of the American
Psycho/o,Orai Association Pub/aain Manual.

Include an abstract. not to exceed 50 words.
5. Use non-sexist language throughout.
6. Never submit a manuscript which is under consideration by another

publication.

Upon publication, cacti author will receive ttso personal copies of the

iournal.

Note: Authors hear full responsibility for the accuracy of references,
quotations, tables, and figures.
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From the Editor's Desk

An editor grows very close to one's journal over time. Illusions that it's the
first piece of mail read by members become commonplace. After all, it takes
some tending to get this from my "Mac" screen to the top of some 1200
mailboxes.

Fortunately, the annual publication arrives as dots spring. And with it comes
growth. The kids on the corner seem three hes taller and fifteen pounds
lighter now that they have peeled their down filled fashions. We note gardens
showing signs of renewal, yet standing up from planting seeds gets a little
tougher each year. In a way that's how I see publication of the Journal. About
this time of year I get a little tired until I remind myself what counselors do.
It's that planting of seeds in people that causes me to feel that a difference

is made.
Let's hope that the considerable efforts of this edition's authors and editorial

board members are seen in much the same way. I've got a springtime feeling
that their work will again please you.

In reviewing this edition's features let me highlight the addition of Carol
Hacker, Director of Employee Assistance Programs, Jefferson County Schools,

to the Editorial Board. Everyone who has shared the joy of working with Carol
knows what a thorough job she does. Her insight to the issues and exceptional
editing ability add considerable strength to the Journal. Her special knowledge
of mental health counseling provides an additional anchor to your Board.

This edition may have been one of the most challenging, as many more
manuscripts were received than could be published. I hope you also acknowledge
the wide range of topics representing almost every division. The CACD also
pays tribute to Carl Rogers and Virginia Satir, two great gardeners of our souls.
As you review this issue and savor the variety, I hope you'll send along your
feedback and find an idea or three that allows you to nurture a few seeds in
the human garden. Carl Rogers and Virginia Satir would take great pleasure
in that. Enjoy!

Rich Feller, Editor
Associate Professor
Counseling and Career Development
School of Occupational and Educational Studies
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
Phone: 303-491-6879

Articles are accepted until February 1 and the Journal is published annually
each spring.
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A Loving Tribute
To Virginia Satin 1916-1988

ly, Janet Trever

"Few, if any therapist, have so personally touched the lives of so
many countless people in ont 's lifetime, as did Virginia. What was
that magic that happened when she shook your hand, looked directly
into your eyes, and smiled warmly as she leaned forward to greet you
in her own inimitable way? Why did we feel she had known us all
our lives, though we had just met? Why did we get that feeling that
she understood us better than most, and accpeted us so completely
with all our strengths and weaknesses?! believe that one of Virginia's
greatest abilities was that of instantly connecting to the humanness
in us all. It was that very humanness which she so respected, so
admired, and so beautifully nurtured in others, that made her stand
out as one of the world's most gifted helpers. Indeed, she referred
to her teaching as 'training to be more fully human.'

Virginia described herself as a cross between Christopher Columbus, Johnny
Appleseed, Paul Revere, and an air traffic controller. She had a genius for going
beyond traditional approaches in therapy and spontaneously developing new
vehicles of change: family mapping, family reconstruction, sculpting. Her idea
of seeing families together rather than separately was a departure from the
accepted norm; it was a tisk she undertook while working as a young therapist
in Chicago. She broke with conventional rules when they blocked the avenues
for personal growth. She eventually came to say, "Anyone who does therapy
without an awareness of systems is like a geneticist wh, , ignores the existence
of D.N.A."

Born in Neillsville, Wisconsin, in 1916, Virginia worked as a teacher and
school principal, therapist for residential treatment centers, and instructor for
the Illinois State Psychiatric Institute before she began her private practice. She
went on to he a co-founder of the Mental Research Institute (MRI) in California,
the first Director of Training at Esalen Institute at Big Sur, President of the
Association of Humanistic Pyschology, one of the major contributors to the
"Evolution of Psychotherapy" Conference in Phoenix in 1985 (a Time magazine
quote at that time . . . "She can fill any auditorium in the country. ''), and
was selected by the prestigious National Academy of Practice as one of two
members chosen to advise the Congress of the U.S. on health concerns. She
was chosen to he a member of the International Council of Elders in 1986,
a society developed by recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize. She was elected
President of the First Family Therapy Symposium in Prague, Czechoslovakia,

Janet Iroci cas selected for membership in the Manta Network in 1981 and is currently
a Career Counselor and adjunct faculty member of the School of 0«upational and
Educational Studies at Colorado State University.
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in 1987, as well as appointed to the California Commission to Promote Self-
Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility. As one of her final projects.
Virginia spent a month in the Soviet Union teaching at the University of Moscow
and appearing on their national television.

Her books include The New Peoplemaking, Conjoint Family Therapy, Self
Esteem, Making Contact, and Your Many Faces. She co-authored The Use of
Self in Therapy and Satir Step By Step with Michele Baldwin. She has produced
several posters and a teaching video tape series. Virginia devoted much of her
energy in the last few years toward world peace and to establishing a structure
for her work to be continued. She began her Avanta Network for trainers in
19. her International Training Institute in 1981. Her annual month-long
process communities take place in Crested Butte, Colorado: a place she dearly
loved and where she chose to have her ashes placed after the memorial service.
The Avanta Network trainers from around the world will continue her family
camps. process communities, international seminars, and annual Tiyospaye
Seminar (Lakota Sioux word for "extended family") in Rapid City, South
Dakota For further information on any of these programs contact the Avanta
Network. 139 Forest Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301, (415) 327-1424.

Virginla'S folksy style of annecdotes and story-telling breathed fresh air into
the corridors of technical jargon and clinical procedures. It seems fitting to
in( ludo a few stories about her along v, bit the lists of accolades. I was privileged
tit know Virginia for the past 11 years. and she has left me with a rich collection
of tales I love to recount from times spent with her as teacher, mentor, role
model. change agent, and friend . . .

In the midst of a counseling theories course in my masters degree program
I had occasion to he with Virginia at a five day seminar in Colorado and to
drive with her to dinner in Estes Park. I climbed in the backseat joyfully and
recognized the golden opportunity for a head start on my upcoming position
paper. "What is the original basis of your theories and techniques? The Freudian
pschoanalytic approach you originally trained in, Adlerian Psychology,
lungtan.," Virginia laughed and replied, "I always loved plays: I started creating
them \shun I %s as three years old.'' Then she talked of the different plays she
loved and ones she remembered writing as a child. And that was my answer:
not what I expected for my textbook answer, yet richer than i could have dreamed
as she offered me a look at how her mind worked and how he perceived patterns
111 the world of human behavior.

When I first met Virginia in 1978. we were at an Air Force Base in the
Philippines where 1 had been living for the past year and she had been flown
m as a consultant to the large hospital facility. At the con( fusion of the sessions
I was invited to accompany Virginia and the wife of the Mental Health Officer
go' lig shopping ''off base" in nearby Angeles City. I never like to bargain with
the local shopkeepers and sometimes avoided shopping rather than have to
«intend %skit it At one shop she puked out many items without haggling.
despite the other wife's protestations of the unfair prices. As the Filipino man
%%tote up the purchases he looked at her with a big smile and began to shower
but with mans "gifts" from the shelves. Virginia looked over and beamed at
us as II to sat. "See, I know people.

A toss %seeks before Virginia's arrival in Tucson, Arizona, f"or a «inference.
the Aanta off ic e (ailed MC to request tha «intact a woman living in Tucson
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and arrange for a time for her to sec Virginia during her visit. I called and learned
to my amazement that the woman had been a teenage run-a-way client of
Virginia's 50 years before in Chicago, and she had recently seen national publicity
on Virginia in the papers and had called the Avanta office to reconnect.

I made the arrangements, and with much excitement drove Virginia over
to her home one afternoon. The woman, her husband, and her teenage daughter
greeted us at the front door, and we walked into a living room with a picture
of Virginia on the coffee table. We had a wonderful afternoon together and
I marveled at the accountability factor of 50 years: to have these women meet
again in such different circumstances in their lives, yet to pick up their mutual
admiration immediately. Could it be that we may all have clients looking us
up after 50 years to report back on their lives and satisfaction?

Virginia was a gifted, charismatic teacher and leader, and she provided us
a legacy of programs, organizations, and "famous firsts"; but most importantly
she was genuine, the real McCoy, and she offered hope and new possibilities
to everyone she encountered. In the last few weeks of her life she continued
to model her beliefs and the passion she felt for life. The last message she sent
to us speaks for itself:

Sunday, September 5, 1988 4:40 p.m.

To all my friends, coffeagues and family,

I send you rove. Please support me in my
passage to a new afe.

I have no other way to thankyou than this.

You have played a significant part in my
development of loving.

As a result, my afe has been rich and filif so
I leave feeling very grateful

' Ix(erpt from Marilyn Peers' speei.11 (President of Avanta Training Network) at Virginia
Nlemorial Servii e. Menlo Park ( ( comet. (.A. October I. 1988
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Carl Ransom Rogers
In Memorial

by Ira David Welch

CARL RANSOM ROGERS
January 8, 1902 February 4, 1987

Carl Rogers died on February 4, 1987. He was 85 years old. In a fall. he
broke his hip, and while the surgery was successful, complications occurred and
he died shortly afterward.

I am filled with emotions as I sit to write this piece to say goodbye and honor
him. Two themes flood mv thoughts. One is a story about Goethe's death and
the other is the gift Carl Rogers left all of us.

It is told that as Goethe was dying, he cried out from his death bed, "Light!
Light! The world needs more light." Many years later a philosopher said Goethe
was wrong. He should have said, "Warmth! Warmth! The world ne :ds more
warmth. For we shall not die from the dark, but from the cold."

And that story leads to another. I once saw a map from the 15th Century
in which the known world centered around Europe and Africa. In all the
unknown parts of the world, of which there were many, some fearful and
superstitious cartographer had written the words "Here Be Dragons" to warn
seafarers not to venture into those unknown places.

Carol Rogers taught us that the unknown places of ourselves weren't inhabited
by dragons. He lit our way through a tangle of human condemning psychologies.
He did it with grace and warmth. We were able to take some measi.re of pride
in our humanity. Carl Rogers loved us and because of that love the world is
a brighter and warmer place. He left us a treasury filled with his teaching and
so the light shines on. And, each time one of us reads something Carl Rogers
wrote, we are touched by his warmth.

And so he is gone. There is little we could have done to give any more honors
to him. Still, my hope is that he went to his death with the sure knowledge
that the light and the warmth he gave to us was received with appreciation
and affection.

Goodbye, Carl. Go with our love.

I td Welch o Profocor of Counseling Psthology at the l'imerkity of Northern
(fleck.% . t c)
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An Interview With Natalie Rogers,
1988 CACD Keynote Speaker

Interviewed by Sue Spooner

INTRODUCTION
Co-founder of the Person Centered Expressive Therapy Institute, 726

Mendocino Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95401, (707) 523-0203, and author of
Emerging Woman: A Decade of Midlife Transitions, Natalie Rogers is a Certified
Expressive Therapist, and a group facilitator trained in Client-Centered Therapy.
She was interviewed while attending the Colorado Association of Counseling
and Development 1988 Fall Conference as Keynoter and workshop leader.

SPOONER.. To give our readers a little background about you; you acknowledge
very gracefully and graciously that you are Cad Rogers' daughter. Naturally
that causes people to be very much interested in you, in what you arc like and
what your life has been like. But one of the most important things I have learned
about you is that you are very sure to make this profession of yours and the
things that you do, your own kind of place in the sun. With that out of the
way, we can go on and talk about Natalie Rogers rather than Carl Rogers'
daughter.

Rogers: You are right. It is important for me to be my own person, so while
I acknowledge my dad, it is important for me to create my own identity.

SPOONER: The other thing you said was what an impact your mother had
on your life.

Rogers. Yes. I like to give her credit, because I feel women in general don't
get enough credit for what they do in life. And people who knew her knew
what a strong influence she was tnd what a very strong supporter she was of
my dad. Indeed, I believe, as a daughter watching my parents as a couple, that
her love and dedication and support was very very important to him in his early
and middle years particularly.

SPOONER: And very much an influence on you. You mentioned her art and
what a sensitive artist she was and how that has impacted what you are doing
today. Maybe that's a good way for us to lead into having you tell us about
the work you are doing.

Rogn. I am very excited about my work in using expressive art modes. At first
I saw it as a way to he a good therapist, to help people be aware and in tooth
with themselves. When I first began, I was interested in using my own love for

Sue 'poem is an Assu late Plofccsot at the Universes A Northern Lolorado, and
l'ttydent of the Colorado College Personnel AvAluattor.
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art, yoga and movement, bringing those interests into my professional work.
With clients or with groups, I found ways to bring art and movement into the
sessions. Gradually, I realized that what I was doing was creating environments
for other people to be creative, to find their own inner creative juices and vitality.
Then I took training in art therapy with Janie Rhyne . . . she wrote the book
Gestalt Art Experience and she was an influence on me. I also took Anna
Halperin's training program and then became more involved in helping people
to use their ability to express themselves in many ways through movement as
well as verbally. -One of my thoughts as I develop this work is that a lot of us
talk about integrating mind, heart, body, and spirit. You have to use your body,
be aware of your body, and know what messages your body give you to really
be able to integrate all of yourself.

SPOONER. So talking about it is certainly not enough.

Rogers: That's right. It's one thing to say "I'm tense," or "I'm feeling pain
in my gut," or "I'm being aware of it," but to find ways to express that
kinesthetically is to find ways to release it. Releasing is like catharsis. Then,
we go even further than releasing the feeling. That's one part of it. But I believe
we go much more deeply than that to be in touch with our very inner essence
and core, which then allows us to be open to the Universal Energy.

SPOONER: You talked about that connection.

Rogers: The connection between the inner and the Universal is very profound
to me. It is experiential. It's not just a theory. It's something that I've
evpericnced. And I sec it happen to other people.

SPOONER: I've heard people say that it's something you can't talk about.

Rogers: It's very difficult. You know, it used to be very difficult for me to talk
about Client Centered Therapy. Most of us who have been trained with Carl
know that it is so different to experience it than it is to talk about it.

SPOONER: It comes from here in our center.

Rogers: Client Centered Therapy is an art form. It is a philosophy and an art
form more than a method or technique. Person Centered Expressive Art Therapy
is an art form integrating the very deep philosophy that my dad had, (which
I have also), of respecting the individual's inner being and ability to determine
her or his own direction with the opportunity to channel our expressions through
mw,ement, and art, writing, and sound.

SPOONER: Tell us a little hit about yout Institute.

Rogers: We arc a non-profit tax deductible educational organization, located
in Santa Rosa, where I live, an hour North of San Francisco. 1 have developed
a 300 hour training program for professionals. What excites me is the cross

fertilization of artists, musicians. writers, counselors and therapists. Of
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course, many participants are in the helping professions. but we also have
business people and doctors. So there's a lot of cross fertilization of the various
professions. And we have a four level program. The first part of it happens
in the summer. Level One, a six day program, introduces people both to person
centered group facilitation and immediately involves people in their own
creativity, whether they think they are creative or not. I'm very used to getting
people who say "I can't move," or "I can't draw," or "I can't write" to do
just that. Of course we all have the innate ability to be creative. So we find
ways to make it fun and involving. The first level is six days and it's open to
everybody. People can come and try it out. I find that the expressive arts are
so unfamiliar that we need an introductory way to let people try them. Once
they experience it, then frequently, they get hooked because as I say, "Creativity
is like freedom: once you taste it, you can't do without it." We hold the program
at a retreat center where there's a nice theatre space. It's very warm, with redwood
floor and walls and a swimming pcol and a hot tub. A sense of community
happens very quickly.

.STOONER: Sounds like you have paid a lot of attention to choosing an
environment.

Rogers: It's very important. Again, that's from my mother, I think. The aesthetic
sense really influences us a lot. I suppose if I'd been in any other career I would
he an environmental architect or something. It really does matter to me whether
there's light and air and trees and greenery, or pictures on the wall. Level One
is the six days and it is followed quite quickly by a Level Two which is ten days.
In Level Two we spend time developing client centered counseling skills. I use
triads, with an observer and a client and a counselor, and video feedback. We
begin to talk about theory. We read about and discuss theory of creativity and
its application as well as the personal imagery. Then Level Three is in January.
That's a ten day program. People come back after they've had time to go home
and try out what they've learned. Frequently we need to come back to recharge
our energy because it is so different to feel your own potential in any kind of
group that you are in. and then to go home and feel it sort of sink away as
you get back into the high tech society, the high pressure job, or whatever.
We need to support each other in finding ways to keep up that energy. Level
Four is probably the most exciting. People tome back as interns to one of the
summer programs. They become observers and cu- facilitators. People come back
and learn how to facilitate. Now some of the people who've' graduated . . .

they get a certificate of completion . . are beginning to teach it, and that's
why I started this. I have always wanted graduate students, people who do
research and carry the work further. What's exciting to me is that the interns
arc doing their term papers on the impact of the program on their work. One
woman is doing a phenomenological study for her Doctoral thesis. She
interviewed eighteen participants in depth for an hour and a halt and transcribed
all that material. So we are going to know what how people change and develop
as they go through this training. I'm looking forward to that. I've had two
people do their masters thesis using the Person Centered Expressive Therapy
training as their central theme. then I learn from these studies; I grow, and
%cc all grow together. That's what's I un.
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SPOONER: I notice you never use the word "trainer."

Rogers: No, I don't. I certainly understand that organizational development
language. but there's something about that word that sounds more like training
animals in the zoo or something. It's not a real appealing word to me. I like

the word facilitator. Actually, I like the word learner instead of participant.
but my staff disagree with me on that. I call us learners and facilitators. I think
that's the Carl Rogers part of me too. I included him on the initial faculty of
the Institute on a part-time basis.

I've done workshops all over Europe, in Latin America, in Japan. and while
I like going to places to do a three day or week long workshop, often you never
sec the people again and that's draining. You give so much, and you get
something back at the moment, but the Institute provides greater continuity

SPOONER: Let me change topics a little bit. Several colleagues said please ask
how she feels about women's issues in counseling. Particularly women as clients,
but also women as therapists and leaders in the profession.

Rogers. Statistically. number vise. we certainly are the greatest majority of people
in the helping and counseling profession. Women's issues have been very dear

to my heart.

SPOONER: You had some personal experiences as both client and as professional
and you might be able to articulate those in ways that might be helpful to
the rest of us.

Rogers. One of the things I believe is true is that as counselors we draw to us
the kind of people who are working through our own issues When I got
divorced, I had no support group of women When I became a counselor, during
those years from about 1068 to -5. I was noticing that women who were in
the process of divorce came to me. and it v, as because I had just worked through
it I was a step or two ahead of them It wasn't because I adyet t bed as a divorce
counselor. I think we naturally draw people to us that arc working on the same
issues. At the same time I was working to establish myself, to empower myself.

to establish my own identity as a person. which I really had allowed to slip
away I could blame the male masculine society. and I did to some extent. but
it was out of a lack of awareness that I let myself fade away and become a non-
entity in support of my husband and my children One of the things that :inland
me at that time, and I imagine its still true. was the many women who Lame

to me casing that they had been to other therapists psychiatrists. men mostl
who said -You must adjust to your role became very interested and

ins olved in sex role issues. and spoke out sere strongly I wrote things about
male female roles and how unfair and unjust they were and I tried to raise
consciousness in nit twin mac. I led mans women's groups. particularly for
sc,imen counselors. We used the expressive arts to develop our sense of our own
history, and to talk about sexu.tlits I found it was quite easy for me to talk
about sexual issues. It was amazing to me to read the literature. what is

written by uonrti for women I gained d tremendous sense Of the importance

t bibliotheraps VI: omen writers influent ed me greatly When I lust sass the
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article about the myth of the vaginal orgasm, I looked at it and just folded
it over and hid it in my pocketbook. You weren't supposed to sec things like
that written publicly. But once I had, I read it. I started speaking out on our
own sexuality and encouraging other women to do so.

SPOONER: I think that's true. For many years women did not discuss with
each other our sexual experiences, and therefore had really limited information
about what was really true for women in general.

Rogers: One of the things that's impressed me too; when I was a marriedwoman,
between age 20 and 40, 1 thought I was most fortunate in a social situation
if I could get to talk to men, because of course I thought theywere the interesting
people to talk to. And in some ways that was true, because we weren't very
interesting to talk to. I wasn't particularly interesting. I didn't have much to
talk about. I didn't have much identity. But now, I always seek out women
because I think they have the most exciting and dynamic political, philosophical,
and global issues that they are envisioning and writing about. Women are
combining the very deep personal, emotional and nurturing issues along with
the economic, the social and political issues, like Hazel Henderson. A lot of
the futurists, like Joanna Macy, are discussing the connection between the
personal, environmental and political.

SPOONER: Women seem to have the energy and the care. Did you find yourself
confronted in any direct or indirect ways in founding your Institute, with having
to deal with a male dominated business and therapy world?

Rogers: No. What happened to me was that I wrote my book, Emerging Woman:
A Decade of Midlife Transitions which was a very personal/political statement.
Then I spoke on women's issues a lot. Once you arc aware of injustice, you
can't become unaware. So everything hit me all the time. I found I was angry
or in tears a lot. That was exhausting and really draining me. I was on the board
of directors of the Humanistic Psychology Association, and constantly having
to speak out to remind them of their responsibilities to women, so it was
happening even where people should know better. I was always standing up
and speaking out at conferences, asking for equal numbers of women as speakers
and participants. It was pretty exhausting. I found that my anger was eating
me' up inside I could see myself going down the tubes. In my move to work
in creativity, I found I was acknowledging the beauty, the artistic and the
aesthetic and the potential in all of us again. Instead of waging war, wage peace.
I think my work in creativity is the way for me to embrace all of myself. Both
my shadow side and my light. I want to encourage women and men to use
their anger as an energy force to he channeled very positively. Instead of fighting,
I am now channeling that energy in ways that, for me at least, are inure
constructive.

SPOONER: Do you have any special projects or dreams of yours that are waiting
for you to have time and energy?

Rogeri: I'm really thinking seriously ahout spending more tine doing my own
an My own. I have spent a lot of time, many many years. including when I
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was a mother, creating spaces for other people to be creative. That, in itself is a
very creative process for me. I get nurtured by facilitating groups or by being
with other people in that way. But I start doing my own artwork and get stopped,
start again and get stopped. I've got a book in me that need to be written about
the Creative Connection: the interrelation of all the modalities. I've started
this book and had to put it in the file drawer, saying "Okay, you've got to
go out and give talks and market what you are doing." I'm ready to make
another kind of transition: to write and do my own sculpting or painting, and
dance. So I'm going to find more time for that. I don't think I'll stop doing
what I'm doing, but I'll shift my priorities. I'll try to find a different balance.
That is my next dream. Like all dreams, it seems risky and scary. Who am I, if
I'm not out there being a facilitator of therapy, because that's my identity now?

SPOONER: You mentioned the three most significant influences on your life
were Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther King, and Eleanor Roosevelt. Would
you like to add any names to that list, or would you like to leave it at that?

Rogers: I might add some names, hadn't thought about that, but as I thought
about those three, the words came to me: "Who arc these people for me? What
is the Natalie Rogers part of these people? Ghandi is non-violence. Martin Luther
King is equality, and Eleanor Roosevelt is justice." 1 think those three principles
somehow are so deep in me, from my childhood. I remember feeling very deeply
moved, as a seven or eight year old girl when those kinds of issues were shown
to me in real life. We went traveling in the Appalachian Mountains. I'll never
forget the first time I saw real poverty or real racial discrimination, how painful
it was as a child to sec it, to experience that. It's not that my parents preached
or said anything particularly about it. It was my own experience of it. So those

three principles are very meaningful to mc.
Well of course, my dad. That goes without saying. He is a tremendous

influence in my life. I have been so close to his way of thinking and being
it is difficult for me to sort out what is Carl and what is me. And Abe Maslow
was very important. I don't think he ever knew, really. I don't think I ever
told him before he died because it hadn't hit me before I wrote my book how
important it was that somebody I had admired, suggested that I go back to
school. It never would have occurred to me or anybody in my faintly. My dad
or my mother never said to me as a young mother, "How conic you're helping
your husband and not doing your own career?' That wasn't what women did.
It didn't occur to mc. But it did occur to Abe. He was very much a promoter
of women. I saw him encourage women as scholars and researchers. So he was
Important.

I think my most difficult transition right now will be if I choose the art as
a priority over psychology. It's not that my dad ever said, "Follow in my
footsteps." He never did. But it's so ingrained in me, and in my daughters.
There's something about Carl .

the way he would say, "I will c house to do
the things that make the most impact in the world." It is a sense that we. as

a family, have a mission in lilt liae responsibility to help change t hc world

Again. I've felt that ever since I was A little kid He didn't preach it. he lived it.

%TO( ).\,'FR And you are too!

Roxeri I guess I am'
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Youth Gangs and Violence:
Implications for School Counselors

by Daryl Sander

In recent months there have been scores of media reports about youth gangs
and their related violence. In Denver last summer, the murder of sixteen year
old Tay Carolina as he walked home in Northeast Denver shocked the entire
metro area. The community was filled with rumors about open warfare between
the Crips and the Bloods, both of whom had been active in criminal behavior
in the neighborhood. In California a few years ago Mark Miller, a promising
student and top high school athlete was gunned down ouu.de a teen club in
a largely white, affluent San Fernando Valley suburb. Mark had been a leader
in the FFF. a white, suburban gang made up primarily of middle class youth.
Their code was ". . (1) he yourself, (2) live your own life, (3) fuck social values,
and (4) fight for freedom'. (Sullivan, 1986). Though largely an urban problem
drawing disproportionately from ethnic neighborhoods, gang problems are a
national problem, and there is scarcely a part of this country which remains
unaffected by the phenomenon of youth violence and bloodshed.

In Denver the bloody encounters between Clips and Bloods have dominated
the headlines in recent months, and though there have been numerous remedies
proposed there is little evidence that the community has found an effective,
long-term solution. In the Los Angeles area during the first six months of 1988,
over 13,000 youth gang members had been arrested, but solutions seemed as
elusive in that area as in any other (Brokaw, 1988). In Martinsburg, West
Virginia, a town of only 13,000 Jamaican youth gangs moved in and twenty
gang-related homicides were reported within an 18-month period (Miller, 1988).

For educators in general, and school counselors in particular, there are two
basic needs for information: (1) more information about the reasons why youth
are attracted to affiliation in violence-prone gangs, and (2) what kinds of
intervention are likely to he most effective in reducing the attractiveness of gang
membership.

WHY MEMBERSHIP IN GANGS?
All persons, at whatever age, have some need for affiliation with others, and

the need for group affiliation in middle childhood and early adolescence is
especially strong (1-lartup, 1979; Conger and Peterson, 1984). In addition to
the rapid physical changes and sexual development surrounding puberty, young
adolescents often experience considerable uncertainty about the value of self,
or bow one is valued by others of the same age. Evidence suggests that self-
est cent and the elle( is on it by peer pressures arc perhaps the most important
fac tots in social development during early and middle adolescence. (Derbyshire,
1%8; Erikson, 1968). Peer pressures iihound, and ". . . their self images arc
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fragile constructions, continually subjected to a potential eroding of their identity
by self-doubt" (Muehlbauer and Dodder, 1983). It follows, then, that
involvement in a group whose members share common values and goals, and
approve of yours, is a direct method of maintaining and enhancing the self-
image. Group membership leads to recognition and approval by others, and
thereby contributes to an increased sense of self-worth. Gang activity, though
it may be dangerous and illegal, provides the cohesion for the group, the
companionship, peer approval, and ultimately the validation of self-worth
(Hochhaus and Sousa, 1988; Friedman, Mann, and Friedman, 1975).

Another motivating factor in gang membership is physical protection. In many
neighborhoods and schools any person is a potential victim of unprovoked
violence. Such potential violence is not limited to the ghetto. Ours is a violent
society, and there is no evidence that we are making it quieter or gentler. The
need for protection from violence attracts some youth to gangs, and if a member
is threatened by any who are outside of his group, the gang will come to his
rescue. For some in especially violent neighborhoods, gang protection guarantees
survival, and the lesson is not lost upon any youth who resides there (Hochhaus
and Sousa, 1988).

In addition to the effects of group approval upon self-image and the need
for group protection, membership in gangs provides excitement and fun. Despite
the apparent dangers in gang activity, the fun of group sharing and the
excitement of "living near the edge" are potent motives. The thrill of taking
chances is not limited to adolescents, but !he belief in one's own mystical
indestructibility seems to be a uniquely adolescent phenomenon. One writer
describes Southern California gang activity:

In summer, the action around Hawthorne shifts to the coast to
Hermosa Beach, Manhattan Beach, Redondo Beach. The Rebels would
drift with that tide, and so would the Insanity Boys, driving to the
ocean in caravans of trucks and old cars, and raving for adventure
(Bauch, 1986).

Adventure for gang members may be starting a fight with a rival gang, doing
drugs, or sipping club cocktails while listening to someone's ghetto-blaster.
The sheer fun of the activity, when combined with the increasing frequency
of involvement in drug traffic, provides instant wealth, the flashy clothes and
jewelry, and the inevitable index of material worth the special car. The fun,
as well as the material rewards, become more common as the violence increases.
When a 12 year -old shot and wounded a stockbroker on a crowded Corpus
Christi street, the press reported that what shocked the victim more than the
crime was ". . . the way the kid blew the smoke out of his barrel, Clint Eastwood
style, then got on his bike and rode away" (Hackett, 1988). The result was
tragec4 for the victim, fun for the delinquent boy, and a dreadful quandary
for educators and law enforcement professionals.

Most of the preceding discussion has been focused on why youth join already
established gangs. Some gangs begin as maverick friendship groups. providing
fun and validating the sense of self-worth among members, before the group
matures into a law-breaking gang Several authorities have studied the process
of the origins of gangs and discovered distinct stages in development from a



casual group of marginally adjusted adolescents into full-blown criminal gangs.
One expert has presented a five-stage process of gang development: (1) a
company of rejects, (2) the gang in embryo, (3) a community nuisance. (1)
the antagonists, and finally, (5) the gang (Song, 1986). During any of these
states. members see themselves as giving loyalty to the group and receiving
in turn recognition and apprm al of other members. Ltsuall in the early stages
of the cic....lopment of the gang, members identify themselves with some
distinctive item of clothing, colors. logos or titles of favorite rock stars, and
unqualified allegiance to the group. Within the group, individual actions of
an anti-social nature earn praise from other group members and the scorn of
those outside of the group (Bose. 1984, Morgenthau. l988. liarich. 1986).

IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNSELORS AND TEACHERS
I he mandate from communities to their law enforcement agencies to do

something anything --- io reduce the visible presence and effects of gang
it I is ity is usually met with increased police patrols and arrests Since only a
It lamely small percentage of delinquent (law breaking) behaviors are ever
re ported in the first place. the usual result of the stepped-up police activity
is a sharp Mt tease in the number of arrests. giving the appearance over time
of ccen more crime (Elliott. 198,)1. "The well-known inability of the itivenile
Justice N1 Stern 01 Most WIMM1011iCS to handle repeat offenders. let alone
rc habilitate them. then adds to the heightened frustration of the c multiunit%

Most teachers and counslots tend to believe that pre.ention must he in the
form of early intervention. Little exidence exists concerning ..luch modes of
intcr.ention are most likel to prove effective in reducing gang membership
and dlt I% It y Met- the long run. limsecer. some approaches have demonstrated
slIalt lent ...due in other more general ways. and, therefore, merit consideration
III the context of reducing membership in gangs. The following are offeied
is intervention, csloch descrce Ir-outs 01111 caieful 0tluatioo And possible
modifications.

1 Intohtll and c \Ian,/ tj,, 1.71,1711.8 and a, di< /tit,
vale, c;,, nt and

lattzk. 1.1il5pe SIM(' most delinquents and beginning gang affiliations begin
earls as the junior high school sears. efforts to present academic failure must

lu QM earls and continue through the scats of vulnerabilitt Although clear
relationship, beicce(1, sic 10- economic ( Liss. school adlicelllelit.

and acts of delinquents are chi tic ult to discern and document. logic and clinical
c \pc-item,: suggest that tech], mg .,h,,,,1 failures mac he a fa, tor in lumping the
cs.p insion of gangs (Sanders. Pr-i)

2 .114, ,r, /tit m, '11,05174,w 1ke ,,,mmunal available 1,, tn,ph
,'II % RI I, Is 1,./, t,tn.1;r rhough mentoring (1..mson. 1-s) has

been .1 1/01101,11- concept 01 tare adtiles« .11141 earls adult development. the
lull clic cis of it ni .111\ ,id,dcs,tinc dcsuisc ,t ut,tl Mcniois should he
,(1(tic,1 .11)(1 mmliil slit) sooili .heisted at IA. and steill of :tequeni
t,011,10 and I10110.11 Mentors should be sill, es,101
adults. petsuasice Rik and able i0 nt.untam c il), Ilanun ss it Ii lealh(11

/7/.4 rt dI ibt halt .14 fitlh .1)he gmlit ("IINteling le 11 /,err 1 /'c
51 Sonic of the flied for affiliation and peel approval mighi be

nil t lit facilii d ghUp Plocuy,c, ( amp., can provid R-tognit,n



of individual worth as well as emotional support for group members who feel

alienated or rejected (Roark & Roark, 19-9: Ganda, 1984; Lifton, 1972). Groups
can be formed around such general concerns as "how to be successful in a tough

school.' or "being accepted by others.'' Realistically, the most difficult aspect

of group counseling for those in upper elementary and junior high years is

probably that of scheduling with minimum interruption of class attendance.

There are. however, numerous examples of this occurring within schools, and

a committed school staff can find thy- appropriate means.
4. Improve the school's career education program in an effort to stem drop.

outs. Although the research findings on relationships between delinquent
behaviors and school drop-out arc somewhat inconsistent and may vary widely

tiom one district to another, evidence shows that most serious gang-related crimes
involve youth who have dropped out of school (Flowers. 1986; Elliott & Voss.
19-4). Drop-out prevention for junior and senior high youth who arc at risk

might center z:pc,n work-study and internship programs which are closely
supervised and closely related to acad mic interests and courses. Employment
assistance for those who have left school and W. ill no longer consider ictutning

is a dear necessity. lob placement should take into account the questionable
value of "dead end" jobs at minimum scage lock, particularly sheen there

little chance for the nos ssotker to declop a bond of loalty to the employer.
No all employment is necessarily beneficial as tar as delinquency prevention
is concerned (Elliott. 1989). Ideal placement for drop-outs %%mild pros ide fOr

ontinued emotional support and career counseling.
5. Oelign the entue program dc.ct,'m'dah We en such a I:ishion that rcurnnuout

evaluation can he accompinhd teal, the t pportumt) for the in ce.t%.1
and adjustments to he madc. Although a full discussion of evaluation is beyond
the scope of this paper, it should be emphasired that skillful evaluation is
absolutely essential for school program accountability. A final outcomes
assessment should tell both school and community about the long-term
effect is mess and relative v..)rth of each phase and program dement as well as

the total concerted el fort.
It is realised that there ss ill he foliates well as suc, esss in a progrAin q.1,11

as that described :11)0%. C. just as there is With aims human set-N-1(c: mtentions.
according to Elliott ( 19891. there is probably no program sy hilt II c an guarantee
success for delinquent-prone youth in all situations Nonetheless, what our
schools and communities Itlia".1 in pre,,ention programs is not only likely to
reduce later dollar costs of pi Ism) and law-entorcemnt. but can relieve in
onmeasurahle w.ns the hum tit agony that mesitably accompanies tilts 's lesel
of teenage gang at'llVItV.
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Career Counselors Must Do Self-Defeating
Behavior (SDB) Counseling

by Billy D. Hargrave

Counselors and instructors who assist students with career planning often
find students who have beliefs and/or behaviors that appear irrational,
unproductive and self-defeating (Gaymer, 1973). Some examples are feelings
of low self-esteem, self non acceptance. excessive dependency, unrealistic
expectations and beliefs that block the achievement of realistic goals. Actions
driven by these beliefs are referred to a Self-Defeating Behaviors (SDBs) and
they hamper the career planning process while interfering with personal growth.
Bs contrast, an ideal career counseling situation would be one that allows the
!tent to receive instruction and information that helps them to move toward

a realistic career goal and, therefore, an increase in psychological health. A
psychologicall healthy person has a number of characteristics that enhance
growth, including the honesty to be oneself and to trust a full range of feelings
(Maslow. 1971). Other characteristics described by Maslow (1968) are a freshness
of appreciation and a true perception of reality with an a«ompanying ability
to be creative and spontaneous. Cerro. LaCalle and Murtha (1986) also mention
flexibility and an inhostile sense of humor as characteristics of a truly
"psychologically healthy" person. While many career counseling clients arc
psychologically healthy, career counselors also need to be ready to assist clients
with SDBs to move toward psychological health.

Most career planning clients are not unhealthy, but they may possess sonic
irrational beliefs and doubts that affect behavior and can have an adverse impact
on the career planning process (Hamilton, Ganshaw, Helliwell, 19'3).
Identifying these SDBs will assist individuals with moving beyond the status
quo toward a more healthy and fulfilling lifestyle (Kirk, 1986). An SDB often
encountered in career counseling is low self-esteem or low self-worth. Gallup
(1988) found in one study that one third of Americans have a low sense of
sclf-worth with much of this low esteem coming directly from career and job
issues. Dawis (1984) ties self-esteem to the cognitive process of self evaluation.
Kinnier and Krumboltz (1984) point out that a cognitive restructuring is often
needed to both identify and correct maladaptive thoughts and beliefs Brammer
and Abrego (1986) refer to the "self-defeating" instructions given by our
thoughts as dramatically affecting the career development of adults. It is the
thought processes of the individual that bet )me irrational and self-defeating.
While we can define SDBs as irrational beliefs that inhibit clients from achieving
their goals, we must also he ready to challenge the belief systems of our clients,
constantly confronting the irrational beliefs and pointing out the SDBs. In this
manner, we can guide our clients into a rational and realistic- examination of
their beliefs and behaviors. After all. it is the client who must be the final judge

Billy I) Ilargravc is a tourist or at Aims (.0inmunity Collcgi. in Carcicy. ( olotadi,
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of what is irrational and self-defeating because it is the client who must make
the commitment to change.

The purpose for this article is to point out the prevalence of SDBs in the
career planning process and to present several suggestions for the identification
and eradication of these behaviors. If we expect our clients to feel satisfied about
their career choices. then we need to develop a vehicle to assist them around
the obstacles that interfere with self esteem and increased psychological health.

METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING SDBs
\X'hen a client requests career planning assistance, several assessments are

made. In addition to the traditional interest inventories and aptitude tests,
professional Career Counselors must also assess the psychological maturity of
the individual and their position in the career planning process. These
assessments can be used to introduce the concept of SDBs to the client, while
providing impetus for embarking on a program of change.

One method of identifying SDBs is the personality inventory. The inventory
used should he based on a healthy personality model rather than a pathological
model Several examples are the Personal Orientation Inventory (P01), the
Edwards Personal Preference System (EPPS) or the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) These instruments can be used to identify certain personality traits
that move away from the norm. A dialogue with the clic nt about the various
traits presented and their relevancy to his/her situation can be an excellent way
of identifying SDBs and introducing the SOB concept. In fact, the client can
be asked to respond to the question. "How do you see this factor affecting
sour progress in career planning ?'' At Aims Community College, students are
given a personality inventory before they attend a career planning session, and
the SDB concept is introduced during the first hour the career planning group
meets. SDBs are defined and students are asked to he aware of nay irrational
beliefs they might have as the class progresses. They are challenged to see how
quickly SDBs can be identified as they time and analyze behaviors that have
Nought them to their present situation. This immediate introduction to the
SDB concept helps to pave the way for interpretation of the personality
inventories and other exercises that deal with identifying SDBs.

Another method of introducing the SOB concept to groups is through
counselor self disclosure. If the disclosure is kept simple and positive, it can
serve as an example that helps group members understand the SOB concept,
while providing the motivation for change The SOB selected for disclosure
should be something that has been successfully overcome and nothing that could
damage the counseling relationship. An example of this type of disclosure was
the well organized career planning instructor who shared his SOB of
pn)( rast mat I011. Not only was this an example of a relevant SOB. but it presented
a positive outcome In another example, a career counselor shared that his fear

rejection and humiliation by colleagues led him to join a Toastmaster', (lob
that helped him become an award winning speaker. In still another instance.
a counselor shared how reaching beyond his capabilities helped him and the
perfect job This technique requires imagination and a desire to reach the career
planners on a human level. I tumor can assist greatly when using this technique,
but the counselor must he «rmfortable and genuine in order for this to he
effi.c tIVC.
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An SDB shopping list can also be an excellent way of introducing SDBs to

individuals and groups (Rodriguez & Hardgrave, 1986). The list might contain
general areas of concern (e.g. financial, understanding, physical, relationships.
habits, feelings, activities, lack of success). Each career planner selects an area
of concern and then is presented with a more c"mprehensive list of specific

SDBs for that area. The focus includes selecting one behavior the career planner

is willing to change. This method has the advantage of pointing out that some

behaviors we accept as part of everyday life have self-defeating elements. A
counselor can assist the individual with this process and point out possible
obstacles to goal achievement if the SDB is not changed.

Once the SDB concept has been introducted to a group, a motivation game
can be played to help group members further define SDB choices. The game
has two rules everyone must participate and money is no object. Participants
are asked to select a three week activity they would do if money were no objec t.

The group brainstorms their fantasies, and all responses are recorded. Excitement
and motivation are created as the participants respond quickly and noisily. After
brainstorming, each individual is asked to construct their own fantasy list and
realistically determine when they can hale their fantasy. If negative statements
appear. they are confronted as possible Sl)Bs. Statements such as: "I'm too
old to start dreaming!'' or "Where would I ever get the money for my dream?"
or "That may be okay for you brainy types. but . ." are examples of negative

statements that may lead into SDBs. The exercise deals with a materialistic
agenda with which everyone c,,n identify . but the pouring forth of ideas and
the possible blocks to goal achievement that can be identified have a far reaching

effc ct.

APPROACHES FOR ELIMINATING SDBs
Once identified, SDBs can be dealt with in the counseling relationship and

confronted as obstacles to growth. If the identification process is thorough. the
career planning clients should have both knowledge of their SDBs arid a
willingness to confront them. In addition, there are several published programs
that can assist individuals with this endeavor (Chamberlain 119781: Cerio et
al 119861).

Chamberlain ( 1978) states that neither he or his program can change anyone's
behavior. Only the owner can do that He believes, however, that sharing his
scs en step method for eliminating SDBs is helpful to those seeking positive
change. Step one has the client keeping and critiquing a diary about the chosen
SDB. Step two concentrates the c lient's attention on negative labeling and
disavowing responsibility for the SDB. Step three has the client examining the
pri« paid for maintaining the SDB. Step four helps the client realize how they

activate the SDB in their normal activities. Step five seeks to assist the client
in turning negative SDB activating techniques into positive SDB tree techniques.

Ste p six asks the client to examine the psyc hologic al fears assoi is ted with the
SDB. Step seven lead the client into a visualization of life with OW the SDB
and a thorough reexamination of self image. The prograin allows cat h participant
to work at their own rate and savor the fruits of success as they progress through

du steps. Cello t al (1986) presents a Cognitive-Behavioral Approach to
liminating Self-Defeating Behaviors. knit explains the approach used by

the hook and presents an overview of the process. Unit two deals with the
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SDB circle and has the client selecting and tracking the SDB in their life. Unit
three asks the client to concentrate on the thoughts and beliefs connected with
the SDB. Unit four moves into the action phase of the SDB, and has the client
examining productive goals. Unit five has the client examining feelings related
to the SDB and provides techniques for modifying the SDB. Unit six moves
the client toward Self-Enhancing Behaviors. Once again, the system is self paced
and thoroughly treats the subject of Self-Defeating Behaviors.

Even though these programs exist and are available to career planning clients,
career counselors should be prepared to assist their clients. Often we become
conveyers of information and instructors in the art of career exploration. We
must also be prepared to facilitate the confronting of personal issues that block
our clients from being and doing all that is possible for them Wrysbers, 1984).
If we arc not prepared to deal with these issues, we have the professional
responsibility to provide a trusted referral source that can and will assist our

CONCLUSIONS
Self-defeating behaviors adversely affect the career planning process. If career

planning is to be successful, these behaviors and precipitating beliefs must be
confronted and modified as early as possible in the career planning process.
In order to accomplish this. clients need to have SDBs defined early and the
blocks to goal achievement that accompany them need to be treated. This
awareness can be presented using a variety of techniques (i.e. administering
and interpreting personality inventories. counselor self disclosure, SDB shopping
lists and motivation games). Once identified by the client, the career counselor
should be prepared to assist the client to overcome SDBs by providing a tested
modification program, facilitating necessary changes or referring the client to
a certified counselor willing to facilitate the change process.
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School Counselors:
A Key To Helping Our Children

by Caroline R. Baker, Ed.D.

ABSTRACT
With the changing American family and more children in public schools at

risk for failure, education decision makers must become aware of the link
between the affective domain and a truly functioning society. Counselors are
crucial to helping students develop skills for success in their studies and future
life planning.

Public school children need counseling programs more than ever. As the 1980s
come to a close. demographics point to unprecedented changes in America's
population with a markedly different generation entering schools (Brandt, 1988:
Howe. 1986: and Miller. 1988). Most mothers are part of the labor force.
resuming their jobs while their children are still infants. Almost half of our
students are children of parents who are divorced. Changes in family structures
have caused stress for children and youth. Leaders among Colorado school
administrators recognize the unmet needs of today's youth and the increase
in suicide rates, teen pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, unemployment, and
poverty (Difford, 1988). Colorado school counselors are also concerned about
dropout rates, unemployment, and irregular attendance figures (Johnson, 1988).
As we look ahead to replacing the skills of the retiring Baby Boomers. our
children will inherit the responsiblity for sustaining the social, political, and
economic institutions of our nation.

The philosophical legacies of the past decade have down played the affective
domain in education. The federal government's Nation at Rob (1983) report.
with its emphasis on toughening the curriculum, longer school hours, and higher
test scores, did not mention counseling programs. Some decision makers have
perceived counseling as a frill to be eliminated from strained budgets. and many
of Colorado's elementary buildings do not have the services of a school counselor.

Guidance and counseling programs have occupied a major place in public
education since the National Defense Education Act of 1958 when counseling
processes and practitioners were seen as mechanisms to increase particular types
i human capital needed for America's security and progress. For the next 20

-.trs, legislation followed to deal with problems of disadvantaged students,
child abuse, discrimination, vocational education, and handicapped youngsters.
Although school counseling programs blossomed in the 1960s and 19-0s as
tool for developing the whole child (Rogers, 19611. we must re-examine and
re-implement those strategies so that public .ducation will surcne the task that
lies ahead. America's childten need direction in setting limits, in establishing
a sense of self with values firmly in place (Glenn. 19871. It is in the public

( Bakcr counselor at swot,' Junior High ti; html it ( olorado
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schools that they can find positive adult role models to provide hope and
motivation for the future, offsetting the mixed messages they receive from the
media and from their peers. Many parents have less time than in the past to
provide the structure, modeling and support their children need. Counseling
programs in every building, elementary through senior high school, can address

the social realities of the changing family and children in need (Simon, 1987).
A growing research base shows positive effects for guidance and counseling

programs across population types and settings. Children taught behavior-change

techniques by school counselors made greater gains in attendance, achievement,
and social behavior than children in a control group (Herr, 1985). Counseling
that involves specific training in self-assessment, understanding the work world,
and planning skills can enhance student career choices. Problem-solving and
decision-making processes can be taught to students using a variety of modeling
techniques and learning exercises.

Counselors serve as facilitators for building teamwork among teachers,
administrators, and parents in helping children. Counselors are trained in staff
development, and can update teachers on programs such as substance abuse
prevention (implementing federal legislation), understanding learning

disabilities (continuing support of the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act), reporting and preventing child abuse (following Colorado's Child
Protection Act of 1975 as updated in 1984), and AIDS prevention and
understanding human sexuality. Counselors also promote cooperation among
parents, whether meeting about a particular student, teaching parenting classes,

or making referrals to outside community resources.
School counselors need to weave public relations into their guidance and

counseling activities. Dialogues with both central office and building
administrators can insure that fully certified counselors are hired for programs
serving kindergarten through twelfth grade. Counselors need to meet regularly
with their principals, promoting developmental programs that reach all of the
students, and developing strategies to minimize time-consuming clerical tasks.

Membership in state and national counseling associations can provide tools
for professional growth, networking, and reaching the community. The Colorado
School Counselors Association has advocated that counseling programs be part
of the accountability process in the state's Public School Finance Act of 1988
(Johnson. 1988). Local district planning committees need to include
developmental counseling progrmas in their building action plans. State level
coordination and supervision can provide leadership in implementing this
process. More research is needed to document those counseling activities that

make a difference for high risk students.
School counselors know that mere cognitive knowledge is not the key to

America's future. Quality of life for all of our citizens rests in our concern for
each other's well being. Ai we organize and rearrange the academic curriculum
in our public schools we n d to keep in mind the importanc of our relationship
with our fellow humans:

More cognitive information will not prevent war, clean up the
pollution, solve the megafamines, or save the ecology. It is the realm
of the affective domain . attitudes, values, lifestyles, and priorities

that will determine whether a golden age or a gloomy tomorrow
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evolves during the next three decades. . . . Caring, foresighting,
conserving, parenting. valuing, responsibility, frugality, relating,
choosing, shaping, imagineering, creating, and renewing have the
potential to make a difference (Glines, 1986).

School counselors play a significant role in working with students, the school
staff, parents, and other members of the community to provide for the special
needs of children. As advocates of children, school counselors lead efforts to
improve achievement in our public schools.
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The Career Development Process
In Transition:
The Fluid Jig Saw Puzzle
As A Better Paradigm

by Mary E. Daniel and Richard W. Feller

Alvin Toffler states in Future Shock, "Change is avalanching upon our heads
and most people are grotesquely unprepared to cope with it.'' (Alvin Toffler,
1970, pg. 12). Toffler's statement was made over nineteen years ago. and yet
a response in terms of new paradigms ;7.-, career development and planning
programs seems lacking. Perhaps cite problems is one of perspective and
expectations regarding the career development process.

This article notes changes facing the employer, highlights the employer's
response to changing career patterns and suggests practices supporting career
transitions.

One of the most prominent and popular explanations of the career
development process came from Donald Super who identified five states in the
vocational process: growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance, and decline
(Super and Harris-Bowlsbey, 1979, pg. 10-11). The first stage, growth, begins
at birth and ends at or about the age of fifteen. During this time frame, an
individual is growing physically and mentally, observing adult roles, forming
a unique self-image and acquiring the realization that planning is a necessity
for the future. The second stage. exploration, encompassing the ages of fifteen
to twenty-five, involves acquiring ideas about interests, values, experiences,
occupations, decision making and occupational selections; testing those ideas
through courses, conversations, reading. activities, part-time jobs and narrowing
occupational choices, and putting ideas to work in education and training and
ultimately in full-time employment in a chosen occupation. The establishment
phase, occurring between the ages of twenty-five and forty-five, is spent retesting
ideas in the vocational realm by making a commitment to a chosen occupation,
trying out a new job or occupation or re-entering the employment market after
a short reprieve. This leads to a stabilization with the employer and employee
maintaining an employment position, assuming more responsibility and/or
being promoted. The fourth stage, maintenance, occurs btwen the ages of
forty-five and sixty-five and is composed of continued occupational productivity
and planning for retirement. The final stage, decline. involves the remaining
years after sixty-five. during which work hours are reduced or ter minated and
leisure time planning is incorporated (Super and HarrisRowlsbev, 1079). This
particular career development process is a linear approach The stages mas overlap
for a period of time, but one is expected to move from point A to point B

Alan Daniel is a Career ( ounwlor and ( oordwator of the ( :neer Dolopment Program
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. . . once in a lifetime. However, this traditional view seems increasingly suspect
as workers may experience five to seven different jobs and two to three careers
within a worklife.

Richard Bolles identified a similar linear paradigm to career development
in The Three Boxes Of Life (Bolles, 1981, pg. 5-6). The first box depicted
education, the second, employment, and the third, retirement. Many people
in the industrial age experienced, at least initially, going to school, graduating
and securing employment, and at some point, usually near the age of sixty-
five, retiring "from" work rather than "to" something else. This linear approach
has become the exception rather than the rule. Richard Bolles views the career
development process in a multi-linear fashion with individuals involved
simultaneously in life long learning, employment and leisure time activities.
Bolles' life/work planning and life career theory (Tiedeman, 1988) incorporates
the useful portions of Super's work while allowing for the impact of transitions
and personal decision making. Popular publications such as What Color Is Your
Parachute? (1988), The New Quick Job Hunting Map (1986), and Where Do
I Go From Here With My Life? (1981) added to the library of self-help books
which assist individuals of all ages in career changing, securing employment,
and life/work planning.

The linear approach to career development is relatively easy to comprehend
and put into practice. Problems emerge, however, as the interaction between
education and work within a dynamic and global economy change. For many,
the puzzle that exemplifies the development of a career no longer fits within
simple linear boundaries. The linear process has now become a fluid jig saw
puzzle with pieces locking together for periods of time at various locations in
the puzzle. There are times when all the pieces are locked in place simultaneously
with the puzzle flowing from one shape to another as changes are encountered
and assimilated, much as mercury flows, breaks apart and changes shape as
it absorbs pieces previously detached. At other times, pieces break away as the
puzzle flows failing to lock in place completely. What causes the breaking away
and temporary dislocation of the pieces of the fluid jig saw puzzle? Lack of
preparation for changes in society, technology, and the economy; the information
explosion; computerization; robotics; and the increasing extent of international
trade are only a few of the reasons dislocation and disorientation occur,
compounded by rapid and continuous change. The individual is not the only
entity experiencing difficulty in dealing with the fluid jig saw puzzle. The public
and private sectors are scrambling to establish proactive institutional programs
as well. One might imagine the results of their efforts as tremors radiating out
in all directions from the epicenter of an earthquake. Difficulty in estimating
how intense the next tremor will he within a dynamic economy at a macro level
leaves many companies dysfunctional. For example, companies attempting to
become "lean and mean" reduced their numbers at the mid-management level
during the recession. A number of these organizations are now facing a major
expertise gap between the new entry level managers and the top level managers
preparing to retire from the firm.

Some American companies have built upon their expertise to maintain a grip
on the fluid jig saw puzzle of individual workers. By working within new
organizational structures such as lattice and hub networks, quality circles, and
ad hoc project groups participating in decisionmaking, forecasting, trouble
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shooting, and strategic planning. employers may find room to adapt. However,
these structural changes require workers at all levels to further develop written
and verbal communication, interpersonal and critical thinking skills.

Additionally, the promotion of intrapreneurship or entrepreneurship within
a company offers workers increased options by encouraging them to expand
their role whiel remaining with their present employer rather than becoming
competitors in spin off companies (Naisbitt and Aburdene. 1985).

Employees hired and maintained by firms with these values often have a strong
commitment to the company's values and ideals (Rantz and Feller. 1985). More
often they are capable of growth and change, have the ability to accommodate
and relearn. can speak and write technically, apply math, are open-minded.
have a broad knowledge base, and view learning as part of their work role. All
of these requirements for employment are prized as TLC . . thinking, learning
and creativity skills (Kiplinger Washington Letter Staff, 1986).

Previous corporate approaches to career change have been group approaches
which often overlooked individual d'ffercnces and learning styles. How are
employers dealing with an increasing number of employees facing transitions
while building upon the expertise they currently possess? Many organizations
are creating career development programs and establishing career resource
centers. These often include the following career development and planning
practices (Walker and Gutteridge, 19'9):

informal counseling by personnel
staff,
career counseling by supervisors.
workshops on interpersonal
relations,
job performance and development
planning workshops,
outplacement counseling and related
workshops.
psychological resting and
assessment.
workshops and communications
on retirement preparation.

testing and feedback on aptitudes
and interests.
referrals to external
resources,
tr. iiing of supervisors
counseling,
career counseling by specialized stall
counselors,
individual self-analysis and
planning, assessment (enters for
carter development purposes.
life and career planning workshops

counselors and

in career

These components arc reinforced hc integrating human resource and career
development practices. espe call during times of rapid change and accelerated
career transitions.

The human resource activities of performance appraisals, training, job posting.
forecasting and compensation NSC:1 ing in and out of the career development
activities of self-assessment. reality checking, goal Netting. planning.
learning 'skill building and implementing career movement are like "a chain
link fence (Leibowitz, Farren and Kaye. 1986) The integration of human
resource And csteer des elopment tiyities forms a base Irons whir h transitions
may hr made to grasp 11,, fluid lig sas+ puzzle.

Further apprec iating the cost of transitions, some companies hace developed
a self-assessment audit which integrates financial concepts and career anahsts

( midon and Marie. 198"). The carter bahrilt* sheet inc tidcv
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assets (skills and abilities,
experience, education and
motivation)
receivables (money, promotion,
recognition and favors people owe
sou)
liabilities (time, energy, weaknesses.
and reliance on others)

debt (obligations to organization,
profession, supervisor, and job)
equity (faith the organization has
in you)
risk (to you and to the company)

he "career income statement" includes (London and Mone, 1987):

resenue (income, challenge,
achievements, and extent to which
expectations are met)

costs (financial expenses, stress at
work, stress at home caused by work,
and energy expended)
and dividends.

Frnployers' attempts to maintain a proactive stance in dealing with the fluid
jig sass puzzle are encouraging. Considerable communication skills are apparant
in all of these activities, but are many times overlooked and devalued in career
preparation programs. Four skills included in this area, writing, reading, speaking
and listening, are of great significance in managing a successful transition
(Stewart, 1986). However, formal training time in each area is disproportionate
when compared with the percentage of use in practice, as the following indicates
(Stewart, 1986, pg. 30):

TABLE 1

Skill

Writing
Reading
Speaking
Listening

Of Total Communications,
% O` Use In Practice

9%
16%

35%
40%

Formal Training
In Skill

8-12 + years
6-8 + years
1-2 + years

0-1/2 + years

Fhe development of these communication skills in combination with critical
thinking is imperative to successfully maneuver through thecareer development
process under the fluid jig saw puzzle paradigm. Without them, a state of
paralyzed panic is created with individuals becoming frozen in a dysfunctional
position. Oddly enough, it is the development of these skills that enables
individuals to emerge and take control of their situation, providing an
opportunity for the pieces of the fluid jig saw puzzle to again lock in place.

A suggested strategy for working with the fluid jig saw puzzle was authored
bs I eon Martel (1980) and is a "Strategy for planning for the future assuming
that change is more likely than continuity. Five steps are involved:

Reeognize that ii ange is occurring:
2 Identify the changes likely to affect one's particular husiness, profession

tit personal plans;
Oct( rmine the type and probable pattern of each identified change:
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4. Rank the changes by the importance of their effect and the likelihood

of their occurrence;
5. Make use of the changes" (pg. 2491.

Change can facilitate transitions through the career development process
utilizing the fluid jig saw puzzle perspective. William Bridges states, "Americans
have always been in transition. Whereas Old World families began with a place.

New World families began with an act of migration. Nor did the transition
from an old life to a new one end when the immigrants arrived on these shores.
From place to place and job to job, they kept moving. Drawn forward by the
faith that better things lay just beyond the horizon, they lived a life marked
by frequent transitions" (Bridges. 1980. pg. 2). Somewhere along the way,
many left behind the ability to cope with change or perhaps a willingness to
try. The fluid jig saw puzzle does not permit a choice. Learning to make
transitions quickly and effectively. keeping the puzzle pieces locked together
long enough to move toward the next career challenge is imperative, especially

in a workplace where the only constant is change.

SUMMARY
The concept of a fluid jig saw puzzle configuration for the career development

process is suggested to identify the changes or transitions employees increasingly
experience. Communication and people skills combined with critical thinking
facilitate the transition from one occupation to another once a planning strategy
for the future is in effect. When change is seen as a challenge leading to a new
opportunity, rather than an obstacle to be avoided, employees are closer to
equipping themselves with the skills needed to move the pieces of the fluid
jig saw puzzle back in place ready for the next transition.
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Adolescents and Anger:
The Effect of Family Structure

by Shirley Gwinn Coffman, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT
Secondary students from three different family structures were administered

the Coffman Questionnaire and the Spielberger Anger EXpression Scale. A
random selection of students received group counseling. Results are examined
by family structures.

It is estimated that 45% of all children born in any given year will reside
with only one of their parents before reaching their eighteenth birthday (Francke
et al., 1980). Children and adolescents from divorced families are transformed
into students from divorced families. Heatherington et al. (1981), researchers
of the effects of divorce on children, state:

Comparative studies are needed of family functioning and child
development in diverse family forms such as the mother-or-father-
custody one-parent household, the family composed of one parent
and another adult, and stepparent families. This pluralistic approach
to families is needed to identify the differences, strengths, and
problems in diverse family configurations and determine their relation
to the adjustment and achievements of students in the school setting
(p. 96-97).

It is crucial that each student be regarded as a unique entity. It is important
that students from divorced families not be regarded as a homogeneous
population and that divorce not be viewed as a singular constant event (Pring,
Bella. & Oppenheimer, 1983). Generally, studies only report findings unique
to the single-parent family child. Details concerning the age of the child at
divorce. number of remarriages and resulting divorces or the possibility of the
mother having never married are seldom recorded.

NEED FOR THE STUDY
The marital rupture is a time of crisis that teachers, pediatricians, and mental

health workers rank second only to death in the family as requiring the greatest
amount of adjustment for the child (Coddington, 1972). Studies of Kalter (1977)
offered evidence that children of divorce comprise 50-75% of the out-patient
case load of child psychiatrists. Robinson and McVey (1985) contend divorce
ha. replaced death as the most traumatic event in the life of children in this
countr; children are now more likely to find themselves in single-parent farm.%
due to divorce than death in the United States.

Shaky Gwinn Coffman is .1 totnisclor rt 'Thompson Valley I ligh `s.ho.,1 in Ifivlard.
Colorado.



Who exactly are these children /adolescents in crisis? How old were they when
the divorce occurred? Research that spans the arc of "children in divorce" fails
to offer the precise knowledge essential for attempting to meet the unique
developmental need of adolescents that are compounded by a marital rupture.
It is crucial that secondary school counselors be provided a researched description
of their student population.

THE PROBLEM
The dilemma confronting the secondary school counselor is: research fails

to identify those characteristics that correlate with academic success of students
from intact, single-parent. and reconstituted families. Consequently, counselors
arc left groping. Should they encourage participation in school activities,
increased visitation with the absent parent, or more hours devoted to homework?

Wallerstein and Kelly (1974) identified the predominant emotional response
of the adolescents to marital rupture as intense anger that dominated the mood
of the young person in its fierceness and pervasiveness. Fights with friends,
teachers, and other adults in positions of authority characterize the observable
actions of the anger-ridden adolescent population.

Knowing that only 25% of the children of divorce receive any type of
counseling during their parents' divorce (in contrast to 90% of the parents
involved who sought assistance from at least one outside source, with many
utilizing several sources) (Bonkowsky, 1981), there is an unspoken demand for
the formation of counseling groups within the secondary schools.

THE METHOD OF THIS RESEARCH
The purpose of the study (Coffman, 1987) was three-fold:
1. To discover the relationship among variables reported by students in grades

10, 11. and 12 and their expression of anger.
2. To determine if the expression of anger of students in grades 10. 11, and

12 could be modified through the intervention of group counseling
sessions.

3. To examine the role of the expression of anger in conflict.

Population and Sample
The population was the 1,046 students of a three-year secondary school located

on the front range of the Rocky Mountains in the state of Colorado. The students
were predominantly White and from middle-income families. Although the
population of this secondary school was in no way representative of secondary
schools throughout the United States, it was by no means atypical or drastically
unique.

Procedure
During one class period all students in attendance ;it the secondary school

who had been permitted by their parents /guardians to participate in the study
were asked to complete the Coffman Questionnaire and the Spielberger Anger
I:Xpression (AX) Scale. Any student from the population of students who
completed the Coffman Questionnaire and the Spielberger Anger EXpression
(AX) Scalc (Spielberger et al.. 1986) could volunteer for membership in one
of the three groups designed to provide support for adolescents in divorce
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as well as the control group A random selection from those students who
soluntecred resulted in students hung imited to participate in three support
groups for adolescents whose parents were di\ orced as well as the control group
Seven students were invited to join each of the three support groups. Seven
students were invited to be members of the control group.

The groups were formed the week the Questionnaire and the Scale were
completed. The treatment groups met two times a week for the six weeks
thereafter (Roark & Roark, 1979; Yalom, 1985). The duration of each group
session was 50 minutes. There was no attempt to "match" membership in the
three groups.

The research involved three groups, each receiving the same treatment, but
under different leadership One of the three groups was facilitated by the
researcher, who was a certified secondary school counselor with seven years of
secondary school counseling experience. Another group was facilitated by a grade
12 secondary school student who had been a key participant in the formation
of support groups for adolescents from divorced families and had been a member
of the groups for the past two years at the secondary school: although the school
counselor was always available for intervention/consultation during the meetings
of this group, her direct involvement was never sought. The third group was
co-facilitated by the research and this student. For a complete description of
the counseling treatment see Coffman and Roark (1988). A control group was
formed comprised of students who had expressed an interest in becoming a
member of a support group for adolescents from divorced families. The control
group met only twice. One time they were advised that they had been put on
a "wait list.' The second time they completed. once again, the Spielberger Anger
EXpression (AX) Scale. Members of the control group were invited to actively
participate in a support group at a later time that academic year.

The Spielberger Anger EXpression (AX) Scale was administered to all
members of the support groups for adolescents from divorced families during
the terminating therapy session. That scale served as the post-test of the study.

Instrumentation

Coffman Questionnaire
Twelve items of the Coffman Questionnaire elicited responses concerning

gender. grade level, age, grade point average, school activities. unexcused
absences. ethnic group. perceived economic status. education of biological or
adoptive mother, education of biological or adoptive father, education of first
stepmother (if applicable) and education of first stepfather (if applicable).
Responses to another 27 items formed a picture of the health-risk behaviors,
spiritual growth indicators, use of non-school hours, and anti-social behaviors
of the participating student. Last, in the Coffman Questionnaire the student
indicated if he/she resided in an intact family. single-parent fund% . reconstituted
family. or other family situations:

1. Intact family unit comprised of two legally married adults and the
biological offspring of that legal bond. These parents have never been
married to another person nor have they ever been divorced/remarried
to /from their spouse. the student involved in the study has always
maintained permanent residence with these same parents.
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TABLE I

One-Way Analysis of Variance of Grade Point Average Among Adolescents
From Intact Families, Single- Parent Families, and Reconstituted Families

Source D.F.
Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares Ratio Prob.

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

2

333

335

8.8216

200.4165

209.2381

4.4108

.6019

7.3287 .0008

Netvman-Keuls Analysis of Mean Differences Among Family Groups
on Grade Point Average

Group
Standard Deviation Means Group 3 2 1

0.746 2.750 3

0.821 2.911 2

0.796 3.200 1

* Denotes pairs of groups significantly different at the 0.050 level.

Group 3 = Reconstituted Families
Group 2 = Single-Parent Families
Group 1 = Intact Families

2. Single-parent family unit comprised of one biological parent of the
student involved in the study who was legally married to the biological
father (or mother) of the student before the divorce, the student, and
(if applicable) the full brothers and/or full sisters of the student involved
in the study. The custodial biological parent has never been
married/divorced to/from another adult. There is no other adult residing
in the home. The student involved in the study has always maintained
permanent residence with this same biological parent.

3. Reconstituted family unit comptised of one biological parent c the
student who is legally remarried to the biological father (or mother) of
the student or married to another adult. The family unit may consist of
stepbrothers and/or stepsisters of the student involved in the study.

4. Other family situations all family structures that are characterized by
any of the following: absence of legal marriage of the cohabiting adults,
parental role assumed by non-biological parent (e.g , grandmother. aunt.
uncle. Ider sister, foster family, etc.), legally married parents or single
parents of adopted children.

The reliability and the validity of the Coltman Questionnaire have not
heen established.
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Spielberger Anger EXpression (.1X) Scale

The Spielberger Scale:

is comprised of 24 items and yields four different scores. The Anger
Expression (AX /EX) score, which is based on all 24 items, provides
a general index of how often anger is aroused or suppressed. The three
AX subscales assess individual differences in the tendency to: (1)
express anger toward other people or objects in the environment
(AS/Out); (2) experience but hold in (suppress) angry feelings
(AX/1n); and (3) control the experience and expression of anger
(AX/Con). (Spielberger cc al., 1986, p. 1)

Research concerning the Spielberger Anger EXpression (AX) Scale evidences
the correlations between the subscales of AX /In and AX/Out are essentially
zero, which suggests these subscales arc factorially orthogonal, as well as
empirically independent. Alpha coefficients for AX, AX /In, and AX/Out range
from .73 to .84. Validities of AX, AX / In, and AX/Out have been reported
as showing significant correlations with the Trait Anxiety Scale and the State
Anxiety Scale. AX, AX /In, and AX /Out scores have been shown to be
significantly correlated with systolic and diastolic pressure for females and males,
with the exception of AX/Out and diastolic blood pressure for females.
Spielberger et al. (1984) found that as AX /In scores increased, so did systolic
blood pressure; as AX/Out scores increased, a decrease was registered in systolic
blood pressure.

RESULTS
Five hundred sixty-three (53.8%) of the 1,046 students of the school

completed the Coffman Questionnaire and the Spielberger Anger EXpression
( AX) Scale. Three hundred and five (52.2%) students reported residing in intact
families. Forty-six (8.2%) students reported residing in single-parent families.
Seventy-four (13.1%) reported residing in reconstituted families. One hundred
ninety students (33.7%) reported residing in other family situations. The
demographic profile reported by the students was essentially the same for
adolescents from intact families, single-parent families, and reconstituted
families. There were minor differences such as nearly twice as many grade 10
students as grade 12 students comprised the group from single-parent families.
Also, 74% of the students from intact families. 67% of the students from single-
parent families, and 62% of the students from reconstituted families reported
no unexcused absence. While these differences are interesting. they are not of
magnitude to be expected to significantly affect the student academic
performance.

A one-way analysis of variance and a chi-square analysis were employed to
determine differences, with the independent variable being the family system
and the dependent variables being academic grade point average, participation
in school-related activities, school attendance, health-risk behavioral indicators,
spiritual growth behavior indicators, use of non-school hours, anti-social growth
behavioral indicators, expression of anger, and modification of expression of
anger through group counseling.
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Significant Findings
There was a significant difference (p < .5) between grade point averages

of students from intact families and reconstituted families. Students from the
former family group averaged 3.20 and students from the latter group averaged
2.75. The educational level of parents in these two groups is different enough
to suggest a possible explanation. The biological or adoptive mothers and fathers
in the intact families were reported to have attained a higher percentage of
college degree than did parents in the reconstituted families. Perhaps students
from intact families were encouraged to excel academically because of the
expectations of the parents.

There was a significant difference between the total number of school activities
participated in by students from intact families and reconstituted families.
Students from intact families participate in more activities than do students
from reconstituted families.

TABLE 2

One J4 Analysis of Variance of Participation in School-Related
Activities Among Adolescents From Intact Families,
Single-Parent Families, and Reconstituted Families

Source D . F.

Between Groups 2

Within Groups 332

Total 334

Sum of Mean
Squares Squares Ratio Prob.

10.7972 5.3986 3 4019 .0345

526.8625 1.5869

537.6597

Newman.Keu/s Analysii of Mean Differences Among Family Group
on Participation in School-Related Activities

Standard Deviation

1.054

1.180

1.251

Group
Means Group 3 2 1

1.042 3

1.341 2

1.551 1

* Denotes pairs of groups significantly different at the 0.050 level.

Group I = Reconstituted Families
Group 2 = Single-Parent Families
Group 1 = Intact Families

There was also a significant difference between use of non-school hours by
students from intact and reconstituted families. Students from intact families
reported spending more time outside of school by reading, being with friends,
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TABLE 3

One-Way Analysis of Variance at Use of Non-School Hours
Among Adolescents From Intact Families, Single-Parent Families.
and Reconstituted Families

Sum of Mean

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob.

Between Groups 2 1.1251 .5626 3.3406 .0367

Within Groups 312 52.5407 .1684

Total 314 53.6659

Newman-Keuls Analysis of Mean Differencer Among Family Groups
on Use of Non-School Hours

Standard Deviation
Group

Means Group 3 2 1

0.366 2.750 2

0.384 2.708 3

0.420 2.835 1

* Denotes pairs of groups significantly different at the 0.050 level.

Group 3 = Reconstituted Families
Group 2 = Single-Parent Families
Group 1 = Intact Families

keeping summer jobs, and being with family than did students from
reconstituted families.

A Pearson-Product Moment Correlation reveals that the longer the adolescent
lives in a reconstituted family with the new stepparent, the more likely he/she
will express anger outwardly and engage in anti-social behavior.

There was a significant increase in the ability to control anger for adolescents
in the intact group as measured by pre and post Spielberger Anger EXpression
(AX) Scales.

Other Important Findings
There was no significant difference among the three groups of adolescents

(adolescents from intact families, adolescents from single-parent families, and
adolescents from reconstituted families) in school attendance, health-risk
behavioral indicators, spiritual growth behavioral indicators, anti-social
behavioral indicators and the expression of anger.

There was no significant difference in the expression of anger among the
duce groups of adolescents. Generally, all three scores (i.e., Anger-Out, Anger-
In, Anger-Control) indicated the ability of students to handle their anger in
appropriate ways. Scores from the students of this secondary school on the
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Spielberger Anger EXprcssion (AX) Scales related to the 50th percentile of scores
based on the normed sample of male and female secondar, school students
(Spiclberget et al., 1986).

A series of t-tests compared the pre- and post-Spielberger Anger EXpression
(AX) Scales for the counseling groups by family structure. Generally, there was
no indication of modification of expression of anger through group counseling
according to the family structure of the adolescent.

Though not identifiable statistically, the author noted the following effects
of group counseling experiences on the group members: (1) an increase in
cohesiveness within the group, (2) an absolute commitment to attendance at
sessions, (3) the development of respect for fellow members of the group, and
(1) an increase in the use of diverse services offered by the school counseling
department.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the discussion of the results:
1. Adolescents are similar in many ways across family structures.
2. Where adolescents differ, factors such as educational level of parents and

consistency of the parent figure appear to play key roles.
3. Many similarities exist for adolescents from intact families and adolescents

from single-parent families, the two family groups which provide a consistent
parent figure to the developing adolescent.

4. Students of this secondary school appear to be no different from a normed
sample of American secondary school students in the way they handle anger.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
COUNSELORS

Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations are
suggested to secondary school counselors.

I . Obtain demographic data on your student population. In addition to
determining family structure, information can include the total number of school
activities participated in and educational level of the parents. Although not
significant influences in this study, the variables of ethnicity and perceived
economic status may alert the counselor to special needs of the student
population.

2. Talk to each student personally about "how things are going," express
interest in them and show support.

3. Assist the student who has a low grade point average in identifying
potential problems with parents.

1. Help the students to integrate successfully with peers in extracurricular
activities.

5. Counseling groups with students ideally should last longer than 12 weeks
to immise the possibility of significant Change
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27 ITEM INDICATOR

Directions Following are a list of statement Read ear h statement and then cask' the number to the right
of the statement that indicates how qtes ,.0 ga tit rail) react or betrayer in the manner described
I here Are no right or wrong Answer, Do not spend too much time on Any one statement

Almost Soul, Almost
Never times Ofien Alwats

11 \\ hen not in school I like to read I 2 ; 4

II I sandal properts 1 2 1 4

IS I drink alvohoi 1 2 i 4

I6 I feel my life has meaning 1 2 i 4

1- I hit people in the hallways at school 1 2 ; 4

In \,X hen not in Oros,' I like to be with friends I 2 A -I

It) I fight with my parents/guardians I ; 4

10 I !Ltd fights with my parents 'guardian, I ;

21 I break rules that could result or suspension lit .111 .shoal I

22 1 Min fights with peers I 4

21 I fight with peers I 4

21 I shop lift 1

IS I get speeding raker, I

25, I am able to keep a summer lob I

2' I steal from other student,' Its ker. 1 t

IS I experience a KIM' Of ...1.e.. sib 111,111.0 1 .)

29 I like to pick on little kick 1 -I

AO I hase an Attitude of hoping And wishing I .4

S I I Mart fights with adult, I s 4

42 1 fight with adults 4

I) I smoker chew what : 0 I 4

54 I sum; nasty notes {11 students I -I

35 \\ hen not in 01.01 I like to be with ms tam ils I 4

it, I write on school wall, 1 4

1- I feel that I am -related- to all humans 1 2 I

A8 I use illegal drugs I 1

i9 I use sea [belts I 1

Source S.G. Coffman (198').
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The ,Role of Hispanic Students' Participation
In a Hispanic Youth Organization
In Enhancing Pro-Academic and
Pro-Social Behavior

by Juan Ramirez & Nancy McMenamin

It is an unfortunate fact of life in the United States that Hispanic
students achieve less in school, drop out more often and earlier, and
are more often incorrectly placed in special education programs . .

(Grossman. 1984. p. 51.

The educational statistics On the lack of success of Hispanic students are at
crisis proportions (WOW. Natriello. & Pallas. 1985: Sue, 1981: Valverde. 198-1.
While the education system is "open to all."' educational opportunities for
the Hispanic population are often limited in comparison to the general
population. As an example. Grossman (1984) focused on the culturally
inappropriate education received by Hispanic students which has resulted in
a disproportionate number dropping out of school.

According to Valverde (198-), the estimates of dropout rates for Hispanic
students range from 35% to 85%. In addition, the percent of Hispanic high
school students entering college declined from 35.4% in 197'5 to 29.9% in
1980. While exact percentages may var, there is no question that large ethnic
group differences do occur and that there exists a serious problem with the
education of Hispanic youth (Mc Dill et al.. 1985: Valverde, 1987).

Although many variables have been posited to wntribute to the lower success
rate of Hispanic students. previous studies have not included an affiliation
variable. To the extent that affiliation leads to a positive change in Hispanic
students' academic performance and retention, educators will hake one more
means to stem the tide of the catastrophic flood of discontinuers and the resulting
loss to themsch S and society.

Affiliation is a term used to denote a vers basic need to associate with other
people (Maslow, 1954: Murray. 1938). Among the various benefits of affiliation
is its function as a facilitative motivator which aids us in making specific goals
into positive incentives (Bourne & El:strand, 1985). In addition to affiliation's
supportive role, is its function in the development of social comparison which
allows us to have viable guides for beha% tor particularly when faced scith
a threatening, unfamiliar or uncertain experience at:lull. 1986).

The process of affilidtion, kntnto as interpersonal dm:anon, is greatIt
facilitated In sitnilarits among the persons in contact (Byrne. 19-1).
Relationships among similar people may he enhanced by the greater

.111411 Ra11111C. Assot late PlilleSSOr Within lilt' Depatment of f'svchologs l'itnersits
of Northern ( olotAtt Nants Nit.N1enannit is .t student at the rniversits of Northern

oloratIo. Laceles.
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reinforcement they provide for each other and the lessened likelihood of rejection
(Weiten, 1986).

However, the Hispanic student is often not in the mainstream of the
educational system (Sheldon & Ramirez, 1987: Sue, 1981). Thus, affiliation
within the school setting and participation in organized school activities are
usually limited, and their positive outcomes are not forthcoming.

The present study, descriptive and exploratory in nature, examined the extent
to which Hispanic high school students' involvement in a Hispanic youth
organization enhanced their pro-academica and pro-social behavior. For purposes
of this study, pro-academic behavior is that which contributes to one's academic
success, e.g.. attendance and improved grade point average, and pro-social
behavior is to be construed as that which enhances interpersonal functioning.
e.g., affiliation with others. Because the youth organization gave Hispanic
students the opportunity to affiliate with others like themselves, it allowed the
researchers to assess the extent of participation and impact of affiliation.

METHOD
Participants

Fourteen Hispanic students who had been members of a League of United
I.atin American Citizens (LULAC) Youth Council in a Colorado high school
participated in the study. The high school was selected because its LULAC Youth
Council was the first in the state and has become a role model for other high
school councils now organizing in Colorado.

The participants consisted of 2 males and 12 females having a mean age of
17.4 years (with a range of 16 to 20). The number of persons living in the same
residence ranged from two to eight, with a mean of 4.7. The average grade
point average was 2.5, with a range of 1.5 to 3.2 (on a 4-point scale). Other
demographic data on the participants is summarized in Table 1. With respect
to ethnicity. eleven students identified moderately to very strongly with the
selected term, three Indicated they considered themselves bicultural, while none
rated themselves as Anglicized.

LULAC Youth Council Experience
The amount of time that the participants had spent at the designated high

school (with number of students in parentheses) was: less than 1 year ;3), 1-2
years (3). 2-3 years (2), and all 3 years (6). Length of time involved with the
LULAC Youth Council was: less than 1 year (5), 1-2 years (4), 2-3 years (1),
and all 3 years (4). The small number of participants precluded meaningful
correlational analyses among the variables.
Youth Councils in the schools.

The Youth Council in this study was established in 1983 and its major goals
arc to promote education, community service, healthy recreation, and leadership
training. Furthermore, it is intended by the adult council that the Youth
Councils will instill pride in one's school, I Iispanic culture and country

Instruments
Development. The instruments high School Experience Questionnaire

(I ISEQ) and LULAC Youth Council Experience Quest ior.na ire (YCEQ) were
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TABLE 1
Demographic Information on Participants

Variable n (0/0)

Home Environment
House with parents (1 other relatives) 10 (71%)
Apartment with parents 3 (21%)

Apartment with child 1 ( 8%)

Household Income
Under $9,999 6 (50%)
$10.000 - 29,999 2 (17%)

$30,000 39.999 4 (3301°)

Blank

Religious Preference
Catholic 10 ("1%)
Protestant 4 (29%)

Ethnic Nero t stoin-

Chicano 1 ( "io I

Chicano:Mexican 'Hispanic 1 ( 7%
Hispanic 5 3'%1
MexicaniHispanic 3 (21%)
Mexican ; (21%)
Mexican American 1 7%)

Plant ji,r 6 Months Putt Graduation-
College (29°/o )

College. !Fork 4 (2.10 M)

College,Nfiluary 1 ( )

College/Work/Mai-nag. I ( 7%)

College /Trade School 1 ( 70A))

Work 1 7% I

Not sure 1 ( 70'°)

e n = 1.

'Participants marked all responses that applied

developed by the senior author They were reviewed by a measurement specialist
and a high school counselor and then revised. Pilot testmg involved
administering the measures to LILAC Youth Council members in a different
high school from that being studied and then asking them for feedback on
c Linty and appropriateness 'I-hr students' written and verbal comments were
used in finalizing the forms used in this study

//tgb 1,boo/ Expertenir ituinnane I he containvd 15 questions
c meting various aspects of the high school experience. I ive asked the student
to rate the helpfulness (on a liv -point s ale) of specific school and family groups
telat Ise to their planned graduation Three questions related to school and work
activities in which the student participated and attendance during grades 10,
11, and 12. Six iteins elicited open-ended responses regarding personal
experiences with people ,rid situations which contributed to the. student's cocci

"
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or provided support. The final question asked the student to rate overall
frelingsi thoughts about high school on a five-point scale from Very Negative
to Vert, Positie.

LULAC Youth Council Experience Questionnaire. The YCEQ consisted of
10 questions with multiple choice responses. Four questions related to the length
of time at this high school, years involved with LULAC Youth Council, type
of incolyernent (member, officer, both), and reason for joining. Four items
asked the student to rate the affect of joining the LULAC Youth Council on
irades. getting along with other students, involvement with other activities.
and attendance. Finally, the students rated their overall feelings/thoughts on
the Youth Count I and provided additional open-ended comments.

Procedure
Ilocc mg the development of the instruments, the Youth Council's sponsor

ccas «intacted and her cooperation enlisted. She secured permission from school
personnel and announced the study and opportunity to participate at a scheduled
meeting luring the latter part of the spring term. The second author met with
interested students and briefly explained the study. responded to questions.
and presented the instructions for the instruments. The instruments were
administered. collected, and results tabulated by the second author. Students
ssere asked to winplete a general information questionnaire consisting of the
demographic information summarized in Table 1. Finally, students were thanked
for their participation and time was given to answering their questions.

RESULTS

High School Experience
The data in Table 2 shows that a high percentage of students indicated se hool

personnel, relatives. and classmates had had a positive influence on them The
highest rated group among these was teachers. The school counselor group
received the highest percentage of responses for being unhelpful.

TABLE 2
Groupr During High School

Helpful/ Unhelpful/
hoop Very Helpful Neutral Very Unhelpful

Feathers 86%

(.ounselors '79% 21

PrincipaliVice Principal "9% 21%

Parents and Relatives 79% % 1.1 °.!0

lassman s

n =
-1% %

students IfIVOIVd HI the Youth Council indicated an increase in participation
na different a, I 'vitt( s vtidi an average of 2.2 in their senior year versus 1.0 and
I tt tit the two previous years. On the other hand, the number of days missed
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during the year declined with an average of 6 days in the senior year versus

9 4 and 8 8 in the two previous years
On the open-ended measure of who contributed the most to students' success

in staying in high school and/or graduating were family (7), school personnel

(3). and friends (2). While academic, social, and family situationscreated the

most difficulty for the participants, the parents, friends, and teachers provided

the most help in resolving those difficulties. Six students (or 43%) had seriously

considered dropping out but did not, crediting assistance from parents (4),
counselors (2), determination (2), friends (1), iznd organized activities (1).

Overall, 11 students rated their high school experience as positive. Two
indicated a neutral response and one said their overall experience was negative.

LULAC Youth Council Experience
The amount of rime that the participants had spent at the designated high

school (with number of students in parentheses) was: less than 1 year (3), 1-2
years (3), 2-3 years (2), and all 3 yeats (6). Length of time involved with the
LULAC Youth Council was: less than 1 year 5). 1-2 years (4), 2-3 years (1),

and all 3 years )4). The small number of participants precluded meaningful
correlational analyses among We variables.

The majority of participants indicated the reasons for joining the Youth
Council were that it was expected to be fun (a positive experience) or that they
wanted to join a club where they could feel comfortable. Some mentioned that
their friends had encouraged them to join and that they could meet other people.

Table 3 reveals that the benefit from having joined the Youth Council was
most strongly expressed in relation to getting along with other people and next
in relation to grades. Respondents were split on whether joining the Youth
Council had helped or had no effect on attendance and involvement with other
activities. The overall rating of the Youth Council experience was unanimously
positive.

TABLE 3
h.j.kr of youth Council Expenence on Pro Academic and ProSoctal Outcome

Effect of Youth Council Experience
Helped Hurt

Outcome A lot /Some No Etre( t Some / Alm

Grades 62% 3X%

Getting along with other people 79% 11%

Involvement with other activities' 15% c 7 '1/4,

School attendance 50% 4 5%

n 14.

titw to one mulfcmim

7 "A,

The final question, asking for open-ended comments about having joined
the LULAC Youth Council, resulted in a consensus of responses. The majority
stated that it helped them to feel more positive shout themselves, that it was
fun, and that it had a positive effect on their continuan« in high school.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study provide a preliminary indication of the extent to
which Hispanic youth's affiliation with a Hispanic youth organization positively
influences pro-academic and pro-social behavior. Conclusions and implications
must be tempered by the sample size and the fact that measures were of a self-
report nature, without specific external or concurrent validating information.

The responses were extremely positive when the participants were asked about
their overall feelings and/or thoughts regarding LULAC Youth Council
affiliation. With a 100% response there is little doubt that aft-dation in this
Youth Council has been an important factor in their lives.

As the Hispanic student experiences the support of other students participating
in the Youth Council, they see themselves in a more positive way.. The comments
of the participants indicated that belonging to this group improved their self-
esteem and enhanced their high school experience. This supports previous
thinking that we have a need for affiliation and that this functions to motivate
us (Maslow, 1954; Murray. 1938). We are social creatures who derive much of
our satisfaction from other people (Bourne & Ekstrand, 1985).

LULAC Youth Councils appear to provide the sorely needed atmosphere which
allows the Hispanic student to feel a part of the educational system and the
community. Through this affiliation with the Youth Council. the Hispanic
student can learn to be proud of their culture and at the same time be encouraged
to be successful socially and academically even as they face unfamiliar experiences
(Weiten. 1986).

Additional support for the affiliation need is indicated by the fact that every
participant indicated a religious affiliation. Clearly, belonging to a group ranks
high with these participants. Likewise, the respondents' indication of high
identity with the Hispanic culture and relative lack of involvement with other
school activities (Sheldon & Ramirez, 1987; Sue. 1981) suggests that a Hispanic
organization is a viable mechanism for their affiliation needs. Being with other
Hispanics seemed to facilitate the participants' involvement (Byrne, 1971).

Throughout this study data emerged supporting affiliation with a Youth
Council as an important factor in influencing pro-academic and pro-social
behavior, yet other factors appear to have a positive influence on the Hispanic
student as well. For example. parents. friends, teachers, and counselors were
all mentioned as having influenced continuance in high school.

An examination of absenteeism showed that the participii,s stabilized as
they approached graduation. In other words, the amount of involvement with
others and activities increased while the number of absences decreased. It could
be infcrred from this that affiliation has a positive effect on high school
attendance, which could certainly have a positive influence on pro-academic
behavior, and, in turn, retention.

In «41(111511in. affiliation appears to produce a positive pro-academic and pro-

soual influence on the Hispanic student. However. longitudinal research needs
to be «inducted to confirm the causality telationslop between the variables.
Further, comparisons between Hispanic Youth Council members and Hispanic
students not belonging to a LULAC Youth Council could help determine more
exactly the extent to which affiliation and non-affiliation with Youth Council
affects pro-academic and pro-social behavior.
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Comparison of Perceptions of Family
Environments Between Gifted and Control
Adolescents

by Cynthia L. Baldwin, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION
In the area of gifted education, the contributing factor of family environment

to the academic success of gifted achievers over average students has been
hypothesized but not adequately researched (Albert, 1978). Some studies have
focused on case studies of gifted subjects using a historical perspective (e.g..
Cox, 197): longitudinal data collection (e.g., *Ferman. 1954): individual reports
of fainil involvement (e.g., Weisberg & Springer, 1961); or the impact of ordinal
family position in academic achievement (e.g.. Breland, Circirelli, 1976).
In each of these studies, however, the perception of the family environment
and its impact on academic success was not specifically addressed. Other bodies
of research have focused on family characteristics of creative students rather than
the population of academically successful students (e.g., Dewing & Taft 1973).
One study specifically dealing wit the importance of accurate offspring
perceptions in parental transmission of educational goals dealt only with intact
original families and failed to use instruments with previously confirmed
reliability and content validity (Smith. 1982. 1984). However, implications from
this research indicate that indeed there may be a relationship between the
accuracy of offspring perceptions of parents' educational goals and offsprings'
concordance to the goals of parents (Smith, 1982).

The intent of this study then was to investigate relationships between academic
succes and a student's clear perceptions of parental goals It was hypothesized
that if different perceptions of the family environment exist between families
of academically successful students compared to control families, perhaps
counselors, parents and administrators could study information about successful
dissemination of goals to enhance the potential for academic success in any
family. With this in mind, it control population and gifted population of
adolescents and their parents were enlisted to help determine 1) how the students
differed from each other in their perceptions of their family environments and
21 how students differed (rum their parents in their perception of family
environment.

METHOD
The primary instrument used in the measurement of perceptions was Form

It of the Family Environment tic ale (FF5) (Moos, 1974)..1 he FES was developed
to gain a naturalistic understanding of social environments in families, and could
he used to compare child and parent perceptions of family social environment

mthht I 8.11dwin is Asst ale holes,of to ,,unseling and 1Phiate v.ttfun the
allege of hlik.ition. I nI (rsuy of NevadaReno, Reno, Nevada.
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dimensions of relationships growth, and system maintenance Among many
other research uses, the FES has been used to compare the different sue to- cultural
en% tronrnents of two - parent families to single-parent families and was able to
sensitively describe variance in the social milieu (Reinhart. 19--). Therefore.
it appeared that the FES provided potential for appropriate and interesting
differentiation between academically successful families and a matching control
group which in turn could he studied to clarify strategies in families that could
enhance the potential of academic. .success

Form R of the FES. which was used in this study, consists of 90 true-false
items which are divided into 1(1 subscales: Cohesion, Expressiveness, Conflict.
Independence. Achievement Orientation. Intellectual-Cultural Orientation,
Active-Recreational Orientation. Moral-Religious Emphasis, Organization, and
Control. These represent Relationship Dimensions. Personal Gowth Dimensions
and System Maintenance Dimensions The Family Incongruence Sore. whit h
is the absolute difference between parent and child scores on the 10 subsc ales.
was also used to gauge differences in familY perceptions Moos (19-Ai shims
test-retest reliability and stability falling \\ [hut an acceptable range of .08 to
.8(i on the ten subscores with twomontl.) to melve-month retesting. Internal
onsistency ranged from 6.4 to -s and there were only yyeak inter( ortelations

between the subscales, indicating that the subscales measure distinct though
somewhat related aspects of family soctal environments.

Form R Of the FES and demographic questions were sent to -5 gifted
adolescents in their junior year and a patent of the gifted adolescent. In an
earlier study with perceptions of families of gifted adolescents. differences
between fathers and mothers on the FES were nonsignificant on any of the
subscales(labacknran, 19-61. therefore only one parent was asked to complete
the forms. Attempts were made to describe I. Orations of the socioeconomic status
of the families using the Duncan Soc weconomit Index Rt. Mueller zx Parcel!.
19811 himvr. this did not differentiate clearly the socioeconomic patterns
in Wyoming. The same forms were distributed to -5 randomly selected
adolescents (from the same schools) and their parents The control adolescents
\sere randomly. chosen by high school counselors Who were led on boys
to tandoink choose a student from lbw ionlot class roster t )1), e the selection

pro( ess %%as complete. the students seers' asked it they and one of their parents
would be \silting to participate in the study Out of son potential participants.
completed and useable forms Yyere returned front (in gittccl adolescents. 60
parents of gifted adolescents. 40 control adolescents and ill control patents.
making .t total sample sti of 200 participants. The rate of return for the gifted
pairs wits sn'tii and 5 s'!.. for the control croup.

PA RTIC :IPA NTS

The' students chosen for this ,(11,1% Vale WYtiming students. I8'5, male'. 52'!'0
telltale (Mean age = It, 5 i v.ho %tele in their junior ar of high sc hoot Hie
gifted students \sure those sslt, had been selec led to attend the Ig85 High Isc hool
Institute (I ISI) at the lmyersity of Wyoming While the label -gifted' %yds
awided m the comptime tecruitment of these Hsi students and -high
potential- yyas used instead. the mean wady point ayerage of these students
\slit) participated in the study seas S -5 and the selection seas based on a
combination of creamily, outstanding acIneYernent, interest and potential Die
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resultant group was one which fits Renzulli's (1978) triadic model of giftedness
The control group was matched to the gifted group by sex, geographic location,
school and age and randomly chosen by high school counselors in school districts
throughout Wyoming.

PROCEDURES
The FES data collected from the parent/adolescent combinations of gifted

and control subjects was analyzed using a two-way ANOVA. Significance was
set to be p .05 as is used in comparable studies on family perceptions.
Adolescent or parent status (called AGE) was crossed with gifted or control status
(called TYPE) and examined with families nested in TYPE crossing AGE. A
dependent t-test was also run for TYPE by families to compare the incongruence
score of the gifted families to the control families. Smaller means indicate more
congruence between parent and adolescent perceptions (Moos, 1974).
Additionally, stepwise multiple regressions using certain independent variables
were run to predict group TYPE as either gifted and control.

RESULTS

A series of two way ANOVAs (TYPE X AGE) were performed, one for each
of the 10 subtest of the FES. Each of those dependent variables were tested
for a Main Effect for TYPE (gifted versus control), a Main Effect for AGE (parent
versus adolescent), and a TYPE X AGE interaction. Typically there was a Main
Effect for AGE except for Independence, Achievement, and Control variables.
For five of the cases where there was a Main Effect Cohesion, Expressiveness,
Intellectual - Cultural Orientation, Moral/Religious, Organization parents had
higher scores than the adolescents. In two other Main Effect variables, Conflict
and Active Recreational parents perceived less conflict and less participation
in social and recreational activities than did the adolescents. In no case was there
an interaction between TYPE and AGE, which implies differences between
Gifted and Control were the same between adolescents and parents, or the
parent-child pattern was the same for both gifted and contol.

In general, there was no Main Effect for TYPE (gifted versus control) with
the exception of the Cultural-Orientation variable. In that case, the gifted were
significantly higher in their cultural orientation than the control group both
for parents and adolescents. Additionally, the dependent t-test failed to show
significance on the incongruence score. Several explanations could be proffered
for the Lick of significant differences between the perceptions of the family
environment of gifted adolescents and control adolescents. One very plaurable
explanation is that the control population may not have been truly random.
Although counselors were directed how to choose randomly a participant from
all available students on the Junior class list from their school, they may have
chosen the most convenient junior student to participate thereby reducing
their need for further involvement in the study. The fact that eight out of forty
of the randomly chosen adolescents had C'PA's of 3.75 or better lends support
to the nonrandomness of the selection.

Three different multiple step-wise regressions were run to predict membership
type. The empirical order of predictors (sec Table 1) placed the education level
of the father as the most predictive, with gifted adolescents having higher-
educated fathers than the control adolescents. Grade Point Average (GPA) was
logically a good predictor of membership, with gifted students averaging higher

51 .
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TABLE 3
Forced-order Predictors of Group TYPE (NEW Gifted Vs. NEW Control)
Using Grade Point Average as Primary Predictor

Step Predictor Entered
Contribution
to R2 (as %)

R2 (as%)
at this Step

1 Grade Point Average 33.3 33.3

2 Father's Education Level 4.8 38.1

3 Age of Parents 1.9 40.0

4 Sibling Position 1.7 41.7

5 Number Years in Community 1.3 43.0

6 Marital Status of Parents 1.6 44.6

DISCUSSION
Some interesting patterns emerged from this study. One pattern, that of

parents perceiving their family environment differently than their adolescents,
is so fundamental as to be easily overlockcd. Parents perceived more cohesion.
more open expression of feelings, more interest in political, social, intellectual
and cultural activities, more emphasis on ethical and religious issues and values,
and more emphasis on family organization and responsibilities than did their
adolescents. It behooves us to remember that adolescents from any environment
have a perspective which is colored by their age, peers, experience and
development. Not only is it important to remember this with research results.
it must be taken into consideration when hearing students and/or their parents
discuss their homclifc. While research on gifted adolescents has shown that they
as a group tend to be more sensitive to their environment than their nongifted
peers (Webb, Meckstroth. & Tolan, 1982). their perspective is still only one
view of the family environment.

Although the family is a system whose environment cannot he understood
by examining lust one piece. such as the giftedness of one of the members.
the predictors did yield some clues about the differences between families The
gifted families (both parent and adolescent) perceived their environment to
be significantly more involved with cultural and intellectual activities than control
families. The gifted families tended to be smaller, with older parents who have
been married slightly longer and with a more highly-educated father than the
control families (It is interesting to note that the education level of the mothers
was remarkably similar for both the gifted and control groups. This could be

cultural idiosyncrasy of Wyoming). It should come as no surprise to us as
educators that stable families with fewer children, longer re:Adency in the
community and with better educated par.iits arc more likely to be gifted. What
we do not know yet are strategies to help those other students overcome the
effects of instability. Future research with a more dichotomous population or
truly random control group would be useful in pinpointing more specifically
what areas distinguish high-potential gifted from high-potential underachievers
But the most important work can he clone directly with the students, their
families and the behaviors that can he linked to a more successful academic
orientation.
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than the control adolescents. Sibling position was also a good predictor of
membership, with gifted students more likely to be the oldest or only child
and the control student more likely to be a middle or youngest child. Also,
gifted students tend to have older parents and to be from single or remarried
families more frequently than the control students.

TABLE I
Empirically-ordered Predictors of Group TYPE (Gifted vs. Control)
Generated by a Multiple Stepwise Regression

Contribution R2 (as%)
Step Predictor Entered to R2 (as %) at this Step

1 Father's Education Level 5.9 5.9

2 Grade Point Average 5.9 11.8

3 Age of Parents 4.1 15.9

4 Sibling Position 2.4 18.3

5 Marital Status of Parents 1.8 20.1

A second multiple step-wise regression was run which forced GPA as the
primary predictor and eliminated the predictors of age (since students were all
between 14 and 16) and sex (since the population was almost equally divided
between male and female respondents) (see Table 2). In this regression analysis,
father's education level, the age of the parent, and sibling position remained
important predictors although the order of importance varied.

TABLE 2
Forced-order Predkton of Group TYPE (Gifted vs. Control)
Using Grade Point Average ac Primal). Predictor

Contribution R2 (as%)
Step Predictor Entered to R2 (as To) at this Step

Grade Point Average 5.9 5.8

2 Father's Education Level 6.0 11.9

3 Age of Parents 4.1 16.0

4 Sibling Position 2 1 18.4

5 Marital Status of Parents 1.3 19.7

6 Number Years in Community 1.3 21.0

A third multiple step-wise regression was run similar to the second except
the two populations were made more specifically dichotomous. Only gifted
students with IPA'' of 3.-5 and greater were used in the gifted group and
only contiol students with CPA's of less than 3.75 were used in the control
group, which naturally reduced the sample size. This procedure was done to
determine whether predictors may he ordered differently if the groups were
more sharply delineated. However, as Table i shows, the predictors which
appeared in Tables 1 and 2 appeared again although the order varied.



CONCLUSION
While the stud% did highlight predictors which differentiated between familt

characteristics and differences between parents and children, it failed to capture
significant differences between the gifted and control adolescents. The lack of
a true dichotomous population could have played a large part in clouding these
differences. However, one can not deny the possibility that the study did not
pick up differences in perceptions of control and gifted perceptions simply
because other than the Intellectual-Cultural Orientation (which is highly
significant in gifted families) gifted adolescents come from the whole gambit
of family environments, just as the control adolescents do. What is important
to remember is that the gifted students tend to come from environments
perceived as more stable with more cultural and intellectual orientation. This
information could be an important link in program development, parenting
classes and curriculum design to develop strategies for enhancing the academic
success potential of all adolescents.
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College Student Personnel Administration:
One Model's Follow - Up Study

by David A. McKelfresh, Ph.D. and Mark F. Creamer

BACKGROUND
Graduate preparation programs in student affairs have been the subject of

increased interest in the past several years. Much of the literature has dealt with
preparation programs in general. Authors have addressed specific degree levels
(Tracy, 1971; Rocky, 1972: Ostroh, 1975: and Rodgers, 1976), special program
components (Morris, 1953; Houtz. 1967, M( Daniel, 1972; Hess, 1973;Barnard,
1974; and Domeier, 1977), and what should or should not be in graduate
programs (Cross. 1981; Knock, 1977; Miller and Carpenter, 1980; and Sandeen.

1982).
The number of preparation programs has increased dramatically in the past

two decades. The Directory of Preparation Programs in College Student
Personnel, 1968-69 published by the American College Personnel Association
listed 74 institutions with graduate-level preparation programs in college student
personnel administration. In 1987, nineteen years later, the Directory listed
151 programs. more than a 100% increase.

Although the importance of program design, preparation program evaluation
and placement of entry-level professionals in student affairs has been emphasized
(Greenleaf, 1982), little has recently been written about program placement
efforts, and few preparation programs have followed and chronicled the progress
of their graduates.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
Since 1967 the College Student Personnel Administration (CSPA) graduate

program at Colorado State University has been the only Colorado program which
specifically prepares student affairs administrators at the masters level. The two-
year graduate program, based in the School of Occupational and Educational
Studies, is designed for students seeking careers in administration of student
affairs within colleges, universitiel, community colleges, technical and
occupational centers, and private postsecondary institutions (Feller, 1989). The
program. in which only 30% of the applicants are accepted annually, has
significant minority student and faculty involvement and follows the model
recently developed by the Council for the Advancement of Standards for Student
Services/Development Programs (1986). The program model includes:

Classes in student personnel services. higher education adminis-
tration. campus urology, student development theory, and coun-
seling.

David A MiKelfresh, Ph 1) is the Assistant Dan tor, Itesideme I.ite l itfice of I lousing
and Food services at Colorado State uniscrsits Mark F Creamer is a Graduate Assist-
ant within the ('SPA graduate program at Colorado State Ulm:et-sits , Fort Collins, CO
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Seminars concerning legal implications, management, and current
trends in the field
Workshops in admission, career services, designing and facilitating
workshops, financial aid, housing and auxiliary services, institutional
diversity, student union administration, today's college student,
and balancing professional lifestyles.
Practica in student affairs departments within a higher education
setting.
Elective work in supportive fields.
Thesis or position paper.

The CSPA program currently lists 23 faculty of which 43% are women, 4%
are Black, 9% are Hispanic, and 4% are Asian (Feller, 1989). The program
enjoys a unique and collaborative relationship with the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs which provides graduate assistantships in student
affairs. According to Feller (1989) "CSU's program has been a model for others
to follow when it comes to emphasizing administration, a strong experiential
component, and a deemphasis of counselor education (pg. 6)."

COLORADO STATE'S CSPA GRADUATES
The Colorado State CSPA program has developed its national reputation,

in part, as a result of its 95% placement rate (Phillips, 1986). A follow-up study
of graduates (Creamer, 1988) indicates that there are at least 122 graduates
serving as student affairs administrators within 67 institutions of higher education
in 30 states. While most graduates receive multiple job offers, graduates are
currently employed in the following areas of student affairs adminstration in
higher education: housing and food services, student unions, student activities,
admissions, financial aid, career placement, counseling center, Black student
services, Asian-American student services, research, dean of students, and
mountain campus administration. The number of alumni in current positions
can be seen more clearly in chart number one.
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A number of CSPA alumni report employment in positions outside of higher
education. A total of 55 alumni are currently working in business, government,
human services or education in a variety of adminstration positions.

Since 1975 an average of 11 students per year have graduated from the CSPA
program (see chart number two). Nationally, the percentage of women (66%)
graduating from masters preparation programs is higher than the number of
men (33%). Colorado State's program is representative of these figures with
89 male graduates and 127 female graduates.

CHART 2
No. of CSPA Graduates
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FEEDBACK
Colorado State's degree program in College Student Personnel Administration

offers students a wide range of practical experiences. Through assistantships,
practica. independent studies, classroom discussion and various opportunities
to deliver presentations, students acquire the practical and theoretical knowledge
required for success.

Students currently enrolled in the CSPA program were asked to describe what
they viewed as the program's greatest strengths (Creamer, 1989). One common
response to the question addressed the flexibility of experiences available to
each student, depending upon their own needs. Since there is not a Ph.D.
program in student affairs at Colorado State. there is considerable agreement
that the focus on the masters student is a critical success variable in the model.

A summary of the most common responses to the question regarding Colorado
State's CSPA program strengths follows:

Courses arc taught by instructors currently working in the field,

I-lands-on practical experience,

The ability to develop close relationships with prokssional colleagues and
professors,

The high level of responsihilm 'Primed within assistantships,

The network of professionals within the field available on one campus.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this "follow-up" was to chronicle the progress of the graduates

and reflect on the programmatic model used within the Colorado State University
CSPA program The Information presents a positive picture of the program's
current efforts and lays the groundwork for an optimistic view of the model
in training student affairs administrators for the changing times anticipated
in higher education. Students have been very successful in finding employment,
many receive multiple offers for positions in student affairs. Graduates have
fared well in administrative positions in higher education as well as administrative
positions in the private sector. Alumni recommend the program to colleagues
and prospective students. Current students view the program positively and
with a strong sense of pride. Overall, the process of "taking stock" of the CSPA
program's efforts in this very specific area has been an important and helpful
endeavor for those charged with the charting the course for the coming years.
The model is offered to encourage other programs completing a self-study or
evaluation to consider the values displayed in the Colorado State effort.
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BOOK REVIEW.

The Empowered Manager:
Positive Political Skills At Work

by Peter Block

Published by Jossey-Bass

Reviewed by Michelle Bartley Taylor

Peter Block shows in The Empowered Manager that the answers to the hardest
questions arc merely common sense. The business world has continually built
and expanded the monster known as BUREAUCRACY despite its own
disapproval of the phenomenon. Block teaches in layman's terms how each
person in an organization has the means to break down and destroy this
bureaucratic monster.

The author moves away from bureaucratic lifestyles into a realm of
entrepreneurial spirit, a direction he feels will save the business world from
its demise. Managers should learn how to run their own unit as though they
were the top executive and turn it into the environment that they foresee as
the desired outcome for the entire organization. Treating other departments
and suppliers as customers rather than competing against them will ensure
departmental and company wide success. Although the longterm goal may be
for all departments in a company to eventually act in such a fashion, change
can only begin in one area. Empowered managers should first concentrate on
developing their own units before corporate wide changes can be made. The
direction and culture of an organization has traditionally been created and passed
down from the top executives. Block suggests replacement of this process by
beginning the creation at the bottom and in the middle. He notes that even
though the handed down structure exists, more frequently than not ''the inmates
run the prison.''

The second major theme incorporated in the book is the practice of positive
politics. Though the word carries a negative connotation in today's language,
the author shows that one can he political without being manipulative. In lieu
of depending on negative politics to accomplish tasks, Block focuses on an
independent state where one learns to be straightforward and outwardly political.
Today many negative political tactics are used in daily operations. Subordinates
employ such tactics as downplaying potential problems to appease their
supervisors. These "people pleasers" are seemingly optimistic despite their own
assessment of the situation. Block advocates assertive political behavior and
criticizes aggressive and non-assertive political behavior.

M helle Hartley Favlor is Assistant I Iall Ditettor xl Green.I-Iall and a graduate student
the College Student Personnel Administration Program at Colorado State University
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One of the first steps in creating a more faorable workplace is building one's
own autonomy In order to succeed one must transgress from the "blame"
smdrome %%here the mysterious the% are the problem creators, prop t
inhibitors, and cream it% suflers Block points out Organizational politics as

we know it works against people taking responsibility." the focus needs to
be directed towards the "us" mentality where "employees (need) to personally
take responsibility for the success of the business."

The Empowered Manager was written specifically for managers looking to
change and strengthen their own organizations, and for those who are
entrepreneurs at heart but have become bound by three-piece bureaucratic suits.

Yet Block's advice is so universal, he speaks to all managers or supervisor: within
and outside of business as he provides specific strategies for making general
tasks run smoother. At the heart of the hook are guidelines geared towards
creating a more honest, direct, successful person.

An empowered manager has learned how to use positive politics and an
entrepreneurial spirit to drain the "bureaucratic sea where the predominant
concerns are safety, advancement. control and the desire to hold someone else

responsible for what is happening."
The Empowered Mandger Positive lohrical Skills Jr 1;"ipi could be a bible

to people in management positions. including those professionals working in
the Student Affairs arena. We can all benefit from the insight and prescriptions
provided for us by Peter Block.
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BOOK REVIEW/

The Addictive Organization

by Anne Wilson Schaef and Diane Fassel

Published by Harper & Row

Reviewed by Nathalie Kees & Janet Trever

Reading The Addictive Organization is an invitation to re-examine the work
environments you've experienced with a new type of magnifying glass, a different
tutored lens. The result may include light bulbs going off with insights, new
puzzles unearthed, and surprising parallels being drawn from their examples.

Schaef and Fassel describe four major forms of addiction in organizations.
The first is when key persons in the organization are ac,:/e addicts. As a result,
the system functions much as a chemically dependent family with the three
primary symptoms of denial and dishonesty, dualistic or black and white
thinking, and paramount control issues.

In the second form of addiction, members of the organization bring to the
system their Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or Co-dependent behaviors. The
third area that Schaef and Fassel examine is when the organization becomes
the addictive substance. Work and the system itself become "the fix" for the
millions of workaholics in our society. The authors were amazed at the lack
of research and studies presently available on this problem.

The final form of addiction describes the organization as an addict. Schaef
and Fassel see the organization as a hologram being greater than the sum of
its parts. As we try to treat the system we need to look beyond the Indic iduals
and effect the denial, dishonesty, and control mechanisms of the organization
as a whole. Using these terms to describe an organization and suggesting a
ficeded paradigm shift in viewing present problems is perhaps the most
significant contribution of the book.

The authors proside important suggestions of consultants: being acutely
award of their role in the addictive system and their own possible tendencies
ro become enmeshed and entangled. to rescue the organization as "the problem
solver The best role of the consultant is to empower the members of the
organization to accept responsibility for their own recovery. When working with
am type of organization, Fassel and Schaef warn that we must stop treating
the symptoms through endless seminars and workshops that may perpetuate
the addictive patterns ti t , time management workshops lot a group of
workaholics). fte sic kites% of the system rather than the symptoms must be
the focus of treatment.
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Lack of details concerning intervention, treatment, and recovery is where the
book falls short Hopefully this will be the topic of their next book There is
also a tendency, while reading The Addictive Organization, to feel that all
behavior is addictive The authors need to define more fully what is a healthy

organization, and what is healthy behavior in the workplace'
The Addictive Organization provides another important point for female

employees and consultants who have fruitlessly tried to change the atmosphere
of their work settings. Perhaps as good co-dependents they've taken it on as

a challenge similar to picking a sow's ear based on the promise it shows, and
then trying to create the proverbial silk purse. They only frustrate the pig and

themselves.
We highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to better understand

, the organizational systems they are involved with. Schaef and Fassel have taken

a major step toward awareness of dysfunction and new possibilities for our
organizations and work settings.
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BOOK REVIEW/

Breaking Into The Boardroom

by Jinx Melia

Published by G.P. Putnam's Sons

Reviewed by Emily Langdon

Breaking Into The Boardroom by Jinx Melia addresses conflicts women face
when they enter the "Male Dominate System." Melia traces male and female
roles back to survivalist tendencies formed during prehistoric times revolving
around the "bearfight." Formerly focused on food, shelter and protection. the
bearfight is applied to the business world.

Physically disadvantaged by weakness or pregnancy, women were no match
for bears, thus creating the "first political system" based on
self-protection. In this system, women controlled the limited environment of
the cave. They bartered for protection from the bears with men by trading
abilities to cook, bear children, and have sex. They alto avoided threatening
elements, like other women luring away their protector.

Males fought the bears, a phenomenon Melia attributes to hormones. Men
soon learned it was aafer to fight in groups; this fostered cooperation among
themselves while women learned competition between each other over men.
During the bear fight, men tested each other to develop trust. Melia calls this
period of testing and trusting the ancient ancestor of the "quid pro quo of
modern diplomacy."

The concept of the bear/ protector/ female triangle runs throughout the book
as the author applies it to the present-day business world. Since women were
left out of the bear hunt experience, they failed to learn rules which bearfighters
now apply to professional arenas. Women are also excluded from the bonding
and trust that forms between male bear fighters.

In the popular comic strip Calvin and Hobbes by Watterson, Calvin once
asked Hobbes why they don't play peace instead of war; Hobbes' reply was.
"Not enough role models.'' Women in power have the same problem. Melia
puts famous females on the spot. Geraldine Ferraro is mentioned under the
section titled "Serving at the "'him of Benefactors;" benefactors being men
who raise little-known women to power only to let them fall by the wayside
when they have served their purpose. Other women learn to operate within
the Male Dominate System, often as safe second -in- commands less likely to
challenge the leader than ambitious male subordinates.

Melia claims women are used to independence, not trusting other women,
or men. In contrast. men are team players, learning early that working with

Lnulc Langdon liall 1)tre(tor At Parmelee Hall and a graduate %tudent ut
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other men makes the bear fight less dangerous. Men cooperate if they see an
opportunity to benefit from such behavior. Women do not understand the
concept and are often excluded from the team because they don't know how

to play.
Melia devotes one chapter to the sexual energy involved any time men and

women are within close proximity. It is biological and cannot be ignored. From

sex, men learn risk. For sexual intercourse to occur, a male must maintain an
erection and perform..The female must simply be present. Male genitals are
exposed whereas the female's are protected safely inside the body. These physical
realities become the base of the political system. Women have a totally separate
experience and therefore do not understand male biases. Risking is equated
with being male. Women want to feel safe and not take risks; but fc r men,
the biggest mistake is to avoid the challenge. The risk men learn to value is
applied to their career.

Trust as well as risk is misunderstood by women. Trust is earned by men,
after a testing period; Melia believes that it is given perfunctorily by women
until proven wrong, much to their dismay.

Breaking Into fhe Boardroom cleverly outlines the history of conflict between
men and women consistently using the parable of tl bearfight. Bearfighting
is equated with football which is equated with the Male Dominate System and
the three are employed to show how men work together and why women do
not function within these frameworks.

Challenging the justice of the Male Dominant System, Melia raises questions
and tempers, but she does not channel this energy constructively. The closing
comments ring of optimism but offer few concrete ideas as to how women will
accomplish such feats: ". . . women will begin to perceive themselves as savvy
powerful individuals with female orientations, with womanly goals, with new
feminine roles which have far more to do with priorities than with social
approval." (p. 156).

One tangible tip Melia includes is training women to learn male skills. Men
have successfully incorporated female nurturing skills into the management
world. Recently, women were told to reject traditional female roles, but they
were not taught traditional male roles; they were sent into the business world
unarmed and unprotected. She suggests that women need to understand
concepts like teamplay and negotiation before they can successfully enter that

realm.
Melia optimistically states that increasing numbers of women are becoming

"significant,' and doing so "Not on male terms. Not necessarily in the Male
Dominant System. Not necessarily apart from it." This causes the reader to
wonder how then women arc becoming significant.

Some inconsistencies in her preaching exist. For example, Melia refers to
"Geisha Training,'' which she defines as women who ". . effectively utilize
their 'wiles' in the boardroom without sleeping around," (p. 157). Does this
sound like training a woman to become significant "on her own terms" or
"in a womanly fashion?"

Melia's extremely naive summary insists that powerful women can change
the world. "Women, as a sex, do have a better understanding than men of
what is important in life." Important women arc desperately needed in the
areas of psychiatri«are, critnetprevention, education, and politics, just to name
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a few. Since women concentrate less on wealth they might not make quite as
much of a salary as men but they would show more compassion and obviously
make the world a better place to live, overnight.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

While the subtle change in the logo of this month's LIFE magazine may gain

your attention, changes within this issue of the Journalare much more noticeable.

Most notable is the page and print size. With printing costs continuing to increase,

we've switched to a format that allows us to bring readers more articles within a

stable budget. Print size may also be easier on the avid reader.
Our cover page attempts to fully engage busy counselors. While we're

convinced the wide range of articles offer an attractive menu, this format appears

more enticing. Inside you'll find an expanded set of Guidelines for Authors which
clarifies questions often forwarded to the Editor. The few available spaces on the

back cover and column inches within short articlesinclude messages critical to the

continued growth of the Colorado Association for Counseling and Development.
The most important change comes within the Editorial Board. As the Journal

receives an increasing number of manuscripts, interest in providing expanded
feedback and support to authors requires involving the expertise of additional
CACD members. We are especially proud to welcome five new editorial board
members. in introducing them, you'll find names which have made significant
impact within the Colorado counseling community in numerous and diverse ways.

Martelle Chapital, Program Manager of Guidance, Placement, Corrections
and Community Based Organizations within the Colorado Community College
and Occupational Education System, is the most visible counselor advocate
within Colorado's state education agencies. Martellecontinually keeps us abreast

of statewide and legislative efforts impacting counseling.
Joe Daly, Professor of Counselor Education at Colorado State University,

takes on additional editorial responsibilities as Associate Editor. Beyond Joe's
perspective as a counselor trainer, he adds a critical perspective as aschool board

President and research statistician.
Rex Filer, a relatively new Assistant Professor of Counselor Education at

Adams State College, has already made significant professional contributions to
CACD and serves as President-Elect of the Colorado Association for Counselor
Education and Supervision. As 1990 Convention Program Coordinator, we'll
count on Rex to lead authors to the Journal.

Shirley Gwinn Coffman, a secondary counselor from Thompson Valley High
School, offers a special appreciation for adolescent development evidenced by
her fine article Adolescents and Anger: The Effect of Family Structure which
appeared in the Spring 1989 issue. As a representative to the Colorado School
Counselors Association, Shirley's feedback is especially important and valued.

Andy Helwig, Associate Professor of Counseling and Personnel Services at
the University of Colorado at Denver, is established nationally with a fine record
of writing and leadership within the American Association for Counseling and

Development. In addition to his national perspective, Andy's reviews are as
thorough as one can receive.

Colorado's counselors and CACD are fortunate to have such a dedicated
group of professionals supporting them. Please take time to compliment them in
their commitment to make Colorado's Journal a continually improving and
responsive vehicle of the Colorado Association for Counseling and Development.

Rich Feller, Editor
Professor, Counseling and Career Development
Colorado State University
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THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR
AND THE ABUSED CHILD

by Kathleen M. Galloway

Abstract
An elementary school counselor can play a major role in
helping an abused child. To do so, the school counselor
should become knowledgeable in prevention strategies,
the Child Protection Act, and intervention techniques. By
doing so, abused children will be identified sooner and be
able to receive the guidance and help needed. This paper
focuses on these areas and provides strategies to help
break the cycle of abuse.

Child abuse whether it be physical, sexual, emotional,
or neglect is no longer seldom reported. Recent statistics
show that approximately two million American children are
abused or neglected each year. Of these reported cases,
one in four girls and one in ten boys are sexually molested
before the age of eighteen (Holtgraves, 1986). To ade-
quately deal with child abuse, it is necessary for elementary
school counselors to become knowledgeable in prevention
strategies, the law, and intervention techniques.

Physical abuse, physical neglect, emotional maltreat-
ment, and sexual abuse involve children and parents (or
caretakers) of all ages, races, ethnic backgrounds and
religions. According to Schafer (1989), one-third of all
individuals who were themselves physically abused, sexu-
ally abused, or extremely neglected as children will subject
their offspring to one of these forms of maltreatment. Being
abused as a child puts one at riL,Ic of becoming an abusive
parent or caretaker. Besides having a history of abuse,
other indicators of potential abusers include having poor
impulse control, poor coping skills, no support system, and/
or a history of alcohol or substance abuse. If high stress
factors such as unemployment, financial problems, changes
in family structure due to death or divorce, and/or feelings
of rejection are added to the above characteristics or
situations, then even abused parents who try not to inflict
abuse on their child may find no other way to cope but to
continue the cycle (Schafer, 1989). "Children who can't
protect themselves from their parents' abuse end up iden-
tifying with their parent. They incorporate these values into
their own personality. By accepting this value, they see
abusive behavior as one way to solve the problem" (Schafer,
1989, p.8). In order to break this cycle, the goal of an
elementary school counselor needs to be early intervention
especially since the latest research claims that girls sexu-
ally abused before the age of nine are more likely to show

Kathleen M. Galloway is a fifth grade teacher at the Stratemoor
Hills Elementary, Harrison School District 2, and graduate student
at the University of Colorado-Colorado Springs in Guidance and
Counseling.

severe psychological impairment than those abused at a
later age (Nash 1989). Nash (1989) showed that 50% of the
children abused before the age of nine experienced depres-
sion, disturbed cognition, and a damaged self- image.

Prevention Strategies
One early intervention strategy a counselor can use is

the education of children to avoid potentially threatening
situations. This can be accomplished through the use of
prevention programs and educating the staff and parents
about child abuse and the law regarding child abuse.

An elementary school counselor can purchase excel-
lent child abuse prevention material through Kidsrights, a
catalogue containing several useful resources. There is
also a list of resources in the 1988 Elementary School
Guidance and Counseling journal. Carlson (1988) lists The
Body Rights Kit by Dorothy Chatman, Kristin Baird, and
Marilyn Kile (1986). The Body Rights Kit is designed for
children three to seven years of age and lists nine objectives
for the program including learning names of body parts,
types of touches, ways to say "no" to adults, and safety
rules. When looking for an appropriate prevention program,
the program should include the following components:
awareness of body parts and touches, decision-making
(coping) strategies, assertive communication skills, and
resources that can offer help (Vernon & Hay, 1988). With
the use of prevention programs, perhaps more children will
come forward if abused, and those children not abused will
have the necessary strategies to confront potential
abusers.

Educating School Staff and Parents
According to the School's Role in the Prevention/

Intervention of Child Abuse and Neglect in A Handbook for
School Personnel (1988), a school district needs to "provide
district teachers with a periodic inservice program" which
includes information of the Child Protectior, Act of 1987,
instruction designed to assist teachers in recognizing child
abuse or neglect, instruction designed to provide teachers
with information on how to report suspected incidents of
child abuse and neglect, and information on how to assist
the child victim and family. Also a parent inservice on child
abuse will increase their awareness of the problem and
dangers. These inservices can be conducted by the school
counselor.

The Law
One issue that should be explained during these in-

services is the Child Protection Act. According to the law,
any school official or employee who has reasonable cause
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to suspect child abuse or neglect is mandated to report or
cause a report to be made to the County Department or
Local Law Enforcement Agency. Any person who has
reasonable cause and does not report is committing a class
misdemeanor. Once child abuse is suspected or known,
the next step is to immediately report the abuse by contact-
ing the county department of the local law enforcement
agency. When calling in a child abuse report, give the
child's name, age and address, present location of the child,
the parents' names and addresses, the nature and extent of
injury or condition observed, and give your name and
location and any other pertinent information. Your name will
not be used when an investigation is made into your report.

After the initial verbal report, the reporting person is re-
quired by law to tollow-up a verbal report of suspected
abuse with a written report within 48 hours. In some cases,
the school principal wants to be notified of the reporting and
may decide it is not necessary. Remember you are respon-
sible by law to report if there is any reasonable cause to
know or suspect a child has been subjected to abuse or
neglect. The law states that any person participating in
good faith in the making of a report is immune from liability,
civil or criminal, or termination of employment.

Identifying Abused Victims
The school staff needs to also be awpre of the behav-

ioral and physical indicators related to child abuse victims.
This awareness should help the staff with identifying abused
children. Some behavioral symptoms related to child abuse
victims include:
1. Self-defeating statements
2. An extreme need for attention
3. Overly aggressive or withdrawn behavior
4. Depression
5. Low self-estee 11
Some examples of physical indicators are:
1. Bruises, bums, abrasions, lacerations, swelling caused

by other than accidental means
2. Belt buckle marks, handprints, bite marks and pinches
3. A history of recurring injuries
4. Unexplained injuries; conflicting explanations on rea-

son for injury
5. Very young children with injuries on back of the body

Teachers and the Abused Child
Classroom strategies should be provided to teachers

working with abused children. Such strategies include
offering security, structure, identity, consistency, a sense of
belonging, appropriate intimacy (such as eye contact and
self-disclosure), and approval. Also include strategies for
enhancing positive self-esteem and showing support for the
family (Sandau-Christopher, 1988). Teachers and staff
need to also be aware of the confidentiality rights of the
child. When informed that an abused child has been
enrolled in a teacher's classroom, the teacher needs to
know that the information received on that child is confiden-
tial. The only time that confidentiality can be broken is if
there is reasonable cause that the child is being harmed or
is harming his or herself.
2 Journal of the Colorado Association for Counseling and Development

Intervention Techniques
After the initial identifying and reporting of abuse, the

counselor must be willing to follow through with
intervention. Interventions should not focus solely on the
abused child. The family and the child are both affected.
Counselors can work with the family by providing accurate
information regarding the actual abuse and reporting,
expressing faith in the parents' ability to cope with the
situation, pointing out steps the family has already taken,
helping the parent reassure the child, and teaching parents
how to teach their child self-protection skills (Sandau-
Christopher, 1988).

The school counselor, when working with an abused
child, needs to instill in the child that he or she is still a
worthwhile person. According to Schafer (1980), abused
children are criticized so often, they feel it is their own fault.
Because of this feeling, all victims need continual reminders
that the abuse was not their fault. Holtgraves (1986) claims
that whether it is the perpetrator or the abused child re-
moved from the home, the victim will need support and
encouragement from the counselor in coping with the
feelings created by these changes.

During the initial meeting with the abused child, the
counselor needs to build a trusting relationship. According
to Holtgraves (1984 the counselor, by being mentally and
physically available, attentive, and verbalizing the idea of
being there when the child needs to talk, can help these
victims express their thoughts, feelings and reactions. A
trusting relationship can be established by the counselor
using such techniques as empathy, mirroring, and reflect-
ing the child's actions. Negative statements about the
situation or the perpetrator should be avoided. In fact,
according to Vernon & Hay (1988), "some emphasis on the
worth of the offender is also important, the perpetrator is
usually a confused person with problems. This understand-
ing may help children deal with their own confused or
negative feelings toward the offender in a more realistic
way, especially if the offender is a significant other" (p.308).
Once a trusting relationship has been established, feelings
and other issues can be brought out openly. The child
should not be forced to discuss the events and feelings,
instead a tentative exploration approach should be used.
With children in the primary grades, use of play media,
puppets, or art materials are more appropriate vehicles of
expression. With children in the intermediate elementary
grades, feelings games, journal or letter writing, and role
playing can be utilized.

The next step is building positive self-esteem. Accord-
ing to Vernon & Hay (1988), children will find it easier to
stand up to others if they feel good about themselves.
School counselors and teachers should provide opportuni-
ties for the child to feel successful. One technique that
provides the abused child with a feeling of accomplishment
and at the same time helps them look beyond themselves
and their problem is through tutoring younger children. This
technique works well with abused children nine and older.
These children can spend part of their school day helping
younger children with their school work. When the a'used

Continued on Page 16
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GUIDING COLLEGE SELECTION
by Richard T. (Tim) Lageose

Abstract
High school counselors have restricted time to meet the
increasing demand of helping college-bound students under-
stand how to select a college. With a responsibility to serve
hundreds of students, the counselor must go beyond the
traditional individual counseling philosophy. A counselor,
as a facilitator using team strategies, can fulfill student
needs.

Throughout the years, college selection has become
an increasingly important matter for high school students.
Besides being a major financial expenditure for the student
and parents, the attended college can influence the
success in post high school work, what is available to study,
and many times, if the student will graduate from the school
(Matthay, 1989). The student's professional and personal
development can also be influenced by the college environ-
ment. Therefore, all students need to know as much as they
can about college selection in order to make a better
decision where to go to college.

Unfortunately, minimal personalized help exists for the
vast majority of students in high school. Although school
counselors recognize that college selection information in
high school is vitally important, the student still lacks needed
guidance. In a survey of over 76,900 high school students,
Kerr and Colangelo (1988) found more than half of the
students, regardless of ability level, stated they needed
help with college educational goals. Matthay (1989) also
indicated that one half of the students interviewed in a
Carnegie Foundation Study expressed a need for college
selection help.

One major problem that perpetuates this situation is
that counselors are responsible for many more students
than they can individually serve. Executive Director Frank
Burtnett of the National Association of College Admission
Counselors reported that high school counselors typically
have 400 students assigned to them. Unfortunately, in
some urban public schools, the ratios are higher, in excess
of 1,000 to 1 (Gallagher, 1987). The counselor simply has
little time to devote to anyone student, let alone a population
of between 400 and 1,000, all of whom may need some
degree of assistance. In a National College Counseling
Project, the data indicated that the most frequently men-
tioned problem by counselors was a lack of sufficient time
to get to know the students, to engage in creative planning
with students, and to carry out effective college planning
(Engen, Laing, and Sawyer, 1988).

Richard T. (Tim) Lageose is a graduate student at the University
of Colorado, Colorado Springs.
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Besides the excessive ratio, a problem also exists in the
roles and functions of a high school counselor. In a recent
article by Tennyson, Miller, Skovholt, and Williams (1989),
they identified major categories containing 58 functions
performed by counselors. The categories were counseling,
consulting, developmental/career guidance, evaluation and
assessment, guidance program development, coordina-
tion and management, and administrative support sevices.
What makes the situation more perplexing is that there is
often conflict within these functions as to the importance
and priorities.

Although many counselors, students, parents, teach-
ers, and principals report that working with students
remains the primary function, there is still major disagree-
ment as to what that entails (Olson and Dilley, 1988). Olson
and Dilley also report that counselors can barely keep up
with their functions, let alone give additional attention for
other critical areas, such as suicide prevention, drug abuse,
school dropouts, sexual abuse, etc.

It is almost certain that the broad responsibility of the
school counselor will not decrease. In fact, over time, the
counselor may be expected to do more as other critical
needs are identified. One way to improve guidance to
college-bound students within the current restraints is for
the counselor to be a facilitator/leader for the classroom
environment. As stated by the American School Counselor
Association, the school counselor is to provide "structured
developmental guidance experiences presented system-
atically through groups (including classrooms) to promote
growth of psychological aspects of human development"
(Tennyson et al., 1989, p. 402).

Recognizing there simply is not enough time to meet
and talk to every college-bound student individually, pro-
grams must be designed to reach more prospective
students. The key to this success lies with organized team
work with responsive teachers of college-preparatory
courses. These classes are often offered at all levels of high
school, and in addition, some schools offer courses de-
signed for college credit. Utilizing these courses, the
counselor needs to prepare and facilitate a four year devel-
opmental program on college selection that can be
presented in all level classrooms.

The program should be designed to provide informa-
tion at each level of high school, starting with the freshmen
students. This will encourage the freshmen students to
begin considering college and enable upper level students
to make more detailed plans. To further develop rapport
with the students, the counselor can have selected upper
level high school students to assist in talking to the Younger
students on what is important in college planning.
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Emphasis should first be placed on fostering student in-
volvement by facilitating exploration of their interests,
abilities, strengths, and aspirations. This can be followed
with identifying and clarifying goals and potential objectives
for college. Other sessions could be offered beginning with
the sophomores with information on college preparatory
testing, such as the PSAT or PACT. The juniors could be
provided programs to include information on college admis-
sions testing as well as college selection criteria. The
seniors can be involved in final college selection decisions
and learning what to expect as college freshmen. The
developmental program should also emphasize the impor-
tance of high school grades in establishing a student's
credentials. The following model provides ideas for grade
level specific college counseling group activities.

Group Sessions
9th Grade Orientation

Explore interests, abilities, strengths and aspirations
Orient students on counseling office help/assistance
Discuss four year college developmental program
Stress importance of course planning-keeping options
open
Review overall college entrance requirements (i.e.,
MAPS)
Consider items of importance for college

Courses taken
Grade point average and high school class ranking
Student activities
College entrance tests

Stimulate discussion about goals and objectives

10th Grade Sessions
Review preliminary college testing (PSAT, PACT)
Explore discovering who you are--why is college impor-
tant
Brainstorm interest inventory activities
Review accomplishments and what to do now
Explore strengths/weaknesses, goals and objectives

11th Grade Sessions
Review college admissions testing (SAT, ACT)
Review student accomplishments and remaining goals
Provide/guide discussions on college selection criteria
(early selections, what is the best college as compared
to individual needs)
Explore effective decision-making/problem solving
Examine realistic planning
Provide information on financial aid and scholarships
(how and when to start)

12th Grade Sessions
Finalize college selections
Discuss remaining actions (applications, tests, dead-
lines)
Review decision-making and problem solving skills
Encourage college visits
Foster talk on individual responsibilities/actions
Discuss what to expect as college freshmen
Panel discussion with alumni attending college

If teachers are receptive, this can be followed with other
classroom sessions stressing decision making complexi-
ties in college selection. College freshmen recently gradu-
ated from the high school could be asked to speak to the
seniors about their perception on student adjustment and
development. Additionally, the counselor can reinforce this
program by distributing a self-prepared pamphlet stressing
important information for college-bound students.

Prior to classroom orientations, the counselor should
first go over the lesson plan with the teacher for counsel,
coordination, and recommendations. In turn, through
continuous interactions with the counselor, the teacher will
develop a level of expertise in assisting with the student
questions in the counselor's absence and will become a
strong advocate of this developmental counseling program.
To insure continued effectiveness, the teacher/counselor
should follow up with the students on course improvements/
evaluations.

A continuum to this effort is to provide more specific
guidance to the students who are now interested in finding
out about certain schools. The counselor can solicit the
help of these or other teachers who have graduated re-
cently from particular schools that interest the students. In
turn, they can present detailed college experiences to
student groups. The counselor should offer support to
these sessions, but allow the teacher to have the lead. If

teachers are not available, the counselor can facilitate
group meetings with the students. The purpose of the
meetings is to enable students to become familiar with the
college literature, catalogs, computer guides, etc., that are
available in the counseling office. One-on-one appointment
sessions with the counselor can then concentrate on stu-
dent-unique problems.

The above developmental program and strategies may
enable students to acquire competency as they select
colleges that meet their interests, needs, and abilities. Of
equal importance, counselors can make effective and effi-
cient use of their abilities to reach students and preserve
other time to address particular student problems. The
success of the developmental program lies in up-front
planning and in obtaining and reinforcing team efforts within
the teaching staff and administration. The counselor has to
become a facilitator of an important and necessary process.
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MIGRANT CHILDREN -YOUTH AT RISK:
WHO THEY ARE, THEIR UNIQUE EDUCATIONAL DILEMMA,
AND SOLUTIONS EDUCATORS/COUNSELORS CAN OFFER

by Diana S. vonHoldt

Abstract
This nation's 500,000 migrant children carry on a familial
lifestyle in which education is abandoned and parents are
followed into labor fields. Health care is generally nonexist-
ent, and povertyis commonplace. Proposed solutions from
published literature and this author include cultural under-
standing and support groups, bilingual programs/materials,
mobile classrooms, teacher support, in-service programs,
and a computerized information system.

They always come without any records. They
just show up on the doorstep ... This kind of kid
doesn't want to make friends. It hurts when he
has to leave. Some have gone through seven
schools in one year. Records never catch up
with them. (C. Breuning, personal communica-
tion, September 24, 1988).
Beginning in early childhood, migrant children are faced

with hardships from which they are seldom able to break
free. As adults, they too, perpetuate this migrant existence
onto their own children. Slesinger (1985) stated that
migrant parents and children have minimal formal school-
ing, live in poverty, and have little regular and preventive
health care. These youngsters must be given the chance
to develop their talents, to realize their potential, and to
experience a better life. This paper will present an overview
of migrant children: who they are, their particular barriers in
the educational arena, and solutions educators and coun-
selors can offer.

Who They Are
In Florida, the migrant child is an eighth grader who dropped
out of school 10 marry a teenager who dropped out of the
tenth grade. For the next 20 years they will cut cane, pack
corn, and drive tractors in migrant labor fields across the
United States (Doyle, 1980:'.

Most migrant families travel over 4,000 miles each year
(Slesinger, 1985). Smith (1974) speaks of their experi-
ences: "Moving across the country, from north to south,
from east to west, the migrant child sees a lot of the United
States early. The view can be quite good from a rickety bus
or the back of a flatbed truck" (p. 19). Travel is thought of
in terms of crops, not states. One migrant child told Smith
(1974), "My baby sister was born in sugar beets and took
pneumonia and died on the way to cherries" (p. 19). That
she had traveled with her family from Colorado to Michigan
was trivial.

Diana S. vonHoldt is a graduate student in the School of Education
at the University of ColoradoColorado Springs, Colorado
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In Palm Beach County, in 1980, Doyle estimated that
6,000 migrant youngsters would enter and leave the
educational system like actors on a stage. Stout (1980)
found several hundred migrant children working in
California's San Joaquin Valley. Despite California's
mandatory school attendance laws, 150,000 children har-
vest crops each year. Harrington (1987) concurred with
Smith (1974) that the nation's 500,000 migrant students are
among the most vulnerable in the classrooms. They bring
with them lives of poverty, mobility, cultural alienation, and
low expectations. They are forced to live in barren, crowded
environments; to work in extreme heat from early dawn far
into the night; to live without parental supervision; to survive
with poor nutritional food served sporadically; and in general
to take care of themselves and often times younger siblings.

Johnson (1987) noted that migrant students in Califor-
nia have three common characteristics: (a) schooling inter-
rupted by moves caused by parents' seasonal work, (b) lack
of fluency in the language of the school, and (c) low
academic achievement. Harrington (1987) insists, "Unless
this cycle is broken, the children are doomed to live the
hopeless and uncertain lives of their ancestors, and they too
will drop out of schoolthough, intelligence tests prove, not
from lack of potential" (p. 37).

The Educational Dilemma
Doyle (1980) pointed out that migrant children miss out

on the honor roll, long-lasting friendships, and continuity in
education. "Their chances of being homecoming queen or
captain of the football team are nil. It takes nine months to
get into the full educational cycle" (Doyle, 1980, p. 1).
Harrington (1987) concurred that the average migrant stu-
dent enrolls in three different schools in one year. Further,
Harrington stressed that this child lags from 6 to 18 months
behind his peers and may take 3 years to progress one
grade level.

The typical migrant child completes only 7.7 years of
schooling compared with 12.5 years for the general popu-
lation. Often, the migrant child is not fluent in English
(Harrington, 1987). Smith (1974) extended the observa-
tions of Doyle (1980) and Harrington with a less promising
picture. "Education has long been a catch-as-catch-can
proposition for migrant children. Only 10% of these young-
sters ever finish high school. The average child finishes his
schooling in the fourth or fifth grade" (Smith, 1974, p. 19).

Most migrant children express dislike for school, stating
that they do not learn anything and that teachers look upon
them as dumb (Smith, 1974). They identify themselves as
trespassers in a society that rejects them: "For many
migrants, adults, and children alike, safety depends on
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anonymity. Even those who speak English with some
facility often refuse to complete lessons" (Stout, 1980, p. 28-
29). Stout (1980) quotes a migrant worker who claims "We
work with our hands. We belong in the fields" (p. 29).

Stout (1980) and Smith (1974) agreed with Doyle (1980)
and Harrington (1987) that mobility is a monumental enigma
for the education of migrant children. "Jorgina . . journeyed
600 to 1,000 miles between jobs; in her 16 years, she's
traveled over 300,000 miles, mostly by car, lived in 13
different states, and worked for several hundred separate
employers" (Stout, 1980, p. 29). This nomadic life reveals
a decades old rhythm: Migrant children start school in the
North, and when the harvest is overthey return to the South.
When spring comes, the children and their families head
north again (Harrington).

Understanding the values of the migrant
family is vital. Older children see the
fields, not the classrooms, as meeting
their immediate needs.

Across the nation, school officials are perplexed by
fluctuating enrollment and the appropriate techniques of
teaching these children. Stout (1980) pointed out that since
migrant families move frequently, the children lack the
motivation necessary for continuing in school and look
toward manual labor which can supply such immediate
rewards as money, food, and clothing. Some migrant
parents feel that schools undermine their authority while
others simply need their children as wage earners. Most do
not see any advantage in involving their children in a system
that teaches them to feel bad about themselves for not
being able to speak English well.

Compounding the problem of mobility is the dropout
rate among migrant students. Doyle (1980) stated that
about 84% of Florida's 54,000 migrant students quit school
while in junior or senior high school. Mexican American
students have the highest dropout rate of any minority
group in the nation, 1 out of 20 graduates. Rodriguez and
Gilbert (1985) noted that 90% of migrant children never
receive high school diplomas and that only 2% pursue
postsecondary education. According to Slesinger (1985),
the older the migrant worker, the less formal schooling. In
Wisconsin, Slesinger failed to find one worker 45 years or
older who had completed eighth grade.

Regular and preventive health care is nearly nonexist-
ent in migrant families. Slesinger (1985) observed that
about 30% of migrant workers have never received a
physical examination, 25% have never seen a dentist, and
35% have never had a vision examination. Only half of the
children under 12 years of age have ever received a
pediatric checkup. Disease and infections resulting from
inadequate diet and unsanitary living conditions plague the
migrant child (Smith, 1974). Often parental ignorance
prevents the child from receiving routine immunizations,
dental, and medical care. Other times, state laws declare

migrants ineligible for medical services. Finally, medical
care just isn't part of the migrant family's budget (Smith).

Educational Solutions for Migrant Children
Consider the following situation: Fourteen year old

Jose' and fifteen year old Ramon' arrive at school without
any records. They are unable to speak, read, or write
English. Teachers begin echoing the sentiment that each
does not want these boys in their room (Smith, 1974). How
can the professionals in education solve this dilemma?

Researchers offer some solutions. Harrington (1987)
sees educators as having great impact on migrant students,
no matter how brief the encounter. Through the teacher's
and counselor's patience and understanding of the migrant's
unique needs, progress can be made. "We should find out
why a student is dirty or lethargic before labeling. If
homework isn't completed, we should ask why and follow
up on it" (Harrington, 1987, p. 37).

Understanding the values of the migrant family is vital.
Older children see the fields, not the classrooms, as meet-
ing their immediate needs. Certain migrant groups mix
religion and superstition. Some believe, for example, that
a compliment regarding a personal attribute such as eyes
must be accompanied by a touch or evil spirits will take
away that attribute. Others perform rituals to avoid lightning
and bad luck (Harrington, 1987).

Enhancing the student's self-image is another area in
which the teacher and counselor can play a significant role.
In some migrant cultures, women are taught to be subser-
vient to men. Through an awareness of this, educators can
effectively approach migrant girls and lessen their appre-
hension in the classroom. Setting shorter goals and main-
taining academic flexibility can also help these children find
success in school (Harrington, 1987).

Nonmigrant students can play an important role in the
migrant's life. Harrington (1987) found that migrant children
often feel unwelcome in school. He proposed that teachers
and counselors encourage students to mix and break down
cultural barriers.

The lack of school records is a particularly difficult
problem for teachers and counselors. Students must be
placed quickly in a program most beneficial for them so that
as much learning as possible can take place before they are
on the road again. Even the $7 million computerized
interstate system in Michigan isn't quick enough for migrant
children. Most records are received just in time to pass onto
the next school, or they arrive incomplete. Even though this
system has its problems, it has potential. Some educators
have suggested adding information regarding the students'
aspirations, talents, and awards so that more continuity can
be built into their educational experience (Harrington, 1987).

Florida has taken a legislative approach to the problem
of migrant education by passing a bill which allows districts
to extend the school day and shorten the school term for
migrant students (Doyle, 1980). Further, social workers
visit the labor can ips looking for school age children. Once
they obtain background information, it is transmitted to the
Migrant Record Transfer System in Little Rock, Arkansas,
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There appear to be several functional
strategies available for a school coun-
selor when a migrant child enters
school.

and within 24 hours information is received regarding
educational and medical background. Doyle also found
that kindergarten through sixth grade children in Florida are
given special lessons in language and math skills. Those
who cannot speak English are placed in a bilingual pro-
gram. Special migrant counselors help students with edu-
cational and social problems, encouraging them to finish
school and seek gainful employment.

Smith (1974) reported that since the passage in 1965 of
the Migrant Amendment to Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, almost all states have attempted
to provide learning programs for migrant children which
focus on language, cultural development, self-image, nutri-
tion and health, and medical care. In Ohio, federally funded
school classes for migrant children are held in conjunction
with day-care centers. Balanced lunches are served and
health care demonstrations are provided.

In California, (Stout, 1980) educators have set up
special programs allowing migrant children to attend school
with other migrant students. In this way, the stigma of
inferiority which accompanies migrant children into the
conventional classroom is diminished. Rodriguez and
Gilbert (1985) described the MENTE (mente is Spanish for
mind' program, initiated through the University of the Pa-
cific, which offers academic and personal enrichment for
talented migrant high sc., ool students.

Mexico is also addressing migrant education. Bixier-
Marquez (1986) reported the use of a mobile educational
system in which teachers and classrooms travel with mi-
grant children and their families via railroad cars. Students
are able to receive a continuous education with the same
curriculum, teacher, and peer group. One migrant mother
truly recognizes the quandary and future of her people:
"Our children must go to school and learn to do other things
besides pick beans and tomatoes. Each year it gets harder
and harder for my people to find work ... For us there is no
tomorrow without education" (Smith, 1974, p. 21).

There appear to be several functional strategies avail-
able for a school counselor when a migrant child enters
school. First, special efforts must be implemented quickly
in order to maximize the educational time available for the
child. A peer "buddy" (if available, one that is bilingual)
needs to be paired with this student so that the first few
weeks promote positive experiences. A bilingual teacher's
aide would also be beneficial. The counselor should have
available bilingual instructional and counseling materials.
Since it is probable that the migrant student will arrive
without school records, the counselor must speedily gather
information, assess, and place this student in the most
appropriate program. Close contact with the student and
his teachers should be maintained in order to monitor
progress or problems.

A second major concern forthe counselor is the student's
health. Since migrant children seldom receive health care,
the counselor would do well to arrange a physical examina-
tion, dental examination, vision examination, and immuni-
zation checkup through the county health department. If the
health department cannot accommodate these needs, the
counselor should contact the local social services agency
seeking out medically needy programs.

Third, contact should be initiated with the appropriate
cultural group so a support system is available for the
migrant child and family. Perhaps a volunteer from this
cultural group can assist the child in school.

Fourth, the school counselor may find a home visit a
productive step in fostering a working relationship between
the school and the migrant family. Background information
can be gathered which could help increase the migrant
child's success in the school setting.

Finally, the school counselor can prepare classroom
teachers for accepting and working with migrant children
through in-service presentations. Information on cultural
backgrounds, language barriers, monetary barriers, and
health and living conditions can create empathy and under-
standing for the special needs of these children. The school
counselor can offer teachers continuous support and rein-
forcement for the extra work these children require.

For the teacher and counselor, the challenge of provid-
ing meaningful educational experiences amid sporadic
school attendance is truly formidable. Perhaps more forthe
migrant student than for any other, it is paramount that
school professionals recognize the strengths these chil-
dren bring into the classroom and quickly capitalize on
those for the benefit of all students. As Harrington (1987),
stresses, 'These children are exciting because they bring
wholly new experiences to the classroom. There is so much
a teacher can do by building on their life experiences." All
children hold the potential of becoming our future educa-
tional, political, and social leaders. By filling in the academic
gaps forthe nation's migrant children, educators will ensure
that no talent remains hidden and that these children, as
educated adults, are able to lead their communities to a
better tomorrow. Harrington offers a resource list for further
information and materials regarding migrant education.
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BUILDING UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORT
FOR GAY YOUTH

by Martha E. Slayden

Abstract
Studies have shown that approximately one out of ten
teenagers may be struggling with the reality that ne or she
is homosexual. This article explores how this issue affects
teenagers and suggests strategies forthe school counselor
to help gay and lesbian young people deal with the prob-
lems they encounter.

Although a complete and accurate survey has never
been and probably will never be conducted, research over
the last 40 years indicates that approximately 10% of all
people are homosexual (Hanckel & Cunningham, 1979;
Vennard, 1988). Other recent studies have shown that
sexual orientation (which shall be herein defined as the
gender toward which a person is most frequently sexually
attracted) is usually firmly in place by the age of 5 or 6,
although it is generally not manifested in sexual activity until
after puberty (Vennard, 1988; Whitlock, 1988). Thus, from
these two statistics one can deduce that one out of every ten
young people in school is struggling with the reality that he
or she may be homosexual. In most sectors of American
society today, this realization is indeed a struggle. This
hidden minority of people is subject to prejudice, fear and
misunderstanding that educators generally do not tolerate
in reference to other minority groups. However, it may go
blatantly ignored in reference to homosexuals.

Though homosexuality has existed across all cultures
throughout his ry, it remains a taboo subject, especially in
schools. Because of the taboo, many of the terms associ-
ated with it are misunderstood er misused. "Homosexuals"
may be defined as those who relate sexually to others of
their own gender (Hanckel & Cunningham, 1979). This
term has a certain clinical feeling and tends to focus
attention exclusively on the sexual aspect of the person.
Therefore, many people now use the term "gay" which
implies a sense of pride in such an identity (Hanckel &
Cunningham, 1979; Stoddard, et al., 1983). "Gay" refers
primarily to men, while women usually refer to themselves
as "lesbian". However, the terms "gay women" and "gay
people" are often used as an expression of solidarity in the
political movement (Stoddard, et al., 1983; Vennard, 1988).
The latter terminology will be used for most of this article.
The term "gay", as opposed to the strictly defined "homo-
sexual", includes all aspects of a person's life, the social and
emotional parts, not just his or her sexual orientation.

Martha E. Slayden is a teacher at Air Academy High School in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Transvestites and transsexuals are sometimes auto-
matically assumed to be homosexuals. Actually, a
transve 'itite is someone who cross-dresses, wears clothing
that is usually worn by the opposite gender. Most transves-
tites in present-day society are heterosexual men who
usually cross-dress in the privacy of their homes (Hanckel
& Cunningham, 1979). There are some gay male transves-
tites who often cross-dress in public, referred to as "drag
queens".

Transsexuals are people who psychologically identify
themselves with the gender opposite of their own body and
wish to become that gender. Many have surgery and
hormone treatments in order to become physically more
like the gender they feel themselves to be psychologically
(Hanckel & Cunningham, 1979). Transsexuals are not gay;
they are attracted to, what is in their minds, the opposite
gender.

As for the view of homosexuality as an
abnormality, dysfunction or disease, the
American Psychiatric Association voted in
1973 to no longer classify homosexuality
as a psychiatric disorder. Hunt, 1987

Derogatory terms, such as lag" and "dyke", are the way
people often refer to homosexuals. Such name-calling is
one manifestation of "homophobia", the fear of homosexu-
ality in others and in oneself. In today's strongly homopho-
bic American society, homosexuality is often referred to as
a disease, an abnormality, a dysfunction or a sin.

The various religions still differ in their views of homo-
sexuality, ranging from the absolute intolerance of some
fundamentalist Christian groups to the accepting and sup-
portive stance of the Quakers. The topic of gay people and
religion is one that is beyond the scope of this article.
Whitlock (1988), one of many authors who explores that
subject more deeply, offers a resource guide to religious
groups offering support to gays.

As for the view of homosexuality as an abnormality,
dysfunction or disease, the American Psychiatric, Associa-
tion voted in 1973 to no longer classify homosexuality as a
psychiatric disorder (Hunt, 1987). Since then, the majority
of research and treatment focuses on the problems faced
by individuals as a result of their homosexual orientation
within a homophobic environmc (Herek, 1985).

Finally, in defining vocabulary. 'he terms "in the closet"
and "coming out" are important. A homosexual who is in the
closet has not acknowledged his or her sexual orientation
to others and sometimes not even to him or herself. Coming
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out of the closet means proclaiming one's homosexuality,
first to oneself, then gradually and selectively to others.
Most young people growing up surrounded by homophobia
do not automatically embrace and accept the feeling that
they are homosexual, nor do they rush to share the news
with family and friends. Rather, they tend to keep those first
recognitions of homosexuality in themselves secret for fear
of rejection and hatred from their families and friends. But
the anxiety and difficulty of leading a double life, of never
being able to open up about one's sexual feelings, attrac-
tions and affections, creates a great strain. As Hanckel and
Cunningham (1979) explain it, "Many gays solve the com-
ing out dilemma by selectively telling some people but not
others . . . Weighing risks against possible benefits, gays
decide which friends or relatives to be honest with" (p. 64).
And, as McNaught (1988) states, "The degree to which a
homosexual can do that (come out)
determines the degree of his or her
freedom" (p. 142).

In spite of some strides in the
area of "Gay Liberation" during the
1970's, homosexuality is still not
openly discussed in many parts of
American society and homopho-
bia has been on the rise ;n the last
8 to 10 years (Hunt, 1987). Many

of sexual violence are committed by dangerous and dis-
turbed individuals, regardless of their sexual orientation.

Within a school setting, gay youth feel unsafe, both
physically and emotionally. Whitlock (1988) cites several
cases of teenagers who faced not only ridicule and harass-
ment, but also violence. According to Whitlock, the perpe-
trators are not always peers; sometimes teachers and
administrators are just as guilty. According to a recent high
school graduate who is gay, too much peer pressure
prevents coming out of the closet in high school (personal
communication with an anonymous source, September 19,
1988). The name-calling and the ridicule among teenagers
is rampant, and in the case of a known homosexual it can
be exceedingly cruel. Vennard (1988) cites the plight of a
young lesbian whose sexual orientation accidentally leaked
out in her high school. The girl recounted such experiences

as being verbally and physi-
In spite of some strides in the area of
"Gay Liberation" during the 1970's,
homosexuality is still not openly dis-
cussed in many parts of American
society and homophobia has been on
the rise in the last 8 to 10 years

Hunt, 1987

gay people, especially young people, tend to internalize the
society's negative views of homosexuals and they develop
feelings of guilt, shame and self-hatred. According to two
mothers of gay children who are also authors of a book on
the subject, "A low self-image is one of the hardest things for
gay people to deal with as they mature (Fairchild & Hay-
ward, 1979, p. 27).

The stress of trying to keep such a huge secret and the
pain of living in a homophobic society can cause self-de-
structive patterns for gay men and women struggling with
their identities. Suicide rates tend to be three times higher
among homosexuals than heterosexuals (Vennard, 1988).
In fact, Vennard (1988) indicates that 30% of all teen
suicides nationwide are believed to be related to sexual ori-
entation (based on the reports of suicide attempt survivors),
and reminds that sexual orientation is seldom discussed in
uicide prevention programs.

Self-destructive behaviors such as promiscuity, prosti-
tution and drug and alcohol abuse are other ways some gay
people try to deal with their problems (Hunt, 1987). Much
of the media attention on gays focuses on these activities,
thus supporting the idea that gays are "sick" and perverse.
It is interesting to shift one's perspective, however, and
question whether an intolerant society is actually the root of
the problems homosexuals suffer. In spite of these self-
destructive patterns which do exist in some gay people,
other attacks aimed at homosexuals have been proven
untrue. For example, the notion that gays want to seduce
or abuse children has been proven to be incorrect. In fact,
the great majurity of child molestation is committed by adult
heterosexual men upon young girls (Bell & Weinberg,1 8;
Hanckel & Cunningham, 1979; Hunt, 1987). Such crimes

cally assaulted, asked to quit
the basketball team and
having her locker vandalized
regularly. When she took
her case to the school princi-
pal, she received no defense
or support. These injustices
were in addition to the lone-
liness of being rejected by

her peers. Under circumstances such as these, it is little
wonder that gay youth often have problems with truancy
and dropping out of school (Whitlock, 1988).

A young person who is beginning to face the fact that he
or she is gay usually has no support structure and lacks role
models. Most gay educators are still in the closet because
their civil rights are generally flimsy, especially in terms of
equal employment. Although Federal employees are pro-
tected against discrimination on the basis of sexual orien-
tation, many courts take exception to the rule in the case of
gay school employees out of fear of their "corrupting influ-
ence" on youth (Stoddard, et al., 1983). As a young gay
man states, "If you were brought up to know that this (homo-
sexuality) might happen and it's okay, it would be different"
(personal communication with an anonymous source, Sep-
tember 19, 1988). As it stands now, a teenager who is
struggling with his or her homosexuality usually feels there
is no place to turn for help or understanding. There is
seldom anyone who will be able to accept them as they are
and help them learn to accept themselves.

In order to be helpful and supportive of gay students,
school counselors must first explore their own attitudes
about homosexuality, for many may possess unexplored
prejudices and fears about it. Counselors who are them-
selves gay will have to face difficult personal decisions as
to how far they are willing and able to come out in support
of gay students. For all counselors, reading books and
attending workshops about homosexuality and homopho-
bia are good ways to gain knowledge and awareness about
the subject. Some counselors may wish to establish
contact with gay organizations in the community in order to
find out first hand what a diverse population exists among
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gay people. Through face-to-face interaction with gay
people, one is able to let go of stereotypes and see that
there are as many different types of gay people as there are
"straight" (heterosexual) people. As Bell (1978) states,
"Homosexual men and women are best understood when
they are seen as whole human beings, not just in terms of
what they do sexually, despite the connection between sex
and other aspects of their lives" (p. 218). Gay organizations
often exist at colleges and universities, or one might contact
the national organization called Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays which has several branches throughout
Colorado (address provided in the resource list at the end).

Once one has begun to conquer the homophobia in him
or herself, one can take steps to curb its existence in
schools. Counselors can conduct in-service classes for
faculty, administrators and their fellow counselors in order
to disseminate accurate information about homosexuality
and the consequences of homophobia. As a part of their
overall attempt to improve school climate, counselors can
include standards that prohibit name-calling and harass-
ment of any group or individual, including gays. Counselors
can influence the curriculum in sex education, biology and
health classes to see that it includes discussion of homo-
sexuality in a non-homophobic way. The discussion of
AIDS and how it pertains to the sexual activity of both
homosexuals and heterosexuals should also be an impor-
tant aspect of sex education. In schools where small groups
are conducted around the topic of sexuality and relation-
ships, one orseveral sessions might include a discussion of
homosexuality or even a visiting gay speaker. Counselors
might visit sex education or health classes and conduct
dyadic role-playing situations and small group discussions
about homosexuality. In a study by Serdahely and Ziemba
(1985), such techniques were found to effectively reduce
homophobia among college freshmen.

The counselor might offer assertiveness train-
ing type exercises to empower the student.
Building the student's self-esteem through
the counseling relationship will also help the
student deal with his or her peers with more
confidence.

Realistically, it may remain impossible to change some
people's disdain for homosexuals. Therefore, counselors
who are open about discussing the topic should be aware
of the possible backlash from the school administration, the
parents, and other faculty. Herek (1985), a researcher of
homophobia, states, "Since homosexual persons in our
society historically have been viewed as sick, immoral,
antisocial, or otherwise bad, asking instead what is wrong
with people who persecute them represents a political
stance" (p. 2). The adoption of such a stance will require a
firm, non-defensive and yet gentle approach. Homophobia
is a fear, and the counselor must respect the client's fear
while gradually exposing him or her to a new perspective.

According to one gay student, if only one counselor in

a school becomes known as the "gay advocate", it may be
difficult for gay str 'ents to approach that counselor; it may
appear too incriminating (personal communication with an
anonymous source, September 19, 1988). However, that
is not a reason to avoid the subject completely. Ideally, the
counseling office as a whole should become a safe environ-
ment for any student who wants to talk about sexual
orientation. Having pamphlets on sexual orientation in the
counseling center or a bookshelf labeled "Gay and Lesbian
Studies" are subtle ways to show students that the topic is
open to discussion. McNaught (1988) recommends a
booklet called "20 Questions About Homosexuality" pub-
lished by the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (ad-
dress provided at the end). Whitlock's (1988) resource
guide mentions several other helpful books and brochures.

In counseling a student who believes that he or she
might be gay the counselor needs to listen, not confront.
Asking the student, "Are you gay?" is not an appropriate
technique. The counselor needs to validate the student and
honor his or her experience, fears and needs. The coun-
selor needs to focus on how he or she can support, rather
than dwell on asking "why?" Similarly, it is not helpful to
suggest that it's only a phase, or to ask, "Are you sure?" For
most young gay people, telling another person about their
secret remains a very difficult step to take. A caring
counselor respects them and helps them find ways of living
their lives to the fullest in our present-day homophobic
society.

Some students may seek counseling because they fear
that certain actions, thoughts or feelings, for example,
having a crush on a person of the same gender or having an
isolated sexual encounter with someone of the same gen-
der, automatically means they are gay. In this case, the
counselor should be careful not to label the student's
behavior or feelings. As Whitlock explains, "This process of
developing sexual orientation may take several years, but
at some point along the way those who are gay begin to
consciously define their homosexuality" (p. 37). Young
people, in their confusion about their sexuality, may try to
explore and may feel many doubts. They need assurance
that this is normal and that no one thought or behavior is
going to "peg" them as definitely gay or definitely straight.

Students who feel certain of their homosexual orienta-
tion and are willing to disclose this to a counselor may need
guidance and support in certain areas of their lives. For
example, they may need help in learning to deal with put
downs. The counselor might offer assertiveness training
type exercises to empower the student. Building the
student's self-esteem through the counseling relationship
will also help the student deal with his or her peers with more
confidence. Finding positive gay role models might also
help build the student's self-esteem. To this end, the
counselor can recommend books, community organiza-
tions or even a gay pen-pal. Two such programs, as well as
many works of fiction and non-fiction for gay youth, are
given in Whitlock's (1988) resource guide.

Gay students may also be struggling with the question
of coming out how, when and with whom. There is no one

(Continued on Page 19)
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FROM COMPUTER TO VIDEO TECHNOLOGY:
WILL COUNSELORS JOIN IN?

By Rich Feller and Brent Jacobsen

Abstract
While computer technology has made marginal impact on
Guidance programs, this article argues that video technol-
ogy has ample opportunity to shape programs and the
instructional role of counselors. Through a pilot study the
"Co lora& Video Review and Evaluation Form" has been
developed and is offered to assist counselors in reviewing
and evaluating videotape products in terms of instructional
quality, technical quality and ability to contribute to achieve-
ment of the National Career Development Competencies.

As competency based guidance programs replace
ancillary guidance services in the 1990s, attention directed
to incorporating technology within the counselors' instruc-
tional role is encouraged. Complementary efforts by the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Commit-
tee and guidance reformers nationwide advanced the notion
that counselors play a significant role in helping counselees
develop self knowledge, educational and occupational
exploration and career planning competencies. This article
argues that video technology can play a role at least equal
to that played by computer technology.

While counselors have been trained to seethe counsel-
ing relationship as the dominate intervention tool, there is
increasing respect for technology usage within comprel len-
sive guidance programs (Lackner & Feller, 1984; Maze
1987; Feller, in press). As the information age brought
computers to school guidance and agency offices,
Colorado counselors reluctantly (Knoll, 1985) used compu-
terized career information systems and software tools. As
various standards, guidelines and associations acquainted
the counseling community with computerized guidance
technology, widespread acceptance is still to come. Early
attempts to familiarize counselors with software such as A
Review and Evaluation of Microcomputer Software for
Guidance, Counseling and Placement (Feller &Knoll, 1985)
and The Guidance and Counseling Directory of Microcom-
puter Software (Santa Clara Office of Education, 1986) led
to marginal interest in software use as a guidance tool.
Presently, even Walz and Bleuer's seminal work Counsel-
ing Software Guide (1989) receives only mild interest.

Video technology, however, may create a different
response. Whereas students are often more responsive to
computer usage than counselors, video technology ap-
peals to viewers of all ages. While many avoid learning the
difference between a bite and a byte, is it possible to escape

Rich Feller is a Professor and Brent Jacobsen is an Instructor in
Counseling and Career Development at Colorado State
University in Fort Collins, Colorado.

the power of the tube? Video usage within guidance and
career development programs has the additional advan-
tage of coming of age during the nationwide interest in the
National Career Development Guidelines. If appropriately
selected and integrated within a guidance curriculum, video
technology holds the potential of greatly enhancing compe-
tency attainment throughout the life span.

As videos are used to meet guidance objectives, cur-
riculum developers and producers will see that the supply
and demand for video products expands. Yet, school and
agency guidance personnel with limited budgets and time
must locate producers and secure purchase orders, only to
review products often aggressively marketed but poorly
constructed. Videos are expensive "black boxes" difficult to
evaluate and compare. Furti .ermore, as video technology
increases, the gap between the "have and have not"
guidance programs will increase unless a centralized model
of review and evaluation becomes available.

Such an effort at Colorado State University through a
grant with the Colorado Community College and Occupa-
tional Education System has resulted in the development of
the Colorado Video Review and Evaluation Form (see page
12). Intended to assist counselors in reviewing and evalu-
ating videotapes, this form complements a CareerDevelop-
ment Video Review Guide to be released in June 1990.

The development of a form to use in the review of
guidance and career development videotapes inherently
involves the establishment of guidelines for the preparation
and evaluation of the medium. As a starting point, the
project relied heavily on work done by the National Voca-
tional Guidance Association (now National Career Devel-
opment Association) in the early 1970s. The NVGA Career
Information Evaluation Committee prepared and field-tested
guidelines for "r,on-print career media" (NVGA, 1977).
These guidelines were "designed to assist those who select
and use career-related media ... as well as those engaged
in the production of such materials" (NVGA, 1977).

After contacting libraries, commercial vendors, media
distribution centers, clearinghouses, and professionals
involved in the production of instructional videos, it was
agreed that there is little consistency in how videos are
evaluated. CI rarly, there was a significant need to establish
guidelines and develop a review tool.

One of the most well-developed video evaluation
systems is the California Instructional Video Clearinghouse
(Stanislaus County Department of Education, 1989). The
ACE Distribution Service located at Kansas Stet(' Univer-
sity "does not have a written evaluation procedure for
video products" (S. M. White, personal communication,

(Continued on Page 28)
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COLORADO VIDEO REVIEW
and EVALUATION FORM
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FACILITATING AN OUTPATIENT GROUP
FOR LOW-INCOME HISPANIC WOMEN

WITH A HISTORY OF MAJOR MENTAL ILLNESS
by Robert March, 1. David Welch, ErmaLinda Martinez, and Dawn Hunter

Abstract
Describes an outpatient treatment group for Hispanic
females who have a history of major mental illness. Organ-
ized in a community mental health center, the goals of the
group are to provide an alternative to individual therapy,
enhance socialization, improve self-esteem, and to assure
that other aspects of treatment such as medication and
crisis contact are provided. A demographic profile of the
group members is provided. Suggestions and recommen-
dations for the formation and continuation of a group for
Hispanic women with major mental illness is provided.

This paper describes an outpatient group for Hispanic
females who have a history of major mental illness and
significant episodes of treatment, including hospitalization
and chemotherapy. A clinical record search of group
members was done to explore aspects of the group such as
client characteristics, group observations, and hospital
patterns to further assess the viability and effectiveness of
group therapy with this population.

The Chicana" group is the product of an evolutionary
process. The group was originally organized by a commu-
nity minded, Spanish-speaking, Spanish-surnamed team
secretary. She developed a socialization activity as an
alternative to the individual therapy modality which, histori-
cally, seemed to be of little benefit to this client group.
Serving as advocate, driver, and therapist, she maintained
an ongoing group for over two years. The group evolved
into a regular weekly group activity attended by approxi-
mately five or six clients. The group activity appeared to
enhance the community adjustment of these clients through
such indicators as improved medication and therapy com-
pliance, fewer crisis contacts, and fewer hospitalizations.
When the team secretary left the agency, the group dis-
banded despite the efforts of two culturally sensitive Anglo

*refers to women of Mexican ancestry who live in what is
now the U.S. and whose families may have been in the U.S.
for many generations.
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ErmaLinda Martinez M.A. is affiliated with the Boulder County
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therapists; one of whom was bilingual. The group was
reorganized with the addition of a hispanic female to the
clinic staff. An experienced, Spanish-speaking, Spanish-
surnamed therapist, she was able to contact four women
from the original group. An Anglo, non-Spanish speaking
co-therapist also facilitates the current group which con-
sists of nine clients who meet on a weekly basis. The group
functions in an outpatient, community-based setting in the
eastern half of Boulder County (Colorado) which serves a
population of 75,000, 10% being defined as "Spanish
origin," (Boulder Daily Camera, 1984).

The Chicana group, as it is presently structured, meets
on a weekly basis for two hours, plus travel time. All group
members are assigned an individual therapist who serves
as a case managerto assure that other aspects of treatment
such as medication, residential and crisis contacts are
provided on a timely and appropriate basis. The group is
viewed as an alternative to individual therapy. Medication
compliance, as well as group attendance and participation,
are enhanced through the group process and the involve-
ment of the group co-therapists.

A partial hospital group model described by Munoz
(1982) best explains the goals of the Chicana group. In an
outpatient and community setting, the group functions to
enhance socialization, self-esteem, assertive behavior, and
compliance with beneficial aspects of treatment. By provid-
ing this supportive environment, the goal is to reduce the
need for more intensive treatment such as psychiatric
hospitalization and encourage positive adjustment to the
community-at-large as well as the client's natural support
systems (Delgado & Humm-Delgado, 1982).

Client Characteristics
The group is composed of nine Spanish-speaking,

Spanish-surnamed women. A search of the clinical records
provided a profile of the group members. Ages range from
35 to 69 years; 51 years is the mean. All were born and
raised in the southwestern U.S.; five in Colorado. One
woman lived in a migrant family while all others lived
primarily in rural areas and found field work within those
areas.

Two group members were raised by both natural par-
ents, two were raised in reconstructed families, one was
reared by adoptive parents, one by her grandmother, and
two were raised by siblings. Group members had an
average of eight siblings each. A comparison of birth order
shows that five women are the eldest daughters and three
are the youngest in their family. Four members report
physical and/or sexual abuse; all report some degree of
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psychological abuse or neglect in childhood. All nine
women were raised in the Catholic church, three remain
active in this religion, four are non-practicing Catholics and
two are affiliated with other religions. All group members
have been married. Five women have married once; three
now live within this union, two are divorced. Three women
have married twice; one lives with her husband and two are
divorced. One woman is now living with her fourth husband.

All nine women have children; the range is 2 to 11
children. The mean number of live births for this group is six.
Two thirds of the group have reported the neonatal or
perinatal death of at least one child. Four group members
have a total of seven dead children from accidents.

Formal education for these women range from none to
grade ten. In addition, one has received a GED, and one
attended an adult education class in reading. No group
member is employed in the skilled labormarket. One group
member was employed in a sheltered workshop for sixteen
months. Two others have been enrolled in the workshop,
but did not benefit from the program. They list previous
employment as child care, food service, janitorial tasks, and
field work. The longest recorded period of employment is
eighteen months. Eight of the women have been unem-
ployed for at least a year, the ninth has worked, sporadi-
cally, as a part-time housekeeper.

These women derive financial support from the follow-
ing sources: four share incomes with husbands who work
as unskilled laborers, one couple receives social security
benefits and a pension, three receive Social Security Dis-
ability benefits, and one is on county assistance.

Six women receive medicare or medicaid benefits.
Their group fees are charged to these programs. Those
who do not qualify for those benefits are charged a fee
based on their family size and income. These fees range
from no fee to three dollars per session.

The group members have a wide range of diagnoses:
bipolar disorders, anxiety disorders: borderline dependent,
histrionic, and schizoid personality disorders. Seven of the
nine women take medications, singly or in combination,
which include lithium carbonate, prolixin decanoate, ami-
triptyline, doxepin, hydrochloride, phenobarbital, dilantin,
benedryl, chlorpromazine, trilafon, mellaril, cogentin, and
antabuse. There has been little change in medications or
dosages for these women within the past year.

The women's treatment within the mental health sys-
tem range from less than a year to 28 years. The break-
down is: two began treatment less than 2 years ago, two
have 6 year histories of treatment, two have 10 to 13 year
histories, two have histories of 18 years and one woman
first entered treatment 28 years ago.

Six members of the group have had from 3 to 15 or more
hospitalizations while the other thi ee have had no psychi-
atric hospitalizations. No group member has been hospital-
ized at a state institution (Ft. Logan MHC or Colorado State
Hospital) since 1980, although since that time, group
members have been hospitalized 13 times in local and
metropolitan psychiatric facilities for a total of 124 days of
inpatient psychiatric or other 24 hour treatment. These

hospitalizations range from 2 to 34 days with a mean length
of stay of 9.5 days. Prior to 1980, when the Chicana group
first began, 5 of the 6 women who had hospitalizations, had
seven commitments to state mental hospitals. The time in
these facilities range from 1 week to 18 months. In addition
to these 7 commitments, we have identified at least 13 other
pre-1980 psychiatric admissions experienced bythis group.
Other pre-1980 clinical data, although incomplete, sug-
gests a treatment pattern of periodic hospitalization fol-
lowed by brief and sporadic outpatient visits leading to
eventual termination from treatment.

Since joining the group, five of the women have been
maintained in the community without the need for hospitali-
zation. Those members who continue to need hospitaliza-
tion appear to be using facilities closer to their homes for
shorter periods of time. As the group continues to develop,
the goal is to further reduce the need for psychiatric hospi-
talizations.

Group Dynamics
The group has evolved from a socialization, task-cen-

tered group into a more cohesive psychotherapeutic group.
Initially, the women were cautious and unwilling to risk
closer relationships with one another. During the initial
phase, tasks were provided in the form of ongoing craft
projects to facilitate interest and some purpose to the group.
As the relationships began to build, the women began to risk
sharing their feelings and problems with each other. This
led to a lack of interest in making crafts and they entered into
a social phase. This phase was characterized by the
sharing of their personal histories, through whichthey found
some commonalities and developed a deeper trust. The
activities during this phase included going as a group for
donuts at a coffee shop, making a meal together and having
pot luck lunches.

As this time, the group provides a peer support system,
enhanced social functioning and therapeutic interaction.
The peer support system is seen as the networking that they
do outside of the group. This includes out-of-group contacts
with other group members about common concerns and
interests, i.e., senior citizen group functions, Bible studies
and sharing transportation to entertainment activities. This
support is demonstrated, at times, in a very nurturing way.
When a member has an apparent unmet need, the other
members make an effort to meet that need, whether it is an
emotional or material need. If a member is depressed
during the group session, other members may make a
phone call or visit during the week. Also, if a person voices
a need for a particular item, (i.e., a pair of brown shoes)
another member will usually show up at the next group
meeting with a pair in the right shoe size, or have informa-
tion about where they might be obtained.

The enhanced social functioning of the group members
as measured by decreased psychiatric hospitalization,
involves the women's sharing information about available
community resources. It also involves learning better
communication skills, problem solving skills, and more
desirable/appropriate behaviors such a' ,xhibiting a higher
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level of functioning within and outside the group setting.
The group provides an environment where the women are
more comfortable being involved in therapeutic interaction.
They are willing to reveal personal experiences and issues
which impact their daily lives. In turn, the other members
are responsive to them and share similar personal experi-
ences and insights. Themes and issues that have been
raised include: incest, sexual and physical abuse, poverty,
relationships, mental health problems, psychiatric hospi-
talizations and medications. When a group member is ex-
periencing personal distress, the group seeks to reduce
that member's anxiety through empathy, support, humor,
advice, gift giving, or any other means that they feel is
appropriate.

It is our perception that these women do not readily take
control in their personal lives; therefore, they are ambiva-
lent about making decisions or expressing their feelings
openly. In the group, they are er icouraged to express their
ideas, to own their emotions and to participate in the
decision making process of the group. Therapists are
responsive to the needs that the women express at these
times. For example, therapists have gone to pick up
government food subsidies when group members are low
on groceries towards the end of the month. Therapists have
gone on shopping trips to used clothing stores for clothing
items, and, occasionally, transport members to take care of
pressing personal business.

Group interaction is cooperative and supportive. It is
the norm for the women to accept each other as female and
Chicana. They respect each other's individuality and are
courteous to one another. Generally, the women in the
group practice avoidance rather than confronting another
member or creating conflict. In group, they are encouraged
to resolve group issues together. Smoking in the group
room is one example of an issue that has not been resolved
because the women are reluctant to monitor each other or
themselves.

In spite of the difficulties these women have in confront-
ing one another, they have become more able to openly dis-
cuss their differences without alienating one another or
otherwise disturbing the group process. Attendance is high
and the group appears to be more cohesive.

The group has definite norms. One norm is that they do
not talk about an absent member, except to relate personal
information about why the member is absent, or to voice
concern about their current condition. Generally, they do
not bring anyone else to the group. English is the predomi-
nate language used in group sessions. Spanish is spoken
sporadically throughout the group; mostly in the form of
jokes which need to be interpreted to the non Spanish-
speaking Anglo therapist.

To facilitate the progress of the group, the agency
provides funds for group activities and projects. For ex-
ample: material for crafts, prizes for games, or visits to
coffee shops or restaurants. The agency provides a group
room as well as coffee supplies for the sessions. The most
important service provided to group members is transpor-
tation. None of the women own a car or have a reliable
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source of transportation. Half of the women live in a small
community fifteen miles away from the center. The group
therapists use the agency van and another car to transport
the women to and from group meetings and activities. If the
transportation were not available, many members would
not be able to attend the group.

Conclusions
Karno (1966) and Torrey (1970) have discussed the ir-

relevancy of, and the underutilization of, community mental
health services by the Hispanic population. As this minority
group continues to grow, it becomes incumbent upon the
mental health system to develop a range of psychiatric
services that will effectively assist clients with major mental
illness to live independently within their local communities.

This paper describes the development and evolution of
a therapeutic activity designed to meet the needs of a group
of clients for whom community services had not been
sufficient to sustain them within the community without long
periods of psychiatric hospitalization. By paying attention to
seemingly minor details such as transportation, flexible
format and an effort to outreach to clients, a group modality
is apparently appropriate and effective for therapeutically
engaging "difficult to treat clients."

While our sample size is small, it is evident that one
cannot assume cultural etiology when discussing the "his-
panic" population. All of our group members were born in
the U.S. and many families have lived in the U.S. for
generations. There appear to be many degrees and levels
of acculturation. It seems important to be sensitive to the
need of language; both English anl Spanish are spoken,
although members speak predominately English during
group.

One cannot view the group structure and process in the
traditional sense and be successful. Transportation is a key
issue in facilitating attendance and the group leaders must
be flexible in facilitating a format that lends itself to sociali-
zation and problem solving issues such as housing and
other basic necessities.

Our group members have experienced a great deal of
hardship and loss in their lives and the emphasis is placed
on empathizing and facilitating coping skills versus working
toward insight and resolution of grief, for example. A
psychotherapeutic process appears to naturally evolve out
of creating a safe environment for the expression and
discussion of issues ranging from cooking to abuse and
death. It is a process group that attends to the immediate
needs of the individuals or telling a joke. The group leaders
function as drivers, case managers, and group facilitators.
A primary cohesive factor appears to be the respect and
trust that develops among the members and the compas-
sion that they show to one another.

This group shows that services for a Hispanic popula-
tion with major mental illnesses, that are therapeutically and
cost effective, can be offered and can enhance independ-
ent community functioning. There are tasks which seem
important to the continuation and effectiveness of the
group. A flexible format seems essential to ensure
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participation of the members. Koegler and Williamson
(1973) support the importance of flexibility to enhance
group participation of Spanish-speaking patients. It is our
experience that there needs to be at least one bilingual
therapist and that it is important that the therapists be
culturally sensitive and aware as this relates to the partici-
pation of the group members. Hynes and Werbin (1977)
emphasized the bilingual and bicultural components as
being essential to the success of group therapy with Span-
ish-speaking clients. They also note the importance of
flexibility of the therapists as they attend to the expressed
needs of their clients (Hynes and Werbin, 1975) In addition
to these important features, we have found that providing
transportation and mall supplies as well as outreaching to
this group, seemed to produce a higher degree of commu-
nity stability and compliance to the useful aspects of treat-
ment.

Karno and Edgerton (1969) note the perception of a
California Mexican-American population toward psychiat-
ric services as being irrelevant. This notion seems sup-
ported by the lack of literature on group psychotherapy. A
recent survey of the literature made no references to work
focusing on the issues related to group therapy with His-
panic populations (Spitz, 1984). This paper attempts to
demonstrate the efficacy of a group modality for hispanic
clients and is intended to l'courage and stimulate more
attention to an area of service delivery that is exciting and
rewarding.
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Abused Child From Page 2

victim feels worthwhile by helping others, then perhaps they
can begin to feel worthwhile about themselves.

Once abused children have developed an awareness
of their strengths and positive esteem, the counselor should
teach them self-talk. These children need to learn how to
mentally compliment and encourage themselves. Accord-
ing to Holtgraves (1986), the use of self-talk teaches them
to be less dependent of what others think of them.

In conclusion, an elementary school counselor may
play a major role in helping an abused child by identifying
such a child early through awareness of subtle behaviors
exhibited and by intervening. Prevention programs are also
needed. The school counselor should know the law and
educate the staff about this law and their duty to report.
School counselors need to commit themselves to providing
these strategies to help break the cycle of abuse.
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THE USE OF CIRCULAR QUESTIONING
IN MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

COUNSELING/THERAPY
by Robert Smith, Jean Griffin, Karen Thys, and Elaine Ryan

Abstract
"Circular Questioning" is illustrated and explored in this
article. The article is baud on the premise that a number
of therapists with different orientations work systemically
today. Therefore, marriage and family therapy may be
distinguished more by particular practices considered unique
to the field. One such practice is the use of circular
questioning. Circular questioning as discussed in this
article is considered unique while providing a clear and
realistic approach for exploring the family system.

Many marriage and family therapists view the family as
a system of interlocking relationships that contributes to the
present functioning of the family. To investigate this sys-
temic model, family therapists have introduced several
methods for exploring the changes and differences which
affect the family system. One such approach, circular
questioning, provides the family with an opportunity to view
itself systemically (Fleurides, Nelson & Rosenthal, 1986).
The use of circular questioning or circular interviewing
"alone, can and does, trigger therapeutic change" (Tomm,
1987, p. 5) in the family system. A review of circular
questioning is provided in this article in an attempt to
enhance the readers with insight regarding its potential use
when counseling with families.

What is Circular Questioning?
Four Italian psychiatrists, Mara Selvini-Palazolli, Luigi

Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin, and Giuliana Prata--collec-
tivelycalled the Milan Group--are credited with the develop-
ment of circular questioning (Tomm, 1984a). They base
their approach on systems theory, cybernetics, and infor-
mation theory.

Specifically, circular questioning is a method of con-
ducting an interview. Responses by the therapist are pri-
marily questions (Tomm, 1984b). The questions are asked
in order to generate information for the family about their
relationships with each other. Within this process is the
illumination of pattern--the systemic nature of the family.
The typical family myth of the identified patient owning the
presenting problem is gently disputed by asking relevant
questions about family relationships and differences among
them (Selvini-Pallazoli, et al, 1980). The focus is on the

Robert L. Smith is professor and Division Chair of Counselor
Education at the University of Colorado at Denver; Jean A. Griffin
is an assistant professor at California State University at Hayward;
Karen Thys is a research assistant at the University of Colorado/
Denver; and Elaine Ryan is a counselor at the Community College
of Denver.

recursiveness of the system--what happens over and over
again involving the presenting problem (Tomm, 1984a).

The systemic therapist resists giving opinions and
directives although the family may invite or expect this
behavior. Hence, goal-setting by the therapist is avoided
(Matthews, 1984). The quality of family functioning is both
defined and determined by the family.

Use of Circular Questioning
In order for circular questioning to be helpful in un-

covering relevant information about the family, the Milan
Group offers three guidelines: hypothesizing, circularity,
and neutrality (Selvini-Palazzoli, et al, 1980). The guide-
lines provide a structure for the circular questioning, other-
wise the aimless therapist may appear unskilled or biased.

Hypotheses should always be evolving on the
basis of feedback from the family. Therapists
are cautioned to avoid being so rigid in their
thinking that a hypothesis becomes a belief
for therein lies judgment and personal values
(To mm, 1984b).

Before a therapist greets a family, some information is
available from the initial contact about their concern. All
information from that contact is considered useful in devel-
oping a hypothesis which will influence the choice of ques-
tions the therapist asks in the first interview. It is important
to note that the Milan Group suggests that the therapist
receive the initial contact so that circular questioning, and
thus information gathering, begins immediately (Tomm,
1984b). This practice circumvents the validation of the
family's linear view of the presenting problem. Through this
method, a wide range of perceptions and issues that take a
circular characteristic are presented, rather than one or two
immediate issues that are often seen as cause/effect (linear).

Though it is important for the therapist to have a
hypothesis about the family's functioning before the first
interview, it is equally important to loosely hold that
hypothesis. Hypotheses should always be evolving on the
basis of feedback from the family. Therapists are cautioned
to avoid being so rigid in their thinking that a hypothesis
becomes a belief for therein lies judgment and personal
values (Tomm, 1984b).

Circularity is defined by the Milan Group as being ". . .

the capacity of the therapist to conduct his investigation on
the basis of feedback from the family in response to the
information he solicits about relationships and, therefore,

3.1 9
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about difference and change" (Selvini-Palazolli, et al.,
1980, p. 8). Circularity provides the rationale forthe search
of relational patterns through the use of circular question-
ing. The family, with a lineal epistemology, typically presents
a small arc in the circular pattern (i.e., A causes B) (Tomm,
1984a). A family with a lineal epistemology sees one or two
events or issues causing all of the families problems. The
therapist should recognize that this is but one place to start,
or punctuate, the full sequence of events, according to the
premise of circularity.

The third guideline, neutrality, is perhaps the most
difficult to employ. The therapist displaying neutrality
conveys acceptance, respect, and a desire for understand-
ing. Suggesting change, blaming, or taking sides is avoided.
Ideally, the therapist shows acceptance by listening and
gently cloaks challenges by creative, but useful questions.
At the end of an interview, the family members should not
be able to describe, vithout confusions and disagreement,
the therapist's involvement in coalitions or one's opinion
about the family members (Tomm, 1984b).

Types of Circular Questioning
Through the use of circular questioning, atherapist may

determine how the present pattern of functioning devel-
oped, when it became troublesome, and what previous
pattern existed. In this exploration of family relationships,
"what" is happening is more useful than "why" it is happen-
ing.

There are basically five types of circular questions that
aid in collecting this information (Selvini-Palazzoli, et al.,
1980; Tomm, unpublished draft). Each type probes for
either the revelation of differences or pattern. What follows
is a more detailed description of each type.
Pattern Questions:
1. By questioning the pattern of events, the therapist

focuses on plotting the circular sequence of interaction.
What is happening in the family?
Examples: When your wife make a sexual overture,
what do you do? What does your mother do when your
father has been drinking?

2. By questioning the meaning associated with the pattern
of events, family members are now asked their interpre-
tation and opinions about what they see is happening in
the family.
Examples: What does she do when you believe she is
trying to get her way?
When he plans a vacation without your knowledge,
what does that mean?

Difference Questions:
3. Questioning the difference in behavior, attitude, rela-

tionships, etc. between family members is useful in
mapping alignments and coalitions in the family.
Examples: Who shows more anger when your brother
comes home late, mom or dad?
Is your son closer to you or your husband?

4. Through the use of questiLning, the therapist investi-
gates the difference in behavior, attitude, relationships,
etc. between family members in regard to rank, by

asking a family member who exhibits the most or least
of some quality. Then, one is asked who would be next
in line, and so on. Several family members should be
asked their ranking on the same quality to discover
family positions.
Examples: Who was the first to notice your brother's
unhappiness? Then who . . etc.?
Who most strongly believes that you show disrespect?
Who believes this the second most strongly . . . etc.?

5. Questioning the difference in behavior, attitude, rela-
tionships, etc. between family members over time
purposely identifies shifts in family alignments and
loyalties, and when they occurred.
Examples: Was there more arguing before or after the
birth of your first child?
Since your brother moved back home, are you more or
less distant with your father?
Though it is important to help the family determine their

previous, as well as their present pattern of interaction, it is
also useful to ask about the future (Penn, 1985). By virtue
of directing a future-oriented question to the family, the
assumption is conveyed that they are volitional beings.
Hence, they begin to realize that change is of their choos-
ing.

Examples: When your daughter goes to college, who
will be more concerned for the other, you or your
daughter?
Afterthe divorce, will you be more or less independent?
These examples provide evidence of the careful pur-

posefulness or rationale behind the use of specific ques-
tions. Random questioning is not encouraged. Well thought-
out questions become natural after much experience in hy-
pothesis building and preparation.

Conclusions
As illustrated, circular questioning can be helpful in un-

covering significant information about a family. This infor-
mation can be gathered in a relatively brief period of time
while providing family members with interesting and differ-
ent perceptions that may not have been shared previously.
As such, circular questioning departs from the traditional
approach in counseling which rejects the use of excessive
questions.

Although implications for counselors/therapists work-
ing with families are obvious, precautions are warranted.
Questions should be well thought out and not random in
nature. The questioning of patterns, meaning, and differ-
ences requires a clear focus and needs to be intentional and
direct. Additional background reading concerning the use
of circular questions is recommended. Supervision of the
use of circular questioning is also recommended prior to
implementing this practice in one's own therapeutic work.
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GAY YOUTH Continued from Page 10

right way to approach this problem; it differs with each
individual situation. The student may need to talk through
a fear of rejection, possible guilt at burdening his or her
parents, or the fear of a breach of confidence by a friend.
Whitlock (1988) advises young gays to plan ahead carefully
when coming out to friends or family, asking them to put
themselves in the other person's shoes and imagine how
the person might feel. She also asks young gays to
consider their motives before coming out to someone;
wanting to hurt, shock or rebel against someone are not
good motives for coming out.

Young people struggling with their sexual orientation
are likely to feel very vulnerable if they choose to share their
thoughts with a counselor. it is absolutely vital that the
counselor respect the confidentiality of the student on this
issue. A counselor unable to deal in an accepting and
comfortable way with the gay student should refer the
student to another counselor or to a local gay community
organization. The counselor should be careful to do this in
such a way that it doesn't make the student feel even worse
than he or she probably already does. One tactful approach
might be for the counselor to empathize, but claim igno-
rance on the subject of homosexuality and then to suggest
another counselor, organization or even some literature to
which the student could turn.

This article presents only a very basic approach to the
problems gay youth face. Other related areas that merit
exploration are helping parents come to grips with the
knowledge that their children are gay, or helping the
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children of gay parents deal with the difficulties they face.
Counselors may want to further explore the ethics involved
in giving out information about sexuality and gay networking
to gay teenagers.

Easy solutions to the difficulties that gay people face in
our society do not exist, especially in schools. At a mini-
mum, educators can create a support system for gay
students and step out in their defense when necessary.

Resource Guide
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG):

National Office, P 0 Box 20308, Denver, CO 80220
(303) 321-2270.

"20 Questions About Homosexuality" booklet available
through: National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 1517 U
Street NW, Washington, DC 20009 (202)3333-6483.
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SCENARIO FOR THE YEAR 2000:
EDUCATIONAL REFORM NO LONGER

by Jim Harris and Rich Feller

In this, the year 2000, educators have found and
implemented solutions to many of the problems which
seemed overwhelming ten years ago. Dropout and sub-
stance abuse rates are declining, students are motivated
and achievement is up significantly. Vocational educators
are proud to have played a major role in the restructuring of
education that occurred in the early 1990's. This is particu-
larly true in the North Central Region of Colorado.

In this region, the National Guidelines for Career Devel-
opment have made significant impact in moving guidance
to an outcome-based program effort within the Ft. Lupton,
Adams 12 District, and Feeder Schools to Front Range
Community College-Larimer County Center. These were
the three original 1990 pilot sites. Throughout the elemen-
tary years, students are now exposed to a variety of future
life activities and alternatives. Early in the middle school
years, students develop flexible plans for theirfuture includ-
ing an educational plan identifying the type and purpose of
courses to be taken in high school. This plan is developed
within a comprehensive career development program which
provides the opportunity to explore life style options in depth
and to understand how particular courses lead to goals
selected. In high school, this program continues to allow
modification of the goals leading to the transition from high
school to work and postsecondary education.

All students have learned that the choice of either
college or work is obsolete in the year 2000. In a technologi-
cal and information age, graduates realize that educational
costs require most students to work at least part-time. And,
it is clearly understood that those entering the workplace
full-time must continue learning within postsecondary pro-
grams, well articulated with secondary programs. Other
students see their employers providing training or contract-
ing with local community colleges. Still others find that
entering the military means training plus education that can
be applied to a postsecondary degree. Clearly t he workplace
has become a school place and educational institutions
work much more cooperatively with small and large busi-
nesses.

At the high school level, students take courses that
support their tentative life goals. The line between
academic and vocational training has dimmed as the inte-
gration of academic and vocational education, encouraged

This scenario was developed using ideas which are currently
being either explored, tested or implemented within Colorado.
The authors are Jim Harris, Director of the State Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee, Denver, Colorado, and Rich
Feller, Professor of Counseling and Career Development at
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.

by the Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1990, is the rule
rather than the exception. Every course taken by students
has a purpose and supports their life plan and future life
roles. For example, students taking geometry understand
that they are preparing to become engineers, carpenters,
scientists, etc. Those in English classes understand that
reading and writing is needed in their short and long term
future. Those taking humanities classes are pursuing an
understanding and appreciation of different cultures, differ-
ent times and the arts. In all classes, there is emphasis on
the transferability of skills and the use of knowledge sys-
tems and information resources. All classes are a combi-
nation of applied methodology and theoretical models that
lead to tomorrow's inventions and ideas. While students
have learned that they are being prepared to be problem
solvers, educators have learned that education is the result
achieved (what happened) and not the process or input.

The number of specific job skill classes has increased
dramatically and over 60 percent of all high school gradu-
ates are prepared for immediate employment and further
learning. All others are prepared to enter occupational
training at the postsecondary level which includes a signifi-
cant dose of courses helping all students become good
citizens and productive employees or entrepreneurs.

The job skills classes are integrated into the curriculum
so that the vocational program consists of a combination of
content, critical thinking and skill training. Where possible,
the vocational programs have been articulated with
postsecondary training. Most of the skills training classes
are appropriate for students interested in a range of occu-
pations. For example, many of the students in bookkeeping
courses are preparing for occupations such as accounting,
data processing, business management, financial man-
agement or bookkeeping.

The skills training offered has been carefully selected in
light of employment opportunities and coordinated with
other schools and/or businesses in the region. Where the
school cannot provide the training needed in the life plan of
students, they are allowed to commute to another school or
to a private business for a part of their education. At a
minimum, students are prepared to enter occupational
training at the postsecondary level.

Of course, much of the training is cooperative with
industry in the region. Where possible, students receive
both academic and skill training credit in the private sector.
Since all education is competency based this process has
become much more attractive to all and dropout rates have
dramatically fallen. This has led to flexibility in the time
requirements for graduation. Many students attend high
school and local community colleges simultaneously.
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High schools have begun to address the educational
needs of the adult community. This is particularly true in the

job skills area. Equipment used to train high school
students in job skills during the day is used to upgrade
adults in the evening. This training is carefullycoordipated
with local community colleges. In some cases, adult
students take courses with secondary students during the
normal day. The high schools have also joined with local
community colleges in offering education and training for
employees at the job site.

The community colleges have organized their voca-
tional efforts to meet the personpower needs which cannot
be met at the high school level. This effort involves
providing the advanced training in many skill areas offered
at the high school level, providing higher levels of technical
training, and providing upgrading training. In addition, they
are deeply involved with helping high schools organize and
coordinate adult training. This effort has evolved from the
need to upgrade the existing work force.

One of the majorchanges at the postsecondary level is
the recent implementation of the Colorado Career Develop-
ment Guidelines. Community colleges now provide com-
prehensive career development based around adult com-
petencies and indicators within three content areas. In the
content areas of self knowledge, educational and occupa-
tional exploration, adults now can be evaluated to see their
level of competency attainment. (See Adult Competencies
and Indicators)

The level and quality of training has jumped signifi-
cantly in the past ten years. This has been cchieved
through the implementation of standards and indicators for
each and every type of training. These standards are based
on competencies which also helped in articulation efforts.
The private sector was particularly helpful in defining
competencies and setting standards for training. It is fair to
say that all vocational education has reached the level of
registered nurse training offered in 1990. Academic
education has grown to appreciate competency based
education as a contributor to the motivation and subse-
quent improvement of student performance and retention.
Concerns over "teaching to the test" have almost ceased to
exist asthe general achievement in basic skills has skyrock-
eted.

Maximizing the impact of resources was achieved
through close coordination with other human services or-
ganizations. Most, if not all, programs and education
involve coordination with the JTPA service delivery areas,
the Job Service, and Social Services.

For example, the region's Job Service offices provide
extensive job placement efforts for graduates. Another
example is the help schools receive from JTPA programs in
working with special populations. Social Services expertise
in the area of working with the handicapped has been
particularly appreciated.

The region has implemented a comprehensive student
follow-up system which provides continuous input for
assessing modifications to existing training. This has
helped administrators identify problem areas and to make

appropriate program adjustments in remedial, skill training

and career development program components.
Finally, all levels of education are closely coordinated

with economic development programs. Further, economic
development has been defined to include helping existing
business and industry expand and prosper. This effort
includes working closely with business and industry in the
modification of obsolete training and new programs, as well
as providing for the self knowledge, educational and occu-
pational exploration, and career planning needs of all
workers.

A consortium of local administrators in the region pro-
vide overall coordination for all vocational programs. They
meet monthly to organize policy on professional develop-
ment, coordinate the development of training, set regional
standards, and share ideas about administration at the
institution level. li seems like a long time since "school
reform" was the buzzword.

ADULT COMPETENCIES AND INDICATORS

Self Knowledge
Competency I: Skills to maintain a positive self concept.

Demonstrate a positive self-concept.
Identify skills, abilities, interests, experiences, values, and

personality traits and their influence on career decisions.
Identify achievements related to work, learning, and leisure

and their influence on self perception.
Demonstrate a realistic understanding of self.

Competency II: Skills to maintain effective behaviors.
Demonstrate appropriate interpersonal skills in expressing

feelings and ideas.
Identify symptoms of stress.
Demonstrate skills to overcome self-defeating behaviors.
Demonstrate skills in identifying support and networking

arrangements (including role models).
Demonstrate skills to manage financial resources.

Competency III: Understanding developmental changes
and transitions.

Describe how personal motivations and aspirations may
change over time.

Describe physical changes that occur with age and adapt
work performance to ac ommodate these.

Identify external events (e.g., job loss, job transfer) that
require life changes.

Educational and Occupational Exploration
Competency IV: Skills to enter and participate in education
and training.

Describe short- and long-range plans to achieve career
goals through appropriate educational paths.

Identify information that describes educational opportunities
(e.g., job training programs, employer-sponsored training,
graduate and professional study).

Describe community resources to support education and
training (e.g., child care, public transportation, public health
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services, mental health services, welfare benefits).
Identify strategies to overcome personal barriers to educa-

tion and training.

Competency V: Skills to participate in work and life-long
learning.

Demonstrate confidence in the ability to achieve learning
activities (e.g., studying taking tests).

Describe how educational achievements and life experi-
ences relate to occupational opportunities.
Describe organizational resources to support education and

training (e.g., remedial classes, counseling, tuition support).

Competency VI: Skills to locate, evaluate and interpret
information.

Identify and use current career information resources (e.g.,
computerized career Information systems, print and media
materials, mentors).

Describe information related to self - assessment, career
planning, occupations, prospective employers, organizational
structures, and employer expectations.

Describe the uses and limitations of occupational outlook
Information.

Identify the diverse job opportunities available to an individ-
ual with a given set of occupational skills.

Identify opportunities available through self-employment.
Identify factors that contribute to misinformation about

occupations.
Describe information about specific employers and hiring

practices.

Competency VII: Skills to prepare to seek, obtain, main-
tain, and change jobs.

Identify specific employment situations that match desired
career objectives.

Demonstrate skills to Identify job openings.
Demonstrate skills to establish a job search network through

colleagues, friends, and family.
Demonstrate skills In preparing a resume and completing

Job applications.
Demonstrate skills and attitudes essential to prepare f or and

participate In a successful job interview.
Demonstrate effective work attitudes and behaviors.
Describe changes (e.g., personal growth, technological

developments, changes in demand for products or services)
that influence the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for
job success.

Demonstrate strategies to support occupational change
(e.g., on-the-job training, career ladders, mentors, perform-
ance ratings, networking, continuing education).

Describe career planning and placement services available
through organizations (e.g., educational institutions, busi-
ness/industry, labor, and community agencies).

Identify skills that are transferrable from one job to another.

Competency VIII: Understanding how the needs and func-
tions of society influence the nature and structure of work.

Describe the importance of work as it affects values and life
style.

Describe how society's needs and functions affect occupa-
tional supply and demand.

Describe occupational, Industrial, and technological trends

as they relate to training programs and employment opportu-
nities.

Demonstrate an understanding of the global economy and
how it affects the individual.

Career Planning
Competency IX: Skills to make decisions.

Describe personal criteria for making decisions about edu-
cation, training, and career goals.

Demonstrate skills to assess occupational opportunities in
terms of advancement, management styles, work environ-
ment, benefits and other conditions of employment.
Describe the effects of education, work, and family decisions

on individual career decisions.
Identify personal and environmental conditions that affect

decision-making.
Demonstrate effective career decision making skills.
Describe potential consequences of decisions.

Competency X: Understanding the impact of work on indi-
vidual and family life.

Describe how family and leisure functions affect occupa-
tional roles and decisions.

Determine effects of individual and family developmental
stages on one's career.

Describe how work, family, and leisure activities interrelate.
Describe strategies for negotiating work, family and leisure

demands with family members (e.g., assertiveness and time
management skills).

Competency XI: Understanding the continuing changes in
male/female roles.

Describe recent changes in gender norms and attitudes.
Describe trends in the gendercomposition of the laborforce

and assess implications for one's own career plans.
Identify disadvantages of stereotyping occupations.
Demonstrate behaviors, attitudes, and skills that work to

eliminate stereotyping in education, family, and occupational
environments.
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Competency XII: Skills to make career transitions.
Identify transition activities (e.g., reassessment of current

position, occupational changes) as a normal aspect of career
development.
Describe strategies to U' 3 during transitions (e.g., networks,

stress management).
Describe skills needed for self-employment (e.g., develop-

ing a business plan, determining marketing strategies, devel-
oping sources of capital).
Describe the skills and knowledge needed for pre-retirement

planning.
Develop an individual careerpian, updating information from

earlier plans and including short- and long-range career de-
cisions.

For further information about Colorado's effort to adapt the Na-
tional Career Development Guidelines, an initiative funded by the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee and
the Colorado Community College and Occupational Education
System, contact Martelle Chapital at (303) 620-4000.
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WELLNESS AND SELF-CARE: SUGGESTIONS
FOR COUNSELORS AND OTHER ROLE MODELS

by Nathalie Kees and Janet Trever

Abstract
Helping professionals are often looked upon as role models
by those they serve. Because of the demands on their time
and talents, it is often difficult to model the type of healthy
lifestyle prescribed to others. This article provides sugges-
tions for developing wellness in one's life as well as a
framework for making healthy choices.

Introduction
During a recent meeting of people in the helping profes-

sions, the topic of self-care was discussed. Many of those
present acknowledged that they were not leading a healthy
lifestyle nor modeling the wellness theme they were ex-
pounding in their presentations, classes, and counseling
sessions. Several acknowledged working incredibly long
hours. One admitted to working the past twenty-one days
in a row without a break. Students and staff added that they
felt a great deal of pressure to perform as superstars in their
jobs and faced negative evaluation from peers and super-
visors if they didn't conform to the "driven" pattern estab-
lished as the norm.

Nearly every moment of every day one is faced with
opportunities to make choicesconcerning wellness; a client
calls, a student or co-worker asks for help, the answering
machine holds ten to twenty messages. The arrival of the
daily mail alone can require one to make a myriad of
choices. How are these choices made? Oftentimes it is the
framework for making choices that is faulty or perhaps non-
existent. The purpose of this article is to provide a sug-
gested framework for choosing and creating a healthier
lifestyle so that those in the helping professions can be-
come true models for others.

Background
Wellness has been defined as "a conscious and deliber-

ate approach to an advanced state of physical and psycho-
logical/spiritual health" (Ardell, 1983, p.3). It is an approach
to living that is characterized as balanced, positive, and fun,
and which provides a systematic framework for choosing
and accomplishing goals (Arden, 1983). Although develop-
ing and maintaining this balanced and conscious approach
to life is a goal desired by many, it is a difficult one to attain
and becoming more difficult as the pace of living increases
(Gibbs. 1989).

Nathalie Kees is an Assistant Professor of Counselor Education in
the School of Occupational and Educational Studies at Colorado
State University in Ft. Collins, Colorado. Janet Trever is a career
counselor at the Success Center, and an adjunct faculty member
in the School of Occupational and Educational Studies at
Colorado State University.

A traditional and important role of helping professionals
has been that of modeling the types of desirable and healthy
behaviors expected of clients, students, and helpees
(Berretta, 1988; Godenne, 1982; Kaufmann, 1986; Schmidt
& Wolfe, 1980). Role modeling can be a very powerful tool
in helping others make desired changes (Beretta, 1988).
Developing a framework for choosing wellness is essential
for helping professionals who wish to be congruent role
models. The following are six suggestions for creating a
healthier and more balanced life.

Six Suggestions for Choosing Wellness
Suggestion *1Develop an awareness of the choices
you are now making.

The first step in this process is the acknowledgement
that we do have choices; that we always have a choice.
Corey (1989) suggested that one of the major stumbling
blocks toward making change is ignorance and/or denial of
the fact that we do have a choice. In actuality we make
hundreds of choices daily, hourly, and almost every minute.
If we can become aware of how we are making those
choices we can begin to make the conscious choices
needed for creating wellness.

Becoming aware of the choices we are now making is
essential. One way to do this is to take sometime at the end
of each day and reflect upon the choices you made.
Logging choices periodically throughout the day may help.
As you analyze your choices, you may ask if they were
consciously or unconsciously determined. Were they made
out of habit, ritual, or compulsion, or based on forethought?

It will also be helpful to determine whether the choices
made are leading toward or away from wellness. Fromm
(1973) categorized all choices as either biophilic, leading
toward life, or necrophilic, leading toward death. In the
initial stage of developing a wellness lifestyle, it will be
helpful to group the choices made each day into one of
those two categories. It can also be helpful to get input from
others concerning the choices they see you making.

Suggestion *2Create a support system which en-
courages wellness.

It is human nature to be influenced by the people around
us. Therefore, it is important to make an honest evaluation
of the people, environs, and systems with which you have
the most contact by employing the following steps. One,
without criticizing or making any changes, observe the
support system you now have. Two, evaluate your work,
home, and social environment, the people you have contact
with in these environments, and the systems in which you
are involved. Three, determine whether they encourage or
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discourage wellness by utilizing the following questions:
Work, Home and Social Environments:
- Do you have a quiet, uncluttered place at home to be

alone when needed?
Is your work environment conducive to accomplishing
what you want to accomplish?

- Do your social environments promote or inhibit well-
ness?

Family, Friends, and Colleagues:
Which people in your life support your ability to choose
what you need and which undermine your efforts, per-
haps even encouraging you away from wellness?
Which people in your life demonstrate through words
and actions that they believe you have a right to choose
what you need or want?
Which people in your life are able to acknowledge that
you may sometimes need to put your needs before
theirs?
Do you encourage and accept feedback from others
concerning the choices you are making now?

Work, Home, and Social Systems:
- What is the work ethic promoted in your work environ-

ment?
- How does your work environment help or hinder your

productivity?
- What are the unspoken rules that guide behavior at

work, in your family, and with your friends?
- How well do your family members communicate, trust,

and show caring for each other?
- What relationship do you have with your family members

and friends? Is it one of dependence where they expect
you to take care of them and fulfill their needs, or do you
have a healthy level of interd 3pendence?

Once you have taken stock of your current support system,
you can add or change whatever you feel necessary in
order to provide yourself with people and an atmosphere
that will encourage your move toward wellness. Healthy
choices are easier to make when we surround ourselves
with people who believe in and model wellness in an
atmosphere that supports the same.

Suggestion #3Evaluate your current criteria for mak-
ing choices and develop a belief structure which sup-
ports wellness.

Although it is not within the scope of this article to
describe all of the belief structures we use to make choices,
it will be helpful to discuss a few of the major beliefs which
promote or inhibit wellness.

Often, choices are made based on irrational beliefs such
as believing we are indispensable, believing something
catastrophic will occur if we don't do everything that is asked
of us, or believing that we do not have a choice. Making
choices because we believe we must or should or have no
other choice will often cause a feeling of being trapped
which in turn creates stress.

We may also believe others will think less of us or not like
us or that we will ruin our reputation as being capable of
doing anything and everything. The part that is reinforcing

in this is that there may be some negative consequences
involved with the choices that we make. In actuality, we
need to accept the fact that there will always be conse-
quences of our choices. The important decision-making
step is determining which consequences we are willing to
accept. Too often we are willing to accept the negative
consequences of being tired, unhealthy, rushed, panicked,
irritable, overbooked, and overworked as inevitable in order
to avoid facing the possibility of other negative conse-
quences such as: disapproval, missed promotions, or not
feeling needed or important.

At the core of your belief structure you will need to
determine whether or not you believe you deserve wellness
and have the right to choose how you want to live your life.
Another helpful strategy in developing an awareness of
your belief system is to take a walk by yourself in the middle
of the afternoon on a work day and observe your thoughts
and feelings. Do you begin to he l an inner voice saying
things like, "This isn't the way it's suppose to be," "I should
be working." If you do, begin to challenge this inner voice
by asking, "Where it is written that taking a walk is wasting
time?"
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A traditional and important role of helping
professionals has been that of modeling the
types of desirable and healthy behaviors
expected of clients, students and
helpees...Developing a framework for
choosing wellness is essential for helping
professionals who wish to be congruent role
models.

Many of our unhealthy belief structures center around
our concept of time. There is a major misconception in our
society that we are able to save time. Although there are
numerous appliances and devices which allow us to do
activities more quickly, how many of us actually feel like we
have more time? This is because time is a set commodity
and that we cannot save it. We can only decide how we will
spend it. Our task is to choose to spend it wisely and
consciously.

The phenomenon of the appointment book is a good
example of this. Day-Timers, Inc., a multi-million dollar
company, produces a 96-page catalog filled with devices
for managing time and increasing productivity. A colleague
recently mentioned that he had spent over $100.00 on his
Day-Timer system this year. As an organizational tool, an
appointment and record keeping system is essential.
However, often we misuse this tool as a basis for making
daily choices. We create misconceptions about what an
appointment book is and what it can do. A filled appoint-
ment book can easily become a measure of our self-worth.
In reality it is not even a good measure of our productivity.
We begin to make commitments based on the amount of
blank space in the appointment book rather than question-
ing whether we want to commit or not. We may also allow
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the appointment book to provide us with a false sense of
control--that keeping track of and being able to cope with all
of our responsibilities is the same thing. It is important to
remember that all an appointment book can do is provide us
with a diagram of the weeks, days, hours, and minutes we
have to spend. A helpful strategy is to look through your
appointment book for the last few weeks and examine the
choices you've recently made. How many of those choices
were made out of feelings of responsibility or guilt? How
many were made with little forethought or simply because
your appointment book had an empty space? Try thinking
about what you consider to be the top three priorities or
values in your life and ask yourself "How many of your
choices are congruent with those values?" (Dornan, 1989).

After determining more clearly what your belief structure
is you can begin the process of disputing the truth of your
beliefs, discarding old beliefs that are no longer useful, and
creating a new set of beliefs that enable you to choose
wellness. Some examples of beliefs which can promote
wellness are:

I have a right to choose and create my life.
I deserve a life that promotes wellness.
There are no shoulds, only choices.
I can take care of myself so that I may be able to continue
to help others.
I can choose to say yes or no without feeling guilty or

resentful.

Suggestion #4Develop and nurture your internal guid-
ance system.

Often it is difficult to maintain choices that promote
wellness because we are using an external basis for deci-
sion making. Choices based on external expectations and
established norms rather than internal values, beliefs, and
needs will lead toward a feeling of incongruence. This
feeling of incongruence causes additional stress and may
inhibit your efforts to seek wellness. Sinetar (1988)
described the internal guidance system in this way:

There is, in us, a part-that-knows what we should do
... The separation from self is what causes us to act
against our best interests. When disconnected, fear
dominates, and self-doubt, self-flagellations and un-
truthfulness abound. It is then that we betray our-
selves, go against the part-that-knows, because we
are acting from a point of self-betrayal. While frag-
mented, our deficits control us. We cannot be
counted upon to think or act rightly (p. 18-19).
We are able to come into contact with our internal

guidance system by giving ourselves time alone each day
to think, to process the events of the day, and to evaluate the
choices we made. We need to give ourselves time to
answer important questions such as: "How do I feel about
the choices I made today?", "How congruent do I feel?",
"How well did my choices match up with my beliefs and
values?", "What do I want to do with tomorrow?" One
question asked regularly of the senior author by her mentor
during her doctoral work was, "Are you having fun?" This
constant reminder to assess how I was spending my time,

helped me to connect with my internal guidance system and
reminded me to either enjkl% what I was doing or to choose
differently. Once we are able to recognize this internal
guidance system, accessing it on a regular and more
immediate basis will become easier.

Suggestion #5Simplify.
Although "having it all" became the slogan of the 80's, it

has also become a prescription for an unhealthy way of life.
Choosing less can lead to having more--more enjoyment,
more appreciation for people, things, and activities already
in your life, more balance and peace of mind, and better
health and well-being. Every choice must be made with the
awareness that if we take something else into our lives, we
will have less time for what we already have. Choosing less
in orde to obtain balance is the most difficult and important
choice of all.

Suggestion #6 -- Practice choosing consciously.
Practice daily.

Developing a wellness lifestyle requires that one consis-
tently make conscious choices. The following is a model for
choosing more consciously.
Step 1 Whenever possible (and it is almost always pos-

sible) stop to think before you choose. Habitual
rather than conscious choices may often maintain
unhealthy patterns. When making a major choice
or one that will require a great time commitment,
allow yourself at least twenty-four hours before
giving an answer.

Step 2 If another party is involved, be willing to ask the
questions and gather the information you'll need in
order to make a conscious and well-informed choice.

Step 3 Take the time to ask and honestly answer ques-
tions of yourself. A few suggestions might include:
Why am I choosing this?
What are the short-term benefits and conse-
quences?
What arethe long-term benefits and consequences?
If I don't choose this, what will I give up?
If I do choose this, what will I have to give up?
What am I willing to give up?
What effect will this choice have on others in my
life?
How does this choice fit with my internal guidance
system?
Is there a creative alternative that I am overlooking
which may accomplish the task and also provide for
wellness?

Step 4 Be willing to decide and then move on. )1, iatever
your choice is, give it from a place of strength rather
than guilt or obligation. In the long run, no one will
be very happy with your choice if you are not happy
with it. Be sure you have made your choice
willingly, whatever that choice may be. Even if you
made that choice because you felt it was in the best
interest of someone other than yourself, accept
your decision and give it willingly, as a gift. It is
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important to remember, however, that we also
deserve gifts at times, and that if we always put
ourselves last, we will very quickly deplete our-
selves of anything worth giving to others. Perhaps
the greatest discipline in making healthy choices is
the willingness to say no to ourselves and to others
and to do so without prolonged regret or guilt.

Step 5 Evaluate the implementation of your choice. Often
times we forget to monitor the implementation of
our choices and then find ourselves wondering,
"What happened? It seemed like a good idea at the
time." To do this requires a continued connection
with our internal guidance system. We need to be
able to continue asking ourselves questions such
as:
How healthy is my implementation of this choice?
How am I feeling as a result of this choice?
If it's not working, why not? What went wrong?
Many people make what seem to be choices to-
ward wellness and then do not experience the
positive results they were expecting. An example
of this is choosing to join a health club and then
using this as another opportunity to feel guilty for
not going, or, to "work hard" and compulsively at
one more thing. So that what began as a move-
ment toward health can very easily add to the
original stressful lifestyle. The reasons for this are
often the same faulty thinking that caused the
original pattern of unhealth--irrational beliefs such
as: "I must be perfect," "I must be responsible for
others," "There is only one right way of doing
things," "My self worth is measured by what we do
or produce." Again, a constant connection with
one's internal guidance system during implemen-
tation of choices is crucial.

Step 6 Be willing to redecide if necessary. Many of us
were raised with the belief that once you make a
decision you must stick to it and follow through at all
costs. This type of thinking can cause as much
difficulty as not making wise choices originally. It is
rare that we are going to be able to know before-
hand all of the consequences of the choices that we
make. Therefore, it is essential to give ourselves
permission to redecide if necessary without the
guilt that we often take on. Beliefs statements such
as: "I should have known better," "It's my fault," "I
made my bed, now I better sleep in it," "I can't go
back on my word," and "Others will think less of me
or not trust me if I don't do this" will cause anger,
resentment, and feelings of being trapped. These
beliefs will also cause a never-ending cycle of
choices which lead away from wellness. We need
to allow ourselves options and opportunities for
finding other creative solutions. Our opportunities
for making choices are truly endless.

Step 7 Practice often. Each day and nearly every minute
we are faced with choices to make. Practicing on
the daily and hourly choices we are given is a way
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to increase readiness forthe more important choices
that will present themselves. It is the innumerable,
everyday choices that we make which provide a
moment-to-moment practice field for choosing
wellness and self-care.

Sinetar (1988) asked an important question:
"Which way are we headed? Toward health and
wholeness or toward self-pity, withdrawal, neuroti-
cism, and malfunction? . . . What heals us, what
begins our self-renewal--thus, I believe, promoting
actualization--can be just some tiny act. Even the
right thought can help if we're too discouraged, too
exhausted, to act. The mere flick of an eye in the
elegant (conscious) direction, coupled with our intent
to bring our more whole self into being, begins our
gradual move into more productive ways of choosing
(p. 18).

Summary
M. Scott Peck (1978) stated that "life is difficult" and that
when we accept that fact, life becomes easier. Choosing a
lifestyle which provides for wellness and self-care is also
difficult, and perhaps the ultimate challenge for those in the
helping professions. Once we accept this fact, it too
becomes easier.
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KEEPING LIFE IN BALANCE:
A REFLECTIVE COMMENTARY FOR COUNSELORS

AND COUNSELOR EDUCATORS
by Molly B. Vass

Abstract
In a high tech, fast paced world it is difficult to keep our
personal and professional lives in balance. With unlimited
opportunities it becomes more difficult to evaluate the con-
sequences of choices that we make on our overall health
and well-being. This article explores the challenges that we
face in trying to maintain a healthy perspective.

Today, more than ever, in a fast-paced, high-tech
world, the choices that confront each of us are unlimited.
How we deal with daily choices helps determine the quality
of our lives and relationships. But with unlimited choices
comes great responsibility and a feeling of being over-
whelmed with the demands on our time and energy. It is
difficult to say no to opportunities that come our way and yet
choosing less of these may ultimately give us a better
quality life. How do we slow down in a speeded up world
when everything around us impels us to do more, choose
more and be more? It is difficult to let others pass us by
when the external reinforcement goes to those who are
outwardly achieving.

In a recent article, Goodman (1989) discusses the em-
phasis on efficiency and time saving in ourculture. Goodman
states, "These thoroughly modern times place a wider
range of demands on every individual. We are supposed to
be responsible for work, family, lowering our cholesterol,
raising our computer literacy, actualizing our lives and
becoming ecologically sensitive--all at the same time."

The pressure to fulfill our potential has become great
and we may inadvertently pass that on to our students and
clients. Over the last ten years of working as a counselor
and counselor educator, I have become aware of the fine
line that we walk between supporting the personal growth
of students and clients, and adding to the pressure upon
them to live up to their potential. Have we emphasized
personal and professional growth to the point that it is
difficult to find a healthy balance in our lives?

There seems to be an implicit guiding principle that we
must be all, have all, and experience all in order to be happy.
This guiding principle has an upside as well as a downside.
The positive aspects are more obvious (e.g., learning,
growing, achieving, advancing), but the negative impact
has received less attention. There seems to be a delicate
balance of enough stimulation and productivity which, when

Molly B. Vass is an Associate Professor and Director of the
Holistic Health Specialty Program, College of Health and Human
:services, Western Michigan University and has been a keynote
speaker at the Colorado School Counselors Assoc. Conference.

exceeded, causes the quality of our lives, relationships and
health to diminish. How do we learn to draw the line in our
own lives and help others to do the same? It isn't easy to
say no, especially to attractive opportunities. It is all the
more difficult because of the tremendous reinforcement for
over-achievement in our personal and professional lives.

The eighties has been a decade of accelerating the
pace of life. The importar ce of time efficiency is reflected
most clearly in the kinds of consumer products that are now
part of our daily lives (e.g., car phones, phone interrupt, fax
machines, and microwave ovens). Being able to do more
than one thing at a time has become the symbol of success.
One of my colleagues was recently discussing how he could
now ride his exercise, bike, grade papers and listen to
student taped counseling sessions all at the same time.
According to the current emphasis on time efficiency, he
has succeeded. But what expense do we pay for all this
efficiency? What kinds of lives are we living? Are we caught
in the process of choosing things that leave us feeling
overwhelmed and out of balance? As our lives become
more complex, it seems difficult to know how to simplify. It
seems to be much easier to add something to our dialy
acitaivites than it is to reduce our responsibilities.

Goodman states, "These thoroughly modern
times place a wider range of demands on
every individual. We are supposed to be re-
sponsible for work, family, lowering our cho-
lesterol, raising our computer literacy, actual-
izing our lives and becoming ecologically
sensitive--all at the same time."

Learning to give things up may be necessary to bring
our lives back in balance, but in orderto do this it is important
to look at how we perceive loss and letting go. The tendency
is to look at what we are losing rather than what we may be
gaining. Our concept of loss can make it difficult to let go.
And yet, letting go may be exactly what we need to do to
bring our lives back in balance. Can we say no to some
opportunities and live with ourselves without feeling guilty
that someone will soon surpass us in recognition and
achievement?

Kopp (1986) uses the Hindu concepts of samsara and
nirvana to make the point that how we look at loss has a lot
to do with the quality of our lives. He states that "there is no
nirvana without samsara" which means that there are no
gains or states of contentment that can be reached without
pain, loss and letting go. Perceiving loss as a gift or gain is
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a new perspective that may help us let go of things that keep
us feeling overwhelmed and uncentered.

Applying this concept to the daily choices that we face
helps to create a perspective that allows us to look at both
the losses and gains of any choice we make. Holding on to
certain values or "value rigidity" as described by Pirsig
(1974) can prevent us from seeing the consequences of the
choices that we are making. We get caught holding onto a
thought or behavior that may be destructive to our health
and well being. Pirsig uses an analogy to help make this
point clear:

The most striking example of value rigidity I can
think of is the old South Indian Monkey Trap, which
depends on value rigidity for its effectiveness. The
trap consists of a hollowed out coconut chained to
a stake. The coconut has some rice inside which
can be grabbed through a small hole. The hole is
big enough so that the monkey's hand can go in,
but too small for his fist with rice in it to come out.
The monkey reaches in and is suddenly trapped- -
by nothing more than his own value rigidity. He
can't revalue the rice. He cannot see that freedom
without rice is more valuable than capture with it.
(p. 306)

It is easy to see the monkey's dilemma, but applied to
ourselves, what do we hold onto that causes us stress, ill -

health and unhappiness? Now, the beginning of the last
decade of the century, is a good time to reflect on ourselves

and the choices that we are making. The ability to help
others stems directly from our own inner work. In our own
busyness we do not want to lose the big picture. Reevalu-
ating the choices that we are making may be a starting point
in this direction.
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FROM COMPUTER TO VIDEO TECHNOLOGY
Continued from Page 11

November 14, 1989), however, they provide "suggested
guidelines for selecting video telecasts." Many vendors of
education videotapes utilize their own evaluation forms in
seeking feedback from the users of their products.

Major tasks involved in the development included the
identification of appropriate criteria; creation of operational
definitions of each criterion; establishment of an objective
rating system for differentiation and evaluation; inclusion of
the National Career Development Guidelines as a basis of
evaluation; opportunities for subjective, narrative comments;
and packaging within a short, easy-to-understand and user-
friendly form. Several early forms were drafted, pilot-
tested, discarded or revised. Finally, a satisfactory draft
was created and used throughout the 1989-90 Colorado
Career Guidance Video Review Project. Feedback on the
form was solicited from each reviewer. A revised form,
incorporating what was learned from the Colorado Project
will be created and used in the next phases of the video
project.

While accountability and educational reform requires
evaluation of all counselor methods and tools, it is believed
that video technology also must undergo critique. While
there is great hope for both computer and video use within
guidance and career development programs, little change
will occur unless counselors join in.
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USING AN EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
FORMAT IN A COLLEGE ORIENTATION

by Bruce Manley and Lee Gault

Abstract
This article describes the application of experiential learn-
ing theory in a community college orientation program. At
the orientation's core was a small group problem-solving
task which involved completing a self-guided tour of the
campus. A theoretical perspective is offered through pre-
senting an overview of Kolb's experiential learning model.
Participants' evaluations are reported and were positive.
The authors advocate increased use of experiential theory
and methods.

"I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I
understand," Confucius (cited in Kolb, Rubin, and McIn-
tyre, 1971). Everyone, at sometime, has experienced the
"I hear and I forget," portion of Confucius' quote. Who has
not sat bored and inattentive through a lecture, remember-
ing little or nothing of its content? Perhaps the material was
of no interest. But sometimes, even when the material was
of interest, involvement and attention flagged and conse-
quently so did memory of the presentation. Orientations
which art. lecture style can be especially ineffective be-
cause (a) t..e many names, dates, procedures, resources,
and new terminology create information overload for listen-
ers and (b) the anxieties of a new situation prevent all but the
most highly skilled listeners from maintaining attention and
retaining the deluge of information.

The authors developed an alternative style of orienta-
tion for new students at Front Range Community College.
Rather than depending entirely upon participants' passive
reception and cognition, the alternative orientation program
balanced passive processes with active participation. Active
participation improves upon the lecture style because it
enlists more of participants' senses, energizes them through
their active involvement, and engages their affective as well
as cognitive processes. Information and learning are
associated in a multitude of ways and memory is increased.
For example, actually visiting the records office and seeing
a drop-add form should lead to better recall than merely
hearing about the office and its functions.

Bruce Manley is a doctoral student at the University of Missouri-
Kansas City and Lee Gault is an Instructor of Outward Bound Inc.
Both authors were at Front Range Community College, Westmin-
ster, Colorado where they developed and conducted the orienta-
tion program during the period of 1986 to mid-1988.

The authors thank Ronald Young. His enthusiasm and vision, and
his support of and confidence in the authors were critical to the
development of the orientation program.

This article first describes the orientation program. Second,
it presents an overview of Kolb's (1976, 1981) experiential
learning model as a theoretical perspective. Third, partici-
pants' evaluations are reported. In conclusion, the authors
advocate increased use of experiential methods and Kolb's
model.

Program Description
At the core of the orientation program was a small group

problem-solving task. The small group's task was to
physically navigate the school building by following printed
instructions, thus conducting a self-guided tourof the school.
Students and staff agreed that their first impressions of the
facility included intimidation and confusion. The building is
180 feet wide and over 900 feet long (three football fields).
It is organized along two long main hallways which run its full
length. The two main hallways are on different levels,
directly above and below each other. The usual parking-lot
level entrances enterthe top hallway. To visit the library, as
well as other important locations, requires going down
stairs to the second main hallway. Although essentially
straight, the lower hallway contains two short turns which
disorient newcomers. High ceilings and openness between
IL els further confuse and intimidate newcomers.

The small group's task was essentially an indoor orien-
teering exercise which was inspired by Outward Bound
(Godfrey, 1980; Miner & Boldt, 1981). The authors, like
others in education, have been significantly influenced by
Outward Bound. Miner and Boldt cite many examples of
Outward Bound's influence on education, including two of
the first programs in the United States. Both were in
Colorado, one at Denver's East High School and the other
at the University of Northern Colorado. For other examples,
see Nicholson and Golson (1983) and Webster (1978).

Objectives of the orientation were both cognitive and af-
fective. Objectives included (a) acquainting new students
with the building's layout; (b) providing them information
critical for registration and for success in their first semester;
(c) introducing new students to each other as well as staff;
(d) providing a pleasant first-time experience of the college,
in part, by having some fun; and (e) reducing their fears,
building self-confidence, and empowering them.

Over 700 new students participated in the orientation
program during a two year period. Specific data about the
characteristics of the orientation participants were not
collected. However, participants appeared to be represen-
tative of students attending the school (See Table 1).
Because the majority of students were part-time, juggling
the responsibilities of work and families, the orientation was
intentionally short. It lasted from 1 to 1-1/2 hours.
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Table 1
Student Body Characteristics (1984-1986)

A. Median age 28 years
B. 28% Full-time -- average load of 15 credits

72% Part-time -- average load of 5 credits
C. 75% Working while in school (estimated)
D. 63% Occupational majors

37% General studies majors
E. 59% Female

41% Male
F. 14% Minority (7% Hispanic, 4% Asian, 2% other)

85% White (not Hispanic)
1% Information not available

Arriving at an orientation session, participants were or-
ganized into small, intentionally leaderless, groups of four
to six members. They were given handbooks which con-
tained information and advice useful to new students as well
as the instructions for navigating the school. A facilitator
welcomes them, explained the orientation process, and told
members within each small group to introduce themselves
to each other. Then each small group used the handbook's
instructions to conduct a self-guided tour of the school
building.

Using the printed instructions to find reference points
and key locations, the small groups independently learned
their way around the building, found colored posters with in-
formation and questions, and read parts of the handbooks
for more information and questions. The questions helped
them learn about registration, procedures, resources, and
advising. Trivia tasks were included to keep the mood light.
Two examples, they (a) counted the birds in a colorful mural
and (b) found a famous name in a hallway of historical
photographs. After approximately 30 minutes, they re-
turned to the starting point at a pre-appointed time for a
wrap-up which included emphasis of key points, as well as
questions and answers.

Theoretical Perspective
Sugarman (1985) advocated use of Kolb's model as a

comprehensive perspective for conceptualizing the learn-
ing process and for designing balanced programs. The
model employs two dimensions: the concrete-abstract
dimension and the active-reflective dimension. The con-
crete-abstract dimension ranges from immediate involve-
ment with the tangible at one extreme to detached analysis
and generalization at the opposite end. The active-reflec-
tive dimension is represented at one pole by the person who
wants to participate, to do something, and at the other pole
by the person who prefers to observe events. Kolb inte-
grated these two dimensions to create a cyclic model of
learning with fourstages: concrete experience (CE); reflec-
tive observation (R0); abstract conceptualization (AC); and
active experimentation (AE). After active experimentation,
the cycle repeats itself, beginning again with concrete
experience.

An example from the orientation is illustrative. At the
beginning of the program participants could have been
feeling anxious and unsure, each believing that she or he
alone was ignorant of the complexities of starting school,
CE. Participating in the group, members observed others'
nervousness and lack of knowledge, RO. Next, they may
well have surmised that people starting new experiences
tend to be nervous and unknowledgable, AC. Last, they
may have expressed their own nervousness and igno-
rance, AE, leading them to the relief of expressing their
feelings and to the bonding between people who do so,
again CE.

Kolb's model works equally well for analyzing other
types of learning, for example, computer programming,
teaching, counseling, and medicine. Numerous specific
examples are possible from the orientation and from activi-
ties in other fields but space limitations prohibit it.

Kolb's model implicitly incorporates the affective and
cognitive dimensions mentioned above; (a) affective pro-
cesses are predominantly associated with the AE and CE
stages, and (b) cognitive processes are predominantly
associated with the RO and AC stages.

People tend to prefer one or two of the stages, that is,
people have different learning styles. They may possibly be
better skilled in their preferred,style. Although Kolb uses a
slightly different scheme and terminology, for the purposes
here, learners can be classified as CEs, ROs, ACs, or AEs.
Reading, watching, listening, and the lecture style of pre-
sentation is most effective for ROs and ACs. Learning by
doing, for example, intemships, cooperative education
placements, shop classes, and labs, is most effective for
AEs and CEs.

The most effective learners are flexible. They can
change their style and move with flexibility from one stage
to the next. Similarly, the most effective learning programs
incorporate all four stages, addressing all four learning
styles. Thus, the most effective educational programs may
include lecturing but they also use other means to provide
students with the opportunity to expand their repertoire of
learning skills as well as be comfortable and competent
within their preferred style. The orientation program incor-
porated all four stages of Kolb's cycle, thus addressing all
four learning styles.
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Participants' Evaluation
Of the over 700 participants, 483 were given post-

session evaluation questionnaires, and 413 returned them
(85.5%). The authors experimented with several variations
of evaluation forms. Items and data reported in Table 2 are
representative of the various questions that were used and
the results that were obtained.

Evaluation results were highly positive. Specifically,
closed items 1 and 2 (see Table 2) show that the great
majority of participants found the orientation to be of value.
Item 3 shows that the affective objective of "having some
fun" was achieved. Although recognizing the limitations of
self-report on assessment of cognitive variables, the au-
thors construe item 4 to be an indicator that cognitive
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Table 2
Evaluation Results

Responses
Closed items Yes NQ Undecided Ital
1. I would recommend

orientation to a friend 148 6 6 160a
(93%) (4%) (4%) (100%)

2. Orientation was a
waste of my time 3 152 5 160

(2%) (95%) (3%) (100%)
3. Orientation was fun 141 6 13 160

(88%) (4%) (8%) (100%)
4.1 learned a lot today 135 8 17 160

(84%) (5%) (11%) (100%)

Responses
Open-ended items Tour Group Total
5.1 liked the way .. . 83 27 243b

(34%) (16%) (100%)
6. What was most 89 13 170c

helpful to you today? (52%) (8%) (100%)

Note. a177 evaluations distributed, 90% return-rate.
b291 evaluations distributed, 84% return-rate.
c192 evaluations distributed, 89% return-rate.

objectives were achieved to some unknown degree. (A pilot
pretest-posttest evaluation of cognitive objectives was
unsuccessful, yielding meaningless data.)

Content analysis of open-ended evaluation items yielded
results supporting the active and participatory component
of the program's design. To item 5, an affective measure,
34% of the respondents mentioned the "tour," learning their
way around," or working to that effect. To item 6, a self-
report of cognitive learning, 52% similarly responded about
the tour. The groups were the next most cited topic but were
mentioned at much lower rates, 16% and 8%. No other
topic was mentioned at a rate greater than 2%.

Prior to its inception, there was some concern among
the staff that older students wouldn't be receptive to the
relatively unusual program. But afterthe project began, the
authors observed the exact opposite, as well as differing
responses according to gender. Although data on the
orientation participants' characteristics were not collected,
the authors casual observations were that young tradi-
tional-age male students appeared least receptive to the
program, whereas, older nontraditional-age female stu-
dents were the most enthusiastic, some very much so.
Female participants of all ages seemed to be the most
expressive about their enjoyment of and usefulness of the
tour and the small group interactions. Rigorous inquiry in
this area would be of interest because objections to the
programs' orienteering format were, and perhaps are, that
it is inappropriate for adults.

The evaluation survey's positive results and the authors'
informal observations lead them to believe that the experi-
ential orientation project was effective. However, well
controlled rigorous inquiry comparing pure lecture style with
an experiential format would be worthwhile.

,1771r4-47

Recommendations
The participants' positive evaluation of the project

supports consideration of increased use of experiential
methods. The authors believe experiential methods could
be used far more broadly than currently practiced and with
similar results. Early in the century, Dewey advocated
education in a social context with means and objectives in
both cognitive and affective domains (Ozmon & Carver,
1986). Although examples of experiential education con-
sistent with his views can be found (e.g. outdoor education,
and cooperative education programs), much more should
be done, especially considering that the prevailing lecture
style favors the RO and AC learning styles, leaving the AE
and CE learning styles largely unaddressed.

Increasing use of Kolb's model is also desirable. Its
applicability far exceed the scope discussed in this article.
Three examples: (a) Kolb et al. published a business school
management text using experiential learning principles, (b)
Sugarman showed how Kolb's cycle can represent the
counseling process and (c) the first author taught Kolb's
model to career planning groups as a means to predict,
understand, and benefit from their experience (See Blake &
Mouton, Chapters 2-7, 1983, for a general discussion of
theory-principles interventions regarding the specific ca-
reer planning example.)

Summary
This article described an orientation using experiential

learning principles with a small group orienteering task as
its focal point. The orienteering task was derived from
Outward Bound practices. Kolb's four part experiential
learning model was outlined to provide a clear conceptual
perspective of the program. Evaluation results supported
the use of experiential methods in the orientation project.
Both experiential learning methods and Kolb's model could
be used more than currently practiced, especially consider-
ing that prevalent educational norms do not address all
learning styles.
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A COMPARISON OF FEEDBACK CONDITIONS
IN "BUG-1N-THE-EAR" COUNSELOR TRAINING

by Daniel J. Mosley, John Ramirez, Lamar Trant

Abstract
This study compared the effectiveness of verbal reinforce-
ment, prompts, and prompts plus reinforcement using the
"Bug-in-the-Ear"with 30 counselor trainees over a period of
ten counseling sessions. The overall multivariate analysis
failed to achieve significance. Reasons for not finding
differences and directions for future research were
discussed.

The study of the components involved in the success-
ful teaching and supervision of counseling skills is an area
of on-going exploration within the field of counselor educa-
tion (Matarazzo & Patterson, 1986). Counselor education
has traditionally combined didactic lectures, seminars, and
readings with the opportunity to observe and apply counsel-
ing skills in a supervised setting. The objective of the
applied phase or practicum is the transfer of learning from
the didactic setting to an actual counseling environment
(Boyd, 1978). This transfer and integration of learning is in
many ways the essential link in the process of effective
counselor education. The means of accomplishing this
integration and the teaching of the actual counseling proc-
ess may be, however, the weakest aspect of current coun-
selor education (Cohn, 1973; Weiner & Kaplan, 1980).

Learning has been defined as "a relatively permanent
change in behavior potentiality which occurs as a result of
reinforced practice" (Kimble, 1961, p. 6). Critical parame-
ters of reinforcement include quantity, immediacy and the
schedule upon which reinforcement occurs. In the super-
vision process, immediate post-session feedback from
supervisors has been shown to be more effective than
supervision that is delayed by several days (Doyle, Fore-
man & Wales, 1977). Haley (1977) also has suggested that
the beginning therapist ideally learns to do therapy by
actually doing it under the guidance of a supervisor (at the
moment the therapy is happening). The literature in general
is supportive of the hypothesis that optimal supervisory
feedback is specific and immediate (Matarazzo & Patter-
son, 1986).

One device for providing specific and immediate feed-
back to counselors in training is the "Bug-in-the-Ear" (BIE)
(Korner & Brown, 1952). In this communication system, the

Daniel J. Mosley is a counselor at the Colorado Family Health
Center, P.C., Littleton, Colorado. John Ramirez is an Associate
Professor in the Psychology Department at the University of
Northern Colorado and Lamar Trant is in private practice in
Pueblo, Colorado. Requests for reprints should be sent to John
Ramirez, Department of Psychology, Candelaria Hall, University
of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO 80632, (303) 351-2510.

counselor trainee wears a small hearing aid-type receiver
while in the counseling session and the supervisor, observ-
ing through a one-way mirror, provides feedback via a
transmitter. Cohn (1973) indicated that immediate feed-
back and evaluation are the relevant dimensions in using
the BIE for training. Cues can be given to the trainee and
the effectiveness immediately assessed. Similarly, rein-
forcement and support can be provided immediately while
the trainee is involved in an unfamiliar or uncomfortable
intervention. Further, recommendations relating to an on-
going counseling session are more likely to be used when
given during the session.

Several studies have utilized the BIE in counselor
education with important results. For example, Carlson
(1974) demonstrated that BIE reinforcement and instruc-
tion resulted in a higher level of verbal empathic behavior in
counselor trainees than did BIE reinforcement by itself.
Reddy (1969) also found that immediate BIE feedback was
significantly more effective than delayed or no feedback in
increasing empathy levels among counselor trainees re-
sponding to simulated psychotherapy films.' Finally, Golsan
(1975) compared trainees who received BIE feedback with
those not receiving BIE feedback and found a significant im-
provement in the BIE group in four areas (i.e., empathy,
concreteness, confrontation and immediacy) assessed by
the Carkhuff scales. While these are important findings in
terms of the BIE's potential effectiveness in the area of
counselor training, the areas assessed represent a rather
limited scope of counselor skills.

Research in this area continues to be limited in that the
form and content of the BIE message have not been
explored. Additionally, no attempt has been made in
previous studies to determine what, if any, client change
might have occurred as a result of the use of the BIE.
Finally, existing studies have failed to assess BIE effective-
ness by using more than one process or outcome measure
or by employing the perspectives of multiple raters. Several
authors (Kazdin, 1986; Orlinsky & Howard, 1986; Stiles,
Shapiro & Elliott, 1986) have noted the importance of
including client outcome and therapy process measures in
research evaluating therapy effectiveness, and have rec-
ommended obtaining measures from different rater view-
points. More generally, multiple process and outcome
measures have been recommended for use in evaluating
counselor effectiveness and in assessing the effectiveness
of a particular method of counselor education (Matarazzo &
Patterson, 1986).

The present study was designed to expand on the
available information regarding the use of the BIE in coun-
selor education. Specifically, this study examined whether
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the form of the BIE message (verbal reinforcement, prompts/
directions/observations, or a combination of both) had a
differential impact on counselor trainee's counseling effec-
tiveness as measured by client, counselor, and supervisor.
Outcome measurements included pre-and post-counsel-
ing maladjustment ratings by clients and Counseling Evalu-
ation Inventories (CEIs) completed by clients, counselors
and supervisors at the end of the practicum. The null
hypothesis tested was that there would not be a significant
difference among feedback conditions on a linear compos-
ite of counselor skills (as measured separately by the client,
counselor and supervisor) and client change, as measured
by pre- to post-counseling change in maladjustment.

Method
Participants

Counselor Trainees. Thirty graduate students who
were enrolled in a ten-week introductory counseling prac-
ticum at a large state university made up the counselor
trainee sample. Twenty-four (80%) were in masters level
programs (Agency Counseling, 13; School Counseling, 7;
Rehabilitation, 4) and six (20%) were in doctoral level
programs (School Psychology, 2; Rehabilitation 2; Coun-
seling Psychology, 2). The students ranged in age from 20
to 55 years (M. = 32 years) and 19 were female. They
consented to be part of the study in conjunction with their
counseling practicum training.

Supervisors. Supervisors consisted of thirteen ad-
vanced doctoral students enrolled in a supervision prac-
ticum. Each of these doctoral students had previously had
at least two years of counseling experience, including prior
practicum experience with the BIE.

Clients. Students who had volunteered in response to
a university-wide offer for free counseling services were
involved as clients in This study. Client concerns primarily
involved interpersonal issues and desire for personal growth.
From a larger pool, data from 30 who completed counseling
and all three instruments were included in this study.

Instruments
0-Sort Checklist. The Q-Sort Checklist (Prager &

Garfield, 1972), a measure of client maladjustment, is
composed of Dymond's (1954) 74 items given to clients as
a paper-and-pencil inventory. Each item consists of a
statement which is descriptive of how people view them-
selves or how they feel about themselves.

lnstructicns on the Q-Sort Checklist were to "check
those items that describe you as you see yourself today."
The 37 items judged in Dymond's study to be indicative of
maladjustment were used in the analysis. Sample malad-
justment items include: "I feel insecure within myself ,""I am
afraid of a full fledged disagreement with a person ,""I try not
to think about my problems," "I am shy," and "I usually feel
driven." Fewer maladjustment items checked after coun-
seling can be interpreted as improvement on the part of the
client.

Dymond (1954) reported a test-retest reliability of .86
for the Q-Sort, based on the stability of control group scores

over a period of 6-12 months. In comparing post-therapy
client maladjustment ratings to ratings by counselors of
client success, Dymond found a significant relationship.

Counseling Evaluation Inventory (CEI). The CEI
(Linden, Stone & Shertzer, 1965) was completed by clients,
counselor trainees, and supervisors to compare counselor
effectiveness across feedback conditions. The 21-item
measure has been shown to contain 3 factors, however, the
total score was used in this study since only a global rating
of counseling effectiveness was desired.

The CEI has been found to be useful as a criterion
measure of client satisfaction with counselor effectiveness
(Bishop, 1971; Brown & Cannady, 1969). Linden et al.
(1965) reported a total score test-retest reliability coefficient
of .83. These authors also found a significant relationship
between CEI scores and counselortrainee practicum grades.

"Bug-in-the-Ear" Feedback System (BIE). The BIE
system (Farrall, 1966) developed by Farrall Instruments,
Inc. (model B-311 Simplex) was used in this study. This
system consists of a microphone, a transmitter, an antenna,
and a small behind-the-ear receiver which picks up and
amplifies the signal at an appropriate level.

Treatments
Three feedback conditions using BIE reinforcement

and/or prompts were compared.
Condition I: Reinforcement. A one, two or three word

response from the supervisor, such as "good,""you' re doing
fine," or "excellent response," intended to reinforce the
counselor trainee's immediately preceding behavior.

Condition II: Prompts (Directions or Observations).
Directions, such as suggesting a particular technique ap-
propriate to the situation or stating "ask more about that,"
"bring the focus back to the present," or "make more eye
contact," prompting what the counselor trainee should do or
say. Observations, such as "she/he seems pretty anxious"
or "she/he's story telling again" which comment about the
process or which provide interpretation.

Condition III: Reinforcement and Prompts. Rein-
forcement and prompts representative of both Conditions I
and II were given in Condition III, for example, "very good,
now you can set up a homework assignment."

Procedure
Counselor trainees were randomly assigned to one of

the three experimental feedback conditions, resulting in 10
counselor trainees per condition. Clients were assigned to
counselor trainees based on compatibility of schedules and
prior to obtaining any additional information regarding the
client or their presenting problem.

Clients were provided with a written explanation of the
study, an informed consent form, and a Q-Sort Checklist.
Each client was seen by their counselor trainee for ten one-
hour sessions with the opportunity for continuation if needed
following the completion of the study.

All supervisors were trained by the senior author in the
use of the BIE and practiced giving feedback in their
particular treatment condition. Five counselor education
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department faculty members directly supervised the
advanced doctoral students throughout the study, but did
not provide BIE feedback to counselor trainees. Each of the
faculty members had at least five years experience in
teaching graduate level counseling courses.

Supervisors provided feedback with the BIE during
three of each counselor trainee's ten counseling sessions
as follows: (a) BIE sessions were distributed throughout the
practicum with the first within the first 3 sessions, the
second in the 4th or 5th session, and the third in the 8th or
9th sessior; (with at least one session intervening between
BIE sessions), (b) during each BIE session a minimum of
ten and a maximum of twenty reinforcements and/or prompts
were given, and (c) a BIE record was kept by supervisors
and monitored by the senior author for adherence to feed-
back condition guidelines.

At termination, clients completed a CEI and a second
0-Sort Checklist. At the end of the ten-week practicum
counselor trainees completed a self-evaluation CEI over
their entire practicum caseload, and supervisors completed
C Els on the overall practicum performance of each
counselor trainee.

Data Analysis
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was

accomplished in which the three feedback conditions were

compared on the four outcome variables (change in client
maladjustment, client CEI, counselor trainee CEI and
supervisor CEI). MANOVA was selected in order to reduce
the experiment-wise error rate and to control for the inter-
correlation among outcome variables. A change score was
used for the client maladjustment variable since the alterna-
tive (use of the pre-test as a covariate in MANCOVA)
confounds the effect of the three CEI outcome variables.

Results
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of the
four outcome variables in each of the three feedback
conditions. The multivariate test for homogeneity of the
dispersion matrices was not significant, indicating that this
assumption was met. The Bartlett test of sphericity indi-
cated that the correlations between outcome variables
were the same across groups.

The omnibus MANOVA test results showed that the
overall multivariate analysis failed to achieve statistical
significance, using Pillai's trace. However, the multivariate
measure of strength of association indicates that approxi-
mately 18% of the variance in the linear combination of
outcome variables could be explained by the treatment
conditions.

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Outcome Variables by Feedback Condition

Outcome
Variable

Feedback Conditiona

Reinforcement
M 5.12

Prompts Both
M M 5.12

0-Sort Checklist

Pre-counseling 4.60 3.4 5.90 4.4 4.60 4.0
Post-counseling 3.00 3.3 4.50 4.7 4.10 4.6
Changeb 1.60 1.2 1.40 5.3 0.50 3.8

"CEI

Client 4.50 0.2 4.74 0.2 4.34 0.4
Counselor 4.01 0.3 3.99 0.2 4.22 0.3
Supervisor 3.94 0.6 3.92 0.7 4.01 0.5

an = 10 for each condition
b0-Sort change was used in the MANOVA
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Discussion
Strictly, the results of the MANOVA support a conclu-

sion that there are no differences among feedback condi-
tions. However, the small sample size probably did not
provide adequate power to achieve statistical significance.

The failure to find a stronger omnibus effect of feedback
conditions on outcome measures may be an indication that
the four have divergent patterns of relationship with the
feedback conditions. It may be that a particular feedback
condition is more closely associated with greater client
change, while others are facilitative of different perceptions
of counseling effectiveness. Since there is no relevant
literature with which to compare these assumptions, further
research using larger sample sizes and a control group is
warranted.

Although BIE instrumentation has reached a fairly
acceptable level of usability, some issues remain regarding
the ease with which it may be integrated into counselor
supervision and training. Time must be allowed prior to a
counseling session to set up and test the equipment and to
insure that the counselortrainee can hearthe BIE message
at a level that is not audible to the client. Several practice
sessions with the BIE prior to actual use in a counseling
session can serve to increase counselor trainee receptive-
ness to the BIE. Post-session communication between
trainee and supervisor regarding the BIE is helpful, as is an
on-going vigilance by both parties to avoid dependence on
the BIE or the tendency for supervisors to over-control the
session.

In this study, BIE feedback was provided to counselor
trainees during three sessions; however, outcome meas-
ures were gathered only after the last session. Future
research might explore the critical periods during the coun-
seling practicum when the BIE is particularly useful, as well
as the type of feedback message that is most helpful during
each of these critical periods. This could be accomplished
by including more BIE sessions and more frequent impact
measures. Repeated measures comparisons between the
impact of BIE and non-BIE sessions could then be con-
ducted.

Finally, the timing of bugging during counseling ses-
sions was determined by the supervisors in the present
research. A process worthy of further study would be to
provide feedback upon request from the counselor trainee
when needed.
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BOOK REVIEW

No NEGATIVES: A POSITIVE GUIDE
TO SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

by J. Victor McGuire
published by Spice Press
reviewed by Judith Caiigiuri

It has long been established that self esteem is related
to successful learning. Anyone looking for ideas to teach
positive leadership skills to students in middle through high
school would find No Negatives a great addition to a
personal library. It is written in an easy to read format,
geared towards middle school reading level, but the activi-
ties are applicable to all age levels. The book is divided into
four sections dealing with self esteem, motivation, commu-
nication and career development. Each section includes
McGuire's personal anecdotes and observations and offers
a series of activities. There are thought provoking quotes
and testimonials by students who have used No Negatives
effectively. McGuire's positive attitude is infectious and just
reading the book makes one want to go out and DO it. This
is not a theory oriented textbook to ponder over. This is a
let's-get-going book to be used by guidance and career
counselors, teachers or anyone working with youth who
believe that when you feel good about yourself, success
follows.

The activities can be done as independent assign-
ments, but having students complete and discuss their
findings with others is suggested. McGuire asks students
to evaluate themselves, gives concrete processes to im-
prove self-esteem, asks students to take risks and to focus
on their identified strengths. He gives them permission to
make mistakes. There's always a section that allows them
to jot down "personal points to ponder"--which they can add
to as they go through the program.

His section on motivation concentrates on goal setting,
obstacles to reaching goals, visualization, mapping out
goals and practicing affirmation. Again, students could
complete this independently, but spending as little as ten
minutes of class time discussing the steps they are taking
to reach their goals can be a powerful way of reinforcing
success. A former Spice of Life student writes: "The bottom
line is that it doesn't matter in what place you finish, for
motivation is not fueled by spectators, but only one's self."

The communication section focuses on listening skills,
barriers to communication, and improving verbal and

Judith Caligiuri is the Student Activities Advisor and Special
Education Teacher at Battle Mountain High School in Vail,
Colorado, completing her Ph.D. in Counseling and Career Devel-
opment at Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado.
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non-verbal communication skills. He gives students inde-
pendent activities that involve some communication risks.
Practicing first is suggested. Another former student states
that learning communication skills "helped me to listen
much more openly and confidently" and help a friend
through some serious personal issues.

In the last section, career development, Rich Feller has
contributed the "Job Search Pyramid" which asks the stu-
dent to actively seek a job. The Pyramid begins with non-
threatening activities that will prepare the student for a job
interview. It's a sequential process that continually rein-
forces skills already learned, while taking students one step
further in applying for a job they want. The Pyramid is an
excellent guide, giving students a positive plan for search-
ing for a job while taking incremental steps that build in
encouragement and reinforcement.

In summary, No Negatives is jam-packed with ideas for
anyone who wants to foster positive attitudes in young
people. The ideas can be supplemented with already
owned materials. Quotes can be placed around the class-
room and used to open discussions. Facilitators can spend
a few minutes a day or a whole semester on these topics.
McGuire is certain that if we believe "in walking down life's
beaten path, we would seldom make tracks of our own."
The greatest result for me when I read this book is that it
gave me a shot of enthusiasm to start on my own path NOW!

Articles are accepted until
February 1 and

the Journal
is published annually

each Spring.
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BOOK REVIEW

MEGATRENDS 2000:
TEN NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE 1990s

by John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene
published by William Morrow and Company, Inc.
reviewed by Frieda Dietrich

Celebrating a new millennium is a business opportunity
that comes along only once every 1,000 years. And John
Naisbett's social forecasting team is not passing up the
chance to be part of the biggest TGIF party on Friday,
December 31, 1999. While I and my fellow aging-Baby-
Boomers will be partying in the Great Pyramids, Naisbett
and his wife, Patricia Aburdene, will probably be using
nanotechnology to create their Gary Larsonesque new
book called Megatrends Revisited.

Meanwhile, readers of Megatrends 2000 are invited to
celebrate the creativity-based idea that "every stick has two
ends." At the same time that others are predicting a
doomsday scenario, the authors are suggesting that if only
one would pay attention to our environment, namely read
The Wall Street Journal, then we'd have the seeds for
"engaging with the forces of the future."

The future includes these major trends:
Emergence of free market Socialism
Booming global economy
Renaissance in the Arts
Global lifestyles and cultural nationalism
Privatization of the welfare state
Rise of the Pacific Rim
Decade of women in leadership
Age of Biology
Religious renewal
Triumph of the individual
Naisbett has used what the Greeks call "eudoxia"his

reputation-- to become the stimulus to make others aware
of the possibilities. There is even a principle which suggests
that the mere act of observing something changes the
nature of the thing observed. So, does that mean that
Naisbett's trends are not really trends, but just self-fulfilling
prophecies? If readers have faithfully been reading current
news sources, they will need only a nanosecond to com-
plete the book since the authors make adept use of boldface
to synthesize key ideas in every chapter.

For those who would like to decide for themselves the value
of these ideas, a thumbnail sketch of his major points should
include a look at:

Frieda Dietrich is a stall developer in Fremont, Nebraska,
completing her Ph.D. in Counseling and Career Development
at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.

the booming global economy. Naisbett makes a
strong case for economic performance rather than military
power as the index of national power. Not only will we have
more legal immigrants, we will also have "electronic" immi-
grants. In this "single market world," the necessities of our
lives are becoming more expensive as the luxuries are
becoming dirt cheap. For example, a cup of coffee at
McDonald's in Stockholm costs $1.25 while at the same
time, I can use an Airfone from 37,000 feet above Denver
to make a one minute phone call for $2.00 on weekends.

global lifestyles. Levis is opening a factory in Hun-
gary. CNN and MTV were highly influential in spreading the
power of information into Budapest. EuroDisneyland is
barely completed and there is talk of a themepark at Count
Drac's castle in Romania. This cultural homogenization
causes many veteran travelers to scream "travel now while
it's still different!" Once these countries have new constitu-
tions, can the Pursuit of the VCR be far behind? Naisbett
thinks not.

rise of the Pacific Rim. The authors give us a good
reminder that the Pacific Rim includes California, Washing-
ton, and Alaska. They provide an excellent overview of the
current economies and social forces in China, Korea, and
Japan. We are made aware of the fact that Australia is the
largest foreign company owner in Colorado.

age of Biology. Darwin had "natural selection"; with
the emerging technologies, Naisbett tells us that we are
now able to have "unnatural selection." As much cognitive
dissonance as the statement might cause us, this science
based superculture will definitely be a critical player in
humankind's expanding concept of what it means to be
"human."

If we accept the definition that every job is a problem to
be solved, Naisbett's trends support such growth occupa-
tions as industrial psychologists, special events marketers,
ministers, international ac ountants, art advisers, special
librarians, mediators, and New Age attorneys to help us out
when we declare spiritual bankruptcy.

For those fighting the Time Wars of busy schedules,
Megatrends 2000 serves as an effective life preserver in
efforts not to drown in the sea of information during the
1990s.
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BOOK REVIEW

DO WHAT You LOVE, THE MONEY WILL FOLLOW:
DISCOVERING YOUR RIGHT LIVELIHOOD

by Marsha Sinetar
published by Dell Publishing
reviewed by Debra L. Rhine

This is a review of Marsha Sinetar's book Do What You
Love, The Money Will Follow, subtitled Discovering Your
Right Livelihood. This book centers around the idea that
following what one loves most will ultimately bring success.
This review will assess:
1. The usefulness of the guidance presented.
2. The audience to which the book's information is appli-

cable. While the book may be valuable to some, it may
be less helpful to others.
The first two-thirds of the book deal with some very

sensitive issues such as self-esteem and our parental
upbringing. Sinetar (1987) refers to self-esteem as being "a
total belief system that predictably sets up choic-Is and
experiences for us and thus continually reinforces itself
through our habitual ways of acting. It is our total way of
experiencing life, the context or filter through which percep-
tions are screened. In other words, it is a major belief
system that helps shape our reality" (p. 23). She explains
that self-esteem is our earliest verdict of who we are and
how we find acceptance. As infants we receive various
messages about love, rejection, praise, etc. and continue
throughout our lifetime filtering the world through our image
of ourselves. We accept messages that agree with our
image and refuse messages that contradict our image. The
elements of our self-image, both good and bad, are shaped
largely by significant adults at an early age. Sinetar sug-
gests breaking this mold through learning to accept who we
are as individuals.

She states that "Truly we are three people in this proc-
ess: our own Prodigal Son, who has misbehaved, espe-
cially when he chooses wrongly, yet who wishes to return to
the love, safety and comfort of his home; the father who
accepts him bac,- without questioning, with a generous
loving spirit; and the second son who questions, judges and
opposes this loving welcome" (Sinetar, 1987, p. 34). Sim-
ply, Sinetar believes that until we accept ourselves, our
vocational purpose will be unactualized.

This guidance is well taken; however, the process of
dealing with our true self, is difficult. It may be simple, but
it is not easy. Obtaining high self esteem by merely

Debra Rhine, a Residence Hall Manager of Faculty Apartments,
is completing her M.Ed. in the College Student Personnel
Administration Program at Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Colorado.

following the advice given in this book seems a feudal
prospect at best. This critic suggests that if the reader is
serious about improving self-esteem, they should consider
avenues such as finding a psychologist or going through
family reconstruction, in addition to reading this book.

Sinetar has written an excellent book for the right-brain
thinker and those individuals who are already on a path of
self-understanding. For those who are dealing with more
fundamental needs, Do What You Love, The Money Will
Follow will not offer readily useful guidance. Specifically,
consider Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs model (Zunker,
1990). The model is illustrated as a pyramid with the base
being psychological needs, moving upward to safety needs,
social needs, ego needs, and peaking with self-actualiza-
tion. This book applies to those who are searching ego
issues in an attempt to become self-actualized. For a
person who is concerned with earning enough money to
buy food and shelter for their children, more fundamental
guidance is necessary. Sinetar's tone occasionally indi-
cates a lack of attention to this segment of society. "My
sense is that many who are not earning a decent livelihood
are hoping to get something for nothing" (Sinetar, 1987, p.
135). In this critic's opinion, desire or effort may well affect
the ability to earn a decent livelihood for some; however,
circumstance can also influence one's situation.

Sinetar frequently emphasizes that we must evaluate
what is truly important to ourselves and not allow societal
norms to affect our choices. While most people tend to
regress to a state of feeling inadequate when they get
anxious and scared, the truly resourceful person uses this
as yet another opportunity to take charge of circumstances
or events. By conquering our fears one by one and by
learning to stand up for ourselves and make decisions, we
learn that we can count on ourselves. We learn that what
we possess within ourselves provides us with what it takes
to be truly secure in a long term, substantive sense. We
learn that this sort of security has little to do with money.
This goes back to an issue discussed in the early chapters;
we must believe in ourselves, knowing that we have all the
skill, intelligence and wit to meet our every need (Sinetar,
1987, pp 154-155).

While Sinetar's views are valid, it will take more than
reading this book to reach this stage of growth.
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Journal of the Colorado Association for
Counseling and Development welcomes
original manuscripts on topics or issues related

to all divisions of the Colorado Association for
Counseling and Development. If you are inter-

ested in a particular issue, working in a model
program, dealing with a special clientele, work-
ing in an unusual setting or with motivative

materials, the Journa/welcomes your ideas. All

material should communicate ideas clearly to a
readership composed primarily of practitioners.
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Following are guidelines for submitting a manu-
script:

1 Submit the original and two clear copies.
Original should be typed on 8-1/2" x 11" white
bond. Word processor-generated copy of

the original is acceptable.

2. Double space material, including references,
quotations, tables and figures.

3. Avoid footnotes.

4. Use tables sparingly and type them on sepa-
rate pages. Please supply graphs, illustra-
tions and drawings as camera-ready art
wherever possible. We will set figure
captions in appropriate type. Authors bear
responsibility for accuracy of references,
quotations, tables and figures.

5. On a separate page, include your name,
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address, two phone numbers, and indicate

how you would prefer to be cited in the
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publication, publisher, page numbers. For
articles: Author, year, article, publication,
volume, number, pages.)

7. Avoid the use of the generic masculine
pronoun and sexist terminology. Aim for a
readable, approachable, immediate style.

8. Do not submit material that is under consid-
eration by another periodical. If you have
published an article in another publicationthat
you believe is of merit, you maywish to submit
it to the Colorado Association for Counseling
and Development Newsletter for considera-
tion as a summary or abstract.

9. Manuscripts usually should not exceed 3,000
words. A typical article would run from 8-12
pages of double-spaced, typewritten copy.
Please do not let length considerations inhibit
expressing of ideas.

10. The Journal reserves the right to edit all sub-
missions for style and clarity of presentation.
The editor will communicate with authors
directly to clarify any confusion as to the
content of your submission.

11. Manuscripts are accepted throughoutthe year
with aFebruary 1. 1991 deadline for the next,
issue.

12. Submit manuscripts to: Rich Feller, Editor,
Journal of the Colorado Association for
Counseling and Development, School of
Occupational and Educational Studies,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Colorado 80523. Contact the editor at 303/
491-6879 with questions or ideas concerning
your entry or an idea for a manuscript.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Editorial boards work in mysterious ways, or that's how it may seem to those of

us who have tasted the letter of rejection. It's been my experience that publishing

is often a competitive and negative experience coupled with a sense of secrecy.

We hope that's not the case here. Each manuscript is sent without the author's

name attached to three blind reviewers (editorial board members with interests
related to the content) for feedback. Authors receive a letter acknowledging

receipt of the manuscript. Reviewer's offer editorial comment, reaction and
evaluation in terms of high, average, low priority. Authors receive a summative
feedback letter with "next step" directions along with the edited manuscripts.
Authors are encouraged to make adjustments and are provided with deadlines

and feedback regarding the manuscript's probability of appearing in the next

issue.

In a majority of cases, the encouragement and editing offered by reviewers
provides the guidance needed to enhance the manuscript. On occasion, authors

are encouraged to make changes requiring timelines related to re-submission to

the next issue.

The board exists to serve the membership and is pleased to present awide range

of topics and styles demonstrating the considerable effort of sixteen authors
contributing to this issue.

The editorial board is also extremely pleased to welcome Juan/John Ramirez to

the list of CACD members committed to providing encouragement to the authors

among our counseling and development colleagues. Juan, Associate Professor
of Psychology at the University of Northern Colorado, has been a frequent
contributor to the Journal and offers experiences from publishing numerous
research and conceptual articles in various journals. Additionally, John's students
and those privileged to work by his side know he brings the gift of compassion and

encouragement to any task.

Rich Feller, Editor
Professor, Counseling and Career Development

Colorado State University
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CORRELATIVE ASPECTS OF ADOLESCENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND SELF-ESTEEM

by Lynn Miller Feltis

Abstract
Current literature that specifically addresses the relation-
ship between adolescent substance abuse and measures
of self-esteem is scant. This article is based on the premise
that the two variables are highly negatively correlated. A
research of literature provides an inferential conclusion
that a young child whose self-esteem is not sufficiently
nourished will grow into an adolescent who has a greater
propensity to abuse substances. The construct of self-
esteem itself is discussed, and what factors appear to
contribute to its development.

The American public has shown increasing awareness
and concern during the last two decades over the use and
experimentation with alcohol and other drugs by its youth.
The alarming statistics and the high profile the media
accords this subject have contributed to this awareness. In
the late 1970s, many states responded to this increased
interest by mandating drug and alcohol information in
curriculum (Pipher & Rivers, 1982).

Lacking clearly defined goals other than to comply with
the mandate, schools bought packaged programs or hast-
ily put together their own health education and drug infor-
mation courses. This approach, assuming the student
used drugs and alcohol because of a lack of information
regarding negative health consequences, did not work
(Pickens, 1985; Bell & Battjes, 1986; Ketchel & Bieger,
1989; Finn, 1979). Indeed, the trends in drug use grew to
a frightening level. In Johnston's 1986 study, nine out of
every ten high school seniors had used alcohol within the
previous thirty days, fifty percent had smoked marijuana,
one in six had used cocaine, and one in eight had used
hallucinogens. One in five seniors are daily smokers and
more than 37% of the respondents reported at least one
occasion of heavy drinking (five or more drinks in a row) in
the two weeks prior to the survey (Onestak, 1989). Recent
figures place the average beginning age for an American
youth drinking alcohol at 12.5 years (McCurdy, 1986).

Drug education program designers, after seeing the
failure of purely informational programming, theorized that
students with a higher level of self-esteem might exhibit
lower levels of drug and alcohol use (Swisher, 1989).
Programs took on an affective approach. Encouragingly
enough, the latest research by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse indicates in 1985 that adolescent drug uses in

Lynn Feltis is a Professional Research Assistant with Project
COPE, University of Colorado at Denver.

the 1980s decreased (Ketchel & Bieger, 1989). However,
the intensity of the drugs themselves and frequency of use
may be going up (McCurdy, 1986).

A logical conclusion, in light of these findings might be
that substance abuse among adolescents negatively cor-
relates with levels of self-esteem. A central purpose of this
study is to determine to what extent self-esteem health
predisposes a teenager to channel "normal" adolescent
rebellion either towards acceptable behaviors or towards
deviance. While current literature which explicitly correlates
measures of self-esteem and substance abuse is sparse,
research suggests that teens who believe themselves
unable to live up to societal (familial and peer) pressures to
succeed will compensate by acting out in negative ways,
specifically by abusing substances.

What distinguishes between the occasional user and
the teen who becomes addicted? The focus of this article
is to show, through current literature, that the child whose
self-esteem is not sufficiently nourished may grow into an
adolescent who rejects conventional norms and engages
in substance abuse as a means of elevating or restoring
their derogated self- image. This is an imperative area of
study, especially since popular theory for combating drug
use is to "just say no." This is not a strong enough defense;
the program is infinitely more complex and requires a more
comprehensive approach.

Much controversy exists over the definition of self-
esteem. It is a difficult construct to establish because of
numerous factors. Juhasz (1985) claims that evaluations
of self often include aspects of self on which esteem does
not rest. Measurement instruments, especially when used
with an adolescent population, may include values and
traits that reflect adult assumptions. The present questions
may omit salient factors or may include things that are not
relative or important for the person. Additionally, different
factors may carry more weight with a person and may
compensate for other areas that register as low on testing
instruments.

A related problem is that of selectivity. All people can
have higher self-esteem by concentrating on areas in
which they excel (Rosenberg, 1979). The things that
people cannot change generally assume less importance.
Sometimes, however, some of these biological, familial,
societal or individual aspects of one's social identity may
garner more attention and contribute to negative self-
esteem. The person then will either ignore, accept or try to
change these particular traits.

An adolescent may not have the verbal maturity to
express a complex and difficult concept such as self-worth.
Self-esteem and feelings of self-worth are different from
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self- concept. A degree of valuation is associated with
esteem. Self- concept more often asks for self descriptors
while self- esteem implies a value judgment of those de-
scriptors. This evaluative component exacerbates the
problem of measurement. The adolescent may have trouble
not only identifying but also valuing self-esteem type
qualities. Furthermore, esteem may be fragmented into
physical, mental, relationship, school and family concerns.

While a definitive concept of self-esteem and its meas-
urement is lacking, there are general inferences to its
meaning (Bell & Battjes, 1986).

What, then influences or shapes this construct? Obvi-
ously family relationships play a crucial role. Amato (1986)
found no difference in self-esteem of children in cohesive
one-parent families and cohesive two-parent families.
However, parent-parent conflict and parent-child conflict is
associated with low self-esteem.

Differences in parenting may lead to varying degrees of
self-esteem. Aristotle first defined effective parenting,
emphasizing that children must be "habituated to desirable
behavior - attending to tasks, sharing, honesty - before they
can understand theoretically the benefit of doing so" (Hawley,
1987, p. 25). Rewards would naturally follow and reinforce
the desired behavior. Without this structure, the child does
not receive approval for his behavior from his parent which
in turn reinforces a negative sense of self.

Cohen (1987) correlated a positive relationship be-
tween adolescent depression and low self-esteem. He also
found that this correlation becomes a positive predictor of
subsequent controllable negative events (i.e., school sus-
pension, running away). He also found excessive use of
alcohol to be related to belligerence, accident proneness,
impaired school performance and problems involving the
law.

Far lily cohesiveness and communication patterns have
been studied in families with adolescent substance abuse
(Barnes, 1984; Jurich, Poison, Jurich, & Bates, 1985).
"Drug abusing adolescents report having little impact on
family processes and feeling little closeness with their
parents. These families are characterized by a lack of love
and minimal support for their members, and as a result, the
drug user's needs for recognition, love, and trust go chroni-
cally unfulfilled" (Onestak, 1989, p. 3). This family interac-
tion is bound to affect one's self-esteem. If a child is not well
attended on a consistent basis, this shapes the child's
appraisal of self-worth. The discounting by one's own
family is a forceful blow.

R. H. Blum makes a case for the development of high
self-esteem and healthy home life. He places drug users on
a continuum, from non-users on one end to the opposite
extreme of abusers. He characterizes the non-users as
"satisfied, close-to-family, moderate, religiously active,
ideologically stable, and technologically oriented (Blum,
1969, p. 129). On the other hand, characteristics of the
opposite extreme are "more often found to be deviant, very
dissatisfied, in opposition to their parents, and politically
very active and left wing; often they take incompletes, have
a lot of drop-out experience, have considerable faith in

drugs as tools to achieve a variety of personal and inter-
personal purposes, are irreligious, pessimistic, and the like

." (Blum, 1969, p. 129).
Blum also inquired into the medicating habits of par-

ents with their young children. He believes the most
important finding for users of all classes of drugs is the
consistent recollection that there were advantages of being
sick as a child, or that the parents showed no concern over
their childhood health. Several conclusions may be drawn
f rom this finding. One could be that the parents did not care

either for the child's physical well-being, or that the
medicating was a lazy remedy for busy, preoccupied par-
ents to deal with the additional needs of their children.
Sickness and the resultant attention is somewhat self-
indulgent. There is also the possibility that the child
enjoyed the drugged state induced by the medication. The
appeal of extra attention during sickness from busy parents
is obvious. This points to a fairly desperate child seeking
parental attention or approval at any cost.

However, parent-parent conflict and
parent-child conflict is associated with
low self-esteem.

Adolescence is a particularly crucial stage in human
growth and development for maintaining elevated levels of
self-esteem. People at this stage of development, by virtue
of attending school, have a higher and more active level of
interaction with others and the environment. Peer accep-
tance is imperative. An event that may seem trivial from an
adult perspective can impair an adolescent's basic sense
of well-being. Teens have not developed a complex
understanding of time like an adult's. Experiencing a first
love, a first intimacy, finding oneself adequate -all these can
be confusing for anyone regardless of age; these questions
are made more confounding for the teen due to the lack of
social experience. Erickson's fifth stage (identity achieve-
ment vs role confusion) in his pschyosocial model of
developmental tasks provides support for this process.
One adapts and learns management of these crises through
the maturation process. As Hawley (1987) perceptively
writes, "the only way out of adolescence is through it."
When a teen uses substances to dull the pain of his
problems or situation, he feels more able to cope wit)
tension and anxiety (Ketchel & Bieger, 1989).

How are levels of self-esteem related to frequency of
substance abuse? If the premise is correct, as self- esteem
drops, frequency of substance abuse should increase.
Conversely, individuals with high levels of self-esteem
would be less likely to become substance abusers. A
corollary also is that substance abuse is blind to socioeco-
nomic status; a better predictor in all social classes of drug
dependency should be strength of self -worth. Lowell
Horton (1988) concurs, adding that fewer than 3 percent of
adult alcoholics are jobless, homeless, and without fami-
lies.

A person with impaired self esteem feels inadequate to
cope with the environment (Kandel, 1978). He perceives

Continued on Page 20
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ON COUNSELING MEN
by Don T. Bosse

and Kristin L. Greenstreet

Abstract
This article is based on the premise that males are some-
what inexpressive with their feelings. Both genders are
ruled by socialization and biology and, while sharing the
same psychological needs, find different avenues for ex-
pression. Male avenues of expressiveness are different
from those employed by females and perhaps different
from the expectations of therapists. Therapeutic interven-
tions for males will be enhanced by the exploration of
counseling paradigms which compliment these different
expressive modes of the genders.

There seems to be a revolution of male awareness
issues currently taking place. The recent proliferation of
self-help literature and articles in professional journals
points toward embracing the male experience as a "90's"
sort of topic.

A recurring theme in the literature, especially the popu-
lar literature, suggests that there is something wrong with
men. And it is this premise that, while popular, could be
leading males into an unhealthy psychological abyss. It
appears that the same measures are being used to judge
psychological adjustment for males as are used to assess
psychological adjustment for females. Thus, the same
"cures" are proposed, the drive being to help males "get in
touch with their feelings."

Recent research has drawn attention to gender differ-
ences in psychological help-seeking (Cook, 1990; Good,
Dell, & Mintz, 1989; ipsaro, 1985; Mintz & O'Neil, 1990;
Scher & Good, 1990). Men do not seek psychotherapeutic
assistance as readily as women. Collier (1982) reports that
of all clients seeking counseling, two-thirds are female.
One in seven men, versus one in three women, seek
mental health services in their lifetime. The fact that men
don't readily seek counseling has led some authors (David
& Brannon, 1976; Ipsaro, 1986; Komarovsky, 1976; Levin-
son, 1978; Lewis, 1978; Morin & Garfinkle, 1978; O'Neil,
1981; Pleck, 1979) to speculate the reasons, ranging from
biological determinants to socialization. The end result is
that men find themselves in a paradox when it comes to
seeking psychotherapeutic services.

This paradox for men develops from certain conditions
in the males' development. The first condition is the prepon-
derance of evidence suggesting that males are recipients
of negative sanctions for expressing feelings, weaknesses

Dr. Basso is an Associate Professor and Department Head of
Psychology and Counselor Education at Adams State College in
Alamosa, Colorado. Ms. Greenstreet is an M.A. candidate in
Counselor Education at Adams State College.

and/or defeat (Hammen & Peters, 1977; Moore & Nuttall,
1981; Warren, 1983). The second condition addresses the
role ci! nature in the biological make-up of the male (Barash,
1982; Chance, 1988).

Raphael (1988) suggests that there are strong biologi-
cal factors contributing to the character of men and distin-
guishing them from traditional gender roles associated with
women. Furthermore, Barash (1982) explains that social
behavior is motivated by basic biological needs. Maccoby
& Jacklin (1974) suggest that boys must contend with more
aggressive drives. Libby and Aries (1989) report that 3-5
year-old boys used significantly more aggressive and non-
nurturing characters in providing fantasy solutions to
incomplete stories.

If maleness is determined largely by biological determi-
nants, then these are not to be easily overcome by sociali-
zation factors. In fact, socialization has probably reinforced
these biological determinants. Deciding to what extent
biology and socialization each affect male development of
expressiveness becomes an important task, so that both
factors may be embraced in understanding how males
develop psychologically.

Becoming Male
Tiger (1970) suggests that male bonding (bonding

being a process of acceptance) is biologically transmitted.
He states that it is a "socially learned component of the male
life cycle." Jeff Wagenheim (1990), in an interview with
Robert Bly, further suggests that males have lost the
availability to be aware of their maleness. Thus, the male
is unsure of when, or even if, he is ever a man. Bly attributes
this to the loss of time spent with the best role model, the
father.

Additionally, he concludes that because boys don't
spend significant time with their fathers (who are working
and often not home much), boys don't learn the nuances
(social and interactional skills) of becoming male. These
nuances vary from culture to culture and still exist in some
areas. Twentieth-century American males have lost these
nuances as the society moved from agrarian to urban and
the father had less contact with the male child. This makes
the transition of passing from boyhood to manhood an
unsure process.

Raphael (1988) concurs that "without a formalized rite
of passage, it is harder for a youth to be sure he has actually
changed into manhood." An irresolute status in life, boy or
man, places further stress on the need to interpret, with a
certain amount of rigidness, the traditional roles and behav-
iors of being male. Women seem to have maintained some
of these passages that males have lost. In our society, it is
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uncommon for an adult woman to question or be ques-
tioned about her "womanhood," whereas males seem to be
subject to questioning of their "manhood" throughout their
lives.

Boys engage in play and socialization differently than
girls. Boys are more assertive than girls (Fagot, Hagan,
Leinbach & Kronsberg, 1985; Lloyd & Smith, 1986). Boys
emphasize more physical interaction than girls (DiPietro,
1981; Smith & Connolly, 1972). David & Brannon (1976)
suggest that, of the characteristics making up the male role,
the avoidance of "sissy stuff" was the most salient. For
males to not always act "manly" seems to carry more
negative sanctions. For a girl to be called a "tom-boy"
seems to be more easily dismissed as a "stage" they are
going through. However, for a boy to be called a "sissy"
seems to carry a more negative impact; it is also not as
readily dismissed by society.

Certainly the literature demon-
strates that males and females are
different in their behaviors concern-
ing aggressiveness and nurturance.
However, these explicit differences
do not mean that one set of behav-
iors is necessarily more productive

imply they have failed in handling some issue. In times of
high positive perception, men are often very expressive (i.e.,
winning the ballgame, closing the big deal, etc.). It is in the
time of duress that the male exhibits low expressiveness.
The male resists efforts to increase expressiveness through
therapeutic approaches that encourage the male to violate
their taboo of expressiveness. The encouragement of
expressiveness under these conditions place men in the
aforementioned paradox.

Traditional socialization of the male role encourages
power, control, autonomy, and self-reliance. These social-
ized roles may be directly incongruent with help-seeking.
Men may look at seeking psychological assistance as a
sign of failure, weakness, and defeat (sissy stuff). Men
should be active and achievement-oriented, dominant in
their interpersonal relationships, and level-headed and

self- contained (Thompson, Jr., &
While certainly males and females
share the same needs, desires, feel-
ings, etc., the assumption that they
express, or even should express
these similarly, may not be the case.

than the other. Harrison (1979) suggests that males'
psychological needs are essentially the same as womens'.
The aforementioned paradox arises in how psychothera-
peutic services are afforded males. Should males violate
their socialization, and perhaps their biological directive, to
take advantage of present counseling services?

The expressiveness or non-expressiveness of males
seems dependent upon criteria used to make this distinc-
tion. The stereotyped "macho" male most certainly appears
to be lacking in positive emotional expressiveness. How-
ever, the casual observation of these stereotyped males
may reveal that under conditions in which the male is
secure and/or familiar (sports, hunting, etc.), males are
both physically and emotionally expressive.

Male Expressiveness/Non-Expressiveness
There is considerable literature suggesting that males

exhibit low expressiveness (David & Brannon, 1976; Fisher
& Turner, 1970; Margolis, 1982; O'Neil, 1986; Voit, 1982).
However, the criteria which literature uses to measure male
expressiveness may be based upon an androgynous bias.
While certainly males and females share the same needs,
desires, feelings, etc., the assumption that they express, or
even should express these similarly, may not be the case.
In fact, a casual glance at not only our current culture, but
our history, would suggest that this is not correct. Males
and females have a long history of expressing themselves
differently.

Emotional inexpressiveness is a vital part of being
male (Goldfried & Friedman, 1982; O'Neil, 1981; Pleck,
1976; Pleck, 1981). The psychotherapeutic system, as
established, offers little comfort to the inexpressive male.
Males tend to feel shame in expressing their feelings, if
those feelings have a perceived negative connotation or

Pleck, 1986). Feeling sad or de-
pressed is often viewed as unmanly
(Warren, 1983). Men have been
encouraged to be competitive, ag-
gressive and secretive and dis-
couraged from being intimate and
sharing (Farrell, 1974). The socially

acceptable avenues of restricted emotional expression
may support the reluctance of men to seek help even if they
admit to its need.

Bias Of Counselor Training
Borders and Fong (1984) suggest that the traditional

client may be oriented into perceiving experiences in a
masculinity/femininity paradigm. A gender-stereotyped
counselor may have a tendency to overemphasize the
clients' paradigm. This therapeutic interaction may only
reinforce gender-stereotyped perceptions that are not
healthy and/or not facilitative forthe client's personal change
and growth. They further suggest that a more androgynous
approach in counselor training would better prepare the
counselor. The authors found that clients of androgynous
counselors reported more satisfaction in the therapeutic
relationship than with nonandrogynous counselors.

However, Fong and associates (1986) reported oppo-
site results in finding that androgynous trainees were less
effective than undifferentiated counselor trainees (having
low gender-stereotyping). Masculine trainees (having a
high masculine-stereotyping) were the least effective group.
Good, Gilbert and Scher (1990) suggest that there is no
conclusive evidence that androgynous counselors have
better counseling results.

Men need a therapeutic model which will embrace their
restrictive emotional expression. Any attempt to "force" the
inexpressive male to participate in a therapeutic model
which may be contrary to their method of emotional expres-
siveness would be nonproductive. It appears that biology
and socialization have teamed up somewhat against males
in that traditional therapy (the process of encouraging the
client to express their feelings) and could place a burden on
males to violate their inexpressive selves. Thus, the need
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for a model that would allow males more flexibility to
participate in expressiveness without violating the inex-
pressive part of themselves.

Discussion
The literature suggests that males are inexpressive

and that this indicates difficulties with theirfunctioning. The
literature further suggests that this problem of male inex-
pressiveness needs further therapeutic development. The
male inexpressiveness problem is currently being addressed
by instituting male growth groups, attracting males into
counseling, and a proliferation of self-help literature designed
to help males gain more awareness of themselves.

These efforts to raise emotional awareness of males
appear to parallel the process of the "women's movement,"
which gained momentum in the 1970's. While these
therapeutic vehicles have been em-
braced by females as ways to raise
emotional awareness, it is not clear that
the same methods will prove successful
for males. The biological and social
sanctions on male expressiveness may
not attract men into the current process
of emotional expressiveness, even if

explain the interrelatedness of biological needs and sociali-
zation. This would be a loss for both males and females.

Rather than force the genders to be more alike, the
therapeutic goal should be to discover and enhance the
differences as appropriate and work toward change of the
disruptive differences. Males will be moved slowly to
change their inexpressiveness, if they feel their behavior is
perceived as "wrong," yet they experience the behavior as
being biologically motivated. Finding an approach which
will allow and encourage male expressiveness is the task.

Recommendations
The unprecedented change the women's movement

has brought the last two decades has been remarkable, not
only for the changes brought to women, but also men.
Scher and Good (1990) report that the oppressive qualities

of gender roles are being tested and
Further research must be
directed at eliminating the
damaging aspects of gender-
typed stereotypes that are
harmful to both genders.

this is deemed desirable.
In our society, historically, there has been a great

emphasis for men to focus on individualism and for women
to focus on relatedness (Auer, 1990). In our culture,
mastery and nurturance have been defined in opposition
(Pearson, 1989). A paradigm shift is needed regarding
gender expressiveness in the therapeutic setting; how-
ever, the true challenge of therapy should not be the focus
of gender-role change or reversal. Rather, the emphasis of
therapy may encourage an individual's (male or female)
understanding of balance between courage and fear, cel-
ebration and pain, expansiveness and limitation, sepa-
rateness and togetherness, dependence and indepen-
dence: the ability to grasp more than one side of any polarity
at a time (Welwood, 1991).

Welwood (1991) refers to the "growing edge" as the
"place where old familiar ways of being leave off and new
possibilities keep opening up before us." An awareness
that personal growth does not take place in isolation can
lead us to seek relationships in which neither party
silences, sacrifices, or betrays the self, and each party
expresses strength, vulnerability, weakness, and compe-
tence in a balanced way. Only through working on the self
can we begin to enhance our connectedness to others
(Lerner, 1989).

The review of literature leads us through an examina-
tion of male expressiveness/non-expressiveness
discussion of gender-typed stereotyping. There appears to
be no conclusive evidence which is dominant; biology or
socialization. Even the effects these components have on
each other are unclear. The literature seems to suggest
that an androgynous approach would take care of this
biology/socialization problem, largely by placing males and
females in a common paradigm. However, this would not

overcome.
These changes need to help us

focus on an evaluation of current
psychotherapeutic treatment strate-
gies. Despite the changes that have
occurred in gender roles for both men
and women, there still seems to be

significant evidence that many differences persist. As
noted earlier, some of the evidence suggests that the
differences may be biological in nature.

There needs to be a reexamination of our quest for
androgyny. If the differences that exist are biological and
not socially mandated, then the quest for an androgynous
society is substantially hampered.

Current counseling models exist which allow for the
expression of experiences without imposing affective
verbiage upon the client. Neuro Linguistic Programming is
one such model. In an example, Bandler & Grinder (1979)
report that a client can express themselves in language
such as "see" and "hear," rather than the traditional coun-
selor paradigm of "feel." The male client may well respond
more positively to such language, ratherthan the restrictive
model of "feel."

Further research must be directed at eliminating the
damaging aspects of gender-typed stereotypes that are
harmful to both genders. However, efforts must also be
made to pursue clarification of these differences, ensuring
that both genders embrace awareness of themselves,
rather than changing for the other gender. Such changes
most surely will be unsatisfactory forboth genders. Anthony
Ipsaro, in his workshops, uses the phrase of "celebrating
the differences." A focus needs to be placed on counselor
training programs to increase gender-typed awareness
perhaps a disbanding of seeking androgynous-minded
counselors, which may attempt to force change and not
allow the celebrating of differences to occur.

Ultimately, the focus of change needs to be placed
upon the individual. Bradshaw (1988) says that healthy
relationships with the best chances of surviving are the
ones in which the two people are each whole without the
other. They don't "need" in order to be whole. If, in
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counseling men, the focus could be on helping the male
become whole, without new paradigms being forced upon
him, the male may discover new paradigms of perception
of self and expression of their affect.
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BASIC STRESS REDUCTION TOOLS
FOR SCHOOL COUNSELORS

by Linda L. Tudor

Abstract
This paper focuses on the internal source of stress. Three
basic stress reduction techniques are presented which
school counselors can easily implement. An overview is

given of two stress management programs, one for ele-

mentary levels and one for secondary levels.

Effects of stress are visible in school children of all

ages, regardless of sex, race, socioeconomic status, or
environment (Kaplan, 1989). The professional counseling
literature abounds with examples of stress created by the

convergence of social forces during the last two decades,
in particular (Blom, Cheney, & Snoddy, 1986; Carnegie
Report, 1989; Elkind, 1988; Humphrey, 1988; Omizo, Omizo,

and Suzuki, 1988). This paper offersbasic tools for school

counselors who wish to address this serious problem.

The Major Source of Stress
While environmental stressors identified by research-

ers are important (Blom et al., 1986; Coddington, 1984;
Humphrey, 1984; Omizo et al., 1988; Rutter, 1983), the
major source of stress is not the external environment
(Nuernberger, 1985). As defined by Nuernberger, stress is

a state of mind and "...In looking for the causes externally,
we have not paid attention to the source of stress-the way

we as individuals think, feel and act" (Nuernberger, 1985,

p. 5). In describing the "anatomy of stress" (1985, p. 35),
Nuernberger explains that stress is a recurring imbalance

of the autonomic nervous system. He says this imbalance
results from the mind and body function and interaction

which we unconsciously create. It is a physiological re-
sponse to mental activity which has stimulated excessive
sympathetic (arousal, light-or-flight response") or para-
sympathetic (inhibition, "possum response") activity. In a

healthy, non-stress state of balance the sympathetic and
parasympathetic functions of the autonomic nervous sys-

tem cooperate closely to maintain equilibrium. Nuernberger

(1985) states:
Autonomic functioning is controlled mainly by
the events that occur in the cerebral cortex,
the part of the brain which organizes per-
ceptual data and provides the context by
which we interpret our world. Thus, the
primary source of stress...is the emotional
and perceptual factors which form our basic

Linda Tudor is a graduate student in Counseling and Human

Services at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs.

personality. The greatest source of hypo-
thalamic arousal comes from our own cere-
bral cortex in response to repetitive thought
patterns, constant worries andapprehensions
about unresolved past, present or future
events which are associated with potentially
painful or negative consequences in our lives

(p. 81).

Stress Reduction
Stress reduction strategies for school children can

target both the external and the internal aspects of the
problem. To identify and reduce environmental stressors,
counselors can collaborate with students and parents,

teachers and administrators. Group training sessions can
provide parents and teachers tools for handling their own

stress, as well as for understanding the problem in children.

Pelsma (1988) outlines a parents' workshop which is clear

and succinct.
Because external events ultimately are mere potential

stimuli for stressful reactions, this paper focuses on strate-

gies which address students' inner reactionary patterns.
The key to mastering stress lies in our ability to control our

internal states (Nuernberger, 1985). We can turn uncon-

scious habits into conscious choices.

Basic Tools
The following three techniques discussed by

Nuernberger (1985) are basic tools that children (and

adults) of all ages can easily learn:

1. Diaphragmatic Breathing

Goal: To train the body to maintain a relaxed, non-stress,

state (counteracting the common "habitual" (p. 174) tho-
racic breathing pattern which activates the sympathetic
arousal mechanism, creating a constant level of stress),
and to develop a habit of healthy and more efficient "cardio-

respiratory functioning" (p. 173).

Method: Sit or lie down comfortably with one hand on your

upper abdomen and one hand on your chest. As you
breath, concentrate on the air moving down into the upper

abdomen and lifting the hand resting there. The hand on
your chest remains still. The motion of the breath is gentle

and effortless. Nuernberger (1985) says, "Notice how easy

it is to breathe deeply and easily, without any effort" (p.

193). Time: 5 minutes
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2. Even Breathing

Goal: To restore balance in the autonomic nervous sys-
tem, via the relationship of inhalation to sympathetic activity
and exhalation to parasympathetic activity (p. 180).

Method: Nuernberger (1985) says, "Imagine that the
breath is like a large wheel moving through the bodywithout
any pauses or stops" (p. 193). While practicing diaphrag-
matic breathing, concentrate urr making the breath flow
smoothly and evenly. The inhalation and exhalation are the
same length (count slowly) and the pressure of the flow is
constant. There is no pause between inhaling and exhal-
ing. Time: 5 minutes

3. Breath Awareness

Goal: To train the mind to be conscious of inner patterns
and to develop inner concentration, which "leadsto balance
in the autonomic nervous system" (Nuernberger 1985, p.
211).

Method: Concentrate on the feeling of the breath flowing
in and out of your nostrils (you may notice coolness as the
breath comes in and warmth as the breath goes out).
Simply feel the sensation of the breath (and notice that
there is no room for chatter in your mind when you are
focused). Time: 5-10 minutes at a time, gradually working
up to 20 minutes.

An Elementary Level Program
The "Kiddie OR Program" is a well-formulated program

for elementary school children. This program teaches
awareness of physiological responses to stress and mind-
body integration. Through descriptive and playful imagery,
children are taught a self regulation technique called the
"Quieting Reflex (QR)" (Stroebel & Stroebel, 1984; Ragan
& Hiebert, 1987). This is a six second sequence of
relaxation behaviors and mental suggestions. The OR is
performed to interrupt physiological responses to a stress-
ful stimulus. It helps children pause and choose to relax.
The "Kiddie QR Program" outlines sixteen four-to-seven
minute experiential exerciseswhich can be easily integrated
into classroom situations (Stroebel, Stroebel, & Holland,
1980).

A Secondary Level Program
A well-written text for adolescents that outlines a very

accessible and comprehensive stress management pro-
gram is Earl Hipp's Fighting Invisible Tigers: A Student
Guide to Life in "The Jungle." Hipp defines stress in terms
of common adolescent worries and physical or emotional
experiences. He differentiates coping strategies (distrac-
tion, avoidance, and escape) from stress management
skills. Hipp elaborates on "self-care" skills: exercise, diet,
and relaxation. He also addresses assertiveness, building
supportive relationships, taking charge of your life,
risk-taking, and "growing a funny bone" (Hipp, 1985).

Conclusion
Clearly, it is time to balance the emphasis on mind,

intellect, and content with attention to the body, experience,
and feeling. Stress is not a natural state; it is not inevitable.
School counselors can be effective role models for their
students and the adults they work with. To freethemselves
from the habit of stress, counselors must take charge of
their own lives in a way the maintains physical, mental, and
spiritual balance.
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High Risk Sexual Behaviors and Adolescents:
An Intervention Model

by Patricia W. Stevens

Abstract
Counselors are expected to deal with a variety of personal,
educational, social, and career issues facing adolescents
in today's society. In addition to these expectations, a
current day phenomenon exists that will impose further
demands on the activities of counselors.

The high risk behaviors engaged in by today's youth
and adolescents are particularly disturbing due to the dire
consequences of these behaviors. One consequence is

possible infection with the AIDS virus and ultimately, death.
The current status of this developing crisis is presented

along with a model that counselors can implement within
their community to address this fife-threatening issue.

It is estimated that by 1993, almost half a million
Americans will be diagnosed with Acquired Immunodefi-
ciency Syndrome (AIDS), a fatal disease with no known
cure (Center for Disease Control, 1989b). Fifty percent of
those individuals diagnosed with AIDS will not survive more
than 1.5 years beyond diagnosis, about 12% will survive
more than 3 years, and all of those infected will eventually
die from the disease (Center for Disease Control, 1989b).
It has been estimated that 1 to 1.5 million persons in the
United States are infected with the Human Immunodefi-
ciency Virus (HIV). Infection with HIV is the first step toward
the development of full-blown AIDS and individuals infected
with HIV have the potential to infect other individuals
indefinitely. By the end of 1991, the prediction is that 20-
30% of individuals currently infected with HIV will develop
AIDS (Center for Disease Control, 1988b).

Nationally, almost 25% of those diagnosed with AIDS
are in their 20's (Center for Disease Control, 1989a). Given
the knowledge that the virus has a latency period of from 2
to 7 years (Curran et al.. 1985), it is estimated that 21% of
this age group were infected during their teenage years
(Janke, 1989). Adolescents currently represent only 1% of
the diagnosed AIDS population (Centerfor Disease Control,
1988a; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
1986). Many researchers believe that the rate of HIV
Infection in the adolescent population will increase dra-
matically using the criteria of the prevalence of sexual
activity among members of this age group, the rates of
unintended teenage pregnancies, and the frequency of
other sexually transmitted diseases among adolescents
(DiClemente, 1989; Singh, 1980; Zelnick & Kanter, 1980).
Considering their level of sexual activity, adolescents

Patricia W. Stevens is on the faculty in Counseling Psychology
and Counselor Education, University of Colorado at Denver.

presently engage in the highest risk behaviors for HIV
infection of any population in this country.

In the state of Colorado, the rate of AIDS infection
reported in 1990 was below the national average. As of
December 1990, Colorado had 1,598 reported cases of
AIDS. Individuals under the age of 29 represent 22% (351)
of these cases. There are 5,207 reported cases of HIV
infection in Colorado with 866 of these individuals under the
age of 24. The State Department of Health (April Mont-
gomery, personal communication, January 1991) estimates
there are between 10,000 and 12,000 individuals in the
state that are HIV infected. With this low incidence of AIDS,
the inclination may be to relax educational and intervention
efforts. Instead, it is imperative, particularly with youth, that
this be seen as a unique window of opportunity for
professional counselors to instigate preventive measures
to intervene in the predicted epidemic.

High Risk Behaviors In Adolescents
By the age of 19, 50% to 70% of teenagers report being

sexually active (Goodman & Cohall, 1989; Harris, 1986;
Hingson, Strunin, & Berline, 1990; Hofferth, Kahn, & Baldwin,
1987; Zabin & Clark, 1983). In the general population
adolescents below the age of 14 show the greatest increase
in rate of initiation of sexual activity relative to other ages
and also show a growing trend toward an increasing
number of sexual partners (DiClemente, 1989; DiClemente,
Boyer, & Mills, 1987). As of 1986, the Harris poll (Harris,
1986) reported that only 47% of the sexually active males
and 25% of the sexually active females in this age group
were using condoms as a contraceptive measure. In a
1990 study in Massachusetts, 31% of the adolescents who
were sexually active reported using condoms (Hein, Strunin,
Berlin, & Heeren, 1990).

Reducing the risk of HIV infection among teenagers is
not only important for their personal well-being, but also for
the safety of the children they might produce. The rate of
pregnancy among sexually active teenage girls was 233/
1,000 (Jones, Forrest, & Goldman, 1985; National Research
Council, 1987). More than 1 in every 10 teenage women
become pregnant each year, with the cumulative risk of
pregnancy, up to age 20, being almost 40% (Alan
Guttmacher Institute, 1981). Teenagers who have inter-
course before they are 16 years of age are nearly twice as
likely to become pregnant in the first 6 months as those who
wait until they are 18 or 19 to begin sexual activity (Zabin &
Clark, 1983).

Epidemiological data on the extent of other sexually
transmitted diseases in this population suggest a high risk
of HIV infection. National data on the prevalence of
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gonorrhea in sexually active females show that the highest
rate of infection was in females between the ages of 10 and
19. The rate in the age group 10-14 was similar to the rate
in the age group 15-19 (approximately 3,500 cases per
100,000 sexually active females). The rates of sexually
transmitted diseases decrease exponentially for persons
over 19 years of age (Bell & Hein, 1984; Hein, 1987).
Among black teenagers the increase in sexually transmit-
ted diseases has been linked to crack cocaine use. A total
of 41% of a sample of African American teenagers inter-
viewed in a California study reported a history of sexually
transmitted diseases. These diseases were more likely to
be reported in girls (55%) than in boys (34%) and by those
who combined crack use with sexual relations (51%) than
those who did not (32%) (Fullilove, Fullilove, Bowser, &
Gross, 1990).

With this information concerning the risk
behaviors that adolescents are engaged In today
It Is important that methods of intervention be
developed to facilitate change In these risk be-
haviors. As members of the helping profession It
is our responsibility to assist schools and the
community in education and skill development.

Research and educational endeavors have been
hampered by the stigma surrounding AIDS. HIV is a blood-
borne retrovirus and is primarily transmitted through sexual
contact and the sharing of needles in intravenous drug use.
In our society, these behaviors are intertwined with moral-
ity. Discussion concerning these behaviors particularly
with adolescents can create difficulty in the community. it
is this very paradox that creates the problem that society
faces today.

Because of these societal taboos, little education has
been done with middle and high school age students.
However, it is important to note that the age of first men-
struation has dropped from 13.5 years in 1950 to a mean
age of 11.5 for 1980. This earlier sexual maturation is an
important factor to consider in developing a curriculum to
address sexual permissiveness (Anastasiow, 1974; Hofferth
& Hayes, 1987). In a 1990 study, Stevens examined
knowledge and attitudes toward sexual permissiveness in
high school students. This study indicated that adolescents
have a higher level of knowledge concerning AIDS infection
and transmission today than had been assumed from past
literature (DiClemente, Zorn, & Temoshok, 1986; Price,
Desmond & Kukulka, 1985; Strunin & Hingson, 1987).
However, this knowledge did not significantly change their
reported attitudes toward sexual behaviors. Although
subjects indicated a belief that condoms should be worn
during sexual intercourse, less than 10% of the students
who were sexually active reported that they used condoms
during sexual activity. Other studies confirm that AIDS-
related knowledge alone does not typically change sexual
behavior (Kegeles, Adler, and Irwin, 1988) and that only 20
percent of those who did alter their behavior engaged in
effective AIDS-preventive methods (Strunin & Hingson,
1987).

School-Based Programs
Although a coordinated school-based program was

recommended by the United States Surgeon General in
1986 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
1986) and by the Institute of Medicine of the National
Academy of Sciences (1986) in order to educate adoles-
cents about transmission of the AIDS virus and sexual
permissiveness, there is still a significant deficit in this area.
Despite the continuing concern and media attention given
AIDS today, in a 1988 survey only half of the nation's 73
largest school systems reported providing AIDS education
(Fineberg, 1988). Of those states that do provide AIDS
education, few have conducted careful evaluations to identify
program effectiveness (McCormick, 1987). Additionally, in
a 1987 survey of 100 superintendents throughout the
nation, although there was agreement that the schools had
an obligation to educate young people regarding AIDS,
there was little agreement on how to proceed with this
process (Keough & Seaton, 1988).

Part of the difficulty in agreeing on an educational
program arises from the strongly felt difference of opinion
as to what should be taught in the school concerning sexual
transmission of HIV. As noted, while school personnel do
recognize the need for sex education programs, there is
conflict concerning content and definition of program
effectiveness. Is "effectiveness" to be limited to increased
knowledge concerning AIDS or does it encompass skill
development that resuits in observable, measurable sexual
attitude and behavior changes? With no cure for AIDS or
prevention of infection from HIV on the horizon, changes in
behaviors related to the transmission of the virus appear to
be the most effective means for slowing the epidemic.

Counselors need to take an active role in the schools
and communities related to this issue. One method of
behavior change that can be effective, practical and viable
for implementation in schools and communities is Bandura's
model of detrimental life style change (Bandura, 1989a).
Based on Social Cognitive Learning theory and on previous
experience of researchers in attempting to change smok-
ing and drinking behaviors in the 1960s and 70s, this model
offers a sound theoretical rationale for attitude and behavior
change that appears to be well suited to facilitate sexual
knowledge and attitude change in adolescents (Ellickson &
Bell, 1990; Perry, Killen, Teich, Slinkard, & Danaher, 1980;
Teich, Killen, McAlister, Perry, & Maccoby, 1982). Bandura's
theory (1986) states that by observing others, one forms
rules of behavior. On future occasions these rules serve as
guides for action. Bandura states that repetition or practice
of these rules of behavior results in internalization. This
four-component model provides an effective framework for
intervention.

A Detrimental Behavior Change Model
Component 1: Information

The first component of Bandura's model that can be
used by counselors is informational. Primarily factual
information concerning the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus, Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, methods of
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transmission and progress of the disease must be given.
Individuals also need to be educated as to what are risky
sexual and drug use practices and how infection may be
avoided. At this level the counselor/therapist can offer
information to assist schools, community centers, and
youth programs to develop effective knowledge-based
curriculum. As a first step it may be necessary to educate
parents and school staff and administration concerning the
importance of informing our youth about AIDS and related
risk behaviors.

Component 2: Development of Self-Protective Skills
However, knowledge that a behavior should change

does not automatically insure actual behavior change
(Donmeyer, Marguard, Gibson, & Taylor, 1989; Edgar,
Freimuth, & Hammond, 1988). Therefore, the second
phase of the model is development of social and self-
regulatory skills. Prevention of AIDS infection requires that
individuals exercise control over their own motivations and
behaviors. To achieve this self - directed change, individuals
need to be given not only reasons to change their risky
behaviors but also the means and resources to do so.
Assisting adolescents to acquire the resources to change
behavior is a complex task. Development of self- esteem
and assertiveness skills are integral to this phase of the
model. Not only must teenagers learn not to engage in
these risk behaviors, but for healthy growth and develop-
ment it is critical that they have an awareness of alternative
behaviors to drug use and sexual activity that are accepted
by society and by their peers.

There are distinct characteristics which define normal
adolescent development. These characteristics are impor-
tant to incorporate into the counselor's knowledge base as
methods of effectively changing behavior are investigated.
Due to the onset of puberty, emotional and biological
changes take place rapidly during the teenage years. In
this period adolescents develop a separate and distinct
identity for themselves, but at the same time are bound to
the parental dyad emotionally and financially. Acceptance
by one's peer group becomes of ultimate importance at this
phase of development and plays an important role in what
types of attitudes and behaviors the adolescent develops
(Mishne, 1986; Nielsen, 1987; Simons & Robertson, 1989).

Therefore, one effective resource is the use of peer
leaders who are trained to assist other adolescents in
acquiring and perfecting alternative behavior skills. Re-
search indicates that peer counselors and leaders are
highly effective in engaging other adolescents (Ellickson &
Bell, 1990; Perry et al., 1980; Teich et al., 1982).

Another resource would be open-minded, non-judg-
mental adults who focus on healthy behaviors. Involved
adults must be willing to hear and value the adolescent's
conflicts and confusion. Counselors/therapists have com-
munication skills to offer that will assist in training of peers
and adults for this task. Therefore this segment of the
model provides students with experiential learning oppor-
tunities that result in a positive effect on subjects' knowl-
edge and attitudes. Group experiences at this level have

participants model ways of resisting pressures from peers,
discussing peer group pressures, practicing skill develop-
ment, and participating in role modeling.

component 3: Enhancement of Social Proficiency
The model's third component involves skill enhance-

mentthrough guided practice. There is adifference between
possessing skills and effectively using those skills.
Successful behavior change therefore requires that indi-
viduals have a strong belief in their ability to exercise
personal control over their behavior. Within the school and/
or community setting one method of developing such skills
is to incorporate simulated situations or role plays that
address different risk behaviors. Guided practice in com-
bination with interaction among the adolescents enhances
one's desire to change behavior as well as belief in one's
ability to handle a given situation in reality (Bandura,
1989b: Gilchrist & Schinke, 1983).

Component 4: Social Support for Personal Change
Personal change occurs within a network of social

influences. The fourth component Bandura (Bandura,
1989a) mentions is the enlistment of support of social
systems for personal change. Extensive and careful study
of homosexual males has indicated the validity of this
concept. When faced with the detrimental consequences
of high-risk behaviors of others in their peer group, this
population instituted dramatic behavior changes and pro-
vided support within their peer group which has resulted in
significant decreases in new cases of LIDS within the
homosexual population (Klein, Sullivan, Wolcott, Landsverk,
Namir, & Fawzy, 1987). Research in public health further
supports the belief that behavioral changes are unlikely
unless one is faced with both consequences of behaviors
and a support system for new behaviors (Weinstein, 1989).

This is another area where participation by counselor/
therapists will be most effective. Individually, and as a
group, counselorttherapists will need to be publicly involved
in supporting parents, teachers, and community leaders in
their efforts to educate and train our youth in the use of
these healthy behaviors. Our willingness to participate
personally and to access our knowledge base and our skill
base is imperative.

Conclusion
A combination of school-based, family-based, and

community-based programs is a powerful intervention model
to facilitate change related to high risk adolescent
behaviors. The model presented includes pertinent in-
formation, experiential opportunities, support systems, and
reinforcement plans to change high risk behaviors. This
combination of information, practice, and social support
systems differentiates this model from other intervention
models previously used. Professional counselors have
opportunities to examine and implement such models. It is
our responsibility as helping professionals to assist in the
amelioration of the devastating consequences related to
high risk behaviors.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES & PARENTAL INFLUENCE

IN THE COLLEGE CHOICE PROCESS
By David Beyer and Rich Feller

Abstract
This article discusses parental influence in the college
choice process, particularly in terms of considering com-
munity colleges as a viable alternative. The article argues
that there is too little importance given to college choice-
making, that parents are more significant in the process
than assumed, and that community colleges deserve and
will receive increasingly more attention during the college

choice process.

More than forty percent of today's college students
attend America's community colleges according to the
October 16, 1989, issue of the U.S. News & World Report.

In a feature report rating the nation's colleges, two-year
schools are highlighted as "becoming a global model for
democratic higher education in the 21st century" (p. 82).
The article describes these institutions as low cost, abun-
dant with variety, close to home, and accessible to many.

Yet the 1987 report of the Carnegie Foundation forthe
Advancement of Teaching and Learning, "College: The
Undergraduate Experience in America," ignored the com-
munity, technical, and junior colleges even though they
enrolled almost half of all undergraduate students. In spite

of the historically unparalleled growth in bot number of
institutions and students enrolled, many parenls and stu-
dents continue to overlook the value of community colleges
in assisting their children in the college choice process.

While students hope to get something special out of
college, their parents can play a significant role in reinforcing
this hope. "Only in America is the decal from almost any
college displayed proudly on the rear window of the family

car" (Boyer, 1987, p.11).
The utility of college is shared by most students

throughout Colorado and the nation. I ligh school students
and their parents may have strong feelings about the
importance of college, but having skills or a direct track to
choosing a college is a different matter. This article argues
that there is too little importance given to college choice-
making, that parents are more significant in the process
than assumed, and that community colleges deserve and
will receive increasingly more attention during the college

choice process.
With increasing costs of higher education and a more

economically, racially, and educationally diverse popula-
tion hoping to secure an education preparing them for a

David Beyer is Dean for the Roaring Fork Campus of Colorado
Mountain College in Glenwood Springs, Colorado.
Rich Feller is Professor of Counseling and Career Development
within the School of Occupational and Educational Studies at
Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colorado.

I

high skill quality job in the primary labor market (Feller,
1991), some form of education after high school should be
considered a necessity. With community colleges featuring
technical education, remedial education, education for
special populations, adult basic education, strong business-
education partnerships and improved articulated transfer
programs, these two year schools will increasingly compete
for traditional age students.

Community College Growth

Building Communities: A Vision for a New Century,
a report of the Commission on the Future of Community
Colleges (1988) states that between 1965 and 1975, total
enrollment at community colleges, technical, and junior
colleges grew by 240 percent. This report also points out
that approximately 43 percent of the nation's undergradu-
ates and 51 percent of all first-time entering freshmen
attend these colleges. Community colleges have become
the largest single sector of higher education in the nation
and without the flexibility of community colleges, the history
of education in twentieth century and the success of middle
class America would look much more impoverished. While
recent growth has slowed in all of higher education, most
institutions are scrambling to recruit more students as state
financial support for community colleges grows.

The Community College Fact Book (American Council
on Education, 1988) reports that community colleges grew
from 663 junior colleges in 1946 to approximately 1200
institutions today. Dale Parnell, President of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, states in
The Neglected Majority (1985) that:

Community, technical and junior colleges have
come of age. It is time to recognize these institu-
tions as colleges of excellence and to value the
role they play in meeting the lifelong learning
needs of an adult America. It is fundamental to the
schooling process that it help individuals to develop
the capacity to grow and to change throughout
their lives. How much do your high school students
know about lifelong learning and the opportunities
found in community colleges? (p. 175)

With the rapid expansion in the number of two-year
institutions and the increasing enrollments, Pamell poses
an interesting question about the knowledge of community
colleges, particularly with respect to high school students.
This is perhaps even more pertinent in relationship to
Colorado high schools.
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Community Colleges In Colorado

Information about college choice of recent high school
graduates in Colorado for the school years 1986, 1987 and
1988 indicates that the state's community colleges are not
necessarily considered for postsecondary education. The
number of graduates entering these institutions the fall
semester after graduation is of concern when compared to
other states and the national average. In the 1982 longitu-
dinal study, High School and Beyond, th.: National Center
for Education Statistics reported that eighteen percent of
recent high school graduates nationally were selecting the
community college for fall enrollment as their college of
choice. Colorado typically has less than ten percent of the
recent high school graduates who select the two year
school as the college of choice. The Colorado Commission
on Higher Education reports that 2096 graduates in 1984,
1474 graduates in 1987 and 2128 graduates in 1988
enrolled in Colorado community colleges (30,000 or more
seniors graduate each year). Considering the overall
growth in community college enrollment nationally and in
Colorado, a major question concerns the reason recent
high school graduates tend to select two year schools at a
rate less frequently than the national average.

A. study by Harris (1989), Factors Affecting
Postsecondary Plans of Colorado High School Seniors,
found that over half of these students suggested they would
not attend a Colorado community college because of
academic reputation and availability of specific programs.
However, approximately 50 percent of these students
could not define educational quality forcommunitycolleges
in comparison to educational quality in four-year schools.

Morris (1988) found in a marketing study that the
diversity of Colorado community colleges creates a confus-
ing public image and people felt that they lacked adequate
knowledge about programs and services.

These two studies offer some explanation to the low
penetration rate by community colleges of recent high
school graduates. Another reason related to the issue of
the college choice process is described by Boyer (1987) in
College, The Undergraduate Experience in America. His
national study on America's colleges found that both par-
ents and students considered the decision about where to
attend college very difficult because there is no sound basis
to make a decision. When the survey was conducted, half
of the students did not feel they had enough facts about
colleges to make an informed decision. Parents, in particular,
expressed the need to be better informed about colleges.

Parental Influence

The need for better information becomes critical when
considering the fact that the Carnegie study identified the
parents as the most influential factor on the student's
coHege choice process. Compared to teachers, counsel
ors and friends who offer influence in the selection of a
college, parents were identified as more important by
fifty-one percent of the seniors. Eighty-eight percent of the

parents polled wanted sons or daughters to attend college.
Eighty-two percent of college-bound seniors reportedthat
parents influenced the decision to continue their educa-
tion.

The importance of the parents' role was confirmed by
Harris's (1989) Colorado study. This study determined
that the mother and father were the most influential in the
decision to attend college and also affected the choice of
a particular college. Similar results were found in research
conducted in Pennsylvania by Olszak-McClaine (1986), in
Oregon by Fawcett and Hoglan (1986), in Illinois by Smith
and Bers (1989), and in Washington by MacDermott,
Conn, & Owen (1987). Litten, Sullivan and Brodigan
(1983) illustrated that the development of studentpercep-
tions often parallelled those of the parents in college
choice.

These studies support the importance of parental
influence in high school seniors' college choice when
focusing on the community college.

John Holland (1959) theorized how students select
undergraduate colleges relating student choice to a per-
sonal and environmental fit. He stated that:

The selection of an undergraduate institution is
probably the outcome of a complex set of forces
including student goals, abilities, and personality,
which interact with parental values, education,
socioeconomic status, and personal images of the
'best' and ideal college (p. 26).

Hossler (1985) suggests that students in two-year
colleges may be different with regard to family character-
istics and parental aspirations than the four-year college
student and recommends more study in this area. Jackson
(1978) proposes that the college choice process may vary
for students and family as the decision is not necessarily
limited to wnich college, but also whether to attend.

Community College Student Characteristics

While some community colleges enroll a student
population that differs on average from the student body at
four-year colleges and universities, this may be changing.
On the whole, community college students come from a
lower socioeconomic background and aspire to fewer
baccalaureate or higher degrees, and begin their
postsecondary education with lower levels of academic
achievement (American Council on Education, 1988). While
these generalities are of value, it must be pointed out that
community colleges enroll large numbers of acad^mically
able and ambitious students, while at the same time many
four-year schools have lowered their standards as a result
of decreasing numbers of traditional aged students. On the
other hand, the appeal of smaller classes and greater
access to faculty who teach and work in their field can
prove to be attractive features considering the cost
advantages of living at home.
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HELPING STUDENTS OF DIVORCED PARENTS
by Richard T. Lageose

Abstract
Students of divorced parents have become an important
sub-culture within our schools. Non-traditional eclectic
group counseling can meet the needs of these students.

Though divorce has long been a part of our society, the
rate of divorce has dramatically increased during the last
decade. In 1910, less than one per 1000 families experi-
enced divorce. In 1980, five divorces per 1000 families
were recorded (Scherman & Lepak, 1986). Presently, in
1990, as divorce has become more accepted, it is projected
that 45% of the children living in the United States will
experience their parents' divorce before their 18th birthday
(Coffman & Roark, 1988).

Today, these children have become an important sub-
culture within our society and schools. The helping
profession has focused on the complex cultural, economic,
legal, psychological, and sociological processes of the
broken home and divorce itsetf. A significant trend in
research suggests that despite differences with each
divorce situation, the child's age and developmental pro-
cess now seem to be the most important factors governing
the child's response to the divorce (Scherman & Lepak,
1986).

Considering, that almost half of any given population of
school children could be experiencing the after effects of
divorce, the school counselor must be sensitive to devel-
opment of these children.

Specifically, children of divorced parents express
concerns regarding changing life-styles, loss of their
previous psychological support system, abandonment, self-
blame, maternal blame, defensiveness, love loss, hope of
reunification, possible relocation, confused identity, lone-
liness, and loyalty conflicts. Within the school environment,
children are sometimes seen with acting-out behavior,
decline in achievement, and strained relationships with
their peers and teachers (Tedder, Scherman, & Wantz,
1987). Still other children experience a "sleeper effect"
whereby they have the trauma anxieties but do not show
the outward signs until later on in their school years
(Wallerstein, 1989). Even college success can suffer, as
students indicate a highly stressful adjustment with side
effects of affected interpersonal relationships, sexual
identity, substance abuse, and academic performance
(Lopez, 1988). Within a middle school population of 800
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students, there may be as many as 360 students that may
be possibly dealing with the trauma of a family divorce.

To approach student problems within the school set-
ting, the counselor has traditionally relied on individual
counseling as a primary intervention strategy (Myrick,
1987). This strategy has allowed the counselor to quickly
focus on individuals with issues of child abuse, limited
social skills, student violence, drug abuse, and students
with intense emotional needs. However, a recognized
drawback of individual counseling is that only a few students
can be accommodated and other students with similar
issues are not seen by the counselor. For example, in a
recent student internship at a middle school, the counsel-
ors, at best, were seeing only about ten to fifteen students
on a one-time basis out of 700 per day. Considering that
more than 300 students could be experiencing issues, such
as divorce within the family structure, the actual number of
students needing help far exceeded the availability of
individual counseling sessions. The answer lies in problem/
growth-orientated group counseling. The counselor can
form small groups at each grade level, allowinu students to
discuss issues such as divorce, and recognize they are not
alone (Teder et al., 1987).
The following steps are suggested In establishing a
group:

- Design a developmental plan for group sessions
- Meet with staff and administration to gain support
- With consent of the teacher, make presentation to

classes
- Purpose of group
- Function
- How student can benefit from group
- Organize groups by having the students
privately contact the counselor after the
presentation if interested

The counselor may need to screen and assess the
interested studentsto insure group compatibility. Issues on
child abuse, incest, etc., may require individual attention
and not be appropriate for group discussion. Ethical issues
as to what can not be discussed must be considered to
protect the rights of the children and parental adults.

The groups may be heterogeneous within each grade
level, and limited to about eight students per group. Group
sessions could meet once a week for a term of six weeks
depending on the students' needs. Contractual arrange
merits would also have to be made with the teachers
regarding a time io meet. In a similar effort organized by
Coffman and Roark (1988), sessions were totally encour-
aged by the teaching staff and received full support. Once
the groups were organized, permission from the parents
may be required, depending on school board policies.
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Strategies used within school counseling sessions can
vary. While doing internship training at a middle school, the
counselors used the Rogerian Person-Centered approach
as an opening phase of each counseling session. The
counselors displayed empathy, understanding, acceptance,
nonpossessive warmth, caring, and a genuine interest in
the student. It is highly encouraged that this strategy be
continued within the group sessions. It is important for the
counselor to establish a bonding and trusting relationship
with the students.

The school counselors observed during the internship
also favored using the behavioral approach along with the
Rogerian introduction. Behavioral counseling is easily
accountable, action-oriented, brief, and offers immediate
consequences for positive and negative behavior by the
student (Myrick, 1987).

The counselors should first develop a rapport with the
students, allowing them to feel comfortable and receptive.
Soon after, the counselor would carefully explore problems
disruptive to the student. In the sessions at the middle
school, the family background of each student provided
significant information. In almost all cases, students who
had problems, i.e., bad grades, inappropriate behavior,
etc., came from a divorced family that contained on-going
trauma.

In most discipline cases at the middle school, advice
was given to students on what actions had to be corrected,
and if they were not corrected, students would be referred
to the principal for further action. This generally indicated
some form of punishment for the student. In agreement
with several of the team teachers, contingency contracts
were occasionally used to indicate the students' corrective
action and document the consequences if the require-
ments were not met, i.e., being expelled for a limited time.
In virtually every case, student response was negative.
The student simply ignored the advice, continued present
behavior, and accepted the consequences. From personal
observations, students with an unresolved issue about
their families, used behavior at school as a way of striking
back. As long as the issue remained unaddressed, there
was little desire to improve school performance, no matter
what consequences are imposed.

A more effective way to approach students is through
a combination of counseling strategies, or eclecticism.
Eclecticism allows the counselor to blend various concepts
and techniques to meet the needs of the client (Corey,
1990). The following six phase strategy approach Is
recommended for the group sessions for students
from divorced families.

- bonding/trust
- divorce clarification
- exploration of feelings
- problem-solving techniques
- behavior Identification /change
- closure
The introduction phase is a critical session because the

student must begin to feel safe and comfortable to explore
inner beliefs and feelings. The counselor can foster
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bonding to allow time for students to get to know each other,
agree on confidentially, and establish goals, limits, and
group ground rules.

The second phase involves clarifying a definition of
divorce. The counselor should not assume the student
knows the facts. Clarification and allowing the students to
express their views are important. Besides clearing up
misconceptions, the students will become actively involved
with each other and realize they have mutual experiences.
A short trip to a court room to speak to a judge or lawyer
would enhance this segment.

Beliefs and feelings surrounding a divorce, i.e., losing a
parent, having to relocate, fear of loss of parental support,
etc., are important in the third phase. Actual details of a
particular parental divorce should be avoided since it will
encourage external peer talking and take the focus away
from the student. Coping strategies can be introduced to
the students, exploring how these techniques can be applied
to them.

Practical problem-solving techniques, developed within
the fourth phase, are also important for the students. Many
students may view themselves as victims and practical
problem-solving information can help them take action to
regain their self-esteem and self -worth. A systematic
approach in identifying the problem, defining the situation,
considering alternatives, and taking positive action to reduce
their anxiety levels will greatly increase the student's con-
fidence as well as improve their emotional state.

Being able to identify and express feelings as related to
school behavior is a primary goal in the fifth phase. The
counselor should encourage group participation in explor-
ing feelings, words attached to divorce and how those
feelings are translated in negative behavior at school.
Positive behaviors can then be explored that will reinforce
positive esteem and meet the needs of the student while at
school.

One of the most important elements of a counseling
session is group closure. The various phases should be
reviewed as to what was learned. Request that the students
summarize their experiences and what changes they will
incorporate in their lives. Finally, discuss if there are any
issues still open that need resolution. Discuss the feasibility
of having a one-time, follow-up group session several
weeks later to discuss progress and adjustment.

This may be an appropriate time to offer feedback to the
staff and administration on the outcome of the groups.
Accountability is important to show that the time vested in
the group sessions away from other school activities was
beneficial for the school staff as well as the students.

Helping the student of divorced parents would not be
complete until some guidance is offered to parents. A major
influence on the student for continued growth is adequate
support from the parents. Besides parents having their own
personal adjustments, major misconceptions exist regarding
what their children think, feel, and need (Stangeland,
Pellegreno, & Lundholm, 1989). A group session could be
offered to parents, helping them develop ways to provide
emotional and developmental support to their children.

Continued on Page 24
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SUICIDAL IDEATION: RECOGNITION AND
INTERVENTION FOR COUNSELORS

by
Ira David Welch, Ed.D, Michael H. Craine, Ph.D, and David M. Gonzalez, Ph.D

Abstract
This article provides a test forcounselors to determine their
current level of knowledge concerning suicide. It also
provides methods of determining the potential suicide risks
for persons as well as strategies for suicide intervention. It
is intended for counselors who deal with suicidal behavior
on an occasional basis.

Counselors who have to cope with suicidal behavior in
clients on a regular basis remain sensitive to the indicators
of potential suicide and methods of intervention. Counselors
who are confronted with suicidal behavior in clients on an
occasional basis, however, may tend to forget important
signals and have to search their memories for intervention
procedures when faced with a crisis. This article is directed
to counselors who, in a sense, need an update and renewal
on information on suicide, recognition of suicide indicators
and intervention strategy.

The first section of this article contains a Suicide
information Test to evaluate what the reader knows and
what may have been forgotten. After the reader has taken
the test, it will provide a rough guide for what needs to be
learned and what might then be taught to colleagues and
clients. The Suicide Information Test is a multiple choice
test. The answers are provided on the page following the
test.

SUICIDE INFORMATION TEST

Circle the best answer. When you have answered all the
questions, correct your test with the answers provided.

1. Suicide accounts for more than deaths per year in
the United States.
a. 10000
b. 15000
c. 20000
d. 25000

2. Suicide is the cause of death among adolescents.
a. most frequent
b. second most frequent
c. third most frequent
d. fourth most frequent

Ira David Welch, Ed.D, Professor of Counseling Psychology;
Michael H. Craine, Ph.D, Assistant Professor of Counseling
Psychology; and David M. Gonzalez, Ph.D, Assistant Professorof
Counseling Psychology are at the University of Northern
Colorado, Greeley, CO

3. Among medical patients, the group which has the
highest suicide rate is...
a. terminally ill
b. chronically ill

4. The age group most likely to commit suicide is...
a. 15-20
b. 20-40
c. 40-60
d. 60-80

5. The profession with the highest suicide rate is...
a. Psychologists
b. Nurses
c. Morticians
d. Physicians

6. Clues to suicide would most likely be found in...
a. verbal statements
b. behavioral acts
c. situational events
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

7. Of the following, the emotion most often associated
with suicide is...
a. anger
b. jealousy
c. depression
J. frustration

8. Suicide attempts are highest among...
a. unmarried, expectant mothers
b. married, expectant mothers
c. women who are not pregnant

9. The means most likely to be used in a suicide is...
a. drug overdose
b. gun
c. slash wrists
d. jumping from a high place

10. The best predictor of a suicide attempt is...
a. a family member attempting suicide
b. reading an article about suicide
c. a close friend attempting suicide
d. a previous suicide attempt
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11. A condition which increases the likelihood of suicide is...
a. psychosis
b. alcohol use
c. drug use
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

12. Of the groups listed, which has the highest suicide rate?
a. African-Americans
b. Whites
c. Asians
d. Hispanics

13. Of the groups listed, which has the highest suicide rate?
a. African-Americans
b. Whites
c. Native Americans
d. Hispanics

14. Suicide is more likely among the...
a. single, never married
b. married
c. divorced or widowed

15. The sex most likely to attempt suicide is_;the sex most
likely to complete suicide is .

a. male
b. female

(Adapted from Welch, Zawistoski & Smart, in press)

Check your selections against the answers provided on
the next page. As a guide, if you score below 80% (less than
12), look over the answers provided by the authors and
review your reasoning for those questions about which you
were uncertain or wrong. The point here is, of course, to
learn and be informed rather than to grade knowledge. In
fact, by taking this test and by checking the answers, you
have informed yourself.

(Answers to Suicide Information Test: 1.d, 2.b, 3.b, 4.d, 5.d,
6.d, 7.c, 8.c, 9.b, 10.d, 11.d, 12.b, 13.c, 14.c, 15.b,a.)

Recognizing Suicidal Ideation
It is generally recognized that most of the persons

attempting suicide do not want to die. In fact, over 5 million
living Americans have attempted suicide (National Center
for Health Statistics, 1987). The hope for suicide prevention
lies in this paradox. Persons who are contemplating suicide
do not so much want to die as they want to stop living in the
circumstances in which they find themselves. This differ-
ence, while it may appear subtle, is substantial; it is the
difference between the permanence of death and the tem-
porary nature of many human problems.

Suicide is often preventable. The first step in suicide
prevention is the recognition of signals. Suicide is not
usually an impulsive act. There are a number of clues given
by persons who are contemplating suicide. As many as
80% of the people who attempt or commit suicide

communicate their intention to someone (National Center
for Health Statistics, 1987). This section is provided to help
the counselor recognize the symptoms of suicidal ideation.

SUICIDE POTENTIAL CHECKLIST
The purpose of this Suicide Potential Checklist is to

provide counselors with a quick method to assess suicidal
risks. It is best to be direct with your questions when you
need specific information. Ask directly for any information
that is not given in the normal course of the conversation,
then check "yes" or "no" as you obtain the needed informa-
tion.

Yes No 1. There has been a recent loss (job,
relationship, money, surgery, status, death,
suicide).

Yes No 2. There is evidence of social isolation
and lack of friends.

Yes No 3. There has been a previous suicide
attempt.

Yes No 4. There is a lack of a philosophical or
religious orientation opposed to suicide.

Yes No 5. There is a history of suicide in the
family.

Yes No 6. The person is over 65, bereaved or in
physical pain.

Yes No 7. There are voices commanding sui-
cide.

Yes No 8. The person is depressed or coming
out of depression.

Yes No 9. There is a wish to die; self-destructive
acts are reported, and resistance to help in
a previous suicide attempt was evident.

Yes No 10. The person has thought of a method
and the method is available.

(Adapted from Welch, Zawistoski & Smart, in press)

Count the number of "Yes" answers. A persor for
whom an answer of "Yes" is determined on three items is
considered to be at risk. The more "Yes" answers, the
greater the risk.

Two other systems of identifying suicide risks have
been developed. One seems more suitable for a crisis
situation and the otherfor a person who has a more chronic
problem with suicide ideation and attempts.

The first system uses the mnemonic SLAP (Welch et
al., in press) to help the practitioner identify a potential
suicidal person. Using this mnemonic can help assess the
risk to the person. The letter "S" means specificity. It

reminds the counselor to check how specific the persons
plan of action is. The more specific the plan, the more
danger there is. The letter "L" means lethality. The more
lethal the method, the greater the risk (e.g., a gun versus
aspirin). The letter "A" means availability. It asks if the
means are accessible. The more accessible, the more
dangerous the method. The letter "P" means proximity to
help. How isolated is the person? The more isolated from
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help the person is, the greater the danger. If a client
presents a counselor with a statement of suicidal ideation,
then the mnemonic SLAP gives direction concerning the
types of questions that can be used to assess risk.

The other system uses the mnemonic CARL (Welch et
al., in press) to assess risk to persons who have attempted
suicide previously and are known to the counselor. CARL
helps to determine the extent of the present danger. The
letter"C" means chronology. How long ago was a previous
attempt? The more recent, the greater the danger. The
letter "A" means awareness. In the previous attempt, did
the person believe the method was lethal. They may have
used aspirin, but the person genuinely believed that aspir-
ing was deadly. The more genuine the belief in lethality,
the greater the threat is that another attempt will be made.
The letter"R" means rescue. Did the person assist or resist
in the rescue? If they resisted, the danger of another
attempt is greater. The letter "L" means lethality. How
lethal is their present plan. If the method chosen is highly
lethal, then the more dangerous the plan and the threat to
life.

Both SLAP and CARL are quick reminders of the
questions that should be asked of a person making a
suicide threat (e.g., a verbal or written statement of a wish
to end his or her life). These mnemonics can be helpful in
gaining information and provide clues for the sort of inter-
vention that is needed. The following section provides
suggestions for intervening in suicidal thoughts and ges-
tures.

Suicide intervention
The suggestions below are meant to provide positive

ideas for specific attitudes or actions to take with a person
with suicidal ideation. Taken together, they form a plan to
stop a person from attempting suicide.

Be positive and emphasize the desirable options
for the suicidal person. Suicidal people have reached a
point of hopelessness and helplessness. They believe
there are no options for their lives. Emphasizing the
desirable options can serve to help the suicidal person
rethink an option previously rejected.

Be calm and understanding. The counselor can be
a calming influence on a suicidal person. Strive to stay
calm. Suicidal people are anxious people. The counselor
can have a calming influence on them just by remaining
calm. Seek to understand what the suicidal person is
saying. The counselor's understanding may lead to op-
tions.

Emphasize the temporary nature of the problems
the person is facing. For many people, the crisis they are
in will pass and be resolved if they do not kill themselves.
It is important to stress the suicide is a permanent solution
to a temporary problem.

Be confident. The confidence of the counselorcan be
reassuring to the person contemplating suicide. If the
counselor is agitated and uncertain, then it is not likely that
the counselor can be of much help to the suicidal person.

Tell the suicidal person you care. Counselors do
care about people. It may be a philosophical or even an
abstract caring. It is there, nevertheless. Communicate
this caring. If the counselor cares, then there may be the
possibility that others care as well. This may well be the
intervention that prevents the suicide.

Keep talking. It is important to talk to a suicidal person.
Keep them talking as long as possible. Talking itself may
help the crisis pass. If drugs or alcohol are involved, then
you can talk until the person is less under the influence of
the chemical substance. As the influence of drugs or
alcohol wanes, then the suicidal thoughts may pass as
well.

Stay with the person. Do stay with the person. Use
the telephone to call for help. If the person is willing, walk
to another room where other people are present. Don't
leave them alone. Stay with the person until you can find
a way to get others involved.

Get other people involved. As quickly as possible,
involve other people. Call friends, roommates, relatives or
other professionals as soon as you can. Don't press the
issue, but as soon as possible get others involved. The
more people involved, the less likely that the person will be
able to attempt suicide. It divides the stress. It can show
that more than one person cares.

Find out if the person has a plan. Find out if they
have a plan. Have the person talk about the plan so you
can determine how well it is formulated. Use SLAP or
CARL as a guide to determine how detailed the plan is.

Do what you can to disrupt the plan. Determine what
you can do to interrupt the person's plan. Frequently,
suicidal persons do not have more than one plan. If you
can keep a person talking until 5:07 pm when he or she had
planned to jump in front of the 5:05 pm train, it doesn't
automatically follow that he or she will go out and jump in
front of the 6:05. Suicidal people have run out of options.
They are not necessarily impulsive and it may take them
some time to think of another plan. In that time, the crisis
may pass.

Some Don'ts of Suicide Intervention
There are a few methods that simply do not work well.

The authors suggest avoiding the following interventions.

Do not try to disarm a suicidal person. If a counselor
attempts to take a weapon away from a suicidal person,
then it is possible that both the counselor and the suicidal
person may be accidently injured or killed. It is important to
ask, but do not attempt to disarm a suicidal person. If a
weapon is given willingly, take it and put it away.

Do not value honesty over life saving. Much is made
of honesty and authenticity in the counseling profession. In
suicide intervention, it is more important to save a life than
it is to protect confidentiality or maintain trust. Without
going overboard, if it is necessary to use deception to save
a life, then that is effective suicide intervention.
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SELF ESTEEM Continued from Page 2

troublesome events as posing a further threat to his self-
esteem. He reacts with feelings of fear, inadequacy and
depression, and thus his adaptive behavior becomes
distorted. At this point the drug is valued for its perceived
ability to lessen the pain and give one greater confidence.

Other arguments bolster the belief that muse depends
greatly on level of self-esteem. Ausubel (1958) concludes
that whether or not an individual first chooses to try a drug,
then continues or not, depends more on the personality
than the factor of availability. Blum concurs, stating that "for
the majority, initiation into tobacco and illicit-exotic drug use
is not in response to felt social pressures - that is, no strain
or compulsion is admitted" (Blum, 1969, p. 348). There is
a definite difference in the adolescent user who indulges
because the need to belong overpowers other considera-
tions, and is reacting to peer pressure, contrary to the
abuser who indulges repeatedly due to overwhelming
internal considerations. The user is called a reactive
addict, responding to transitory developmental pressures
of adolescence and seeing drugs as a means for accep-
tance and a vehicle to defy traditional norms. He feels
impotent and status-less, and is looking for support and
approval. The abuser, or primary addict, looks to drugs for
the specific adjustive value for particular personality defects
(Scherer, Ettinger, & Mudrich, 1972).

Sakell saysthe two traits common in substance abusers
are low self-esteem and an external locus of control (1985).
Ketchel and Bieger (1989) found statistical significance
between adolescent low self- esteem as measured by
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory and increased sub-
stance use. Lewis and Lewis (1983) state that health
behaviors are determined most by self-concept and self-
esteem. Thus, current research is highly supportive of the
correlative aspect of substance use and the variable of low
self-esteem, low self-efficacy and depression (Ketchel &
Bieger, 1989).

Ironically and sadly enough, the addict continues to
use in an effort to boost self-esteem, yet in his anesthetized
state will do things that would shame, disgrace and embar-
rass the average person.

In conclusion, substance abuse among adolescents
depends on a number of factors, however, lack of self-
esteem predisposes a teenager to become a victim of
substance abuse. The term victim is appropriate because
this deviant behavior really reflects a deficit in parenting
over which the adolescent has limited power. Substances
are seen as the magical cure for their pain, their feelings of
worthlessness, their feelings of inadequacy, their mecha-
nism for coping with overwhelming high parental expecta-
tions and aspirations, or the coping mechanism to forget
parental neglect.

The approach to drug and alcohol prevention must be
comprehensive and multi-faceted. It must begin early. It

should include the community, the family, and the school.
It should offer interpersonal and intrapersonal skill develop-
ment. The myth that alcohol and drug use is a rite of

passage must be shattered. Zero tolerance should be the
mass message. And finally, it must be understood that a
child's mental health and well-being, his/her self-esteem, is
a crucial target in this campaign against substance use.
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BEING HERE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRITY
IN COUNSELING & STUDENT AFFAIRS LEADERSHIP

by Tim Hoopingarner

Integrity is as vital to effective living as it is to effective
leadership, and the blocks to being fully alive are also
blocks to leadership. The literature is replete with new
materials on how to conduct the "external" activities of
leadership, yet very few address the essential internal
issues of integrity, of how to te"a leader. As student affairs
organizations and society become more complex and
continue to change at a rapid pace, there remain fewer
concrete methods of "doing" leadership. It is essential to
develop internal completeness, soundness and integrity in
order to stay in touch with the world and oneself. When
prescriptive techniques for leadership (and living) fail, there
are only internal referents, and these must be consciously
developed. As Bennis and Nanus (1985) note, there is not
only confusion about what leadership is and who demon-
strates it, but it is also impossible to teach "leadership" per
se. In light of the unclear definition of leadership, and the
inability to actually teach leadership skills, it is evident that
the development of integrity is central to effective leader-
ship. Student affairs professionals and counselors should
have as a goal the development of integrity, as the ability to
"be here"is important to working with clients, and in leading
others. Successful counselors and student affairs leaders
of the future will be those who have recognized their own
distractions, attachments, and addictions, and have made
conscious efforts to develop their own integrity. "Leader-
ship compasses" will be who one is, not what one does.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss vital clues for
Western culture on how to develop and maintain personal
integrity. This will be done by discussing limitations of
current leadership training, and the powerful insights pro-
vided by the paradigm of the addictive process.

External and Internal Approaches to Leadership
Bennis and Nanus (1985) state that the gap between

management education and the reality of leadership at the
workplace is disturbing. They go on to indicate that 'The
major problem is that what management education does do
moderately well is to train good journeymen/women
managers...(which) is far removed from the creative and
deeply human processes required of leadership" (pp. 219-
220). Organizational or educational environments in which
leadership activities are prescribed may actually exclude
the development of vital yet intangible leadership skills.
Where then, is one to turn in order to develop these
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and is a doctoral student in Community College Administration at
Colorado State University.

... the development of personal integrity
is the key to being an effective leader.

necessary skills? The ability to "be here" is essential to
leadership at any level, and writings by Schaef (1988),
Fassel (1990), and others suggest that student affairs
professionals (including counselors) turn within in order to
examine the processes which may block them from being
fully alive, present, and in tune with their integrity.

Current Views of Leadership
Leaders: The Strategies for Taking Charge (1985) is

the result of extensive research conducted by Warren
Bennis and Burt Nanus of 90 top executives. This definitive
book, frequently cited in the literature on leadership, has
been the focus of much formal and informal discussion in
the past six years and serves as a guidepost regarding
what one should do in a leadership role. Interestingly, the
authors do not pretend to build a step-by-step guide to
leadership, nor do they begin their research with a static
format of leadership in mind. Their conclusions were based
on "open" conversations with the 90 executives chosen for
the study. The "four keys of effective leadership" they
define emerged as commonalities in these conversations.
They admit that "We fervently wish that there were avail-
able to us a simple way to discuss, let alone teach,
leadership in a more straightforward, step-by-step way.
But that would be misleading, and in the end, not at all
helpful" (Bennis and Nanus, 1985, p. 227). The authors do
propose four strategies for leadership, which include:

1) Paying Attention Through Vision
2) Meaning through Communication
3) Trust through Positioning
4) The Deployment of Self.

Each of these strategies hint at the "creative and
deeply human processes required of leadership," yet due
to their organizational context, fall short of discussing the
personal and necessarily internal work which is required of
student affairs leaders and counselors. Thus, it appears
there are formal channels for learning the skills required for
management, and through definitive works such as Lead-
ership we may ascertain the focuses of successful leaders.
Although these provide pragmatic suggestions for "doing"
leadership, they fail to provide information regarding the
vital ability to "be" a leader. This article argues that the
development of personal integrity is the key to being an
effective leader.
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Integrity and Leadership

Integrity may be defined as: "1. being complete, whole-
ness. 2. unimpaired condition; soundness. 3. uprightness,
honesty, and sincerity" (Webster's New World Dictionary,
1962). Less formally, integrity may be seen as:

1) clarity of purpose and direction, willingness to take
responsibility
2) absolute honest} even in the face of other politi-
cally correct alternatives
3) a positive attitude, acceptance of 'What is," an
ability to be in touch with a full range of emotions
4) "Connectedness" including a lack of self-
centeredness, low need for control; being in touch with
oneself on a moment-to-moment basis; connection to
the learn," and connection to one's spirituality.

What counselor or student affairs leader would not like
to be identified with these admirable traits? Bennis and
Nanus (1985) hint at the issue of personal integrity when
they discuss the importance of trust, of clarity of vision, of
consistency, and of "managing yourself." Werner Erhardt
quoted in Leaders discusses personal integrity in relation to
criticism (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). Ram Dass (1972)
provides an "Eastern" perspective on integrity, and interest-
ingly, on counseling as: "the only thing you have to offer
another human being, ever, is your own state of being" (p.
6). Thus, these works touch on the issue of integrity without
exploring the issue as central to leadership.

"Integrity" might best be used to describe the condition
of being fully alive, of living in the present, and of being in
touch with one's own inner, emotional self. Blocks to
successful living are blocks to successful leadership. Al-
though integrity is vital to successful leadership, the distrac-
tions from being "fully complete" and of "unimpaired con-
dition" are many in our society. Dass (1872) refers to these
blocks as "attachments." To Western culture, the more
accurate description may be "addictions."

Effects of Addiction on Integrity
The wide variety of distractions from one's "inner self"

include (but are not limited to): alcohol, drugs, food, rela-
tionships, sex, gambling and workaholism. Perhaps most
import ant to the topic of leadership in counseling and
studo. ;t affairs is the pervasive addiction of workaholism.
There exist both substance addictions such as drugs and
alcohol, as well as process addictions, including gambling,
"codependent" relationships, and workaholism, to name
but a few.

Anne Wilson-Schaef (1988) relates in The Addictive
Organization, the observations of a Fortune 500 company
executive who wonders aloud about the inability of execu-
tives to implement significant permanent change: "What is
it that eludes us when we try to implement these changes?"
(p. 3). Schaef suggests addictive processes are the cause
of that which eludes the executive, and she describes the
pervasive effects of addiction in Western culture, as well as
suggestions for recovering from these addictions (Schaef,

1988). Addiction is frequently considered to be the curse
of the "gutter alcoholic" or the "junkie" drug user. Yet as
Beth Ann Krier (1990) suggests in Everyday Addicts, It's
virtually impossible to be alive and functioning in U.S.
society without being some kind of junkie" (p. El 0). Krier
relatcs Schaef's view that most individuals become addicted
to television, relationships, food, romance, nicotine, caffeine,
or other compulsive behaviors early in life. This has
profound implications for counselors, for the workplace,
and for the organizational leader. As Fassel (1990) notes,
"The addictive process puts a buffer between ourselves
and (our) feelings. It takes us out of touch." The addictive
process "keeps us unaware of what is going on inside us"
(Schaef, 1987, p. 18). Clearly, for counselors and other
student affairs professionals the paradigm of the addictive
process holds powerful clues regarding integrity in the
workplace and in life. Fassel (1990) quotes Lawrence
Chickering in the Wall Street Journal, in regard to addiction:
"why (do) large numbers of people in all social and economic
classes choose to anesthetize themselves regularly from
the experiences of ordinary life?" (p. 111). The dangers of
living in addiction, or without one's integrity, are frightening.
For instance, the early stages of work addiction, to which
leaders are susceptible, include rushing, compulsive work
activity, confusion, distorted belief in one's abilities, control
over others (including students/clients), and mild levels of
dishonesty. At more advanced stages, the workaholic
leader may experie 'ice severe physical symptoms includ-
ing self-abusive work schedules, may become emotionally
dead and self-centered, and may exhibit a variety of dis-
honest, inconsistent behaviors (Fassel, 1990). Certainly,
leaders in counseling and student affairs want to avoid the
debilitating effects of working from a perspective of addiction
and may wish to pursue "living in process" which, simply
put, is "being in touch with one's deeper emotions, deeper
issues" (Krier, 1990).

A Case Study
After a year in her new Job as Director of Student

Services, Larita was painfully aware that "something
wasn't right" In her life and work. Despite praise
from her supervisor, many hours of overtime and
dedication to her Job, she felt unhappy. Looking
back, she realized that she had been increasingly
anxious about problems on the Job, frequently sullen
and angt y at home, and had not taken time to meet
new people In her community.

Larlta sought counseling through a community
agency, and learned some methods of "managing"
her life and work more effectively. Despite the
outward appearance of calm and control, Larita
recognized that her emotions were in turmoil. Fur-
ther work in counseling, coupled with exploration of
the 12-step program of Workaholics Anonymous
(W.A.), helped Larlta recognize that she was continu-
ing to act out a life-long pattern of compulsive be-
havior in her work. Central to her recovery was
recognition of her need for control, and her "Image
management" which belied the disparity between
her "Inner" and "outer" self.
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Through "working" the twelve steps of
Workaholics Anonymous, and attending meetings of
W.A., Larita began developing her integrity and her
spiritual life. Although not fully recovered (12 step
programs suggest a life -long process of recovery),
Larita recognizes greater continuity between her
feelings and actions, and a willingness to speak out
on her own perceptions and feelings, even when in
uncomfortable circumstances. Her co-workers, es-
pecially subordinates, note greater congruence be-
tween what Larfta says and what she emotes.

In Larita's case, the 12-step program of Workaholics
Anonymous has provided her with "tools for living" which
guide her personal and professional life. With conscious
effort, it is possible that Larita will be able to develop and
maintain full integrity in herfeelings and actions. Workaholics
Anonymous is working for Larita, and there are other
methods to develop one's integrity as well. Interestingly,
the literature available consistently seems to return to
spirituality as the source of integrity. Thus, the many
adaptions of the 12-step program of Alcoholics Anonymous
(Alcoholics Anonymous, 1976), the teaching in the Tao of
Leadership, and the mediations in The Only Dance There
Is all suggest some type of spiritual activity to develop
integrity. Each of these also suggest the individual must
make personal choices regarding the perceptions of spiri-
tuality and spiritual activities. As with leadership, there are
no prescriptions for development of integrity, although
there are guideposts.

Conclusion
Leadership is one of the most often-discussed topics in

student affairs divisions today. Through books, training
courses, and degree programs, there are excellent pre-
scriptions for political skills and management techniques
available, yet there is a lack of information regarding the
vital ability to "be" a leader. Counselors and other student
affairs professionals are often trained to remain in touch
with their "inner selves" (which is the source of integrity), yet
there are many distractions from being in touch with one's
inner self, both inside and outside of the workplace. These
distractions are blocks to successful living, as well as to
successful leadership. Prescriptions for leading and living
are necessarily limited, and many times will not serve the
needs of the individual, or may not fit certain situations.
When prescriptive techniques fall short or fail, there are
only internal referents to guide our actions. Thus, personal
integrity, or who we are, is more important to effective
leadership than techniques, or what we do. The daradigm
of the addictive process provides guideposts to developing
and remaining in touch with our integrity. Successful
counselors and student affairs leaders of the future will be
those who have made conscious efforts to develop their
own integrity.
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SUICIDAL IDEATION Continued from Page 19

Do not philosophize, moralize, criticize or argue. Any
attempt to make the person feel stupid, immoral, or irrational (any
negative feeling for that matter) may reinforce the feelings that the
person already has about worthlessness, hopelessness and help-
lessness. It is better to be caring and understanding than to be
harsh and critical.

Do not be flip, nonchalant or casual about death. It is more
important to appear concerned and receive talk of suicide seri-
ously. Such paradoxical approaches have a certain dramatic
appeal and may seem to work well in the movies, but not in actual
practice.

Do not take responsibility for the death of a suicidal
person. Professional people must take care to protect them-
selves in crisis situations. Ultimately, suicide is a de.7.ision.
Recognize that one has little real control over whether a person
decides to live or die.

Summary
Counselors in the community and in the schools do encounter

people who are contemplating suicide. In the United States,
approximately every 20 minutes a person kills himself or herself.
For young people, there are nearly 200 attempts for every com-
pleted suicide. The suicide rate is increasing among young people
(National Center for Health Statistics, 1987). Prevention is pos-
sible. When a counselor intervenes to save a life, he or she
protects not only the potential suicide but an estimated six other
people as well. This widening circle of people affected by suicide
is spreading as attempts and completions grow. It is the authors
hope that the information contained in this article will result in the
decline of the tragic numbers.
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COLLEGE CHOICE PROCESS
Continued from Page14

Blurring of the Differences

In that many baby boom parents attended four-year
schools, inputs to their children from their college experience
may not prove accurate to what one finds today. With the
increasing numberof olderfour-year college students and the
move to accountability and student outcomes on all cam-
puses, some distinct differences between community colleges
and four-year schools are less clear. Articulation and course
transfer has a greater opportunity for the community college
student wanting further education with increased remedial
education and technological learning aids on all campuses.
This, along with the growing understanding of and commit-
ment to lifelong learning, suggests greater respect for all
educational options. Where one goes to college may be less
of a factor than the fact that continuing education after high
school is a necessity. Students today are concerned more
with finding a job while in college due to higher costs and are
less concerned with completing school in four years. These
changes put the choice of choosing a community college after
high school in a new and more positive light.

Summary

Considering the significant growth in community colleges
and changing face and nature of all of higher education,
greater information about and respect for community college
seems imperative. With escalating costs of higher education
and the significant role that parents play in influencing student
choice in the college choice-making process, it seems critical
that counselors help parents recognize these factors. High
school counselors would be well advised to learn about
Colorado's community colleges, extend as much support to
recruiters as granted four-year admissions staff, and work to
highlight the advantages of the community college experi-
ence to students and parents. In that people are most
comfortable with what they know and have experience, it
seems that counselors and parents have much to learn about
the advantages offered by community colleges during the
college selection process.
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DIVORCED PARENTS Continued from Page 16
In conclusion, counselors must be sensitive and alert to

the growing number of children of divorced parents. Because
of limited resources and time, individual counseling tech-
niques will not be adequate to provide help to these students.
However, through carefully planned group work, the coun-
selors can reach more students and use the dynamics of
group counseling to expand the awareness/effects of divorce
with the students. Group sessionswill also alio v the counselors
to go beyond the surface behavioral problem to reach the core
issue many students face without the benefit of counseling.
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MEETING STUDENT NEEDS THROUGH
SCHOOL SUPPORT GROUPS

by LuAnn Costa and Sandra S. Nearpass

Abstract
Interviews exploring how effective support groups are
functioning were conducted with 25 high school counsel-
ors. Results indicated that successful programs share
certain features but specific differences also exist. Implica-
tions for school counselors and school personnel are
discussed.

Today's secondary schools are faced with increasing
numbers of students who are "acting out" personal and
family problems in the school environment. Family thera-
pist, Michael P. Nichols (1984), noted the growing distur-
bance and striking shift toward instability since the 1960s in
American family life. Still another family therapist, Virginia
Satir, estimated that 96% of all families are dysfunctional to
some degree (Watkins, 1989). Many of these problems
surface in the school setting and ultimately interfere with
learning. Counselors need to address these issues before
optimal learning can occur. Insisting on academic
excellence while ignoring adolescents' emotional needs
may result in indifference and alienation or increased
aggressiveness and hostility in the school environment.

Support groups appear to be one method of meeting
the needs of large numbers of students at risk. Evidence
is mounting that support groups can be a powerful and
potent method of counseling in the schools which is, at
least, as effective as the traditional one-to-one method and,
perhaps, even more effective (Bauman, 1986; Corey, 1985;
Furman and Pratt, 1985; Huey, 1983; Johnson and John-
son, 1987; Myrick and Haight, 1972; Nagle, Gresham, and
Johnson, 1979; Nearpass, 1989; Ohlsen, Home and Lawe;
Omizo and Omizo, 1988; Stone and Peeks, 1986; Strother
and Harvill, 1986; White, 1981). Students with serious
family problems such as violence, substance abuse, and
sexual abuse are turning to school counselors for help and
guidance. This is reflective of the national trend of individu-
als relying on a plethora of support groups to ameliorate
family difficulties (Leerhsen, Lewis, Pomper, Davenport, &
Nelson, 1990). In the school setting, groups have evolved
into an efficacious and efficient means of assisting students
in coping with diverse issues and concerns which inhibit
their school success. Some of these issues and concerns
include drug and alcohol use and abuse, family systems
and dysfunctional families, step-families and nontraditional

Luann Costa, Ph.D. L.M.F. T. is Assistant Professor and Clinical
Director, Marriage and Family Therapy Training Program, Coun-
seling Psychology and Counselor Education, University of Colorado
at Denver.
Sandra S. Nearpass is a counselor within the Counseling Depart-
ment, Smoky Hill High School, Cherry Creek Schools, Aurora,
Colorado.

families, suicide, violence, eating disorders, rape or date
rape, teen parenting, grief and loss, transitions, living on
your own, and achievement pressures.

These issues so inhibit students' ability to learn that
school personnel are recognizing the value of addressing
them within the school setting. A quote from one assistant
principal exemplifies this attitude. In reference to students
missing a class to attend a group, she states, "It's a short
term loss for a long term gain . . . better to have a straight
(available) kid four days a week than a kid who is high
(unavailable) five days a week." Another administrator
claims that a systematic group program has enhanced the
climate of the entire school, because of the involvement of
so many students and staff. In one school, so many
students wanted to participate that it was necessary to
establish fourteen groups per week. Students ask for
support and request groups in order to cope with problems
or just normal life stresses, and there is always awaiting list.

Group dynamic scholars generally cite the advantages
of group counseling over one-to-one counseling (Johnson
and Johnson, 1987; Nearpass, 1989; Ohlsen, Home, and
Lawe, 1988; Riordan and Beggs, 1987; Schwartz and
Ward, 1986; Trotzer, 1977; Yalom, 1975; Wakelee-Lynch,
1990). Such benefits as peer confrontation, multiple mod-
eling and feedback, improved reality testing, increased
altruistic behavior and affiliation, effective decision-making
and problem-solving, and the economical delivery of coun-
seling services are well-known. Counselors can impact a
significantly larger number of students in a shorter period of
time in a group context than in individual work and can
increase the potential for identifying students in need of
more intensive counseling.

This exploratory study was conducted in order to
determine what group techniques and programs were
currently being implemented successfully in high schools in
the state of Colorado. Additional questions concerned
specific group topics, structure and format of groups,
identifying group facilitators and the necessary training
needed by them, common pitfalls as well as successes,
and available resources for conducting groups within the
school setting.

METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire was designed to provide data to use in

developing a group counseling program for Smoky Hill
High Schrol and other schools in the Cherry Creek District
of Denver, Colorado. Twenty-eight interviews of high
school counselors identified through a counselor network
and the National Organization of Student Assistant
Programs and Professionals (NOSAPP) were conducted
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by one of the authors Fifteen of the high schools were,
socioeconomically, above average high schools in the
Greater Metropolitan Denver Area. The remaining ten, of
the same socioeconomic status, were located in other
cities throughout the state of Colorado. Three interviewees
were coordinators of district programs; hence, that data
was excluded. Five of the 25 interviews were completed by
phone due to distance and time constructions. The remain-
ing 20 interviews occurred at the actual school site. Each
interview ranged form 45 minutes to two hours with 75% of
them comprising the full two hours of interview time. In-
terviewing began on August 31 and was completed in late
October, 1989.

RESULTS
Some of the programs were mandated from the district

level and some occurred as a result of school-level needs.
Although some included outside training while still others
emerged as a result of "grassroot" efforts, common themes
emerged in the data. This article will discuss similarities
and differences in successful programs as well as provide
implications for school counselors. (A detailed description
of how each exemplary program is operating including
contacts in each school may be obtained from one of the
authors).

Group meetings generally occurred on a regular basis
during the school day, one time per week for one class
period. Students were excused from class on a rotating
basis. The heterogeneous groups of ninth to twelfth-grade
students met for a period of 8 to 10 weeks. Counselors
stated the most common reason for formation of the group
was high-risk behavior (suicide, teen pregnancy, family
violence, rape, grief and loss, and substance abuse). Eight
to ten students formed a group that was closed to new
entrants afterone ortwo meetings. Students were selected
based on staff or self-referrals and were interviewed prior
to the first meeting. Many groups focused on a theme or
specific topic so that students who made up the group
shared a common concern. However, in some very suc-
cessful programs, determined by student self-evaluations,
students were selected deliberately because they had
divergent issues.

Groups were generally co-facilitated by two adults
(counselors, teachers, and administrators) who had been
trained in group process skills. Parent permission was
renerally obtained although parent involvement was rare.
Staff knowledge and support were crucial to the success of
the program and was achieved through dissemination of
information about the purpose and benefits of the group,
inservices, and administrative support. Referral proce-
dures tended to be similar, although the specifics varied.
Most programs received referrals from anyone (students,
staff, counselors, administrators) in the school to an inter-
vention-type team who determined the appropriate inter-
vention for a specific student's problems. Although the
intervention- team- refen'al procedure was common to most
of the schools, there were some effective programs in

which the referral was made directly to the counseling office
without other resources intervening. Other intervention
possibilities included a referral to individual counseling,
special education, a specific class, or a change in class
schedule. Funding was often from drug-free money pro-
vided by federal or state grants, although many programs
did not have specific budgets separate from school bud-
gets.

Although the preceding model was generally adopted
in most of the schools interviewed, specific differences in
programs emerged in the data. Homogeneous groups
dealing with a specific topic such as grief and loss,
nontraditional family issues, attendance, drugs, and transi-
tions, were not necessarily the most effective, according to
student self-evaluations, because members tended to get
too focused on one issue which blocked new information
and problem solving skills. Many heterogeneous groups
included students who were dealing with quite diverse
issues, anything from attendance to death. However, both
approaches were implemented. Putting nonattenders into
groups was often seen as punishment and, therefore,
resulted in decreased effectiveness. Providing group par-
ticipation as an alternative to other more sever choices was
more effective. In comparison to other support groups,
alcohol-related groups need more structure and definition
due to the type of personalities and family structures of
students typically involved in them. Adherence to the
structure is especially important and contractual agree-
ments need to be respected such as following the ground
rules, arriving on time, and allowing everyone a chance to
talk. Students coming out of treatment need continued
constant support and students trying to stay straight need
to rely on consistent monitoring.

Facilitators and facilitator training varied widely. Some
facilitators were teachers, some counselors, some social
workers, and some were administrators. Facilitators were
trained by Student Assistance Program (SAP) training from
various sources. Other facilitators were trained through
academic coursework, as part of a masters degree pro-
gram.

Duration varied with the kind of group. For example,
groups for children of alcoholics tended to run longer than
the typical 10 to 12 weeks. Other groups related to
suspension policies in the school were confined to a set
period of 6 to 8 weeks and adhered to that timeframe.

Evaluation techniques varied greatly. Some programs
did not evaluate outcome, some used questionnaires mea-
suring positive results such as improved problem solving,
improved school performance, and increased ability to
communicate and express feelings with family members
and peers, while others used data from attendance and
retention rates. Programs that did evaluate outcomes
using student self-evaluation questionnaires often ad-
dressed the following representative questions: "What did
you like/dislike about the group?"; "Do you see any changes
in yourself, your family, your friends?"; "Has the group
made a difference in how you feel about your schoolwork
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or being in school" Examples of student responses are
as follows:

I wanted to run away, but now I want to stay;
My homelife is better;
I want to keep up with schoolwork and my current
friendships;

I need to work on my self-destructive feelings;
I want to be more open with my family;
I need to keep believing in myself.
Although evaluation procedures were very brief and

informal when they did occur, it is crucial that programs
improve evaluation procedures and assess their effec-
tiveness in order to ensure accountability in the future.

DISCUSSION
The lack of a random sample and the relatively low

number of respondents is a limitation of the study. How-
ever, the study suggests significant implications for school
counselors and other school personnel. Support groups for
high-risk students are functioning effectively for students
whether school counselors facilitate them and are involved
in the process or not. The needs of today's students revolve
as much around support and family issues as they do
around academic issues, postgraduate plans, or college
selection. Counselors are responding to the overwhelming
demands for their time in some schools by implementing
support groups to address students' needs such as drug
and alcohol-related issues which require intervention and
referral. In schools where counselors do not get involved
in the group program, other trained school staff members
participate and insure the program's success. Most exem-
plary programs involve at least one counselor, but many
are effective without the counselor being an integral part of
the program.

Counselors must assess students' current needs and
decide how to adequately address those needs. It may not
be the counselor's obligation to meet all the students'
needs which have emerged in the last decade, but it may
behoove counselors to be more proactive about their
counseling roles. Counselors can become "retrained" in
group process skills or can take any of the current SAP
trainings available to update skills. Many districts provide
their own workshops (i.e., Jefferson County; Littleton) and
training is also available through counselor organizations
such as NOSAPP and the Colorado Association for
Counseling and Development (CACD) or the Colorado
Association for Counselor Education and Supervision
(CAC ES). Counselors can also gain a deeperunderstanding
of family dynamics to serve the growing numbers of students
from dysfunctional families. The need for more efficient use
of counselor time due to increasing responsibilities and
pressing needs is clear.

Counselor education programs should focus more
heavily on training in group facilitation skills thus helping
public education address the needs of as many students as
possible with the knowledge that one-to-one counseling is,
in many cases, a luxury the system and clients cannot
afford. According to a brief telephone survey, counselor

education programs in Colorado generally require one or
two courses in group dynamics, but at the practicum and
internship levels, only half of the programs require group
facilitation experience. In the other programs, it is encour-
aged but not required. In addition, some counselor education
programs do not require potential school counselors to be
trained specifically in family dynamics. Supervised clinical
experience in group facilitation is clearly indicated and
should be a required component in all counselor education
programs.

The cost of support groups can be assimilated into a
school budget by redistributing duties using current staff
members and expertise. Some schools send staff to
special training and pay for the cost out of monies allotted
to drug and alcohol prevention. Others establish a sepa-
rate budget based on their district's focus areas and re-
sources. The purpose of the funds is often to provide
affective education in the schools and to support students
in order to enhance their success in the school setting. But
support groups need not cost a great deal of money.
Assessing existing resources is recommended.

Groups may focus mainly on feelings and the processing
of those feelings or experiences. Orthey may be structured
in a way to educate the group members and provide
information or skills for the future. Both structures aim at
freeing the student from problems which keep them from
living happy, healthy, successful lives and moving them
toward a more productive school and community life.

With the current awareness of concentration on high-
risk youth and prevention/intervention efforts, school-based
groups are becoming an increasingly effective prevention
strategy designed to meet the escalating needs of today's
troubled students.

CONCLUSION
This study examined school support groups which are

successfully functioning as an effective intervention/pre-
vention technique in the schools for high-risk students
experiencing diverse personal and family problems which
interfere with learning. It is recommended that school
counselors implement support groups as this method is
more efficient and effective in impacting a larger number of
students in a shorter period of time than individual counsel-
ing. Counselors need to become more proactive concern-
ing their rol3s and counselor education programs should
focus increased training on group process skills as well as
family dynamics in order to significantly impact the lives of
troubled students.
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BOOK REVIEW

DEVELOPING AND MANAGING
YOUR SCHOOL GUIDANCE PROGRAM

by Norm Gysbers and Patricia Henderson
published by the American Association for

Counseling and Development
reviewed by Judith Caligiuri Ph.D. student

Guidance has changed its focus since its inception into
our schools and the shift now is to have comprehensive
guidance programs that are developmental and compe-
tency based. Short of having Norm Gysbers or Patricia
Henderson personally instituting steps in helping a school
district organize this sort of program, reading and following
the steps in Developing and Managing Your School Guid-
ance Program is a good "next best" method.

The book begins with background on how guidance
began and the evolution that took place from a vocational
focus, through a clinical service approach with an emphasis
on personal counseling. In the 1970's, the idea of develop-
mental guidance resurfaced, emphasizing a program for all
students rather than crisis and problem solving. With the
movement for schools to become accountable for its pro-
grams, districts need to look at guidance differently; assess
the needs of the students they are serving; determine
competencies to be taught; plan and design a program;
define the role of the counselor and evaluate the compo-
nents.

This is a huge task, but following the authors model,
one is able to see the parts that make up the whole and how
to accomplish small steps, yet keep a cohesive general
plan. Luckily, they provide a timetable early on, advising
three to four years for the comprehensive program to take
hold.

Once a group is organized, ground rules and groups
formed, the work begins by identifying the four life career
domains -self knowledge and interpersonal skills; life roles,
settings and events; life career planning and basic studies
and occupational preparation are the ones they use. Goals
and specific competencies are developed. There needs to
be a structure for the program based on why it's needed,
how it fits in relation to the total school program and what it
will entail. The authors detour f rom the traditional three C's
(counseling, coordinating and consulting) and introduce a
program of guidance curriculum, individual planning, re-
sponsive services and system support. It's important to
have a clear understanding of these components and to

Judith Caligiuri is the Student Activities Advisor and Special
Education Teacher at Battle Mountain High School in Vail,
Colorado, completing her Ph.D. in Counseling and Career
Development at Colorado State University in Fort Collins,
Colorado.

accept their rationale to assure the developmental behav-
iors to be included. The work the team does will be directed
to developing activities and competencies for these areas.

Next, conduct an assessment to determine what already
is happening in the current program. Five steps are
suggested so that a thorough gathering of data is completed
and conclusions drawn. This is usually the first time many
staff members see how they impact students, where they're
spending their time, and how balanced the program is. The
authors were very clear that this isn't a needs assessment
but a current assessment of the existing program. The
questions to ask now are what improvements need to be
made? What is the vision for the program?

Work groups take the competencies listed in the present
program and develop them into outcomes and specific
activities for students. This is done by grade level and
reviewed as a total group. They caution teams to keep
goals and competencies to a reasonable number because
the burden of implementing the program could be over-
whelming if the number of competencies is unwieldy. They
continue to base all activities to fit one of the four programs
previously explained so again, it is important to spend time
understanding these and have a philosophy in agreement
with the authors.

Once the competencies and goals are written, time and
care is needed to plan the transition to the new program.
Communication centers around the changes to make, in
what order and in what amount of time. Action begins at the
building level to determine how the comprehensive district
plan fits with the assessment made of each particular
building. While all buildings will be following the same
general program, specific activities and competencies may
differ so this is the portion that allows each building person-
ality and autonomy to serve its unique population.

Once the transition is planned, each building is ready to
take the plunge making sure there are enough counselors
to serve the students, enough money to effectively carry the
programs and administrative support. The authors spend
some time describing the necessity of having written guides
of specific activities and materials to use to achieve pro-
gram competencies. This seems a cumbersome, over-
whelming task on top of the work that is presently going on
so far! They do say this project alone took three years, and
while all counselors contributed activity ideas, a small
committee did the actual compilation for the guide. While
this activity writing is going on (as well as being imple-
mented), buildings must determine priorities for the specific
changes they will make based on goal setting for building
improvement and some action planning. The program
needs to be monitored and a public relations campaign

Continued on Page 30
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BOOK REVIEW

Evolving Theoretical
Perspectives on Students

edited by Leila V. Moore
published by Jossey-Bass
reviewed by Marie Oamek

Student development theory has progressed a great
deal since the initial development of theories which
attempted to explain college student behaviors and motiva-
tion. This growth has been a gradual process, similar to the
changes in students themselves, but lagging behind much
of the time. Long after women and minorities became vital
members of the student population, student development
theorists and student affairs professionals continued to
measure students with yardsticks developed through the
measurement of young white men. (Chickering, 1969;
Kohlberg, 1971; Perry, 1970.)

Evolving Theoretical Perspectives on Students, Number
51, Fall 1990 in the Jossey-Bass series: "New Directions
for Student Services," brings theory up to date in a very
helpful format. Early theories have been modified and new
models presented, with the common goal of helping profes-
sionals understand students today.

The first chapter, "Theory in student affairs: An evolv-
ing perspective," is an introduction to theory and the history
of student development theory. Other chapters detail
specific areas of application, and are written by student
affairs professionals from around the nation. They include
topics such as gender differences, age differences, sexual
orientation, and ethnicity, as well as "Applying cultural
the-pry: The environmental variable," and "Student devel-
opment: Yesterday, today and tomorrow."

Not only does this design make it easy for the reader to
reference specific theories dealing with the special needs
of college students, but it helps to identify and value the
diverse populations of students in higher education today.

In the first chapter, where general theories of student
development are described, I found especially interesting
a section called "Chickering revisited." The premise of
Chickering's theory, first presented in Education and
Identity (1969), is that there are seven "vectors" of develop-
ment through which every young adult must pass.
Chickering has ordered the vectors, stating that while some
may be worked on simultaneously, the first three

Marie Oamek is a graduate student in the Student Affairs in Higher
Education program at Colorado State University in Fort Collins
and the Hall Director in Westfall Hall on the CSU campus.

(Developing Competence, Managing Emotions and De-
veloping Autonomy) must be achieved before the fourth
vector (Establishing Identity) is begun, and identity must be
established before the last three (Freeing Interpersonal
Relationships, Developing Purpose and Developing
Integrity) can begin.

Colleagues and I have struggled with this progression
of vectors, as well as with the premises of some of these
vectors, especially around the areas of interdependence
verses independence (a topic explored in the chapter on
gender roles). For example, the third vector, Developing
Autonomy, was defined by the student's ability to detach
themselves emotionally and instrumentally from parents
and peers. This put women at a disadvantage when
measured with this scale. In women, the tasks of achieving
identity and intimacy have been shown to be fused, not
sequential (Gilligan, 1982). Women, for whom intimacy
and identity are intertwined, do not need to distance them-
selves from relationships before achieving vector four,
Establishing Identity. In "Chickering revisited," adjust-
ments to his theorywhich Chickering has made recently are
presented. Vector three he now would change to "Devel-
oping Interdependence,"which encompasses a move away
from individualism and toward global awareness and
responsibility.

The volume has been kept small and therefore man-
ageable, and extensive reference lists are included at the
end of each chapter to assist the reader in obtaining more
information about the areas covered.

While this volume would serve as a very comprehen-
sive introduction for persons new to the area of student
development theory, it is also a very useful tool for practicing
professionals in the ever-changing arena of student affairs.
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SCHOOL GUIDANCE PROGRAM
Continued from Page 28

started. People need to know (including the staff) what the
new program is about in concise terms. Giving out copies
of what the group has done may be impressive in terms of
sheer volume, but won't be read item by item, so highlight
portions that will give clear direction and the goals to be
addressed!

Evaluation, although last in the chain of events, is not
the end of the process. Evaluation needs to be ongoing,
specific, and reflect the competencies being achieved. The
report card format, listing competencies and when they were
achieved, was good communication for students and par-
ents in elementary grades. Having a folder for older
students where competencies as well as data on educa-
tion, jobs held, career and academic testing, strengths,
weaknesses, etc. was updated each year would give
students good information for resumes and an instrument
to monitor their own development.

While some counselors may have planned and de-
signed the new program, all will be instrumental in imple-
menting the program. The authors spend time emphasizing
the need for competent counselors "getting the right
people into the right roles", and once they're placed (hopefully
that's accomplished through present staff) supervising
them and helping them set goals for program and individual
performance improvement.

When finishing the book, my first thought was - I hope
I never have to do this, but although it's a tremendous
amount of work, it's effective; it measures student out-
comes in observable behavior and it's a developmental
process K-12 that is comprehensive. No more fuzzy
ambiguity of the counselors' role. Duties are tied to
ensuring the competencies are covered and not quasi-
administrative (chaperoning dances, bus duty, etc.) Cred-
ibility would be respectable. No more 'What do you 12Q all
day?" There would more infusion in the classroom as
teacher and counselor collaborated on activities. The trend
for comprehensive programs is intimidating to some coun-
selors. Some have allowed the lack of a definite role to lull
them into picking and choosing what they want to do and it
has been easy to get caught up in a sea of scheduling tasks,
crisis intervention, master schedules and college applica-
tions. Working with groups or classes is threatening
especially if dialogue has centered on a "what do you want
to take next year?" theme.

This book can serve as a model and contains many
examples of paperwork needed to go through the process.
Sending the guidance program leader arid a core team for
a workshop or to a district that has implemented this
program makes sense. Although its thorough and sequen-
tial, handing out copies of De veloping and Managing Your
School Guidance Program and asking people to become
familiar with it the first time the group meets, may dampen
the most spirited counselor.

SCHOOL SUPPORT GROUPS
Continued from Page 27
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

AWARENESSThe Journal of the Colorado
Association for Counseling and Development
welcomes original manuscripts on topics or
issues related to all divisions of the Colorado
Association for Counseling and Development. If
you are interested in a particular issue, working
in a model program, dealing with a special clien-
tele, working in an unusual setting or with moti-
vative materials, the Journal welcomes your
ideas. All material should communicate ideas
clearly to a readership composed primarily of
practitioners.

Manuscripts are acknowledged upon receipt and
sent to appropriate experts for blind review.
Authors will be notified within a few weeks as to
the disposition of a submission. Upon publica-
tion, the author receives three copies of the
Journal.

Following are guidelines for submitting a manu-
script:

1. Submit the original and two clear copies.
Original should be typed on 8-1/2" x 11" white
bond. Word processor-generated copy of
the original is acceptable.

2. Double space material, including references,
quotations, tables and figures.

3. Avoid footnotes.

4. Use tables sparingly and type them on sepa-
rate pages. Please supply graphs, illustra-
tions and drawings as camera-ready art

6. Arrangement and form of references and sub-
heads should follow the American Psycho-
logical Association bibliographical format. (For
books: Author, year, book, city of publication,
publisher, page numbers. For articles: Author,
year, article, publication, volume, number,
pages.)

7. Avoidtheuse of the generic masculine pronoun
and sexist terminology. Aim for a readable,
approachable, immediate style.

8. Do not submit material that is under consid-
eration by another periodical. if you have
published an article in another publication that
you believe is of merit, you may wish to submit
it to the Colorado Association for Counseling
and Development Newsletter for considera-
tion as a summary or abstract.

9. Manuscripts usually should not exceed 3,000
words. A typical article would run from 8-12
pages of double-spaced, typewritten copy.
Please do not let length considerations inhibit
expressing of ideas.

10. The Journal reserves the right to edit all sub-
missions for style and clarity of presentation.
The editor will communicate with authors
directly to clarify any confusion as to the
content of a submission.

11. 1211Maraiplaaaacraplesillatoucthottly.eat
with a February 1. 1992 deadline for the next
issue.

12. Submit manuscripts to: Rich Feller, Editor,
Journal of the Colorado Association for
Counseling and Development, School of
Occupational and Educational Studies,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Colorado 80523. Contact the editor at 303/
491.6879 with questions or ideas concerning
your entry or an idea for a manuscript.

wherever possible. We will set figure cap-
tions in aNoropriate type. Authors bear
responsibility for accuracy of references,
quotations, tables and figures.

5. On a separate page, include your name,
position, title, place of employment, mailing
address, two phone numbers, and indicate
how you would prefer to be cited in the
Journal.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

As I sit to write my final remarks as Editor, I struggle to be both profound and
reflective. As editor I've seen the joy of many who found Awareness to be a place

where ideas could find a crowd. I think the variety of topics in this issue speaks
well to the broad range of member interests. Over six years, authors have
reminded me of the diverse and complex issues brought to counselors. Each
article demonstrates how much there is to learn, how much commitment it takes
to stay professionally current, and how easy it is to be complacent about topics
not fitting one's view.

I thank the many people who contributed to the success of this very good state

journal. I
especially appreciate Phyllis Beard who handles all the word

processing, my colleagues on the editorial board and at Colorado State
University, and Barbara and Christopher who went without on many weekends.
And I am so pleased to welcome Patti Cappellucci as our new and very skilled

Editor.

I could continue to offer accolades but today my mind can't pull away from CNN's
latest report that Los Angeles is turning upside down with violence, hatred and
mistrust over the Rodney King case. I sit frustrated and discouraged about how
little progress we've made since the Watts riots. I'm struck by how much pain
I'd hold if I continually found the legal, economic, educational, housing, medical,
and political systems unresponsive to me. I think about how tempting crime and
illegal activity might be if I couldn't provide for my family. I wonder if I would see
the greed of money managers and savings and loan thieves in a different light.

I wonder if I'd quit voting as Washington's latest Checkgate, Watergate, or
Irangate seem to be more of the same. I wonder if I'd keep motivated, grow
cynical about the American Dream, lose faith in a system supposedly designed
to work for me not against me. I wonder if I'd grow so frustrated that I'd quit
believing that education, hard work, delayed gratification and personal
responsibility would help me get ahead.

As I sit in my nice middle class lifestyle with refrigerator full and vacation
planned, I wonder what the future is if I don't ask tougher questions z,:bo'it the
systems we've built and leaders we elect. While the Journal continue to
challenge counselors about tools, techniques and treatment plans, I wonder if
we as counselors speak out enough against injustice, hatred and violence.
While our leaders are good at sending troops they seem disinterested in the
conditions of cities and children in poverty. As they promote consumption rather
than investment policies we bankrupt our education system arid offer housing
and employment options destined to foster a society of have and have nots. As
I close this association with the Journal I am reminded of its title, Awareness. To
make a difference in anything I do, I best focus and be aware of the basic rights
of all people. As a counselor, editor and friend, I hope that I, this journal, and
CAC D will continue to promote awareness as we serve others who may not be
as fortunate as I.

Rich Feller, Editor
Professor, Counseling and Career Development

Colorado State University
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THE PRACTICE OF MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY COUNSELING

by Robert 1.. Smith and Patricia Stevens-Smith

Abstract
There is a significant amount of discussion concerning
theory in marriage and family counseling and therapy, with
the focus on practice being more limited. This article
highlights selected techniques used in the practice of
marriage and family counseling and therapy.

The practice of marriage and family counseling/therapy'
has grown at an unprecedented rate over the past two
decades. Private practitioners, agency counselors, school
counselors, pastoral counselors, counselors in business
and industry and other professionals working in a variety of
settings regularly see couples and families as a part of their
practice. Such professionals work on a day-to-day basis
with issues and problems presented by the family unit.

When asked to define the practice of marriage and
family counseling/therapy, the most frequent response
comes in the form of a statement or comment that includes
systems or systems theory language. More scholarly
constructed responses to this question cite systems
(Bertalanffy, 1981) and include several schools of thought
or theorists such as Jackson (1959), Ackerman (1982),
Bateson (1972), Bowen (1978), and Minuchin (1974).
Most frequently lacking in such discussions is a clear
picture of what family counselors/therapists do and how
they actually work with couples and families. This article
does not claim to fully clarify all vicissitudes related to work
with couples and families, but rather attempts to provide
the reader with some 1 the more basic practices used in
marriage and family counseling.

TECHNIQUES: OVERVIEW
Techniques are what the counselor or terapist intro-

duces or uses when working with couples or families.
Described as tools (Sherman & Fredman 1986), the effi-
cacy of techniques is determined by their appropriate fit
with a presenting problem ordilemma, and by the therapist's
personal skills. Techniques have little meaning outside of
the therapist's relationship/communication skill level. When
core dimensions of counselor functioning are present
(Carkhuff, 1969, 1971; Egan, 1986; Ivey, 1988; Brammer,

'The terms "counseling" and "therapy" ire considered inter-
changeable in discussions of working with couples and families.

Robert L. Smith is Professor and Chair of Counseling Psychology
and Counselor Education at the University of Colorado/Denver.
Patricia Stevens-Smith is Assistant Professor and Program
Director of Marriage and Family Therapy Training at the
University of Colorado/Denver.

1973, 1979) techniques can help couples more fully under-
stand presenting problems, develop new relationships
between children and parents, reveal true caring among
family members, help family systems become aware of
patterns and the sequencing of events, and generally
create movement and at least a greater understanding
during a time when couples and families are stuck or
immobilized.

The following techniques are often used by practicing
marriage and family counselors and therapists. The
techniques are not inclusive, nor are they presented as a
"bag of tricks" to be implemented in a cookbook fashion.
While a number of techniques could have been selected,
the authors chose the following five: ref raming, tracking,
family rituals, prescribing indecision, and use of meta-
phors. The rationale for the selection of these techniques
is that the authors believe they most clearly present the
activities of marriage and family counselors that work
systemically with families. Additional practices that could
have been included such as communication skill building,
role playing and the empty chair have been described
elsewhere when referring to the counselor's work with
individual clients rather than couples or families. The
overall intent is to clarify the practice of marriage and family
counseling/therapy and stimulate readers to explore such
practices in their work with couples and families.

TECHNIQUES
ReframIng, based on the constructivist r irception of

reality (Coyne, 1985) emphasizes the idea that people
create their own reality. A reframe in working with a couple
or family is a statement madk by the counselor that
attempts to change the meaning of a behavior or situation,
without changing the actual facts or events. In therapy the
counselor will often attempt to reframe something that
seems quite hopeless or pessimistic to more hopeful or
optimistic. A ref rame provides the opportunity for family
members to see a presented phenomenon in a new
context. Through reframing a new set of rules may be
established.

Satir (1983) has viewed the purpose of the ref rame as
a means to create a shift in the perceptions of family
members with respect to the behavior so that it may be
handled more constructively. As an example Satir
provided the following reframe:

Son - "My dad often yells and has a temper."
Satir - "Your father gets over angry and brings out his

thoughts." (Satir, p. 34)
Another example of a reframe relates to a therapist

working with a couple who have tried endless responses to
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stop the constant fighting between their two sons. Typical
solutions tried by parents are usually of a first order variety
using punishment, etc. In such a case the therapist may
interject a refrarne by describing the fighting as "normal
sibling behavior" and further see it as "more loving behavior
expressed in th only way that the children know how to
express such towards each other."

For ref raming to be successful, it must be plausible and
acceptable to the clients. It is the counselor's job to present
the reframe in a manner that makes sense to the clients.
Therefore, the counselor needs to clearly understand the
problem along with each individual's perception and role as
related to the problem.

Tracking is a technique used
by family therapists despite one's
theoretical orientation or back-
ground. The purpose of tracking is
to gain a clear understanding of
patterns of behavior, thought pro-
cesses, and feelings, as related to
the `amity system. Members of the family are asked in
detail to provide the sequence of an event or phenomenon.
Minuchin and Fishman (1981) see tracking as a method
used by therapists to join with the family system. Tracking
involves careful listening to the family story. The therapist
does not judge or evaluate during this process. The
therapist learns about the family, how it functions, rules it
follows and cycles of family practice. The therapist ob-
serves the roles played by various family members, who is
involved, to what degree, when, how, and under what
circumstances.

The behaviors used by the therapist involve listening,
clarifying questions, supporting discussion, and encouraging
sharing. The therapist does not question or challenge
family members. In a systemic manner the therapist might
ask questions in the following order: Who is the first to act
or do something in a particular situation? Then what
happens? Who acts next? Then what does the first person
do? What are other family members doing? This process
continues with the therapist obtaining a full picture of
sequences of events and how self-reinforcing feedback
loops are established.

Some additional practices may be utilized in tracking
including having family members enact a sequence of
events, or asking each member to tell their story about a
sequence of events to check each member's perception.
The tracking technique encourages specificity as to what
happens within the family system, creates a concrete
discussion, avoids vague generalizations, and allows for
greater insight by family members leading to changing a
stuck sequence that has been habitually utilized.

the ritual is created by the counselor without explanation.
Yet, emphasis is placed on details involving specific
actions by family members, time, sequence, membership
participation, environment, etc. The prescription is often
written out in detail for family members. The actual ritual,
based upon the therapist's knowledge of the family, its
interactional system, etc., can range from the very simple
to an elaborate level of complexity involving more than one
generation.

An example of a fairly simple prescribed ritual centers
around parenting. In such cases the therapist might
arrange days where each parent is responsible for the

discipline and where the other
parent is not to interfere. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday might be
days directed where the husband is
in charge. while Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday would be left to the
wife. Such a ritual (Selvini-Palazzoli,
Boscolo, Cecehin, & Prata, 1978)
can block the usual patterns of inter-

action in the family. Other examples of prescribed straight
forward rituals include: (1) the arrangement of a fixed time
for dinner with the rules being that arguing, complaining,
and criticizing are not allowed; (2) directing the parents to
go out on a date(s) without going into detail as to where they
are going, thus adding mystery to the behavior; (3) pre-
scribing a fixed time to discuss a family issue with each
individual given fifteen minutes of uninterrupted time, or
setting the prescription around how to celebrate family
members' birthdays or special events in their lives. Often
rituals are directed to the family to add needed structure.
Examples might center upon homework, housecleaning, or
dinner. Yet in all cases, the prescription of the ritual would
be preceded by an understanding of current family
functioning and existing patterns.

While a number of techniques could
have been selected, the authors
chose the following five: reframing,
tracking, family rituals, prescribing
indecision, and use of metaphors.

Family Rituals are used after the therapist has an idea
about the rules of the family. The prescription of a family
ritual is used to change the system and break up the old
rules of the family. Sequences of behavior are often
interrupted through family ritual prescriptions. Typically,

Prescribing Indecision is a paradoxical technique
often used after working with a couple over a period of time.
The couple or family may be stuck in indecision. The status
of the presenting problem has stayed the same and it
doesn't seem as though much activity is about to take
place. In such a case the therapist cannot move the clients
in a direction of action.

In prescribing indecision, the counselor discusses with
the client that she/he has been wrong in trying to push them
to move ahead. Instead the thought is expressed that it is
too early to make any decisions and they should wait and
not rust +. To follow this up, the counselor specifically details
the terms of staying undecided, therefore creating a
therapeutic double bind of either resisting the prescription,
or acquiescing.

An example of prescribing indecision in marital coun-
seling (Todd, 1984) involves working with a couple unable
to decide on whether to stay with one another or get a
divorce. After seeing the couple for a lengthy period of time
and unsuccessfully trying nonparadoxical strategies, a
prescription of indecision was presented. The couple was
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asked to delay any decision relating to divorce and to spell
out clearly how they wanted to interact. Thus, the couple
was placed in a bind where they either lived together and
settled their affairs, or rejected the prescription and decided
to divorce.

The positive feature of a paradoxical technique is that
the counselor does not have to directly confront the family
and create conflict. Very often stress levels of couples and
families are exacerbated by faulty decision-making. With
the prescription of indecision, indecisive behavior is
actually ref ramed as a positive way to look at an issue, to
take one's time, and to be sure.

Metaphors are often used by marriage and family
counselors/therapists in their work with couples and
families. Metaphors are used to stimulate new ways for
client systems to communicate and interact. The metaphoric
intervention can be helpful in defining or clarifying a pre-
senting issue by providing symbolic ways of dealing with the
problem itself.

Prior to the use of metaphors, the therapist should
clearly understand the presenting problem. Utilized
extensively in strategic therapy (Haley, 1976; Zeig, 1980)
metaphors attempt to challenge relationships in a
nonthreatening manner. The analogy created by the
therapist is not explained to the family as it relates to the
original problem.

In the most basic form, a metaphor can be a word that
is used to represent an idea followed by an analogy. Satir,
for example (Thomas, 1992), would use the word "pot" as
a metaphor to represent a family member's self-esteem. A
follow-up would be "how full is your pot?", "how does it fill
up?", or "how is it emptied?". Bunny Duhl (1983) has used
the metaphor of a "toy." As a follow-up, she asks family
members to visualize themselves as toys and asks ques-
tions about their shape, size, function, noises made. She
then proceeds by asking the "toys" to find other "toys" in the
family with which to interact.

Metaphoric tasks have been effectively used with
couples. In such cases, the therapist speaks in a metaphor
that symbolizes the problem presented by the family.
Erickson would see this as planting seeds for potential
change. An example (Becvar, 1988) is to discuss with a
chaotic family how an orchestra might be successfully
conducted with two conductors. The added caveat would
be discussing how they might work together if they have
differences of opinir as to how the orchestra should
perform.

Conclusions
An article of this nature is far from complete when

considering the list of therapeutic tools available to
marriage and family counselors. The reader is encouraged
to use the references provided in this article to gain famil-
iarity with a variety of other widely practiced techniques
such as: the genogram, sculpting, the family sociogram,
role playing, the family council meeting, the empty chair,
communication skill building, the use of letters, etc. All such

techniques are recommended with a cautionary note of
accurately diagnosing the family system and judiciously
applying each intervention. By reviewing techniques fre-
quently used in marriage and family counseling/therapy, it
is hoped that individuals will not only more accurately relate
to that which occurs in practice, but also further appreciate
its richness and excitement
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HATE GROUPS AND RACIAL INTOLERANCE: A
STUDENT AFFAIRS CHALLENGE FOR THE 90'S

by Marc Steuben and Keith Miser

Abstract
The pressure of hate groups and racial intolerance on
college campuses is emerging as a significant issue for
student affairs professionals in the 1990's. This article
probes the reasons for this increase in activity and outlines
the effects of hate groups on campus communities.
Strategies to reduce prejudice are introduced and recom-
mendations for student affairs educators are advanced.

The most common image evoked when discussing
hate groups is that of white-hooded klansmen standing
around a burning cross. Since this is presently a relatively
rare sight, it is tempting to think that such groups no longer
exist. In fact, while the image of hate groups has changed
and membership has declined during the 80's, the danger
presented by such groups is more real than ever.

College students are among the groups of people
targeted by hate groups. Appealing to students' bigotry
and anger, the message transmitted by hate groups per-
haps is not as blatant as "minorities are an inferior, lower
type of person." Instead, they use a more subtle approach,
appealing to emotions by saying "minorities are getting
scholarships, opportunities, and jobs that you have a right
to -- you should do something about it" (Wintersmith, 1990).
The message is delivered in a sophisticated, more subtle
manner than ever before, and therein lies its danger.

The affiliation of college students with elitist, esoteric
groups such as hate groups is not without precedent. From
the mid 1960's until the early 1980's, colleges and univer-
sities saw a high level of activity by political and religious
groups, commonly referred to as cults. Such groups have
several distinguishing features in common with hate groups
(Mansfield, 1990), including close allegiance to an intelli-
gent, charismatic leader; a highly syncretic combination of
beliefs, values, and practices; the use of "dread, doom,
gloom, evil, insanity, and sinfulness" (Bliming, 1981, p. 3)
as motivating factors for members; a strong feeling of "us
versus them," which intensifies group identity; and a unique
perception of reality, which provides structure for the group's
beliefs and action (Mansfield, 1990). Cults relied heavily on
the natural curiosity and vulnerability of young people for
membership recruitment, with a concentration on white,
upper - middle class youths in their late teens and early
twenties (Delgado, 1977). Thus, college campuses became
the focus of cult activity.
Marc Steuben is a lecturer at tha Fukushima English Center in
Fukushima, Japan.
Keith M. Miser is Vice President for Student Affairs and Associate
Professor in the School of Occupational and Educational Studies,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO.

Several writers have postulated explanations for the
college student's particular susceptibility to cult influence.
Chickering (1972), Coons (1974), King (1973), and Sheehy
(1977) acknowledged that conversion to a fundamentalist
cult or religious movement is a path some students take to
resolve the complexity of becoming an ac..!, (Bliming,
1981).

Although cult activity on college campuses has declined
in recent years, the developmental needs of college students
probably have not changed. The ability of hate groups to
partially meet these needs remains a motivating factor
promoting membership. Although education, exposure,
and pro-activity by college officials prohibiting solicitation in
residence halls and enforcing confidentiality of student
information have made students less vulnerable to cult
influence, other factors exist which indirectly can help
strengthen hate groups. For example, many believe
society's generally conservative attitude has led to an
atmosphere where the gains of the civil rights movement
are questioned. Accordingly, the nature of cults and cult-
like groups has changed, and the rallying cry of "Love!" has
been replaced by the rallying cry of "Hate!" (Mansfield,
1990). This philosophy of hate is manifested in the allegiance
of come college students to hate group ideologies, such as
those espoused by the Ku Klux Klan, Neo-Nazi's, or
numerous other groups. While the formal membership of
such groups has declined in recent years, research shows
that incidents of hate group activity on college campuses
has increased dramatically. The Anti-Defamation League
reported that in 1988 there was a 270 percent increase in
incidents on college campuses over 1987 (Klanwatch,
1989). The number of formally organized hate groups in
the United States grew from 273 in 1990 to 046 in 1991, a
27 percent increase (Klanwatch, 1992).

Since ethnoviolence and racial tension at least indirectly
are associated with hate group attitudes, it is important to
understand the nature of hate group advocates and their
ideologies. There are striking similarities between cults
and hate groups. Like cults, most hate groups have
charismatic leaders. These leaders are typically well-
educated and possess mature rhetoric skills enabling them
to justify their racist views. Hate group beliefs usually are
drawn from eclectic views of politics, religion, and philosophy.
An intense atmosphere of "us versus them" exists to such
an extreme that the feeling is not "white versus Black," or
"Christian versus Jew," it is rather, one hate group versus
everyone else, including other hate groups. This attitude is
a component of all hate groups a group's particular view
of reality is fundamental in giving both identity and rationale
for its actions.
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Tension between hate groups and institutions of higher
education is evident and will continue to grow in the future
for several reasons. The initial effect of increasing minority
populations tends to increase incidents of race-related
aggression and the values and goals of most colleges and
universities are polar opposites to the goals of hate groups.
10111M.

The institution must counteract the
hate group recruitment and assertively
educate students on the value of
diversity and the harm of oppression
(Wintersmith, 1990).

Campuses provide an arena for discussion valuable to hate
groups in promoting their ideologies and rhetoric. Concur-
rent with the increase in incidents of ethnoviolence on
college campuses is an increase in high school incidents.
Colleges are an endless source of both potential recruits,
due to their large student body of energetic and curious
individuals, and potential victims due to the diverse student
population.

EFFECTS OF HATE GROUPS ON THE COLLEGE
CAMPUS

Hate groups directly or indirectly affect college cam-
puses in several ways. College students who are members
of a hate group support the hate group through various
activities and recruiting. As members of the campus
community, they are particularly threatening because they
have easy access both to potential recruits and potential
victims who could be impacted or influenced by their
ideology (Mansfield, 1990).

The institution must counteract the hate group
recruitment and assertively educate students on the value
of diversity and the harm of oppression (Wintersmith,
1990). Wintersmith contends that whether a hate group
has or recruits student members, the campus environment
can be useful to the hate group in achieving its goals. The
campus is fertile ground where political discussion and
open-mindedness is valued, so it can become a valuable
forum for hate groups to promulgate their ideals.

Although many of the perpetrators of racial or ethnic
harassment on campuses are not formal members of hate
groups (Klanwatch, 1990), many espouse the ideologies of
such groups and pattern their behaviors accordingly.
Klanwatch and the Anti-Defamation League statistics
indicate that hate group symbols such as "KKK," swastikas,
and burning crosses are commcn themes in racist graffiti
and vandalism. These activities show how hate groups
indirectly can affect the college campus. While the Ku Klux
Klan might not have any direct role when a student's door
is spray-painted with "KKK," this act demonstrates that
Klan ideology, at least in part, has reached that campus
(Klanwatch, 1990).

Other students with ideologies similar to hate groups
may avoid commitment to an organized group, fearful of
potential damage to their future through such affiliation and
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the negative stigma attached to hate group membership.
They also may fear other negative consequence that could
be associated with membership (Wintersmith, 1990).
Students in this category may not have any feelings of white
supremacy but within their First Amendment rights will use
Ku Klux Klan or Neo-Nazi symbols to display contempt for
issues such as affirmative action (Mansfield, 1990)

The most serious effect of hate groups is on minority
students who are the targets of their activities. According
to Ragan (1985), "Even in the cases where vandalism is
limited to anti-Semetic or racist graffiti, the impact on the
victims is often devastating. They may feel anger, terror, a
sense of isolation, and abandonment by their neighbors
and community" (p. 2).

REASONS FOR THE EXPRESSION OF HATE
Perry (1970) theorized that as students move from a

dualistic frame of reference to a multiplistic frame, it often
is difficult to draw conclusions about the advantages and
disadvantages of various schools of thought. Students
looking for a release from the ambiguity that an open
exchange of ideas promotes may adopt a hate idealogy
delivered with sufficient zeal. Toffler (1971) referred to this
ambiguity as "over choice." Students can be attracted to
groups with strong ideologies because "the group offers all
the answers and absolves the student from having to make
choices" (Bliming, 1979, p. 5). Allport (1958) supports the
concept of students subscribing to hate group ideologies as
a result of "over-choice," because "by taking a negative
view of great groups of mankind, we somehow make life
simpler" (p. 390).

Another view describes having a concrete set of values,
even those of hate groups, as helping students with the task
of identity resolution. Erikson (1959), Knefelkamp, Widick,
and Parker (1978) stated that during the task of identity
resolution "ideological issues take on importance, and the
individual hopes to find a set of beliefs which will organize
life and the world. In many ways, the individual tries to
collect ready-made frameworks which provide self- definition
and direction" (p. 6). Erickson (1959) postulates that since
adolescents are uncertain about their identity, they can
"become remarkably clannish, intolerant, and cruel in their
exclusion of others who are 'different', they stereotype
themselves, their ideals, and their enemies" (p. 92). In his
analysis of Erikson's theory, Crain (1985) states that "some
youth align themselves with ideologies -- national, political,
or religious -- which can provide them with a group identity
and clear-cut images of good and bad in the world" (p. 168).

Another explanation of the expression of hate is that
may students do not have a clear understanding of the
concepts and goals of diversity and feel the result of
decisions made in the name of "diversity" is actually "reverse
discrimination." Such students may support the rights of
minority individuals, but that support ends when they feel
their own rights are in jeopardy. Klanwatch Intelligence
Report #48 (1990) states that reasons for the "increased
violence include hostility created by increased competition
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for jobs, resentment of affirmative action and a perception
that minorities are receiving preferential treatment" (p. 7).

REDUCING PREJUDICE
As educators, college faculty and administration should

understand the various resources and techniques avail-
able to address the issue of reducing prejudice. Klanwatch
(1989) stated that education is the key to combating racism.
Pate (1988) has outlined several approaches based on
experimental research in prejudice reduction may be
valuable to college administrators. He suggests educational
strategies that include using multimedia teaching materials
on multiculturalism, cooperative learning approaches,
human relations training, attending to a racially positive
school climate, and the development of teachers to
understand and be able to effectively teach the dynamics
and implications of prejudice.

Like Pate, Walsh (1988) sees education as a key to
prejudice reduction. Walsh believes the emphasis in
education should be the development of critical thinking
skills because, as she states, 'Thinking critically is the
antithesis of prejudicial thinking" (p. 280). Walsh outlines
several critical points in prejudice reduction, suggesting
that children be taught to ask critical questions, to go
beyond the superficial, and to take and defend positions on
issues. Learners must be aware of multiple perspectives
and should understand their personal biases.

From an administrative perspective, Sowell (1989)
postulates that admissions standards are a factor in the
development of a new version of racial intolerance.
Relaxing admissions standards to increase the number of
minority students recruited promotes artificial failures of
those students and increases racial tension. Sowell's
argument does not suggest that the goals of minority
recruitment are wrong but that colleges should abandon
their focus on "body count" recruitment of minority students.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Responding to the organized and individual acts of

racial intolerance is a challenge for student affairs profes-
sionals. On some campuses the ideology of hate has
become a significant attribute in the campus climate and
culture, while other institutions, through proactive steps,
have remained open to diversity. The following recom-
mendations regarding tolerance may be useful to student
affairs leaders:

1. Establish clear, well-writtennstitutional policies related
to hate activities. These policies must include state-
ments of response to harassment in any form, group
defamation, and hate group requests to use campus
space or resources.

L. Disciplinary policy and subsequent actions, within the
limits of First Amendment rights, must be defined for
racial harassment or ethnoviolence. Sanctions must
include educational and critical thinking components
focusing on the value of diversity.

3. Recognize not only the existence of different levels of
diversity awareness but provide educational activities
at each level. This can be accomplished through
campus-wide programming designed to celebrate
diverse cultures and to value diverse members of the
campus community.

4. Make public statements and use public symbols, such
as art in the student center, to make it clear that the
institution values diverse cultures, races, and life styles
represented in the campus community.

5. Institutional leaders should quickly and publicly con-
demn acts of racial intolerance without creating a martyr
image for the hate group. At the same time, the First
Amendment guarantees of freedom of expression must
protect all members of the campus community.

6. The institution should provide support programs for
all students through activities, counseling center,
residence halls, and Greek organizations in order to
respond to student needs to belong, and to develop
leadership skills, feelings of identity, and self worth.
This will help prevent students from seeking hate groups
to fulfill these needs.

7. The campus should develop a diversity plan involving
all members of the campus community. The plan
should address the curriculum, recruitment and reten-
tion of diverse students and faculty, and initiatives to
develop a positive climate for minorities. The plan
should include institutional policies and procedures.

8. The institution should create and implement strategies
to assist students in developing their critical thinking
skills through academic activities, programming, and
class activities. Because one of the roles of an institu-
tion is to prepare students for good citizenship following
graduation, and racial tolerance is critical to this goal,
institutions must act to instill an understanding of
diversity concepts.

9. The institution must take great measures to guarantee
the right of open and free speech for every member of
the campus community, yet at the same time, be
mindful of the destructive impact of racist speech on all
members of the campus community.

Ethnoviolence often is a result of misinformation,
ignorance, and lack of empathy towards those who are
different. The institution's goal must be to inform, educate,
enhance critical thinking skills, and teach the skill of
multicultural awareness to students in a manner that will
ensure commitment to diversity is self-generated after they
leave the campus environment.
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CAREER INDECISIVENESS: ASSESSMENT, ANTECEDENTS,

POPULATIONS AND COUNSELING OPTIONS
by Roxanne Bank and Andy Helwig

Abstract
This article addresses the issue of indecisiveness as it
relates to career life planning. The assessment of indeci-
siveness, its antecedents, and the likely client populations
exhibiting this trait are explored. Counseling approaches
successful in dealing with indecisiveness are discussed.

Decision making, like change, is one 0' the constants
in our lives. We make scores of decisions each day--many
of them almost simultaneously. Not making a decision is a
decision in itself. Effective decision making skiiis are crucial
in life and are especially critical in all stages of career life
planning.

As early as 1939, E. G. Williamson identified students
possessing "problems of occupational orientation" (p. 403)
which consisted of uncertain occupational choice, no
vocational choice, discrepancy between interests and
aptitudes, and unwise vocational choice. More recent
waters refer to career counseling clients as decided,
undecided and indecisive and other subtypes (Larson,
Heppner, Ham & Dugan, 1988; Vondracek, Hostetler,
Schulenberg & Shimizu, 1990). Career counselors are
realizing that thorough, accurate assessment and diagnosis
(strongly urged by Williamson in the 1930s must precede
appropriate, individualized counseling.

The purposes of this paper are to explore some current
concepts regarding the assessment of career decisiveness
problems and to examine common antecedes is to trait
indecisiveness. Furthermore, the paper will identify
populations for which decision making is problematic, and
will offer suggestions for counseling indecisive clients.

ASSESSMENT
Determining appropriate, individualized career coun-

seling requires accurate, thorough assessment and
diagnosis of a client's current stage of decidedness and "of
(his or her) social, psychological and career status"
(Newman, Fuqua & Seaworth, 1989, p. 230). The needs of
some clients will be satisfied by traditional vocational
counseling; other chants will require personal counseling
prior to or in conjunction with career counseling.

Jones (1989) stresses the potential pitfalls to following
a unidimensional counseling approach: Clients who are
decided may have made inappropriate choices and
may not be comfortable with being undecided because

Roxanne Bank is a graduate student in Counseling Psychology
and Counselor Education at the University of Colorado at Denver.
Andrew A. Helwig, Ph.D. is Associate Professor in Counseling
Psychology and Counselor Education at the University of Colo-
rado at Denver.

the indecision is appropriate to their stage of career
development (Jones, 1989). It is important Ito assume
that decided clients are satisfied or that indecision is
inherently problematical.

Clients who are not comfortable with their indecision
may fall into two primary categories--those whose
indecision is rooted in developmental deficiencies due to a
lack of knowledge about themselves and/or about the world
of work (referred to as "undecided") and those whose
indecision can be conceptualized as a chronic problem
(Hartman, 1990) or a long-term personality style (Johnson,
1990) (referred to as "indecisive"). The developmental
deficiency is considered a temporary state; the personality
deficiency is defined as a chronic trait.

Clients who are comfortable with their undecidedness
or whose indecision is developmentally caused can benefit
from traditional career counseling, which includes values
clarification, interest and abilities assessment, provision of
information about career opportunities, and assistance
with skill development and decision making. Clients who
are not comfortable with established decisions may also
benefit from the traditional approach or may require personal
counseling to reevaluate their decisions. Chronically
indecisive clients challenge the boundaries between
personal, integrative counseling and the traditional, voca-
tional approach (Johnson, 1990). A multidimensional
assessment may be required to determine the antecedents
of the indecisive behaviors so the client can be helped
therapeutically before he or she is able to make effective
and appropriate career decisions.

How does this assessment occur? In-depth personal
interviewing and counseling is an appropriate initial step.
All of the counselor's "clinical skills" including intuitive and
cognitive are useful. In addition, at least three standardized
instruments can be used to identify various components of
career indecision.

One of these inventories is the Assessment of Career
Decision Making (Prediger, 1988) which measures styles
of decision making such as rational, intuitive and dependent.
Another instrument is the Career Factors Inventory
(Chartrand & Robbins, 1990), which measures career
choice anxiety, generalized indecisiveness, need for career
information and need for self-knowledge. Finally, the
Career Decision Scale "arguably the best known instrument
for the assessment of career indecision" (Chartrand &
Robbins, 1990, p. 167), measures lack of structure and
confidence, perceived external barriers, positive choice
conflict, and personal conflict.
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ANTECEDENTS TO INDECISIVENESS
Research suggests a high correlation between chronic

indecisiveness and a variety of personality traits and
dysfunctional family patterns. When interviewing clients, it
is important to look for the following characteristics:

a) Poor development of healthy self-constructs resulting in
an unstable sense of self or poor identity formation
(Lopez & Andrews, 1987), poor self-concept and low self-
esteem (Robbins, 1987), lack of self-confidence (Larson
et al., 1988), negative self-appraisal (Hartman, 1990), and
problems in self-perception (Newman et al., 1989);

b) Anxiety: Is it specific to the decision making task or has
it chronically, persistently interfered with growth over the
years? (Hartman, 1990; Newman et al., 1989). Is there
reciprocal causality between the anxiety and the indeci-
sion? (Newman et al., 1989);

c) External locus of control which Is characterized by taking
on the values, interests and aspirations of those around
oneself (Hartman, 1990) and/or projecting blame of
"attributing causality to outside sources" (Schumrum &
Hartman, 1988);

d) Dependency, difficulties with interpersonal relationships
!Newman et al., 1989), and an inability to cope effectively
with normal environmental stresses (Schumrum &
Hartman, 1988);

e) Poor problem solving abilities and avoidant problem
solving attitudes and behaviors (Larson et al., 1988);

f) Family of origin issues such as marital conflict or insta-
bility (Lopez & Andrews, 1987), parental dysfunction
including addictive behaviors (Hartman, 1990; Lopez &
Andrews, 1987), lack of individuation (Johnson, 1990),
triangulation and enmeshment, which is differentiated
from healthy emotional closeness which can facilitate
decisiveness (Kinnier, Brigman & Noble, 1990);

(g) A Job history Involving a succession of unrelated, entry
level positions over a number of years of unsatisfactory
or demeaning Jobs or general underemployment
(Schumrum & Hartman, 1988).

Identifying these potential antecedents of chronic inde-
cisiveness highlights the fact that career counselors may
face "the full range of issues encountered in the behavioral
sciences" (Newman et al., 1989, p. 222). Such career
counseling will be much more than the "three interviews
and a cloud of dust" sometimes attributed to the trait-factor
approach.

POPULATIONS AND COUNSELING APPROACHES
A r rumber of client populations are at risk for indecisive-

ness. These populations include clients whose life
experiences may foster indecisiveness in career planning
such as women, adult children of alcoholics (addicts, in
general), physically challenged (disabled) idividuals,
multipotentialed clients, and young people. Several of the

groups share traits in common. Yet, each group
experiences a unique set of causal factors which require
individualized treatment. Also, many clients will fit into two
or more of these categories.

MULTIPOTENTIALED
Multipotentialed adults may remain unidentified as

gifted, yet have "the potential for success and satisfaction
in a number of occupations" (Super, 1953. p. 187). Their
indecisiveness stems from a reluctance to renounce parts
of themselves that may never be fulfilled (Pask-McCartney
& Salomone, 1988). The more complex their capabilities,
the more difficulty they have defining a comfortable sense
of self. And they are likely to express interest in uncon-
ventional and unrealistic occupations.

Pask-McCartney and Salamone (1988) offer several
recommendations for counseling multipotentialed, indeci-
sive clients. As with all clients, establishing a strong helping
relationship based on trust is the first and fundamental step.
The traditional techniques of values clarification and deter-
mining lifestyle preferences can help these clients narrow
their choices, since they enjoy multiple interests and abilities.
They should be encouraged to expand and explore options,
particularly those occupations which offer multiple
potentials and require developing or increasingly varied
skills as time passes. Pask-McCartney and Salomone
(1988) also indicate that multipotentialed clients need help
maintaining a balance between fantasy and reality and
between freedom and structure.

YOUTH
Yankelovich (1981) believes that young people feel

aimless, fretful, anxious, restless, off balance, and lack
clearly defined goals. Hart (1990) suggests that one
reason young people are experiencing these difficulties is
that we are living in "cataclysmic times" which threaten the
survival of the human species via the destruction of the
planetary ecosystem and the danger of nuclear war.
Concerns of this magnitude are unique to the generations
born after World War II. Further research of young people
is needed to uncover possible changes in their fears as a
result of current world-wide economic instability and the
recent extraordinary changes in world politics exemplified
by the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the decline of
communism.

Because "children's abilities to formulate career aspirations
evolve through developmental stages that begin as early as the
preschool years" (Hart, 1990, p. 44), permitting clients of any age
to experience and process their fears about the future and their
adaptive abilities will foster hopefulness and empowerment.
Also, as adolescents become more involved in career decision
making, parents need to take a peripheral role, encourage
autonomy, maintain strong boundaries, support vocational
exploration, offer encouragement, and indicate clearly that inde-
pendent action is accepted and expected (Lopez & Andrews,
1987). The resulting sense of support and self-efficacy provide
a foundation for psychological health and productive decision
making.
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PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
Indecisiveness in physically challenged clients may be

rooted in dependency. These clients may not recognize or
express individuation from their families.

Issues which will influence the career options and
abilities of physically challenged clients include the severity
and the age of onset of the disability, the limitations created
by specific impairments, and the client's educational back-
ground. Attendant to the disability may be a poor self-
concept, lack of social/interpersonal skills, and attitudinal
barriers. Besides helping the client improve self-esteem
and interpersonal skills, Zunker (1990) suggests the
counselor provide role models, assist in independent living
skills if necessary, and serve in an advocacy role where
physical barriers and discrimination by employers exist.

Regarding the potential influence of family issues, it is
important to understand the cause of the physical disability
and feelings the client may have about the origin and
effects of the impairment. The counselor should also
examine the impact of the disability on family dynamics and
the influence of the response of the family members on the
physically challenged person. The manner in which these
clients are treated influences their level of dependency.
Helping the physically different individual come to terms
with the limitations and influences of his or her impairment
and any pertinent family issues will facilitate the decision-
making process.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Personality constructs such as trait anxiety, shifting

self-perception or identify confusion, and an externalized
attributional system (external locus of control) are compo-
nents of chronic career indecision and are commonly
experienced by adult children of alcoholics (Schumrum and
Hartman, 1988). These clients first need to be shown that
career decision making is connected with all other aspects
of their lives--family, friends, values, and lifestyle issues
(Schumrum and Hartman, 1988) to help them accept an
integrated approach to career counseling. They need to
better understand the influences of their life experiences
and family dynamics on their psychological health and
decision-making abilities.

Adult children of alcoholics (and addicts) are more
likely than others to have experienced physical and
emotional abuse or neglect, traumatic life events, financial
difficulties, and family illness or violence (Schumrum and
Hartman, 1988). Raised in unpredictable, conflictual,
anxiety-ridden homes, they have difficulty developing a
stable sense of self or knowing what is real or normal.
Counselors can help these clients reduce trait anxiety by
teaching them relaxation and guided imagery techniques
and through cognitive restructuring of irrational thinking.
Adult children of alcoholics also reed help in separating
theirtrue self from theirfalse self or from the family role they
may have adopted, which is not a real identity. This is "more
difficult for women than for men because of the strong
socialization women receive to enhance connectedness at
the expense of separation and individuation" (Schumrum

and Hartman, 19SA , p. 889). By developing a stable base
of values ana a cohesive sense of self, improving self-
esteem, establishing and staying aware of their own clear
boundaries, becoming more self-reliant, and dealing with
feelings such as guilt about doing for themselves, adult
children of alcoholics can individuate from their families
and create their own identities. They can learn how to
maintain connection without sacrificing themselves
(Schumrum & Hartman, 1988).

Career counselors need to be aware of
their own biases and stereotypical
assumptions and expectations of
women (Helwig, 1976).

Clients who have learned to deny obvious problems,
keep family secrets, protect the family image, suppress bad
feelings, and avoid confrontations need their thoughts and
feelings validated and affirmed so they can learn to trust
themselves. They need help learning to !;xpress emotions,
especially negative feelings like anaer or rebellion, in self-
affirming ways. Self-assertion needs to be taught and
supported. Counselors also can reinforce self-efficacy and
an internal focus of control by encouraging clients to accept
appropriate responsibilitywithout guilt, not to project blame,
to contradict learned helplessness, and to improve
relationship and stress management skills. By overcoming
trait anxiety and establishing a cohesive identity and an
internal locus of control, adult children of alcoholics can
prepare for a career decision-making process that is self
enhancing (Schumrum & Hartman, 1988).

WOMEN
Not unlike adult children of alcoholics, women tend to

be raised to be overly dependent. From birth, females are
socialized differently than males. They are taught to base
their self-esteem on the reactions of others and to rely on
others for approval, acceptance, guidance, and decision
making. A lack of faith in one's own judgment and abilities
gets instilled (Davis, 1983). Women are taught that
characteristics traditionally considered male are judged to
be more psychologically healthy and more desirable in the
world of work. Individuation and separation from family are
discouraged, and dependency on family and then on a
husband are encouraged (Foxley, 1979). Stepping out of
prescribed sex roles is met with social disapproval and
discrimination. This conditioning fosters self-doubt, low
self-esteem, dependence, an unstable sense of self, and
an external locus of control, all of which are highly corre-
lated to career indecisiveness (Newman et al., 1989).

As a result, the first decision-making dilemma for many
women is whether or not to seek employment (Wolleat,
1989). A married woman may find that her husband's
attitude and behavior overtly or covertly deter her from
deciding to work (Nielsen, 1978). Couples may lack tools
for joint decision making, and competition may exist be-
tween spouses (Bolles, 1981). Whether or not a woman
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"has to" work outside the home, employment creates role
conflict and can double a woman's workload. Women may
experience varying degrees of dissonance and guilt about
working outside the home, especially if they have children.
Such feelings can foster indecisiveness about pursu:ng a
career and about which career to pursue (Zunker, 1990).

Initial goals when counseling indecisive women may
include providing encouragement, and helping the client
develop a new definition of self with an awareness of sex role
socialization and its detriments and an awareness of personal
rights. Women may also need to assimilate the concept that
self-nurturing and satisfaction of one's own personal needs,
desires and goals is not selfish but worthwhile. They may
also need help learning to communicate openly and honestly
with appropriate expression of feelings, especially negative
ones (Davis, 1983). Responsibility for one's own emotional
intellectual, sexual, financial, spiritual, and physical well
being needs to be assumed by the client.

Davis (1983) emphasizes the importance of helping
women clarify their career goals within a realistic framework.
Advantages and disadvantages of specific jobs and poten-
tial discrimination problems should be discussed frankly
(Foxley, 1979). Preferred life style needs, priorities, and
consequences should be analyzed for compatibility with the
goals of significant others (Foxley, 1979). Marital counseling
may facilitate adjustment to new patterns of behavior. By
asking female clients, "If you were a male, what other career
options would you have?", the counselor can help the client
break out of sex role stereotyping (Foxley, 1979). Partici-
pating in or observing other women in nontraditional roles
can also expand a clients awareness.

In addition, the counselor should help the client focus on
immediate, real circumstances, maintain a task oriented
approach, and experience a series of small, self-esteem
building successes. Women need practice in making con-
scious, overt decisions in reaching their own con-clusions.
Assertiveness training, canvassing a complete range of
possibilities, exploring dreams and fantasies, role playing,
and skill building are other techniques which can help
women clients expand their career options.

Career counselors need to be aware of their own biases
and stereotypical assumptions and expectations of women
(Helwig, 1976). Davis (1983) suggests that psychological
androgyny is more beneficial than traditional sex role spe-
cialization. Providing information on nontraditional career
opportunities, valuing "feminine" character traits and
reinforcing a balance of :Masculine" character traits will
expand a woman's career options and reinforce her ability to
succeed in any occupation.

CONCLUSION
Decision making is an inherent goal of career life planning.

It is important for the career counselor to initially assess
whether the client is undecided or indecisive. A number of
antecedents are associated with the indecisiveness trait, and
the populations of multipotentialed, youth, physically
challenged, adult children of alcoholics, and women have
been shown to include a high incidence of indecisiveness.
Many counseling approaches and treatment options
including marriage and family counseling may be

successfully generalized among the identified populations
to alleviate indecisiveness.

Career counseling may be far ranging as it addresses
various needs of indecisive clients. It will be important for
individual careercounselors to recognize their own skills and
limitations and to make appropriate referrals whenever
necessary.
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FEMINIST FAMILY THERAPY:
A CROSS-CULTURAL CRITIQUE

by LuAnn Costa

Feminist scholars have noted the relatively insignificant
impact of feminism on the field of family therapy.

Feminism has had a profound effect on contempo-
rary culture and on thinking in most academic
fields, includlig psychoanalysis. Interestingly, until
very recently it had made virtually no impact on the
theory and practice of family therapy (Goldner,
1985a, p.31).

In spite of the presentation of family therapy as scien-
tific, value free, systems oriented, and related to the larger
social context, the theory and practice of family therapy has
a long way to go toward the fulfillment of these objectives
(Penfold, 1989). Feminist therapists and counselors are
faced with overwhelming conflict (Avis, 1985) when choos-
ing to enter a field that strongly adheres to the fantasy of the
isolated nuclear family and male ideas as standards of
mental health, refuses to acknowledge the sexual asym-
metry of our society, and reflects and reinforces cultural
stereotypes of male and female behavior (Penfold, 1989).
It is, however, essential that marriage and family therapists
not abandon the powerful and dynamic therapeutic modal-
ity of family therapy.

Just as the multi-cultural critique of the counseling
profession exposed the previously unacknowledged
discrimination against the culturally different which pervades
the current theory and practice of the helping professions,
the feminist critique is essential to the field of family
therapy. Indeed, the feminist critique of family therapy has
a great deal in comr ion with the cross-cultural critique of
the counseling profession:

For too long we have deceived ourselves into
believing that the practice of counseling and the
data base which underlie the profession are
morally, ethically, and politically neutral. The
results have been (a) subjugation of the culturally
different [women], (b) perpetuation of the view that
minorities [women] are inherently pathological, (c)
perpetuation of racist [sexist] practices in coun-
seling, and (d) provision of an excuse to the
profession for not taking social action to rectify
inequities in the system (Sue, 1981 p. 19).

LuAnn Costa, Ph.D. L. M F. T. is Assistant Professor and Clerical
Director, Marriage and Family Therapy Training Program,
Counseling and Psychology and Counselor Education, University
of Colorado at Denver.

Indeed, family therapy, rather than being neutral, is an
inherently political process (Avis, 1985; MacKinnon & Miller,
1987). In deciding how the problem is conceptualized, how
it will be treated, and ultimately, how power is distributed,
the therapist's beliefs and values are an intrinsic part of the
therapeutic process influencing both the client and the
outcome. Choices about when to remain silent, when to
intervene, and when to ask certain questions are not
neutral. Interviewing methodology can reflect a class and
gender bias.

A major way in which political influence is exercised in
family therapy is through omission or default (Avis, 1985).
The therapist must actively respond to values and oppres-
sive conditions by challenging, reinforcing, or passively
accepting them. The latter approach including the stance
of avoiding taking a stance constitutes tacit approval and
condones the status quo isomorphically reflecting op-
pression in the larger social system. Unconditional respect
for the family as well as failure to challenge the status quo
may result in collusion with an oppressive institution in
which women and children frequently experience physical
violence and sexual abuse. In short, therapeutic neutrality
is a myth.

The illumination of the domination and oppression by
the majority as something other than the natural order of
things can only come from the experience of being a
member of a disenfranchised minority group (Penfold,
1989). Thus, the feminist critique is essential to the field of
family therapy if it is to discover and halt its own oppression
and subjugation of women as well as the suppression of
men, and the same eventual straitjacketing of their sons
and daughters.

FAMILY THEORY AND HISTORICAL/CROSS
CULTURAL REALITY

What then is the critique of family therapy from a
feminist perspective? "A feminist analysis, laying bare the
social and cultural roots of women's oppression, has focused
on the institution of the family from both a historical and
cross-cultural perspective" (Penfold, 1989, p. 311). A
historical perspective reveals the family to be very much
shaped by underlying political and economic forces and
influenced by larger social institutions, and not the self-
contained unit immune to outside forces as presumed by
current family therapy theories and techniques (Goldner,
1985a). A cross-cultural perspective reveals as a myth the
idealized family as sanctuary from the outside world, pre-
sided over by homemaker mothers, frequented by bread-
winner fathers, and inhabited by housebound children
(Penfold, 1989). In addition to nuclear famili' s, family
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therapists today must be prepared to deal with an increas-
ing variety of family styles including single-parent families,
stepfamilies, co-habitating heterosexual couples, gay male
and lesbian couples, dual-career families (Goldenberg &
Gold;nberg, 1990) as well as families of diverse ethnic
origin.

And yet, the fantasy of the isolated nuclear family of
Western society, organized around the gender-based
allocation of instrumental and expressive roles, beset with
intense relationships, and pervaded by massive expecta-
tions is viewed as "normal," and necessary to mental health
(Penfold, 1989). Systems outside the family such as
school, work place, neighborhood, peer group, class, race
and sex or influences of death, disease, stress,
unemployment, poverty, discrimination, education level,
and housing are rarely addressed in family therapy (Goldner,
1985a).

Ir stead, each pattern of behavior is treated as if it is a
problem of the individual family system. Once the conclu-
sion is drawn that the presenting problem is a family
problem, the male standard of mental health is used in
diagnosis and treatment, putting wives, mothers, and
daughters at a severe disadvantage.

MALE IDEAS AS STANDARDS OF MENTAL HEALTH
An overwhelming majority of family therapists are male

with few exceptions such as Satir, Palazzoli and Madanes
(Penfold, 1989). Murray Bowen, a key figure in the
development of family therapy and whose theories are a
major force in family therapy today, bases his premises on
blatant sexual ste ,otypes. He depicts a mentally healthy
individual as one whose intellectual functioning remains
dominant and who can take action independent of the
emotionality around them. Conversely, an individual with
a low degree of mental health is one whose intellect and
emotions are so fused that their lives are dominated by the
feelings of those around them and are consequently easily
stressed into dysfunction (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1991).

Clearly, the line that divides the healthy from the
unhealthy is drawn between men and women and is
certainly not unique to Bowen's views or to family therapy.
His views echo the results of a study conducted twenty
years ago in which male and female clinicians were asked
by researchers to describe a mature, healthy, socially
competent man, woman, and adult. The consensus was
that a healthy man was aggressive, independent, not easily
influenced, active, logical, adventurous, and able to separate
feelings from ideas. A healthy woman was described as
submissive, dependent, easily influenced, passive, illogi-
cal, not adventurous and unable to separate feelings from
ideas (Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenkrantz, &
Vogel, 1970).

Thus, a woman who functions according to the norms of this
society is diagnosed in pathological terms by family therapists as
"enmeshed," "undifferentiated," "overinvolved," 'fused,"
"dysfunctional," and "triangulating." The double-bind which this
definition of mental health places women into is catastrophic:

To be a healthy woman by society's standards is to
be a sick adult. On the other hand, for a woman to
aspire to a societal definition of adulthood is to do
so at the cost of her womanhood (Heriot, 1988, p. 12.)

There is no place for such a double bind in a field which
has its roots in the study of such conflicting messages and
their impact on an individual's mental health and level of
functioning.

Outdated sex role stereotypes and male
standards of mental health are evident in
some theories of family therapy. Con-
versely, political and economic inequality
between the sexes is virtually ignored.

IGNORED SEXUAL ASYMMETRY AND INEQUALITY
The dominant-subordinate relationship between men

and women is virtually ignored by family therapy theorists
and therapists, the assumption being that no member is
believed to have a unidirectional or greater influence than
any other member. Power issues, if addressed, are viewed
as inappropriate boundary issues between parents and
children, or highlighted in terms of the power of weakness
(blaming the victim) ratherthanthe abuse of power (Penfold,
1989). In fact, the tendency to blame mothers and idealize
fathers in family therapy theory which holds women primarily
responsible for child rearing and, therefore, causing family
problems is well documented in the literature (Avis, 1986;
Boss & Thorne, 1989; Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman &
Halstead, 1988). Mother blaming, in addition, is prevalent
in the major clinical journals of several different disciplines
(Avis, 1986). Moreover, family systems theory, by virtue of
its nonblaming stance, minimizes violence and ironically
blames women for the violence perpetrated against them
due to their low self-esteem and "masochistic" personality
tendencies. On the contrary, family violence researchers
(Hotaling & Sugarman, 1986) strongly assert that there is
no empirical support that women with particular personality
characteristics contribute to their own victimization.

Today's reality is Plat there are significunt differences
between men and women in power, status, resource,
money, and opportu: iiy. As Goldner (1985a) points out,
there is no better il'ustration of this than the alarming
dimensions of the ciownward spiral in the standard of living
after divorce for women--especially for mothers retaining
custody--called "the feminization of poverty." The National
Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity predicts that "if
the proportion of poor in female householder families were
to continue to increase at the same rate . . . the poverty
population would be composed solely of women and
children before the year 2000" (Ehrenreich, 1983, p. 11).

The social facts of life are that women are responsible for
families and that the consequences of a divorce will be much
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harsher for women than for men. Women are twice as likely
to be the initiators when it comes to seeking out the help of a
family therapist, due to their greater emotional involvement
and awareness of difficulties and to their greater depen-
dence on the family unit for their own economic survival
(Bograd, 1986). Thus, women are, by socialization and by
necessity, more willing than their male counterparts to make
the concessions required to keep the marriage intact.
Whether or not these concessions are healthy and will
contribute to her development as a human being as well as
to the higher level of family functioning is a matter which too
often gets swept under the rug of sexual demographics.

Thus, women are, by socialization and
by necessity, more willing than their
male counterparts to make the conces-
sions required to keep the marriage
intact_

Here again, women are faced with a double jeopardy
not unlike the classic double bind "from which there is no
exit and within which there is no way to win" (Goldner,
1985a, p. 41). These issues of social inequality are
germane to family functioning. Goldner contends that men
and women belong to two distinct social and cultural groups
due to their extremely different relationships in the work
place and in the home. She states, "Men and women enter
relationships on such different terms, that intimacy between
the sexes is presumed to be inherently problematic and
disturbed" (Goldner, 1985b, p. 20). Clearly, recognition of
these differences is essential if family therapy is to avoid
exploiting the inferior social position of women and sacri-
ficing their needs to the preservation of the family system
and the social status quo.

REFLECTION AND REINFORCEMENT OF
CULTURAL STEREOTYPES

Family therapists interested in a wholistic approach will
want to become sensitized to the devaluation of women's
traditional roles and aware of other alternatives. In this
culture, women are expected to be submissive, nurturing,
hardworking, selfless, self-sacrificing and intuitive and to
perform the traditional role of organizing the household,
mediating between family members, doing all the house-
hold chores, cooking, care and training of children, all of
which are severely undervalued tasks. Fathers, it is

assumed. should be independent, forceful, self-reliant,
objective and rational, spending most of their time in the
work place, yet occupying a position of senior authority
over the entire family and household. Persons and families
who deviate from these standards are deemed pathologi-
cal (Penfold, 1985).

Family therapists should acknowledge that families
have never fit this mold. Here again, the cross-cultural
critique of counseling and the feminist critique of family

therapy converge, acknowledging the domination of the
white male definition of family (Sue, 1981).

Today's families include single-parent families, step
families, recombined families, gay-parent families, Black,
Hispanic, Asian, and American Indian families. Family
theorists and therapists must continue to seriously reexam-
ine and update obsolete and narrow views of what constitutes
a "normal" family and "healthy" family functioning. Other-
wise, many groups of people and types of family structure
will be labeled as deviant and pathological. Inadequate
attention has been paid to changes in family
structure over the last years. And yet, watered-down
versions of the common formulation of "overinvolved mother,
peripheral father and symptomatic child are a cornerstone
of family therapy today" (Penfold, 1989, p. 313).

Attempts to restore the family to healthy functioning
often unwittingly include reinforcing traditional sex roles.
Minuchin advances the "put the pants back on father
technique" when he describes how he models "male execu-
tive functions," using competition and rule setting and
demanding that the f ather take over leadership and resume
control of the family (Penfold, 1989).

This kind of observance of traditional sex roles dimin-
ishes the possibilities families have of developing healthy,
mutually supportive and rewarding relationships and highly
differentiated, open and well-functioning family systems. If,
for example, a couple adheres to these roles what chance
do they have of developing a mutually gratifying sexual
relationship when traditional sex roles dictate that men be
agg, essive initiators and women be retiring recipients who
are interested only in fulfilling their partner's needs (Penfold,
1989).

Similarly, the reinforcement of this rigid model of male
domination of the family severely limits the opportunities of
daughters and sons to explore and value the positive and
negative personality traits and behaviors traditionally cat-
egorized as being "masculine" and feminine." And, as
previously discussed, traditional sex roles dictatethatwomen
choose between becoming effective adults and acceptable
women, splitting themselves into mutually exclusive halves,
one of which must be denied to survive the double bind born
of traditional sex roles (Heriot, 1983).

If family therapy is to fulfill its promise as a dynamic and
powerful therapeutic modality, it must recognize the nega-
tive effects of the traditional sex roles it promotes on
emotional growth, sexuality and mutually fulfilling male/
female relationships. Family therapists must become aware
of and further develop alternatives to simply reflecting and
reinforcing the sex roles that devalue wives, mothers and
daughters--half of the population they serve.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FAMILY THERAPY TRAINING
Trainees who pursue marriage and family therapy

must be exposed to the cross-cultural and feminist critique
of the field's blatant sexual and cultural discrimination. As
previously mentioned in regard to the politics of family
therapy, therapeutic neutrality is a myth. If potential family
therapists and counselors - -mate and female alike--are not
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alerted to the ways in which existing theories in family
therapy ignore the influence of social institutions outside
the family system, perpetuate power inequalities between
men and women and reinforce oppressive traditional sex
roles, how will they be equipped to move beyond them?
Without exposure to non-traditional family structures, how
will they cope when counseling gay parents and children,
single-parent families and cross-cultural families?

Specifically, feminist alternatives in family therapy
training programs have been suggested (Avis, 1986; Avis,
1989; Storm, 1991). Gender issues and feminist theory
must be integrated into family therapy curriculums. Addi-
tional suggestions include using teaching methods such as
readings in current research and theory about women;
conducting open, nondefensive small group and class
discussions to process personal feelings and reactions;
creating a safe milieu for disagreement and constructive
dialogue; raising gender and power issues in class discus-
sions and case supervision. Examining interpersonal
processes with trainees in a gentle nonblaming, and sup-
portive fashion; modeling self disclosure by instructors and
supervisors about one's own beliefs, !earnings, and mis-
takes; using journal writing, genogram analyses, anno-
tated bibliographies, and media; employing collaborative
supervision teams to empower trainees; modeling expert
and nurturing roles and utilizing gender questions and
gender mantras are additional aids (Avis, 19b6; Avis,1989;
Roberts, 1991; Sheinbero & Penn, 1991). Intervention
skills such as encouraging assertive behavior, supporting
single mothers' parenting skills, negotiating a more balanced
distribution of parenting and domestic tasks, and validating
emotional expression for both men and women can be
taught.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, viewing the family system through a

historical lens, feminists point out that notions of the nuclear
family as a self-contained unit, unaffected by political and
economic forces, have no foundation in reality. Further-
more, traditional notions of what a "normal" family is and
upon which theories of family intervention have been built
are idealized fantasies, as the cross-cultural perspective
reveals. Outdated sex role stereotypes and male standards
of mental health are evident in some theories of family
therapy. Conversely, political and economic inequality
between the sexes is virtually ignored. Today's reality of
single-parent household (headed largely by women) de-
mands that family therapists takethese realities into account
and develop alternatives to traditional sex roles in family
functioning.

Without awareness of these issues, family therapists
may unintentionally contribute to harming, rather than
healing, families who are trapped in limited, dysfunctional
and destructive behavior based on our society's oppression
of women, blindness of nontraditional family forms, and
reinforcement of traditional sex roles. Clearly, the feminist
critique of family therapy theories and techniques makes a

tremendous contribution to the field of family therapy and it
is a critical component of its continuing development,
refinement and application.
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WHY THE DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO
GUIDANCE WORKS IN RURAL COLORADO

by Don Crow, Karen Mayo, and Mark Martin

Abstract
In a developmental guidance program, students increase
their knowledge of self; learn to relate effectively with
others; broaden their understanding of the world; develop
decision-making skills; gain knowledge and assistance in
career exploration; and make progress toward their
educational goals. This program is being implemented in
RJ-2 School District.

What is the role of school counselors in rural Colorado?
Are we the victim of what Brent Jacobsen from T. H.
Pickens Technical Center, paraphrasing Norm Gysbers of
the University of Missouri, calls the "sloping desk syndrome"

every task that no one else wants or knows how to do
goes to the counselor because "the only thing we have to
do is talk with kids."

The counselors at RJ-2, which includes the schools of
Wray and ldalia, have begun using a new team approach
to guiding students to excellence through the use of a
comprehensive developmental curriculum. This approach
starts in kindergarten and is carried through the twelfth
grade. In the past, the counselor has waited to act until a
crisis has occurred. With the developmental approach, the
students are provided with skills to cope with problems as
they arise.

A major component of the developmental approach at
the elementary level is for the counselor to present a
guidance lesson every other week for thirty minutes
throughout the entire year. One of the benefits is that the
counselor is seen as being visible within the building, which
helps remove some of the negative stigma that may be
associated with guidance counseling. Also, the counselor
then is seen as a teacher as well as an adult friend within
the school. Lessons covered in this curriculum range from
goal-setting to friendship-making skills. Refusal skills are
taught so that kids can learn to say "no" to di ugs and alcohol
and other peer pressures they may encounter, while still
keeping their friends.

A district wide counseling advisory committee, com-
posed of parents, teachers, administrators, child welfare
specialist, and students has been established to help
develop the program. As a guideline, information was
drawn from various states which have already set up a
developmental approach. Major sources were Gysbers

Don Crow is Director of Guidance at Wray High 'chool and Past-
President of the Colorado School Counselors Association. Karen
Mayo is a counselor at Buchanan Middle School and Mark Martin
is a counselor within the Wray Elementary and the ldalia schools.
All are employed in Wray, CO

and Henderson's book Developing and Managing Your
School Guidance Program (1988), Comprehensive
Guidance Programs That Work (1990) by Gysbers, the
National Career Development Guidelines (1989), and the
1990 CSCA/CCDA/Colorado State University Professional
Development Workshop materials. Needs specific to our
own school district were also identified. The advisory
committee membership is representative of each grade
level. The committee's main function is to maintain a formal
communication link between the various groups being
served by the guidance program.

This is a program which is for all of the students -- not
just those who are in crisis or who are referred by the
teacher because they are "at risk." It is a preventive and
proactive program designed to help students acquire
competencies to meet the expectations of all their life roles,
including educational, vocational, personal, and social. All
students will be developing their decision making skills,
while increasing their knowledge of self and others. In our
changing world, it is important that students have knowledge
to help broaden their horizons and to assist them in career
exploration and development.

In Middle School, along with individual counseling and
lessons presented to the 5th and 6th grade classrooms,
special interest groups have been established. These
include: Dealing with Death and Dying, Dealing with
Parents, Stress, Peer Pressure, Building Self Confidence,
Dealing with Drugs and Alcohol, and Understanding the
Opposite Sex. Every student in middle school is involved
in one way or another with the developmental approach to
guidance.

The High School students meet once a week in a
session called Prime Time, a form of teacher advisement,
which is based on a person-to-person orientation rather
than a teacher-to-student orientation. In these Prime Time
sessions, students explore goal setting, decision making,
career development, and academic advisement. This
builds a better relationship between teacher and student.
There also exists a High School Peer Counseling program,
which has proven quite successful. The peer counselors
receive 35 hours of training and close supervision while
they are helping their fellow students. They also present
programs to the Middle and Elementary Schools in which
they teach refusal skills.

For years the term "counseling" has had a negative
stigma attached. Through the advisory committee, it is our
intent that parents and lay persons can serve as public
relations agents. So many people -- especially in rural
America --think, "my child doesn't need counseling, we can

(Continued on pg. 24)
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GENDER ISSUES IN TRAINING: IMPLICATIONS
FOR COUNSELOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

by Patricia Stevens-Smith

The importance of counselors/therapists being aware of
gender issues has been documented (Avis, 1986; Goldner,
1985; Hare-Mustin, 1978; Margolin, Fernandez, Talovic, &
Onorato, 1983; Walters, Papp, Carter, & Goldstein, 1991),
as has been the shift in male and female roles in society and
the changing structure of the American family over the past
40 years (Degler, 1980; Hewlett, 1986; Kimmel & Messner,
1989). Yet, few counselor education training programs
systematically incorporate gender issues into their courses
and fewer have specific courses listed as such in their
curriculum.

It is necessary to examine both family systems theory
and the feminist prospective in order to understand the
necessity of ddressing gender issues within the graduate
program. This article presents an argument for incorporating
gender into the curriculum and suggests methods for
integration.

SYSTEMS-BASED FAMILY THEORY
Systems-based theories are advocated as an effective

framework for facilitating change and growth within the
family. Inherent in this model is that human problems are
defined within family interactions and their developmental
history. Therefore, change in the family system creates
change in the individual and/or change in the individual
changes the family system. Accordingly, systems are "self-
regulating and self-maintaining" with members contribut-
ing equally to the system's maintenance through the concept
of circular causality. Power to initiate change k, seen as
equal for all family members: male, female, adult or child.
Appropriate hierarchial structure and boundaries are con-
sidered integral concepts in the maintenance of family
health. Families are often evaluated and counseled with
only slight regardforthe outside social and political structures
that affect the family (Smith, 1991).

FEMINIST FAMILY THERAPY
Feminist family therapy is not a theory of family therapy

but rather a unique philosophical approach to working with
existing theories of family therapy. Techniques from other
theories are recognized and utilized in the practice of
feminist family therapy. Feminist family therapy is different
from traditional systems theory since it recognizes the
effects that social and political influences have had through-
out history on the roles taken by men and women within the
family (Walters, Papp, Carter, & Goldstein, 1991).

Patricia Stevens-Smith, is Assistant Professor at the University of
Colorado at Denver, Denver, CO.

GENDER INEQUALITY
Gender inequality, along with society's preservation of

this inequality, is the missing concept in systems-based
family theory (Avis, 1989; Hare-Mustin, 1978; Walters, et
al., 1991). With the integration of a feminist perspective,
the systems-based family framework of therapy becomes
a more complete structure for working with today's families.
Integrating feminist perspective into family therapy theory
means acknowledging the effect of society on the family in
regard to work, reproduction, and societally ascribed gender
roles. It also means accepting the fact that power is not
equal within the family. The counselor must then be able
to develop an effective strategy based upon the affect of
these facts on the client/family.

THE CHANGING AMERICAN FAMILY
One cannot adequately address today's family system

without addressing the societal changes both in gender
roles and in the family structure (Smith & Stevens, 1992).
Less than 27% of today's families are "traditional" two-
parent families (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988). The
increasing number of single parent female-headed
households, remarriage creating step or blended families,
same-sex households, and childless dual-career couples
are only a few of the families in today's society (Goldenberg
& Goldenberg, 1990).

Despite these many changes in women's roles and the
family system, family therapists continue to see the family
as the "traditional nuclear system" and deny the continued
struggle of women living in a patriarchal society. At the
same time not enough attention is given to inequities that
exist in the workplace and in the division of labor within the
home or to the "feminization of poverty" which is often a
result of divorce for women (Faludi, 1991; Hewlett, 1986;
Hochschild, 1989). Holding to traditional pejorative beliefs
about the family further denies the reality of today's family.

To effectively prepare counselors/therapists for work-
ing with families, it is necessary that they have an under-
standing of the effect of society on both gender roles and
the family. Counselor trainees, in addition, must also be
aware of their own biases and prejudices regarding gender
issues.

INTEGRATING GENDER ISSUES IN TRAINING
Integrating gender into counselor training involves de-

veloping an awareness of how gender affects all aspects of
an individual's life - personal, professional, economic, and
political. For example, counselor trainees need a greater
awareness of the economic consequences of divorce; the
different effect on men and women of battering, sexual
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violence, and incest; as well as an awareness of the daily
differences in male and female world views.

Avis (1989) states two assumptions are inherent within
an integrated training curriculum. The first and major
assumption is that we are all sexist. This assumption is
supported by Schaef (1985) who states that we cannot
grow up in this culture without being both sexist and racist.

Avis' second assumption is that the inclusion of gender
awareness into the curriculum is an ethical issue. It is not
ethical to deny that prejudice exists. To admit its existence
and increase one's awareness of how these prejudices are
integrated into personal and professional lives, is the
ethical solution.

STEPS TOWARD INTEGRATION
In order to facilitate an awareness by counselor train-

ees, counselor educators must themselves be aware.
Counselor educators should address their own misunder-
standings of feminism, examine their own gender biases,
and share their experiences and learning both with peers
and students. Given the political nature of gender awareness
and the emotional intensity connected with challenging
these roles, there could be a prevailing resistance to the
incorporation of these issues within the curriculum. Avis
(1989) suggests asking colleagues to read and discuss
gender issues. She states that it may be necessary to be
patient, persuasive, and persistent with one's peers.

Aftercolleagues incr3asetheirown awareness of gender
issues, the curriculum can be modified in two ways (Avis,
1989). The first is through an introduction of gender
awareness into existing courses. Many courses within a
typical counselor training curriculum lend themselves well
to the integration of gender issues. Counseling foundation
courses and basic techniques courses in individual and
family counseling/therapy have components relating to
building the counseling relationship as well as addressing
one's own biases in working with different populations.
Discussing gender issues within this context is both desirable
and practical for training. The career development course
is an ideal setting to examine women and men's changing
roles in the workplace. Multicultural classes naturally lend
themselves to the discussion of changing lifestyles for men
and women. A course in professional/ethical issues would
be incomplete without addressing ethical implications of
counselor bh Ises. Human development coursework and
gender issues also integrate easily.

The second method of integration is to develop a
course in gender awareness. Although this course could
be taught as an elective within the curriculum or as a
workshop, its importance calls for it to be a required
curricular experience (Figure 1).

A combination of a required course and an integration
within existing courses would be of maximum benefit to the
students. This allows both an intensive study of the issues
and an integration into other aspects of counseling.

GENDER COURSE SAMPLE OUTLINE

COMPONENT ONE
GENDER, RACE, ETHNICITY, AND SOCIAL CLASS
Focus: Self- examination, reflection, reactbn, and awareness
Suggested selected readings:
Bernard, J. (1990). The good provider roles; Its rise and fall.

In Michael S. Kimmel and Michael A. Messner (Eds.), Men's
lives (223-240). New York: Macmillan Publishing Company.

Chodorow, N. (1978). The reproduction of mothering:
Psychoanalysis and the sociology of gender. Berkeley:
University of California Press.

Davenport, P. S., & Yurich, J. M. (1991). Multicultural gender
issues, Journal of Counseling and Development, 70, 64-71.

Degler, C. N. (1980). At Odds. New York: Oxford University
Press.

Hood, E. (1984). Black womon, white women: Separate paths
to liberation. In Jagger and Rothenberg (Eds.), Feminist
frameworks (189-202). New York: McGraw-Hill.

Rotundo, E. A. (1985). American fatherhood. American
Behavioral Scientist, 29(1), 7-23.

COMPONENT TWO
WOMEN'S PSYCHOLOGY AND THINKING
Focus: Equality, differences, similarities, stereotypes;
moral development, affiliation and caring; epistemologi-
cal development
Suggested Selected Readings:
Belensky, M. F., Clenchy, B. M., Goldberger, N. R., & Tarule,

J. M. (1986). Women's way of knowing. Glenview: Basic
Books.

Gilligan, C. (1982). In a different voice. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press.

Schaef, A. W. (1985). Women's reality: An emerging female
system in a white male society. San Francisco: Harper and
Row.

COMPONENT THREE
IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Focus: Counseling theory and practice; professional
integration
Suggested Selected Readings:
Hare-Mustin, R. (1978). A feminist approach tofamily therapy.

Family Process, 17, 181-194.
Hare-Mustin, R. (1988). Family change and gender differ-

ences: Implications for theory and practice. Family Rela-
tions, 36-47.

McNamara, K., & Pichard, K. (1989). Feminist identity de-
velopment: Implications for feminist therapy for women.
Journal of Counseling and Development, 184-189.

Pittman, F. (1985). Gender myths. The Family Therapy
Networker, 9(6), 24-33.

Walters, M. A., Papp, P., Carter, B., & Goldstein, 0. (1991).
The Invisible Web. New York: Guildford Press.

COMPONENT FOUR
SYNTHESIS
Focus: Self-examination, reflection, reaction and awareness.

Figure 1
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SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES FOR RAISING AWARENESS
WITHIN THE CURRICULUM

Since the discussion of gender issues can be ex-
tremely emotional and life-changing, it is important to
provide .a safe environment for growth and exploration.
This necessitates that the counselor educator become
comfortable with one's own gender issues and be willing to
self-disclose personal growth and development in this area
as well as one's mistaken notions. For students, a personal
journal assignment maybe most helpful to express feelings
generated by this course material.

A number of gender awareness exercises can be
incorporated into classes. Roberts (1991) developed exer-
cises that assist in the articulation of gender survival
messages, followed by a comparison of differences between
males and females. Roberts recommends exercises that
heighten awareness of how male/female role ideas de-
velop.

A tool for bringing gender into classroom discussions
or counseling sessions is the construction of circular ques-
tions concerning previous or current role constructs (Rob-
erts, 1991). Circular questioning is an effective therapeutic
tool that counselor/therapists use for many different issues
(Smith, 1990).

The use of media as a tool to demonstrate gender bias
is also suggested. For example, students could be required
to trace the changes in gender and family issues in the last
ten years of a professional journal. Observing gender roles
and communication patterns on television (Saturday
morning cartoons or daily soap operas) and in current films
is enlightening (personal communication, Don W. Locke,
1991). Print advertisements also are useful tools for
defining gender expectations in society. Participation in
these activities heightens students' awareness of the gender
messages given and received daily.

Another use of media is to observe taped counseling
sessions for subtle gender messages given by the thera-
pist to the client. Observing student counselors in training
and providing feedback on gender messages are also
helpful.

Completing a family genogram is a standard awareness
exercise for counselor trainees. To examine three genera-
tions of same sex relatives in their family of origin in the
areas of: health (physical and emotional), work (in and out
of the home), and male/female family roles can be an
effective method of examining gender expectations (Ault-
Riche, 1988).

Counselors who have taken an interest in assisting
men and women in establishing a clearer personal identity
and developing positive interpersonal relationships find it
essential that they themselves become educated in the
complexity of gender issues. The diversity of these roles,
developed over the past two decades, have created a
difficult challenge for even the most experienced coun-
selor. It is the counselor educators' responsibility to pro-
vide counselor trainees with opportunities to understand
and experience diverse gender roles and family types.
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A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECI1VE ON INTERPERSONAL

RACE RELATIONSHIPS IN HIGHEREDUCATION
by Asa Belton, Jr., and Sue Spooner

Dr. Harry Canon, in his speech at the American College
Personnel Association meeting in St. Louis, April 2, 1990,
listed among his seven topics, which are controversial in
the student affairs profession, the issue of self segregation
by African-Americans and other minorities on predomi-
nantly white campuses. While questions have been and
should continue to be raised about the effectiveness of
student development theories in guiding our work with
students of differing racial backgrounds, certain of those
theories may offer us some pointed advice about ways in
which college and university staff members supply lead-
ership and role models for students who come from racially
isolated backgrounds.

In their article about incorporating the development of
African-American students into psychosocial theories of
student development, Mc Ewen, Roper, Bryan, and Langa
(1990) suggest that there are nine developmental issues
which need to be addressed by theorists. They include
developing ethnic and racial identity, interacting with the
dominant culture, developing cultural aesthetics and
awareness, developing identity, developing interdepen-
dence, fulfilling affiliation needs, surviving intellectually,
developing spiritually, and developing social responsibility.
We believe that the latter seven of these apply equally to
students from any ethnic background. The first two are of
particular concern to students of color.

Students of color need to be able to
deal with conflict because they must
confront stereotypical attitudes and
unfamiliar values.

Smith (1989) points out that it is important to involve
students who are different in the institution's life and com-
munity. The quality of interaction between students and
staff is a key element in the successful higher education
experience of all students, and no less so for minority
groups. Students of color need to be able to deal with
conflict because they must confront stereotypical attitudes
and unfamiliar values. Social isolation, if perpetuated,
does not enable students to encounter and become involved
with the institution, nor to experience challenges to their

Asa Belton, Jr. is a graduate of the University of Northern
Colorado and Sue Spooner, Ph.D. is Associate Professor of
College Student Personnel Administration at the University of
Northern Colorado at Greeley, CO.
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own stereotypes. "The condition of diversity is all too often
a condition of alienation." (p. 2.)

Some African-American students who enter predomi-
nantly white universities come without necessary interper-
sonal communications skills they need in order to relate
successfully to white students and students of other races
beyond their own. The belief systems and myths about
white people which were generated among African-Ameri-
can people during the post slavery period and made
conscious during the civil rights struggle of the sixties are
with us today and they affect very strongly the ways in which
people of both races interact in society, and in predominantly
white universities.

Many African-American students have lived their entire
lives in a racially homogeneous family and community.
They have socialized exclusively with other African
Americans in that community, attended segregated
churches, and communicated, where possible, largely with
each other in theirwork places. There were no white (Euro-
American) people who visited their homes or shared dinner
on Sundays. They did not visit white people in their homes
nor did their parents visit white people in their homes. If

African-Americans attended integrated public schools, they
found relationships primarily with other African-American
students. These students seldom saw their parents com-
municating with white adults in a relaxed manner at the
grocery store, on their jobs, when they were having the car
repaired, eating out, shopping for clothes, repairing their
homes, visiting their physicians, or voting for a political
candidate.

These African-American students observed their par-
ents visiting and socializing nearly exclusively with other
African - American people. The belief system of such an
environment often supports doubt and suspicion about
those who are racially different. There need not be any
direct exhortation not to trust white people; the simple
absence of contact suggests doubt and mistrust. If the
above description also applies, in reverse, to most white
families, (and we believe it does) is the message to their
children any different?

What happens to African-American students when
they arrive at predominantly white universities? They don't
easily find many Black faces available to reinforce the belief
system from which they have just emerged. Initially, these
students are in search of other African-Americans in order
to support their view that whites are to be avoided because
contact with them leads to trouble. This presents an
intensely painful cognitive and psychosocial challenge for
students who come from isolated backgrounds. It is much
easier to believe in myths and to perpetuate those myths
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than to explore a more interpersonally communicative
approach to one's uncertainty. If we, as professional staff
within universities, encourage, or even allow by default,
these students to remain within individual, racially isolated
enclaves, in the name of promoting racial identity, we only
increase their uncertainty about themselves, each other,
and those who are racially different from themselves.

Some African-American students who come to
predominantly white universities, grew up with white friends
and more comfortable interactions between races. These
students may have a difficult time understanding the ra-
cially isolated student's attitudes. But they can offer those
students a more balanced perspective on interracial
relationships, based on experience rather than ignorance
and fear.

Too often, African American students who interact well
with white students and white faculty are not viewed as a
source of support by the isolated African-American
student. They may instead be viewed with suspicion and
mistrust. During the mid-sixties, Fanon (1967) in his book,
Black Skin, White Masks, mocked
Black people who were success-
fully working and socializing with
white people. For many isolated
African-Americans, the beliefs
expressed by Fanon are vivid to
this day. The creation of racial
enclaves on predominantly white
campuses can perpetuate the
false beliefs carried by students
from isolated backgrounds. In-
stead of using their developing

there is something to fear from white peopie. Staff of such
cultural centers may assert that they are open to white
students, but whites do not feel particularly welcome in
them. This is an insult to the intellect of students of both
races. Hig;ier education institutions ought to be creating
healthy environments for students in which parents can feel
confident that their children of any race are being exposed
to the best possible interpersonal education. Professionals
in student development know that interpersonal communi-
cation can be helpful to any student's development. We
also know, from both cognitive developmental theory and
psychosocial theory that a certain amount of conflict and
challenge is useful and probably necessary for such indi-
vidual growth and development. If we do not provide some
opportunity for students to experience the cognitive disso-
nance that is created when our experience does not match
our expectations, we are denying students an invaluable
educational stimulus to growth. Cognitive conflict in inter-
personal race relationships provides the stimulus to examine
beliefs which may not be

Too often, African-American stu-
dents who interact well with white
students and white faculty are not
viewed as a source of support by
the isolated African-American stu-
dent. They may instead be viewed
with suspicion and mistrust.

racial and ethnic identity as a base
from which to explore interaction with the dominant culture,
these students may stay isolated if the example of profes-
sional staff does not encourage the risk taking necessary to
move outward from the enclave.

When African-American professionals at a university
live the same isolated existence as the African-American
students, can such students be helped to grow develop-
mentally by those professionals? It is often suggested,
even demanded, that there be a Black cultural center
established to help African-American students maintain
their cultural identity in the presence of white students.
These centers exist on many predominantly white
campuses, and can be a very positive addition to the
educational environment when they increase interpersonal
contact, and expand intercultural awareness and knowl-
edge on campus for both African-American and white
students in an atmosohere of mutual trust and acceptance.
However, in some cases, these centers can also become
enciaves which perpetuate historical black/white myths
that Encourage students to remain developmentally at an
early stage of tolerance. By denying African-American
students the opportunity to experience the necessary
cognitive and psychosocial growth which the presence of
white students can stimulate, we perpetuate the notion that

supported by experience. If we
encourage and abet students in
remaining isolated from those
who are different from them-
selves, we will continue to send
them a message that the myths
and legends they have absorbed
about other races are the sources
as well as the resolution of their
problems. Thus, a sort of
scapegoat mentality is perpetu-
ated, in which forces beyond
one's control are blamed for all
one's woes.

Rodgers, writing in Creamer (1980), maintains that
cognitive developmental theorists in student affairs believe
growth is stimulated when the individual experiences some
cognitive conflict. Perry's Scheme, as described by Rodgers,
conceptualizes three levels, dualism, relativism, and
commitment through relativism. through which students
develop during and after their college education. In dual-
ism, the individual's perception and organization of reality is
in terms of right and wrong, good and bad, with no shades
of meaning nor any uncertainty. There are answers for
everything, and all knowledge is categorical. Whatever
your own race, and whatever your stereotyped perceptions
of other races may be, they are held most strongly at this
developmental stage. The dualistic individual believes and
functions on the basis of those earlier myths and legends.
In college, students should come into conflict with the belief
systems they have maintained over earlier periods of life.
Here interpersonal race experiences are very necessary to
challenge the individual to conceptualize a world which
presents new and different information in a supportive and
caring environment. This cannot be done in isolation
because the individual must be in the presence of the
source of the myth to experience the conflict. It is in this way
that cultural centers which encourage and support isolation
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can become a haven for the perpetuation of racial
myths and legends, particularly on predominantly white

campuses.
In Perry's second level, relativism, the assumptions of

absolute right or wrong are somewhat relaxed and knowl-

edge begins to be seen as less concretely certain. Some
unknowns are accepted, and the possibility of multiple
perspective:: can be entertained. Students who have
develrped relativistic views are able to relax some of the

beliefs they have previously held about each other and can

begin to learn some new realities about other races. A
reflection of such thinking may be, "Well, maybe not all
black/white people are like that, even though some are."

At the level of commitment in relativism, the student is
defining his/her identity in terms of a personal commitment
to a set of beliefs which are based on personal exploration,
considered analysis of experience, and the recognition that

not all opinions have equal credibility in the overall scheme

of things. At this stage, students can relate to each other
as individuals and are no longer bound by myths and
legends. Failure to reach this stage is particularlydistress-

ing when it can be attributed to staff who have denied
students the opportunities needed to reach understanding
and appreciation of differences and commonalities. In well

programmed cultural centers, such growth and under-

standing can be promoted.
Chickering (1969) developed his psychosocial

developmental theory through observation of European
American college students between the ages ofseventeen
and twenty-five. His seven vectors reflect what he empirically
observed to be important in the growth of college students.
His first three vectors are developing competence, manag-
ing emotions, and developing autonomy, which together

lead to the fourth, establishing identity. The remaining

three are freeing interpersonal relationships, developing

purpose, and developing integrity. For detailed descriptions
of the tasks and content of each vector, the reader is
referred to Education and Identity. By applying Chickering's
ideas about development to the interracial experiences of
college students, we can see how important contact between

racially different students must be. Too many of our
students are entering and leaving predominantly white
universities with their myths about other races still intact
because of a lack of interpersonal racial contact at a level

of mutual testing and understanding. If racially different
students do not have an opportunity to relate interperson-
ally, they cannot resolve their isolation fromeach other, and

achieve not only greater tolerance, but better resolution of

their personal identities. Without this, we simply allow the

myths of the past four hundred years to be perpetuated. In
higher education, which should be the ultimate arena within
which a wide range of opinions and ideas are freely
explored, and where a personal style and world view are
developed, should we not be offering our youth and
ourselves as full an opportunity as possible for growth?

Do we really believe that African-American students

will lose their identity as Black people of African descent if

they socialize with white students? If we do not use the
cultural centers to help students understand their heritage,

treasure their commonalities, and respect their differences,
we negate the most basic tenets of the mission and
purpose of higher education. Students at integrated uni-
versities can lose their dependency on myths and legends

about each other and discoverthat they are able to function

well with each other. But this cannot occur if the races
remain in isolation from one another. If we do not encour-
age our students to interact with each other, we perpetuate
the ::ame false beliefs and myths about each other that
have fueled racism and fear for so many years. We must

try, for the sake of ourselves, and our youth, to learn how

to talk to and understand each other without fear that we will

lose our identity or compromise the integrity of our heritage.
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A RESPONSE TO: A DEVELOPMENTAL
PERSPECTIVE ON INTERPERSONAL RACE
RELATIONSHIPS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

by F. C. Luna, Ed. D. by Martelle Chapital
One welcomes the foray into the area of sensitive issues on
college and university campuses by the writer of A Devel-
opmental Perspective on Interpersonal Race Relations in
Higher Education. The article focuses on the issue of self
segregation by African-Americans and other minorities on
predominantly white campuses and the guidance certain
student development theories may offer college and
university staff members in supplying leadership and role
models for students who come from racially isolated back-
grounds.

One cannot argue with the article's points that it is
important to involve students who are different in the
institution's life and community. Social isolation short-
circuits such involvement as well as decreasing students'
ability to deal with conflict and to experience challenges to
their own stereotypes. However, two important points
seem not to be addressed fully.

First, the underlying dynamics and motivations for the
existence of racially isolated enclaves are more complex
and subtle than searching for "...other African-Americans in
order to support their view that whites are to be avoided
because contact with them leads to trouble." It can be
suggested, for example, that such racial or ethnic enclaves
on predominantly Western-Euro-American campuses pro-
vide a base and a vehicle for disenfranchised st.dents to fill
their needs for inclusion, connection, and grounding.
Further, participation in the enclave helps the members
coalesce and endows members with the strength to make
claims on the larger campus. These students are then
ready to face the challenge of using their developing racial
and ethnic identity to explore and become involved in the
institution's life and community. They too can deal more
effectively with conflict and stereotyping. In order to reap
the rewards of a developmental perspective, students'
chances are greatly improved if they have a safe and
trusting base from which to develop.

Second, the process and components for creating a
healthy, welcoming environment on campus for all stu-
dents involve more than an understanding of Perry's
cognitive developmental levels, as helpful as that is. It is
true that students should have the opportunity to reach the
level of committed relativism and thereby relate to others as
individuals while no longer being bound by misinformation

(Continued on pg. 23)

F. C. Luna is an Associate Professor at Colorado State University
who teaches Guidance for Multicultural and Special Populations
with the Counselor Education program.

In response to Asa Belton and Sue Spooner, I offer the
following response as additional information for readers to
consider.

A canon is a "norm, criterion, model or standard used
for evaluating or criticizing"(Webster's, 1986, p. 328).
It is also "a basic general principle or rule commonly
accepted as true, valid, and fundamental" (lbid). A
specific and identifiable canon is used to define,
select, and evaluate knowledge in school and univer-
sity curriculum in the United States and in other
western nations. This canon is rarely explicitly defined
or discussed. It is taken for granted, unquestioned,
and internalized by writers, researchers, teachers,
professors, counselors, and students. It is European-
centric a and male-dominated. It often marginalizes
the experiences of people of color, Third World
Nations and cultures, and the perspectives and
histories of women.

. . . the canon must be transformed so that it
recognizes and legitimates the histories and cultures
of people of color and women as essentialparts of the
U.S. and the world. Only when the canon is trans-
formed to reflect cultural diversity will students in our
schools and college be able to attain the knowledge,
skills and perspectives needed to participate effectively
in the global society of the next century.

- Banks, James The Battle Over the Canon: Cultural
Diversity and Curriculum Reform. (Hall, 1989).

Allyn and Bacon Educator's Forum, I., 11-13.

Danger: The Underprepared Counselor
Theories, research, techniques, and explanations con-

tributing to the study of human development and its stages
have traditionally excluded women and people of color as
subjects of investigation. It is no wonder that we find
articles and descriptors that negate the experiences, beliefs,
and values of a large population of our society. When the
lack of scholarship and awareness is so apparent, it is the
duty/responsibility of those in the helping profession as well
as those who educate the masses, to generate, and
develop those models and techniques that match the

(Continued on pg 23)

Martelle Chapital is Director of the Student Development Center
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values of divergent cultures, rather than follow a unimodal
generalization that incorporates all groups from a dominant
cultural perspective (Petersen, 1987). There is an abun-
dance of evidence that those who do not are responsible for
perpetuating the myths and stereotypes that promote
domination in a closed, biased, and culturally encapsulated
system. This indeed is dangerous.

Discussions, statements, and theories directed at or
about people of color as well as women must be addressed
from both the macro- and micro-perspectives (the individual
as well as the group). In non-Western societies, separation
of the individual from the group is unnatural and conflicts
with the value of the unit as well as with the role.

Consideration must also be given to the development
process from an ethnic and historical perspective. For the
connection with the past and present formulates the con-
text to understand present behavior and causes. Thus, the
development process should be placed within the context
of significant engagement with family, community, and
world work. Awareness of the internal and external
prohibitors can give everyone clearer understanding of the
dynamics at hand.

It is indeed a fact that racism and sexism has been an
integral part of the American life. Fantasies about race
have energized human culture since the beginning of
Western civilization. Racism has been and continues to be
a social pathology to be contended with in shaping the lives
of people (Ruffin, 1989). Therefore, it becomes an internal
or external prohibitor against one's growth.

Culturally diverse populations continue to struggle in
an oppressive society for there is an absence of external
networks of institutions that provide roles for each person's
engagement. This is detrimental to development. For the
ability to achieve in a racist society requires a transcending
of racial stereotypes, and an internalization of healthy racial
issues (Gooden, W.).

It is difficult for those who have not traditionally pre-
pared themselves to operate or e in a multicultural
society to comprehend or understand why we find so many
successes. With the knowledge that development cannot

F. C. Luna (Continued from pg. 22)

and un-analyzed beliefs. However, providing such an
opportunity and creating a healthy, welcoming environment
on campus for all students demands that the professional
staff be interculturally competent. Staff members who have
been trained in Inter-Cultural Competence Skills have the
understanding and strength to support and guide students
through the dissonance and challenges inherent in pro-
gressing through developmental levels of growth. These
staff members provide the high quality experiences and
inspiration necessary for all students including those from
racial or ethnic enclaves. This permits them to risk becom-
ing involved in the institution's life and community without
fearing the loss of their identity or heritage. I

be simply an account of personal failure or success, but is
the story of how individuals encounter and respond to
social opportunities and restrictions in their efforts at forming
a viable life. Skilled at living in a bi-cultural world, not fully
accepted in the majority of society, yet finding comfort and
reassurance from his own group, underrepresented popu-
lations have found various ways of adapting and surviving
in our society.

It is clear that those professionals who utilize the
"deficit" model in explaining the behaviors (i.e., people of
color) of others, understand that the development process
has been a process of reconciling trends within "the self."
The concept of balance is critical to the achievement of
adaptive functioning in psychological theory (Jones, A.,
1989).

When students of color or women are placed in an
environment that lacks explicit alternatives to family and
community as central components of their life structure, do
they retreat? No, they find alternative means of support.
They create their own communities, families, social struc-
tures, and as C. J. Jung states, "find an underlying spiritual
core that helps direct life and restores the imbalances."
Thus, a demonstration of resilience and adaptation. They
learn to negotiate with mainstream societal structures,
mastering two cultures - two competing realities. Compe-
tencies are developed as well as strategies for dealing with
unaccepting oppressors. For the dynamics from these
negative experiences of racism, discrimination, and
restricted access of goods and services have often resulted
in the development of group and personal resources (i.e.,
strong collective identity, and creative and flexible coping
strategies (Hill, 1972; Litano, 1974; Myers, 1982; Stack,
1974; Gibbs & Huang, 1989).

The questions that we must continually ask ourselves
as counselors and other professionals is, "do we change
the student or do we change the institution? Are we
prepared to assist students from different cultures? What
training or information have we gathered about diverse
cultures? Are we prepared to design interventions that will
eradicate those role barriers?"

In conclusion, counselors, professors, and other pro-
fessionals must continue to prepare themselves to exist in
a multicultural society. They must question theories and
materials based upon a western view and philosophy only.
We exist in a global society. A world with many people and
many cultures. No longer is a Western view canon; the
World view exists.

If we are to provide assistance and strengthen those in
our society, we must continue to seek the truth. The past
must be studied--the present must be examined before we
can change the future. One cannot base our practice and
methods on one model - the deficit model. Can we define
the norm in a changing society if we do not take in all the
variables? Half truths, bad experiences should not dictate
methods of delivery. Blaming others will not allevia 9. our
responsibilities. Remembering a lack of knowledge, as
well as a little knowledge, is a dangerous weapon.
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WHY THE DEVELOPMENTAL ...
(Continued from pg. 15)

do that at home." Through the use of the team approach,
where all school staff are involved, and through public
awareness education, we believe that those stereotypes will
change. Students will be able to gain skills that will advance
them throughout their lives in whatever roles they may
choose.

It is the responsibility of the school counselor to be the
central person in the developmental counseling program.
The counselors provide direct services to the students, as
well as work in consultative and collaborative relationships
with the other members of the counseling team, with par-
ents, and with members of the community.

Another aspect which may be considered unique to
school counseling in rural areas is that counselors are
involved with many different committees and efforts within
the community. Among these are: "Just Say No" Club, Child
Protection Team, Task Force for Drug/Free Youth, Guid-
ance Advisory Board, Screening Review Advisory Team,
and Crisis in Response Team. In larger cities these respon-
sibilities are likely divided among different members of the
counseling team. In rural areas, the counselorfeels the need
to serve on a number of committees and projects since there
are not as many counselors, each counselor will have many
more responsibilities.

The 1990 statistics from the Children's Defense fund
show that every eight seconds of the school day a child drops
out; every day 2,989 American children see their parents
divorced; and every day, six teenagers commit suicide.
Because of these statistics and many more equally as
disturbing, it is important that our rural students are equipped
with the skills needed to survive life intact. All children are at
risk -- not necessarily of failing, but of not reaching their true
potential (Glosoff & Koprowicz, 1990). Through the devel-
opmental approach to guidance, we want all our students to
reach their true potential!
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CELEBRATION FOR INTERDEPENDENCE:
MULTICULTURAL SPIRITUAL GROWTH

by Dottie Jefferies

What strengthens the counselor's role in celebrating the
role of the multicultural spiritual journey? Explore the
importance of the multicultural spiritual journey to celebrate
interdependence.

Clients bring their hearts for healing as well as their
minds to the counseling center. Interdependence in this
article is interpreted to mean the healthy connectedness
that humans crave because of their basic spirituality.
Recognizing the interdependence also of the mind, body,
and spirit in all cultures can release abundant untapped
quantities of energy, love, joy, and freedom. Realizing the
pain caused by ignoring or rejecting the relationship with
the Higher Power, one discovers the empowering inter-
uependence which comes from allowing God's presence to
penetrate one's life.

To facilitate total growth as part of development for
interdependence, it is imperative that we investigate
cognitive-developmental process theories in relationship
to spiritual growth in multicultural dimensions. We can
explore spiritual growth and see such growth within the
sphere of cognitive development. The levels of cognitive
functioning include the sensorimotor, concrete, formal
operations pattern, and dialectic/systemic thinking. A
counselor can determine what level the client is operating
in by determining the level of response. Random behavior
and disorganized "bits and pieces" of thoughts and action
indicate the client is operating in the sensorimotor level.
The client moves into the concrete situation when he uses
concrete and specific descriptions of events, thoughts,
feelings, and behavior as if his description is the only one
possible. With clients in the formal pattern level, watch for
extensive analysis of self or situp ion with difficulty in
working mutually with others. Alternatives and complex
thinking indicate that the client is ii' the dialectic/systemic
level. All of the above cognitive syst ams need to be in place
for maximum growth, and then the counselor joins the client
where he or she is developmentally.

Many of the concepts of self-actualization used in the
developmental counseling put forward by Rogers (1980)
and Maslow (1971) are those that also, coincidentally, have
been considered basic in the purpose of Chinese Taoism,
Zen Buddhism, and other religions. The Tao was defined
by Ch'en (1977) as being the creative process present in
nature that was ,2sponsible for all creation in life. Zen
Buddhism emphasizes human naturalness and
spontaneity and the potential attained by each human

Dottie Jefferies is President of CARVIC, Division of CACD and
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for achieving full independence in thought. Confucianism,
in contrast, stresses the importance of mutual interdepen-
dence of people. Thus, it appears 'let the sage in Taoism
and the enlightened person in Zen Buddhism bearsimilarities
to the diSciple of Christ who enables the follower of faith to
receive abundant living. However, each religion is con-
cerned with the development of the full human potential.

It is critical that counselors be flexible
as we focus on the strengths of indi-
viduals in various stages of growth.

Perhaps this common perspective of humanity shared
by spiritual and psychological views as diverse as Buddhism,
Taoism, Islam, Judaism, Christianity, and the self-actual-
ization theories of Rogers and Maslow, indicates a
universality in human development and the need for inter-
dependence. Zen Buddhism, according to D. T. Suzuki
(1970), indicates that because the enlightened person is
not disturbed by the differences that exist among people,
everyone is experienced openly and receptively. A sincere
Christian responds with love and sees others through the
eyes of God in a caring way. Self worth increases for a
person who recognizes his spirituality and is enabled to
make significant contributions to the interdependence of
human beings.

It is critical that courcelors be flexible as we focus on
the strengths of individuals in various stages of growth. For
example, a person in any age group who is operating in the
sensorimotor stage is aware of the present situation. People
at this level appreciate relaxation activities, meditation,
music, and dance. A person at the concrete level has a
strong ability to describe what is happening to him or her.
Techniques that work well for persons at this level include
listening skills, problem solving, and assertion skills train-
ing. A person in the formal operations stage does extensive
analysis of patterns, but fails to examine assumptions or
feelings. Rogerian client-centered therapy, cognitive
therapy, and psycho-dynamics are commonly utilized with
persons at this level. Finally the strength of the dialectic
systemic stage is the ability to see many perspectives. As
client thinking patterns mature, counselor, utilize cultural
identity theories by Ponterotto (1988) and family therapy.
Issues of transference and countertransference in the
psychodynamic tradition are also illustrative of the dialectic
systemic level to generate new multicultural awareness.
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Within the framework of cognitive development, guilt,
blame, and resentment issues can be discussed and
forgiven. In the sensorimotor stage, a person can recall the
sounds, sights, and movements that caused hurt. In the
concrete stage, the client could give a specific, linear
description of the event. In the formal operations stage, the
client and counselor can search for a pattern in situations.
In the systemic thinking stage, life is viewed simultaneously
as a journey and a destination.

Developmental blocks are found in life's interactions in
the family, in school, and other social settings. Develop-
mental blocks refer to obstacles to the natural flow from
sensorimotor to concrete to formal operations into dialectic
systemic thinking. Traumas or obstacles may be viewed as
stepping stones to perseverance and growth. Traumas
may be perceived as stumbling .,locks by some when left
without a spiritual growth foundation. This spiritual growth
foundation looks like a solid bridge upon which a person
who believes in God can cross. One can go thrbugh
difficulties and hardships, such as a loss of a job or a loss
of a loved one, without falling into deep despair. An
individual gains hope. One has an inner strength to keep
moving. A person has his or her vision set on the spiritual
source of strength which gives the power and courage to
accept what a person cannot change and courage to
change what one can. In all these developmental stages,
people have dependent needs.

When extending the developmental model and depen-
dency needs to the issues of multicultural counseling, it is
imperative that one look at toe research exploring
conceptions of minority identity development followed by a
description of the importance of cultural issues in the
counseling process. There may be even more variability in
individual spiritual growth than in cultural according to
Peterson (1988). Religion and family experiences contribute
to each individual's unique personal culture. The culturally
skilled counselor has moved from being culturally unaware
to being aware and sensitive to his or her own cultural
religious heritage and to valuing the positive similarities
and respecting the differences according to Atkinson,
Morten, and Sue (1989).

Upon examining the foundations of counseling devel-
opmental theory, one turns to introspective-developmental
counseling to provide a systematic framework. This ap-
proach elaborated by Tamase and Machiko Fukuhara
(1988) draws on Japanese Naikan therapy and the work of
Erikson. Tamase argues that client personality trends and
behavioral dispositions depend on life history. The goal of
introspective-developmental counseling is to discover how
past history repeats itself in present-day life. These
developmental experiences common to Western and
Eastern culture correspond to Erickson's life stages. The
awareness of how one's life has been affected by one's
family's spiritual development may create the desire to
work through old remaining issues. Given the individual-
istic psychological tradition of Western society, counseling
and therapy, in themselves, cannot accomplish the balance

between individualism and communal relationship or inte r-
dependence. Only by integrating the spiritual growth can
one see a balance and an interdependence.

Dependency is a common problem and a multicultural
issue. Japanese researchers Kogi Tamase and Fukuhara,
Nara University of Education, Tokyo, conducted systemic
research on the developmental model and first demon-
strated the multicultural utility of this model. The
significance of their work states that develcomental
experiences are common to Western and Eastern culture.
Tamase says that we can view our cognitive-developmental
history as a natural progression of concrete life events that
we organize into patterns of thought and action. Clients can
gain new knowledge of their relations with others from a
developmental and interdependent frame of reference.
Oscar Goncalves, University of Minh, Portugal, sees his
cognitive processes intertwine with the conceptual frame-
work presented by Dr. Allen Ivey and Kogi Tamase.

However, with a strong spiritual foundation, dependent
individuals can reframe and learn to cope physically and
emotionally with the experiences and tasks encountered in
the world. In a spiritual definition, acceptance is giving the
person what he or she does not have by relating with
unconditional love. The individual then begins to c, in an
awareness of the nature of healthy relationships. He or she
learns to set limits, nurture, set clear boundaries, and move
toward autonomy. Nevertheless, the goal remains one of
interdependence.

Spiritual development related to the developmental
theory then becomes practical. We are connected with one
another. Each part of our development affects our total
being and each contact with another person provides us
with another opportunity for connection and further devel-
opment. The Yakima American Indian Nation shared their
tradition through proverbs. This one is intriguing:

Time is a relationship between events,
Kept fresh in memory by

selected beads on knotted hemp.
Connection is as vital as separation.
By the time one is a grandparent,

The unity of life is wrapped and
remembered in a Time Call.

Progression to maturity
is the work of the young

But it requires the guidance
and support of adults.

When thoughts and actions
become one with God,

Spiritual maturing is the result,
and respect is mutual.

Thus, acknowledging thl Supreme Being involves a new
personal relationship. Some give themselves to God on the
basis of His promise to give Himself to them. Those who
acknowledge this new relationship with God say they have
found the secret of true interdependence. This means in

(Continued on pg. 37)
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FIRST, A PERSON
SECOND, DISABLED

by Meredith Wood

'The Masai Indians murdered their disabled children; the
Azand tribe loved and protected theirs. The Chagga of East
Africa used their ding -led to ward off evil; the Jukun of the
Sudan felt that ti t. v were the work of evil spirits and
abandoned them to die. The Sem Ang of Malaysia used
their crippled as wise men to settle tribal disputes; the
Balanese made them a societal 'taboo' (Buscaglia, 1975, p.
171). Indeed, segregation,. whether intended or not, still
characterizes the relationship many disabled have with
their 'non-disabled' world.

In these relationships, the reactions toward the disabled
often surface as fear and avoidance. Hebbs (1946) sug-
gested that this phenomena arises from the discomfort
which collies when one's expectations of 'what should be'
are confused by the perception of finding something is
radically missing. People are expecting the ordinary and
are frightened when they must now adapt their thinking to
the 'strange and exceptional.' This discomfort and fear
(often covert) reverts to thinking which returnsthat individual
to their comfort zone, and all too often results in stereotypical
labeling and expectations. Humans are more comfortable
when they can limit the unknown by boxing things into
categories with neat definitions. Most often the stereotype
we create of the disabled relegates him to an inferior status
in society. "The common stereotype often assigned to a
person with a disability is that of one to whom we attribute
great suffering, whose life is disturbed, distorted, and
forever damaged. We see this poor person as one who is
permanently enmeshed in his problem and for whom any
kind of real adjustment is impossible, or, at best, superficial"
(Buscaglia, 1975, p. 173). If the disabled person does
achieve, we tend to laud him with great amounts of praise,
overvalue his achievement, admire his 'strength', simply
because his behavior contrasts with our limited perception
or expectation of his capabilities.

Herein I enter: I am a person who has a physical
disability. I am NOT a physically disabled person. Though
thin, may seem contradictory, I point your attention to the
order in which the words are placed. In the former, the
implication is that I am first a person and secondarily
disabled. In the latter phrase, the first introduction you have
to me is that of physically disabled. This simple phraseology
switch shows to me that a person has begun to be aware
that we cannot define individuals by their limitations. To
support one in the fullness of their personhood isto recognize
their inherent potential, and to focus on that which each

Meredith Wood is a fifth grade teacher at Pine Valley Elementary
School in Colorado Springs and a graduate student in the
Counseling and Human Services program at the University of
Colorado, Colorado Springs. CO.

person is capable of doing. The world is full of discouragers,
people who pour cold water on one's ideals; the gift is found
in the encourager who supports growth toward full self.

As I consider my process of growth, I am aware that
many were the steps which led to my eventual indepen-
dence. Diagnosed with Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis at 18
months of age required many adjustments for parents in
shock and school systems which still knew little of how to
deal with those who struggled physically. Preparing for the
careerworld was even yet a greaterchallenge. Recognizing
functional limitations and adjusting to those limitations
emotionally were keys to success.

Most often the stereotype we create of
the disabled relegates him to an inferior
status in society.

How advantageous it would have been were Ito have
had a support system which had 'been there before.' Now,
I become the support system, sharing the successes and
failures of personal experience with others on that same
journey, orwith those who may counsel disahled individuals.
It is important that we recognize that many of the ordinary,
everyday situations which may be taken for granted by the
majority of the people in this country, pose new challenges
forthose of us who are disabled. In addressing a counselor
who is working with this population, I would remind them
that although there are many elements common to the
traditional career-counseling program, these individuals'
needs often require specially designed assessment in-
struments, materials, and career-counseling techniques.
Of even more importance, however, is the counselor who
advises the disabled to become their own counselor. "The
disabled individual more than anyone else will know his
desires, his needs, his problems, his strengths, and his
weaknesses. The individual will have to make his own plan
- his own decisions about where he is going and how he is
going to get there. He will be the one required to learn, to
change and to act." (Buscaglia, 1975, p. 223) I believe this
taking charge of one's own life is greatly enhanced when
each 'special needs' individual strives to understand the
personal dynamics of adjustment and becomes hardy in
will.

WILL - individuals with disabilities must acquire, at an
early age, a strong sense of will the desire to pilot their own
ship (with some auxiliary assistance) through the storms of
rejection, loveliness, pain, stereotypes, inflicted labels,
ignorance, employer reluctance, attitudinal barriers,
floundering self-concepts, and lack of models and norm
groups.
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Once I, as an individual, recognized my strength of will,
I was ready to risk, discover, and accept full responsibility
for my existence. Were this will not developed, !would have
been then forced to accept the alternative of being at the
mercy of those others seen as more powerful than myself-
-doctors, therapists, even families.

UNDERSTANDING THE PERSONAL DYNAMICS OF
ADJUSTMENT

"Such aspects as dissatisfaction with self, self-defeating
ideas, hope, forgiveness, the processes involved in the
study of self, trying out new behavior, the integrating of new
learning with self, will all play a part in the process of his
adjustment." (Buscaglia, 1975, p. 226)

Counseling an individual who is disabled must embody
these concepts of "development of will" and "dynamics of
adjustment" in its genesis. It is from this starting point,
which incidentally is a long-term process and one which
must constantly be readdressed, that I came to know
intrapersonal, interpersonal, and career success.

As I consider the information I have shared thus far, it
occurs to me that my reader might be questioning how
these concepts are so different from what is emphasized
with The 'normal' population? In fact, it is not the concepts
which may be so different (certainly each of us struggles
with our own limitations), but it is the frame of reference
which differentiates individuals with physical disabilities.

The following list gives a small sample of that difference:

1 .Interpersonal relationships - most often the person who
is disabled will never be able to exist completely alone,
no matter how tempting the thought. Having experienced
a variety of "first-meetings" wherein they have been
rejected may lead the disabled to avoid contact altogether
(even though they desperately need relationships) or be
tempted to hide their disability so as to avoid negative
interpersonal experiences.

2. Rejection - this can be an overt reaction or perhaps,
more difficult, is the subtle forms which it takes.

3. Limitations of experience impairments have too often
caused the disabled to be overprotected, isolated, pitied,
and pampered to the detriment of developing a very
mature self-image. Indeed, limitations do arise for the
disabled, but that does not infer that this individual must
be a limited person.

4. Suffering for the disabled, the pain is real--both physi-
cally and psychologically. Frequently having to endure
severe pain at each movement, drug side effects, or
organ dysfunction can be draining, debilitating and de-
manding.

5. Inferiority and lowered status - we all have ideals; for the
disabled that ideal is often the performance standards of

the nondisabled. There are those for whom this normal
performance is physically or mentally impossible, but
they continue to hold up these ideals as 'musts' for
success. Needless to say, this can only lead to eventual
loss of self-esteem.

6. Employer resistance generalizations which are formed
as a result of being labeled as handicapped or disabled
often inhibit opportunities in the job market. Zunker
states, "Employers are reluctant to hire the handicapped
because of erroneous assumptions; more sick leave will
be required, intIrance rates will be affected, safety on
the job will be endangered, and plant modifications will
be mandatory." (Zunker, 1990, p. 449) Yet research
involving disabled and the workplace gives us the fol-
lowing information:

Another widely quoted survey of the work perfor-
mance of handicapped individuals was conducted
by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, (Sears,
1975). The 8-month study gathered data on 1,452
employees with disabilities such as blindness,
heart disease, impaired vision, paralysis,
epilepsy, impaired hearing, total deafness, and
orthopedic problems. The major findings are:

1. There are no increases in compensation costs
or lost-time injuries, important factors in
insurance rates;

2. most handicapped workers require no special
adjustments to the work place;

3. 96% of the handicapped workers rate aver-
age or better in safety, both on and off the job.
More than one-half are above average. Sears
states that the study found the disabled worker
to be more safety conscious than the average
employee;

4. the handicapped worker wants to be treated
as a regular employee and does not want to
be singled out for special privileges;

5. 91% of the handicapped workers rate aver-
age or better on job performance; and

6. 79% of the handicapped workers rate aver-
age or better on attendance." (Brolin, 1979, p.
342)

As I considerthe above situations, I am reminded of my
own roadblocks to successful integration of my physical,
personal, and professional self. I recall, at an early age,
striving to be "more intelligent," or "more academic" to
compensate for the physical limitations I could not overcome,
and the stereotypes that came from others when addressing
someone "different." People, in their ignorance, would
speak to me slowly (as though I were intellectually limited)
or loudly (as if I were deaf); they would direct questions to
my mother rather than to me; they would admire my
strength with "I don't know how you do it; I could never go
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through the things that you've had to endure." Thougn this
latter comment is meant to be a compliment, I always felt
quite unworthy to receive it. After all, if one chooses to live
life abundantly, how can one do anything but charge
through the circumstances? "Enduring it" is simply
something I do as I love life; it is not some great noble
gesture. Certainly the other options signal a choice merely
to survive life, rather than to experience it.

The growth from youth to adolescence saw a con-
scious effort to make some futuristic decisions. In that
many of my peers spurned rile (avoiding me, mimicking my
walk, ignoring me), I continued to throw myself into my
education. I dreamed of being a doctor, a psychologist, a
teacher. I knew only that I wanted to make sure that the
mark I ;eft would bring hope to the less than rich, assurance
to the less than confident, and belief in "I CAN" to the less
than able.

Realizing that being a doctor demanded too much
physically, I began to look at my other options, and to
challenge the thinking of those around me who were limited
in vision. It seemed I was at a point in life where many felt
a need to counsel me as to what was reasonable to expect
from myself and my arthritic body.

"It's better that you get an automatic car than a stick
shift. A stick shift will be too hard for you." "Don't
try to grow your hair long. Due to the medicine, it will
only split at the ends and will never look good with
much length." "Don't buy a house with a yard. It's
too much work for you." "Don't become a teacher.
That's too strenuous and requires too much time on
your feet."

And so, I became a teacher, drove a stick shift car, grew
long hair, and bought a house with a yard. Though not all
the advice was inappropriate (some of it even wise) I had
to show myself and others I could undertake any task on
which I had set my mind.

My next job was to sell myself to an employer! Fortu-
nately, I had an opportunity to "prove" myself through my
student teaching experience and the district hired me soon
after f completed my education. Reflecting on 13 years of
employment as a teacher, and 33 years as a woman with
a handicap, I would suggest to counselors four approaches
to recommend to their clients as they tackle pursuit of a full-
time career. These suggestions are based on the victories
and defeats of first-hand experiences.

1 Be honest, direct, and open about your limitations in
terms the employer can understand. Stereotypes will
change only as you fill in the blanks. Taking away some
of the questions which lie in the back of the supervisor's
mind as regards what you can and can't do will assure
both of you of a more suitable "match." On the other
hand, don't be so verbose concerning your problems
that your listener turns you off or begins to see you as a
chronic complainer. Honest moderation is the key!

2. Never use your handicap as an excuse. Rather, relay its
limitations realistically. In each job there are oftentimes
we will be asked to do something that is less than
desirable indeed, it may even cause the disabled a bit
of discomfort but if one can do the task without risk to
future health or great physical pain, I would encourage
the individual to complete the task, no matter the
temptatir to bow out. (Here I emphasize: USE SOUND
JUDGM I NT! It makes no sense to play the martyr. The
costs ca 'le too great if you do it as a matter of "I-ought-
to" rather Wan out of wise consideration as to your body's
ability.) Do all that /ou can do, not forsaking thoughts of
long-term effects. You are the role model who will set the
stage for the future hiring of people who are disabled. To
emphasize that we desire to be treated as "normally" as
everyone else, will pave the road for the next individual.

3. Strive not to feel ashamed or guilty for what you can't do.
In that we often see the 'normal' population as our role
models, we may find ourselves coming up short. Quite
honestly, this self-evaluation is usually more rigorous
than that we would receive from our boss or co-workers.
If we have been honest from the start, it is expected that
there will be some differences. Therefore, remember to
be gentle with yourself. Negative stereotypes have
followed us for some time but many studies bring new
assurance to the employer and his 'handicapped' em-
ployee.

4. Keep your sense of humor. Being able to laugh at
yourself and with others will help keep you sharp in a
frequently stressful environment. More often than not,
employers are more interested in an individual's ability to
get along with others, maintain a positive work attitude
and slay motivated, than they are about their technical
skills. As you share the FULL YOU, people will begin to
experience the person first, the disability second.

The road to integration of physical, personal and professional
self is long and exciting. My adventure has created for me
the above four remembrances. Certainly, we have come a
long way from the Masai or Jukun treatment of disabled, but
undoubtedly, we still have a long way to go. As I meet you
on this journey, I hope that I introduce you first to the woman
professional, and then with learned pride to the disabled
me. Together we're better!
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EFFECTIVENESS OF A SUPPORT GROUP FOR
ADULTS AT-RISK FOR HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE

by Margaret B. Dorn and Patrick Sherry

Abstract
The present study compared the effectiveness of a support
group for persons at-risk for Huntington's Disease to a
matched control group. Participants in the support group
reported significantly lower levels of anxiety at post-test
than non-treatment controls. No effects were found for self-
reported levels of depression, which were within normal
levels both pre- and post-test.

Huntington's Disease (HD) is an incurable and fatal
genetic disorder. Post-mortem examinations of advanced
cases have revealed neurological damage to the caudate
nucleus and putatum (Spokes, et al., 1980). Reflecting the
characteristic neurodegenerative process, the symptom
picture of HD includes motor abnormalities, dementia,
emotional and personality changes. The illness begins
insidiously, resulting in death within 10 to 20 years of onset,
often due to choking, infectio;i, or subdural hematoma
(Folstein & Folstein, 1983). Symptoms may appear across
the lifespan, but most commonly appear between 30 to 50
years of ap (Bruyn, 1968). Age of onset is influenced by
hereditary factors (Meyers, et. al., 1984). The offspring of
affected fathers often have an earlier onset than their
affected parent. The prevalence is five to ten per hundred
thousand in populations of Western European origin
(Conneally, 1984).

Although medical knowledge of the disease process in
affected patients is now considerable, little is known about
the experience of persons who are at-risk for HD (Wexler,
1979). One might reasonably expect that, as a result of
living with or otherwise having knowledge of an affected
parent, some at-risk individuals become keenly aware of
the possibility of developing the disease and its debilitating
symptoms. Research with other populations has shown
that persons who anticipate the onset of severe stress often
adopt a hypervigilant attitude (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).
Wexler (1979) reports that, among persons at -'lsk for HD,
a process of "symptom searching" for emerging symptoms
often becomes a focal point in these individuals' lives.
"Symptom searching" may involve comparisons between
oneself and the behavioral and emotional phenotypic char-
acteristics of their relatives who are affected with HD.
Maintaining such an ongoing anticipatory coping effort, in

Margaret Dorn, Ph.D., is affiliated with the Children's Hospital in
Denver, Colorado and Patrick Sherry is Assistant Professor in
Counseling Psychology at the University of Denver.

an attempt to manage a sense of uncontrollability, may lead
to feelings of anger, anxiety, and depression (Wexler,
1979).

Among persons at-risk for HD, these problems and
concerns may be further complicated by a loss of social
support and external rewards. For example, some at-risk
individuals may choose a life of isolation without a spouse
or family in order to avoid the possibility of passing on the
gene or of becoming a burden to loved ones. In addition,
the at-risk person may feel a need to keep their genetic
disease risk status from employers, insurance companies,
and sometimes friends (Falek, 1979). Furthermore, con-
cern about developing the disease could lead to a reluctance
to enter long-term relationships or accept career promotions
(Wexler, personal communication, 1985; 1991). These
coping strategies may contribute to isolation and a sense of
aloneness in carrying the burden of being at-risk (Dorn &
Schouten, 1991). In view of the importance of social
support as a buffer against stress (Cobb, 1976), these
isolative life-style adaptations can have far-reaching mental
health implications.

There is some evidence, based on genetic counseling
with HD patients and their families, to suggest that not only
the patient affected with HD, but also the family as a whole
could benefit from support, particularly during periods of life
crisis andwhenthe behavioral manifestations of the disease
are severe in the affected family member (Tyler, et al.,
1983). In view of these problems, and issues described
earlier, individuals at-risk for HD may be at-risk for con-
siderable distress. Accordingly, a counseling intervention
was developed to address the special needs of those at-
risk for HD. In particular, a semi-structured support group
for adults at-risk for developing HD was designed with the
following goals:

1. To clarify the nature of "being at-risk" for HD.
2. To ventilate and give feedback on specific HD

at-risk issues.
3. To share effective ways of coping.
4. To develop new effective coping strategies.
5. To confront group members' overidentification

with the at-risk for HD identity.
6. To decrease negative affect.

The remainder of this article describes how the group
developed across the eight sessions and what the pre- and
post-psychological test results indicated about the efficacy
of this group therapy intervention. It was expected that,
following the intervention, support group participantswould
report lower levels of anxiety and depression than at-risk
individuals who had not attended the group.
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SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURE
Subjects for the treatment group were recruited from

the membership of a local organization for HD patients and
theirf ami lies. Volunteers for the control groupwere recruited
through the HD Roster at the University of Indiana Medical
School in Indianapolis, Indiana. The experimental group
members consisted of 4 men and 6 women with a mean age
of 35.5 years. The control group consisted of 3 men and 7
women with a mean age of 31.5 years. Participants were
told of the experimental nature of the project and informed
consent was obtained. The project was approved by the
University of Indiana Internal Review Board for the use of
human subjects.

All participants were asked to complete an(' return two
brief pre-test measures of anxiety and depressiln, as well
as a questionnaire that probed into the experienc e of being
at-risk for HD. Prospective participants were screened to
eliminate persons who may have been inappropriate for a
support group due to psychological difficulties.

INSTRUMENTS
The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing (IPAT)

Anxiety Scale (Krug & Laughlin, 1976) and Depression
Scale (Krug, Scheier, & Cattell, 1976) were used in this
investigation. The IPAT Anxiety scale has been used in a
number of treatment outcome studies. Following intervals
of one to four weeks, the IPAT Anxiety Scale has been
found to have test-retest reliabilities that range between .82
to .93. Corrected split-half internal consistency reliability
estimates have ranged between .78 and .92. Scores on the
Anxiety Scale correlate with clinical ratings of anxiety and
other self-report measures of anxiety, with validity coeffi-
cients that ranged between .49 to .70.

The evidence of reliability and validity for the IPAT
Depression Scale is acceptable. No test-retest reliability
estimate is reported in the manual. However, internal
reliabilities (computed as both parallel split-halves and
coefficient alpha) were quite high and were consistent
across diverse samples, ranging between .85 and .96.
Evidence of validity includes significant differences
between normals and diagnosed depressives and correla-
tions with other measures of depression, with coefficients
that ranged between .31 and .75.

An At-Risk Survey (ARS) was developed for this study
to gather information about how individuals feel about their
lives and their at-risk for HD status. The questionnaire
consisted of 20 open-ended questions, including historical
items such as: How old were you when you found out?
Who told you? What was your initial reaction? How
accurate was the information you were told?

TREATMENT
The group met weekly for eight sessions of 1-1/2 hours

duration. Graduate students in Counseling Psychology,
one male and one female, co-led the group. In general, the
leaders focused on interpersonal issues in an attempt to
increase self-disclosure and cohesion among the members.

ts,

Session 1. During the first session, the group leaders
reviewed the research project with the members. The
voluntary nature of participation and confidentiality issues
were discussed. Each member gave a brief background on
their "experience of being at-risk for HD." Next, the leaders
facilitated the development of an agenda of mutually-
agreed-upon issues to be addressed during the course of
the support group. Unique issues related to being at-risk for
HD were identified through brainstorming and then grouped
into thematic material that would give a flexible structure to
the next seven meetings. At the end of the first and
subsequent sessions, participants were asked to give their
feedback on the group session for that day.

Session II. The group discussed their responses to indi-
vidual items on the At-Risk Survey pertaining to how they
coped with finding out about their at-risk status. Other
items discussed included: How do you cope now? How
much of the time do you spend thinking about HD? How do
you separate HD issues from the rest of life? This was a
cohesiveness-building session through which participants
realized how much they had in common.
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Session III. The group shared the personal coping
strategies they used to deal with the feelings of lack of
control and chronic uncertainty that they felt being "at-risk"
for such a lethal disease. A discussion of "symptom
searching" helped bring personal fears of developing the
disease into focus. This sharing experience seemed to
have been helpful in diffusing the weight that secrecy
seems to impose on HD families.

Session IV. This discussion focused on the perceptions of
adults at-risk for HD about the possibilities for commit-
ments concerning marriage, family, long-term relation-
ships, career, and educational advancements. All of these
possibilities were seen as involving commitments which
are hard to make in the face of the long-term disability that
would accompany the mid-life onset of HD (Bruyn, 1968).
To highlight the factors that affect decisions about com-
mitment, group members were asked to imagine how a
child might feel about being born into a family whose
parents were aware that they are genetically at-risk for HD.

Session V. Discussion of feelings and fears of becoming
disabled was the topic forthis session. Members developed
deeper feelings of closeness and cohesion with an
increasing awareness of their commonality in this regard.
The phenomena of "going public" with their feelings seemed
to be both exciting and frightening to most.

Session VI. Resuscitating a severely affected parent, who
had expressed wishes to die, a crucial ethical issue, was
the topic of this session. Group members exchanged views
on suicide, euthanasia, being an accomplice to suicide, and
resuscitation. The members also agreed to invite a geneticist
to provide a formal description and discussion of HD.
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Session VII. Group members discussed the moral, per-
sonal, and ethical implications of pre-symptomatic diag-
nostic testing. The personal relevance of particular issues
was addressed, including: What are the rights of the at-risk
individual to receive a diagnosis of HD? At what age?
Despite parental disagreements? What are the moral
obligations of the scientists who perform diagnostic test-
ing? Will you take the test? Who would you want to be with
you for the testing? Do you believe you have HD at this
time? If you tested positive, how would you want to be told?
How would you expect your life to be changed as a result
of finding out whether or not you have the disease? This
session provided an important opportunity for value
clarification about the choice of whether to take the pre-
symptomatic test.

Session VIII. The last group session was devoted to stress
management training as well as the talk on genetics that
had been planned in a previous session. Group feedback
at the end of the last session indicated that members would
have preferred to spend the time sharing with each other,
rather than listening to didactic presentations about tech-
niques for stress management. Summarizing many group
members' final evaluations, one participant commented:
"The burden is not lifted, but the sense of aloneness is
relieved." At the conclusion of this last session, participants
completed the post-treatment anxiety vrid depression
questionnaires and an open-ended measure designed to
assess changes in coping and personal well-being.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Treatment effects for this support group were analyzed

by an analysis of co-variance, with the treatment and non-
treatment conditions as a two-level independent variable.
The dependent measures were the post-test anxiety and
depression scores with the corresponding pretest scores
as co-variates.

Due to drop-out, the analysis compared seven experi-
mental group participants to the original ten control group
participants. The means and standard deviations for these
for the pre- and post-depression and anxiety scores for
both groups are shown in Table I. The treatment effect was
significant for anxiety, F(1, 19) = 3.33, p< .001. No such

effect was found for depression, which was within normal
range both pre- and post-testing.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we documented a significant reduction in

self-reported anxiety for adults at-risk for HD who partici-
pated in a support group as compared to those who did not
participate in the group. This finding is encouraging, but
should be interpreted in light of a potentially important
limitation that applies to most psychotherapy outcome
research. The control group received no treatment.
Experimental subjects did receive treatment, but it remains
unclear whether their improvements in anxiety were simply
due to having received attention. In addition, due to a lack
of random assignment of subjects to the two conditions, it
is not possible to determine whether subject characteristics
contributed to the successful outcome.

No treatment effect was found for self-reported depres-
sion. This may indicate the specificity of the treatment
effect and thus may mitigate against the limitation noted
above. Alternatively, the finding of no significant reduction
in depression may be due to the fact that the group
members were not depressed at pre- or post-test.

The feedback received from group members has
potentially useful implications for the planning of similar
groups. A majority indicated a desire for a less frequent
meeting schedule, perhaps once a month, or every two
months. It was also suggested that the meeting time be
lengthened to about 2 hours in length. Although these
suggestions seem reasonable, it is unclear whether the
observed impact of treatment on anxiety would result if they
were implemented in a future group. It may not be possible
to achieve such an effect without a more intensive meeting
schedule.

In conclusion, despite the limitations we have de-
scribed, the results of this study suggest the potential value
of a semi-structured support group intervention to meet the
needs of adults at-risk for HD. We hope we have provided
a preliminary framework for understanding the experience
of being at-risk and for developing suitable therapeutic
interventions for this population as well as other popula-
tions who are at-risk for disease.

Table I Means and Standard Deviations of Pre and Post Test Measures

N

Control
10 4.5 1.4

Experimental
7 4.5 3.0

Anxiety
Post

M SD

4.5 1.4

3.3 2.9

(Continued on Page 38)

Depression
Pre Post

M SD M S D
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4.7 1.6 4.2 1.9

3.6 2.7 2.8 2.5
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SECOND CHANCE: CAREER COUNSELING
FOR DROPOUT PREVENTION

by Patricia R. Wisner and Nathalie Kees, Ed. D.

Abstract
This project describes observations of eleven former drop-
outs enrolled in a Second Chance High School in Denver,
Colorado and their responses to career counseling. The
project utilized the Self-Directed Search , the Guidance
Information System computerized program, and individual
counseling to foster career goal setting. It was important to
be systematic and cost and time efficient. Findings based
on this limited sample group, while not statistically signifi-
cant, are interesting and may provide insight into the varied
needs of this group. The methods used could be appropri-
ate in various educational settings to retain at-risk students
and provide realistic career goal-setting.

INTRODUCTION
In previous generations, wage earners could support

their families without completing high school. Economic
implications for today and beyond indicate that earning
power will be substantially lower fordropouts. In America's
Shame. America's Hope (MDC, 1988), it was reported that
973,000 dropouts from the nation's high schools in 1981
will lose $228 billion in personal earnings overtheir lifetime,
while society will lose $68.4 billion in taxes. Advances in
technology and subsequent effects in the workplace
increase the risk of failure for these youths. By the year
2000, the job market will require a work force whose
median level of education is 13.5 years in order to make a
livable wage (MDC, 1988). This does not mean that there
will not be jobs for those who do not complete high school.
The jobs projected for high school dropouts will exist and
even increase but the occupations may be less desirable
as long-term career choices (Hoyt, 1989).

TI-.e term "at-risk" has been derived from the 1983
publicaflon of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education's report A Nation At Risk. At-risk students have
characteristics generally associated with noncompletion of
graduation requirements although they have not been
officially dropped from the school's membership list. The
word "dropout" is most commonly used to designate any
student who has left school for any number of reasons
other than graduation.

Patricia Wisner, M.Ed. is a graduate student in Counseling and
Career Development at Colorado State University and counselor
at Pickens Technical Center in Aurora.
Nathalie Kees, Ed.D. is Associate Professor of Counselor
Education at Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO.
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DROPOUT IDENTIFICATION
The identifying characteristics of at-risk youths

include: (1) being in the bottom 25 percent of the
class ranking; (2) frequently failing some courses;
(3) being deficient in credits for graduation; (4) lacking
basic academic skills; and (5) having attitude and
conduct problems in school (MDC, 1988). The Na-
tional Dropout Prevention Center lists additional
identifiable variables which include poor attendance,
the lower educational level of parents. the number of
school transfers, a non-English speaking home, lack
of participation in extracurricular activities, preg-
nancy/teen parent, and family economic status (Wells,
Bechard, & Hamby, 1988).

NATIONAL Dr1OPOUT STATISTICS
A Government Accounting Office report concluded

that about 4.3 million 16- to 24-year-olds were neither
enrolled in nor graduates of a high school (Hahn, 1987).
Other studies have suggested that the 1984 dropout rate
for 18- to 19-year-olds was between 15.2% and 29.1%
(Rumberger, 1987). In certain urban areas the rate falls
within the 40% to 50% range (Barber & McClellan, 1987).

COLORADO DROPOUT STATISTICS
A great deal of discrepancy exists in the reporting of

dropout rates for the State of Colorado. The Colorado State
Department of Education determined the dropout rate forthe
1988-89 school year to be 4.2 percent of all students in
grades seven through twelve (Colorado Department of
Education, Feb. 1990). This figure was for students with no
record of transfer to other schools but withdrawn from a
school's rolls (Jo Ann Keith, personal communication, March
5, 1991). U.S. News and World Report compiles national
state-by-state dropout statistics on an annual basis. Accord-
ing to the June 12, 1989 issue, the dropout rate for the
graduating class 011987 in Colorado was 26.3%. A sub-
sequent article in The Denver Post reported that one-fifth, or
20%, of 10th graders in 1987 did not graduate in 1990
(Bingham, Dec. 7, 1990). This translated to approximately
34,000 students.

The variation in these statistics was caused by the
statistical method used. The Department of Education
figure was for students not attending and not asking for a
record transfer in a given school year. The U.S. News and
World Report figure was for graduates in a given year
compared to enrollment four years previous. The Denver
Post report compared graduates of a given year to the class
enrollment three years previous.
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STATE ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
The Colorado State Library, Office of Library and Adult

Services (1988), studied these figures to compile The Cost
of High School Dropouts to Economic Development in
Colorado. They concluded that dropouts were associated
with poverty, unemployment, welfare, and lost tax
revenues. The study found a direct correlation between
counties with high dropout rates and higher unemploy-
ment. A $130 per capita difference in state tax revenues
was found between counties with higher and lower dropout
rates. It was estimated that $150 million could have been
added to the 1985 tax revenues in the State of Colorado if
these students had completed high school.

COLORADO SECOND CHANCE PROGRAM
Since 1986, the Colorado State Legislature has pro-

vided funding for education of youths 16 to 21 who have
dropped out of high school without a diploma or equivalent
certificate (Colorado HB 1383, 1986). The funding is
available to districts with a dropout rate above the State
Department average or that offer vocational, technical, or
adult education. Funding is based on the number of
students in the program. The operating
district receives 85% of the state funds
for program costs; the student's home
district receives 10% of the state funds
for processing; and the state retains 5%
for administration.

In the State of Colorado, Second
Chance refers to an educational
program designed for open-entry, open-
exit, secondary level learning centers
which help students meet the require-
ments set forth and funded by the legis-
lature to receive a high school diploma
or GED equivalency through preparation and testing.
Currently, thirteen centers are open in the following
Colorado communities: Lamar, Montrose, Colorado
Springs, Englewood, Ignacio, Grand Junction, Fort Mor-
gan, Alamosa, LaJara, Denver, Cortez, Commerce City,
and Collbran (Colorado Department of Education, 1989).

The Colorado Legislature, through House Bill 1383,
provided education for the Second Chance population with
direct links to vocational and technical programs. Also,
school districts throughout the country have used Carl D.
Perkins Act monies to infuse such guidance activities as
computerized career information systems, student assess-
ments, career decision-making, educational information
and self-understanding/values clarification (Drier, 1989).
This Bill also mandated counseling of students and parents
regarding needed services and monitoring student progress
(Colorado HB 1381, Article 52, 1986).

Public Schools and was the pilot program for HB 1383. To
date, 2500 students have been served by this institution
(Year End Report, 1989-1990). Presently, there are 400
students enrolled in morning, afternoon, and evening ses-
sions which are flexible in length to accommodate student
needs. There is a waiting list of approximately one year to
fill each vacancy due to graduation or someone choosing to
leave the program. To qualify for entrance, the youth must
have been deleted from a school's roster for four months or
longer and seeking a diploma or GED. They may also
combine their course of study with vocational training.
Students must be between the ages of 17-21, read at least
on a sixth grade level, and agree to an attendance contract.
Classes are self-paced and nongraded with examinations
offered at regular intervals.

The primary focus of the Second Chance High School
is to assist students in the completion of graduation require-
ments or GED requirements. The administration proposed
a pilot program in career counseling to address student
concerns regarding career choices and educational oppor-
tunities after graduation. A small group of students from the
Second Chance program who were nearing graduation

with no declared career goal were
selected by staff members as partici-
pants in this pilot project.

Since 1986, the Colorado
State Legislature has
provided funding for edu-
cation of youths 16 to 21
who have dropped out of
high school without a
diploma or equivalent
certificate (Colorado HB
1383, 1986).

SECOND CHANCE HIGH SCHOOL
This study focused on implementation of career guid-

ance at a Second Chance High School located in Denver,
Colorado. This school is operated through the L'enver

PURPOSE OF STUDY
This project's purpose was to in-

fuse career guidance techniques into
the educational setting of former
dropouts and to describe observations
and responses to individualized career
guidance information. Exemplary
programs for at-risk students refer to
elements of the programs' success

that helped students establish and progress toward life
career goals (Walz, 1987) and to make a connection
between school subjects and making money (Mann, 1986).
During the past ten years, it has been demonstrated nation-
ally that systematically planned, accessible, and profes-
sionally delivered vocational guidance results in improved
career maturity and resolves many vocational training and
work related needs (Drier, 1989).

For Second Chance High School, the project was
designed to be an economical and systematic approach
directed at self awareness and education and occupational
knowledge. The assessment tools and computerized
guidance programs provided the vehicle for career maturity
and goal setting.

INSTRUMENTATION
The guidance tools used for this project included John

Holland's Self-Directed Search and its corresponding
Occupations Finder, the Guidance Information System, a com-
puterized guidance system, and the following publications: Dic-
tionary of Holland Occupational Codes, Occupational Outlook
Handbook, and Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
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PROCEDURES
The criteria for the selected group of Second Chance

students working on career goal setting were having one
semester or less required for graduation and having
expressed concern over lack of career direction. Of Vie
eleven participants, seven were female and four male.
Ages ranged from 17 to 20. The sub-
ject pool for this project is admittedly
small and results will be interpreted
accordingly.

Fifteen sessions were arranged to
convene once a week for one and one-
half hours. The procedures for this
career counseling project included
group orientation, assessment, indi-
vidual analysis, and interpretation
culminating with an action plan.

Students met with the counselor for interpretation of
the results individually or in small groups according to their
availability. Interpretation was facilitated by the computer-
ized printout of occupations from the GIS and the
Occupations Finder booklet. Each student reviewed their
results, checked for other appropriate code combinations

(especially if the raw scores were within
eight points of each other), and
recorded their occupational choices in
the assessment booklet. Students
were also encouraged to identify the
educational level in the Occupations
Finder for each occupation of interest.
This process stimulated discussion
concerning work satisfaction and
realistic career and educational goals.
Students with low degrees of con-
gruence and consistency were
encouraged to use the Dictionary of

Holland Occupational Codes which lists 12,099 occupa-
tions by three-letter codes.

The interpretation of scores and choosing occupations
of interest allowed each student an opportunity to generate
occupational descriptions from the Guidance Information
System. They were encouraged to print as many occupa-
tional descriptions as they desired and to use them for
discussion with their parents.

The interpretation of scores
and choosing occupations of
interest allowed each student
an opportunity to generate
occupational descriptions
from the Guidance Informa-
tion System.

ORIENTATION
Three goals of the orientation session for students in

this project were: 1) to define the term interest inventory, 2)
discuss how it differs from a test, and 3) to discuss job
satisfaction. Discussion centered around job selection
based on likes and dislikes and how an interest inventory
helps define those personal strengths. Also included was
an introduction to Holland's theory of job satisfaction match-
ing personalities to similar work environments. The initial
meeting also included an introduction to the computer, its
use and availability, as well as the occupational information
that it could provide.

ASSESSMENT
The ten original participants completed the SDS as a

group in 25 to 50 minutes. The counselor remained in the
area to assist with any interpretation, occupational
definitions, or explanations. It was important to emphasize
in the Self-Estimates section that self ratings of individual
abilities be compared to peers. All students calculated
subtotals as they progressed through the assessment and
transferred their scores to the summary page. After the
three highest raw scores were identified and assigned
three-letter Holland codes, individual work began with the
accompanying Occupational Finder booklet.

INTERPRETATION
An interpretation of each instrument was completed by

the counselor prior to the next meeting. All calculations
were checked to verify accuracy of raw scores and the
subsequent three-letter code. Raw scores were entered
into the GIS Interest Inventory in order to obtain copies of
compatible occupations for each participant. Codes were
analyzed to identify compatibility of aspirations (daydreams),
congruency (closeness between personality and work
environment), consistency (compatibility of personal and
job characteristics) and differentiation (numeric difference
between high and low codes). The assessment instru-
ment and the action plan of each participant were kept in
individual file folders for ease of recordkeeping.

ACTION PLAN
The counselor reviewed the future plans of each

participant, including continued education, costs, location
and practicality of choice. Some students used the GIS for
this information while others preferred the available
college catalogues.

Students moved through this procedure at varying
rates. The average number of student-counselor contacts
was three; the maximum was five. All participants were
encouraged to discuss career goals and future plans with
the counselor as often as needed.
Observations

Although the small number of participants in this
project requires caution in interpreting results, initial out-
comes of this pilot program provide several interesting
observations. Student motivation appeared to be high as
most students chose to work beyond the one and one-half
hour sessions, either independently or with the counselor.
An interesting observation of this group involved their
attentiveness to the assessment and to the counselor.
There seemed to be a genuine appreciation for informa-
tion in the area of matching their personalities to appropri-
ate work environments. At the end of the first session, the
students competed to be first for individual interpretation.
Two students asked to return together so that their needs
could be met simultaneously. Group time was changed to
begin 15 minutes early because interest of current partici-
pants was high and other students were beginning to self
refer.
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Outcomes specific to the assessment devices pro-
vided other interesting observations. Compared to the
distribution of codes for high-school students in the SDS
Professional Manual, these high-risk students scored higher
percentages of social codes than the population of 4,616.
Table 8 of the Professional Manual indicated 93.11% of
females and 50.03% of males tested had social distribu-
tions in their code (Holland, 1985). This group of high-risk
youths scored 100% social for females and 75% for males.
All of the female codes and three of the four male codes
included a social score.

These high social code percentages indicated that this
group as a whole is affected by others. Students indicated
preference for care-giving, people-oriented occupations.
Interpersonally, these eleven participants appeared to be
bonded. They chose to work in groups during the sessions
and the interpretations. They were also
aware of each other's attendance and per-
formance throughout the entire school day.

The occupational daydreams of the
participants matched their primary SDS
code in nine out of eleven instances. Al-
though no formal studies were found to
show this to be the case, the author has
found traditional high-school age students'
occupational daydreams do not normally
parallel their SDS codes so closely. This
may suggest that Second Chance stu-
dents, normally older than traditional high
school students, may have a career matu-
rity due to life experiences.

Tests for significance could not be
performed on these scores since the
sample was too small. The Chi-Square
test for goodness of fit would have been the appropriate
statistical test to use had the population been larger.
However, data from 50 instruments and an expected fre-
quency of at least five for each cell would have been
necessary. Further research using a larger group would be
appropriate (Marsha Bishop, Ph.D., personal communica-
tion, April 15, 1991).

In terms of students' utilization of the career assess-
ment and information tools, the computerized guidance
program was operated independently by all students and
generated information efficiently. The interest inventory
appeared to be non-threatening to this population and
provided a vehicle for immediate communication with the
counselor.

An interesting observation of all eleven students was
their expressed interest in post-secondary education, spe-
cifically Community College of Denver and Metropolitan
State College. It appeared important to these students to
remain in their geographical location. Helping high risk
students set realistic goals and look at the economic and
academic requirements needed for post-secondary educa-
tion was essential.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Although generalizability of the results of this study is

limited due to the small number of subjects, several recom-
mendations are suggested based on the initial findings.
The experience with the pilot group of students at Second
Chance High School leads to suggestions for counselors
and administrators working with high-risk students to
improve their career decision-making capabilities. Im-
proved career choices not only personally benefit these
students but can also result in long-term economic benefits
to the state and local economies.

Because of the additional concerns facing at-risk
students, contact time for counseling should be increased
to allow greater opportunities for indepth problem solving
on issues involving parenting, child care, employment,
legal difficulties and family relationships. Increased coun-

selor availability would help insure conti-
nuity and further improve communication
between counselor and clients.

Group counseling should be utilized
more frequently to expedite dissemina-
tion of information and identify career
opportunities and information. Small-
group activitieswere the preferred method
for career counseling of this Second
Chance pilot group. This coincides with
their social scores on the Self-Directed
Search. Thus, group counseling appeared
to be an effective method appealing to
their desire for peer bonding in the coun-
seling environment.

Further, it is suggested that the Self-
Directed Search and a computerized
guidance information system be provided

in a career counseling area. Administration, length of time
to complete, ease of interpretation, documented research
and cost make the SDS a good choice. Guidance systems
containing local labor market information are available and
would be useful for youth planning to remain in the local
area. Two such systems, COCIS and CHOICES, provide
local labor market information. Computerized guidance
systems would also encourage and support independent
research by these students. Additionally, it is recom-
mended that a career library consisting of written materials
such as the Occupational Outlook Handbook, Occupa-
tional Outlook Quarte rly, and post-secondary catalogues
be publicized and accessible to all students.
Summary

The enthusiasm of the participants in this pilot project
for Second Chance High School was evident. The needs
of this at-risk population were many and varied. Parenting,
child care, legal and employment issues contributed to the
personal circumstances facing these youths. What might
appear to be an unresponsive youth population contained,
in fact, very interested and attentive students.

Counseling methods described in this report were
well received in the Second Chance setting. The use of

Parenting, child care,
legal and employment
issues contributed to
the personal circum-
stances facing these
youths. What might
appear to be an unre-
sponsive youth popu-
lation contained, in
fact, very interested
and attentive students.
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individual assessments along with computer generated
information helped maintain interest of participants and
several non-participants. Continued requests for participa-
tion in this project serves as a positive indicator for the
program's acceptance.

The methods described in this study provide sugges-
tions for future inquiry into best practices for working with
at-risk students. The benefits of continued research in this
area would reach beyond the student to the school, com-
munity, and future workforce and economy.
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CELEBRATION (Continued from Page 26)

real life that we are free to make individual choices without
being bound to fear. We make our choices attuned to how
our individual choices affect others. We are willing to
forgive, knowing that we too are in need of forgiveness. We
celebrate true interdependence, personally knowing we
are all creations of the Spirit. Many experience spiritual
well-being through support groups or cell groups.

Many of the ideas for this article on developmental
counseling were inspired by recent research presented by
Fullbright scholar, Allen Ivey, Ph.D., University of
Massachusetts School of Counseling. Dr. Ivey gives a
perspective of interdependence as found in the following
quotation from the Yakima National Proverb:

Justice and respect for the individual
is a part of justice for the community.

The mature person is a servant to the people
because of the Master.

With this new awareness, perhaps counselors will gener-
ate innovative approaches in the celebration for interde-
pendence in the multicultural spiritual journeys of life.
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HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE (Continued from pg. 32)

We are most grateful to Nancy Wexler, Ph.D. for her
ongoing erudite guidance in the development of this group
therapy treatment intervention. We would also like to
express our gratitude to P. Michael Conneally, Ph.D., at the
University of Indiana Medical School for his help in the
recruitment of adults at-risk for HD for the control subjects
for this study. We are thankful to Jim Oyler, Ph.D., for his
part in co-leading this group therapy intervention. The
statistical consultation of Peter Schouten, M.A., is also
gratefully acknowledged.
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AWARENESSThe Journal of the Colorado
Association for Counseling and Development
welcomes original manuscripts on topics or
issues related to all divisions of the Colorado
Association for Counseling and Development. If
you are interested in a particular issue, working
in a model program, dealing with a special clien-
tele, working in an unusual setting or with moti-

vative materials, the Journal welcomes your
ideas. All material should communicate ideas
clearly to a readership composed primarily of

practitioners.

M anuscripts are acknowledged upon receipt and
sent to appropriate experts for blind review.
Authors will be notified within a few weeks as to
the disposition of a submission. Upon publica-
tion, the author receives three copies of the
Journal.

Following are guidelines for submitting a manu-
script:

1. Submit the original and three clear copies.
Original should be typed on 8-1/2" x 11" white
bond. Word processor-generated copy of
the original is acceptable.

2. Double space material, including references,
quotations, tables and figures.

3. Avoid footnotes.

4. Use tables sparingly and type them on sepa-
rate pages. Please supply graphs, illustra-
tions and drawings as camera -ready art

6. Arranger -lent and form of references and sub-
heads sh ,uld follow the American Psycho-
logical Association bibliographical format. (For
books: Author, year, book, city of publication,
publisher, page numbers. For articles: Author,
year, article, publication, volume, number,
pages.)

7. Avoid the use of the generic masculine pronoun
and sexist terminology. Aim for a readable,
approachable, immediate style.

8. Do not submit material that is under consid-
eration by another periodical. If you have
published an article in another publication that
you believe is of merit, you may wish to submit
it to the Colorado Association for Counseling
and Development Newsletter for considera-
tion as a summary or abstract.

9. Manuscripts usually should not exceed 3,000
words. A typical article would run from 8-12
pages of double-spaced, typewritten copy.
Please do not let length considerations inhibit
expressing of ideas.

10. The Journal reserves the right to edit all sub-
missions for style and clarity of presentation.
The editor will communicate with authors
directly to clarify any confusion as to the
content of a submission.

1 1 . Manuscripts are accectedthroughoutthe year
with a February 1. 1993 deadline for the next
issue.

12. Submit manuscripts to: Patti Cappellucci,
Editor, Journal of the Colorado Association
for Counseling and Development, 12739
West Montana Drive, Lakewood, CO 80228.
Contact the editor at 303/985-0758 with
questions or ideas concerning your entry or
an idea for a manuscript.

wherever possible. We will set figure cap-
tions in appropriate type. Authors bear
responsibility for accuracy of references,
quotations, tables and figures.

5. On a separate page, include your name,
position, title, place of employment, mailing
address, two phone numbers, and indicate
how you would prefer to be cited in the
Journal.
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FROM THE EDITOR

My phone is buzzing tonight. I called my husband's cousin, to check
on the progress of the Cappellucci family reunion, and then visited with

an old friend from high school days in the small town of Claude. Texas.
Moments like these are brief but refreshing, a chance for me to link with
others who share common interests and know the personal me. My life is
full of such connections and I value them all.

In my work as a school counselor, connections happen everyday. As I
walk through the halls, the brief chat with a student or the check on a
student's progress with a teacher provides a link. In the office, students
will check Jin weekly, just to let me know how they're doing in a current
class or at home with mom or in that new job. For students struggling
with loaded personal issues, that link with a caring adult often provides
a vital (connection that enables them to succeed.

For this first year as editor of AWARENESS, it too has been full of
moments of connecting, gaining support in the professional area. I have
had opportunities to chat with authors, called people for information,
and gained experience in encouraging, saying "no" gently, and giving a
bit of a nudge to get that revised article back right away. That's really
what AWARENESS is all about, a chance to connect, to share informa-
tion and new ideas, to gain insight, and to acknowledge people out there
in the field.

I especially want to thank the ones who helped me with this Spring
issue:

The authors who were willing to write articles and then revise, revise.
revise:
The members of the editorial board, who made time to read another
manuscript and add lots of comments:
Rich Feller, always willing to answer one more of my "how did you
handle this last year" type of questions:
Ginny Berry, for being able to put me in contact with either the right
person or that certain piece of information needed:
Ken Doby, for calmly saying, "don't worry, we are okay with the budget
for this year:"
and finally, Susan Worthman, of Wordsworth, who did the technical

part of AWARENESS.
They too have contributed to the success of this year. to the connections
that link us all and give us substance.

Erratum: In the Spring 1992 Issue, the
name of Angela Bailey was lett off as
co-author of the article Feminist Family
Therapy: A Cross-Cultural Critique. The
journal apologizes for this omission.
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This article summa-
rizes facts, trends,
and perspectives
that counselors, and
their students,
should keep in mind
for planning careers
In the new
multicultural
America, especially
within the new world
economy. A discus-
sion of which stu-
dents and workers
might be appropri-
ate candidates is
followed by a sum-
mary of key consid-
erations in the
preparation for
cross-cultural oppor-
tunities.

HELPING STUDENTS PREPARE
FOR THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
AND THE GLOBAL VILLAGE

David H. Budd

The United States is clearly becoming a "multicultural" society: persons
and cultural influences of diverse origins increasingly are blending into our
society, changing the fabric of school, public policy, and workplace. Demo-
graphic and economic realities, as well as trends in spheres as diverse as
law and education, bear witness to our changing society. In addition, our
national economic and workplace perspective needs to become increasingly
"cross-cultural," recognizing the realities of shared technology, portable skills,
and increasingly international markets. The new cross-cultural employment
environment involves more than the stereotyped world of "multinational"
business giants. Increasingly, the cross-cultural environment involves busi-
ness and public sector concerns of all sizes.

For one theorist the single most important factor in career development
will be "the globalization of business and the influences of foreign culture"
(Hyatt, 1990, p, 26). For the career counselor, especially in high school and
college environments, the import. is clear: planning for jobs and careers
should take into account the increasing multiculturalism in America, and
above all the opportunities of the "global economy."

Whereas multicultural refers primarily to the infusion and blend of nu-
merous cultural and ethnic influences into our domestic mainstream cul-
ture, cross-cultural refers to those interactions which leap cultural, arid quite
often national, boundaries. The sensitivities and communication skills
needed to function successfully in the two environments are similar.
Multicultural and cross-cultural phenomena are both considered in this
article partly because they are not neatly separable, yet this article makes a
distinction. Members of tomorrow's work force will be wise to develop broader
multicultural sensitivity in order to fit more comfortably into the fabric of
the new American workplace and society. The challenge of cross-cultural
work, however, is the complementary side of the multicultural coin. In these
settings it is the traditional American who is culturally different and who
must blend into an already established cultural fabric. The balance of this
article is focused on cross-cultural employmentemployment in the envi-
ronment of a culture foreign to the employee.

THE COMING MULTICULTURAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL
WORKPLACE

Like most social and economic change, the signs are everywhere. One
subtle early sign has been the bilingual labeling of household products and
appliances, a harbinger, no doubt, of the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment (NAFTA). The multiculturalism of bellwether California is astounding
with its Pacific Rim populations, the teaching of over 70 languages in its
secondary school systems, and the existence of one of the largest Spanish
speaking cities in North America, greater Los Angeles. All these phenomena
may portend national demographic trends of some relevance the job seeker
of tomorrow.
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Cross-cultural

and overseas

work

opportunities

for Americans

are clearly

expanding.

The multicultural work force of the fu-
ture is unlikely to ,xhibit the complacence
of historical irnmigr ant work forces, but is
likely instead to be characterized by an in-
sistence by many workers that their cul-
tural and linguistic traditions be recognized
and respected. Indeed, a work force in-
creasingly female and non-Anglo in back-
ground and orientation parallels trends in
other spheres of society, including the edu-
cational movement to bring
multiculturalism to the classroom at all
levels of schooling and the continued un-
folding of legal rights for women and mi-
norities. The culturally homogeneous
American workplace of the last 50 years is
gradually giving way to the multicultural
workplace.

The changing composition of the work-
place is only one reason why preparation
for the world of work should be
multiculturally oriented. Minority and for-
eign ownership of domestic business is in-
creasing (Badarocco, 1991) and thus the
employers themselves may bring expecta-
tions of multicultural sensitivity to the
workplace. The phenomenon called the
"globalization or the world's economy" con-
tinues unabated. The European Economic
Community represents an unprecedented
opening of national frontiers to the free

movement of commodities and workers, while in this hemi-
sphere NAFTA clearly suggests more Canadians, Ameri-
cans, and Mexicans will do business on a regular basis
(Baer, 1991: Holzinger, 1991). The implication is that sig-
nificant numbers of future job opportunities, especially
for workers in specific trades and skilled employment, may
be within another culture or organizations owned by for-
eign entities.

The counselor who prepares high school- and college-
age clientele for the realities of work may be guided by the
following realizations concerning the coming multicultural
workplace and global economy:

Although the changes are gradual, the multicultural
workplace in the United States is becoming a reality,
with consequent implications for several dimensions of
the work environment.

Students and workers who, by ethnic or cultural back-
ground, would be considered non-traditional should be
encouraged to see the value of their heritage, both cul-
turally and economically. In a striking example, many
second-generation Hispanic-Americans have lost famil-
iarity with the Spanish language at a time when bilin-
gual employees are in ever-greater demand.

Workers who, by background, would be considered
traditional and mainstream would be well advised to de-
velop broad sensitivity to multicultural perspectives in
order to fit better into the new workplace. Educational
theorists have long embraced multicultural exposure as
part of the classic liberal education. Now they further
endorse multiculturalism for practical career reasons
(Schaefer, 1990).

Cross-cultural nnd overseas work opportunities for
Americans are arly expanding (Fontaine, 1989;
Krannich & Krannich, 1990). While such opportunities
are highly job-specific (Badarocco, 1991) and are clearly
not for every personality type or life situation, planning
for careers should take the coming global economy into
account.

Counselors and their students should realize that de-
veloping cross-cultural awareness may have career util-
ity in a wide variety of circumstances and job situations.
For example, the marketing student who can simulta-
neously think in terms of U.S., Canadian, and Mexican
marketing realities may have a more promising career.

Preparation for the range of opportunities in the new
global economy includes both the obvious, such as learn-
ing foreign languages and cultural geography, as well as
the subtle task of learning about one's ability to adapt to
the culturally unfamiliarin essence, learning about one-
self. The skill and knowledge of counselors are especially
critical here.

WHO SHOULD CONSIDER PREPARATION FOR
CROSS-CULTURAL ASSIGNMENTS?

In 19th and early 20th century England a young man
of the educated class would finish his studies and then
polish his education by a year's travel through the cradles
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of civilization, The Grand Tour. Fortunately, it is no longer
only the Anglo, male aristocrat who enjoys educationally
broadening opportunities across national and cultural fron-
tiers. A full menu of opportunities at the college and sec-
ondary levels now exists, and they are designed to be ap-
proachable and affordable. Cross-cultural travel and
exposure have positive implications for a worker's employ-
ment in the global work force, while, in turn, cross-cultural
employment experiences are likely to further develop and
round out the individual.

While cross-cultural experience might appear to have al-
most universal validity the counseling considerations are
quite individual. More focused questions thus emerge: What
types of students should be especially encouraged to pur-
sue cross-cultural opportunities and what considerations
should their counselors guide them to evaluate and weigh?

Strong domestic job growth will be paralleled by inter-
national demand for skilled and semi-skilled workers, es-
pecially in health care, telecommunications, and comput-
ers (Kaplan, 1991). Students headed for scientific and tech-
nical careers have professional skills of relevance in al-
most any culture. Ironically, they are often less likely than
humanities and social sciences students to study other
cultures and apply themselves to foreign languages. Coun-
seling can be critical to their awareness.

The international portability of technical careers should
not imply that other fields are poorly situated for cross-
cultural opportunity. For example, the future may well hold
stronger cross-cultural opportunities than ever in educa-
tion, largely because of a worldwide demand for English
language education (Krannich & Krannich, 1990).

Students headed for business careers would benefit from
greater cross-cultural exposure. In large multinational or-
ganizations the benefits of such experiences to employees
is obvious; much less publicized is the cross-cultural
entrepreneuring boom, a function of the overall thrust of
small business development in concert with the fall of trade
barriers. (The collapse of the Soviet empire alone has vir-
tually doubled the size of the approachable world market.)

Carving out cross-cultural employment niches is some-
times the ultimate in business acumen; it calls upon the
same imagination, persistence in the face of frustration,
ability to combine personal and material re-
sources, and skill at negotiating consensus
(Moran, Harris, 1982; Krannich & Krannich,
1990). The creative personality, as well as the
entrepreneurial, often finds deep satisfaction
in crossing cultural boundaries. A related cli-
ent category might be the "multipotentialed,"
those students with myriad skills and inter-
ests who easily feel bored or confined by over-
specialized work roles (Pask- McCartney &
Salamone, 1988).

While cross-cultural experiences have
huge potential benefits, problems should not
be underestimated. Keeping in mind two
major stressors, job change and personal re-
location, the career counselor must remem-

ber that cross-cultural assignments, es-
pecially long-term overseas assignments,
involve stressors at high magnitude. For
good reason, the change from famili:r
surroundings, folkways, and habits to the
new and unfamiliar has long been called
"culture shock" (Bartlett & Ghoshal,
1989).

Given that some level of stress is the
inevitable result of cross-cultural encoun-
ter, students with poor ego strength or
adjustment problems are not likely can-
didates unless strong support structures,
such as families, would be available.
While the cross-cultural experience has
great potential as a catalyst for personal
growth, the caveat still holds. Many a
savvy corporate personnel officer looking
for ways to lower the rate of failed, and
thus costly, overseas assignments would
be wise to investigate support structures.

For students of any age, ego strength
and adaptability are likely to be signifi-
cant indicators of readiness for cross-cul-
tural experiences. Additionally, some
threshold level of openness to differing
cultural outlooks is key (Ferguson, 1988;
Stori, 1990).

Students in high school or just begin-
ning college are prime for absorbing
cross-cultural experiences and learning
other languages. However, other priori-
ties drive most youths and they may also
have little sense of future direction and
little encouragement in the direction of
international exploration. Counselors can
offer youths some sense of vision and
purpose for cross-cultural exploration, as
well as the knowledge their opportuni-
ties may never again be as inexpensive,
or as timely.

The creative personality often

finds deep satisfaction in crossing

cultural boundaries.
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HOW TO HELP STUDENTS PLAN
FOR THE COMING GLOBAL
ECONOMY

The "best" career decisions are not made
in a vacuum apart from a host of competing
considerations. The sphere of career plan-
ning which embraces cross-cultural consid-
erations, moreover, is characterized by a
number of subtle dimensions. For example,
the wisdom of and means for preparing to
enter the world economy and job market may
be difficult for young students to visualize
and conceptualize. While they can visualize
the essence of most work and life scenarios
in their native country, they
will be unable, almost by defi-
nition, to visualize scenarios
beyond their cultural experi-
ence. A leap of faith is re-
quired for students to place
themselves in a wholly differ-
ent setting of life and work.
Additionally, the capacity for
deferred gratification may be
required for some key element
of preparation. For example,
the learning of another lan-
guage often requires a period
of time before the return on
investment of effort is experi-
enced. In addition, the rela-
tively precise planning pos-
sible with many traditional
careers may be unrealistic for
those conducting their job
search in the world market.
Who yet knows what the de-
mand for a bachelor's degree
in construction management is going to be
in the "new" Russia, or what the pay, in
rubles, will really be worth? The "tolerance
for ambiguity" often mentioned as an asset
in the new domestic service economy may
be a requirement in a global economy
(Callahan, 1989; Carter, 1989).

Some fundamental guideposts and strat-
egies are available to counselors, however,
for helping students prepare for cross-cul-
tural opportunities. Some key considerations
are:

There are no precise equivalents of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the Oc-
cupational Outlook Handbook for informa-
tion on the worldwide job market, but
source books brimming with leads, statis-
tics, and suggestions are available. One
practical test of readiness for complexities
of cross-cultural work may be found in stu-

dents' abilities to research both the employment and cul-
tural dimensions of potential opportunities.

While reading or hearing about experiences is hardly
the experiemes themselves, powerful books such as Work-
ing by Studs Terkel (1972) evoke the feel of work experi-
ences. Students can be encouraged to do the legwork
that Terkel did and conduct their own interviews. People
within every major community who are involved in inter-
national work can provide expertise to students.

Opportunities to sample many international environ-
ments for short periods are available and affordable. The
literature suggests that a minimum of two weeks in a
location is needed to gain a realistic perspective (Isaacson,
1985). One excellent source, Council. on International Edu-

cational Exchange (1991), that
exists for youthsincludes myriad
leads as well as experiences of
participants.

Students should be aware of
advertisements for catalogues of
international jobs and similar
shortcuts. The road to good
cross-cultural jobs is an ex-
tended version of the traditional
one: hard work in acquiring a
portfolio of desirable skills and
relevant professional contacts
(Win, 1987; Krannich &
Krannich, 1990).

As hard as it may be to do tra-
ditional, "straight line" planning
for cross-cultural careers, the ar-
ticulation of potential scenarios
(whether in the form of probabil-
ity estimation exercises, future
forecasts, decision trees, or the
like) is an excellent focusing de-

vice. It can also serve as productive "guided fantasy" for
visualizing cross-cultural futures.

The potential benefits and problems of cross-cultural
opportunities are often of a magnitude to defy the nor-
mal weighting of plus and minus factors. Students will
have to arrive at a decision of whether, and when, to take
the plunge. For decisions of such life-changing import
there may be no "best time."

Opportunities to

sample international

environments are

available and

affordable.

CONCLUSION

Cross-cultural work and life experiences will no longer
be the province of the business elite but will touch the
lives of increasing numbers of Americans. In addition, a
more multicultural America appears here to stay. Coun-
selors can play an important role in helping their students
prepare proactively for the culturally changing workplace
and the global economy.
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ABSTRACT

This article presents a
hands-on model for
the counselor who
wishes to explore the
use of guided imag-
ery in a group set-
ting. The counselor is
guided through a
progressive series of
ten instruction steps.

GUIDED IMAGERY IN A GROUP
SETTING: A MODEL

Sydney S. Heflin

Guided imagery is often neglected as a powerful and useful tool in the
group therapy setting. While more generally used in individual therapy,
guided imagery can be uniquely effective within the group structure since,
as noted by Corey (1985), the group can function as a microcosm of life,
providing both counselor and members with opportunities to evaluate the
process through observations of members.

Often referred to as creative visualization (Heflin, 1991), guided imagery
is actually a trance state, the depth of which may vary, and is viewed by
some as a form of hypnosis. Weitzenhoffer (1986) noted that in order to
"hypnotize" an individual a situation is created which is conducive to the
development of a suggestion state, and the "hypnotized" person is one in
such a state. Other interchangeable terms for hypnosis are given by Udolf
(1987), including an altered state of consciousness, a state of heightened
suggestibility, or a trance.

Before attempting to use any type of trance state in the counseling set-
ting it is important that the counselor secure the professional training and
certification necessary to attain an appropriate level of competence. Uni-
versity courses, seminars, workshops, and mentoring are ways of obtain-
ing training. The counselor must also achieve a reasonable degree of skill
and confidence before attempting to incorporate guided imagery into group
counseling.

Although some controversy still does exist among experts in the field,
most emphasize that hypnosis is safe. Rarely does one hear of adverse
consequences (Zahourek, 1990). Hypnosis also lends itself to group work
(Gabian & Manus, 1986). Haley (1986) noted that Milton Erickson, long
known as the world's leading medical hypnotist, had such great success
with his use of trance states because he was always respectful of clients
and encouraged their participation in their own process. Erickson used
hypnosis in an infinite variety of ways in therapy, and his strategic therapy
(Haley, 1986) proved to be a logical extension of hypnotic technique while
his use of metaphor directly influenced guided imagery (Rosen, 1982;
Lankton & Lankton, 1989). Wester (1986) emphasized that it is also impor-
tant to remember that any technique can be only as effective as the thera-
pist using that particular skill.

Obviously, the counselor must adhere to the usual cautions about us-
ing trance states only with appropriate personalities and in appropriate
therapeutic settings (Udolf, 1987). In her discussion of the selection of ap-
propriate patients for hypnosis, Zahourek (1990) observes that hypnosis is
not usually recommended for clients who are psychotic. severely border-
line, depressed, suicidal, or in marginal control. It is imperative that indi-
viduals with specific medical conditions be either screened out or moni-
tored by their physicians. However, the techniques arc widely considered
quite safe, provided reasonable screening precautions are taken (Zahourek,
1990). The counselor must carefully evaluate the group, taking into con-
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sideration each client's stability before proceeding with
disassociative techniques.

Once it has been established that a particular group is
appropriate and will benefit from guided imagery, the thera-
pist can begin to design a specific exercise suited to the
needs of the group. Since there are so many strategies in
guided imagery (Haley, 1967)from the simplest, such as
presented in this article, to the most complicated, such as
some of the advanced forms of healing imagery used for
work with cancer, burn victims, or incest survivors (Rossi
& Cheek, 1988; Rossman, 1989), it is suggested that rela-
tively short, simple exercises be selected in the beginning.
As the counselor's confidence and skills increase with each
successful guided imagery exercise it becomes natural to
study and gradually progress to the use of more difficult
strategies. Initially, the counselor should work under the
supervision of a mentor in a co-therapy construct. This
provides modeling, as well as a degree of security for the
counselor in the early stages of incorporating imagery into
the group process.

It is paramount that the counselor be acutely aware of
four factors in structuring guided imagery for a group. First,
the type of group should be considered: Does the group
issue have a physiological basis, a psychological basis, or
both?

Second, there must be a purpose or goal for the exercise
that is compatible with either the physiological or psycho-
logical issue being processed. In planning a therapeutic

strategy the therapist
needs to consider what
the imagery is to ac-
complish. There are
many purposes, such
as relaxation for stress
(Sachs, 1986), health
and healing for illness,
accessing inner levels of
creativity for work or
play, and releasing
mental blocks of vari-
ous types (Sheikh,
1983; Samuels &
Samuels, 1975). Once
the goal of the thera-
peutic imagery is estab-
lished, the counselor
can either choose an ex-
isting script or begin to
structure an appropri-
ate exercise best suited
to accomplishing that
end. Here it should be
noted that structuring a
script is a very precise
procedure, which is
sometimes compli-
cated, and should be
done only by individu-
als with the appropriate
expertise. It is impor-
«

W ith a little

creativity,

the

counselor

can achieve

a series of

group-

specific

goals.
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tant that the novice use tested scripts to
avoid potential problems. There are scripts
available in the literature, and most qual-
ity training programs include some as well.

Third, the group must be comfortable
with the idea of using guided imagery as a
component of therapeutic work. The re-
sponsible counselor informs and instructs
the group in a positive, constructive man-
ner, helps the members attain a reason-
able degree of comfort and motivation for
the technique, and always allows members
to choose not to participate.

Finally, the counselor, once trained in
imagery skills and techniques, ought to be
comfortable with using guided imagery in
a group setting. Group members are quick
to sense discomfort or anxiety on the part
of the counselor, and this naturally can ex-
acerbate any anxiety they might have about
participating (Corey, 1985).

A GUIDED IMAGERY MODEL

The following is a model for incorporat-
ing a guided imagery (i.e., creative visual-
ization) exercise into a personal growth
group. The exercise involves personal ex-
ploration, designed to assist each individual
in establishing an outcome goal (or goals)
related to desired personal growth.

While this exercise is formulated for a
personal growth group, it may be adapted
by the counselor who is experienced in
guided imagery for use in other types of
groups and for other therapeutic outcomes.
In addition, with a little creativity, the ex-
perienced counselor can expand on the
basic structure of the exercise in subse-
quent sessions to achieve a series of group-
specific goals. The remainder of this article
presents ten guidelines for implementing
this technique.

GUIDELINES

1. Settling in
The counselor directs the group mem-

bers to make themselves physically com-
fortable without crossing any limbs (to avoid
interference with circulation) and to assume
a position wherein the head will not drop
suddenly when the muscles relax.

2. Music
Soft, gentle music may be utilized as a

relaxation tool, as well as a masking device
designed to help the group members block
out movement and sound from the others
in the group. It is a good idea to use instru-
mental music that is not readily identifi-
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able, in order to avoid the potential of pro-
jection wherein unconscious processes
might interfere with the purpose of the ex-
ercise.

3. Deep Breathing
Deep breathing instructions are given.

The group is directed to completely fill the
lungs with air on the inhalation, and to push
as much air as possible out on the exhala-
tion. This activity continues for approxi-
mately three to five minutes, or un-
til the therapist observes that the
group is fairly relaxed and settled.
The therapist can expect that mild
resistance usually appears in the
form of physical shifting, coughing,
sneezing, etc. as the group focuses
inward. This is perfectly natural and
should be accepted. If one individual
should become so disruptive as to
disturb the group at length, the
counselor should be prepared to
deal with this.

4. Focused Body Relaxation
The counselor takes the group

through a progressive body relax-
ation exercise of choice. An example
of such a script follows:

"You can now feel the warm, soothing, re-
laxing power coming into the toes of both
your feet at the same time, relaxing your
toes. Feel your toes relaxing, and feel that
relaxation as it flows down into the arches
and into the heels, relaxing all of the
muscles as it goes. Now you can feel that
warm, soothing, relaxing power as it moves
up through your ankles and into the calves
of your legs, relaxing all of those muscles,
moving up through your knees and into your
thighs, and you canfeel all of those muscles
just letting go now so that your toes and
feet and ankles and calves and knees and
thighs are completely relaxed."
"Now you canfeel that warm, soothing, re-
laxing power as it comes into the fingers of
both your hands at the same time, relaxing
your hands. Feel your hands relaxing and
feel that relaxing power as it moves up
through your wrists, into your forearms, and
right on up through your elbows into your
upper arms so that your fingers and hands
and forearms and upper arms are com-
pletely relaxed."
"Now you can feel that warm, soothing, re-
laxing power as it comes into the base of
your spine. Feel that warmth at the base of
your spine as it comes in and begins to move

slowly up the spine, up the spine, up the spine and into
the back of your neck and shoulder muscles. And the back
of your neck and your shoulder muscles are just letting
go now, letting go, as that warm, relaxing power moves
on up your neck and into your scalp, relaxing your scalp.
Feel your scalp relaxing, and feel that warm relaxation
draining down into your facial muscles, relaxing all of
those muscles as it goes. Your forehead is relaxed now.
Your cheeks are relaxed. Your mouth is relaxed now, and
your jaw is relaxed, leaving just a little space between.

Creative visualization involves

exploration designed to establish

goals for personal growth.

the teeth. Your throat is relaxed."
"You are now relaxed all over, in every way. You are feel-
ing comfortable and at ease, both in body and mind."

5. Creating a Special Place
The therapist uses guided imagery directed specifically

to assist each individual in creating a "special place." The
purpose of this part of the exercise is to help the group
members establish an on-going mental resource which
can be used in a wide variety of ways in this and future
exercises. Each group member's "special place" is an imagi-
nary place, incorporating whatever elements the individual
wishes. For the purposes of the stress reduction part of
this exercise, the special place is simply a mental and
physical sanctuarya place of relaxationfar away from
the cares and worries of the day-to-day world. The thera-
pist may offer gentle suggestions, such as "You may wish
to create your sanctuary in a very special place indoors, or
perhaps out in nature in a very peaceful, wonderful place.
It could be a meadow in the mountains, a serene forest, a
tranquil beach by the sea, or wherever your imagination
chooses to take you. You can even create your special place
in a wonderful cnystal castle in the clouds." The more lati-
tude the participants have in using their Imaginations
greatly increases comfort levels.

After guiding the group through basic instructions on
how to create their special places, the therapist will find it
appropriate to suggest that they can now proceed to cre-
ate their sanctuary while the therapist is quiet for a time.
(Generally, about five minutes is adequate for the con-
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struction period.) At this point the counselor can guide
the group through some feeling imagery, e.g.,

And now you can actually feel the wonderful serenity
and tranquility of your special place. Notice the comfort-
able sensations in your body and mind as you Just relax
completely and let go... being totally in the moment... Such
wonderful feelings of peace... calmness... quiet... seren-
ity... comfort... tranquility."

The length of this part of the exercise is left up to the dis-
cretion of the counselor. Since this is the actual imagery
for releasing stress, it is generally considered therapeuti-
cally sound to continue in this mode for about five to ten
minutes (Rossman, 1989).

6. Establishing a Goal
The counselor now becomes more directive, gently and

soothingly announcing that it is now time to begin to es-
tablish a personal goal, and then moves forward into this
part of the exercise. For example, the counselor may say,

"Notice how much more easily you can access deeper lev-
els of creativity now... As you move into those much deeper
levels of creativity... you can begin to access a strong
awareness Of your own personal needs... And as you be-
gin to examine these needs, you notice that some needs
are stronger than others... and as this becomes clear... it
may be that one will stand out above the rest... As you

td yourself getting in touch with that very special need...
a is easy to understand... and appreciate... yourself_ and
honor... yourself_ and that need..., and begin to create a
goal to take care of that very special need..., a specific,
purposeful goal... which is meaningful to you... and pro-
ductive... As that specific, meaningful, purposeful goal be-
comes clear to you... it is easy to understand what is nec-
essary to achieve that goal..., as simple as step one, step
two. step three... Now I will be quiet for a time as you

focus on exactly what you need to achieve your goal."
Again, the counselor allows about five minutes or so of
silence for the group to continue their work.

7. Returning to Conscious Awareness
At this point, the counselor assures the group that they

can always go back to their "special place" and use it when-
ever they wish. Then, announcing "In a moment I am going
to bring you back, feeling so good, and remembering every-
thing. I am going to count from one to five and one the count
of five, very gently, taking your time, you can open your
eyes and be here with me," the counselor proceeds with
the count-up, interjecting positive suggestions on each
count. A suggested count-up might be: "Number one, no-
tice the sensations returning to your arms and legs; num-
ber two, come up a little more, feeling so wonderfully re-
laxed and at ease; number three, feel at peace; number four,
recall your surroundings and feel very, very good, and on
the next count you can open your eyes and be here with
me; number five, wide awake."

8. Re-entry
Allow plenty of time for the group members to "re-en-

ter" the situation. They will be integrating the material

they accessed, and some may be very deep
into themselves. It is good for the counselor
to suggest that they make notes on their
experience and allow a time of silence, with
the music continuing to play softly while
they do this. They also may need to stretch
physically and move around a bit.

9. Debriefing
At this point, those who wish can share

nrocess their experiences in the group.
members will want to share and some

.: not. It is important to respect each
member's wishes. If something intensely
personal has come up for a member who
chooses not to share, the counselor must
not force sharing in front of the group, but
can simply be warm, accepting, and encour-
aging of the person. After returning the fo-
cus to someone who does want to share,
the first person can be given the option of
processing privately with the counselor at
a later time. Crucial: If someone has had
an uncomfortable experience, the counse-
lor will want to reassure them and to pro-
cess the experience, either in the group or,
if the person wishes, later on an individual
basis.

10. Closure
Once processing has been completed, the

counselor may proceed with bringing the
group to closure in whatever manner is de-
sired. A group feeling check is very impor-
tant after imagery exercises to be certain
that all members are closed down and ready
to re-enter the outside world. Because clo-
sure is crucial after imagery exercises, the
counselor must always allow plenty of time
for it when planning the session.

CONCLUSION

Many clinical and non-clinical, in-patient
and out-patient applications of hypnosis
and guided imagery exist. They are used
successfully every day in such areas as
stress and coping, pain control, anesthe-
sia, obstetrics and gynecology, weight loss,
smoking cessation, alcoholism, hyperten-
sion, death and dying, and psychotherapy.
Therapeutic change, both subtle and dra-
matic, can be accomplished with the use of
group guided imagery. It is a valuable tool,
well worth adding to the group counselor's
repertoire.
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ABSTRACT

As the school popu-
lation in the United
States becomes
more racially and
ethnically diverse,
the need for educa-
tional and thera-
peutic Interventions
that are culturally
relevant is growing,
This article suggests
four roles for school
counselors that may
assist in overcoming
limitations of West-
ern-based therapy
and provide alter-
natives for more
culturally sensitive
interventions.

SCHOOL COUNSELORS:
CHANGE AGENTS IN A
MULTICULTURAL WORM

Connie 7'. Schtiebner, Ph.D.

The United States has been witnessing a dramatic change in the cul-
tural diversity of our population. Minority children and adolescents repre-
sent the most rapidly growing portion of that population (Gibbs & Huang,
1989). A study conducted by the College Board and the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education estimated that one-third of U.S. public
school students will be from minority groups by 1995 (Staff, 1991). The U. S.
Bureau of the Census (1987) has reported that non-white youth under the
age of 18 will constitute 30% of the nation's population by the year 2000
and 38% by the year 2020.

Minority children and adolescents are particularly at risk for psycho-
logical disorders and behavioral problems due to their frequent position at
the bottom of the economic and social order (Ho, 1992: Gibbs & Huang,
1989). Congressman George Miller (1989) stated that half of all black chil-
dren and one-third of all Hispanic children live in poverty. School drop-out
rates for minority youth are reaching distressing levels with rates of more
than 60% in some urban areas.

Ozawa (1986) labeled the population trends a "demographic imperative"
and challenged social institutions that serve minority youth to modify their
white middle-class orientation. As the population of minority youth increases
it becomes clear that there is a need for educational and therapeutic inter-
ventions that are culturally relevant to this population.

Ho stated (1992) that school is second in importance, after the influence
of the family, to the socialization of children and adolescents. School is also
where many minority children first experience cultural conflict and behav-
ioral adjutment problems.

The school counselor can play an active and vital role in bridging the
gap between meeting the needs of minority groups and the existing educa-
tional system (Cole, Thomas, & Lee, 1988). The school counseling profes-
sion would move in a positive direction by reevaluating existing counselor
roles and by developing interventions that are sensitive to minority youths'
social realities. Making changes in a counseling program is like living in a
house that is being remodeled (Hargens & Gysbers, 1984): Remodeling oc-
curs 1)ecause something is outdated or no longer meets the need for which
it was constructed (Lehmanowsky, 1991).

PROFESSIONAL ROLES

The purpose of this paper is to propose several roles for school counse-
lors to consider when working with culturally diverse students. These roles
often necessitate spending more time working out of the office. This pro-
vides more opportunities to understand external barriers that may be con-
tributing to negative self-concepts, low academic performance, and stress
of minority students. The counseling profession tends to overlook the fact
that minority individuals are victims of oppression and discrimination and
thus negates the effects of these external barriers that limit opportunities
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and negatively affect normal development
and mental health (Ho, 1992; Sue & Sue,
1990). Case studies will be provided as ex-.
amples of how the school counselor can func-
tion in each of these roles.

Although one counselor may not be able
to fulfill these various roles, it is essential to
recognize the importance of these functions
and the need to work in multiple contexts
(Gibbs & Huang, 1989).

Atkinson, Morten, and Sue (1993) suggest
several roles that may assist in overcoming
limitations of Western-based therapy and
provide school counselors with culturally
sensitive interventions alternatives. The roles
discussed are: (1) facilitator of self-help,
(2) outreach role, (3) consultant role, and
(4) change agent/advocate role.

FACILITATOR OF SELF-HELP

For many minority clients, problems are
often environmental in nature rather than
intrapsychic (Katz, 1985). Since many mi-
nority youth reside in urban areas, they are
living in the midst of what has been called
social stress, inner city stress, and environ-
mental stress (Brounstein, Hatry, Altschuler,
& Blair, 1990; Smith, 1985). Multiple stres-
sors threaten self-esteem and can lead to
handling stress by self-destructive behaviors
such as alcohol and drug abuse, suicide, and
homicide (Stiffman & Davis, 1990).

The school counselor can become a facili-
tator of self-help by assisting the client with
identifying the external sources of their prob-
lem and developing strategies for resolution
(Atkinson et al., 1993). Hence, the client is
not encouraged to own the problem but be-
come aware of the external oppressive forces
that created it. The counselor can assist the
client by (a) teaching new coping strategies,
(b) having the client experience success, and
(c) validating who and what they represent
(Sue & Sue, 1991).

The case study of Tanya exemplifies the
counselor's role as facilitator. Tanya is a
black female who has recently moved to a
new community and now attends a predomi-
nantly white high school. Tanya's grades
have dropped since attending the new school.
She has withdrawn from school activities and
appears depressed. Her teachers report that
she is argumentative, disrespectful. and dis-
ruptive in class.

The school counselor working with Tanya
will be exploring the issues of being a new
student, but also must examine the stress
of visibly being a minority in school (Smith,
1985). Tanya may also be experiencing overt

and/or covert acts of
racism and discrimi-
nation that are con-
tributing to her behav-
ior.

The following ques-
tions may assist the
counselor with identi-
fying external sources
of the problem (Sue &
Sue, 1990): (1) What
must it be like for a
minority in a predomi-
nantly white school?
(2) How does belong-
ing to this racial group
affect the nature and
frequency of poten-
tially stressful life
events? (3) What are
some of the sources of
stress that Tanya
might be encounter-
ing? (4) What might
the school do that
would benefit racial
diversity.

To develop a trust-
ing relationship with
Tanya it is imperative
to address the issue of
racism in the school
and Tanya's percep-
tion of what has been
happening. By seeing
the world through
Tanya's eyes, the
counselor can try to
answer the previous
questions and explore
with Tanya ways of coping in a multicultural world. To deal
with feelings of isolation, a support group for new students
could be formed. Tanya might also be interested in forming
a black students group that would be involved in cultural
awareness and assist with school projects. Finally, the
school can continue to eliminate racism through cultur-
ally sensitive curriculum, cultural events, and workshops.

Several roles

provide

understanding of

barriers

contributing to

negative self-

concept, low

academic

performance,

and stress.

OUTREACH ROLE

The outreach role extends a counselor's helping efforts
outside the office and sometimes outside of the school.
According to Kurpius and Rozecki (1992), outreach is a
term for all services that are not traditional one-on-one or
group counseling focused. Outreach focuses on the causes
of problems and the solutions for addressing those situa-
tions. Individual, group, and/or family counseling may
contradict the cultural values and individual preferences
of a minority youth (Mizo & Delaney, 1981). To establish
rapport and credibility it may be useful for the school coun-
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selor to meet on students' home ground. For example, be-
coming involved in athletic, community, and social activi-
ties can facilitate a trusting relationship that is often diffi-
cult to establish in the formality of an office.

Grevious (1985) suggests that outreach include a home
visit, which traditionally has been done by social workers,
to help the counselor better understand the cultural expe-
rience of the student and observe the environmental fac-
tors that may be contributing to problems. Multicultural
counseling literature (Atkinson et al., 1993; Ho, 1992; Sue
& Sue, 1990) often recommends home visits as a means of
intervention. However, with time constraints due to large
caseloads, peripheral duties, limited clerical assistance, and
possible liability issues (Downing & Harrison, 1992), home
visits generally are not feasible.

Outreach in action can be seen in the work with Peter
Chan. Peter is referred to the school counselor by his
teacher because he does not contribute in class, will not
raise his hand to answer questions, and seems afraid to
look at the teacher. The teacher is concerned that his in-
troverted behavior will cause him to fall behind in school.
The school counselor decides that a group experience may
help Peter be more assertive. After several sessions there
is no behavioral change. The counselor decides that more
cultural information is necessary, not only to better un-
derstand Peter's world view but to assist with the adjust-
ment of other Asian students coming into the school.

The community has an Asian center that assists immi-
grants with transition to the United States. The counselor
attends a workshop at the center to acquire more under-
standing of the Asian culture. By being an observer as well
as participant, the counselor is provided considerable in-
sight into traditional Asian behavior. The more reserved,
formal, and quiet demeanor of the workshop participants
helped the counselor to understand that the behavior Pe-
ter exhibited are typical of traditional Chinese. Out of re-
spect, one does not look into the eyes of an authority fig-
ure. It is impolite to "stand out in the crowd," hence Peter
does not raise his hand in class or publicly express his
knowledge. This direct observation of environmental and
cultural factors enables the counselor to understand the
norms of Peter's culture and reassure the teacher that
Peter's behavior is culturally appropriate.

CONSULTANT ROLE

According to Hansen, I limes, and Meier (1990), consul-
tation involves a relationship between the consultant and
the consultee, who work together to affect the behavior of
a third party. In this role the school counselor will be work-
ing directly with teachers, administrators, parents, and
peers who have an impact on the student (Erchul& Conoley,
1991; Kurpius & Rozecki, 1992).

A common situation involves a teacher enlisting the
school counselor to assist with a behavior problem in the
classroom. For example, a teacher is concerned about Ron,
an American Indian student in her class who is very quiet,
passive, and rarely participates in class. The child refuses
to participate in a class exercise that stresses competing
with other classmates for points. Feeling very frustrated,
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the teacher calls on the school counselor to
observe Ron and provide suggestions to im-
prove his class participation and involve-
ment. As a consultant, the counselor is to
assess the problem and begin searching for
solutions.

In assessing the classroom situation the
following questions can be addressed (Sue
& Sue, 1990): (1) What effect does being one
of the few minorities in the class, or possi-
bly the only minority, have on this child?
(2) What is the teacher's attitude about this
child in her class? (3) Should the teacher
adapt her teaching style to meet the cultural
values of the child? (4) Is the system in need
of change or the child?

In this case it may be important to also
consult with Ron's parents. An informal
meeting may assist the counselor to under-
stand the behavior norms of this family. The
child may be exhibiting traditional Ameri-
can Indian values of cooperation, subtle and
indirect communication style, respect for au-
thority, and harmony with others (Courtney,
1986). The counselor can then pass on this
information to the teacher and offer sugges-
tions regarding teaching styles and class
exercises that ma; be more culturally sen-
sitive.

CHANGE AGENT AND ADVOCACY
ROLES

When oppression, discrimination, and/
or racism are identified as the cause of a
client's problem rather than the problem
being intrapsychic, the counselor can be-
come a change agent and an advocate by
actively challenging long-standing beliefs,
stereotypes, and preconceived notions that
may stand in the way of a student's healthy
development (Lee, 1982). The school coun-
selor can also help students empower them-
selves in the fight against negative forces
(Lee. 1989).

A study by Rosenfeld, Chess, and Wilson
(1981) demonstrated ethnic composition and
students' attitudes toward each other. Per-
ceptions of ethnicity may affect a child's
achievement at school. Hence, if the child's
school environment is safe it facilitates
learning and personal growth. However, if
the school atmosphere is hostile a child's
learning and social development will be ham-
pered (11o, 1992).

Stereotyped impressions of minority
groups on the part of teachers and staff can
also affect a student's attitude, behav-
ior, and performance. For example, over the
past year a school counselor has received
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Challenging

long-standing

beliefs,

stereotypes, and

preconceived

notions clears

the way for

healthy

development.

several complaints from some of the Asian
students concerning teacher expectations of
their academic performance. It seems that
the stereotypical notion of Asian students as
"whiz kids" and a "model minority" is plac-
ing undue stress on these particular stu-
dents. In addition, they feel pressured by
students who seek them out solely for an-
swers or assistance with homework assign-
ments. They often feel lonely and isolated
from the general student population; their
sense of "differentness" is causing them a
great deal of anxiety.

The school counselor can provide support
and encouragement by confronting stereo-
typical attitudes and behaviors. The coun-
selor can spend time developing programs
or enlisting outside consultants to provide
multicultural awareness and sensitivity
training for all students and staff. The coun-

selor can begin to bring about change by pro-
viding a program of cultural awareness that deals with discrepancies
between myths and realities (Katz & Ivey, 1977). The coun-
selor can also work with other staff and students to de-
velop a school-wide action plan to combat personal and
institutional racism.

CONCLUSION

This article has presented a discussion of four alterna-
tive roles for school counselors to consider when working
with students culturally different from themselves. The ar-
ticle emphasized the changing demographics of our schools
and the need to re-examine existing school counseling pro-
grams to provide culturally appropriate interventions.
School counselors have specialized knowledge and skills
that place them in an advantageous position for fulfilling
the roles just discussed. They are problem-solvers, com-
municators, negotiators, and collaborators. By virtue of
these assets, school counselors can facilitate change via
these roles. They can step into the student's world, which
may enhance the counselor-student relationship. School
counselors can foster the academic environment by plac-
ing an emphasis on each student's uniqueness and not on
conformity with the majority.
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ABSTRACT

In order to investi-
gate students'
reactions to the
systems paradigm in
a graduate intro-
ductory marriage
and family counsel-
ing course in an
academic setting, a
questionnaire was
administered before
and after a one-
semester training
program. No con-
ceptual shift from an
intrapsychic to an
interpersonal view
occurred however,
feelings of intimida-
tion decreased
while confidence
levels increased
significantly during
the training. Reac-
tions to the systems
paradigm were
generally positive
and enthusiastic,
but concerns
emerged. Implica-
tions for training are
provided.

REACTIONS OF COUNSELOR
EDUCATION STUDENTS TO
THE FAMILY THERAPY
SYSTEMS PARADIGM

Luann Costa. Ph.D.

If progress in science occurs in discontinuous leaps following the rec-
ognition of anomalies and crises as stated by Thomas Kuhn (1970), can
the systems paradigm and the intrapsychic view be integrated into peace-
ful coexistence or are they indeed competing paradigms in the scientific
community? The pioneers of family therapy were certainly people of vi-
sion who suddenly went beyond the paradigms of traditional science in
adopting general systems theory as their theoretical rationale (Becvar &
Becvar, 1988; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1990; Haley, 1984; Minuchin,
1974; Nichols, 1984). Whether the systems paradigm is an anomaly, a
competing paradigm, or a scientific discovery remains to be seen. How-
ever, the more pertinent and pragmatic question seems to be how family
therapy trainees are affected when encountering the systems paradigm
for the first time in their training. While it is clear that marriage and
family therapy is being integrated into counselor education departments
(Peltier & Vale, 1986; Piercy & Hovestadt, 1980), little has been written
about student reactions to this so-called "new epistemology" (Gurman,
1983). The literature generally cites student resistance to learning family
therapy is due to the "perceptual shift" or "conceptual leap" required to
change from the intrapsychic to the systemic view; others refer to the
"schism" in the field of mental health in general, as well as within the field
of family therapy itself (Breunlin, Schwartz, Krause, & Selby, 1983; Falicov,
Constantine, & Breunlin, 1981; Garfield, 1979; Green & Saeger, 1982;
Lawson & Gaushell, 1988; Liddle, 1978; Liddle & Saba, 1982; Murphy,
1990; Piercy & Sprenkle, 1984; West, 1988).

METHODOLOGY

This paper will consider graduate students' reactions to a systemic
conceptualization of etiology and pathology in an introductory marriage
and family counseling course in an academic setting. A feedback ques-
tionnaire was designed and administered to a small seminar of eleven
graduate students at the University of Colorado at Denver shortly after
the beginning of the semester and again at the end of the semester. Two
students did not complete pretests and one student did not complete the
posttest. The statistical analysis included only data from students who
had completed both the prete t and posttest. Strategic and structural
orientations to family therapy were presented by the professor and stu-
dents read original works of pioneers of these approaches (Haley, 1984;
Minuchin, 1974). Course requirements included a midterm and final exam,
an oral presentation of an additional family therapy school, a genogram of
the student's family of origin, and a research paper. The course empha-
sized experiential role-playing of actual clinical cases in the counseling
laboratory, with peers and the instructor observing behind the one-way
mirror, followed by the immediate feedback for the trainees. Videotape
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TABLE 1

Results of t test for dependent Samples

Pretest Posttest Post-Pre n t

3.88 5.31 1.44 8 3.016

"p<.01

feedback was also used as a learning technique to enhance
skill development.

RESULTS

Demographic data indicated the student's name, the
date, occupation, and place of employment. At pretest, stu-
dent responses indicated they had role-played a client for
training purposes an average number of 3.19 times
(X=3.19) and had role-played a therapist 2 times (X=2). At
posttest, students stated they had role-played a client for
training purposes a total of 5.5 times (X=5.5) and had also
role-played a therapist a total of 5.5 times (X=5.5).

Students then responded to the following question:
Assume that you're in training as a marriage and fam-
ily therapist. At this point in my training as a mar-
riage and family therapist, on a scale of 1-10 (10 is
high), I would rate my skills a (please indicate number).
Students rated their skills a 3.88 (X=3.88) at pretest

and a 5.31 (X=5.31) at posttest. The difference between
pre- and posttest measures was tested by using a t test
for independent samples. The result was significant at al-
pha=.01 (see table 1).

Another question attempted to measure a possible per-
ceptual shift in student thinking as discussed in the lit-
erature cited above:

In considering the site of pathology, systems theory
requires a shift in thinking from intrapsychic to in-
terpersonal and from linear to circular causality. At
this point in my training, on a scale of 1-10 (10 is
systems; 1 is individual), I would rate my thinking about
the site of pathology a (please indicate number).

The average response at pretest was 6.88 (X=6.88) and at
posttest 6.13 (X=6.13) indicating little or no change.

PERSONAL QUALITIES: PRETEST RESPONSES

Another question probed possible differences that might
exist between personal qualities of effective family and ef-
fective individual therapists:

What personal qualities do you feel an
effective family therapist should pos-
sess that might be different from an
effective individual therapist?
Responses varied, but one of the most

frequently mentioned qualities was the
ability of the therapist to look at the whole
as well as the individual parts. However,
the ability to see and hear several interac-
tions simultaneously was also regarded as
important. Students also mentioned the
ability to be more directive and assertive,
to recognize patterns within the family, to
join with the family and risk self-disclosure,
to have a more educational/behavioral fo-
cus, to see growth as a process rather than
content, and to see connections between
language and meaning. Respondents cited
the importance of setting aside personal

values, of having extensive knowledge of sys-
temic thinking, and, finally, of having the
ability to view the system as a system.

PERSONAL QUALITIES: POSTTEST
RESPONSES

At posttest there were some responses
similar to pretest responses. These included
having the ability to look at the entire pic-
ture, to be able to deal with many interac-
tions and personalities at the same time, to
be active and directive, to have extensive
knowledge of systems theory, and to be able
to see the family as a system.

Additionally, responses included being
non-judgemental, having warm affect, and
being creative. A student mentioned that
family counselors need to prevent clients
from taking all the responsibility for all prob-
lems. Another student listed flexibility to
work with different generations as vital. One
response had to do with the age of the thera-
pist. A student wrote, "Being older, I feel
there is nothing like 'hands on experience
with families. I feel more experience in life
helps."

REACTIONS TO FAMILY THERAPY
FIELD: PRETEST RESPONSES

The final question in this exploratory
study attempted to gather information on
students' personal and specific reactions to
the field of family therapy.

In general, almost all students found the
field exciting, dynamic, powerful, and chal-
lenging. Many mentioned the practicality of
the approach, indicating it was useful and
"made sense." One student went further by
saying family therapy is essential to any
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hope of improving the mental health of our
society. This student considered some of the
structural techniques manipulative, but felt
comfortable with other adaptations, particu-
larly with Virginia Satir's (1972) approach.
Another student "loved" family therapy but
indicated confusion about the difference be-
tween marriage, family, and divorce therapy.
Still another student stressed the intense
involvement when dealing with families.

Several students indicated a personal con-
nection to family therapy. For example, one
respondent indicated, "I have found that this
has been the most beneficial and informative
class I've taken. Family therapy can be espe-
cially useful to all individuals. I've used in-
formation to change my personal reactions
and responses to my students, husband, and
friends." Another student stated she had
gained insight into her own
family problems, recognizing
"why my mother is the way
she is because she was aban-
doned." Another student
said, "I love it. Children are
very important in my life,
and as a single parent I have
strong identification with
family and family issues."

REACTIONS TO FAMILY
THERAPY FIELD:
POSTTEST RESPONSES

Some responses reiter-
ated the pretest answers,
such as referring to the field
as exciting, important, chal-
lenging, and "making sense."
Others responded with more
personal feelings than in pre-
vious responses. Some ex-
amples include: "It is exciting and intimidat-
ing. I find that I am fascinated by how parents
and children interact"; "I am continually
amazed, especially when I speak to parents
of clients at work"; "It is a new idea to meI
think I should explore further."

One student found it more complicated
than individual therapy and also more excit-
ing, while another mentioned that it chal-
lenges the therapist's personal and profes-
sional integrity.

A few students indicated their desire to
work in the field, saying, "I like it. I want to
learn more and get more confident:" and "I
would like to become one."

Perhaps the most striking response was
the most direct: "I think this Is the backbone
of all problems in life."

DISCUSSION

It is generally accepted that repeated practice reduces
performance anxieties, fears, and feelings of vulnerability
about being observed and exposed to one's colleagues, as
well as self-consciousness about one's image (Crane, Grif-
fin, & Hill, 1986; Jessee & L'Abate, 1981; Liddle & Saba.
1982; Rosenbaum & Serrano, 1979).

In this study, students' self-ratings of their skill level
changed from a 3.88 (X=3.88) at pretest on a scale of 1-10
to a 5.25 (X=5.25) after the course. This result demonstrates
a statistically significant increase in trainees' confidence
levels after participation in the training program. The heavy
emphasis on experiential laboratory learning, with couples
and families role-played by peers and followed by immedi-
ate feedback, may account for the significant increase in
confidence levels.

The results of this study indicate that initial feelings of
intimidation dissipated with increased practice, construc-

tive feedback from peers,
and positive reinforcement
from the instructor. In other
words, trainees experienced
increased confidence con-

ualities include: cerning their therapeutic
ability after participation in
the training. The findings of
this study provide evidence
to support research indicat-
ing that experiential role-
playing with observational
feedback is an effective
method for learning family
therapy skills.

Students demonstrated
little or no shift in thinking
from an intrapsychic to an
interpersonal view or from
linear to circular causality
during the course. There are
several interpretations pos-
sible. Perhaps students had

been previously exposed to interpersonal theory and circu-
lar causality before the course began so that this informa-
tion was not new to them or as unique as some systems
therapists like to believe. Perhaps their thinking shifted in
the few short weeks of class before the pretest was admin-
istered. Another interpretation could be that the systemic
and intrapsychic paradigms are not mutually antithetical
ways of viewing reality but rather can exist in peaceful har-
mony. In fact, many systemic or cybernetic theories are
relatively broad and include linear as well as circular cau-
sality. This data suggests that the so-called necessary "per-
ceptual paradigmatic shift" or "conceptual leap" has been
exaggerated and overemphasized. Many scholars cited
above have noted a general reluctance to accept and imple-
ment the systemic viewpoint. Perhaps students can enter-
tain multiple views of reality more readily than previously
thought and can integrate the "new epistemology" comfort-
ably with pre-existing views. The systemic viewpoint itself

perspective, warm

affect, directive, non-

judgemental, and

creativity.
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is inherently integrative and inclusive (Becvar & Becvar,
1988; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1990). In addition, the
pre- and post-test question could have been inherently in-
valid and unreliable in measuring a complex concept such
as circular causality. Finally, the non-random sample and
the small number of respondents is an obvious limitation
that contraindicates the generalizability of the results. This
study qualifies as a pilot study, and more research using
larger samples is needed to be able to generalize and reach
valid conclusions.

Students generally responded similarly at both pre- and
posttest administrations of the questionnaire regarding req-
uisite skills for family therapists. The effective family thera-
pist, according top the themes which emerged from the data,
needs to be more active, directive, and assertive, with the
ability to control, label, and confront destructive interac-
tions than the therapist engaged in traditional individual
approaches, such as psychoanalytic or client-centered. In
view of the increased resistance and often rigid adherence
to homeostatic mechanisms which some families present,
therapists often need more creative and powerful interven-
tion skills (i.e., paradoxical) in order to deal with a number
of people simultaneously, a variety of personalities, and
complex interaction patterns across several generations
(Becvar & Becvar, 1988; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1990:
Nichols, 1984). Ability to track process rather than content
and a knowledge of systemic functioning, including such
systemic concepts as wholeness, interdependence, and
equifinality, are essential.

Personal and specific student reactions were enthusias-
tic and positive and included such adjectives as "power-
ful," "relevant," "exciting," "challenging," "beneficial," "es-
sential to any hope of improving the mental health of our
society," and "the backbone of all problems in life." On the
contrary, student reactions also indicated concerns of ma-
nipulation and professional integrity, confusing and com-
plicated interventions w'lich often require more effort on
the part of the therapist. (possibly a reference to paradoxi-
cal interventions), as well as feelings of intimidation and
lack of confidence which decreased during the training.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING

The effectiveness of a family therapy training program
in an academic setting is dependent upon the ability of in-
structors to address several concerns. First, ethics, profes-
sional, and legal issues need to be incorporated into train-
ing programs not only to ameliorate student charges of
manipulation and questions of personal and professional
integrity, but also to prepare practitioners adequately for
licensure exams and potential legal problems in clinical
practice with families. Considering the increasing degree of
stress and growing instability of the nuclear family since
the 1960s (Costa, 1991; Costa & Nearpass. 1991; Nichols,
1984) along with rising drug and alcohol use and abuse,
suicide, stepfamilies and nontraditional families, eating
disorders, and domestic violence, it is prudent for marriage
and family therapy trainers to implement and provide quality
training programs that ethically and professionally address

--1+6+,~0- Za,alraloWa1611.

these issues which many individuals in dys-
functional families are facing. The author
recommends replication of this study to as-
sess the effectiveness of family therapy train-
ing programs.

Secondly, strategies for effective interven-
tions in family systems must be refined and
researched as to outcome efficacy with more
comprehensive follow-up data. For example,
to date relatively little controlled research
exists on the efficacy of specific intervention
techniques such as the use of paradox, cir-
cular questioning, and positive connotation,
as well as on the efficacy of family therapy in
general since the field is relatively young. It
is not clear which methods work with which
clients and in what circumstances. Additional
research on implementation, structure, and
format of optimal training programs, super-
vision, and teaching techniques (Gurman,
1983; Kniskern & Gurman, 1979; Nichols,
1984; Sprenkle & Piercy, 1984) is also
needed.

The third implication for trainers, and
perhaps the one that requires the most sen-
sitivity, concerns students' initial feelings of
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anxiety, intimidation, and vulnerability,
which are an issue in any training program
regardless of theoretical rationale (Ho,
Hosford, & Johnson, 1985). The trainer must
build on previous individualistic training with
the utmost respect and consideration. Ex-
panding previous linear views of reality must
be handled with consideration and respect.
The slightest implication that previous
intrapsychic education was inaccurate or that
the student was given inferior or incomplete
training will only engender resistance on the
part of trainees. Trainers must model appro-
priate joining with their students, i.e., they
must recognize and acknowledge all counse-
lor training as worthwhile and join with train-
ees in a parallel fashion, just as a family
therapist must join, and build rapport with,
a clinical family. Trainees need continued
support and encouragement, constructive
feedback, and frequent practice. preferably
with live supervision and video feedback for
later analysis, as well as observation and
modeling by masters or professionals in the
field.

The systemic and intrapsychic epistemolo-
gies are not necessarily incompatible, polar-
ized, or rival paradigms as some have insisted
(Green & Saeger, 1982; Liddle, 1978; Liddle
& Saba, 1982; Piercy & Sprenkle, 1984). This
study suggests that the "chasm" between the
two may not require one to conceptually
"leap" from one to the other as previously
suggested. Students appear to be enthusi-
astic about the systemic viewpoint and can
comfortably integrate the new approach with
previous training if they have the support and
encouragement of a sensitive trainer. The
challenge to the scientific and professional
community is to unite and utilize the contri-
butions of both world views. Many family
therapists overemphasize the family system
at the expense of the individual, whereas in-
dividualistic approaches often focus on
intrapsychic content at the expense of con-
text and interpersonal patterns of interaction
(Nichols, 1984). Knowledgeable family thera-
pists are familiar with individual psychologi-
cal approaches as well as with contextual and
relationship-based family approaches. An in-
tegration and rapprochement is recom-
mended so that together we may deepen our
understanding of the cause of human pain
and suffering, and foster more productive and
fulfilling lives for dysfunctional individuals
and families.
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BOOK REVIEWS

COUNSELING GAY MEN & LESBIANS: JOURNEY TO
THE END OF THE RAINBOW

If you glanced at the title of this review and are about to turn the page,
please finish this paragraph before deciding whether to read more or not.
"Many counselors function under the myth that all clients are heterosexual,
when at least 10% of the population has a same-sex orientation." Whether
you operate under this myth or not, it is important to realize "The lack of
practical knowldge about gays and lesbians [and bisexuals] and their
lifestyle is a major obstacle to satisfactory counseling." Reading Counsel-
ing Gay Men & Lesbians: Journey to the End of the Rainbow is an excellent
way to begin addressing this lack of knowledge.

The passage of Amendment 2 has focused much attention on the gay,
lesbian, and bisexual communities, on the supporters of Amendment 2,
on the opponents of Amendment 2, and on the state of Colorado as a whole.
As a result of its passage, the amendment presents a myriad of challenges
to the counseling professional. Although most of these challenges are be-
yond the scope of this review, one is not. The challenge of being informed
about various cultures provides the framework for this review. As I read
their work, I focused on the following question: Do Dworkin and Guitie'rrez
meet this challenge of providing relevant counseling information about the
gay, lesbian, and bisexual communities? My answer is yes. The next few
paragraphs detail the reasons for my response.

The book is divided into five sections: Developmental Issues, Marriage
and Family Counseling, Diverse Populations, Incidents of Violence, and
Counseling Techniques.

The developmental section provides not only the essential "facts," but
addresses the heart as well. One cannot help being moved by this sobering
statistic found in the first chapter, "homosexual youth are two to three
times more likely than other youth to attempt suicide and may comprise
30% of successful youth suicide attempts annually." Certain chapters, such
as Career Counseling for the Gay and Lesbian Community, introduce is-
sues some counselors may not even have considered.

Although many counselors would not consider themselves to be preju-
diced, they probably would acknowledge their cultural background has
influenced their view of the world. Pederson articulates the cultural chal-
lenge for the counselor, stating, "if counseling requires an accurate and
profound understanding of the world around each client, then it seems
extremely important for all counselors to take a broad multicultural per-
spective." The chapters in the Marriage and Family and in the Diverse
Populations sections provide not only the type of information necessary to
take a broad perspective in dealing with gay, lesbian, a.id bisexual com-
munities, but they also challenge professionals to examine their values.
For example, many readers will react to Murphy when she states: "The
partners in a lesbian couple are doubly devalued and oppressed: as women
in a male-dominated misogynist (woman-hating) society and as homosexu-
als in a heterosexually-dominated homophobic society." On the other hand,
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readers will gain a broader perspective in
reading the chapter titled Gay, Lesbian, and
African American: Managing the Integration
of Identities because of the skillful manner
in which the authors explain the complexi-
ties involved in counseling individuals who
experience value conflicts by virtue of their
membership in two or more cultural groups
with differing cultural expectations.

Survivors of incest, gay bashing, or same-
sex domestic abuse have all experienced the
debilitating effects of violence. The chapters
in the section on violence help us understand
a little better, though not entirely, what it is
like to be a survivor of such violence. Al-
though we know the history of the world is
replete with examples of violence being in-
flicted on individuals because of their mem-
bership in certain groups, it is no less dis-
turbing to know a person is subject to violence
because of anti-gay feelings. Even if chap-
ters on violence do not directly ask the ques-
tion, as a result of reading these chapters we
can not help but ask ourselves what our ob-
ligations as professionals are in regard to this
violence.

The last section on counseling techniques
might be a starting place for those readers
who have an extensive background of infor-
mation on the gay, lesbian, and bisexual com-
munities. You may want to consider reading
the last two chapters of the section first:
Empowering the Counseling Professional to
Work With Gay and Lesbian Issl ies and Some
Ethical Considerations When Counseling
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Clients. These
chapters provide a solid conceptual frame-
work that will aid you as you read chapters
of special interest, such as dealing with drug
counseling, helping someone who is dying of
AIDS, dealing with bias in psychological tests.
and dealing with coming out process.

Although there are minor issues I wish the
editors would addresse.g., providing an in-
dex and reducing the degree of repetition of
information between chaptersI strongly rec-
ommend counseling professions add this
book to their libraries.

"Hear me, my chiefs, I am tired: my heart
is sick and sad. From where the sun now
stands, I will fight no more forever!" These
words, spoken in 1877 by Chief Joseph of
the Nez Perce nation, echoed his and his
people's pain in dealing with the broken
promises of the United States government. If
we are honest, we must acknowledge this la-
ment could well have been penned by a gay.
lesbian, or bisexual in response to a society
that is at best indifferent and at its worst vio-
lently homophobic. Without knowledge, we

as counseling professionals will at best be indifferent. Coun-
seling Gay Men & Lesbians: Journey to the End of the Rain-
bow can be a beginning of your journey from indifference
to sensitivity and effectiveness.

Rex Filer
Licensed counseling psychologist

Associate professor, Adams State College.

FAMILY FALLOUT: A HANDBOOK FOR
FAMILIES OF ADULT SEXUAL ABUSE
SURVIVORS

Much has been writ-
ten concerning help for
survivors and perpetra-
tors of sexual abuse.
Family Fallout takes the
next step and, in a short
booklet form, offers con-
cise, useful advice (in-
deed bibliotherapy) spe-
cifically for family
members and friends of
survivors.

Most people's initial
response to news of
someone's sexual abuse
is one of shock, and feel-
ings run the gamut from
anger to disbelief. Landry
offers insight for those
close to the survivor, sug-
gesting ways to share
with the relative or friend
working to cope with
memories and "integrate
the past with the present."

Suggestions begin with the reminder that the survivor
has shown a great deal of courage in bringing his or her
situation to light. The author emphasizes that family mem-
bers must consider their responses in light of what the
survivor needs.

Landry does cover coping strategies of the survivor, dis-
cussing possible dependency (a reaction to the abandon-
ment survivors experienced), inattentiveness, or transfer-
ence (which may be precipitated by a flashback). Denial
by those close to the survivor may no longer be tolerated.
Landry supports intimates, reminding them that their help
has its limitations and coping with their own stress must
be a priority.

Family Falloutcolltains special sect ions for adolescents
and smaller children which address the concerns of these
children of survivors. Landry adapts the language to the
age of the child and includes possible presentations. She
describes the lack of resources the parent had when the
abuse was occurring in the past and encourages young
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people to recognize the specific steps the parent is taking
toward recovery.

Adolescents are offered tasks to feel a part of the heal-
ing, while reminded that it is not their job to take care of
the parent. Very young children can be given information
in small chunks, and adults can assuage fears by acknowl-
edging differences children notice in mommy or daddy.

Sharing in the recovery from the trauma of sexual abuse
is a gift bestowed upon a family member or friend. Family
Fallout provides insight that empowers this person to as-
sist in nurturing the loved one on the "healing journey."

Pam Stinson
Interim Counselor, Wheat Ridge High
Jefferson County R-1 School District

SOLVING PROBLEMS IN COUPLE AND FAMILY
THERAPY: TECHNIQUES AND TACTICS

Solving Problems in
Couple and Family
Therapy: Tech-
niques and Tactics.
Robert Sherman,
Paul Oresky, and
Yvonne Rountree.
Brunner/Mazel: New
York, 1991, 352 pp.
($38.50).

A plethora of books and
articles has emerged in re-
cent , ears addressing the
theoretical framework and
therapeutic processes in-
volved in conducting mar-
riage and family therapy.
However, theory alone does
not guarantee success as a
family therapy practitioner.
This excellent book pro-
vides over 200 tested meth-
ods for solving 14 common
major therapeutic prob-
lems. The authors have
compiled a wide variety of
therapeutic multi-disciplin-
ary techniques that can be
adapted to the clinician's
own theoretical approach,
style and specific context.

This book has been de-
signed as a quick and easy
reference to the specific
area of concern required by
the clinician. Chapter 1
presents a general integra-
tive model for behavioral
change and lists specific
strate:;ies to change beliefs,
roles, and skills: increase
optimism and pride: pro-
mote social interest: and
improve patterns of com-
munication. Each chapter
that follows addresses one
major problem area. The
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problem areas examined include encourage-
ment, joining, resistance, boundaries, chil-
dren and adolescents, the dance of intimacy,
family myths, cross-cultural conflicts, re-
pairing hurts and grievances, redirecting
power plays, chronically ill family members,
physical and sexual abuse, and grief work.
The discussion of each major problem area
begins with a theoretical introduction to the
problem and is followed by one to three
major structured techniques. The authors
include a theoretical rationale, a descrip-
tion of the procedure to implement it, a case
study, and alternative uses of the technique.
At the end of each chapter, a description of
a variety of additional tips, tactics, and less
complex techniques is presented followed
by references and additional sources of in-
formation.

This book is intended as a complement
to the Handbook of Structured Techniques
in Marriage and Family Therapy by Robert
Sherman and Norman Friedman (1986) and
the Handbook of Measurements for Marriage
and Family Therapy by Norman Friedman
and Robert Sherman (1987), both published
by Brunner/Mazel. The first describes many
tested complex techniques in each cat-
egoryfantasy and metaphor, paradoxical,
structural, behavioral, etc. The second de-
scribes over 40 popular instruments and in-
ventories for use in family therapy. How-
ever, the book I reviewed is a significant
improvement over the previous two due to
its systematic approach to major therapeu-
tic challenges, and its format provides easy
access to a wide range of comprehensive
techniques.

Both students of marriage and family
therapy and experienced clinicians will find
this a useful resource for expanding their
repertoire of techniques. I highly recom-
mend this book as a text for a graduate
course in marriage and family therapy tech-
niques and for therapists in private prac-
tice, agency settings, employee assistance
programs, or almost any therapeutic con-
text. Some of the techniques can be adapted
for group work in the schools by school
counselors, particularly the chapters on
children and adolescents, repairing hurts
and grievances, redirecting power plays, and
stopping physical and sexual abuse. This
is especially true in view of the recent trend
oward implementing family therapy in the

schools.
While an excellent chapter on ethnicity

is included, noticeably absent is a chapter
on gender or feminist family therapy. which
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recently have received increased attention
in the literature. Many of the techniques may
not be new to experienced and seasoned and
professionals, but the are, nevertheless, pre-
sented in a refreshing and innovative man-
ner. Some of these adapted techniques are
the genogram, the family council, tracking,
matching and pacing, reframing and ascrib-
ing noble intentions, the empty chair, fam-
ily drawing and art therapy, behavioral con-
tracting, and sculpting. The authors do an
excellent job of describing the use of para-
doxical techniques such as the "Winner's
Bet" with adolescents, empowering client
dominion over the symptom, and other in-
direct methods. I especially liked the chap-
ters on the closeness-distance dance and
defusing and redirecting power plays due to
their in-depth analysis and creativity in
ameliorating problematic interpersonal dy-
namics, such as the pervasive pursuer-
distancer cycle. The Non-Demand Commu-
nication Ritual appears to be a refreshing
way to encourage intimacy between parent
and oppositional child, or between partners
in pursuer-distancer relationships. Another
interesting technique is the Experiencing
and Expressing Love Exercise which can be
used to diagnostically identify how loving
communication is breaking down and the
difference in style and needs among mem-
bers of a group.

While an index listing each specific tech-
nique would provide even easier access for
the clinician, overall this is an excellent re-
source book for counselors to use frequently
in almost all settings, but especially for stu-
dents and practicing marriage and family
therapists. Perhaps the greatest compliment
to give this book, beyond a strong recom-
mendation to all clinicians, regardless of ex-
perience level of theoretical orientation, is
the positive emphasis and focus on strengths
in relationships.

Luann Costa, Ph.D., L.M.F.T.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND TEENS: A
PROGRAM FOR POSITIVE CHANGE

A paperback textbook for educators, Sexual Harass-
ment and Teens: A Program for Positive Change is designed
as curriculum support for high schools and community
youth groups or orga-
nizations. Developed as
a result of reviewing
studies conducted in
Minnesota schools, the
goal of the project is
educational intervention.

An overview of legal
definitions and deci-
sions, from the 1964
Civil Rights Act to the
Franklin W. Gwinnett
County Public Schools,
sets the stage for ad-
dressing the problem of
sexual harassment in
schools. The latter case
clarified that students
who suffer sexual ha-
rassment or sexual dis-
crimination can seek
monetary damages
from school systems and officials for civil rights violations.

Statistics and lists enumerate examples of sexual ha-
rassment in schools and delineate its effects on the vic-
tims, as well as the organization and integrity of the school.
Strauss provides specific information and clearly defines
the range of sexual harassment, from name calling and
gesturing, to "snuggles" and "spiking," to sexual assault.

The first strong recommendation the authors make is
to develop a sexual harassment policy and procedure, and
implement it. Strauss includes guidelines easily adapt-
able by schools or other organizations, from reviewing ma-
terials and considering teaching style to preparing a re-
sponse system for teens needing extra help. Teachers will
find the program elements very usable, with suggested
scripts for presentations and specific lesson plans includ-
ing, materials, suggested time frames, discussion ques-
tions, and supplementary activities.

Reproducibles include 22 transparency forms and 9
handouts. A survey is included for needs assessment, and
a course evaluation can determine effects of the program.
A bibliography of resources, including videos, is extensive.

Sexual Harassment and Teens provides the format for
school personnel who are concerned about this issue, yet
lack the time to organize such an extensive, well-re-
searched program. This insightful and practical program
shows merit, and teachers and school officials who de-
sire to make an important change in this area will appre-
ciate such a positive assist.

Pain Stinson

Sexual Harassment
and Teens: A Pro-
grom for Positive
Change. Susan
Strauss with Pamela
Espeland. Minne-
apolis: Free Spirit
Publishing, 1992,
160 pp. ($ 17.95).
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unusual setting, or develop new motivational materials, the Journal wel-
comes your ideas. All material should communicate ideas clearly to a
readership composed primarily of practitioners. Articles are expected to
contain recent information and reflect current research and trends within
counseling discplines.

Manuscripts are acknowledged upon receipt and sent to appropriate
experts for blind review. Authors will be notified as to disposition of a
submitted article. Upon publication, the author receives three copies of
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Manuscripts are accepted throughout the year, with a February 1,
1993 deadline for the Spring 1993 issue.

Submit manuscripts to Patricia Cappellucci, Editor, Journal of the
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prefer to be cited in the Journal.
Do not submit material that is under consideration by another periodi-
cal.
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FROM THE EDITOR

This has been a year of ransitions. both personal and professional. asmy husband and I begin a new adventure. !'his spring. Capp retired after34 years with the Bureau (II Reclamation. I too made changes. leaving be-hind 23 years in the educatiooal system to pursue my work as a psycho-therapist find ;t business consultant. In addition. I enrolled at UCD to finishoursework twee .nary for Marriage and Family Therapist certificate.
As a result of our changes. Yap() and I are in the midst of negotiatingthis new world. sharing walks ,mci intense conversation. discussing peopleand horses. and always looking for a new restaurant to try in betweenbusiness appointments and trips to visit till children.

wondered what Erik Erikson would say and so I looked into his SlawsPsychosocial 1)(Tc/opulent to see where (0.11' 10111.1 ley of life had led. Yes.we do fit Maturity and we have achieved relative peace (except when r-modeling the family rooml. ;111d WC.Ve had a MaITC11111S dip so tar. We 1111'

AWARENESS has also been going through its own transition. 'Hie eclat-lenge this year involved incorporating changes in this Fall issue and focus-ing on the direction for future issues. This year. in addition to the reviewerswho have generously given their time 10 offer SI t2,ti.,CSI ions 10 writers. I haveadded two new members to provide assistance and creative input. PamStinson. a school counselor Irom Wheat Ridge I ligh School in JeffersonCounty, will coordinate a section called -On the Edge.- featuring book re-views as well as new ideas and trends within the counseling
Marsha Wiggins Frame. Assistant Professor at the University of Colo-rado at Denver. will develop a section featuring ethics and looking at le-galities that counselors face. both Pam and Marsha bubble with insightand ideas. so we (will continue to put out a superior Journal.
For the next issue, we are soliciting feature articles, research-orientedarticles. and graduate work. We are also looking for artwork and photos toillustrate our articles. For this Fall issue. I have included work from DavidDengerink. Because I've known David since he was about seven. I've fol-lowed his career with delight. Like many young college students. Davidhas had his own transitions to make and sometimes they involved toughdecisions. David. a superior soccer player. started collegeand then lietook an art class. (looked. lie left soccer behind. moved across the coun-try, and changed schools, graduating this spring from the Chicago Insti-tute of Art. l appreciate that David agreed to share some of his work with us.
Finally. we tire enclosing it post card and want your opinion aboutAWARENESS. Please give us feedback regarding the type of articles thatwould be most useful to you, letting us know what you really don't readand offering, suggestions regarding AWARENESS. There are other spots tobe checked on the post card if von want to be involved with any of theorganizations of CCA. especially since Colorado will be the site of the ACAconvention ill the spring. In addition. just to spread the word, we ask thatyou share your issue with a Inend who is not currently a member of CCA.letting them see the ,Journal and perhaps enticing them to join our fineColorado Counseling Association.
May volt have a marvelous year.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE X45(;
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ABST RAT

This article describes
various approaches to
multicultural counselor
training. The author
supports training that
expands counselor self-
awareness, knowledge of
specific racial/ethnic
groups, and multi-cul-
tural counseling compe-
tence. A separate course
design is discussed with
suggestions for didactic
and experiential learn-
ing tasks. It is recom-
mended that counselor
training programs move
toward an integrated
curriculum that infuses
multi-cultural counsel-
ing goals into all of the
courses.

MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING TRAINING:

INTEGRATION INTO THE CURRICULUM
Con n lc T. tic Irlicbnc'r, Ph I)

the demographics of the (anted States have moved toward art older
and more culturally di% erse population. Population statistics indicate that
in the near future more than half the American population will be of non-
European descent (Ridley. Mendoza. & Kann z. 19941. Counselors being,
trained today will likely have contact with culturally different clients. It is
imperative that training programs prepare counselors to provide cultur-
ally responsive ervices. Incorporating ripilticultural training helps coun-
teract negative stereotyping, lack of knowledge about diverse groups of
people, and. often. anxiety about the lack of necessary skills to meet the
unique needs ot diverse client populations. This training expands aware-
ness, broadens the knowledge base. and increases the repertoire of coun-
seling competencies (I)'Andrea & Daniels. 1991).

Traditional counseling theories were driven by monoultural
t ions developed by culturally encapsulated theorists (primarily male) who
were operating from it Eurocentric perspective (Ridley et al., 1994). The
inadequacy 01 this perspective has been clearly recognized by the Ameri-
can Psychological Association and the American Counseling Association.
who have incorporated knowledge of cultural diversity into their training
standards.

In order for protessional training programs to he accredited by the Coun-
cil for Accreditation ot Counseling and Related Educational Programs
(CACREP). a counseling program's goals must reflect (a) "current knowl-
edge ... concerning the counseling and human development needs of a
multicultural society" and (h) "the present and projected needs of a
multicultural society for which specialized counseling and human devel-
opment activities have been developed" (Accreditation procedures. 1988.
p. 251.

As the growing numbers of culturally different clients seek mental health
services. the impact cif culture has been and will continue to be apparent
to the profession. The challenge is to meet these standards by providing
curriculti Ill and training programs that develop culturally aware. knowl-
edgeable. and skilled counselors.

The following vignette is an example of problems that might be encoun-
tered when communicating across cultures within a therapy situation. The
therapist lacked multicultural training as well as specific knowledge about
the culture of her clients. The therapist can be described as ethnocen-
triviewing the syorld from -mine is hest" and internalizing value assump-
tions about what is good for society. The vignette serves as an example of

I ( ))ante tic hlrrhnrr, i'liiversily 01 (:olorad() at 1)onver
( ()tinseling Psychology aml nitinselor Iducatiol7
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how ethnocentrism enlarges the gap between
persons from dit ferent cultures.

Mr. and Mrs. T. it Chinese couple. sought
help at .1 community mental health clinic near
I heir home. Mr. T had come to t he Hilted Stites
six years ago hr1111.2,111:4 his widowed mother .111(1
,1 younger brother. I lis brother was attending
a university in another state and \Ir. T
%vorkhoi_ iii an architect firm. Mrs. had I: Ir

China ten veztrs ago and lived in several coon
tries m Vtirope before coming to the [Hued
Stales. Fla. utrple sought counseling atter
months ot .11'141111112, about Mr. vs attentiveness
to his mother and lack of attention to Mrs. F.

VCIA' reluctant to see 0 counselor and
chsenss their private marital problems but did
so to keep Mrs. T happy. The couple was as-
signed to Dr. Kathy. a white female therapist.

l'he initial session was characterized by Mr.
r hel11g very stem, uncooperative, and aver-
heannu, 01 his wile. Ile interrupted her when
she spoke and frequently spoke for tier. Mr. T
stated that tt he had to choose between taking,
care of his wile or taking care of his mother.
his mother would be given priority. Dr. Kathy
was becoming agitated at Mr. T's behavior and
his comment about caring for mother. She con-
fronted him about his controlling nature and
speaking for his wife. Mr. T immediately left
t he office in a very angry state. Ile refused to
return. so Mrs. f continued counseling alone.
Dr. Kathy focused on assertiveness training.
Mr. I's sexist attitude, and how Mrs. I should
I ecome her own person. Mr. and Mrs. T even-
tually separated.

Lack of multicultural training or knowledge
of Chinese family relationships and hierarchy
of power resulted in inappropriate therapy for
this couple. Also. the couple was at different
levels of acculturation. I lad the therapist un-
derstood their cultural values and traditions
rnci the process of acculturation, she could
have intervened through exploring the tradi-
tional Chinese world view versus that of an
assertive American female. The couple miy
have remained together.

DEFINITIONS OF CULTURE AND
MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING

To understand the close connection beiwcun
rounsc' ling ,Ind culture. discussions about ter-
minology should continue. Itilroeber .111(1

Kluckhohn I 19521 Imind over 150 definitions

lihebner

cat culture. The narrow definition of culture is limited to
categories of race or ethnicity. which mav also include lan-
.uage ,inci religion (Pedersen. 1988). A broader definition
0 culture mutinies demographic variables of age, sex. and
place of residence: status variables such as social. educa-
tional. arid economic haul:ground: ;aid formal memberships
fi. informal :Initiations (Pedersen. 1091). Garcia. \Vright.
rail cm-cy (1001) cut ichulcd that culture can be coneeptu-

.1h/ed the shared v,av nl Ide of members of a society.
dith includes Institutions. language. values. customs,

ide;11.. and patterns of social relationships.

erhere are over 150
definitions of culture.

From the broad perspective of culture. Pedersen ( 1988)
argued t hat to some extent all mental health counseling is
multicultural. Ile stated that -multicultural counseling, is
a situation in which two or more persons with different
was of perceiving, their social environment are brought
together in a helping relationship- (p. Vontress (1088)
defined the term as -counseling in which the counselor and
the client arc culturally different because of socialization
acquired in distinct cultural. subcultural, racioethni. or
socioeconomic environments- (p. 74).

Review of the literature indicated that there is no one
universal definition of culture or multicultural counseling.
\Vhet her program developers approach multicultural train-
ing from it narrow or broad view of culture is it philosophi-
cal decision that needs to he determined by each training
program. There is agreement that counselors have an ethi-
cal responsibility to provide culturally appropriate coun-
seling: by increasing knowledge of diverse groups.
developing new skills. imd adapting traditional counseling
theories to meet the needs of individuals with non-Euro-
pean origins (Association for :Multiultural Counseling and
l)e\

TRAINING CURRICULUM
In addition to the continuing discussions regarding defi-

nitions and philosophies of culture and multicultural coun-
seling. t here is a lack of consensus on how best to integrate
multicultural training, into existing curricula (Atkinson.
\torten. N Sue. 1003). Johnson (1087) stated that there is

need to design training, programs that move trainees Iron
-knowing that- cultural differences exist to heipiml. them
-know how- to conduct therapeutic sessions with clients
from diverse cultures.

4 ,c
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Jrairimi.!

rapeland (19821 described tour training modelsthat have
1)een implemented into existing multicultural counseling
programs: I) Separate Course. 2) int erdisciplinarv. 3) Inte-
grated. and 41 Area of Concentration. The Separate Course
and Interdisciplinary models encourage students to take
«mrses in racial/ethnic studies. which p: oxide an in-depth
study at one or several ethnic groups. The integrated model
infuses multicultural counseling goals into all at the courses

the fra111111Q, program. ( nder the Area of Concentration
model. a strand at courses lhat focus on one or several
.mtiarity groups 1s offered.

Atkinson. et al. (19931 noted ..hat each at the models
have certain strengths and weaknesses. The Separate
course. IntrdiscIplinarv. and Area of Concentration mod-
Is provide for in-depth study of one or several groups but
may not provide a generalized understanding of other op-
pressed groups (e.g. women. gays, lesbians, disabled). The
Separate ('nurse model is easiest to implement.

Ideally. the Integrated model satisfies the recommenda-
'Ian that multicultural training be placed at the core of the
c °tinseling, curriculum (Ivey. 1987). 'Phis is probably an un-
realistic goal tar the near future for several reasons: All
iacuitv members would need to have multicultural knowl-
edge and skills. training they may not have received: bud

et hinder providing courses that cover all groups:
mph:1st/Mg too much specialized training for students may

1111111 their employability: and choosing which groups will
receive special courses could be divisive for a counseling
program (Atkinson et al . 1993: Copeland. 1982: Margolis

Runi.2,ta. 1986).

At IIIIIIiI1111111. a separate course on multicultural coun-
seling is suggested while working toward an integrated
model. Every counselor training, program is encouraged to
address issues at incorporating elements of awareness.
knowledge. and skill.

MULTICULTURAL COURSE DESIGN
Multicultural training is a developmental process de-

signed to increase counselor understanding in three stages.
Hie tirst stage. awareness. identities biases. beliefs. atti-
tudes. and assumpuons based on experiences with other
Ilium's. The second stage. knowledge. allows tar the ac

quisition of information about the history and culture at
diverse groups people. 'Me final stage, skill. provides
opportunities to develop and improve culturally sensitive
herapeutic techniques (Lee. 1991: Pedersen. 19881.

uamss
The self-awareness segment at training is a conscious-

ness-raising approach that challenges personal attitudes
.111d beliefs prsons at other cultures and ethnic art

stressing awareness of the trainee as a cultural h'1111

-Lewis N. 1 lay., I (.191). Affective and structured techniques
increase understanding at how these variables might attect
.he therapeutic relationship (McRae & Johnson. 19911.

Vali 15)1N
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Various experiential exercises to facilitate
self-awareness and reduce stereotyping have
heen discussed in the literature. Pedersen
.1988) recommended the following techniques
to stimulate awareness: role playing, role re-
-ersals, simulations. field trips. bicultural ob-
servations and experiences. and didactic
approaches to enhance cognitive understand-
ing. Role playing and reversals provide oppor-
tunities to try new skills and receive feedback
tram supervisors (Ridley et al.. 19941. Two
trainees role play a counseling session, one act-
ing as client the other as counselor. The class
observes and gives feedback. adding insight
into problems that have a cultural basis. These
sessions can also be videotaped, providing the
opportunity to stop and ask questions. discuss
techniques. and evaluate strategies.

Simulation exercises such as 13a1-a l3aFa
(Shirts. 1977). the Cross-Cultural Dyadic En-
counter (CCDE) (Beale. 1986). and the Cultural
Attitudes Repertory Technique (CART)
(Fukuvama & Neimeyer. 19851 provide expo-
sure to other cultures. [3y simulating various
cultural situations. these techniques attempt
to increase the appreciation of and sensitivity
to persons in other ethnic groups.

Garcia et al. (1991) suggested that trainees
keep a journal and write a self-reflective paper
relating personal reactions to issues presented
in the course. This exercise is an introspective
process that promotes identification and exami-
nation of attitudes. beliefs. and assumptions
(Ridley et al.. 1994). Writing assignments that
include thoughtful feedback can encourage re-
flection on multicultural ideas.

460
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acquisition opportunities.



The second component of a multicultural
counseling course emphasizes the development
of cultural knowledge. McRae :111(1 Johnson
1199I) stated that knowledge involves acquit--
11W, facts and information about culture. This
includes gathering information about the cul-
toril values and the social and political his-
tory of a Lion!). Illis component serves both
.111 ,illeuve and cognitive function. providing
trainees with an opportunity to he sensitized
And ()Ham information concerning life issues
and circumstances of specific populations.

Provision 01 .111 accurate knowledge-base
..111 eliminate 1010 false mtormation and sic-

Nchliebner

skilled counselor integrates an understanding of individual
ultural differences and uses various techniques and in-

1(rentions (Ivey. 1987). It is important that trainers riot
my learn about other cultures but have the opportunity

practice and improve their skills.
Sue et al. (1982) identified three areas of skill compe-

tencis for multicultural counselors. The first requires that
the culturally skilled counselor be able to generate a wide
ariety of verbal and nonverbal responses appropriate to

the c :Mural setting and skill level. Second. counselors
should be able to send and receive both verbal and nonver-
bal messages accurately and appropriately in each cultur-
ally different context. Finally. counselors will be able to
exercise institutional intervention skills on behalf of cli-
ents as appropriate to each cultural context.

reotYpes abort different ( ultural groups Pedersen (1988) recommended that developing these
1D'Andrea N Daniels. 1991). Tho (1989) noted skills involves the following techniques: modeling and dem-
that a connselor's cultural understanding of a onstration: using video and media resources for feedback:
client can increase credibility. which promotes supervising..supcn ng. and practicing a new behavior pattern. Simu-
therapenti success. lotions and in-class exercises can facilitate the acquisition

Pedersen (1988) noted t hat teaching knowl- of culturally sensitive interventions. The Triad Model is a
edge often relies on books, lectures. and class- simulated cross-cultural micro-counseling interview. The
room techniques. Ile suggested the following role-play consists of a counselor. client, and a pro-counse-
techniques to impart knowledge: guided self- lor or anti-counselor. The pro-counselor or anti-counselor
study with a reading, list. lecture. and discus- acts as the internal dialogue of the counselor and the eli-
sion: panel discussions: audio-visual cnt to highlight cross-cultural issues that may affect the
presentations: interviews with consultants and interaction between the two.
experts: and observations of persons from other The Intercultural Sensitizer (IS) (Leong & Kim, 1991) is
cultures in their daily activities. These activi- a training tool that consists of many critical incidents of
ties help traimses absorb relevant and :wen- cross-cultural interactions. The critical incidents focus on
rate information that otherwise may he difficult the interactions between persons of different cultures and
10 secure. alternative responses of counselors to culturally different

:\ variety of textbooks and edited volumes clients. This provides the trainee with an active experience
provide information to meet t he objectives ot from which he/she can learn the behaviors, norms. values.
he knowledge component. C(ninscluia \m,,,-; perceptions. and customs of another culture. The case-

ran Minorities by Atkinson. Morten. and Sue study approach of learning about different cultures dem-
i 99:',1. onscultural Cminsc:ma: Hilalcral and (mstrates the importance of moving, beyond abstract
lifiernononal Pcrspecticrs by \IcFadden (1993). hook-learning to actual cases for the development of pro-
Multicultural Issues ill Counseling by Lee and lessional knowledge and skills (1991).
kicliardson (19911. Courtscium the Culturcdlti Lee (19911 stresses the importance of experiencing cul-
Hilicrcut by Sue and Site i19901. Counseling tural diversity -in vivo- through practicum/internship ex
Across Cultures by Pedersen. Draguns. Lonner. periences. as well as field trips to diverse conummities.
and frimble (1989), and A Handbook for rhesc experiences provide firsthand involvement through
rclopitui Vulticu!titrof Alcurcicss. by Pedersen interaction with diverse groups of people.
(19881.

The course content that has been described reflects is-
sues related to self-awareness. knowledge of diverse ,groups
()I people. and skills for working ill multicultural environ-I he third seg,ment of the multicultural tram-
ments. Multicultural training is a developmental process11112, course is skill development. The skill coin-

, hv which the trainee advances through stages of develop-ponent brings together 1,911 awareness 4111(1
mg appropriate attitudes. opinions. and assumptions aboutknowledge. Pedersen (1!4881 stated that acquit--
iilture. acquiring facts and information about diverse11112, ',kill!, 110t 011Iy 1110,1 diliir1111 luVri a

LJ0111)!-, of people. and developing skills to interact with per-multicultural miming but also the most im
,,ons from another culture.portant. in order 10 11101r Cill'CliVC when

working %%1111 ( tilturdlly diverse clients. the
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Alt13.ST RACT

This exploratory
study involved
interviews with 15
young men ages 13-25.
representing diverse
racial and ethnic
backgrounds, who were
asked to discuss their
goals, dreams, and
visions for their futures.
Attention was given to
masculine gender-role
expectations such as
educational and
occupational choices,
men's and women's
issues, sex, heroes, and
family roles.
Respondents were
grouped by their
answers into three
categories, "Outsiders,"
"Neotraditionalists,"
and "New Alternative
Dads," based on a
similar study
conducted with young
women.

8

ON HIS OWN?: FIFTEEN YOUNG MEN

ENVISION THEIR FUTURES
1)otig1a. Gertner. Phl)

INTRODUCTION
As a teacher and researcher of men and masculinity. the author has

observed a wide range of gender role behaviors among students, colleagues.
friends. and acquaintances. In this so-called "man's world." there is a great
deal of variation in how males act out the values and expectations that
encompass masculinity. Having been active in an emerging pro-feminist
men's movement. which has derived from and aligned with lint h women's
and gay rights movements, the author has been interested in how the chang-
ing male sex role is affecting the way young men envision their futures. An
exploratory studymodeled after a larger. qualitative project based on young
women's views of their futureswas undertaken in order to draw compari-
sons and yield new information.

RELATED LITERATURE
Most similar studies have been limited to college students. A historical

perspective is offered by Komarovsky (1973) who in a study of 62 Ivy League
college men found a campus ethos that paid at least lip service to "liberal
attitudes toward working wives" (p. 210). Pleck's (1987) overview of father-
hood in America points to a "new father" who takes a role in the nurturing
of both-sex children and in household duties. This modern alternative,
according to Fleck. does not signal the elimination of more traditional roles
such as the distant breadwinner or moral overseer.

In a study of 303 college students (N=103 men). I lammersla and Frease-
McMahan (1990) examined subject's priorities when life goals and rela-
tionships were in conflict. An unexpected finding in this study showed
that men and women were equally as likely to place greater priority on an
opposite-sex relationship over various life goals. Spade and Reese (1991)
asked in a study of 320 college students (N=172 men): How do males and
females prepare for their futures'? What are their attitudes, values. and
expectations about work. family and household management'? They found
t hat men are more likely to hold traditional expectations and women more
symmetrical notions. Men more often prefer that their spouse not work
outside of the home and feel it is less important that they as husbands
assist in household activities.

7 7.)' 47."' 1), -

1)ouglas \I twttner. Phi) is an affiliate lac t:Iry member at Colorado .Vate
I'ntversto anti h,tt taught (ourNe.s in glen at I SI'. rniverstty ot
Denser. I .1111 erSI( t of tV1 ()ming, I oloracio «)Ilege. Universit% of Northern

ulo. anti .\letropolitan .state ()liege ()I Denver. I)r. (,ertner may he
tuna( red at: 0.22 .\1.1clion Denver, CO Si )200: (.40.41 477-8081.
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riorciitine's I 19881 examination of data from the Atitcrt
cm./ Frcsiunurt survcv conducted by the .\itierican Council
on Education (ACE) found "increasing similarities in the
values anti life plans of male and female c otiege sl11clents ..

1).11,1 irom the ACE surve (lied 1,y 'Li( 111

ldehnon to her own SIII(IV of thirty l',erkeit , s, mars tN= 1
ineni. She examined the differences of COIL r In tslons

!arnily Ihis I

, s....onien. .;71.
,--1)(11-cti
!IPII't I 1..1(11Ii(IIIZI1

the tutor(' and ti,ted that non -.desire
.11111 1,11ven.4((1 11 I bal ()I

A1111(111111 M,i(1111I111 bound th,it these 1u
M. 1,1()11t-d

!loos( bold where they wotild he support, d the tole (,/
;4'1111.11"V bn..id\viiiner !iv \vornati whose ,,,t it Windt! be
are tor I lie children and the home.

\faction g s data re fleet - the r, ,ittv
i(t( t I (C t;rk

Inch col-
labOrdledl MI ellSiVel l'\

I int i)Lz 'lie ...;nder
of fifty married

, "none's. the vari-
Lender strategies

or(.1dent solving,
-.Irate:41es h .reel upon a
person's beliefs about
own and vonien devel-
oped throughout the life-
con rsc - 1 1 oc lisch il
identities three. distinct

.\ frac/N(0,mi
ideology places t he
Cvoniatis role as domes-
tic and the man at work
nil the public sphere.
l'itr, iv a ria n
couples, itilial)it the same
-.sphere with equal power
for .ich partner. III each
re a 1 in . rrunsii i(>11(11
couph--.1)1cnd both of the
alorementioned ideolo-
gies ip. I 5). Where
younger subjects are
oncerned. Marini 1 1978)
ftered a re% iexv (it the re-
search pertaining to the
life goals of adolescents.
particularly as related to
heir educational and occupational aspiration,-;. noting that

those choices are highly sex-stereotyped.

i;tith Side] I 19901 raters. in the introduction to her book

feplCled Ill

'What about the next generation lot womenl?"
ip. .;). To answer this question. Sidel inter-
viewed over one hundred fifty women of diverse
ages ir()Ill across the I tilted States. This re-
search focused on youlig women between the
ages of 12 and 25. drawn Irom ethnically. ra-
( geographic all\ . economically. and edu-
cationally diverse backgrounds. l'rom these
interviews, identilie,1 three subgroups
within her population.

lhe first group. whom she calls AlTiCri
, oil !)rourtu see a lirtght future lor them-
selves with a focus upon a career. possibly
coupling and raising. .t lamilv as long as this
does not intertcr, h t heir work.

'...cotradttionatists. ac-
corditle, to Sidel. also
plan to have careers.
However. these young
women place greater im-
portance upon t heir do-
mestic role. seeking to
halane this or give it
precedence over t heir
public activities. A third
group. Outsiders, seldom
look to the future. Theirs
is an alienated existence
characterized by stigma
.ind denigration. These
wormti .ire often of a
lower soctoeconomic

acs

c

/.

[=,

,'

-
a

I
7

11111

class maybe non-white
.11" maybe more tempo-

' n rarity "outside." as in the
case of a middle-class.
unmarried mother or a

number of young
women during adoles-
cence.

----

1:c II. 10 'That ti ii tilt sentialk no 11(.,01

the .1nwri( 1)rcarit --.1s -tor the 1110-4 1,111 ,1 111,11(' &COM-

I p. 1 I Containing. the author discusses the -.ocietal changes
:nitrated dud xperienced 1w women io,r the last 0 Years.
caning Sitlel to ask the central question of het research:
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PURPOSE AND
METHOD OF THIS

TUDY

';idel's 1 1990) findings
are a vivid illustration of
how voting women in t he

late I91-Os have experienced t he changes forged
by the Women's Nloyetnein. This account of her
data has suggested tlw central question of this
paper: What about the %oling men? How have
they experienced societal I hanges in gencier-
based expectations.' I low do men in their early
teens and twenties understand their place in
.ocietv? What about their tature? 1 )o I hey

9



believe !hat. as males. the American Dream is
rightfully theirs'?

In an elicit to determine any patterns in out
look similar or in Contrast to t he three groups
identified by Sidel (1990). a small exploratory
study was Undertaken to examine these ques-
tions. the met Itodology for this study involved
individual and small grout) (Iwo or three-per
son) interviews %kith V011111.2.111ell (roughly ten

percent of Sider:, population) ranging in age
trout I3 25. The sample was non-random. de
rived from referrals and acquaintances of the
author. They were all residents of a small city
rn t he Rocky Mountain region: the college stu-
dent respondents %yen' attending a large, land-
grant university. All participants completed a
short, demographic questionnaire prior to their
interview.

Respondents were asked specifically about
t heir goals and priorities for the future. Where
do they see themselves at ages 25. 30. and 35,
and what will their public and private lives be
like? Are they concerned about balancing work
outside of the home with domestic responsi-
bilities'? What are the key issues facing men
today. and where do women fit into their world
and the larger society'? Who are their heroes
and with which (if any) television characters
do t hey identify'? What about relationships. sex,
and decisions about birth control?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The findings in this study mirror those of

Sidel (1900) in reflecting three distinct groups
of roughly the same proportions: two orre-
spond directly with hers and one depicts a
variation based upon gender difference. Out
Riders and Neotraditionalists emerged as es-
sentially identical subgroups to Sitters in this
study. while a subgroup which this author calls
the N, a' Alternative Dads is analogous to. vet
dist Met from. Skiers Alen, American Dreamers.

ISM/ Rs

Its hard to say what I'll he doing at 'S...
A'0,/ Bird, /8

.

The author interviewed three residents--all
age I4 of a youth shelter. Though with dis-
tinctiely different personalities. they each
shared t he experience of being displaced and,
thus, of being different from their peers. .Ned
"hinter, a veteran oldie shelter. was born when
his mot her was I .1 and remarked 'She hasn't

II)

Oen ncr

taken care of me in I 1 years.- His written answers and
comments depict a bright young, man, and his frequent in-
terruptions and asides were indicative of the boundless
energy he brought to the interview.

Regarding the future. Ned Turner spoke of playing pro-
fessional football or perhaps professional skateboarding.
On his goal of being a first-round draft choice of a particu-
lar Ni' 1. team. he commented. "I'm dreamin'. dude!" Yet his
vision for growing up was an unfocused combination of
possible occupations (arhitect. fireman) and his heroes
were several figures from professional sports. Ned Turner
mentioned relating to cartoon characters and added. "Ev-
erything would be easy it it was like on TV. If something
goes bad N'011 can say 'cut' and do it over," In relation to the
wo other Outsiders interviewed at the shelter, Ned Turner
was viewed as being in between. Ile could go either way,
toward a more settled future or into the decline that his
difficult life circumstances might predict.

liv contrast. Les Samuelson seemed only temporarily
,,utside. Ills parents had recently become involved with a
rigid, charismatic religious group and Les calmly and ar-
ticulately explained that he disliked his folks, disagreed with
heir beliefs and did not care to be around them. Although

his short-term goalto be a professional skateboarder
reflects the uncertainty of shelter living, Ixs actually had a
clear vision of his future. Among his heroes. Les named
several professional athletes and a rock star, along with
Edgar Allan Poe and William Shakespeare.

Dillon Stone, by contrast, is a small, young-looking I4
year-old whose father is deceased. Ile expressed the desire
that his mother would stop drinking so that he could "go
home and get on with life." Beyond this, lie could not really
dream of the future except for disjointed aspirations of play-
ing professional baseball. college football, or maybe. after
retiring from these sports, giving pro boxing a try. Ile would
like a family that resembles the television Cosbys where
-everything is smooth going."

All of these I4 year-olds. along with IS year-old Out-
sider Ronny I3ird, were quite consistent in their thinking
about sex. In the days just after learning that basketball
hero Magic Johnson was IIIV positive. these young men
were well-informed about contraception. pregnancy, and the
threat of AIDS.

"It would totally suck to get someone pregnant." Ronny
said during our discussion at a local cot lee shop where he
and other high school-age "fringe" members hang out. "I
couldn't just ignore it or say 'it's your problem.' If I wasn't
responsible I'd feel like total shit."

Ronny's long red hair and black t -shirt from a heavy
metal concert are consistent with his 'ague view of the fu-
tureto play drums in a nand. Recently kicked out of his
middle-class home after dropping out of an alternative high
school. Ronny shared with the other Outsiders a knowl-
edge and sense of responsibility where sex is concerned.
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In Iles

His dreants \v(re ).):(1. 11111(0)11012 (In 111/ed

lI:Or1(1 that is at once ;I ticket to paradise .010 .01 111:111,11\
possibility to attain.

These ()insiders. like those encotintered hy 1 101
\yen catieht lip in their present \ \ oriel with little
see beyond tIle clan -to-day. I blur vision \\'. c'-
romanticitd \vor1(1 of protessionat sports .111t1 i t I hoe,ht

as \Yell t(i the diversion Ili tunny paper and it it .iion
heroes. Like Side!. this author met -otite \ ()tine ineo het

seemed temporarily outside and ()dil'!" (1(',All1((11(11' .1 isle

thin(' of

t.,

Id like our 1).11.111Le to -C(1

ie.11111(...11IV I \k'1.11 11.1vc. !"

;II Ha

11 1 e \ V( S a 1O1 of diVersil .1111(111,e the Neotraclitionalit.
interviev..ed. They a'c're Chicano. African-American. Japa-
m.se Ameri(an. and ,lewish. he\- shared a
future which was similar to the croup in Sidel's (10110) study.
open to certain yealitarian options vet tilliznately 1 tumult
tech to a lilestyle which represents more traditional .....ender
roles.

javiini rercnnv completed bar mitzvah .t ceremony ill

which a .1ewisli boy passes into manhood-- 1:) yea -old Art
Deutsch had a clear vision of his future. He planned I()
attend law schmil, mart-y. and have three children. His wile
will he choscn for her personality since "No one looks Hood
at laeel GO." The child of two psychotherapists. Arts more
traditional values are apparently driven by his experience
of his parents' busy professional schedules. Ile expressed

willineness to have a workine wife buttered by his own
desire to spend less time away from his Madly than do his
folks currently. Yet Art welcomes the prospect of a tradi-
tional job. sayme no one in his family has had such a ca-
reer. The prospect of stayine, home with the children was
not viewed as an option for Art.

Alex Andrews. a colleee junior majorine, in philot-ophy.
expressed feeline, tension as he looked toward (vacillation.
While he aspires to a Phi) and mentions the importance of
education in his life. especially as an African-American. Alex
concluded that he would choose marriaee even it It meant
delavine, his doctoral work.

These sentiments ;ire shared by many of the
Neotraditionalists encountered in this study. Like Sides
(1990) eroup of women, none of the men interviewed here
sitei.i,ested that Gender must determine their role in relation
ut domestic and public work. E,u-h hoped lor balance \ et
aeknowledeed their ultimate responsibility for pi-middle lor
the family.

Keith lwada, for example. hopes to lather several Hid
dren when he is emotionally and financially ready. Ile ;icicle.'

Poll 1994

11\,. wake !Ids inert Pecans(' I

lon I It.I\e 111.11 imply I mis 111 ordcr 1() pro-
, ide 11,r his I.Inuly. lie plans 10 invest \veil in
Hop., \Vcall11". Keith
Haut, ( hildk 11 .11,()\ e Ills wol;. hist as did
'sitters \eotradlitonditsts. cud \yon1(1 he \VIII-

t,. r kids came alone.
111(' It It Ilo1.111oti of the kindly" .ind

tile lack of rote models' .is the Ineeest isslit
1,11' Olen I (id \
1).111 mu..

( )11r lei responsibility is not 10

Adam t)on./ales. .c sociable 14 year-old
I 'Imam° and another .ispirine, attorney. \vas
inter\ 1( wed alone with Ici, brother Nlark. 151.

!;oth la\ t some traditional values. athoueli
\dam \\ more to accept his role as
provider and ( nyisioned his !urine \vile stay-
ine at home \vith their children.

.\lone with 'Keith lwalla. Tom Bailey \vas one
of the Nootraditionaltsts who also held sonic
vie\s of the Ne Alternative Dads. Tom. an
African-American college senior \vith aspira-
tions of o\vnine a consultine, business. vc.IS
.111101112, the several vomit; 01(11 interviewed who
mntioiled TV's ('osby iannly is an ideal. Ile
admires 1)r. 1 him able. the main character
played by Hill ('osby \Vito maintains a sit(c ess-
liil and Fannie working at home.
(The rtssi(lene hall room where Toni was inter-
vie\c(1 \vas a comfortable \or1(1 of Melt tech
audio. video. and comnntin2. cquipnwtit of the
sort he one day plans to have in Ins o\vn home.)
And Keith lvacia acknowledeecl "I'd like to have
a t'osbv-type family. who wouldn't'' 13tit that's
TV. its not the real world."

The real world for Neotraclitionalists in this
study was a mirror imaee of the \voni(..11 inter-
viewed b\.' Sidel (1990). who soneht a career
only until their more traditional domestic it
sponSibilifies took precedence. These men all

woole'n's equality. and speeiliallY
that their \vile would have a carecr of her own.
Yet, as they envisioned their lives at ae,e 35.
their work was complemented by a woman
whose primary role was in the domestic realm.

:11;\ OW

I I t-,111 break Away trom the traditional

wav I hive keen trAined in this culture it

\\ ill he duletent...
1.1

rhe New .\Iternative Drearmrs itr Skid's
( I (.m(11 study were \\Innen %111i1112, to lorci2,0 their



domestic life for the public world of work Out-
side the home. With the progress made by the
women's movement came new opportunities to
envision a future that differed greatly from past
generations of women, with it greater range of
options than were available to their mothers.
A glimmer of this new variation on the old gen-
der strategy emerged in the subjects who were
Neotraditionalists. They arc similar to the tran-
sitional couples ot lochschild's I I .1/.39) study.
tending toward a "shallow" gender ideology by
espousing equality in relationships while plan-
ning and acting on a deeper feeling of the need
for separate roles.

Several of the Merl interviewed for t his study
gave these mixed signals and seemed to span
the distance between qualities of the
Neotraditionalist and t hose of anot her. distinct
subgroup which are being called New Alterna-
tive Dads. Like the New American Dreamers
from Siclel's research. these men envision their
future in a lv a v unlike many American's have
dreamt or have lived.

At 14. Antonio Morales stated that his life
goal was "To be
very happy and
well-off. both ma-
terially and non-
materially." He
wants to teach sci-
ence and admitted
t hat he would
probably enjoy
cooking. child care
at home. and other
domestic duties.
Ile expressed the
belief that women
should reel no
pressure to do this
or that."

If I can break
away fromom the
traditional'
wav I have
been trained
111 this culture
it will he
different.. .

Eleven years
Antonio's senior,

Earl Owens stated his ultimate goal as the
dream of living a sus amable lifestyle. "grow-
ing niv food, using solar- and wind-generated
energy. making music and friends. and being
part of a community." To this end. within the
next five years he planned to be in transition
from MS engineering job to that of it teacher.
Ilis luture wife may also teach and he envi-
sioned faintly time as centered on t he land and
focused upon togetherness. Earl views a en
tral issue for men going beyond gender to chal-
lenge all people to live within the Earth's
means.

12
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Gertner

This was echoed by Scott 13arnes who. like Earl. sees
the environment and the economy its important issues for
men.At 22, Scott also plans to teach. marry, and make a
lite different from more traditional uteri. "I don't want ca-
reer to be the priority." he says about the balance he hopes
to achieve. Scott expressed a desire to be supervised in his
jig) by a woman for the "challenge and the nurturing" this
would offer.

As men, we have dominated
Western society. We're looking in
the mirror and not seeing much.

Scott's roommate. 23 year-old graduate student ('has
Morgan. plans to t011ow his father's path to a PhD and a
career in teaching. Ile. too, imagines t he academic lifestyle
as being conducive to a new. alternative way of parenting.
Chas's heroes include his father and his favorite professor
,ucd aientor, both of whom he calls Great Teachers"with
capital letters"who ask questions and attempt to under-
stand the human condition. Chas views the greatest issue
for men today as a spiritual dilemma:

As men, _vie have dominated Western society. We're
looking in the mirror and not seeing much. Our sys-
tems. the economy for instance. um ciecoid of values.
We no longer know what it means to be human. Men
are at a turning point as tee recognize the negativity.
the costs. and the by-products. Women can help tis as
cue confront social, global, political. and moral concerns.
Ultimately, men can salvage ma-selves by the long hard
process of looking inward to see the emptiness and what
it will take to the void.

('has reflected on sex and the reproductive rights of men.
as he looked ahead to being married. and expressed how
the tear of AIDS has changed his views on premarital sex.
Like the Outsiders and Neotraditionalists. these New Alter-
native Dads voiced the importance ot shared responsibility
for birth control and protection against disease.

Sexuality was also a focal point for another type of New
Alternative Dad represented in this study by Martin Brad-
ley, a 24 year-old gay male graduate student who says of
AIDS. "I am totally and absolutely scared." Ile envisioned a
professional career in academia, vet asserted that he would
like "the scale to tip towards home-life and relationships."
for which he would be willing to forego a doctoral degree. In
reflecting on the next dozen years of his life. Martin says.
"(lay relationships arc tenuous. they are an ambiguous
thing in my life. I'd like to be committed and perhaps have
a child or two. Don't ask me how this could be possible..."

A d,sire to he what fleck (19871 called a "new father.-
and to go beyond this into alternative realms of public and
domestic life, is the thread that connects these New Alter-
mitive Dads. As Martin Bradley put it. "I want to win bread.
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In 11i.. HI% n

riot 1)( 1 he hrl'ildW111111-: %.1,111 (1101/:111., speaks for 111:111

When Ili' atinutS. I -21-CW lip in a .1 \e-,1 household and
nerd to break the mold. Inc still se\t.i hut want to work
ha- equalit.-

\vork of ilisc New .\Iternatiye 1)ads is berhg
tore,ed wit Inn o country where ,1 hnr,eonine, nicri's move
mem has bei!tin III g.iltl the .ittclition and iniag,ination

inativ..\Ithoue..11 the %York of the activists is pro lemi
ailirmanye. and promotes males. it is too early

to know yliether this newer 1110Ven1C111 Will 1111C1

C11:11IL:.3- Mil:2.11011dt: (If till' V;(1111(.11!- tlid gin
movements, IAlore it. It seems Hear that sonic -.itch
hang( \Yin he necessary it these "Nev .\Iternative 1)ads

are to realit( their tircutitts.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Side' I 990) noted that some women contorm to so-

cietal norms tas Nem raditionalistsl. some are outside
of the mainstream, and 'some seek alternatives to the
American Dream--made possible by the gains ot previ
ous social movements. Similarly. men brio a triangle
L.;irded by the traditional. alienated. and alternative vi
sions of their future. It is important to note that while
this small, non-random sample of young men suggests
valid gender -role strategies and themes. one may not
extrapolate too far from these findings. Neither age nor
ethnicity of the subjects can he correlated to their group
designation. Rather, a larger, more dixerSe sample

have resulted in greater variations between and
within the groups. A large-scale study of men. usine,
the methods of Sidel employed here. would reseal much
.tbout men's liyes--I heir dreams and the effects of tlwir
social movements on how they envision the future.
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APPENDIX

r; 1

Name Age Ethnicity
(all fictive)

Subgroup

Alex .1.11drcxv... 21 AIN) :\inrian Neatrachtionalist
I' nu li.olet 23 .\11 o American Nentrachtionalist

oti Haines 1.1° ( .utit asian New Alternative Dad
iiird 1 8 Cam asian Outsider

'Martin 13radlev 2 ( aura:it:1u New Alternative Dad
Art Deutsch 1.1 dicastutti Neotraditionalist
Au(ain cuonzales 1.1 chicano Neotraditionaltst
Nlarif Cam/Ales 1:) cincumo New Alternative Dad
Keith Itvutcla 2.1 Asian .1.incrican Neotraditionalist
.\iitonio Morales 1.1 Chicano New Alternative Dad
Chas Nlorean 2:3 caticasian New Alternative Dad
Earl (..hvens 25 Caucasian New Alternative Dad
Les Samuelson i 1 caticastan Outsider
Dillon stone I.1 Caucasian Outsider
'sect corner 1.1 C.titeasian Outsider
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GRADUATE STUDENTS

GRADUATE SCHOOL 101
Char Boutillette

Thinking back to my preparation for graduate school. I have to laugh. I
had the anxieties natural to someone returning to school after 13 years.
but I was sure I could make it. After all. I could jump through those hoops.
I had been married to a controlling. abusive man for nearly ten years:
those hoops didn't scare me!

With the application and personal autobiography completed. and ac-
ceptance to the graduate program under my belt, I had only one step to go
before classes beganorientation. I had graduate school all wrapped up
by the night of orientation. Sure. I was going to have to do some personal
exploration throughout this program. but that was going to be easy. After
all. 1 was the one who spent the last five years soul-searching. Graduate
school was the peak I was ready to climb. Wasn't it easy for me to talk
about the big events in my life such as abortion. bulimia. anorexia. and
divorce? I walked around the room boasting about how I had done all this
searching already: this was going to be easy. I thought.

Reality hit the fourth week of the semester. By this time. l'ci had a chance
to settle down with my schedule, the clock was ticking for me to see my
first client, the writing assignments were beginning to pile up. On top of all
of this. I had been training to run a marathon. Little did I know that the
work I had begun in the program would come to fruition while running the
marathon.

Between the personal exploration and marathon. I was left completely
vulnerable. The marathon broke down what physical barriers I had built
up over the years. The seeds that had been planted so far would now be
able to sprout, and I could then reap the benefits of the knowledge they
would bring me.

After the marathon, my writing style changed completely: I began writ-
ing from the heart and began to listen to the stories I had to share. The
new-found freedom in expression and personal exploration made me cry
I had been so arrogant.

I began my graduate program with the idea that I would eventually be
doing something to help others. Helping myself never entered my mind.
although that is what graduate school has become for me. I have learned
that in order to be truly effective in life. I needed to become the most healthy
person I could be. The program gave me the key to unlock the door to my
inner sanctum. As I progress in the program. I will continue to look closely
at what is inside.

Through the program. I have learned that there is an opportunity for
personal growth with every event in our lives, from the big events down to
the most minuscule happeningsperhaps the most important lesson thus
tar. These are there for the harvest if I remain open to possibilities.

MN. BOUIllielIC IN a graduate student at Adams State College, ..1/am(ma,
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AN INTRODUCTION TO WORK ADDICTION

AND INDICATIONS FOR THERAPY
Laurie Bran( 11\

ABSTRACT

A personal reflection
on the experience of and
recovery from work
addiction. Workaholism
is often undiagnosed by
therapists, as was true
in my case; education
and awareness are two
keys to resolving the
problem of work
addiction.

Nly name is Latne and I am It workaholic. As I Fl race the steps t hat led
me to that declaration. I am struck by how deeply embedded workaholism
was for nie. My wake-up call was dramatic. I low does one become addicted
to work and what is wrong with that? Fassei (1 9901 d: I1nes the problem in
the following way:

Workaholisin is a progressive. fatal disease in which a person is ,in-
dicted to the process of working. As a result of the addiction. the
person's life becomes increasingly unmanageable in relation to work.
and all other areas of life are affected (pp. :1-11.
The roots of work addiction, like or her addictions. begin in dysfunc-

tional families. The pain of childhood is translated into actini.4 out some
form of addiction. Work addiction is appealing to some because it frequently
provides the addict with financial rewards. approval from others. and a
sense of self-importance while relieving the addict from uncomfortable and
painful feelings at the same time. It is one of the most unacknowledged
problems in our society. Workaholisin is thought to be both a behavioral or
process addiction as well as a substance addiction. 'ibis is the potentially
hazardous part. Fassel (1990) says:

The adrenaline rush and subsequent addiction is particularly dan-
gerous for workaholics: it gives them an inflated estimate of their
ability to keep working to the detriment of their bodies which may be
giving out (p. 5).

For me, workaholism began in my teens when I began two jobs after
school, one in the morning and one in the evening. This was an effective
was for me to escape from my home where alcoholism and family dysfunc-
tion entrapped me. As I learned about work addiction. I began to under-
stand the connection between that 011(1 my history as an adult child of an
alcoholic. Robinson (1989) describes !he seriousness of the problem:

Work addiction is a -lisease. It is the blessed betrayal. It's the only
lifeboat guaranteed to sink. It serves you as a child when you're drown-
ing in the disease of alcoholism or kanilv dysfu t let ion. You think you're
saved. But You're taken hostage by a disguised form of the sickness
that helps you survive. and then insidiously reaches out its hand
ancl insists on your paving the price... work addiction relieved pain,
helped me forget, entertained me. ()tiered me .1 ',memory and gave
me silent companionship when I felt all alone in the world (p. 2-1).

My addiction served rill' well, '-,() I thought. 1111111 Ills' 'Width Startud tit ',tiller
and I undt!rstood how detrimental this socially at k cpt able ailment sets.

\IS. Prallt'll Is .1 I.:IA/IL/IC 14/ the un,( \!.
.Semittark am.1 Iti ( utrutil/k cni()11cLI I n and \!1 I :';,

1:rains. .`,lie Is Cinig()% elf Part iHnl' !'s UN' 04.0.11/
men( as .1!) InIcrventow sr, 1.11,1, I 1:1W it.) \ ./11(% Sit hiliq 7,:t1, t
and Is in PriViite prat ti( c.
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\k'ith the start of colley. the disease pro-
gressed. I blindly loll() \ved the path of addi-
tion Into destructive. sell-abusive behaviors. I
remember %yorking Irons eleven p.m. until seven
a.m. and t hen attending classes the Iollo\viiie.
cloy, barely al)le to keep my eves (Tell.
(1011112, .1 C11111(11'1 rotation in a neonatal Mien
sly(' -rare 111111. my typical 1ork -,cliechile \vas
seventy hours per \vk. Lookine, back. my 1.1
11(2,11 \1:01-1 so 141*(1111 f could have enclan
gerd the hie one of 1111,111,-. (mite

easily.

I kept saymy I would cut hack on
hours alter I IilliS11C(1 Illy two vear pro
gram. then Mk' IL S. proyram. Hits
went on and on. and soon. 1 w:is ill
L raduate school and demands were
(Weil 11.1.(101r. I 1.)elleVd 1 1111C1 10 il-
lion(' my he schedule. Because i be-
lieved I had no choice. I felt I wasn't
responsible 10r my frantic schedule.
This belief kept me in denial of nn' ad-
diction. Fassel (1990) names the pri-
mary characteristics of %vorkaholism:

Multiple addictions, denial, self-es-
teem problems. external ref erenting,
inability to relax and obsessiveness
(p. 37).
Additional characteristics shored by
workaholics are: dishonesty self-
enteredness. isolation. control. per-
fectionism, piles and files. lack of
intimacy, self-abuse, physical and
psychological problems. and spiri-
tual bankruptcy (I.. 521.
01 all illy SVillotolos of workaltolism.

clearly 11111 physical problems were the
most disturbing. The first clinical
symptOM was an episode of premature
vents iciaii eons,,, t;,11., 1 1/S2. I was
haying breakfast at a restaurant when
suddenly I became short of breath and felt my
heart skip a beat. My friends took me to an
emeryeny room where the physician said. "You
are stressed out and exhausted. You need to
quit smokine. cut down on drinking, stop us-
ing cathine. and not work so muh." I adhered
to the first three orders and totally ignored his
reference to my lone, work hours. Even if I had
been capable of realiziny t hat I was a
workaholic at that time. I could not have
stopped my behavior. It ()Vci

which I 1111(1 110 control. Even when I made .1
conscious decision to reduce my work hours. I

!mind myself filling in the time with other work-related
tasks. Ilan I 1 (.3l1111 p«Ints

1dditions totally control the addict. and the control
transcends all lotzi or reason. l'his doesn't mean that
addicts lack the responsibility or the to ebonize.
It merely means the attachment is very strong and
cannot he overcome or resisted by logic or reason
alone. his is one reason addictions are difficult to

treat ;Hid to overcome (p. 61.

\l second physical attack came af-
ter an automobile accident its 1987.
rhis luau ( 11)1 collision left me wit It two
herniated discs in my neck and tem-
poral mandibular Hint dysfunction.
liolh of these afflictions were greatly
exacerbated by stress ;old my demand-
my \ork schedule. Often I \V011 OIne
homy Irons work and collapse on m,,
bed with blinding headaches. I was
0.orking two lobs during this period in
my lile %hile extlini.2, treated for the in-
pules -,11-:tained in the accident.
would often ha\ e live appointments or
more a \vcek with various health care
providers.

I le111(1111)(11" 011(1 day haying a mas-
saye while I 01)1-41),i--.1.11 01)0111 work. Ac-

cording to Passel ( 1990),
obsessiveness is a primary character-
istic on the job" (p. I 1 5). She also
points out. "the obsessor cannot live
without something to do, so a constant
flow of new things is necessary- (p.
I I6). Shortly after this episode. I con-
fided to a friend. "I was having a mas-
sage and couldn't relax. Thoughts
al,out usant I ant working on and a
list of things I had to do when I got
hack to the office made it impossible
for me to enioy the massage. I couldn't
stop thinking about it.- Ile replied.

"Laurie. you are ;1 workaholic. You're killing yourself. The
reason your medical problems from the accident are get-
ting worse is hecause you have not stopped to let yourself
heal. You Iiu.ed help."

I knew he was right. At that point. 1 began attending
\Vorkaholies Anonymous meetings and found a solution to
my problem of work addiction. Workaholics Anonymous is
a twelve-step program modeled after the twelve steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous. I discovered what a healthy work
schedule was 101' 1111' 01111 (1011111111111(1 10 daily contact with
another L1.,F0l1f) menthes. 111'11)Cd 1)(1 honest and
realistic. about 111V daily .11)(1 weekly work plaits. I began to
-elledule breaks and days off I started giving myself enough

self-
esteem

problems,
inability to

relax,
obsessivenass,
dishonesty,

self
centeredness,
isolation,
control,

perfectionism,
piles and
files, and
spiritual

bankruptcy.
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time to drive from one point to another rather than speed-
ing to make it to my next appointment.

I continue to build upon these self-nurturing behaviors.
I still have busy days and occasionally miss a meal or work
.1 few extra hours. In a workshop, John Bradshaw said.
"We become humans doing rather than human beings." After
six years of recove I now have balance in MN' life and t he
ability to -just be.

"I'lfrough the Twelve Steps of Workaholics Anonymous. I
liave gained insight about work addiction and recovery from
.,york addiction. Initially. Workaholics Anonymous meetings
were inv sole source of support for not overworking. The
group applauded roe when I quit a prestigious job in which
f was miserable.

work addicts have difficulty facing their addiction be
ails(' overworking is often praised. honored, and appreci-

.ited Ili our society. For example. I lemfelt. Minirth, and Meier
1()9 1 claim:

i )rivenness. compulsivity. applauded addictions. These
.ire intercliangeable terms to describe the performance
and perfection pressures that characterize this emo-
tional health epidemic of the I 990s (p.

It was in Workaholics Anonymous that I heard from
members an aspect of work addiction that was not identi-
fied in recovery literature. Members called it "romance ad-
diction around work.- This is the idea that: 1 .) there is a
perfect job. 2.) the perfect job would automatically elimi-
nate one's workaholic behavior. In my case. I initially had a
belief t hat if I found the "perfect job" I would be happy and
have a fulfilling work life. I viewed my job as the problem
rather than my work habits.

Workaholism and the concept of romance addiction
around work have many implications in the field of career
counseling,. I question whether some clients seeking career
counseling might be unidentined work addicts who also
possess a romantic belief that the perfect career would make
th,,,. happy and free them from the painful cycle of work
addiction. The disease could be discovered during the in-
terview process if the career counselor was informed about
work addiction. A thorough work history including hours
worked. major problems on the job, types of lobs held and
responsibilities. work patterns, and activities in other ar-
eas of life would help the career counselor screen the client
for possible workaholic tendencies. Some clients could make
t heir own "diagnosis" simply by seeing a list of characteris-
tics of workaholics. The Work Addiction Risk Test is one
diagnostic instrument being used.

I believe it is the responsibility of counselors to educate
people about work addiction and take :t seriously. I was in
t herapv for three years and was never identified. My com-
mitment as a therapist is to promote wellness and a sense
of well-being in my clients. Work addiction is killing people

Fall 1994

in our country. Recovery from work addiction
can truly save lives.
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HOMESELF, SACREDSELF : How I KNOW I AM

HEADED IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Adel 11 111(1.1(!1'

Homeself, Sacredseif

I would counsel you to be still

'To move away _from everything for a time

'To wait quietly until you come home to uoursel

'There will be signs

Songs will- sing from your lips

Your body wilt dance with you

Your eyes will see magic

'Mere you keep the fresh flower

Where you burn the candle

uco where you cry and where you bleed

'There will be signs

The magic of your homeself, your sacrea,,cti

Will take you to the sky

Luna will welcome your flight

With silver embraces

Comets will be your lovers

Traits of stars will carry you inward.

Until; at your core, a cataclysm will burst

'To the magic of your soul

Reprinted h

18

With gratitude to her. I have borrowed Ila Suzanne's
poem for my paper. -I lorneself. Sacredseil" embodies both
the sensation I telt within me when I discovered the coun-
seling held and the goal I set before me now as a counselor.

In my previous job as a teacher, and my current job as a
nurse. there have been flickers of this sensation of home-
coining. They have invariably occurred during moments of
relationship with students. patients. or other souls. I low-
ever. these moments of relationship were relegated to aux-
diary status behind the primary goals of producing an
educated mind or a healed wound. The end product was
evaluated with little honoring of the subtle process that
created it. In fact. the process needed to be justified and
documented in accordance with ,:tandardized norms.

One of my weaknesses. judging by the criteria of both
teaching and nursing, was that. by nature. I dwell in and
find my joy in the abstract processes of life: the magic that
flows between souls, the inspiration of a windy moonlit
night, the intricate latticework between mind and emotion.

More accurately. my weakness is that I spent so many
vears striving to bury that joy and become "productive." I
criticized myself for the classes I gave that were riot inspir-
ing, yet I had tinned my inspiration. I criticized myself when
a baby died or became more ill, or I forgot one of the nu-
merous trivial tasks of nursing that are supposed to dem-
onstrate efficiency. In the symbolic language of Myers-Briggs
typology. I was striving to be a successful Sensation type
while suppressing my innate Intuition function. As my dis-
comfort grew. I listened well enough to my intuition to rec-
ognize the signs of soul distress. Then. I allowed myself to
slow down and reach for deeper self-awareness.

During the process Of "coming home to myself." I was
reminded that the inner values which had drawn me first
to teaching and then to nursing were not being reflected in
my work. I could not blame this solely on the mandates of
the workplace. I had introjcted the values of my family of

Mel lttiNor rcL en ed her I' S. to Nursing at the 1.01ersit of .11-1/ona and
t.urrenti pur,untg a .11.1. to ( oumeling through .1darns State ( ()liege.

she r.lut:/it Int.:1107 )tert.,is before ,poi Loh' a in peatatric and p\vc !Halm.
PrIate prat. tit e in (ounsehng n her ultimate

_4
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hrdilt11fe 1tudents

orie,in as ideal and. just as in childhood. found that I vos
la kme. \iv ianuly 141orihed achievement. order. .oid t IIl
iency. -Let's e.et the job done. was Inv mother's. She indeed
unproductive illy desire to watch. dra. listen. .1uc1 I Hill

1111111c with nature and people. While I thout2.1it I had lice,'
attracted to the nurturine, and relationship-oriented aspects

teaching nursme, i had actually chosen tkvo plows
skins emist rained by the same achievement illented 111,111

dates as my family. I unconsciously chose professions in
\\Inh the outer shoulds' reflected those within me. leav-
nn little room tor nurturine Or personal lullillment.

II is quite possible that my inner chances hive unreal
istically tainted Inv view of ounseline,. 1 am sure, elven the
overall iichievement-orientanon of our .ocietv. 111,11 a ...z.00d
percentae,e tit the places emplovine, counselors also empha
size product. documented sut cess. and financial :Low. I low

1(11- MC, HU'S(' l'XiernanV Sinildiink are kir
easier to dismiss in the owl-while sttine,. Thus. it is "(wally
possible that my increased slf-awareness has allowed me
to discover a career more suited to inv

In counseline, my own values and career activities are
no longer at odds. As a counselor. I am not illint.f, to lose
track (it Inv hie,hest ideal: The unique inner self. or soul, of
each person is sacred. When I am in it room with a client.
or croup (if clients, that room is full of the mailje that can
pass between souls. 01 course. paperwork and documenta
tion still lace me after I leave that room. \lv own values
mav divere,e uncomfortably Irons those of the client. A par-
ticular session may seem -non-productive- if a few of those
standardized norms trickle under the door and crawl into
Ith lap. Yet. despite all such adversities. that sense of sa-
redness prevails, as it has done in no other career I have
expenenced.

At ow current job as psychiatric nurse. I have had an
unusual opportunity to substantiate this difference in sat-
islact Ion between nursing. and counselina. Althoueh the ma-
iorit v of my tasks emanate from the nursinc, domain and
thus carry the but-den of documented productiveness and

andardizcd protocols. I ,111.;0 serve in a counselino. canac-
1,1 those two hours a day that I facilitate therapy eroups

dud in the individual therapy sessions with Ilh; deSILt,tlittcd
patient~, the sensation of homecoine, returns. I have
worked with clients catiOn in cycles of violence toward
themselves or others, clients unable to move out of their
inotional pain enout1,11 to speak. and client considered
manipulative and intractable under the medical model.
There are also sessions that I allow to drain me or when
sll-doubts still whisper in 111V ear. Nonetheless. when I am
in the room there is sacredness -1 am ene,ae,ed in the pro

ess of life -and I walk out o.Ith .1 sense (II p"rsonol 11111111

Illeth (hilt (tVelTRI('S the 1111111edhlte elhottole,

As a counselor, the eoal 1 set betone me is to ,issist each
I hem to come holm- to his or her sell, to whatever dein re
he or she is presently able liv recoe,itition (II the mow( of

Fall 1 99.1

each soul. some clients %vill be induced to
perct n c t lic indeic .11,1). hi am. case. I will
lave einoved t he process. This joy in t he pro-
cess .ittirms ilkit I .1111 headed in the ruJit di-
I ect tun .11
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ABSTRACT

Counselors are
increasingly asked to
serve as expert
witnesses in court
proceedings. This
article addresses the
philosophical
differences between the
mental health system
and the legal system.
clarifies the role of the
expert witness, and
offers concrete
guidelines for providing
expert testimony in
court.
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COUNSELORS AS EXPERT WITNESSES IN
COURT: SUGGESTIONS FOR SURVIVAL

AND SUCCESS
Lir.Qi i hi.L,rLfillS 1'i-,1111C. /'h!)

Increasingly. t he domain of
ntmst noes t` heing expanded he

e.(itid the private therapy (Mice.
school. or community agency into
the e()uripioni \\*lilt the growth in
litigation at te.pes. counselor!,
are open calk -11 upon to sere.e as
an expert witness in court proceed-
ings. Counselors who must veil
!tire into lit 1,.11 arena may !eel
ill-equipped for the task and over-
evhelmed by its demands. This ar-
ticle addresses th( philosophical
differences between the mental
health system and the legal sys-
tem. clarifies the role of the expert
evilness. and oilers concrete guide-
lines for providing expert testimony
In court.

When counselors are subpoe-
naed to appear in court to testily
regarding their clinical contacts
with clients. they are regarded as
lay witnesses (Remley. 19911. It

called to testily in this capacity.
they are required to testily only to
what occurred in the past (Stevens-

h lughes. 1993) and are not
permitted to offer opinions about
rhos,. interactions.

It is important to note that in
t'olorado licensed professional
counselors. licensed marriage and
family therapists. licensed clinical
social workers. lictlisecl psycholo-
gists. and clinicians directly super-
vised by licensed therapists limy
claim that communication heteveen
themselves and their clients is
-privileged.- 'I'll eileged (-muumuu

( anon' is .1 legal concept ensuring,
than chums' dishisures of personal
information are protected from ex-
posure by therapists in legal pro-
ceedings (Baird N Rupert. 19871.
II the (.11(111 waives this privilege.
the prolessional has no legal
grounds tor withholding the mtor
[nation. I lowever. If privilege hill-,
not been waived (a the client, then
I he professional has a rf.ssponsibil-
ity to honor the client's confiden-
tiality by claiming that therapeutic
communication privileg,ed. When
privileged eommunicat ion is
claimed. it is Ilien the rsponsibil-
ity of the attorney seeking the tes-
timony to secure a hearing in order
for the judge to rule on the claim
of privik Vie.

An expert winless, unlike a lay
witness. is someone whose role is
to "formulate a presented opinion
in court based on 'his or her) spe-
cialized knowledge of mental
health- IlZeinlev. 1991. p. 39).
Counselors are likely to be called
.ts an expert witness to address
such issues as child abuse and
neglect, child custody disputes. the
competence of a child to function
as court witness. and matters re-
gal ding the appropriate placement
of juveniles whose families are in-
volved in child abuse allegations.
The expert witness may be hired
by an attorney to perform this role
(Stevens-Smith h Hughes. 1993),
or their job responsibilities may
leach In this obligation.

niunitis Nu).
,,unseling /'%( holm:v.1mi( ,:nilnr I,.it/cation

l hr Viiivenote at I .iloracio Denver
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THE MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM
AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM: A
CLASH IN WORLD VIEWS

Counselors are trained to he
warm. caring, genuine, empathic .
and respecthil when dealing "it h
clients (Carkhu11, 1969: Rogers.
Gend len. Kiesler ti Truax. 1967:
Truax Carkhull. 1967). More-
over. they are adept at seeing the
world from I he lient's point 01
view. believe in the worth and dig-
nity of all people, and have devel-
oped t tolerance for ambi'untv
(Corey. I (.39 . TlIV flak' to cn
schooled in seeking "Win-Will- su
illtiOnti to problems (Moore. 19S6)

Conversely, the legal system is
adversarial rather than cnopera
tire. It presses for absolutes. rather
ban relative hypotheses

(Vandenberg. 19931. It demands
dichotomy: "guilty- or not Li nit v."
rather titan
:11011[2, it ContiMinin. I'he entire
court proceeding is designed as a
"win-lose- proposition in xs inch t he
best interests of each attorney s
client are the locus. While coun-
selors shine in communication.
attorneys' strength is in intinuda

Given these diametrically
posed pers pee t i yes Mien
counselors enter the legal arena.
they inav feel inadequate and over-

whelmed by the nature (lithe
legal process. It is crucial
t hat counselors und,.rst and
their role as expert witness
and become skilled in deal-
ing with the pressure of per-
forming on the witness
stand.

Guilty or Not
Guilty.

The legal
system is

adversarial rather

than cooperative.
It presses for

absolutes, rather
than relative
hypotheses.

and arc proficient in considering
the hest interests of all parties
when confronting disputes. Indeed.
counselors operate out of a scien-
tific method and seek to determine
the factors that influence a certain
behavior and to evaluate the extent
and direc;ion of their influence
through hypothesis testing,-
(Newman. 1991, p. 2,11).

THE ROLE OF THE
EXPERT WITNESS

Unlike a lay or factual
witness. an expert witness
has both the responsibility
and privilege of offering to
the court an opinion based
on their proficiency in a
given area. Neutrality and
impartiality characterize the
role of the expert witness. At
times this stance can be dif-
ficult to maintain, especially
when counselors are called
to testily about current or
former clients. Again. be-
ause the privileged ommu-
nication statute extends to

all licensed mental health provid-
ers in Colorado it may he invoked
when the therapist wishes to keep
confidential therapeutic material.
Nevertheless, when counselors
adopt the role of expert witness
and agree to te,-,tify. it is not only
inappropriate to act as an advocate
for a particular party. but to do so
minimizes the credibility of the

statements. (Vandenben!

1 9931. In fact. many expert wit-
Hesse:, been criticized for giv-
ing biased testimony and have
wen ;.ieliscd of playing the role of

.1 "hired gun" (Schultz loss. 19931.
Brodsky and loliev 119731 tle\'el-

ied .111 ellectiv response to the
is cusation being a bought ex-
pert: they respond to such intimi-
dation by saving:

It his been said that 'whose
1)read we rat. his Isil song we
sing.. It is lor exactly fiat rca-
-on 1 bend over backwards to
donblc and Iriplc chcck Inv
iindin2,s, Itt Ittsilre there is no
hint of bias interfering with
my conclusions In. 1761.

In order to provide effective expert
rest trimly, counselors must ac-
idiovieclge hot It the strengths and
limitations ol their evaluations and
«atclusions.

It counselors choose to enter the
irena of "expert \vitnessing, their
,Iiess in this role depends on
mastcrine., sonic specialized skills.
Guidelines to assist mental health
professionals who become an ex-
pert witness in court follow.

SUGGESTIONS FOR
SURVIVAL AND SUCCESS

I. LEARN TIIE RULES OF THE
G A M E.

Court proceedings have a struc-
ture. language. and set of rules by
which they are organized. Although
«muselors may be unfamiliar with
this sphere. it they arc to be an
t.fteciive expert witness. they must
understand the general procedures
and regailat ions which govern
court proceedings. Attending sev-
eral hearings as an observer before
actually taking the witness stand
can prove an invaluable icilfiliT111,
experiences. Also. consulting with

olle,u."acs who have experience is
extremely helphil. Availing oneself
et -pecialiied training through
,ontinning education 01)1)0'111111-
Iles also is hencheiatl.

Fall 1994
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2. REVIEW ETHICAL
OBLIGATIONS.

If testimony will violate onti-
dentiality and/or priyileeed orn-
muMeation. counselors should
seek an appropriate release of in-
formation from the client or a
court order from the pidee. Dual
relationships between clients
and/or other participants in the
leial proceedine. should he
avoided. For example. it would he
considered a conflict (Cl interest
for a counselor to serve as an ex-
pert witness for her hrot her. an
attorney on the case. Likewise. it
the potential expert had a close
relationship with other particr-
pants in the proceedmes. seryme
in such a capacity for that case
could he considered unethical. In
addition. it a counselor evaluates
or provides therapeutic services
for a client for the purposes of
serine as an expert witness. cli-
ents should be Oven a disclosure
form which reveals how the infor-
mation they provide will be used
in court.

3. MEET AND PREPARE WITH THE
HIRING ATTORNEY.

Because the attorney who
hires or subpoenas an expert is
developine: an argument in order
to win a ease. it is imperative that
counselors meet with the attorney
face-to-lace to learn what the is-
sues are. to earn insieht into the
opposmt< attorney's theories and
strateey. and to understand the
purpose of their testimony. An
expert whO confused
about the issues and the direction
of a case can be mellective.

Another reason to meet with
the ;illy attorney is to educate him
or her reeardine the particular
area of expertise. Althoue,h most
attorneys are well-versed in leeal
matters. many have little under
standine of the theories and prae
tier.' of psychothera child abuse
and reelect. the battered spouse
syndrome. human development.
it- other areas of counselor,: ex-

,C2

peruse. It is important for cotmse-
lors to communicate to attorneys
what information is important and

-tipporlin2
1,ikey,T,e. it is critical I() ( larity the

IP./11111111111111

limits of one's expertise in order to
avoid havme the attorney build a
ease on assumptions which the
counselor cannot honest 1y and fac-
tually support.

In addition. in order to serve as
expert.- a witness has to be -quali-

fied- or ruled as expert in as Oven
field l)' the trickle presidine over
the hearinri.. Therefore. it is ex-
tremely usetul to share ones cur-
rent vita with the hiring attorney.
A eood vita should include all rel-
evant professional tramine (induct-

e tont inwn1 ; education'.
specialized experience. presenta-
tions. and publications. Complet
int!, this step will inform the
attornev of one's c redentials and
assist )tiro or her in makine. the
ease. counselors who expect to
function in the role of expert wit-
ness should keep accurate records
of the occasions in hich they h;lve
previoush been qualified as ex-
perts. Prior qualitication as an ex-
pert is ,c Minor c ontributor to a

"z5- 111r;: _ ,

4

i:4;111 !Tame

judae'S subsequent reeoenition of
one's expertise.

4. TAKE DEPOSITIONS SERIOUSLY.

.\Ithott01 ,Ittortievs and court
reporters may attempt to create an
informal atmosphere it a dcposi-
tion. c ounselors should retrain
Iron) traterniiine and should main-
tain a protessional demeanor at all
tithes. liceatise the put-pose of a
deposition is for the defense to
gather information and look for
weaknesses in a witness's teSti-

doythinu said by a poten-
tial \ \tines may he used in court.
counselors hinctionme as an ex-
pct.t witiwss should zins\ver ques-
tions honestly hilt succinctly.
Flier(' \VIII he ti-ther opporturnty
tor elaboration (lortip2, the at teal
hearuh4.

5. BE PREPARED.

The expert witness is usually
expected to provide clear and spe-
cific information ree.ardine. records
(including exact dates. times. and
places) of client contacts. They are
also expected to be able to Live
rationale for their theoretical ap-
proach and to justify their meth-
ods of evaluation and /or
treatment. Knowledue Of and the
ability to cite current literature
enhances the c'ounselor's perceived
competence. Bente, tamiliar with

views and weaknesses in
one's ri data increases the
counselor's credibility as an ex-
pert. If it- is necessary to meter to
cotes. this procedure is acceptable:
howr, \ cr. an\ written water ial
hroueln into the courtroom May be
Made available to both attorneys
and may even he made part of the
('curt record.

6. DON'T RE INTIMIDATED!
Opposine attorneys often resort

to intimidation and direct attack
when attemptine, to discredit an
expert. Thev mav endeavor to trap
witnesses, put words iii t herr
!nuttily-. misinterpret thew state
merits. and strive to coerce wit

AWARENESS
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ounseIors As Ixpert Witnesses

oes-(es into answering "yes" or "no"
to questions when an accurate
.inswer requires an explanation or
.1 qualifier. Competent witnesses
expect such tactics and use cog-
nitive restructuring techniques

ichnbaurn. 1986) to bolster
self -confidence. !'or example, they
remind themselves of their exper-
tise and their right to take their
time in formulating responses.

When an attorney asks a ques-
tion with multiple parts. or a ques-
tion which is unclear. it is
permissible to ask Itir the question
to he broken clown. or to be re-
phrased for clarity. When bad-
gered by an attorney. the best
rysponse is to be tirm but non-
delensive. kctostot.t to be unnerved
hy a hostile attorney is a mark of

good expert witness.

7. USE THE TECHNIQUES OF GOOD
PUBLIC SPEAKING.

An Voile who has taken a basic
speech course knows that tone of
voice, inflection. pacing, gi!sturing.
timing, and use of silence are
paramotait in effective orzq com-
munication. These are no less true
in performing as an expert witness
in court. Counselors should re-
member that as a witness they are
actors in a drama. Their goal is to
use all of their skills to insure that
the ''audience" (judge and jurv)
pet ceive their expertise in a given
drea. Moreover. because the court
hearing is essentially a strug0,1e for
power and control, the illdiriMIS

(ll these techniques can re-
duce I he witness's feelings of
weakness or defeat.

8. PRACTICE TECHNIQUIS TO
COUNTERACT ATTACK DURING
CROSS-IX/1AM ATION.

clinical skills often prove ex
tremely helpful for counselors on
Inc witness stand. Retraining can
he imwerful oceans of preseni-
mg data to t he court in a new light
(Huber r Baruth. I 987:
Meversti in Todd, 1980). Such a
technique has the effect of chal-

roll I f(9-1

lenging, the opposing attorney's ar-
gument. In addition, when an at-
torney is belligerent. simply
describing the observed behavior
may curb it. For example. Brodsky
(1991) suggested saying. "I notice
you arc' raising your voice a lot
now" (p. 107) in order to get the
attorney to back off.

Brodsky (1991) also listed other
forceful techniques such as "Ad-
mit-Deny" (p. 41. "Negative Asser-
tion" (p. 1:31). and "Push Pull" (p.
166). When confronted 11 Ih ques-
tions that are loaded or partially
true. Brodsky (1991) advises to ad-
mit the part that is true and
strongly disagree with the false
aspect. For example. an attorney
may ask. "Isn't it true that children
often lie'?" Astute witnesses will
anticipate that the attorney is co-
vertly suggesting that a child
abuse victim may have lied about
the abuse. In response to such a
question. the witness can use the
Admit -Deny approach and say.
"While children certainly do lie on
occasion, they usually do it to stay
out of trouble, not to create
trouble."

Negative Assertion involves
strongly disagreeing with an attor-
ney who expects to receive an af-
firmative answer to a question. For
example. when asked, "Isn't it true
that psychological tests arc frill of
,rror and not very accurate?:
clever witnesses might use the
negative assertion and reply, "No,
quite to the contrary! Although
there is some margin of error in
all tests, valid and reliable tests
can be quite accurate in predict-
ing certain behavior."

Another technique. Push-Pull,
essentially involves "going with the
resistance." When an attorney
pulls in one direction, rather than
resisting and becoming defensive
as the attorney expects. the com-
petent witness pushes eveil harder
in the same direction. Au attorney
may say, "You have told the court
that in your professional (minion

4 7 3

Jason should be in his father's
custody. Your assessments aren't
perfect are they'?" Although one
might be tempted to defend the
evaluation procedure. according to
Brodsky (1991) it is often effective
.o strongly agree with the attorney
and say. "I most certainly am not
perfect and I don't know of anyone
who is." All of these methods are
attempts to catch the opposing at
t orney off-guard and to gain more
power and control on the witness
stand.

9. DON'T BE AFRAID TO SAY "I
DON'T KNOW. "

Even "experts" don't know ev-
erything. Acknowledging the
boundaries of one's expertise can
increase one's credibility as a wit-
ness. Brodsky (1991) maintained
that witnesses who are bold
enough to say "I don't know" can
change the way they are perceived.
"They can now be seen as having
respect for their limitations, hav-
ing humility, and having the good
sense not to try to know everything
in every situation" (p. 174). The
most important thing is not to say
"I don't know" too often. noi-io say
it defensively. Alternative re-
sponses such as. "It's an answer
nobody knows" or "It would be dif-
ficult for anybody to know..." are
often effective.

10. RESIST PERSONALIZING THE
CASE.

Although testifying in court can
be intensely emotional and de-
manding. survival and successful
performance in the role of expert
witness requires objectivity and
distancing. Because inany counse-
lors have personality types which
make them vulnerable to taking
criticism personally (Hirsh &
Kummerow. 1989). they may feel
personally berated under cross-
examination. A wise witness re-
minds themsel1 that opposing
attorneys arc not usually attack-
ing them, but arc seeking weak-
nesses in their data or conclusions.

23



Another obstacle for counselors
to overcome, in their role as expert
witness, is that of taking too much
responsibility for the outcome of
the case. It is useful to remember
that much evidence and the testi-
mony of many witnesses contrib-
ute to the final ruling in a case.

CONCLUSION
The courtroom may be a new

and somewhat awesome arena for
counselors to enter. Being trained
in cooperation. they may be
shocked at the adversarial nature
of legal proceedings. However.
when they utilize these suggestions
and play their roles in the court-
room drama as accurately and pro-
fessionally as possible. counselors
have a great opportunity to con-
tribute to the cause of justice.
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ON
THE

EDGE

WEST BIKE

REPAIR SHOP

W..111d vot, he interested in a couns hne, prowct I hat builds instant
rapport. t osts only Icw dollars. and is <t sure het for success with
Ill kilt' -level kids? West Middle School in Aurora has such an activity
.( bicycle repair programand it happened by accident. hi 1987. when a
neighbor gave me a 20- bicycle left over front a garage sale. I brought
the bike to my office to see H. ant' SilldelltS would be interested in it. The

'sponse was o..erwhelming! :\ number of stiklents wanted the bicycle.
while others volunteered to fix it up and get it in good working condi-
tion. Thus the bicycle repair project was started at \Vest Middle School.

Our only tools were a screwdriver. a pair of pliers and a wrench given
10 us by the principal. The first year. the "bike shop boys," volunteering

at lunch and after school. repaired not only that
bike but 25 more for fellow students. Bikes to be

Fail 1994

repaired came from West staff members and their
frieuds, as well as from employees in other Au-
rora schools.

Being a bicycle grease monkey myself. I often
carried on counseling sessions, with a student
working on one end of the bike and me on the
other. We talked about family problems. schools.
peer relations. drugs. and alcohol in a very re-
laxed setting. It didn't take long to realize that
the bike project could well be a middle school
equivalent of play therapy. In play therapy a
child's natural activity, play, is utilized in creat-
ing a relaxed therapy setting to foster communi-
cation between child and counselor and to
encourage the child to explore behaviors and ex-
press feelings. I discovered that bicycles to middle
school students are what toys and other play
items are to younger child' cn. enabling me to
reach and relate to middle school students in a
natural, comfortable way.

The bike project continued on a limited basis
in the counseling (Alice until 1092, when it was
inchided in a service learning grant from the Colo-
rado Department of Education. This cooperative
.chool /community effort involved \Vest Middle
School. the Optimist Club. the YMCA. Rel Edu-
cation Lab. and the Aurora Police Department.
With the grant, \Vest would be able to have a fully

equipped. state -of -the -art bike repair shop with all the. proper tools,
equipment, and supplies. Volunteer teachers would come front the
community.

In the I3 months since the coun
seling office bike project became the
West Middle School bicycle repair

430

i.dren «wnselor
'lust

1;11.)r.,1 Public Nt /(this, (oloracio
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shop. it number of changes have
taken place. The old days of one.
io-otte ( ounschilyst mien! interili
non arc no tole,(.1.. 1:m1(1111;2,11ov,- is
1-ct \yeen \ /domed- insimenits
.Inc! students. lute I -.el.\ e .is
protect facilitator and shop coot'
dinator. \() longer are there
.1 handful of

s \ tio\\ have toclry
than 50 ...indents a year. In
Ill(111:g Girls, cinergint..; ats

fully trained bicycle repair
echnicians. Hike shop
lasses t (inmate three days

... eel.. with students
on their

Iher students. aml
lonated

[here are ',CV(' 1-111 11 va r t

al-111111g s I rom the
hil.c project /bike shop.
tine (il the -hike boys- from
arly days. iiii\ 19. came to

\Vest recently to donate t \Yu bikes.
Ile said the bike project alone had
kept him in school a few years ago
.ind he 11(1\y has volunteered to he
;Ill instructor.

:\not her hike shop hoy. a sixth
...,radr. had been (Inhing school
\vial regularity and tearing up the
litssroom \len he did attend.

11()\yever. his mechanical gifted-
ness \vas easy to recognize and I
...ot Imo im..olved in fixing, bikes.
\Vlien the school custodian quit in
the middle of the year. this stmlent
tool: the hike project tool box and
went front las,sroorn to classroom.
Illering services. Ile liter
_illy kept the place together until a
IleW C111,10(11011 \l'ati hired. This
\ car. this mint student. now an

graver. \vas recognized as
one of the founding, lathers of the
hike shop and gave talks in the
( ointimint\- about it Ile spoke to
an audience of more than 1 00

people at .1 service learning con
lerence at the Community College
.11 Aurora anti to a regional meet
mg of the 1. \ICA. Ile loves to alum!
tell \\Aim a difference the hike shop

.6

made in his life. Csing ikurora
Schools' learner outcome

1.1nLikese. he told idle audience
; ; the -Hop had made him Imo.'

';.11)(tr.iti\

It 1 el cn1 like ht 01 1 'lc 1,11,1

1.11c11' l'e-siwIl-t-, 011;01v...1111

.4"

anon indiciiic he. galtl sell es
teem. mastery of a skill. and prac
tice in cooperating, and relining
with others. Eighty percein of the
students rated their experience in
the program an :\ or A+. T\yetity
percent rated it a l; com-
ments Irmo the students
focus on skills g,tinecl.
with "I learned to take
hikes apart -Ind put
them back together-
I learned to use a vari-

ety of tools." \lore im-
portantly. though, is the
«minu.tit. We learned
liti\v to \york together.

iievond the c ()tinsel-
in2 opportunity it af-
fords. \ye are a\viire of a
number of other f)enefits
Iron the bike shop expe-
rience. :\Ithough we do
ii ni have official statis-
m son hike shop partici-
pation relating to
student performance
and 1)(.1iitylor, some in

total indicatois
ihe shop (Apemen, i has

a positive impact on students. No
hike shop participant's name was
'II the two or more I.'s list for the

firth ilitorn.r. rid 11011C \V;15 011'111('
...-0.11.1t- It 0111011 list. 011I tine
1I\c .-1101),411hChl \\W, lusted 011 t he

-.11011-, lust for fourth
it u.lrtti. '.several -.indents' atteri-

of«- intorno. ow-oderably once
!!, if., 1110111 (11111'1C hike shop.

unseinrs e \vitys looking
1. .1. It, Ic,011 kills. ideas

nil 1,1 'tic( 1, It. (-11.1.2.i.11.2,C 111

11.. .1 ;1110 t 11c0111',112.0 1111prOCC(1

1 , t 11 tl 111.111, t'.

h,o1,111:2, for '.t ivs
, ttnt t I y, 011 I.Itis. to hoild rap-

; -01 I ii.tt Inn tlit'liVt COIII1-
ill L.:. .\ hike project

.ii foot cs.tior. rap-
i,,1 "midi f It .tit incredibly

of-to:if\ -.torted. All that
.\ (mid he needed a hike project
in .1 ',Chew'. t 11110'.

.e.0111e1 he tl ItAV h.eV hikes.
and a l kids. Add to iltot a place
to vorl; and a little nine find the
project f fond he ittider\vity. Sue-
cf.ss. Ill tenni- of itdolescint 1)m-
1ll and enhanced !-elt-esteetn. is
.4ttarititteed.
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rn thel(h.fe

AFTER-SCHOOL
CARE: AN
INNOVATIVE

COUNSELING SETTING
\i,tiNim It ii.;.L.ffn Pr.unc. P///)

1).10(.(.111111:17.L;

In 1'0(1. .111 estimated 601. 100
Ulli1(1111 III SI were ciirollcd to
1 3.500 before and ;filer -- school
prog,ranis located in public schools
(Farquhar ' Ilardastle. I 99"1-1.

Many of these childcare programs
are charaterifed as partnerships
with community agency sponsors
(Farquhar I lardcast le. It.f931. In
Ills south suburban area of met
ropolit 1)nver. one such pro-
gram serves I 2 schools and over
30() children 1\1. Bane. personal
coituntiniation. .11 1 1 ' 14. 1991.
Children who participau in after
school care programs are therefore
unavailable to seek traditional
counseling set-vices during the af-
ternoon hours. the "Prime time- pe
riod for counselors to see young
clients. ()tie viable solution to this
dilemma is to bring counseling ser
vices to these children in their al-
ter-School care settirrts. \Vhil
S0111( alter -school programs do of
t er counseling, services. ,tt least
650.. do not (Farquhar

lardcast lc. I 993).

The lirst step in developing an
:liter school counseling program is
to consult with the director. If the
director is willing to explot-( the
possibility of incorporating a
counseling component into al ter
school care. d 101(15 assessment
should Le conducted. Stich
assessment could include surveys
or interviews of childcare workers.

\Idt-N1).1 It wgins I 1.1011'. HIP
111)111S:

»1 ( ,11()r,Ithl 1)1'11Ver
I)CtIVer. ( ()

1)11'1111,. .11111 1).11'1'111,, II there N.
vidclic ()I .1 uccd lor counseling

scrvice,. .111(1 .1 v.illiiigness to
-.Holton and 1..11.11(11),11(. 111 Iliin.

1.11. place.

In maw: ,.iscs. !cc-, for alter-.
school coute-clinLI Il hOrl1
1)1. 111(11%1(111:11 [Wildly', whose (1111-

drell re(1111re ,u'rVict,. Snell a prac-
tice is common when Scouting,
rgziiiiiations .111d sports teams
oder their programs to children
111..olvcd ni atter school care. Other
twitting options include seeking
grants Irons 1 haritablc or govern
mental agclicies, or securing Med
icaid henlits. [nivel-stiles with
counselor tralI111112. nr00,1';1111S 111:1V

consoler (levcInpine, praticum and
intcriisl»p opportunities when
counseling scrvices could be pro-
; ided free of charge.

The alter-school care program
is an ideal environment for foster-
ing communicfition :111(1 tllilt1I1(1)i2;

joint ellort t)I par( tits. teachers.
school counselors. incl childcare
\vorkers to address children's Mn-
ial Ilealth 'weds. School personnel
\vim identify children \yitli emo-
tional difficulties would have ay-
emu's of referral for individual
connseling 'services. %Vitli client
consent. families. counselors. and
school personnel could work to-
gether to improv. a client's cmo-
tional adjustment. behavioral
control. and school performance.

(Iroup counseling. \vould also he
.111 efficient and eitctive modality
for counselors to employ in an af-
ter-school childcare setting. (.11il-
dren cookl by helped to cop(' with
issues such as divorcing parents,
relocation. griet and loss, peer r-
lationships, and family yioltatce. In
addition, because parents pick tip
1'Iiildiri from childcare programs
after York. they would be available
for consultation and rmtctitially for
participation in parent education
and other preventative ;111(1 family
wellness programs.

4S2)u ti

\-; ;1 I'e-till c,i initialintl, cowl-
ser\nct-s in atier-!,(11001

(111(1Care 1/1-01.),r;1111s. children with
,inotional needs could 1)1' ad-
quately and conveniently served.
Moreover. the school could become
ille communitv setting for cdtwa-
I ton. childe.ire. arld inentzd health
services.

1,:cicrencr).),

r.rquliar. I.. , )1.11'cic-aslic. I). (10931.
sls:(111 ()/ Itclon mut o(ler-

rhunl ()grams 0 oillr act No.
:.Cti)(151u011. Portsmouth. Nil: 12NIC
itsearch c orpor.111011.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Caught in the Middle: Protect-
ing the Children of High Conflict
Divorce. Carla. B. Garrity and
Mitchell A Baris. New York: Lcx-
ingtuth Flunks. 1994. 172 pp.
($19..):51

Carla 13. Garrity and Mitchell A.
13aris are Colorado child psycholo-
gists who have produced a book for
the benefit of children in Caught
in the Aliddlc: 1)roteciinci the Chit
dren of lion Conflict Divorce.

Besides grappling, wIth the
usual stages of growing up. hil-
dren in divorce situations face nu-
merous additional pressures. As
many as one third of these children
are pawns in the continuing, ani-
mosit between their parents. ot-
ten without the adults' recognition.
Many interventions are possible to
assist the parents with moving to-
ward cooperative co-parenting.

Garrity and Baris enumerate
the factors that influence a posi-
tive outcome for these children.
They describe the issues that par-
ents involve their children in.
warning, that continued. unre-
solved conflict can have severe
long-term results.

The authors describe the impact
of parental conflict on various ages
of children: developmental re-
sponses and potential negative
consequences it steps aren't taken
toward remedying the stress. [se-
fill checklists with specific descrip-
tions help the reader assess the
level of conflict. Visitation guide-
lines arc then listed, given the de-
vlopmental age of the child and
the level of conflict of the parents.

"Parental alienation syndrome. -

in which one parent encourages
the child to reject the other par-

28

v is 111C Ill( st I ra12.1e l'C's1111 tit a
hith «midi( t divorce. Garrity and
Baris describe this syndrome and
the inamtestation of specific behav-
iors. as \veil as the importance of
early recognition and intervention.

Cunght in :;:e Aliadie includes
.1 comprehensive intervention
model that recommends strategies
to utilize a parenting coordina-
tor. c hilclren s therapist. and sup-
port services for the targeted
pareat as %veil as the alienating
parent. The parenting coordinator
assists parents \kith creating a
plan that moves from "conflict oat
to cooperative parenting... usually
working through the stage of "dis-
engagement... This helps the par-
ents get through impasses and
keeps children out of the loop of
parental conflict.

:\ sample of a legal parenting
plan and a parenting checklist of
areas that may need to be ad-
dressed are included in appendi-
es. as are formal parenting
coordinator and children's thera-
pist agreements.

This book can be a valuable
starting place for divorcing par-
ents. Conflict mediators or arbitra-
tors. therapists. and members of
the legal system involved with di-
vorce cases will find this hook con-
tains specific explanations and
interventions to guide parents to-
ward cooperative co-parenting.
ultimately actualizing the well-be-
ing of the children of divorce.

Rc% /ci%cci he Parn Muson.
,.Jut,e1w- It heat Rulee Ihizh

, /um]. lellcrson ( 00011
chocil Pistrui
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In Love and In Danger: A Teen's
Guide to Breaking Free of Abu-
sive Relationships. Barrie Levy.
Seattle: Seal Press. 1993. 107 pp.
(88.95)

Though teenagers find them-
selves (1c tiling wit h numerous
adult problems today. one of the
most serious can he an abusive re-
lationship. Barrie Levy has penned
some advice for them in in Lore
and In Danacr.

The book opens with first-per-
-,011 accounts of destructive rela-
tionships- -two teenage girls and a
mother whose daughter had come
through a dangerously violent re-
lationship. The accounts arc raw
and powerful.

Levy includes statistic's about
the increase of dating violence (an
estimate is 28°01. claiming at least
one out of every tour students are
impacted. In Lore and In Danger
also defines types of abusefrom
emotional (verbal put-downs. in-
terrogations. threats of telling se-
crets. isolating the boy or girl from
others. influence) to physical to
sexual (including coercion).
Quotes from teens include those in
gay and straight relationships,
girls and boys.

A series of questions helps teens
decide whet her they are either vic-
tims or abusers themselves. The
cycle of violence is then explained:
tension-building, explosion, and
honeymoon stages. Reasons why
abuse occurs are explored, the
price of staving in the relationship
is discussed. and deciding whether
to leave or stay in the relationship
is evaluated.

Suggestions for victims or abus-
ers wanting to make changes are

AWARENESS
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listed. A short final chapter otters
hope for future. healthy relation-
ship choices.

Blank pages are included
throughout. with questions that
lead the reader to personal re
soonses about each area covered.
Ira Lore and In Danger is a quick
read for teens, with lots of oppor-
tunity for personal reflection mid
discussion. Teens and those who
work with them xvill benefit from
the nnormation and advice.

!4 c reneJ lac !',tin \I ins( in

When Love Goes Wrong: What to
Do When You Can't Do Anything
Right. Ann Jones and Susan
Sch,chter. New York: Harper
Collins Publishers. 1992. 345 pp.
15201

.According to a reference from an
August 1090 Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association, battering
is now the single most common
cause of injury to women in the

nitec1 St ates. The media attention
given to recent cases such as the
Simpson/Goldman murders in
California offers an opportunity to
scrutinize the problem of destruc-
t IVO relationships. When 1.01,V Goes
Wrong is On excellent resource for
women and helping professionals.

Authors Ann Jones and Susan
Schechter offer an analysis of con-
trolling partners: men who gam
power using a variety of tactics to
get their way. Checklists of these
coercive actions are provided to
help women sort out what is hap-
pening in their own relationships.
First-person accounts add read-
ability, empowering controlled
women to take action that can help
them regain their lives.

An early chapter addresses the
woman's denial and minimizing of
these behaviors and her attempt to

Fall 1 !M

"take the blame- for the abuse.
lowever. the hook emphasizes that

the controller is the problem. by
choosing to hchave destructively.

:\ tiller Chapter ()Hers cyaluat
10IIS of programs for batterers,

what works and what does not.
(The authors, for example. guard
against couple therapy when there
is an imbalance of power.) More
checklists give suggestions for
evaluating a good counselor for
this kind of work and for assess-
ing changes following, help.

Most of the hook deals with
helping women make decisions
about whether or not to stay in the
relationship. and what to do it the
decision is to leave. Tips about
shelters and other housing op-
tions. gaining financial support.

using the legal system, and devel-
oping a support system of personal
,advocates can empower women to
make the hest choices for t hem
selves and their children.

Special sections help women
protect their children, find help for
their own substance abuse prob-
lems. and choose new potential
partners. Advice is given for fam-
ily, friends. and professionals in
a position to help. There is an ex-
tensive bibliography and list of re-
sources in the appendix.

lk %hen Lore Goes Wrong is a
compelling book with a plethora of
practical assessments and sugges-
tions for women in negative and
dangerous relationships. It's a
must for at counselor's bookshelf.

Rt, ,,c1 h, pain \ t in son

/I 8 4 _
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CCA CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

October 20, 21 1994

"Everyday Heroes, Our Hope for Tomorrow"

l)\ I i ik l k CDE RI ( 11: I II It I ik 1./1 I I Fl I I CoNITI:FNCI P BIZ I I( I ION

U'(' (MI (Mil/ Cr)/ (./"Cki/t It) //WS( "U `i/0 /Mend the coilferellc-c
i,o111 daus, ,viiich fulfills ill(' reiutircii fi)t. one -;elitester hour)

\BCC II I .11 `-k) c,IVFN

Registration
Refer to Conference Schedule (or Events and Speakers Member Non-Member

Options

\ ( \I I RI \( . All events I hursdav, I hursdav evening banquet
and all day Friday (Brcakt;ist iiuu pro-cide(t) Ow semester hour CDE cre(iit)

5124.0()

2. I hursdav only. (8:30 a.m. -:30 p.m.) 5 5.00 5 84.00
3. l'hursdav evening only. (h:00 c,:30 p.m.) '520.00 S 20.00
4. Iridav only. (7:30 a.m. 550.00 S 84.00

Graduate Students Who Are CCA Members Can Attend
Entire conference including meal:- $50.00

6. Entire conference no meals 525.00

Please identify Your primary division. affiliate. That division will receive a percentage rebate
based on attendance, as part of their fundraising efforts. (please check only one.)

CA ADA _CSC:\ LA CASG\ \' .___CNINCA OTHER

AC. l:!-; C .\ \ICI) ARVIC CCDA /CAECA ._CCSDA

Please register me for Option (give number) above. Amount due.

\dim.
rl'or,l

,k.hokkl

I Ionle

irk adkirc--

1\ ork

Check if you prefer all meals vegetarian.

Mail registration form and check (payable to CCA) to:
Marshall Nlav
P.O. Bo\ 510

Eastlake, CO 80614-0510

Registration closes October 7, 1994. After that add $20.00 late registration.

Questions?
Call 'Marshall Nlav, (1031 4(m-2(147. or Caroline Baker, (71q) 520-53(15

Fall I'1(1.1 31

466
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Room Reservations
Antlers L'oubletree Motel

Colorado Springs
4 South Cask.-aQie Aventic Colorado Springs, Colorado 80(-)03

tit10-222- 1.1:l:k or 71q-473-'bilt)

,i)n:ricte tlll arcas volt upe 1,1casc) wail

,,,,r
t tol,er 1') toiler .11 Ytoi,er ..!

d (.1

\ddre,

%

additional per.oni,l, Lino_ r, ,

- - .
in ran \ A....it, Litton

---._-_-------
I .1101)C II)t. I IRIC area

!la\ \ 1t en rreviow-,1\

IN( 10.1 0\1 Nii,111' [M)M Ill 1`0,11 01Z It (Rim 1 \Ku
\I \ rct1111(i.11`lt. It ,111,:eiLft:ois. Mo,.1k, \

t 1,1111,4 the ott(ii t iitksts at (71'11 hour-. prior
Arrival 111 time 1- atter b, -out time
: 2 noon

Nisrival

I Is.rdi lure

( :edit

: :It

IZates hot( Cl

S-,t).110

ss150(1(1

Would N. ou preter.1

'Ants

,piration slate

1110 note! om .tun
\mei-Rs:in- with 1)1at'ilitle
\st .--tan uard,

teldire,tit ith ,rt.t

non--,rnokints.; \o
11111,4 '-,ctssteinirser 1". 1""-4

\ *.- I, \ :I \\ \II \I'll II'.
thiItIonal !,t1 IZoom type-. are on a request only

1:ate.tibit.,:t hotel ta\ --,urrentiv "

CCA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

\listriblsrs-.1 1 I D On an annual basis with rene\val
in April ,ind October. Please complete this" 10r111 as
usuratclv \\ill receive vour inail
home utile-, tint request the hustriess addrss.

Nil

i hues arc 1.00. \\shuh include, c cs.\

and one ill`. 1,101 1 or II 1 Irlsts-I (.4r(Ittp of \sc)1 t It) lolll
n)oris titan ',tie. (-heck it ;Intl cliclip-,e .iddltional Sti nil
for cat h. pun more 111,111 our II`, i,loll of IfilereI

,it' the primary one It\ twit .1 I in Ili,'
helois, II, 'tattle.

.\:,3112.1

AcEs (counselor Edit( anon Super\ 'stow
(-ANICI.) (Multicultural Conn,-.t.lini2, ,N Development,
c.\SG\\* (Specialist in (Iroup 11'or1:1
LSERVI(' ;111(1 Value ksiis nt (Thtin-,clitit:.!

. CCDA (Career D)l velopment!
_ ('(751);\ Wolleuc Student Dyloprnerul

CM11(':\ (Nicilial Health C,,1111,-.eloi--.1
('SCA (School counselori

(Nlarriaue Family ounselors1

\lake check payable to Colorado
Counseling Association and mail to:

Nlar-diall \la
!'. i i. liox 510 Nt\

Rtstus \vat

Retired Dues: :s2.0() lot' CCA. 52.00 lor (;h clii-
,loo nr iiitcres-a
Student Dues: :-,15.00 fort (',\ and one division or
interest group: t-3:1.00 (or each additional division or
inierr-o ,,.Joup. STUDENTS MUST HAVE THE INFORMATION
BELOW COMPLETED.

I lic ahoy( person I's lot m1111111111111 .1 tittle graduate
indent dulind hv criteria and

colink,eline......ns psyholo2
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